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DIRECTOR'S FOREWORD

Having ourselves just emerged from the second millennium a. d.

and the dramatic effects of an age of intensive intercultural

communication, we have the opportunity with this exhibition

to reflect on the momentous developments that initiated these

advances in the wake of the creation of the world's first cities.

Three to four thousand years ago, with the formation ofpower-

ful kingdoms and large territorial states during the second mil-

lennium b.c, rising social elites fostered the impetus to acquire

precious materials and to fashion objects in styles that reflected

contacts with foreign lands. In this "open world," seemingly

without borders, merchants from Mesopotamia established

trading centers throughout central Anatolia while also exploit-

ing its rich metal resources. Local Anatolian rulers embellished

their palaces with luxurious furnishings that incorporated

prestigious Egyptian imagery, and powerful kingdoms in Syria

were linked through commerce and diplomacy with other Near

Eastern and more distant centers. These contacts are reflected

in the magnificent finds—some imported from Egypt—in

royal tombs at Ebla and in the extraordinary sculptures and

wall paintings from the renowned palace at the emporium of

Mari, which stood at the crossroads between Mesopotamia

and the Mediterranean. Much international exchange flowed

through the port of Byblos on the Levantine coast, with its

close ties to Egypt. The Nile Valley also actively participated

in this exchange, as demonstrated by an exceptional hoard of

foreign silver and seals in the Temple of Montu at Tod.

Neither political nor physical barriers appear to have

stemmed the flow of cross-cultural exchange, which took the

form of booty and tribute, as well as trade and diplomatic gift

giving, thus providing the means for the circulation of precious

goods while stimulating the exchange of ideas and fostering

artistic creativity. Craftsmen—most remarkably those respon-

sible for fresco-painted palaces around the eastern Mediter-

ranean littoral—traveled long distances, bearing imagery most

familiar in the Aegean world. And the interaction of great and

powerful rival states, from Babylonia to the Nile Valley, was

expressed in the arts by the creation ofnew international styles.

But perhaps the most dramatic evidence for such far-flung con-

nections emerges out of tragedy—the wreckage of the oldest

known seagoing ship with its wealthy cargo, found off the cape

of Uluburun, on one of the treacherous stretches of the southern

Turkish coastline.

In creating "Beyond Babylon: Art, Trade, and Diplomacy in

the Second Millennium b.c," Joan Aruz, Curator in Charge of

the Department of Ancient Near Eastern Art, has been guided

by her vision of the significance of representing the past as an

integrated whole, not limited by modern boundaries. Following

five years after the landmark exhibition, 'Art of the First Cities:

The Third Millennium b.c. from the Mediterranean to the

Indus," this attempt to illuminate both a phase of human his-

tory over a wide geographic expanse and the impact of cultures

on one another has presented enormous challenges. We are

deeply grateful to participating institutions, to their directors

and their curators, who have shared our commitment. Coun-

tries such as Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Greece, Georgia,

and Armenia have generously lent treasures in their national

collections, allowing us to represent their ancient cultures. The

rich resources of the museums of western Europe, whose pio-

neering archaeological work in many of these lands has been

rewarded with a division of the finds, have also ensured that we

are able to present as full a picture as possible of the intricacies

of the age, and to offer many of its most significant works. For

this we are indebted to our colleagues in London, Paris, Berlin,

Turin, and Brussels as well as in the United States. An exhibi-

tion of this scope could not be realized without the assistance of

many people, listed by Joan Aruz in the acknowledgments.

We are also indebted to the contributors to the catalogue

—

archaeologists and art historians in thirteen countries—whose

efforts were skillfully integrated in this comprehensive volume.

Along with the lenders and our supporters, they have played a

key role in realizing this ambitious project, elucidating a funda-

mental phase of human history. Looking back upon the legacy

of the vibrant Bronze Age civilizations represented in "Beyond

Babylon," an enduring message emerges: The impetus toward

cross-cultural exchange is more powerful than the imposing

barriers of geography and political conflict. Indeed, it has led to

some of the greatest advances of our shared civilization.

Mention of this exhibition and catalogue cannot go with-

out acknowledgment of the many important funders involved

in the project. Our deepest thanks go to Dorothy and Lewis B.

Cullman, whose generosity toward this project has been simply

astounding. The Hagop Kevorkian Fund's extraordinary support

has also allowed for many critical aspects of the project to be

achieved. To our colleagues at the Turkish-American Business

Council, we offer our appreciation for their newfound interest

in the Museum's work. All of these contributors, together with

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm H. Wiener, the Oceanic Heritage Foun-

dation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the Federal

Council on the Arts and the Humanities, have made possible

the realization of this project.

Philippe de Montebello

Director

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt
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CHRONOLOGY

Southern Mesopotamta/Elam Northern Mesopotamia Syria and the Levant
«000 B.l-.

Middle Bronze

IsIN-LaRSA PERIOD, 2004-1763

Old Babylonian period, 1894-1595

Amorite dynasties

Old Assyrian period, 1920-1740

Middle Bronze Ac;e, siooo-tfion

Old Syri an period. 2000-I6OO

Hammurabi 0)'Babylon (1792-17.50)

Dadusha of'Eihnunna (ca. 17S0)

Samsu-iluna ofBabylon (1749-1712)

Shamsht-Adad I (1808-1776?)

tshmt-Dagan I (1775-?)

Yahdun-Lim ofMart (1810-1794)

Alalakh VII

Yarim-Lim ofAlalakh (1780-1765?

Zimn-Lim ofMan (1775-1760)

Destruction ofMari, ca. 1760

Immtya ofEbla (1750—1700)

1600B.C.

Late Bronze

Destruction of Babylon. 1595

Middle B \m loni \n

Kassite period, 1595-1155

Kara-indask (ca. 1415)

Kurtgalsu I (ca. 1390)

Mitanni, lioo-iu.io

Haraltarna (ca. 1500)

Saushtatar (?)

Artatama I (?)

MiDiin Assyrian period, IMiO-lono

Ertba-Adad I (1390-136H)

Late Bronze Ace, I600-1200/1 100

Middle Syrian period. 1600-1200/1150

Alalakh IV

Idrtmi ofAlalakh (ca. 1500)

Kadashman-Enlil I (ca. t37o)

liurnaburiash II (1369-1393)

I'ntash-Sapmska oj'Elam (1340-1300)

Kurigahat II (I3S2-1308)

Tushratta (1385-1330?)

.isnur-uoaiiii 1 (ijbj—ijsiaj

Shattruaza

Xtqmaddu of'Vgaril (1353—1318)

Destruction ofQalna.ca. 1340

Naxi-Maruttaih (1807-1989} Adad-nirari I (1305-1274)

Skagarakti-Shurtash (1245-1233)

Kashttliashu If (1232-1225)

Shalmanescr I (1273-1244)

Tukultt-Xinurta I (1243-1207)

Battle of Oadesh, ca. 1275

Treaty of Oadesh. ca. 1258

Ammtstamru IlofVgant (1250-1210)

ca. 1200/
U50 8.C.

Late Bronze/

Early Iron
^ Icli-Shif>ak (I 186— 1 1 72)

Shutruk-S'ahunte ofElam (1188—U88)

Marduk-apla-tddma I (1171-1159)

End of Kassite dynasty, ca. 1 155

Ashur-dan I (1178-1133)

Ashur- resha-ishi (1 132-1 1 15)

Ttglath-pdtscr I (1114-1076)

Beginning of Iron Age, ca. 12i>o/U50

Destruction of I'garit, ca. l \so

This Chronology uses the Middle Chronology for the Near East, the Metropolitan Museum List of Rulers for Egypt, and a modified

Traditional Chronology for the Aegean. All dates are approximate. See also Appendices on pages 250-54.
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Old Assyrian Trading/

Merchant Colony period

karum Kanesh, 1950-1700

KOltepe karum II (1950-1836)

Kiiltepe karun, II) (lsoo-1700)

Middle Kingdom

Dynasty 12. I9S1-I.S02
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Senwosret I (1961-1917)
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Tod Treasure
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. t nit firm flili III [lr)*}>t — lcSliiJ
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Dynasty 13. 1802-1640

Middle Helladic. 2090-1625

Middle Minoan (MM) IB-IIA-B/

Protopalatiai. per mo. 1950-1750

Hittite Old Kingdom (1650-1500)

llattusili I (1650-1620)

Muniti I (1620-1590)

Neferhotep I (1722-1711)

Second Intermediate Period

(Hyksos), 1640—1550

Late Helladic (LH) [/Ear I \

Mycenaean period, 1625-1525

MM I 1 I A — B NeoPAI .ATI Al.PERIOD.

1750-1625

MMIIB-Late Minoan (LM) IA/

Late Cycladic (LC) 1. 1625-1525

Telipinu (1525-1500)

Hittite Middle Kingdom (1500-1344)

TvdhdUya I II (i t8Q-J39Q)
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New Kingdom
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Hittite New Kingdom Hittite
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INTRODUCTION
JOAN ARUZ

The Greek poet Hesiod, writing in the eighth century

B.C., was the first to point out the significance of

metals—gold, silver, bronze and iron—in defining

the Ages of Mankind. In the Bronze Age,

Zeus the Father made a third generation ofmortal men, a

brazen race . . . no way equal to the silver age. . . . Great was

their strength and unconquerable the arms which grewfrom

their shoulders on their strong limbs. Their armour was of

bronze, and their houses ofbronze, and ofbronze were their

implements: there was no black iron. . . . But when earth had

covered this generation also, Zeus the son of Cronos madeyet

another . . . a god-like race ofhero-men . . . the race before

our own, throughout the boundless earth. Grim war and

dread battle destroyed a pa rt ofthem, some in the land of

Cadmus at seven-gated Thebe when theyfoughtfor theflocks

ofOedipus, and some, when it had brought them in ships

over the great sea gulfto Troyfor rich-haired Helen's sake

(Works and Days 109-20I). 1

The Bronze Age
More than two thousand years after Hesiod, in the early nine-

teenth century, the first curator of the Nationalmuseet in

Copenhagen, Christian Thomsen, again invoked the Bronze

Age in his attempt at scientific classification of the develop-

ment of civilization—part of a threefold system characteriz-

ing the advances in technology from the Stone to the Bronze

and Iron Ages. With some modifications these terms have sur-

vived, and the Middle and Late phases of the Bronze Age

—

encompassing the early and late second millennium B.C.—are

the subject of this volume and this exhibition. Indeed, the

quest for metals—especially for copper and tin primarily to

make bronze weapons and tools and precious gold and silver

for display and exchange—was the driving force that led to

the establishment of merchant colonies in central Anatolia at

the inception of the second millennium and to the intensive

trade and diplomatic exchange among the great powers of the

later centuries of this era. The astounding discovery of an

estimated one ton of tin along with ten tons of copper in the

wreckage of the oldest surviving seagoing ship, sailing from

the Levant toward the Aegean around 1300 B.C., provides per-

haps the most tangible testimony to this major impetus for

interaction. The cargo and other contents of the ship, which

spilled onto the seabed off" the southern Anatolian coast, have

been the subject of intensive analysis since their discovery just

a few decades ago (see pp. 289—305).

The pursuit of metals and the advances in metallurgy may

be counted among the great developments that sparked the

unprecedented intensity of interaction that characterized the

second millennium B.C. A remarkable record of this exchange

during the eighteenth century B.C., in the form of a cuneiform

tablet, provides perspective on the peoples involved, their

motives, and the routes they traveled. The tablet, discovered

in the archives of the palace at Mari in the Middle Euphrates

region, outlines the distribution of tin from east to west. In his

interpretation of the document, Jack Sasson points to the pres-

ence in Ugarit, of Mari merchants who, with the service of

translators, distributed tin in the Levant and Anatolia (fig. l).*

The places mentioned in this single disbursement list extend

from the kingdom of Anshan in southwestern Iran (and, by

extension, to tin sources probably located in Central Asia) to

Kaphtor, identified with Minoan Crete.

In addition to the tin trade, there was also long-distance

traffic in lapis lazuli—again from a Central Asian source in

the mountainous Badakhshan region ofAfghanistan—to cen-

ters in the Near East, Egypt, and the Aegean, as well as in other

resources such as elephant ivory from Asia and Africa (see

maps on pp. xxii-xxiii and fig. 97). Such exchange also testifies

to the vast distances that goods were transported, across lands

with a great diversity of peoples who spoke many languages.

These included Elamites on the Iranian Plateau, Hurrians in

northeastern Mesopotamia, Indo-Europeans (Hittites and

Luwians in Anatolia and Mycenaean Greeks), Kassites (who

came to rule Babylonia), Egyptians, and Semitic speakers.

The last included descendants of Akkadians in southern

Mesopotamia, Assyrians in the north, Amorites in Syro-

Mesopotamia, and Canaan ites and Aramaeans along the

Levantine coast.
3 As Mario Liverani points out in his essay

(pp. 161-68), the complexity of the human dimension—the

array oflanguages, customs, and social practices to be mastered

Detail of fig. 8
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no. was accounted

1 14 talents* 30 pounds tin, taken out of Mari about 1230 pounds

3 1 talent tin that Hammurabi of Babylon conveyed in Aleppo

5 20 pounds tin: from the contribution of Sheplarpak king of Anshan (Elam)

6 20 pounds tin: from the gifts of Ishhi-Dagan and

Yatar-Addu in Ugarit two merchants of Elamite tin

9 Total: 16 talents, 10 pounds—available stock

10 out of this (amount): gifts to the royal circle of Yamhad

1 1 pounds, 40 shekels tin: to Samsi-Addu [Shamshi-Adad] Aleppo army general

11 9 talents, 27 pounds, 38 shekels tin: to Yarim-Lim king of Yamhad

IS 1 talent, 37 shekels tin: to Gashera his wife, the queen

14 30 pounds tin: Hammurabi their son, the crown prince

15 16 pounds, 40 shekels tin: to Tab-balat the king's private secretary

16 8 pounds tin: to Sin-abushu in Aleppo the prince's private secretary

18 10 pounds tin: Sumu-barah in Muzunnum prince of Yamhad, ruling at Muzunnum

20 8 pounds, 20 shekels tin: Ewri-Talma in Layashum Layashum is not yet identified

22 30 pounds tin: Ibni-Addu, king of Hazor in Hazazar, thefirst time Hazazar is likely near Ugarit

intermediary: Addi-Addu Addi-Addu: agent

25 20 pounds tin: Amud-pi-El king of Qatna

26 20 pounds tin: Ibni-Addu in Hazazar, the second time Ibni-Addu of Hazor receives second

shipment

1+ (?) pounds and [40?] shekels tin: to a Kaphtorite Kaphtor is Crete

28 20 shekels tin: the translator (targamannum) targamannum is the precursor of

chief Kaphtor merchant in Ugarit "dragoman"

[x amount of tin: Ibni-Addu] the third time, in [....] Ibni-Addu of Hazor may have received a

26 third shipment

2 talents tin: [?] in Dur-Sumu-epuh Yamhadi town where final draft was likely

drawn up

*l talent = 60 pounds

Figure 1. Mari tablet. A. 1270 (ARM 23:556) Translated by Jack M. Sasson.

in the long-distance quest for resources and exotica—not

only provided challenges but served as catalysts for contact,

enlivening our picture of the world three to four thousand

years ago.

The Landscapes of Interaction

The defining features of the varied landscapes over consider-

able distances include the great river valleys— those of the

Tigris and Euphrates (fig. 2), the Nile, and the Indus—with

their relatively easy access to land and sea routes, fertile

highlands, and arid lowlands and plateaus. Imposing barriers

also exist, such as the Zagros Mountains on the border

between Iran and southern Mesopotamia, as well as the vast

Syrian and Arabian Deserts. Along the eastern coast of the

Mediterranean extends the Levant (see p. 2), the region referred

to by a term coined in the fifteenth century a.d. to designate the

eastern lands in the direction of the rising sun. It runs south of

the Amanus range, which along with the Taurus Mountains

naturally divides the region from Anatolia—signifying the

area now encompassed by modern Turkey—restricting access

to the central Anatolian plateau to a narrow winding track

from the Cilician Gates close to Tarsus. One of the most dra-

matic features of this region is the great cross-continental rift

caused by the meeting of two tectonic plates, the African and

the Arabian. This created the 100-meter-long Beqa Valley,

which divides the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon Mountain

ranges that separate the Syrian Desert from the coast. Their

primary resource—verdant cedar forests—is immortalized in

the Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh (fig. 3). Indeed, mountains

ring the eastern Mediterranean, creating littoral zones lim-

ited in extent and access to the interior. One exception is the

broad coastal plain that runs south of the Lebanon range and

then west to the Nile Delta and beyond.

Neither land nor sea, however—or even such cataclysmic

disasters as the eruption of the volcano on the island of Thera

in mid-second millennium B.C.—impeded the movements of

traders and other travelers over great distances and at great

4



Figure 2. Aerial view of

the Euphrates River south

of Deir ez-Zor, Syria.

Figure 3. Aerial view of

the Cedars ofLebanon
in the Chouf district,

Lebanon.

risk. By the Middle Bronze Age (ca. 2000-1600 B.C.), the focus

of the first section of this volume, certain cities—particularly

Ashur on the Tigris, Mari in eastern Syria, Ugarit with its

Mediterranean harbors, and the seaport of Byblos with its close

ties to Egypt—developed special prominence as centers

through which goods flowed to the west. As discussed by

Mogens Trolle Larsen (pp. 15-17, 70-73), Assyrian merchants

established a network of trading settlements around such cities

as Kultepe on the Central Anatolian Plateau, traveling in

donkey caravans laden with tin and textiles and assuming con-

trol of the internal trade in local copper. While their activi-

ties are documented in great detail, thanks to the discovery

of their archives over the course of the last century, one must

imagine the numerous other ventures that crisscrossed west-

ern Asia, carving paths out of mountain passes and deserts,

as illustrated by a wall painting preserved in an Egyptian

5



Middle Kingdom tomb showing a donkey caravan with Asiatics

wearing colorful textiles and carrying foreign products to

Egypt (fig. 4). The figures have been variously interpreted as

traders or tributaries, itinerant tinkers or mining specialists.
4

Long-distance trade in the eastern Mediterranean is already

implied in the third millennium B.C. by mention of "Byblos

ships," a term used for seagoing vessels not only on the usual

Byblos-Nile Delta route but for other destinations as well.

"Byblos ships" voyaged to Punt during both Dynasty 6 and

Dynasty 18, the time of Hatshepsut's famous expedition to

this exotic land (fig. 5).
5 "Keftiu ships" (the term "Keftiu" allud-

ing to the Minoan world) were possibly being repaired at the

naval yards of Thutmose III, according to Manfred Bietak in

his essay on Tell el-Dab'a (p. 1 12).
6 Myriad other sailing ves-

sels plied the seas (fig. 6). But it is the tragic consequences of

those that met with disaster—like the Uluburun ship, dis-

cussed by Cemal Pulak—which provide a window into the

sea trade that fed the intricate diplomatic and commercial

enterprises flourishing among the great powers. In an age of

large territorial states in the Near East, these included

Kassite Babylonia in southern Mesopotamia, Mitanni and

then Assyria in the north, and Hatti in central Anatolia. From

time to time, some of these powers dominated smaller polities

in the Syro-Levantine region. Forming a kind of interna-

tional alliance along with Egypt and involving the

Mycenaean world, their interactions forecast the explosion

of Mediterranean commerce in later Phoenician times under

very different sociopolitical circumstances.

Trade, Travel, and Transformation

The terms "global" and "multicultural" are often applied to

our contemporary society, which has just stepped out of the

second millennium a . d . Remarkably, such concepts are rele-

vant as well to the second millennium B.C. when, building

upon the momentous developments of prior millennia—the

origin of cities and the invention of writing—an expanding

social elite required bronze and demanded exotic luxury goods

from distant lands. These needs fostered the creation of an era

of intense foreign contacts, with new technological break-

throughs, such as the invention of glass, and a revolution in

travel with the introduction ofthe horse into the Mediterranean

region. The mechanisms and modes of interaction were com-

plex. They included immigration and mixed marriages, and

involved traveling merchants and diplomats, warriors, skilled

specialists, kings, and princess-brides in a world seemingly

without borders. The social consequences were also complex,

some of their intricacies captured in surviving texts. Among

the thousands of documents retrieved from the trading towns

of central Anatolia are not only merchant accounts but also

letters from home (Ashur), allowing us a glimpse into the lives

of profit-driven businessmen living abroad, their day-to-day

Figure 4. Facsimile of wall painting with western Asiatic nomads. Tomb of Khnumhotep II, Beni Hasan. Dynasty 12, reign of Senwosret II.
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Figure 5. Drawing of stone relief with Hatshepsut's expedition to Punt. Mortuary temple of Hatshepsut, Deir el-Bahri.

dealings, and their personal problems. In one letter, a distraught

wife and sister warn: "You love money! You hate your life! . . .

Please . . . come, see Assur's eye and save your life! As to the

proceeds from my textiles, why don't you send that to me?" 7

Rulers and other elite personages traveled abroad—Zimri-

Lim, for example, who went from Mari to the Mediterranean,

and an envoy of the king of Ugarit, who ventured eastward to

see Zimri-Lim's own glorious palace (see pp. 96-100).

During the Late Bronze Age (ca. 1600-1200/1150 B.C.),

with the formation of large political powers, historical accounts

of Egyptian pharaohs and detailed depictions of conquests,

booty, and tribute portray the riches of foreign lands brought to

the Nile Valley as a result of war and in the context (and

pretext) of domination. Precious goods described in letters

circulated among the great rulers—Burnaburiash II in

Babylonia, Tushratta in Mitanni, Ashur-uballit I in Assyria,

Suppiluliuma I and later Muwattalli II in Hatti, and pha-

raohs from Amenhotep III to Ramesses II in Egypt (ca. 1390-

1213 B.C.)— cast light on courtly diplomacy to secure not

only necessities but also shared "symbols of excellence." 8 The

Amarna Letters and Hittite diplomatic texts enumerate goods

exchanged in the context of gift-giving, dowries for foreign

princesses, and lavish wedding presents from one ruler to

another. Made of the rarest and most precious materials, they

must have been masterworks of elaboration—a metal horse-

shaped bottle with gold eagles and lapis lazuli inlays; helmet-

shaped containers of alabaster and malachite, gilded and inlaid

with lapis lazuli; saltcellars formed as bull-calves and lions; a

gilded ebony plaque with winged discs and Deluge monsters;

ceremonial weapons embellished with gold and precious stones;

and gilded rhyta adorned with ivory, ebony, and lapis lazuli.
9

The more intangible wealth—of ideas—that circulated

in the interactive environment of the second millennium B.C.

further stimulated the creativity that characterizes the Late

Bronze Age. The transmission of literary traditions, enabled

by "guest professors," is dramatically documented in fragments

of the Epic of Gilgamesh, discovered in the Hittite capital at

Bogazkoy and at other sites such as Megiddo (see p. 192 and

cat. no. 1 1 7). Scholarly texts found at Ugarit and Amarna attest

to the spread of Mesopotamian intellectual traditions.
10 The

impact in foreign lands of Mesopotamian concepts, practices of

governance, views of the cosmos, and elements of language is

also significant.
11

Homer's Odyssey reveals attitudes to foreigners and the ele-

vated status of experts from abroad:

Who would call in aforeigner?—unless an artisan with

skill to serve the realm, a healer, or a prophet, or a builder, or

one whose harp and song might give usjoy. All these are

soughtfor on the endless earth. (Odyssey 1 7.S01-5).
12

Indeed, in the Hittite texts we learn of physicians and

conjurers sent by Ramesses II to Anatolia at the request of

Hattusili III, who also expresses a desire for "some statues to put

in my family house," pleading, "Do not refuse me a sculptor!"
13

7



Figure 6. Miniature Frieze, detail. Thera, West House, Room 5. Late Cycladic I. Museum of Prehistoric Thera 5824

Styles of Interaction

Foreign "symbols of excellence" included not only exotic

works but also, apparently, artisans. Such acquisitions would

seem to imply that, alongside the development of individual

expression characterizing distinct civilizations, there grew a

shared appreciation of skills as well as aesthetic standards and

qualities—in particular, the talent to transform raw materials

into lifelike images infused with vitality.
14 The celebration of

expertise is also conveyed in mythology, as in the story of the

Ugaritic creator-god Kothar-wa-Hasis of the Baal epic. A
divinity called "son of the sea" and "son of the confluence,"

with Kaphtor (Crete) as "the throne of his dwelling" and

Memphis as "the land of his inheritance," Kothar appears

elementally associated with these realms. Divinely inspired to

prepare gifts for Lady Athirat of the Sea, the creator-god

"poured silver, he cast gold ... he cast a canopy and a reclining

couch, a divine dais ... a divine throne ... a divine table filled

with figures creatures from the foundation of the earth, a

divine bowl." 15

Texts mention master craftsmen sent by one Near Eastern

ruler to another, and certainly imports and shared royal and

ritual imagery are illuminating. However, the groundbreaking

discoveries of Minoan-style fresco paintings at Tell el-Dab'a

in the Nile Delta, at Qatna in Syria, and at other sites in the

Levant and Anatolia over the last few decades have truly

transformed our picture of this form of exchange. There can

be no doubt that prestige was attached to such exotic works,

but perhaps more interesting is the uncommon receptivity to

the artistic approaches and imagery of the Minoan world,

which were devoid of the symbolism of royal and divine power

that otherwise permeated official decorative programs in these

regions. The dynamic Aegean animal style invigorated the

arts of the eastern Mediterranean (see figs. 7, 119) and was an

essential factor in the development of international styles in

the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C., (see pp. 387-95).

Scholars, building on the seminal work of Helene Kantor, 16

have wrestled with the interpretation of the magnificent

objects in gold, ivory, and other materials that display ele-

ments absorbed from eastern and western traditions—the

largest corpus among the dazzling works from the Tomb of

Tutankhamun (see figs. 121, 122, 131). The creation of an

"international koine" reflected and may also have served to

foster diplomatic and other exchanges among the royal courts

of the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. 17 With recent

discoveries, such as the intact Royal Tomb at Qatna, new

opportunities arise for further analysis of this artistic phenom-

enon and the differentiation of local versions of hybrid styles.

The Legacy of the Bronze Age
Art and texts alert us to crises that arose throughout the

second millennium B.C. and eventually overwhelmed the

eastern Mediterranean at the end of the Late Bronze Age

(see fig. 141). Evocative of the world described in the Homeric

epics, and hundreds of years before the traditional date of the

Trojan War, names appear in Hittite documents that may

allude to Ilion, Atreus, Alexander, and the Achaeans, and war-

riors in boar's tusk helmets and oxhide shields march to battle

8



Figure 7. Wall painting with hunting scene. Thebes, Tomb of Rekhmire

(TT 100). Dynasty 18, reigns ofThutmose III-Amenhotep II.

on the Thera frescoes (see fig. 137). The impact of the Age of

Heroes is the subject of Sarah Morris's essay (pp. 435-39),

and the survival of its artistic traditions is explored by-

Marian Feldman in the concluding section of the catalogue

(pp. 445-48).

The burst of creativity inspired by the intensity ofexchange

that marks the second millennium B.C. characterizes one of

the first ofmany international ages in human history.
18 Walter

Burkert, in his work on the Orientalizing Revolution of the

seventh century B.C., concludes that "culture is not a plant

sprouting from its seed in isolation; it is a continuous process

of learning guided by curiosity along with practical needs and

interests. It grows especially through a willingness to learn

from what is 'other,' what is strange and foreign."
19 As he

points out, the "miracle" represented by such an environment

manifested itself repeatedly, notably during the Persian

Empire. Here, in the sixth century B.C., within an imperial

framework, we have perhaps the best-documented encounter

in antiquity between local and foreign styles, with evidence for

the presence of eastern Greek craftsmen among the foreigners

at the Achaemenid court and even for the adoption of the

Aegean animal style on the seal of a Persian royal courtier.
20

Whereas the creation of styles that crossed boundaries dur-

ing the second millennium B.C. appears to have expressed the

alliance of great kings, the use of borrowed forms in this later

context may be a manifestation of the encompassing ideology

of empire. 21

Some scholars have recognized the relevance of these early

beginnings to contact and exchange in later eras. In a plea for

9



the application of global historical analysis to premodern as

well as modern periods, Jerry Bentley notes that "networks of

cross-cultural interaction, communication, and exchange are

defining contexts ofhuman historical experience just as surely

as are the myriad ostensibly distinct societies. . . .Thus atten-

tion to processes of cross-cultural interaction is . . . indispens-

able for . . . understanding the trajectories of individual

societies and the development of the larger world as a whole" 22

It is this approach that has informed two exhibitions that

we have had the privilege to mount at the Metropolitan

Museum. The first, in 2003, "Art of the First Cities: The Third

Millennium B.C. from the Mediterranean to the Indus," set the

stage for our exploration of the art and culture that developed

in the second millennium B.C. in the context of expansive

trade and diplomacy both in the Mesopotamian heartland and

"Beyond Babylon" (fig. 8).
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THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE
MOGENS TROLLE LA RSEN

The world of the Middle Bronze Age in the Near

East, 2000-1600 B.C., was vast and open. We have

direct textual evidence testifying to contacts and

connections that linked areas from Khuzestan in

present-day Iran and the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean

and the Black Sea coast; even the Aegean world and Egypt

were involved in the exchanges of goods, people, and ideas.

Indirect evidence shows that more distant areas were part of

the network centered on the Near East: Iran and Central Asia

produced important goods such as tin and lapis lazuli, which

flowed into Mesopotamia from the east, and copper came from

Oman via commercial centers in the Persian Gulf.
1

All these connections are directly attested in an elaborate

and varied textual documentation and supported by archaeo-

logical data from the many excavations that have been carried

out in the Near East. However, although the texts are numer-

ous they illuminate only certain regions and some sharply

defined historical and political situations. From the city of Mari

on the Middle Euphrates we have enormous palace archives,

but the extensive information that they provide concerns only

a few decades in the eighteenth century B.C. and throws light

on only a limited geographic area in what is now northern

Syria. Another major textual find stems from the site of

Kiiltepe, the ancient city of Kanesh, in central Anatolia, where

so far nearly twenty-three thousand documents from private

merchant archives have been uncovered. From Ebla, some 50

kilometers south of modern Aleppo, we have a much smaller

group of texts, mainly from a palace context. And from vari-

ous places in Mesopotamia itself, notably the city of Sippar, we

have thousands ofdocuments, some from administrative areas,

others from private archives. But these texts normally lack a

primary context, and only rarely can they be restructured as

parts of ancient archives.

Artifacts of all kinds have turned up in cities and towns

throughout the region, and they can often be shown to have

originated far from where they were found. In some cases this

is apparent because the material of which an artifact is made

does not exist locally, and in other instances clear stylistic

Detail of cat. no. 7

differences show an artifact to have been brought from

far away.

Despite the contacts linking the entire Near Eastern region

together in a vast network, this world was not at all a uniform

one. It included a variety of ecological zones—enormous

floodplains in southern Mesopotamia, open steppes in the

north, and highland plateaus in Anatolia and Iran. In the same

way, we find many different cultures and ethnic and linguistic

groups—Elamites in the Khuzestan Plain, Akkadians in

Mesopotamia, Amorites in the Syrian region—and a variety

of Indo-European languages, especially Luwian and Hittite,

spoken in Anatolia. In terms of material culture there were

great distinctions, seen in ceramics, architecture, and other

artistic forms. Nevertheless, the Near East was also a world that

shared many cultural and political traits and traditions. Towns

and cities were ubiquitous; writing was used for everyday pur-

poses, employing the cuneiform system on clay tablets; and

there was even a certain sharing of religious concepts and divin-

ities. As documented in this exhibition, there was also an intense

exchange of ideas and luxury artifacts alongside the trade in

such commodities as metals, stone, wine, wool, and textiles.

The Historical Development
The period began with the collapse of the so-called Third

Dynasty of Ur (Ur III) in southern Mesopotamia about

2000 B.C. The Ur III kings brought large areas under military

control, with the southern floodplain as the economic and

political center. Northern Mesopotamia, with towns such as

Ashur and Nineveh, was part of the Ur III state, as was the

Diyala region, with its main city Eshnunna. Its power also

reached into the Khuzestan Plain, where governors from Ur

were installed at the old political center of Susa.

However, the Ur III kings never managed to establish real

control over the regions along the Euphrates toward the

northwest. In the Syrian and Mesopotamian areas, a major

change in ethnic composition took place during the Middle

Bronze Age with the influx of the Amorites. These Semitic-

speaking tribes pushed down along the river toward the flood-

plain from the Levant and eventually helped bring the Ur III



state to its knees. After its final collapse, a complex pattern of

smaller states emerged. The most distant regions, such as

northern Mesopotamia and Elam, were the first to escape

from Ur's domination, and local dynasties seized power. The

states in Mesopotamia proper were thereafter dominated by

Amorite dynasties.

The Amorite chieftains became the rulers in the cities that

came under their control, and they not only shared a common

language but also had political and religious institutions and

traditions that bound them together as a cultural unit. Perhaps

the most striking example is the list of tribal ancestors invoked

in funerary rituals, for it was an identical list that was used by

the new rulers in Babylon and the one that reflects the tradi-

tions of the Amorite dynasty of Shamshi-Adad in the Syrian

region. Curiously, not a single text is known to have been writ-

ten using the Amorite language, which is identified exclusively

from the thousands of personal names attested in the period.
2

In political terms, the region was a patchwork of states. The

period from about 2000 until 1600 B.C. was one of constant

change, frequent warfare, shifting alliances, and the creation

and subsequent dismantling of short-lived territorial states.

At the same time, there is a clearly visible long-term trend

throughout this period toward increasingly bigger political

units, from a system of city-states in constant contact and

competition to the final creation of large, stable territorial

states. However, that final development happened only in the

succeeding period, the Late Bronze Age.

At one moment in the eighteenth century B.C., a political

agent attached to the court of the king of Mari wrote to his

lord that "no king is great on his own," and he continued

with a list of the major players on the Near Eastern scene,

mentioning that some ten or fifteen lesser kings "followed"

(that is, were subordinate to) each of the major political

states—Hammurabi's Babylon, Rim-Sin's Larsa, Ibal-pi-El's

Eshnunna, and Amud-pi-El's Qatna—whereas twenty kings

followed Yarim-Lim's Yamhad, whose capital city was Aleppo.
3

A few decades later, all of the Mesopotamian floodplain had

been brought under military control from Babylon by

Hammurabi, who outmaneuvered his opponents through a

bewildering progression of shifting alliances that allowed him

to pick off his enemies one by one until only Babylon remained.

Of the states mentioned in the letter, only Qatna and Yamhad
in Syria were unaffected by Hammurabi's campaigns.

The letter from Mari gives us a snapshot of one particular

situation that lasted a few decades. Yet it is characteristic of

the dynamics of the period. Shortly before, a very large area in

Syria and northern Mesopotamia had been united under

Shamshi-Adad in a brief imperial venture, which collapsed

with almost frightening rapidity upon his death.

Over this vast area, from the Persian Gulf to the

Mediterranean, we find city-states or small territorial states

centered on major cities. In some states, dynasties that rose to

power were able to effect a certain expansion, conquering

rivals and sometimes conducting military campaigns hun-

dreds of kilometers from their own political centers. Such suc-

cessful powers could gather vassals around them and maintain

their grip on large areas over one or two generations, but in

most cases the life span of such states was quite short. The

extensive palace archives from Mari show that the world in

which these fragile structures were created was marked by

almost constant warfare. The same picture seems valid also

for Anatolia. Here we find a similar political development that

led from a pattern of small states to the creation of the Hittite

kingdom about 1650 B.C.

At a certain point in this process Anum-hirbi, who ruled

a state called Mamma located in a valley system of the inner

Taurus Mountains, wrote to Warshama, the king of Kanesh,

and in this letter he described the character of the political

system of kings and vassals, contemptuously characterized

as "dogs":

You wrote me and said: "The man of Taishama is my slave;

I shall deal with him. But willyou then deal with the man of

Sibuha, your slave?" Since the man of Taishama is your dog,

why does he negotiate with other kinglets? Does my dog, the

man ofSibuha, negotiate with other kinglets? Is a king of

Taishama to become the third (real) king together with us?

Earlier, when an enemy defeated me, the man of Taishama

invaded my country and destroyed 12 ofmy towns and car-

ried away their sheep and cattle. . . . Instead ofprotecting my

country and encouraging me he not only burnt up my land

but left evil-smelling smoke.
4

About a hundred years later, the great city of Kanesh itself

was conquered and destroyed.

An Open World
The agent who told his master in Mari about the general

political situation in the region from the Persian Gulf to the

Mediterranean obviously had a clear idea of the extent and

nature of this vast area. He knew which major players oper-

ated here, and he must have been perfectly aware of their loca-

tion—in fact, he may have visited several of them. For it was

a well-traveled world, where quite a large number of people

felt at home and moved with relative ease.

The letters from the Mari archives give us countless exam-

ples of diplomats, agents, and spies who traveled extensively.
5

Diplomatic missions could go from Elam to Qatna, crossing

frontiers between a number of smaller states along the way.

Occasionally they would be stopped and questioned or even

turned back in accordance with the political and diplomatic

stance of the rulers, but the important thing here is that they

had a mental map of the entire region, one that allowed the

king at Susa to have a clear understanding of the military and

political relevance of cities some 1,500 kilometers away.
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One of the most illuminating instances of such diplomatic

travels concerns the king of Mari, Zimri-Lim (ca. 1775-

1760 B.C.), who journeyed to Aleppo and farther on to the

Mediterranean port city of Ugarit, where he met traders from

Crete (see pp. 94-100). Texts from the Mari palace inform us

that he had a retinue of no fewer than 4,145 persons (including

a large military contingent), for part of the reason for the

journey was to offer assistance to the ally in Aleppo in a con-

frontation with a neighboring state.
6

It was presumably as a

result of this trip that the ruler of Ugarit later expressed his

desire to visit Mari in order to see the large palace in which

Zimri-Lim had his royal residence, obviously a building that

was admired far and wide.

The lack of political stability and the many wars that con-

sumed this world also meant that armies of sometimes thou-

sands of men walked hundreds of kilometers to reach their

destination. Hammurabi of Babylon campaigned on the south-

ern Mesopotamian floodplain, and he sent armies far to the

north to fight the kings of Ashur. His final military adventure

was the campaign against Mari, his earlier ally, some 500 kilo-

meters from Babylon. Hammurabi's armies conquered the city

in 1760 B.C., razing the walls and looting the palace. A consid-

erable number of soldiers must have taken part in such a cam-

paign; we hear in the diplomatic correspondence of armies of

twenty, thirty, and even forty thousand men. Because these

forces were made up of the ordinary population of cities and

states, a large proportion of the male population would have

traveled in regions far from their home.

The real travelers, however, were the merchants. Donkey

caravans—sometimes with hundreds ofpack animals—crossed

the wide steppes and plains, even the formidable barrier of the

Taurus Mountains, penetrating Anatolia's highlands all the

way up to the coast of the Black Sea. A Bedouin sheikh wrote

to his overlord, the king of Mari:

My lord knows that I command the bedouins and thatjust as

a merchant travels through war and peace, the bedouins

travel through war andpeace . . . learning during their

movement what the country talks about.
7

This ability to carry on their business even in places rav-

aged by war is illustrated by the activities of the Assyrian

merchants in Anatolia during the period from about 1950 to

1700 B.C. In their commercial letters, we find several refer-

ences to military activities and political unrest. These events

are mentioned simply because they created difficulties for com-

mercial endeavors. When warfare erupted the merchants had

to accept that, at least for a time, markets in certain towns

were paralyzed and roads were closed, and that it was impos-

sible to move into or out of the towns affected. However, the

fragmented political pattern also allowed for great flexibility,

and if one road was closed for a time, another one would nearly

always be available.

The Impact of Trade
The chronological term "Middle Bronze Age" tells us about

some of the most important trade goods that passed through

this vast area: copper and tin, which combine to produce the

alloy bronze. Copper was available from several sources in the

region, notably from Anatolia and Cyprus. But another major

source that supplied the southern Mesopotamian floodplain

was Oman. In the Persian Gulf the traffic of large boats took

merchants from southern Mesopotamian cities such as Ur to

the island of Bahrain, where there was an important market,

and perhaps all the way to Oman itself. Copper from Oman is

known to have reached even Mari, where it had to compete

with imports from Cyprus.
8

The strategic metal, however, was tin, for this had to be

acquired from very far away. Small deposits of tin are known

to have been worked during the Early Bronze Age in the

Taurus Mountains, but it is clear from the textual documenta-

tion that large quantities of tin flowed into the Near Eastern

region from the east. Where precisely the ancient tin mines

were situated is still a matter for debate. A mine has recently

been discovered in western Iran, but most scholars seem to

support the view that the metal was brought to Susa and far-

ther into Mesopotamia from mines in Central Asia. How such

a commercial system, crossing vast distances, was organized

is currently unknown, but we do know that considerable quan-

tities of the popular semiprecious stone lapis lazuli came to the

Near East from the same region (see p. 68).

When Zimri-Lim of Mari visited the Mediterranean coastal

region on his diplomatic tour mentioned earlier, he brought

with him sizable amounts of tin that he had acquired from his

ally in Elam, and which were used as royal gifts.
9
This system

of gift-exchange among rulers was, however, quite small com-

pared with the commercial tin trade conducted by merchants.

We are particularly well informed about one element in this

system of long-distance commerce because of a large find of

texts in central Anatolia at Kanesh. These document the activ-

ities of Assyrian merchants who based their livelihood on a

commercial penetration of Anatolia. During a period of more

than two centuries, they were engaged in a flourishing trade

in tin and textiles that were shipped in donkey caravans from

Ashur on the Tigris to cities on the Anatolian plateau. It is

assumed that most of the textiles were produced in workshops

at Ashur, but many also came together with the tin from the

cities on the southern Babylonian alluvium. Tens of thou-

sands of textiles and hundreds of tons of tin were sent to

Anatolia during the period of about forty years that is covered

by the bulk of the textual documentation. Having built up a

system of commercial colonies and stations, large numbers of

traders lived permanently in these settlements far from their

home cities.
10

Once installed as the commercial experts in Anatolia, the

merchants from Ashur also began to exploit the internal trade

routes with such goods as copper and wool.
11

Copper was
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mined, it appears, primarily in the Black Sea region of Anatolia,

and vast quantities were shipped from there to a major city

called Burushaddum, which was situated strategically to

connect with the roads leading down the river valleys toward

the Aegean.

Ashur was one of many cities that seem to have specialized

in long-distance foreign trade. Other such commercial centers

included Ur, where activities were directed primarily toward

the Persian Gulf; Der, in the region east of the Tigris, serving

as a gateway to Elam, which distributed tin to the west; Sippar,

on the Euphrates, where a lively trade along the river toward

Syria and the Levant was organized; Eshnunna, in the Diyala

region, close to one of the main passes through the Zagros

Mountains to the Iranian highlands; Emar, on the Upper

Euphrates; and probably Ebla, an old political center some

50 kilometers south of Aleppo.

Merchants all over the Near East traded in bulk goods

such as metals, wool, and textiles. The donkey caravans made

use of a well-developed system of roads with inns, where they

could stop overnight, and guards, who secured a measure of

safety. Large-scale river-borne transportation of wine from

the Syrian region on the Euphrates to Babylonia is known

from the customs office at Mari, where the boats from the

direction of Carchemish had to stop to pay their dues to the

palace officials. At Mari itself wine was consumed, sweetened

with honey and cooled with ice from a special "ice house"

built by Zimri-Lim. All such commodities have naturally dis-

appeared, with only a very few carbonized fragments of tex-

tiles now known, in addition to the metal objects found in

excavations. The trade in these bulk goods formed the basis

for the constant exchange of objects, ideas, and people that

marked the period. Cultural influences were transmitted as a

consequence of these contacts. Along the routes that criss-

crossed the entire region traveled not only diplomats, sol-

diers, and merchants, but also ideas and influences that had a

profound impact.

Cultural Exchange
An example of how these contacts sometimes had enduring

reverberations is known from Mari. At one point, armies from

Eshnunna forced Mari to accept a status as vassal on a cam-

paign that took them toward Syria along the banks of the

Euphrates. The army from Eshnunna brought a new and dif-

ferent scribal practice, one that was introduced at Mari during

its brief period of control there. This scribal tradition became

standard at Mari after the men from Eshnunna had left.

Documents were set up in accordance with a new set of rules,

the writing style itself changed, and from then on the chancery

at Mari simply adopted the Babylonian scribal culture brought

by the conquering army.
12

Bureaucrats are not generally

known as great innovators, so there must have been political

and probably other interests involved in this shift.

In the same way, we can follow how the merchants from

Ashur brought a developed scribal tradition to Anatolia that

was then adopted also by the local palaces and even private

individuals. The Anatolians began to use the cuneiform system

of writing, and they wrote all of their texts in Assyrian. Even

more remarkable is the development of a special practice of

sealing in which the cylinder seal almost completely replaced

the traditional stamp seal and became the standard in the

region until the end of the first phase of the Assyrian colonies,

when the old practice was reintroduced. Not only did the

Anatolians begin to use cylinder seals, but they produced seals

in a distinct local style quite different from that used by the

Assyrian merchants in their home city. The iconography of

these often very beautiful Anatolian seals presents a mixture of

imported, Mesopotamian elements and local scenes and topics

(see cat. no. 37b). This hybrid style is an impressive achieve-

ment that shows the fusion of different cultural elements into

a new and unique type of design.
13

At the same time, Assyrians and Anatolians used seals

that had been cut in a variety of other local styles, in the

so-called Old Assyrian style, and in a special Syrian style char-

acterized by the appearance of several specifically Syrian reli-

gious motifs; additionally, some seals were cut in the style in

vogue in Babylonia. Some people even used old seals, presum-

ably bought as antiques, and these would often be recut to

include the name of the new owner. These seals were probably

among the most private objects. Used as signatures on all

kinds of documents, they must have had a special meaning for

the individual owner. So it is highly interesting and significant

that we can see in the same family of Assyrian traders that one

man used an antique seal from the Syrian city of Ebla, whereas

his brothers and children used seals cut in Anatolian and

Syrian styles.
14 We are dealing with a cosmopolitan world

where influences met and where people moved with confidence

across cultural boundaries of all kinds.

When Zimri-Lim at Mari imported tin from Elam, some to

be sent farther on toward the west, part of his payment was

made in stone vases. We do not know where these luxury

objects were produced, but they could have originated in a local

craft tradition at Mari. Clearly they were assumed to be valued

and appreciated in Elam. In central Anatolia, we have a set of

ivory carvings that, as elaborate luxury items stemming from

the Syrian region, could well have ended up there as the result

of diplomatic contacts. Indeed, in the palace of Acemhoyuk

(perhaps ancient Ulama) were found several tags sealed and

with brief texts that indicate that the ruler here received pack-

ages from kings in Syria and Mesopotamia.
15
Such gifts may

well have accompanied other shipments of a strictly commer-

cial nature, but the relevant fact is that they testify to a brisk

exchange ofluxury objects that were regarded as beautiful and

interesting as well as unusual and perhaps exotic.

A large proportion of the goods traded in the ancient Near

East was composed of textiles. Although the ancient textiles
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are no longer extant, we know a great deal about them. The

texts speak of many different types, nearly alw ays defined by

reference to the name of a specific town, clearly the place

where that particular combination of pattern and color was

invented or developed. The parallel with Middle Eastern

carpets and kilims is obvious, even though rugs were not nor-

mally in the repertoire of the ancient merchants. But it is

striking that a textile produced perhaps at Ur could end up as

a prized possession of an Anatolian living in a town on the

coast of the Black Sea. Such objects were so costly that they

must have carried with them a very special significance. The

Anatolian weavers were themselves of course fully competent

to produce beautiful textiles, and it may be argued that they

had a weaving technology with an upright loom that was in

some respects superior to what was used in Mesopotamia.

Nonetheless, imports were more highly valued as they were

not only luxurious but carriers of a significance beyond their

commercial value.

Whether wre are dealing with decorated stone vases, carved

ivories, or textiles, it is certain that these objects, carried over

long distances and across cultural boundaries, suggest an

awareness and appreciation of cultural differences. It is there-

fore not surprising that we find in palaces from Mari to Qatna

(cat. no. 69a, b) and to the Nile Delta (figs. .'39, 40, 120) fresco

paintings on the walls that exhibit many common traits and,

moreover, indicate links with the Cretan tradition as known

from Knossos (see fig. 42).

The so-called Investiture Scene, on a wall in Zimri-Lim's

palace at Mari (fig. 13), gives us the same sense of hybridity

of form, style, and iconography as the seals from Kanesh

mentioned earlier.
16 The gods and human figures represented

are fully Mesopotamian, and the central scene, which shows

the handing over of the royal insignia to the king by his god,

is known from, for instance, Hammurabi's stele of laws

(fig. 10). But the style of the composition as a whole and

several elements such as borders, trees, and birds seem to

point to a craftsman from the the eastern Mediterranean.

Nevertheless, the Mari wall painting is complete and coher-

ent, embedded in royal ideology and palatial ritual. We should

not regard it as a foreign or exotic import, but as a fully inte-

grated work of art, one that could not have existed anywhere

other than where it is, in front of the throne room in the palace

of Zimri-Lim.

A World of Influences

The almost bewildering variety in the Middle Bronze Age

Near East must be appreciated as a reflection of a lively,

vibrant world of movement, ideas, and exchanges that linked

societies otherwise very different in terms of political, social,

linguistic, and commercial patterns. We find city-states that

were almost entirely occupied with long-distance trade and

ruled by an oligarchic elite, and we have centralized kingdoms

governed by royally appointed officials. The region was crossed

by countless routes, and it was linked also to a wider network

reaching into the Mediterranean, over the Persian Gulf, and

with tentacles deep into Central Asia.

Diplomatic contacts and military alliances united rulers

and cities in a vast network from the Mediterranean to the

Persian Gulf, and merchants moved with great ease through-

out this system. These contacts—despite the many differ-

ences—illustrate the unity of the entire region, a unity in

diversity that can be traced in the many texts left by the

ancients as well as in their precious artifacts.

We cannot know precisely in which way the king of Elam

would have appreciated the stone vases sent to him from Mari,

or what motivated people in Anatolia to spend considerable

amounts on textiles imported from Ashur. We know that they

would have been happy to have deliveries of strategic com-

modities, such as the metals they needed for the production of

tools and weapons; however, it is important to keep in mind

that, for example, the Old Assyrian merchants made a greater

profit on the trade in textiles than on that in tin. Luxury items

certainly played a role in lavish display by the political elite

everywhere, but that is hardly the entire story.

The situations where we find different cultural traditions

fusing in new, hybrid forms tell us only a little about the way

in which the interaction was managed and understood by the

people who left us these magnificent treasures. We can also

get a glimpse of the way in which such objects as seals, vases,

and wall paintings became deeply meaningful in their concrete

setting. And we can observe how the contacts that bound this

world together resulted in a burst of innovative energy that

led to the creation of new styles and imagery.

1. See the general discussion in Charpin, Edzard, and Stol '2004.

2. Such names were usually formed as brief phrases, such as

"Yasmah-Addu," meaning "(the god) Addu has heard."

:3. See Dossin 1938, pp. 117-18.

4. Text published by Balkan 1957.

5. SeeDurand 1997-2000 (LAPO 16—18).

6. See Villard 1986. See also Charpin 2004b, pp. 211-12.

7. See Charpin 2004a, pp. 58-59.

8. For a general discussion, see Larsen 1987. See also Stol 2004,

chap. 15, "Der Handel."
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10. For a selection of letters, see Michel 2001.
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l.'j. N. Ozgiic 1965; Teissier 1994.

14. Larsen 2002, pp. xxix-xxxiii.
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BABYLON

BEATRICE ANDRE-SALVINI

Although founded during the third millennium B.C., Babylon

did not become an important city until after it was con-

quered by an Amorite tribal chief named Sumu-abum, in about

1894 B.C. The Old Babylonian period began with the founding

of the first dynasty by his successor, Sumu-lael, who annexed

older and more prestigious neighboring cities. Knowledge of

these and other events during this period has come down to us

through administrative and legal documents appended with

elaborate year names, so called because the king named each

year after the event he considered the most significant.

Hammurabi, King of the Amorites 1

Because of Babylon's central location in Mesopotamia, its his-

tory can be understood only within the historical and cultural

context of the greater Near East. Babylonia was still a minor king-

dom when Hammurabi, the great-great-grandson of Sumu-lael,

took the throne in 1792 B.C., after the death of his father, Sin-

muballit. At its northern frontier, 60 kilometers north of Babylon,

lay the twin city of Sippar, famous for its oracle of Shamash, the

sun god and divine judge. The southernmost point was Dilbat,

situated about the same distance from Babylon as Sippar. Other

major cities of the kingdom included Kish, several kilometers

east of Babylon, and Kutha, east of Sippar on the Tigris.

Several powerful Amorite states surrounded Babylon. To

the north lay the kingdom of Upper Mesopotamia, ruled by

Shamshi-Adad, the most powerful monarch in the region. His

influence extended west as far as Mari, in the central Euphrates

region, and his realm shared a border to the south with

Babylonia. Hammurabi also shared a border with Eshnunna

(Tell Asmar), another important state that neighbored Babylonia

to the northeast, in the Diyala region. To the south lay the

great state of Larsa, corresponding more or less to the bound-

aries of ancient Sumer, which had been governed for more than

thirty years by Rim-Sin. To the west of Mesopotamia lay the

powerful kingdom of Yamhad, whose capital was Halab

(Aleppo); the land to the east was ruled by Elam.

For many years, Hammurabi remained just another powerful

monarch among others. The death of Shamshi-Adad in about

1776 B.C., however, opened the door to shifting military alle-

giances. In order to establish Babylon as the most influential

kingdom of his time, Hammurabi played a complex game of

alliances and counter-alliances. In the twenty-ninth year of his

reign, supported by his allies Zimri-Lim of Mari and the king

of Yamhad, Hammurabi successfully defended his kingdom

against the forces of Siwapalarhuhpak, the king of Elam. In the

process, he sacked the city ofEshnunna, which Siwapalarhuhpak

had captured the year before; yet later he joined forces with

Eshnunna s new monarch, who was his son-in-law. Thus the foe

of one day became the ally of the next.

In the south, which had been relatively calm up to this

point, raids on Babylonian territory by the king of Larsa gave

Hammurabi a pretext for military intervention. In the thirtieth

year of his reign, he acted on the advice of a divine oracle and,

again with the help of Zimri-Lim, set out with his army to

lay siege to Larsa. For months, the city walls withstood the

onslaught of siege towers, ramps, and battering rams, but

Larsa's fierce resistance was ultimately overcome and the city

Figure 9. Diorite head of a ruler, found at Susa. Old Babylonian

period. Musee du Louvre, Paris sb 95
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capitulated. The thirty-first year of Hammurabi's reign was

named to commemorate this great victory:

The year: Hammurabi, the king, with the help ofAn and

Enlil, went before the army [and], by the supremepower

which the greatest gods had given to him, conquered (Isin),

[and] the land ofEmutbal and its king, Rim-Sin; he

broughtforth his life to its . . . [and] caused . . . Sumer

and Akkad to dwell at his command.
2

After the conquest and annexation of Larsa, Hammurabi

took on the ancient and prestigious title of King of Sumer and

Akkad. Babylon became a center of power, and Hammurabi the

arbiter of conflicts in the region. He appointed high officials to

govern the territories of Larsa under Babylonian domination,

and from his correspondence with these officials, we know that

the great local clans swore obedience to him in exchange for the

maintenance of their privileges.

In the thirty-second year of his reign Hammurabi conquered

Mari, returning eighteen months later to tear down its walls.

He also took control of Eshnunna, then conquered the territo-

ries of Upper Mesopotamia, and, after routing the forces of

Elam, dispatched his troops as far north as Tuttul, on the Balikh

River. The fall of Mari was a major event in the history of

Babylonia and the Near East, for it meant that the Babylonians

no longer had any rivals in Mesopotamia. After sacking the city,

Hammurabi took on the additional title of King of All the Lands

of the Amorites. Indeed, he had defeated and united all of the

Amorite kingdoms that had come to power in Mesopotamia

after the fall of the Third Dynasty of Ur. From then on, the Near

East was divided into two poles of influence: Aleppo in the west

and Babylon in the east.

The name of the king's thirty-third regnal year commemo-

rates these and other accomplishments:

The year: Hammurabi, the king, dug the canal "Hammurabi

means abundancefor the people, the beloved of (An) and

Enlil"; providedperennial water ofabundancefor Nippur,

Eridu, Ur, Larsa, Uruk and Isin; restored Sumer and Akkad

which had been scattered; overthrew in battle the army of

Mari and Malgium; subjugated Mari and its villages and the

many cities (of the mountain land) ofSubartu, (Ekallatum,

(all of) Burunda and the land ofZalmaqum on the bank of

the Tigris up to the Euphrates): and caused [them] to dwell at

his command infriendship.
3

The new canal served all of the cities located on or near the

Euphrates and belonging to the ancient territory of Sumer.

The king was concerned with restoring the canal system for the

regions he had conquered the previous year, which must have

suffered from lack of maintenance during the war. Hammurabi

then adopted the imperial title King of the Four Regions, or

"king who gives peace to the four regions." This title, which

refers to the four cardinal directions, had been used for the first

time around 2250 b. c. by Naram-Sin ofAkkad after his victories

Figure 10. Diorite stele of Hammurabi, found at Susa, detail. Old

Babylonian period. Musee du Louvre, Paris sb 8

over Ebla and Elam—that is, the lands to the west and east—and

signified "king of the universe."

Except for occasional uprisings, Hammurabi's power was no

longer overtly called into question, and he was able to devote

himself to organizing the administration of his kingdom and

applying a unified system of justice. During his last years,

the king undertook major campaigns to repair the damage

caused by floods or warfare, helping to relocate the inhabitants.

Under his rule, and for more than one thousand years after-

ward, Babylon prospered as a center of literary, philosophical,

and religious activity. Added to the city's oracle of Shamash was

a priesthood devoted to Marduk, whom the king had promoted

to chief divinity of the Babylonian pantheon.

The Stele of Hammurabi

The prologue inscribed on the Stele of Hammurabi is one of

our best sources for the history of his reign. In it, he lists the

territories that formed the historical core of his kingdom as well
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as those that were added to the Babylonian empire by his tri-

umphs. This information, supplemented by year names, dynas-

tic lists, the Mari correspondence, and victory stele, provides an

itinerary of Hammurabi's deeds and enables us to retrace the

outlines of his empire.

The prologue of the stele reveals that at the end of his reign,

Hammurabi no longer made a distinction between central

Babylonia and the ancient cities of Mesopotamia that he had

annexed. He listed them on his stele according to the topo-

graphical criteria of religious tradition and their regional dis-

tribution along the two major rivers and the main canals that

ensured the unity and prosperity of Mesopotamia.

After Hammurabi

Toward the end of his reign, Hammurabi marched north as far

as the foothills of the Zagros Mountains to consolidate some

short-lived victories in the rebellious mountain regions. Soon

after the king's death, his son Samsu-iluna (ca. 1749-1712 B.C.)

was beset by enemies from several sides. The states of Larsa

and Uruk in ancient Sumer revolted in 1741 B.C., and an eco-

nomic crisis forced the inhabitants of the south to migrate to

northern Babylonia. The invasion of the Hittite king Mursili I

in about 1595 B.C. put an end to the reign of Samsu-ditana,

Hammurabi's last descendant. After a period of obscurity, the

Kassites, who had been infiltrating Babylonia over several gen-

erations, came to power in Babylon. The Kassite dynasty

reigned for the next four hundred years, stimulating a spread

of Babylonian culture.

1. Durand 1997-2000; Charpin 2003; Charpin 2004b; Charpin and

Ziegler 2003; Andre-Salvini 2008.

2. After Horsnell 1999, p. 141.

3. Ibid., p. 147.
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Kneeling Worshipper

Bronze, gold, silver

Height 19.6 cm (7% in.)

Mesopotamia

Old Babylonian, ca. 1760 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO15704

This votive statue is said to have been

found among a series of objects from a

metal workshop at Larsa that existed before

Hammurabi's conquest of the kingdom and

continued in the service of the new ruler of

the land.
1

According to the inscription, it

was dedicated to the Sumerian god Martu

(Akkadian Amurru) and likely would have

been intended for the temple of that deity.

Since the Early Dynastic period in

Mesopotamia, it was common for digni-

taries to dedicate votive objects to various

deities, with inscriptions requesting inter-

cession "for the life" of the king. These

inscriptions carved on precious objects

were commissioned not only to curry favor

with the king but also to secure his pro-

tection and the prosperity of his kingdom.

The statue is of a male figure with right

arm bent and hand raised to the mouth, a

traditional gesture of deference, supplica-

tion, or prayer. The barefoot worshipper

wears a headdress with a wide folded edge.

His short, curly beard covers his cheeks.

The eyes were originally inlaid with shell

and lapis lazuli, and the hands and face are

covered with gold leaf. The gilding ends at

the wrist, around which a raised band

could represent a bracelet. The figure

wears a garment that opens at the front

and is adorned with tassels along the

lower edge.

The statue was attached to the hollow

trapezoidal base in three places. A vase

welded to the front of the base was likely

intended for aromatics. Both long sides of

the base are decorated in relief: on the

right, a praying figure similar to the

three-dimensional worshipper kneels

before a seated god. The deity wears the

horned headdress and traditional robe of

divine figures and sits on a high-backed

throne. The other side of the base depicts a

recumbent ram, an animal associated with

Amurru, originally considered the master

shepherd of the nomadic herds. An inscrip-

tion in Sumerian has been chased between

the figure of the ram and the throne of the

deity. It is read horizontally—which in

this period is unusual in a medium other

than clay—and records a dedication by a

certain Lu-Nanna, who asks the god for

the protection of Hammurabi:

For the god Martu, his god,for the life of

Hammurabi, king ofBabylon, Lu-Nanna,

f. . J, son ofSin-le'i,fashionedfor him,for

his life, a suppliant statue ofcopper, [its]face

[platjed with gold. He dedicated it to him as

his servant.
2

The description of Lu-Nanna's office

has been mutilated, but Lu-Nanna was

most likely a dignitary from the nobility

or upper class of merchants who rallied

around the king of Babylon after his victory

over Larsa. Other depictions of dignitaries

or members of the ruling family shown in

the same pose as that of the figure here

have been preserved, but none of them were

gilded.
3
Lu-Nanna would have commis-

sioned the statue to kneel in eternal prayer

before the divinity. Raising issues of royal

iconography, it is a representation of either

the king or the donor, on behalf of his king,

in royal guise. ba-s

1. For further reference, see Dussaud 1933,

pp. 1-10, pi. 1; Sollberger 1969, pp. 90-93;

Sollberger in Sollberger and Kupper 1971,

p. 219; Spycket 1981, pp. 246-47; Andre in

Naissance de Vecriture 1982, no. 170; Frayne

1990, p. 361, no. 2002; and Andre-Salvini in

Babylone 2008, p. 77, no. 31.

2. After Frayne 1990, p. 360.

3. See Sollberger 1969.
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Plaque with Nude Goddess

Ceramic

Height 49.5 cm (19% in.); width 37 cm

(14% in.); thickness 4.8 cm (1% in.)

Mesopotamia

Old Babylonian, ca. 1850-1750 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

2003-7-18, 1

This large, high-relief plaque was made

of straw-tempered clay pressed into a

mold from the back so that relief and slab

form an integral whole. The clay relief was

smoothed and further details were added

before the plaque was fired. The body of

the curvaceous nude female at center was

then painted in red against a black back-

ground. She wears the horned headdress

of a deity as well as a necklace and brace-

lets, and she holds two rod-and-ring

symbols, representing justice. Her long

wings, which hang downward, were

painted red, black, and white, as were the

two large barn owls that flank her. On
her legs are projections that resemble

dewclaws, and instead of feet she has tal-

ons similar to those of the owls. She

stands on the backs of two small lions,

painted white. Their black manes, the

black bands of fur along their bellies, and

the whorls on their shoulders indicate

that they are Asiatic lions. A black scale

pattern along the bottom of the relief sug-

gests mountains.

Because her identity is uncertain, the

goddess has been named the Queen of

the Night. Some think she could be Lilitu

(the biblical Lilith), but as Lilitu was a

demoness, this is unlikely. Her horned

headdress and rod-and-ring symbols indi-

cate that she was a high-ranking deity,

perhaps Ishtar, goddess of sexual love and

war, who normally stands on a lion. The

lowered wings, owls, and black background,

however, would associate her with the

Underworld, whose tutelary goddess was

Ereshkigal, Ishtar's sister. Normally, deities

have only one rod-and-ring symbol, but

Ishtar's was taken from her when she vis-

ited Ereshkigal in the Underworld: the

Queen could therefore represent Eresh-

kigal holding divine symbols for both

herself and Ishtar. The plaque probably

stood in a shrine, the location of which

is unknown.

The Queen has been dated by thermo-

luminescence to between 1765 and 45 B.C.
1

This date and the geographic origins of

the plaque can be more closely defined

thanks to small, crude, mold-made plaques

with figures of the same type that have

been excavated in Babylonia in contexts

dating from about 1850 to 1750 B.C. A
vase of the same period was excavated

from a grave at Larsa in 1933. On four

miniature plaques on one side of the vase

are depicted figures similar to the Queen.

Figure 11. Reconstruction drawing of

cat. no. 2, with color restored.
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On the other side is a similar figure, painted

and incised. An unsuccessful attempt to

roll out a cylinder seal of a winged figure

resulted in the presence of a hole near the

base of the vase. The sun god on the Stele

of Hammurabi in the Louvre (see fig. 10)

wears the same headdress as the one

seen here, and he extends a rod-and-ring

symbol to Hammurabi. A fragmentary

god of unbaked clay from the same period

(cat. no. 3), excavated at Ur in southern

Mesopotamia, also wears a similar head-

dress and necklace and is of the same

high quality of manufacture as that of this

plaque. Further, it is painted in the same

range of colors, with yellow pigment for

the headdress; yellow has therefore been

inferred in the color reconstruction of

this relief.
2

The Queen of the Night reliefmay have

come to England as early as 1924, and it

was brought to the British Museum in

1933 for scientific testing. Following its

publication in 1936, it was known as the

Burney Relief, after its owner.
3 The plaque

remained in private hands until 2003,

when the British Museum acquired it to

celebrate its 250th anniversary.
4

One would expect a piece as unique as

the Queen of the Night to have its detrac-

tors, and doubts were raised about its

authenticity as early as 1936. These were

withdrawn in 1971, and various scholars

have shown arguments against its authen-

ticity to be flawed.
5 One of the most con-

vincing excavated objects for the study

of the plaque is the upper part of the

enthroned deity from Ur. The plaque is

beyond doubt a masterpiece of ancient

Mesopotamian art dating to the Old

Babylonian period.

1. British Museum, Department of Scientific

Research, 1975.

2. See Collon 2005b, p. 8, fig. 2. In addition to

the yellow on the headdress, yellow may have

also occurred on parts of the necklace, the

bracelets, and the rod-and-ring symbols, i.e.,

all the items that may have been made of gold.

3. F. Davis 1936.

4. See Collon 2005b, pp. 7-11, concerning the

circumstances of the plaque's acquisition. The

acquisition was supported by the Heritage

Lottery Fund, the British Museum Friends,

the National Art Collections Fund, the

Friends of the Ancient Near East, The Sir

Joseph Hotung Charitable Settlement, and

The Seven Pillars ofWisdom Trust.

5. For a summary of the issues regarding the

authenticity of the plaque, see Collon 2007.

3

Deity

Ceramic

Height 7.3 cm (2
7
/s in.); width 5.3 cm (2Va in.)

Ur, AH site

Old Babylonian, ca. 1850-1750 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

122934

This fragment preserves the upper part

of a figure that is identified as divine

by a headdress consisting of four pairs of

horns. The head, shoulders, and left arm

down to the elbow are intact. The upper

part of a chair back also remains, indicat-

ing that the deity would have been seated.

The tip of what may have been a weapon

rests against the left arm. Much of the

paint that originally covered the figure

has survived. The tufted garment, which

appears to have been white with black

lines between the tufts, leaves one shoul-

der bare. The hair, beard, and chair back

are painted black, and the flesh of the

face and arms is red. The headdress is

yellow, and the necklace consists of alter-

nating red and yellow beads. The paint

on this deity has been used as a guide in

reconstructing the Queen of the Night

(cat. no. 2 and fig. ll).
1

Clay was a popular medium for

Mesopotamian images in the second

millennium B.C. The skill evident in the

modeling and painting of many of these

figures would suggest that the medium

was highly valued even though it would

have been less expensive than metal or

stone. The findspot of the deity—in the

fill of a chapel belonging to a house in a

residential neighborhood—indicates that

it was used in a private, domestic cult.
2

The chapel also contained an altar of

baked brick preserved to a height of some

50 centimeters; nearby was a mud-brick

"table," and a large clay pot was sunk in

the floor. In contrast to the finely made

objects discussed above, various contem-

porary small-scale clay plaques were mass

produced in molds. These plaques display

consistent cultic themes and had a wide

distribution. The adoption of clay as a

medium for cultic images likely had an

ideological significance.
3

jme

1. Collon 2005b.

2. Woolley and Mallowan 1976, U.16993.

3. Assante 2002.
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4

Pendants and Beads

Gold

Diameter of largest medallion 3.6 cm (l% in.)

Mesopotamia

Old Babylonian, ca. 18th—17th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Fletcher Fund, 1947 47.1a-h

The ornaments that make up the col-

lection of objects better known as

the "Dilbat necklace" or "Dilbat hoard"

are among the most important extant

examples of ancient goldsmithing from

Mesopotamia. The seven pendants and

various beads shown in the present

arrangement came to the Metropolitan

Museum in 1947 along with four cylinder

seals, gold seal caps unrelated to those

seals, a partially finished ear or nose ring,

and some additional beads and fragments.

According to notations made by the origi-

nal owner and published in 1931, these dis-

parate items (and others that did not make

their way into the Museum's collection)

were found in a pot in Dilbat (Deylam), a

site south of Babylon.
1

The pendants display a range of styles,

gold alloys, and levels of craftsmanship

that make it unlikely they were designed

as part of a single necklace.
2 The small

rosette medallion and the crescent are

the most expertly crafted of the group

and are decorated with finely executed

granulation. The large rosette medallion

appears similar in iconography and tech-

nique but was overheated in the process of

manufacture so that the granulation is not

as refined. And while all three pendants

share the same design of suspension loop,

they differ dramatically in color.

The other pendants in the group include

a lightning fork, which is suspended from a

different style of loop and therefore probably
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designed for yet another piece ofjewelry.

The two small figures in flounced gar-

ments are the most exquisitely rendered

pieces of all; their mechanisms of attach-

ment, however, would make them difficult

to combine with any of the other elements

or with the large beads.
3
Finally, the large

sun disc not only differs in iconography and

style of manufacture but must also be con-

sidered a jeweler's mistake because of the

melted domes on the medallion and the

melted left loop of the suspension element.

It is also worth noting that images of

necklaces depicted on reliefs, wall paint-

ings, and terracotta figurines rarely show

more than one pendant hanging from a

string of beads until the first millen-

nium B.C. (see cat. no. 5).
4
In addition, the

beads in the group comprise a variety of

shapes and sizes that would be difficult to

incorporate into one or more coordinated

strands to match the sizes and types of

suspension loops on the pendants. It there-

fore seems reasonable to attribute the pen-

dants and beads to a hoard rather than to

a unified piece ofjewelry.
5 The overall vir-

tuosity of workmanship and the impor-

tance of the individual elements to our

understanding of the goldsmith's craft in

the second millennium B.C. are in no way

diminished by this conclusion.

Visually each pendant signifies the

emblematic form of a major Mesopotamian

deity. The large sun disc represents

Shamash (the sun god); the crescent, Sin

(the moon god); the lightning fork, Adad

(the storm god); the rosettes, Ishtar (the

goddess of war and sexual love); and

the females in flounced garments, Lama

(the protective goddess). Symbols of divin-

ity have a long tradition of representation

in various media throughout the ancient

Near East.
6 They were certainly meant to

be apotropaic, but likely had far greater

efficacy than the purely protective. An
emblem was considered one mode of pres-

encing a deity.
7
As such, the Dilbat orna-

ments did not simply allude to the divine

beings they represented but testified to

their virtual presence,
8
not unlike similar

symbols on later kudurru (cat. no. 122).

The power embodied in these ornaments

thus would have been analogous to the

power embedded in a cult statue—which

is perhaps why in the later religions, along

with idol worship, jewels were banned.
9

KB

1. Unger 1931.

2. See Lilyquist 1994- for a complete history

and reconsideration of the Metropolitan

Museum's group of gold ornaments and

cylinder seals said to come from Dilbat.

3. Their attachment mechanisms (as well as the

fact that they are a pair) seem most suitable

for suspension from hoop earrings. In addi-

tion, they are decorated on the reverse as

fully as on the front, with even the minute

detail of the necklace counterweights indi-

cated. This suggests that they were designed

to be seen in the round, as with hanging ear-

rings. It is also noteworthy that a fiat sheet

of gold was left at the base of each figure,

suggesting that they were either unfinished

or intended to be placed on a pedestal, again

as statues in the round would be shown

(see cat. no. 7).

4. See Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pp. 86-87,

for examples.

5. Indeed, much of the extant jewelry from the

Middle and Late Bronze Ages comes from

hoards: Larsa, Byblos, Tell el-'Ajjul, and

the Uluburun shipwreck, for example. See

Lilyquist 1993.

6. Some, such as the rosette, can be traced back

to the Uruk period while others, such as

the sun disc, the crescent, the lightning fork,

and the females in flounced dresses, to the

Akkadian and Ur III periods. For more on

the long tradition of using divine symbols in

jewelry across the ancient Near East, see

pp. 350-52, this volume.

7. Spaey 1993; Bahrani 2003, p. 127.

8. Bahrani 2007.

9. See Wildberger 2002.

5

Fragment of a Victory
Stele

Diorite

Height 49 cm (19% in.); width 55 cm (21% in.)

Mesopotamia

Old Assyrian, reign of Shamshi-Adad I (?),

ca. 1808-1776 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A02776

This stele is carved on both sides, one

of which still bears traces of an

inscription in Akkadian.
1 The top prob-

ably would have been arched. This frag-

ment represents the remains of what must

have been several registers.
2 The inscrip-

tion records the victory over the city of

Qabra, on the Little Zab, a tributary of the

Tigris River. Although the name of the

victorious king was effaced, the stele came

from the region controlled by Shamshi-

Adad, who probably commissioned it.

Another stele commemorating the same

battle and commissioned by Dadusha

in Eshnunna is preserved in the Iraq

Museum, Baghdad.
3
The stele here there-

fore likely commemorates a successful
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military campaign, commanded jointly

by Shamshi-Adad of Ekallatum in Upper

Mesopotamia and Dadusha of Eshnunna

against Qabra and the kingdom of

Urbilum (Arbeles), which corresponds

to the present city of Erbil and the sur-

rounding region.

The fighting figure on one side may

personify the victorious king in the pose

of the god Adad: he brandishes a battle-

axe and tramples his victim underfoot, a

motif that goes back to the third millen-

nium B.C. The king's tunic leaves one

shoulder bare and extends to the knees.

Over the tunic is a fringed and embroi-

dered shawl and a belt, typical attire for

a king in battle. The king also wears

jewelry on his wrist and around his neck,

including a pendant hanging from a

chain. A facing figure is dressed in a type

of military garb—a short open garment

with fringed edging or tassels falling

below the knees—that identifies him as

an officer of the victorious army. The

crouching victim is probably the king of

Erbil. He is clad in a long, belted V-neck

tunic with short sleeves and embroidered

along the edge.

On the other side of the stele, two men

stand face to face flanking an inscription.

One, whose hands are tied, probably rep-

resents a defeated king. Both figures wear

royal garments with double tassels or

fringes. On the figure that is the best pre-

served, a grid pattern is visible on the

shoulder left uncovered by the tasseled

garment. It is difficult to say whether the

grid pattern depicts a piece of clothing or,

more likely, a sort of net thrown over the

figure's head; ensnaring enemies in a net

5, alternate view

was a Mesopotamian custom, both sym-

bolically and in reality.

Since the figures face each other, they do

not signify a procession of defeated adver-

saries (all ofwhom would normally face in

the same direction). Nevertheless, the gar-

ments are similar and the protagonists are

the same size, which suggests that the sec-

ond figure (whose hands are missing) could

also represent a royal captive. ba-s

1. For further reference, see Genouillac 1910,

pp. 151-56; Borker-Klahn 1982; Charpin

and Durand 1985, pp. 293-343; Frayne in

Grayson 1987; Ismail and Cavigneaux 2003;

Charpin 2004b; and Andre-Salvini in

Babylone 2008, pp. 68-69, no. 23.

2. Grayson 1987, A.O.39.1001.

3. The stele was discovered in the 1980s by Iraqi

archaeologists in a field near Tell Asmar,

the site of ancient Eshnunna (Iraq Museum,

Baghdad, inv. no. im 95200); see Ismail and

Cavigneaux 2003.
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MARI

JEAN-CLAUDE MARGUERON

By
the time the shakkanakku ruler Hannun-Dagan started

building his great palace at Mari, about 2000 B.C., the city

had been the northern center of the Syro-Mesopotamian basin

for nearly a millennium. Situated on the east bank of the

Euphrates, halfway between Babylon and the Mediterranean

coast, Mari controlled all the trade routes that crossed its ter-

ritory to and from Babylon and the mountains in the north.

The palace of Mari is the best known in the period extending

from the Third Dynasty of Ur to the Amorite kingdoms. With

walls towering to a height of nearly 5 meters, it is one of the best-

preserved palaces in the Near East. More than fifteen thousand

complete or fragmentary tablets have been excavated there, as

well as objects from daily life, wall paintings, and statues. When

the Babylonian king Hammurabi took the city in 1760 B.C., he

left behind everything he deemed useless and let the city burn.

The wealth of material abandoned by Hammurabi was first

brought to light in 1933. Excavations carried out under the

direction of the French archaeologist Andre Parrot over the

next several years would reveal the importance of Mari within

the Syro-Mesopotamian world at the beginning of the second

millennium B.C.

The palace was the most imposing of its time, covering an area

of more than 25,000 square meters, with about three hundred

units including rooms, courtyards, and corridors (fig. 12). This

last number can in fact be doubled, as there was at least one

upper story. The excavations have enabled us to understand the

organization and operation of the palace and the role it played

under the Amorite rulers. The organization is fairly simple: six

sectors were grouped into two main areas. The first sector,

which occupies the entire eastern half of the building, includes

the entrance area (supervised by the official who orchestrated

all the activities in the palace), a large court (131) that served as

a central meeting place, a temple precinct to the southeast, and,

to the south, storerooms for daily provisions and the distribu-

tion of wages. The location of the temple precinct is unusual for

a Mesopotamian palace; it was perhaps built over the previous

mid-third-millennium B.C. palace. A single door provides access

to the second sector—the most important because it gave the

building its palatial function. It includes the king s quarters, the

administrative area, and to the northwest, the women's quar-

ters. These are all grouped around the administrative sector,

consisting of a courtyard (106), a vestibule (64), and throne

room (65). Communication between these different units, and

between the ground and the upper levels, is laid out in such a

way that all comings and goings could be closely controlled; no

one was free to move about at will.

The king's and the women's quarters were characterized by

luxury and refinement, as demonstrated especially from the

fragmentary remains of the wall paintings. The reception rooms

were on the upper story and have not survived, and we can only

imagine their former splendor from the few vestiges that have

come down to us. On the other hand, the official or royal sector

on the ground level reveals the importance of the king's omnipo-

tence because it literally pervades the living space. It was in the

throne room that royal power was fully expressed and where the

king appeared to his subjects in all his glory; his throne occupied

one end of the room, a vantage point that permitted him to dom-

inate the entire assembly. From there, he received tribute from

his subjects or his visitors, in accordance with established rituals.

Opposite the king, at the top of a majestic staircase, stood a plat-

form with statues of ancient rulers from whom the dynasty

claimed legitimacy. And finally in a room at the southeast cor-

ner, another grand staircase led to the king's private chambers.

The throne room was not simply the place where the king's

majesty was manifest. Although not a temple in a literal sense, it

was imbued with an atmosphere of sanctity, for the king was

presented as the intermediary between the realm of the gods and

that of mankind, and was therefore related to the divine. The

throne room aptly expressed that function as well, as the place-

ment of the throne is identical to that of a divine throne in a

temple. Other features of the palace complex also clearly

expressed this aspect. The throne stood at the end of a route that

first passed through the Court of Palms (fig. 14), which bore the

tree symbolizing the king's beneficence to his subjects. From the

Court of Palms, one passed through the southern facade, which

was richly decorated with wall paintings that recounted the

king's sacred deeds. Visitors would then enter the vestibule

(64)—the papahum, a term that implies a further step along a

sacred trajectory—where they would pass by the statue of a god-

dess holding a vessel that dispensed life-giving waters (cat. no. 7).

From there one arrived in the throne room, which necessarily

took on the appearance of a veritable royal sanctuary.
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Figure 14. Reconstruction of the south facade of the Court of Palms.

Mari, Palace of Zimri-Lim.

While the architecture of the palace expresses a strong

Mesopotamian tradition, the material objects recovered from

the ruins reflect the diverse influences that converged on this

capital along the Euphrates. The extent of Mari's relations

abroad is clearly attested in the textual documentation. As a

result of these finds, we have an idea of the life of the kingdom,

which extended northward almost to the foothills of the Taurus

Mountains, southward to Hit at the far reaches of the plateau,

and to the northwest as far as the stronghold of Halabiya. The

king maintained a regular correspondence with the governors

of the provinces and with his many agents. He was also in con-

tact with the rulers of the kingdoms of western Syria, from

Carchemish to Aleppo, Ugarit, and Qatna. His correspondence

with the kings of the north and northeast, not to mention cen-

tral Mesopotamia and the southern regions, was no less exten-

sive. Despite the fact that only a fraction of these archives have

come down to us, they tell us that diplomacy and trade relations

were part of the active exchanges that Mari conducted with

regions hundreds of miles away. Relations between the cities

were much closer than we might imagine. It is not astonishing

to discover that the king counted and recapitulated the tin hold-

ings that he entrusted to private individuals in cities of western

Syria, assets that permitted him to make purchases and to com-

pensate for the transfer of funds; that the envoy of the king

of Ugarit paid a visit to Mari; that Zimri-Lim went on a long

voyage that took him to Aleppo and Ugarit (see pp. 95-100);

and that princesses were summoned from distant foreign

courts to secure alliances by marriage.

Strangely enough, although the Mari archives chiefly per-

tain to areas west of Mari—perhaps an accident of pillag-

ing—the record left by works of art points to Mesopotamia, so

much so that some specialists consider Mari to have been only

an extension of Babylon. This view is incorrect. For one thing,

we know nothing about the city of Babylon during the reign of

Hammurabi, for the modern water table has made excavations

of these strata impossible. And while it is true that some statu-

ary exhibits a strong Mesopotamian influence, the specific char-

acteristics of the statue of the goddess with the flowing vase

(cat. no. 7), for example, can be attributed only to the craftsmen

of Mari. To be sure, Mari's contacts with Babylonia as well as

kingdoms such as Eshnunna introduced features that have often

led scholars to overestimate their influence. For instance, the

adoption of Babylonian cuneiform by the scribes of Mari cer-

tainly argues for the predominant influence of the capital of

Hammurabi's kingdom. On the other hand, this view overlooks

the fact that, until then and from the time of the accession of the

shakkanakku to power in the twenty-second century B.C., Mari

had remained faithful to the refined Neo-Sumerian style of writ-

ing, keeping its tradition very much alive.

It is also clear that diplomatic and military relations between

Mari and the Taurus Mountain region played a part in religious

practices. Traces of religious life left by both the male and the

female workers in their quarters at the palace point to stimuli

from the north. This would suggest that conquered populations

found their way into royal service. Such influences were no

doubt more extensive than might be extrapolated from the

scant evidence that remains.

Among the major finds of the excavation were elaborate wall

paintings that exemplify the originality and virtuosity of Mari's

artistic production. With a few exceptions, the paintings occu-

pied the upper portions of the walls and were found in fragments

among the debris. Nevertheless, a meticulous excavation process

made it possible to reconstruct certain scenes (for example,

cat. no. 8), incomplete of course, but often comprehensible and

significant, and even to propose general interpretations.

The connection between the king and religious practices

at court are expressed not only by the Investiture Scene dis-

covered in situ on the south wall of Court 106 (fig. IS), just

west of the door leading to the papahum (64) but also in the

Chapel of Ishtar (132), in which were found the remains of two

compositions dominated by the goddess Ishtar and the god

Sin. In addition, above Room 220, in the great reception hall

of the king's apartments, a very large and remarkable painting

glorified the king in his various roles as warrior, hunter,

destroyer, and builder. Nevertheless, because it was found

at eye level and was well preserved, the Investiture Scene is

the most imposing, with an extraordinary presence, display-

ing a skillful blend of realism and symbolism. A remarkable

work, it offers ample testimony to the creative power of the

artists of Mari.
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6

Standing Figure
of Iddi-ilum

Steatite

Height 41.4 cm (16% in.)

Mari, Palace of Zimri-Lim, Court 148

Shakkanakku period, late 3rd millennium B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A019486

This statue of Iddi-ilum was discovered

in the palace of Zimri-Lim, the last

king of Mari.
1

Iddi-ilum belonged to a line

of monarchs who governed the kingdom at

the end of the third millennium B.C. after

its destruction by the Akkadians. These

rulers of local origin were given the title

shakkanakku, which means governor or

general and alluded to the virtual depen-

dence of their lineage on Akkad. This title

survived the fall of the Akkadian empire,

and the rulers of Mari continued to use it

for a time. The shakkanakku rulers recon-

structed the city when they came to power,

but their archives have not yet been found.

Some of the royal names that have come

down to us are those whose memory was

perpetuated in statues such as the one here.

Iddi-ilum is depicted standing with

hands joined. His robe, which is unrealisti-

cally draped over the body, is made of a

fine-weave fabric and richly adorned with

fringes and tassels; unlike Mesopotamian

garments of a similar type, it covers both

shoulders. The outer garment, too, more

closely resembles those characteristic of

western regions of the Near East. The

king's beard is divided into a symmetrical

arrangement of braids that increase in

length toward the middle and end in curls,

a fashion that is well documented in Mari

during the third and second millennia B.C.

The Akkadian cuneiform inscription

on the robe tells us the names of both the

ruler and the goddess to whom he dedi-

cated his likeness:

Iddi-ilum, shakkanakku ofMari,for the god-

dess Ishtar dedicated a statue ofhimself Asfor

the one who removes this inscription, may the

goddess Ishtar destroy hisprogeny
2

Ishtar is known to have played an impor-

tant part in the royal institutions of Mari,

as she did also in Mesopotamia, conferring

power upon the ruler, as seen in the large

wall painting in the royal palace that depicts

the investiture of Zimri-Lim (fig. 13).

In addition to the lavish decoration with

which he embellished his palace, this last

king of Mari had statues set up to com-

memorate his predecessors, the present

image of Iddi-ilum among them. Texts

from Mari include records of rituals that

were performed by rulers to honor their

forefathers; the presence of these statues at

the heart of the royal palace must there-

fore have involved these dynastic practices.

The sack of the city by the Babylonian king

Hammurabi virtually emptied the city's

institutions. Nevertheless, several statues

of former kings, including Iddi-ilum,

did not fall into the hands of the looters

because they were buried in the rubble

of the burned palace. Others were carted

away to Babylon. One of these helped

prove that royal ancestors in Mari were

sometimes deified, a status symbolized by
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bovine horns on the headpiece.
3 The state

of the present figure does not permit us to

determine whether Iddi-ilum was also pro-

moted to divinity, but the presence of the

statue in the palace of one of his succes-

sors would suggest that his image helped

legitimize the power of the dynasty that

ruled the city two centuries later.

sc

1. See pages 27-29, this volume. For further

reference, see Parrot 1938, pp. 17-18,

pi. VII:1; Parrot 1958, pp. 18-20; Sollberger

and Kupper 1971, p. 166, pi. IIIE:2a;

Orthmann 1975, p. 179, pi. 67a, b; and

Spycket 1981, pp. 242-43.

2. Frayne 1997, p. 441.

3. Moortgat 1967, fig. 181.

7

Goddess with Flowing Vase

White stone

Height 142 cm (56 in.); width 48 cm (19 in.)

Mari, Palace of Zimri-Lim, Room 64 and

Court 106

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria 1659

This nearly life-size statue, found in the

Palace of Zimri-Lim at Mari, had

been broken into several pieces, with the

body at the foot of the podium in Room 64

and the head in a basin in Court 106.
1 The

headdress—featuring a pair of sinuous

horns—indicates that the figure is divine.

Beneath the headdress, the hair falls

around the shoulders before being bound

up at the back. The material of the long

garment crisscrosses over the chest and

back, with two wide bands incised at the

waist; the skirt then falls in wavy incised

lines over sculpted tiers, ending in volutes.

The hem curves up at the front in order to

reveal the feet. Short sleeves resembling

those of figures in wall paintings from Mari

end in incised scallops (see cat. no. 8).

Carved in relief is elaborate jewelry befit-

ting a goddess, including six rows of large

beads that encircle the neck and are bal-

anced by a counterweight at the back, as

well as three bracelets on each wrist and

multiple rings around the ears. The eyes

would have been inlaid.

The goddess holds a vase tilted slightly

away from her body. A vertical channel

drilled inside the statue leads from its 7, front
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base to the vase. Water from a tank or

container placed at a certain height would

have risen through the channel to flow

out of the vase, a mechanical feature

unique among surviving Near Eastern

sculpture. Streams and rows of fish were

also incised along the front of the gar-

ment to evoke this same effect in the

absence of real water.

The original location of the goddess

is unknown, but she is the sculptural coun-

terpart of two identical goddesses with

flowing vases depicted in the lower regis-

ter of the so-called Investiture Scene of

Zimri-Lim (fig. 13), painted on the south

wall of Court 106 (see fig. 12), which led to

the vestibule (64) and beyond to the throne

room (65) of the palace. Perhaps the statue

originally stood in the vestibule, where

its base was found. Alternatively, one could

easily imagine the goddess as one of a pair

set up in the courtyard not far from the

painted counterparts.
2
Finally, it is also

tempting to associate this hypothetical pair

with the two mud-brick platforms, which

could have been bases for statues, that

flank the entrance into the east end of the

throne room.
3

JME

1. Parrot 1959, no. 2.

2. Parrot 1950, p. 39; Al-Khalesi 1978, p. 41.

3. Parrot 1959, no. 2; Al-Khalesi 1978, p. 41.
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Wall Painting Fragment

Plaster, painted

Height 52 cm (20% in.); width 47 cm (18% in.)

Mari, Palace of Zimri-Lim, Court 106

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10119

Figural wall paintings were recovered

from five rooms of the Palace of Zimri-

Lim. Only four compositions could be

reconstructed, the most famous of which is

the so-called Investiture Scene of Zimri-

Lim on the south side of Court 106, the

only figural wall painting to be discovered

in situ (fig. 13). The thick plaster walls of

Court 106 were decorated with various

other wall paintings, however, some of

which could be reconstructed from the

numerous fragments found in the debris.

One proposed reconstruction of a group

of fragments depicts a multiregister com-

position in which male figures escort sac-

rificial animals in a procession, perhaps

led by a figure portrayed at a much larger

scale than that of the others. The frag-

ment seen here, from that procession,

shows a bearded male figure leading a

bull by a rope fastened to a nose ring. The

figure wears a garment with a scalloped

border, and his soft, bulbous hat is held in

position with two bands. The animal is

rendered with the horns and forehead en

face and the remainder of the head and

neck in profile. Metal tips adorn the bull's

horns, and a crescent decorates the fore-

head. The scene was painted on thick gyp-

sum plaster with white, black, yellow, red,

and brown pigments, outlined with thick

black lines.
1 The Investiture Scene, in con-

trast, was painted on thin mud plaster

applied directly onto the mud-brick wall.
2

JME

1. Parrot 1937; Parrot 1958.

2. Gates 1984, p. 77.
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E B LA

PAOLO MATTHI AE

During the third millennium B.C., the powerful kingdom of

Ebla, south of Aleppo in northern Syria, twice flourished

and twice collapsed. It was devastated first by Sargon ofAkkad

and the second time by unknown enemies, possibly related to

the Amorites. The final renaissance of Ebla probably began

soon after 2000 B.C. and marked the beginning of the early Old

Syrian period. This third and last version of the city extended

nearly 60 hectares (more than 148 acres), encompassing the area

occupied by the older town, and the huge earthenwork rampart

probably followed the traces of the earlier mud-brick fortifica-

tion. It is quite likely that one of the first sovereigns responsible

for the rebuilding of the town was Ibbit-Lim, who also estab-

lished Ishtar, the goddess of fertility, love, and war, as the city's

patron deity.
1 The new foundation followed an urban pattern

different from that of the earlier ones: in the center of this new

settlement was a small citadel surrounded by an inner wall; the

lower town encircled the wall, forming a ring of public build-

ings, temples, and palaces stretching to the foot of the acropolis.

This urban area was in turn surrounded by an oval outer forti-

fication, including the enormous rampart, which measured 60

meters wide at its base and between 18 and 22 meters high.

During Ebla's early Old Syrian period, which corresponds to

Middle Bronze I (ca. 2000-1800 B.C.), the city was among the

leading political powers between the Euphrates and the

Mediterranean. It flourished during the same long decades

when, in Babylonia, the rival kings of Isin and Larsa battled for

preeminence and lesser kingdoms such as Eshnunna began to

expand. Large territorial states—the Upper Mesopotamian

kingdom of Shamshi-Adad, Yarim-Lim's kingdom ofYamhad in

northern Syria, whose capital was Aleppo, and Hammurabi's

kingdom in southern Mesopotamia—were gaining in power.

This shift probably ended Ebla's hegemony over northern Syria,

to the advantage of Yamhad. During the classical Old Syrian

period (corresponding to Middle Bronze II, ca. 1800-1600 B.C.),

Ebla was compelled to enter Aleppo's sphere of influence and to

share political and cultural authority with several centers,

including Carchemish to the north and Qatna to the south.

The political balance of the Old Syrian period was main-

tained through a continuous succession of short-lived alliances

and temporary shifts in power. A reconstruction of Ebla's for-

eign relations during the early Old Syrian period relies not

on written evidence—in contrast to Mari, with its cache of

letters
2—but on archaeological findings. During the first two

centuries of the second millennium B.C., the time of the dynas-

ties of Isin and Larsa, Ebla is not mentioned in texts from

southern Mesopotamia, which suggests a marked diminution of

relations between northern Syria and southern Mesopotamia.

Relations among central Syria, Anatolia, and Assyria are, how-

ever, suggested in the strong stylistic consistency among Old

Assyrian Colony period glyptic of the so-called Syrian style,

known from the impressions found on documents in Level II of

karum Kanesh at Kiiltepe and reflected in the material culture of

Ebla. Moreover, it is certain that one route taken by Old

Assyrian merchants, from Ashur to Kiiltepe and other trading

centers of Cappadocia, passed through the region surrounding

Ebla en route to central Anatolia. Hints of this material connec-

tion can be seen in the bronze artifacts found in the Tomb of the

Princess, dating to 1850 B.C. or shortly thereafter, which also

seem to point to exchange between northern Syria and the Susa

region in western Iran, possibly mediated by Assyria.

During this time, contact between Ebla and the coastal cen-

ters of the northern Levant, in particular with Byblos, was

intense, as is demonstrated, for instance, by the precious gold

situlae of Byblos, represented on the carved basins of Ebla; the

bronze vases with round body, cylindrical neck, and flat expanded

rim found at both Byblos and Ebla; and the globular jugs with

short and narrow neck and one vertical handle, often with pol-

ished body, found in the royal tombs of Ebla and believed to have

been imported from the coast and imitated in Syrian workshops.

The artisans in these palace workshops, established first at Ebla,

then at Aleppo, were well versed in the Old Syrian style (fig. 16).

At the same time, frequent exchange with the Egyptian world

brought pharaonic gifts, such as pectorals, maces, and jewels,

enriching the artistic language of the royal production centers.

The relations established between the Egyptian court of the

Middle Kingdom based at Thebes and important Syro-Levantine

kingdoms were particularly strong. Egypt's interactions with

Byblos were probably constant between Dynasties 11 and 13

(ca. 2124-1640 B.C.), and contact with Ugarit dates back as far

as the twentieth century B.C., as evidenced by a bead inscribed

with the name of Senwosret I found there. Communications

between Thebes and the cities of Aleppo and Qatna were espe-

cially active under Amenemhat II, at the end of the twentieth

century B.C., and again during the reigns ofAmenemhat III and

Amenemhat IV, in the last years of the nineteenth century B.C.,

when Egyptian statues of small size, especially sphinxes bear-

ing names of princesses of the pharaonic court, were sent as

gifts to those prestigious Asiatic courts.

Egyptian connections with coastal centers like Beruta (Beirut),

Byblos, and Ugarit were still in place during Dynasty 13, a
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Figure 15. View of the site of Ebla.

period of particularly meaningful, and documented, contact

between Ebla and Egypt. For example, an obscure early

Dynasty 13 pharaoh, Hetepibre Harnedjheriotef, who some-

times called himself "Son of the Asiatic," sent to Immeya, the

king of Ebla, a ceremonial mace made in Egypt (cat. no. 12).

This precious, and quite rare, pharaonic insignia was placed

with other jewels of certain Egyptian manufacture in the so-

called Tomb of the Lord of the Goats, tentatively identified as

Immeya's grave, based on the presence of a silver bowl bearing

his name found in the same tomb.

Relations between Ebla and Egypt reached their highest

level during the Middle Bronze II period. Inspired by Egypt's

cultural traditions and the concept of pharaonic rule, the kings

of Ebla began to adopt classical Egyptian iconography for the

representation of kingship, as seen in ivory inlays with motifs

and style strongly inspired by Egypt (see cat. no. 9). Found in a

room of the Northern Palace, they probably decorated a bed or

a ceremonial throne. This appropriation of the Egyptian figura-

tive language in order to represent the Old Syrian kings also

appears in contemporary Old Syrian cylinder seals, which

include characteristic figures from the Egyptian pantheon (see

cat. no. 248).

The great cultural flourishing of the classical Old Syrian

period ended during the last years of the seventeenth century B.C.,

perhaps partly as a consequence of a long climatic crisis. Two

successive Old Hittite kings, Hattusili I and Mursili I, took

advantage of this general and widespread economic and social

crisis in Syria and, shortly before 1600 B.C., began a series of

devastating military campaigns. Lesser towns such as Alalakh,

Urshu, and Khashshu fell first, followed by the more powerful

centers, Aleppo and Ebla. To celebrate the conquest of Ebla, the

epic poem "Song of Liberation," was composed in Hurrian and

soon translated into Hittite. The song's themes, which eerily pre-

figure some situations and expressions from the Iliad, include

the siege of Ebla and its subsequent conquest by Pizikarra of

Nineveh, an ally of Mursili I. As would happen several centuries

later at Troy, Ebla was besieged after illegally imprisoning the

lord of Igigallish. Hittite gods, such as the great Teshshup of

Kumme, and heroes like Pizikarra fought together against the

city. An assembly of allied princes of Ebla gathered and, against

the wishes of the king, followed imprudent advice given by a

clever orator. Divine banquets were held in heaven to ratify the

fate of the town, which was perhaps defended by the goddess

Ishkhara, as Aphrodite defended Troy.

The terrible final destruction of Ebla, which likely occurred

about 1600 B.C., was probably the result of a large alliance

among Hittites, Hurrians, and Kassites. Soon after, this power-

ful coalition, led by Mursili I, defeated even the mighty Babylon,

although Mursili immediately abandoned the city to the control

of a Kassite king. Within a very few years, the political balance

of the region, previously anchored by the major powers of

Babylon and Aleppo, was also destroyed, opening the way to

new political alliances and new kingdoms.

1. It was also Ibbit-Lim who, with his inscription discovered in 1968,

allowed the Italian Expedition to identify Tell Mardikh with ancient

Ebla. See Gelb 1984.

2. A fascinating span of nearly thirty years, just before Hammurabi's

conquest of Mari in about 1760 B.C., is illuminated by the so-called Mari

Letters. Although these letters peculiarly do not mention Ebla—the

main protagonists were Shubat-Enlil, Ashur, Aleppo, Carchemish,

Larsa, Eshnunna, Babylon, Elam, Mari, Qatna, and Hazor—the quan-

tity and quality of information about those very few years have no com-

parison in previous decades, or in the following ones.
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Furniture Inlay

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 13.4 cm (5% in.); width 5.3 cm (2% in.);

thickness 0.2 cm (Vs in.)

Ebla, Northern Palace

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Idlib Museum, Idlib, Syria 3495

This beautiful head in the Egyptian

style belongs to an important group

of ivory inlays found in a peripheral

room—probably a workshop—of the

Northern Palace at Ebla in western Syria.

Probably made to embellish a bed or a

ceremonial throne, they date from between

1725 and 1600 B.C. The head is shown

wearing the atef, the typical Egyptian

crown with feathers and horns, royal

headgear related to the symbolism of the

afterlife and to renewal in the Underworld.
1

From the time of the Old Kingdom, the

atefcrown was worn by the pharaohs of

the Nile Valley. Later it became associated

with Osiris, lord of the Underworld.

Another head, probably a copy of this

piece, was found with it and with several

other slightly smaller ivory inlays repre-

senting Egyptian figures of divinity.

These included the crocodile god Sobek,

gods having the head of the falcon Horus,

and a goddess bearing the horns and the

sun disc of Hathor. Such figures appear

frequently in the contemporary Syrian

glyptic of the classical Old Syrian style,

where they are shown with divine figures

of the Syrian pantheon and kings and offi-

cials of the northern Syrian kingdoms.

It is difficult to ascertain the precise

meaning of these images, but judging from

the Egyptian figurative canon, they pos-

sibly represented Syrian deities. Knowledge

of the iconography and style of the phara-

onic masterpieces must have resulted from

the fact that royal gifts were frequently

sent to the courts of the Syrian kingdoms.

These included pectorals, sphinx sculp-

tures, maces, and jewels bearing the sym-

bols of kingship over the Two Lands. It is

likely that figures such as the one whose

head is represented in this fragment

were depictions in the Egyptian style of

deified royal ancestors, the rapi'uma of the

Ugaritic texts, who corresponded to the

rephaim of biblical texts and who, in Syrian

kingdoms during the Middle and Late

Bronze Ages, were the object of a wide-

spread cult. PM

1. For further reference, see Matthiae 1989a,

p. 46; Scandone Matthiae 1991a; Scandone

Matthiae 1991b, p. 432, figs. 1, 2; Scandone

Matthiae in Ebla 1995, p. 458, no. 372; and

Scandone Matthiae 2002, pp. 16-24, 57,

pis. I, VI.

10

Beaded Band

Gold, amethyst, blue-gray stone

Height 0.5 cm (% in.); width 2.4 cm (l in.);

length 3.4 cm (1% in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Princess

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10591

he oldest and only inviolate tomb of

the three thus far excavated in the

Old Syrian Royal Necropolis of Ebla, situ-

ated below the crown prince's Western

Palace, is called the Tomb of the Princess

because a young woman was buried there.

Along with a large number of clay vases, all

of her gold personal ornaments were found:
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this piece, a pin with a star-shaped head,

six twisted-bar bracelets, and an earring

with granulated decoration. The different

elements of this jewel were found close to

one another, trapped in the mud of the

hypogeum after the threads holding them

together had been lost. The central piece

includes a gold rectangular setting with

paste forming a cloisonne decoration,

surrounding an oval setting, where a

scaraboid of blue-gray stone is still pre-

served.
1 The beads included the usual mel-

on-shaped elements with plain collars, as

documented in the Levant, particularly at

Tell el-'Ajjul, as well as in Mesopotamia. In

the latter region they were parts of such

famous jewelry collections as the Larsa

Treasure, dating from shortly before

1738 B.C.; the beads belonging to the

Dilbat hoard in the Metropolitan Museum

(cat. no. 4); the jewels from Zimri-Lim's

palace at Mari; and the ornaments found

in the Old Assyrian tombs at Ashur. Other

melon-shaped beads in the Tomb of the

Lord of the Goats are cast in gold; these

beads are of hammered gold foil. All the

pieces of the princess's furnishings are

without doubt products of the palace

workshops at Ebla and probably date to

the years between Middle Bronze I and

Middle Bronze II, as this tomb is certainly

older than the Lord of the Goats burial,

where Immeya was likely interred. pm

1. For further reference, see Matthiae 1981,

pp. 212-13, fig. 47a-b, and Matthiae in Ebla

1995, pp. 470, 479, no. 393.

11

Earring or Nose Ring

Gold

Diameter 3.2 cm (1%. in.);

thickness 0.6 cm ('A in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Princess

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10786

This large ornate jewel, weighing

6.85 grams, is a unique piece found in

the intact Tomb of the Princess, and it may

be interpreted as an earring or nose ring.
1

It is made of two gold sheets, curved and

bossed in such a way that it is nearly round

in section, and ends in two short stems.

The sheets are covered with triangles and

lozenges in granulation of highly refined

workmanship. This type ofjewel, quite

rare in Syria, is well known in the Levant

from examples of the same shape and

technique and similar granulated decora-

tion found at Tell el-'Ajjul. The pieces

from Tell el-'Ajjul, however, do not end in

bars but in two suspension loops; more-

over, the granulated decoration is coarser

and more irregular.

Technical analogies have been observed

in jewels of contemporary Mesopotamia

(see pp. 101-3), specifically in the pen-

dants of the Dilbat hoard (cat. no. 4), but

this evidence is not enough to assume a

Mesopotamian production for the jewels

from Tell el-'Ajjul or for the Ebla earring.

Indeed, this style of earring, with granu-

lated decoration, is a product of the Syro-

Levantine region, within which there

were strong qualitative differences. The

examples from Tell el-'Ajjul, and others

of unknown provenance but certainly

from the Levant, are more summary in

execution, particularly in the curving

and joining of the sheets and the granu-

lated decoration.

The earring from Ebla is a wonderful

object, made in a palace workshop and

reflecting the excellent quality of the

royal workshops, likely not only of the

great political center of Ebla, but of the

entire Yamhad milieu and of northern

Syria in general. pm

1. For further reference, see Maxwell-Hyslop

1971, pp. 116-18; Matthiae 1981, pp. 213-14;

and F. Baflfi Guardata in Ebla 1995, pp. 470,

480, no. 394.

12

Egyptian Mace

Ivory, marble, silver, gold

Mace head: height 4.4 cm (l% in.);

diameter 5.6 cm (2%. in.)

Handle: length 19 cm (7% in.);

diameter 2.4 cm (l in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Lord of the Goats

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Idlib Museum, Idlib, Syria 3184

This precious pharaonic gift was placed

in the Tomb of the Lord of the Goats,

the burial of Immeya, a king of Ebla, who

probably lived in the second half of the

eighteenth century B.C. In the same tomb

was found a silver bowl bearing his name

in cuneiform writing, and an Old Syrian

letter addressed to him was found in the

Lower Town of Ebla. The mace, an exqui-

site example of the most refined jewelry

produced by Middle Kingdom palace

workshops in Egypt, originally had an

ivory handle likely covered by a netlike

motif composed of small alternating silver

and gold lozenges (now mostly lost). The

handle included a silver cylinder, with

applications of gold cynocephali in adora-

tion of gold Egyptian hieroglyphs that

form the name—but without the royal
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cartouche—of Hetepibre Harnedjheriotef,

an early Dynasty 13 pharaoh. This king

also used the unusual appellation "Son of

the Asiatic," sometimes incorrectly read as

"Son of the Farmer." Probably as a result

of damage the object suffered at the Ebla

court, the placement of the hieroglyphs is

anomalous. In all likelihood, they were

lost, and then replaced by someone who

did not know hieroglyphic writing: the

offering table hotep is upside down, the

phonetic complement p is missing, and the

other phonetic complement t was added in

place of the p; the heart ib leans slightly to

one side. It is also possible that during

this unskilled repair the royal cartouche

was lost.
1

Little is known about Harnedjheriotef,

but a carved block with one of his inscrip-

12, detail

tions was found near Asyut. A statue of a

seated figure discovered at Tell el-Dab 'a is

similarly inscribed, and two scarabs asso-

ciated with him were uncovered at Jericho.

This evidence, combined with the fact that

he sent his mace—a very important phara-

onic insignia frequently represented on

Middle Kingdom reliefs—to Ebla, sug-

gests that Immeya descended from one of

the most important ruling families of his

time in Upper Syria.

The motif of the adoration of the phar-

aonic name by two cynocephali is related

to a well-known theme of solar cults, the

adoration of the sun god Ra-Harakhty.

The motif was also reproduced by the

Ebla craftsmen at the court of Immeya,

who would surely have drawn inspiration

from Harnedjheriotef's mace. An ivory

amulet in the Old Syrian style, found nearly

intact in the same burial, shows two iden-

tical cynocephali in adoration of a human-

headed bull, certainly a representation of

Immeya, ascended in heaven among the

rapi'uma, the deified royal ancestors, fol-

lowing the funerary ceremonies. pm

1. For further reference, see Archi and Matthiae

1979; Scandone Matthiae 1979; Scandone

Matthiae 1988, pp. 71-73, pi. XV:1, 3, 4; and

Scandone Matthiae in Ebla 1995, pp. 464-65,

478, nos. 383, 384.

13

Cylindrical Handle Cover

Gold

Length 6.5 cm (2% in.); diameter 2.4 cm (l in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Lord of the Goats

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10587

This refined gold cover for a cylindrical

handle, most probably the work of

Egyptian jewelers of early Dynasty 13,

bears an elegant continuous decorative

motif, a repetition of scales surrounded by

a delicate filigree and enriched with indi-

vidual elements of granulation; at both ends

are series of thin rope-shaped elements,

alternatively smooth and segmented.
1

It is

possible, notwithstanding some slight dif-

ference in size, that this covered the handle

of Harnedjheriotef's mace. The refined

scale-and-filigree motif can be found on an

Asiatic sickle sword inlaid in black metallic

substance (cat. no. 30), nearly contempo-

rary with or slightly older than this piece,

belonging to Ip-shemu-abi of Byblos, prob-

ably a local work bearing Egyptian hiero-

glyphs; it is found also in Late Bronze II,

in the top part of an ivory comb from

Megiddo and in cylindrical ivory elements

from the tomb of Minet el-Beidha, where

the famous relief of the potnia theron (cat.

no. 261) was discovered. The motif, prob-

ably elaborated in the most exquisite forms

13
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by Egyptian jewelers of the Middle

Kingdom, may not be of Egyptian origin

but perhaps spread to other areas after its

adoption in Old Syrian jewelers' work-

shops. It became common on ivory inlays

and jewels in Syria and the Aegean as a

consequence of frequent cultural and mer-

cantile exchanges during Late Bronze II.

PM

1. For further reference, see Scandone Matthiae

1979, p. 119, and Scandone Matthiae in Ebla

1995, pp. 466, 479, no. 385.
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Jewelry Elements

Gold

Band: length 10.4 cm (4% in.); height 4.4 cm

(1% in.)

Discs: diameter 2.5 cm (l in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Lord of the Goats

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10783

For originality of concept and refine-

ment of execution, this ornament is

one of the finest accomplishments of clas-

sical Old Syrian jewelry crafting.
1

Quite

likely a personal ornament of Immeya, it

includes three elements in a row, each

made of an upper horizontal rectangular

section with a disc-shaped pendant at the

bottom. The weight is impressive (left to

right: 9.72 g, 8.63 g, 10.78 g). The outer

edges of the two side pieces are curved;

the central plaque is rectangular. These

upper elements are composed of front and

back sheets—one smooth, one bossed. The

bossed front sheets are decorated with four

horizontally placed braided bands that join

in an arch at the two curved ends of the

side plaques. Corresponding to these four

elements are the narrow long holes for the

strands. The three discs have similar

granulated decoration that forms a six-

pointed star; between the points are small

granulated spheres. The discs are circled

by three rows of granulation.

This type ofjewel is frequently repre-

sented on Old Syrian clay figurines of

Middle Bronze II, but its combined struc-

ture, technique, and style find no compari-

son. The granulation technique used for the

Dilbat pendants (cat. no. 4), as well as for a

medallion from Larsa, is quite similar,

including such details as the rows of granu-

lation around the border. The feature that

distinguishes the pendants from one

another is the decoration of the discs: the

Ebla pendants comprise a six-pointed star

with spheres, while the Dilbat pendants

are designed to show eight rosettes sur-

rounding a larger central rosette.

It is quite likely that in the two cultural

regions both the star and the rosette alluded

to the goddess Ishtar. The star is an Old

Syrian motif, although it spread to Anatolia

and Elam, while the rosette is specifically

Mesopotamian. It is also possible that at

Ebla Immeya's jewelry was related to king-

ship, as the region was under that god-

dess's protection. In Middle Assyrian texts

she is called Ishtar of Ebla, and in the

bilingual Hurrian-Hittite poem "Song of

Liberation," discovered at Hattusa in 1986,

the Star of Ebla refers to the king.

PM

1. For further reference, see Matthiae 1981,

pp. 217-18, fig. 59, and F. Baffi Guardata in

Ebla 1995, pp. 471, 480, no. 396.
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Chain with Two Pendants

Gold, rock crystal, gray-green

translucent stone

Pendants: length 2 cm (% in.)

Chain: length 22 cm (8% in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Lord of the Goats

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10790

T udging by its form, this jewel may

I have been a necklace. It consists of a

thin chain with two acorns with gold caps

decorated in filigree hung by means of a

gold ring and two small suspension rings.

The acorns, made of rock crystal and a

gray-green translucent stone, are very

realistically represented. This is a unique

piece, but its individual components may

have parallels. The chain type is well

known, though not common, particularly

in the jewelry of the Levant, at Byblos

and Megiddo, and at Beth-Shemesh and

Tell el-Ajjul, areas known for the produc-

tion of earrings. Of note is the refined

taste in the choice of the shining rock

crystal joined to the elegant linear veins

14



this ring. The ring features a central oval

space in which a much-damaged paste

scarab is set, flanked by an openwork design

of opposed lilies and blossoms that was

originally inlaid with polychrome enamel.

The flower—symbol of Upper Egypt

—

the red color of the gold, typical of several

Egyptian jewels from the tomb, and the

fine quality of the typically Egyptian ren-

dering of the flowers are evidence that this

ring was made in Egypt. It likely was part

of a gift sent by the pharaoh Hetepibre

Harnedjheriotef to Immeya, the probable

owner of the tomb, which also included

the mace on which the pharaoh 's name is

adored by cynocephali (cat. no.

PM

1. For further reference, see Matthiae 1981,

p. 224, fig. 66; Scandone Matthiae 1988, p. 71,

pi. XIV:2~3; and Scandone Matthiae in Ebla

1995, pp. 467, 479, no. 387.
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of the greenish stone. Rock crystal, which

is difficult to work, was highly valued

and frequently employed in the finest jew-

els of the ancient Near East, particularly

in Mesopotamia, Anatolia, and Syria

(see cat. no. 189a-c). Its sources were in

Anatolia, Iran, and Cyprus, though Pliny

observed that, in the classical age, the most

precious examples came from India. The

acorns, on the other hand, because of the

rare combination of gold and stone, are an

original creation and certainly from a pal-

ace jewelry workshop at Ebla.
1 PM

1. For further reference, see Matthiae 1981,

p. 219, and F. Baffi Guardata in Ebla 1995,

pp. 472, 480, no. 398.
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Ring

Gold, blue paste

Height 2.2 cm (Va in.); width 1.4 cm (% in.);

diameter 2.4 cm (l in.)

Ebla, Tomb of the Lord of the Goats

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10791

In
the partially sacked Tomb of the Lord

of the Goats, several precious objects

inexplicably escaped the notice of the

looters. This oversight perhaps occurred

because the looting was hastily done, and

because mud probably covered much of the

floor, thus concealing small objects such as



THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE ROUTES IN
THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B.C.

MICHEL AL-MAQDISSI

The Levant played a major role in international relations

throughout the ancient Near East as early as the third

millennium B.C. Recent excavations at several sites have con-

tributed valuable information about the communication routes

between the ports along the Syro-Levantine coast and cities in

Egypt, Mesopotamia, Cyprus, and the Aegean. The region

consisted of a number of distinct geographic areas, described

as follows:

• A long coastal corridor directly bordering on foothills

and mountains, with occasional broad plains, including

those of Latakia in the north, Jable in the middle, and

Akkar in the south. These plains served as passages and

communication axes between the coastal area and the

Syrian hinterlands.

• A chain of mountains running parallel to the coast

along a north-south axis, with summits reaching higher

than 2,500 meters. This natural chain separates the coastal

region from the interior, but the plains provided easy access

and a direct passage between the harbors along the eastern

Mediterranean coast and the settlements and urban centers

of the Syrian interior.

• A fertile region with rich agricultural lands well irri-

gated by the Orontes River. Several major geographic

features dominate this area, such as the plain of Aleppo in

the north, the plain of Homs and the Qatna (Tell Mishrifeh)

region in the middle, and the plain of Damascus in the

south. This territory, of great significance, also bordered

directly on the Syrian steppe to the east and partially des-

ert regions to the north.

• Farther east, a geographic area characterized by a vast

steppe watered by the Euphrates River and forming a

broad valley marked by intensive human settlement.

• At the eastern end, close to northern Mesopotamia, a

fertile region irrigated by several rivers.

The various western regions of the ancient Near East were

subject to a series of occupations. Excavations at Tell Sianu, situ-

ated on the Jable Plain along the Syrian coast at Qatna, an urban

center facing the broad valley of Homs, and at other key sites

extending from the Syrian coast to northern Mesopotamia have

provided clear evidence of the beginnings of urban organization

during Early Bronze Age II (ca. 2700-2600 B.C.), which was

linked to a second urban revolution in the ancient Near East.

This process brought with it a variety of economic, social, and

agricultural shifts in the organization of human settlements.

This phase of urbanization was also characterized by the

development of roads to connect different parts of the coastal

Near East with the Syrian hinterlands, the middle valley of the

Euphrates, and northern Mesopotamia. The roads facilitated

trade and the exchange of cultural traditions between the

Mediterranean basin and the Iranian plateau. All of the great

urban centers of the second half of the third millennium B.C.,

such as Byblos, Qatna, and Mari, played an important part in

the development of these caravan routes.

Geological surveys conducted in areas through which the

caravans passed have provided information about the placement

of the way stations along these routes. On the plain of Akkar,

halfway between the great Mediterranean port of Byblos and

the major central Syrian urban center of Qatna, are vestiges of

a communications system, dating to as early as the middle of the

third millennium B.C., that connected three major centers sepa-

rated by a distance of 20 kilometers, which was about a day's

journey for a mule caravan. A similar system focused on the city

of Qatna and the surrounding plain. This oriented the caravans

in four different directions: either north to the kingdom of

Yamhad, south to the kingdom of Apum, east to the kingdom

of Mari, or west to the kingdom of Amurru. A detailed study

of the satellite outposts around Qatna revealed the presence of

several fortified towns, including Tell Safinat-Nouh and Tell

Sour-Sinkari, which formed a defensive perimeter, with a radius

of 35 kilometers, around the city. These outlying sites also acted

as way stations for merchants.

The Mari texts provide further information about the trade

routes that passed through the Syrian steppe, including

descriptions of several types of trade caravans that connected

the kingdoms of Mari and Qatna. Observations made in the

field uncovered the existence of important way stations at

sites like Nashala (Qariatayn) and the oasis of Palmyra. Roads

subsequently developed around such watering spots, forcing

the caravans to negotiate passage agreements with the

nomadic groups that controlled the area. The importance of

water to travel in the Levant can be illustrated by the latter-

day example of Lawrence of Arabia, who, in order to pass

safely through the region of Rubi' al-Khali and join the
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Figure 17. Map showing communication routes in the Plain of Akkar during the Bronze Age.

Christian forces in Jordan, had the watering places dried up

and camouflaged.

Thus, the political balance of the Levantine region was

important to the safe passage of trade caravans. The Akkadian

period (ca. 2334-2154 B.C.) witnessed a flowering of trade

throughout the Near East, with routes extending as far east as

modern-day Iran and Afghanistan. During the Third Dynasty

of Ur (ca. 2112-2004 B.C.), most of the major urban centers

experienced crises that disrupted movement along the commu-

nication routes. With the subsequent rise of Amorite kingdoms

in the western and eastern regions of the Near East, trade was

soon restored on a large scale. After the fall of the Amorite

kingdoms, about 1600 B.C., however, the geopolitical context

changed again, primarily as a result of conflicts that pitted

Egypt against the Hittite and Mitanni kingdoms. The need for

access to routes affected by these conflicts fostered the forma-

tion of a constantly changing series of alliances between the

various rulers of the kingdoms.

Despite the political difficulties that affected them, the routes

provided an ideal stage for active commercial exchange and for

the dissemination not only of artistic techniques and conven-

tions but also of social ideas and traditions. This international

phenomenon promoted the merging of artistic styles and, in

general, broadened the cultural and religious spheres of these

societies. Similarly, architectural knowledge and methods of

urban planning, especially where palaces, temples, and large

dwellings were concerned, also seem to have been shared dur-

ing this fertile period in the history of the Levant, and the

ancient Near East as a whole.
1

1. For further reference, see Dossin 1954; Finet 1969; Dossin 1970,

pp. 97-106; Durand 1987; Margueron 1989; Abdallah 1996; Joannes

1997; Durand 1997-2000, vol. 3, pp. 7-68; and Al-Maqdissi 2003b.
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Cuneiform Tablet

Clay

Height 4.5 cm (1% in.); width 5.4 cm (2'/s in.)

Tell Sianu, Chantier B

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria 8719

This is the oldest tablet found in the

course of systematic excavations along

the Syrian coast. It is an administrative

text written in Akkadian, listing various

types of objects—gold, fabric, oil jugs—of

mixed provenance: Subartu (Jazira, Syria)

and Alashiya (Cyprus). The discovery of

this document at Tell Sianu provides evi-

dence for the presence of a scribal tradi-

tion within the Mari and the Amorite

kingdoms in the eastern Mediterranean

region.
1 mm

1. For further reference, see D. Charpin,

"Document administratis" in Le royaume

d'Ougar it 2004, p. Ill, no. 85.

18a, b

Two Vessels

a. Chlorite

Height 11.5 cm (4% in.)

b. Calcite

Height 14.1 cm (5
lA in.)

Tell Iris, Chantier A

Middle Bronze Age, 17th century B.C.

Department of Antiquities, Jable, Syria

Iris OS/42, 43

Both of these intact vessels were found

in a hypogeum carved out of rock.

Also included in the find were rich fur-

nishings, some dated toward the end of the

Middle Bronze Age. This type of vessel

is associated with an Egyptian tradition;

comparable objects found in Syria have

come principally from funerary contexts

at Ugarit, Ebla, and gatna. mm
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UGARIT

BASSAM JAMOUS

The Syrian coast has long attracted the attention of scholars,

historians, and travelers. The people who lived there exhib-

ited great creativity in the economic, artistic, and literary fields;

most notably, they invented the Ugaritic alphabet. Interest in the

Syrian coast has been triggered not only by accounts of historians

and travelers but by modern archaeological discoveries, which

have contributed to the reassessment ofmany early assumptions.

The last sixty years have given prominence to the role played in

history by Syria in general, and the Syrian coast in particular,

which—because of its important geographic location and the

influence of Mediterranean civilizations—has served as a stage

for cultural convergence and contact between various peoples.

Political and commercial relations among the peoples along

the Syrian coast with the kingdoms and cities of the eastern

Mediterranean basin led to the spread of cultures and crafts,

and to the boosting of international trade relations. Syrian

exports included olive oil, pottery, timber, and other goods in

exchange for gold, jewelry, precious stones, and stoneware.

Thus the Syrian coast, along with Rhodes, Cyprus, and eventu-

ally Carthage, among other cultures, was an intermediate sta-

tion for trade and communications, governed by internationally

accepted trading principles.

Ugarit (Ras Shamra) is situated 10 kilometers north of Latakia.

An important town with Mediterranean harbors, it was discov-

ered accidentally by a farmer, Mahmud Menalla, who was plow-

ing his fields. The initial discovery led to the unearthing of a

tomb near the bay of Minet el-Beidha, which was still in use in

the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. A French expedi-

tion, led by Claude Schaeffer, was soon formed to conduct exca-

vations. The first dig on the tell, or mound, took place in 1929.

The city name Ugarit is known from several Ugaritic texts

including nqmd mlk'ugrt, "Niqmaddu, king of Ugarit," in the

colophon at the end of tablets in the Baal cycle. The place name

is also attested in the Amarna Letters.

With Syrian participation, excavations have continued unin-

terrupted on the mound over the past fifty-one seasons. The

central focus has been the palace at Ugarit, which has yielded

important political, economic, social, and religious documents

—

hundreds, if not thousands, of studies have been published. On

the basis of the discoveries made during the excavations, it has

been established that humans settled in Ugarit during the mid-

dle of the seventh millennium B.C. There they hunted, cultivated

the land, made tools, and excelled in the arts.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL LEVELS AT UGARIT

The mound is divided into five levels, each in turn subdivided

into several layers. The levels are as follows:

Level V: Neolithic (8000-6000 B.C.)

Level IV: Chalcolithic (5000-4300 B.C.)

Level III: Ubaid to Early Bronze (3500-2100 B.C.)

Level II: Middle Bronze (2000-1600 B.C.)

Level I: Late Bronze (1600-1 180 B.C.)

Three palaces have been unearthed in the mound area: the Royal

Palace, the North Palace, and the Small Palace.

The city eventually grew into a kingdom extending from

Jebel al-Aqra in the north to the Al-Sin River in the south.

The Syrian coast became a great center of international rela-

tions and trade. Indeed, economic factors can be said to have

played a fundamental role in its contact with the many civili-

zations of the eastern Mediterranean. The fourteenth and

thirteenth centuries B.C. saw the cultural flowering of Ugarit

and the rise of its economic and political influence—a virtual

golden age.
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Standing Figure

Silver, gold or electrum

Height 28 cm (11 in.); width 5.5 cm (2Ys in.)

Ugarit, Acropolis

Middle Bronze Age manufacture,

early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M8162

statues probably represent a divine pair.

Both are adorned with a spectacular

torque of gold (or electrum), each made of

a single thick, twisted wire. Laboratory

analysis of the smaller figure established

that it was made of silver, the surface of

which is now oxidized.

The context and date of the find are

unclear. Style and technique distinguish

this pair from other divine statues

made in the Late Bronze Age at Ugarit.

Indeed, the excavator, Claude Schaeffer,

has dated them to the early centuries of

the second millennium B.C., positing an

invasion of "torque people" to explain the

major cultural changes that occurred in

the course of the Middle Bronze Age. In

addition to the torque, the figure wears a

short kilt made of a hammered sheet of

gold or electrum. He stands in a static

position, his bent arms raised symmetri-

cally to the level of his waist. The mace

in the left hand is a reconstruction made

by the excavator.

The body is schematically rendered in

either flat or cylindrical shapes. Only the

head is three-dimensional, with an empha-

sis on the eyes and nose, as if to identify

the senses of sight and smell as important

elements of the deity's personality. The

empty eye sockets and brows were perhaps

originally inlaid, as were many sculptures

throughout Mesopotamian history. On the

flat torso, two small pellets were applied

for the nipples, and on the back two inci-

sions were made to indicate the collarbones.

Knobs delineate the knees and identify the

gender. The parallel feet stand on the

casting "mushroom," which served as a

pedestal instead of having been sawed

away as was generally the case. In the

absence of analysis, one can only assume

that the statue was cast in the lost-wax

technique and that the deep incisions on

the face, hair, and torso were made before

the metal cooled. The arms also were

probably bent before cooling. ac/ed

1. Shaeffer 1949, pp. 71-80, pis. 17-19. The

smaller figure is now in the Musee du

Louvre, Paris, Departement des Antiquites

Orientales A015733.

20

Standing Deity

Bronze

Height 25 cm (9
7
/s in.)

Ugarit, Ville Sud

Middle Bronze Age manufacture (?),

early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria SS574

This statue is the largest metal figure

found at Ugarit in western Syria and

one of the largest from the Bronze Age

Levant. It was discovered in the acropolis

sector of the city, hidden in a vase together

with a second, smaller figure.
1 The two

This female figure is depicted in a static

and frontal attitude. Her right arm is

raised, palm outward, in a gesture of peace

and benediction; the left arm is missing.

Also missing is a headdress, as indicated

by a cast tang on the back of the head. It
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had probably been used for the attachment

of a tiara made in another material.
1 The

mantle is crossed in the back and tied in

front, emphasizing the breasts. A thick

woolly edge borders the garment. Such a

costume appears frequently on Syrian cyl-

inder seals of the Middle Bronze Age.

The missing arm may have been bent

horizontally, with a symbolic instrument

in the hand. The unshod feet are resting

on two tenons joined at the base, the

remains of the cast jets. Deep grooves

—

set alongside the nape of the neck, the

arms, and from the hip down to the lower

part of the skirt—were meant to hold a

thick gold leaf.
2
Applications of gold served

the dual functions of protecting the piece

from oxidation and emphasizing the eter-

nal character of the goddess.

The fabrication technique and garment

style point to a date early in the Middle

Bronze Age. The figurine escaped being

melted and recycled as so many other

metal artifacts were. It was preserved into

the last phase of the life of the city, though

whether it remained a cultic image for the

entire period remains a question.

ac/ed

1. See Dardaillon in Le royaume d'Ougarit 2004,

no. 235, for a stone crown on a bronze figurine.

2. See ibid., no. 272, for another example of this

groove from Ugarit.
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Seated Female

Copper alloy

Height 24.8 cm (9% in.)

Ugarit, "Hurrian" Temple

Middle Bronze Age manufacture,

early 2nd millennium B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A019397

This statuette of a seated woman was

found in Ugarit together with a

figurine of a standing man. The dating of

the deposit is confirmed by that of nearby

strata that contained objects from the

twentieth, nineteenth, and seventeenth

centuries B.C. Unfortunately, this does

not tell us when the objects were made,

which may have been long before they

were buried.

The two statuettes are both of copper

alloy, but were given different treatments.

The man is represented in the round; the

woman both flat and in the round. Her

seated body resembles a twice-bent metal

bar. The chair on which she sits is lost, but

a small base with attached tenons under

the feet indicates that the figure must have

rested on a base.

The eyes (now missing) were inlaid,

and slits in the back of the head and neck

show that the head must have been gold-

or silver-plated. The metal was welded in

place with a lead wire hammered into the

grooves. A slit in the shoulder blades that

extends to the lower part of the arms sug-

gests that the torso and arms were also

plated. Two grooves on the side of the body

indicate that it was covered with another

metal. The back probably was not plated.

21

The figure's arms are outstretched.

The right hand is open in a gesture of

greeting or receiving, while the left hand

is closed, with a space between fingers

and palm for the insertion of a symbolic

object. The robe, with a rounded, thick

border, is typical of the costumes of

Syrian kings and deities of the Middle

Bronze Age. The texture, however, is

unusual in that it appears to represent

quilted fabric. The resulting lozenge

pattern is interspersed with vertical

lines that were probably meant to repre-

sent tufts of wool, according to a fashion

then in vogue throughout the Near

Eastern world. The headpiece— a turban

that peaks in a kind of knot— is other-

wise unknown in Bronze Age metal

figurines from the Levant. Overall, the

shape recalls horned headdresses worn

by gods.

The gesture and the flattened appear-

ance of the body present analogies to other

Syrian figurines, but this woman, like her

male counterpart, is unusual in the con-

text of Ugarit, where figures were usually

marked by Egyptian or regional influences.

The large inlaid eyes and the treatment

of costume and turban point away from

the standard repertoire of Near Eastern

fashions to the hinterlands of Syria, Meso-

potamia, or Anatolia. Indeed, a male statu-

ette with many stylistic similarities dating

from the twentieth century B.C. was found

at Bogazkoy, in Anatolia.

When these statuettes were presum-

ably made, Ugarit had many Hurrian

inhabitants. The relative archaism in the

treatment of the figures together with

the influences visible in the costumes

suggest an origin in northern Syria,

where the Mesopotamian and Hurrian

worlds converged.

No attribute indicates that these figures

were associated with the divine realm.

Perhaps they represent a royal couple or

foreign dignitaries. The woman's turban

and tufts of wool point to northern Syria

and Mesopotamia, while the rounded,

thick borders are attributes of royalty or

divinity in Syria, a double legacy that

raises the issue of the role played by these

two spheres both in the culture of Ugarit

and in the configuration of the dynasty

itself.
1

sc

1. For further reference, see Schaeffer 1939,

pp. 128ff., and Negbi 1976, p. 90, no. 1648.
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Seated Deity

Bronze

Height 17.1 cm (6% in.)

Syria

Middle Bronze Age, 17th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A03992

This statue represents a bearded male

figure wrapped in a tasseled and

fringed garment that leaves the torso bare

and the arms free. In keeping with Mesopo-

tamian tradition, the ovoid headdress with

four sets of horns identifies him as a high-

ranking divinity.
1

The deity is seated on a stool with four

legs, one of which is missing; only frag-

ments of the crosspieces remain. In his left

hand, which rests on his lap, he seems to

hold the cloak; the extended right hand

once held an additional object, probably a

scepter likely of another material. The

bare feet have pegs that must have fit into

a base, most likely made of wood, on which

the seat could also rest.

The bronze was originally highlighted

on the face and headdress with plating, gold

or silver, as indicated by the two vertical

grooves on the neck behind the ears. The

eye sockets were inlaid with semiprecious

stones or another colored material. This

figure, entirely in the round, is one of the

finest examples of seated divine figures

among the type representing serene, older

deities often depicted making a gesture

of blessing.
2

Found at the beginning of the twenti-

eth century, the statue is said to have come

from north of Horns, from the site of Tell

Mishrifeh (ancient Qatna). It has been dated

to either the Middle or the Late Bronze

Age,
3
but a number of details point to the

older date. The cloak, with its thick fur

edging, and the ovoid headdress are typical

of the Syrian iconography of the Middle

Bronze Age. On glyptic from Level VII at

Alalakh, which exemplifies the classic Syrian

style, royal figures are depicted with the

same slender proportions and drapery. A
basalt head found out of context at Djabbul,

east of Aleppo, which was once part of a

life-size statue, wears a similar headdress

with four pairs of incised horns;
4
here they

are separated by a vertical band. The

treatment of the beard as a smooth and

compact chin piece may also be seen on a

portrait head thought to represent that of

Yarim-Lim, king of Alalakh (fig. 64).

Excavations at Qatna in 2002 brought

to light two basalt statues flanking the

entrance to a royal tomb (figs. 72, 74).
5
The

figures, draped in the traditional Syrian

cloak with thick edging, are depicted in

exactly the same pose as the present statue

but hold a vase in the right hand. Their

hair is secured with a band, like that of

Yarim-Lim. These clues may further con-

firm the identification of the bronze fig-

ure as the portrait of a deified king.
6

EF

1. For further reference, see Dussaud 1926,

pp. 336-46; Negbi 1976; Caubet in Aupays de

Baal et d'Astarte 1983, p. 131, no. 165; and

Moorey and Fleming 1984, pp. 67-90.

2. It was cast in the lost-wax method. The peg

on the inside and the hole in the back were

part of the arrangement that kept the core in

place during the casting.

3. Negbi 1976, p. 53, dated between the eigh-

teenth and twelfth century B.C.

4. Spycket 1981, fig. 181; Musee du Louvre,

AO10831.

5. Reproduced in he monde de la Bible,

no. 159 (2004), p. 11.

6. See Frankfort 1977, pp. 258, 396 n. 60, and

Matthiae in Orthmann 1975, p. 478, no. 399.
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BYBLOS

SUZY H AKIMI AN

Byblos is situated 45 kilometers north of Beirut. Its Akkadian

name, Gubla, from a West Semitic root meaning "bound-

ary" or "territory," survives in the modern place-name, Jbeil.

The Egyptians gave it the name kpn or kbn. The Greeks called

the city Byblos (from the Greek word for papyrus) because in

the first millennium B.C. it was the center for trade in papyrus,

used to make byblia, or books.
1 The role of Byblos in the papyrus

trade resulted in its close association with alphabetic writing on

papyrus scrolls. Because of its name, and because of many other

legends that grew up around the origin of the alphabet, Byblos

earned the reputation of being the place of origin of the alpha-

betic writing that the Phoenicians spread around the Mediter-

ranean. Byblos is also famous for having been settled without

interruption for nine thousand years, from the Neolithic period

to the present day.

The site was surveyed for the first time in 1860 by Ernest

Renan, but archaeological excavations did not begin until 1922,

when a cliff collapse unveiled the royal necropolis. The first

excavator was the Egyptologist Pierre Montet; he was suc-

ceeded by Maurice Dunand, who worked on site until the end of

the 1970s, uncovering the ancient settlement down to bedrock.

The first human settlement at Byblos was a Neolithic

village of single-room huts with a square plan and white

plastered floors. Much later, in the third millennium B.C., the

village developed all the features of an urban center, including

a fortification wall, part of which is still preserved. The wall's

two gates were strengthened with buttresses and retained

by earthen works. During the same period, the city's streets

were laid out, its sewers installed, and its houses built, all

around a natural spring at the center of the mound. No royal

palace was found in Byblos,
2
but temples from the third millen-

nium B.C. were uncovered. One was dedicated to the cult of the

main female goddess of Byblos, worshipped as Baalat-Gebal,

the "Lady of Byblos." She was assimilated with the local

goddess, Astarte, and represented as the Egyptian goddess

Isis-Hathor.

Byblos became a major player in the trading network

throughout the eastern Mediterranean, reaching the height of

its wealth and power in the second millennium B.C., largely

because of the city's privileged relations with Egypt. Indeed,

the Nile Valley was the main trading partner of Byblos, and

Egyptian influence was deeply felt in the religion, art, and cul-

ture of this ancient coastal settlement.
3 The famous Temple of

the Obelisks and its offering deposits clearly illustrate this cul-

tural symbiosis.

The temple was built in the second millennium B.C. on the

ruins of an older L-shaped temple, which had been razed. It

owes its name to the standing stones with pyramidal heads that

were deposited in the temple courtyard as votives (fig. 19). Other

offering deposits were put inside the cella and periodically col-

lected by the priests and placed in jars, which were then buried

under the floor of the sanctuary. The jars and their contents

were found during the excavation and relocation of the temple,

and today they form one of the most beautiful and valuable col-

lections of the Beirut National Museum: gold daggers and axes,

more than fifteen hundred copper-alloy figurines representing

the god worshipped in the sanctuary, and finally, zoomorphic

figures imported from Egypt (cat. nos. 23-25 and fig. 44).

Egyptian influence is also clearly detected in the funerary

offerings and personal belongings found in the royal necropo-

lis. Byblos has yielded eight royal rock-cut tombs, each consist-

ing of a large square shaft 8 to 1 2 meters deep, with one or two

rock-cut chambers at the bottom. The oldest tombs are dated

to the beginning of the second millennium B.C., contemporary

with Dynasties 12 and 13. The personal belongings of the

rulers—gold pendants, a dagger and scepter bearing the name

of the king, and Egyptian obsidian vessels—add further evi-

dence for the close relationship between Byblos and the Nile

Valley. The kings of Byblos also adopted the Egyptian tradition

of using cartouches and Egyptian hieroglyphs to write their

royal inscriptions, as seen in an inscribed pendant bearing the

name of Ip-shemu-abi (cat. no. 29).

Evidence of continuity into the Phoenician era can be seen in

the famous Ahiram sarcophagus, found in Tomb V of the Royal

Necropolis (fig. 18).
4 Today it is displayed in the Beirut National

Museum and counts as one of its masterpieces. Scenes carved on

the stone coffin relate closely to the art of the Late Bronze Age

and offer an insight into local funerary practices. On one long

side of the sarcophagus is a funerary banquet scene representing

the dead king Ahiram seated on a throne and flanked by winged

sphinxes. He holds a faded lotus flower, symbolizing death, while

the lotus-bud frieze that surrounds the scene symbolizes regen-

eration. Placed in front of him is a funerary meal, and a proces-

sion of officials carries additional offerings of food and drink.

Women mourn the dead king, wailing and tearing their clothes

and hair. The inscription, which was carved about 1000 B.C.,

begins on the short side of the coffin and continues on the lid.
5

It is the oldest known text written in the Phoenician alphabet.

As early as the nineteenth century B.C., the people of Byblos

had developed a script of their own, consisting of signs very
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Figure 18. Limestone

sarcophagus of Ahiram.

Byblos, Royal Necropolis,

Tomb V. Direction Generale

des Antiquites, Beirut 2086

similar though not identical to Egyptian hieroglyphs. Known as

the pseudo-hieroglyphic script of Byblos, it remains undeciphered;

scholars cannot agree even on the number of its signs. It fell into

disuse around 1200 B.C. and was replaced by alphabetic script.
6

Fortunately, the great upheaval of the twelfth century B.C.,

ascribed to the Sea Peoples (see fig. 141), did not destroy Byblos.

The city is mentioned in the eleventh century B.C., in the annals

of the Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser I, to whom it paid tribute,

and in the account of the journeys of an Egyptian official (pos-

sibly apocryphal) named Wenamun, in which Zakar-Baal of

Byblos appears as a powerful king exacting payment for the

wood needed by the pharaoh Ramesses XI (ca. 1099-1070 B.C.).

The ancient site of Byblos, which is today dispersed around

a Frankish Crusader castle, is a key site in the history of the

Levant during the Bronze Age. Sixty years of excavations have

yielded a huge number of finds, many of which still await pub-

lication. The city's important role in history was acknowledged

by the international community when UNESCO declared it a

World Heritage Site.

1. Huot, Thalmann, and Valbelle 1990, pp. 99-104.

2. Salles 1998, pp. 66-70.

3. Thalmann 1998, p. 51.

4. Montet 1998, pp. 228-38, pis. CXXV1I1-CXL1.

5. Both the sarcophagus and the inscription were first dated to the thirteenth

century B.C. Scholars subsequently revised the date of the inscription to

the end of the eleventh century B.C.; however, because the sarcophagus

showed clear signs of reuse, the original thirteenth-century B.C. date has

been generally maintained for the sarcophagus.

6. Sader 1998, p. 61.
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The Cedar Forest

In the standardBabylonian version ofthe epic ofGilgamesh, the hero

and his companion, Enkidu, starting outfrom Uruk, traveledfor

fifteen days until they arrived at the mountain where the cedars of

Lebanon grow, and there they gazed in wonder at the majestic trees:

They saw a mountain of Cedar, seat ofgods' and goddesses'

throne. [On the]face of the mountain the cedarproffered its

abundance; its shade was sweet andfull ofdelight. [Thick]

tangled was the thorn, theforest a shrouding canopy.
1

Then they killed Humbaba, the monster guarding the forest, cut

down cedars, andfashioned them into a raft upon which theyfloated

down the Euphrates. When they arrived home, the tallest cedar was

crafted into a great doorfor the temple of the god Enlil.
2

Renowned in antiquity for their sweet fragrance, beauty, and

durable strength, the cedars ofLebanon (Cedrus libani) grew in the

high altitudes ofthe Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon Mountains as well

as in western Syria and south-central Anatolia. Scarce and expensive

because ofthe cost oftransport over long distances, cedar was never-

theless an important item oftrade in much ofthe ancient Near East.

In Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Levant, cedar beams were usedpri-

marily in the construction andpaneling ofpalaces and temples. The

wood was used alsofor gates andfurniture andfor images ofthe gods.

And merchant ships, such as the Uluburun vessel that sailed the

Mediterranean, were constructed of wood including cedar (see

pp. 302—3). During the third millennium B.C., southern Mesopotamian

city-states obtained cedar woodfrom sources in the Levant, as well

asfrom the southern extension of the Zagros Mountains.
3
Records

ofcommercial trade are limited, but literary and royal sources attest

to continual import ofcedarfrom the west. During the latterpart of

the twenty-third century B.C. both Sargon of Akkad (ca. 2334-

2279 B.C.) and his grandson Naram-Sin (ca. 2254—2218 B.C.)

claimed to have defeated enemy cities in Syria and established control

ofthe valuedforests ofthe Cedar Mountain, which can be identified as

MountAmanus (see map onpp. xxii-xxiii).
4
According to an inscrip-

tion ofNaram-Sin, timberfrom the mountain was used to rebuild a

temple to the goddess Ishtar.
5
Approximatelyfifty years after Naram-

Sin's reign, Gudea, the ruler ofthe city-state ofLagash, arrangedfor

the importation ofhuge cedar logsfrom the Amanus,for the recon-

struction ofthe Eninnu, the temple ofhis patron god Ningirsu.
6

In the second millennium B.C. Tahdun-Lim ofMari (ca. 1810-

1 794 B.C.), a royal city situated on the Euphrates in Syria, marched

hisforces to the Mediterranean. Arriving at the Cedar andBoxwood

Mountains, he set up a monument where he proclaimed himself the

first king ofMari to reach this site; there hefelled boxwood, cedar,

andjuniper trees.
7

In thefirst millennium B.C., cedar was listed in Mesopotamian

royal inscriptions as an item of booty or tribute.
8
Cedar was used

in thepreparation ofmedicines,
9
burned as incense, and employed in

rituals. The resin was usedforperfumes, and cedar oil served as an

aromatic.
10

In ancient Egypt cedar imports are first attested in Egyptian

records beginning in Dynasty 4, although cedar was already used in

earlier periodsfor construction.
11

The wood was used to construct

royal barges and coffins and other items used infunerary rites. In the

Levant cedar timber was used in the construction of Canaanite and

Philistine temples. Archaeological evidence indicates that cedar was

also usedfor tombfurniture in Middle Bronze Age Jericho.
12

The

Bible makes reference to the cedars ofLebanon in connection with the

building ofthe Temple in Jerusalem in the tenth century B.C., during

the reign of Solomon (I Kings 5:5-6), as well as to a building

referred to as the House of the Forest ofLebanon (I Kings 11:21).

All that remains today of the great cedarforests are isolated groves,

remnants ofdeforestation in the post-Roman period (seefig. 3).
13

is

1. George 1999, p. 39.

2. Ibid., pp. 22-47.

3. Ibid., p. 163; George 2004, p. 452.

4. Frayne 1993, pp. 28-29.

5. Ibid., p. 133.

6. Edzard 1997, pp. 33, 78.

7. See Kupper 1992, p. 166; Frayne 1990, p. 606.

8. See J. Postgate 1990.

9. See Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, vol. 8, s.v. "kisittu," p. 423, and

vol. 4, s.v. "erenu," pp. 276-79.

10. Ibid., vol. 4, s.v. "erenu," pp. 276-79; Van de Mieroop 1992, p. 158. For

an English translation ofa prayer that included cedar aspart ofa ritual,

seeB. Foster 2005, pp. 209-11.

11. Egyptian recordsfrom the beginning ofthe Middle Kingdom continue

to documentjourneys to Lebanonfor the purpose ofobtaining cedar. For a

summary ofEgyptian textspertaining to the use ofthe cedars ofLebanon,

see Briquel-Chatonnet 2004, pp. 465—68.

12. See Cartwright 2004, pp. 473- 79, and Kenyan and Holland 1983.

13. Mikesell 1969.
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Standing Figures

Copper alloy, gold

Height 10.1-23 cm (4-9 '/sin.)

Byblos, Temple of the Obelisks,

Champ des Offrandes

Middle Bronze Age, early

2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 11346, 16560, 22049, 22390, 22400,

22403

More than fifteen hundred male

figurines made of bronze, silver, or

copper alloy—some nude, with emphasized

sexual organs, some wearing a short kilt,

helmet, or conical cap—have been found

at Byblos on the Levantine coast. Ranging

in height from 3 to 38 centimeters, most are

armed with a stick, dagger, mace, axe, or

spear and are represented standing or walk-

ing, with one hand raised. Tangs projecting

down from their feet indicate that they were

meant to be stood upright on bases, perhaps

of clay or wood, which no longer exist.

The figurines constitute one of the

most famous finds at Byblos. Most date

to the second millennium B.C. and may

represent the god worshipped in the

Temple of the Obelisks, probably Reshef,

as suggested by a hieroglyphic inscription

found on one of the obelisks. Written

about 1800 B.C., the inscription mentions

the name of a king of Byblos, Ip-shemu-abi,

"the beloved of Herishef," the Egyptian

name for Reshef.
1

The nude and armed figurines symbol-

ize both fertility and protective power and

were offered by worshippers as a plea for

the god's intervention. They were placed

either inside small stone shrines that

were sometimes cut into an obelisk or on

benches inside the cella. To make room for

new offerings, the priests would periodi-

cally remove the older ones and place them

in jars that were then buried under the

temple floor. The most famous of these jars

was discovered by the Egyptologist Pierre

Montet and now carries his name.
2

Mass-produced in the temple workshop,

most of the figurines were cast by the lost-

wax method using a copper alloy, and

many—as seen in this group—were fully

or partially covered with gold foil. Surface

finishing was probably done in a jeweler's

workshop located in the temple precinct,

where piles of ashes were found. The sim-

plest and lightest, and probably the cheap-

est, were cut from a metal sheet. Although

Egyptian influence can be traced in the

frontal representation and short kilts of

many of the figurines,
3
their overall sche-

matic rendering, rigid posture, and oval-

shaped heads have affinities to the so-called

Syrian style represented by a group of

earlier warrior figures said to have been

found in the Lebanon Mountains.
4

It is

likely, therefore, that these statues were

locally produced. Closely related figures

have been found at other sites on Cyprus

and in the Levant. sh/j-fl

1. Salles 1998, p. 70.

2. Seeden 1998, p. 95.

3. Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 1975,

pp. 51-54.

4. D. Hansen 1969, pp. 283-84.

Figure 19. View from inside the Temple of

the Obelisks, Byblos.
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Dagger and Sheath

Gold, ivory, silver

Dagger: length 39 cm (15% in.);

width 6.5 cm (2
s
/s in.)

Byblos, Temple of the Obelisks

Middle Bronze Age, early

2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale^des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 16492

This dagger features a sharp blade with

a hollowed central ridge, a gilded

crescent-shaped ivory pommel, and a gold

and silver sheath. The sheath is decorated

with the same scene on both sides: a figure

holding a sickle sword rides an equid and

receives animal offerings—an antelope, a

lion, a baboon, a dog, and a fish—brought

by two kneeling men. On one side of the hilt

is a figure wearing a short kilt and a conical

cap. On the other side, two antelope stand

face to face above the back of a third one. A
fourth one grazes above the first three.

1

Bronze Age daggers with decorated

handles are well documented in the Levant.
2

This ceremonial weapon was offered to the

warrior god Reshef of the Temple of the

Obelisks, and the figure with conical cap

represents in local tradition the god wor-

shipped in the temple. While other offerings

from the temple betray Egyptian influence,

the motifs on the dagger, such as facing

antelope or the standing lion in an attacking

posture, were borrowed from Mesopotamia.
3

The dagger blade's articulated central

rib and beveled edges are like those found

on weapons made for actual use. The

sumptuous materials used here, however,

indicate that this object was meant to

serve a votive or ceremonial function

similar to that of another dagger, with

a sheet-metal blade, found in the same

hoard. The hilt and the sheath are clad

in gold sheet decorated with repousse

edged with silver. These precious metals

could have originated in Egypt, Anatolia,

or lands to the east of Mesopotamia and

may have been acquired through trade or

royal gifts.

sh/j-fl

1. Dunand 1958, p. 696, no. 14443, pi. cxvn.

2. Chavane 1987, p. 365.

3. Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 1975,

pp. 62-64.
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Fenestrated Axe

Gold

Length 22.5 cm (8
7
/s in.)

Byblos, Temple of the Obelisks

Middle Bronze Age, early

2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 16132

The fenestrated axe is a semicircular

weapon with a socket into which the

handle is inserted.
1 On the socket, visible

through the fenestration of the blade, are

two standing figures surrounded by a semi-

circular granulated line. The figures appear

to represent Gilgamesh and Enkidu, the

famous heroes of the Mesopotamian epic

of Gilgamesh (see cat. no. 117). Other

motifs, such as the moon crescents that

complete the decoration, are typically

Near Eastern and also have parallels in

both Iran and Mesopotamia.
2

This axe is part of a votive deposit

found under the cella of the Temple of the

Obelisks. Several fenestrated axes were

recovered at Byblos, and molds for the

casting of this weapon type have been found

at this site and at Ugarit, attesting that

they were locally produced. Ceremonial

axes such as this one were offered to the

warrior god Reshef. They demonstrate

the wealth of their donors and the skills

of the local craftsmen who had mastered

the jewelry techniques represented here.

The bodies of the figures were raised

by repousse, chased on the front to provide

linear details and outlined with fine granu-

lation. Surrounding surfaces were then

encrusted with individual elements, includ-

ing twisted wire, domed hemispheres, and

crescent-shaped cloisons made for semi-

precious stone inlays that are now lost.

These elements were most likely bonded

to the surface using colloidal solder—

a

mixture of copper salts and an organic

binder that when heated formed a local-

ized alloy whose melting point was lower

than that of the surrounding gold.
3

The most conspicuous decorative

feature of this axe is its extensive use

of granulation. This technique, which

involves the melting of tiny filings of

gold to form small spheres that were

then soldered onto the surface, required

considerable practical knowledge and

skill. Although granulation in simple lin-

ear designs is found on earlier jewelry

from Troy and Poliochni, the type of fine

granulation found here was a relatively

recent innovation at the time this axe was

produced, which undoubtedly added to its

prestige as an elite object. It was during

this period that the first examples of gran-

ulation appeared in Egypt, perhaps due to

the importation of this technique through

contacts with the Levant.
4

sh/j-fl

1. Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 1975, pp. 64-68.

2. Caubet 1998b, p. 85.

3. Ogden 1982, pp. 64-66.

4. Ogden 2000, p. 165. See also Lilyquist 1993.
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Hathor Plaque

Ivory, silver

Height 9.5 cm (3% in.)

Byblos, Temple of the Obelisks

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 19287

The Egyptian goddess Hathor is repre-

sented on this ivory plaque with

bovine ears and horns ending in a spiral,



of which only her right ones are preserved.

Above the horns, the figure wears the

Hathor wig, which ends in two long braids

resting on the chest. The face is entirely

preserved, and the elongated eyes are

underlined with silver. The plaque termi-

nates in five horizontal bands.
1

One of the oldest Egyptian deities,

Hathor was believed to be the protector and

nurturer of the pharaoh. Her cult appeared

at Byblos in the third millennium B.C., and

she was assimilated with the local goddess

Astarte, also known as Baalat-Gebal, the

"Lady of Byblos."
2 The latter borrowed

some of the attributes of Hathor, including

the sun disc worn between a pair of cow

horns on her head. This plaque is most

probably an Egyptian import, a testament

to the trade connections between Byblos

and Egypt during Middle Bronze Age.
3

SH

1. Dunand 1958, no. 12166, pi. CLX1V.

2. Baurain and Bonnet 1992, pp. 44-46.

3. Caubet 1998a, p. 89.
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Vulture

Gold

Height 2.5 cm (l in.); length 5.6 cm (2/4 in.)

Byblos, Temple of the Obelisks

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 16554

This flying vulture is remarkable for

the minutely carved details of the

feathers on its wings. It was among the

offerings found inside jars hidden under

the floor of the Temple of the Obelisks.
1

In

Byblos, zoomorphic objects representing

animals such as hippopotami, apes, dogs,

and bulls—made of metal and faience

—

were derived from Egypt. In Egypt, the

vulture represented Nekhbet, goddess of

El-Kab, a city south of Luxor, who was in

charge of protecting the king. This royal

symbol appears as a crown on Egyptian

queens.

The object displays skilled craftsmanship

in metalwork, but it is unclear whether it

was locally made or imported. The artist's

intimate relationship with nature is evident

in the way the vulture is depicted, with out-

stretched wings, presumably circling high in

the sky, ready to attack its prey. SH

1. Dunand 1954, pp. 858-59, no. 16732,

and p. 950, pi. cxxxiv.
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Falcon Pectoral

Gold

Height 12 cm (4% in.); width 20.5 cm (8'/s in.)

Byblos, Royal Necropolis, Tomb III

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO9093

This gold pectoral was found in the

Royal Necropolis of Byblos, whose

extensive commercial and diplomatic rela-

tions with Egypt found dramatic expres-

sion in the art that it produced.
1

During the

second millennium B.C., the city covered

an area of about 16 hectares (39% acres)

and was fortified by strong walls. At the

center were assembled the main shrines of

the tutelary gods of the kingdom, while a

Royal Necropolis was established at the

northwest corner. Given the close associa-

tion between the royal residences and the

hypogea, the palace must have stood close

to the funerary chambers, where the kings

would perform commemorative ceremo-

nies dedicated to their ancestors. Several

funerary chambers have been discovered,

each located at the bottom of a deep well

carved out of bedrock. Two of them have

yielded objects inscribed with the names

of Ip-shemu-abi and his father, Abi-shemu,

kings of Byblos (see cat. nos. 29, 30). These

were found near objects bearing inscrip-

tions with the names ofAmenemhat III

and Amenemhat IV, Egyptian pharaohs of

Dynasty 12, who were likely contempo-

raries of the Byblos rulers.

The pectoral was found in a tomb

without inscriptions, so it cannot be

associated with any certainty to a specific

ruler. Nevertheless, it is one of the most

striking examples of Egyptian influence

on local production. The overall form

recalls Egyptian necklaces of the ousekh

type, and the iconographic elements all

refer directly to attributes of Egyptian

pharaohs. It is the Levantine goldsmith's

interpretation of the iconography, how-

ever, that reveals the very sophisticated

nature of the art of Byblos. Deviating

from Egyptian models, the craftsman

created an original composition, setting

a falcon with outspread wings between

two falcon heads in profile. The central

falcon holds in its talons a pair of shen signs

attached to ropes that terminate in signs

similar to the Egyptian ankh, symbol of
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life. Versed in the symbolic language of

Egyptian kingship, as well as in the orna-

mental motifs associated with its ideology,

the maker of this pectoral adapted the

motif of the divine falcon or vulture that

spreads its wings protectively above the

king, creating an original image for the

royalty of Bybios.

The object is of a high technical and

aesthetic quality, and it situates its maker

within the current of cosmopolitan art

that developed and was disseminated

during the second millennium B.C. This

current culminated in the artistic achieve-

ments of the next millennium, which were

nourished by lively cultural interaction in

the region and generated symbolic expres-

sions with mixed features in both the royal

and religious spheres.

sc

1. For further reference, see Montet 1923,

p. 337; Monuments et memoires (Fondation

Eugene Piot, Academie des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres, Paris) 27 (1924), p. 129, pi. 1;

Montet 1928-29, p. 166, no. 619, pi. XCV;

Dussaud 1930, fig. 6; Contenau 1949, p. 123,

fig. 135; Dussaud 1949, p. 46, fig. 11; Parrot,

Chehab, and Moscati 1975, fig. 27; I. Winter

1976, p. 9, pi. 5:C; I Fenici 1988, p. 525;

Baurain and Bonnet 1992, p. 43; Caubet and

Pouyssegur 1997, pp. 94-95; Liban: L'autre

rive 1998, p. 87; Thalmann 1999, p. 119, fig. 5.
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Pendant of Ip-shemu-abi

Gold, semiprecious stones

Height 7.5 cm (3 in.); width 7 cm (2% in.);

depth 1.5 cm (% in.)

Byblos, Royal Necropolis, Tomb II

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 16235

This oval pendant is made of gold inlaid

with semiprecious stones of red, green,

and yellow color. At its center, a falcon

with a gold head and wings outspread

holds a ring in its talons, a possible allu-

sion to the shen sign. On the bird's head

is a white cartouche topped by a scarab,

inside which the name "Ip-shemu-abi,

Prince of kpn [Byblos]" is written with gold

wire. On both sides of the scarab, uraei

wear the white and red crowns of Upper

and Lower Egypt, respectively. The

edge of the pendant is decorated with

four-petal flowers.

This pendant was excavated from

Tomb II of the Byblos Royal Necropolis

where Ip-shemu-abi, son of Abi-shemu,

was buried. Egyptian influence on local

artistic production, the result of trade

between Byblos and Egypt, is evident as

early as the fourth millennium B.C. and

reached its height in the Middle Bronze

Age, when the local kings borrowed the

attributes of the pharaohs, such as rings,

necklaces, pectorals, and crowns, and wrote

their own names in hieroglyphs inside a

cartouche.
1

Byblite craftsmen copied

Egyptian motifs and adapted them to their

taste and needs. The local manufacture of
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the pendant is indicated by details such as

the placement of the sun disc on the chest

rather than on the head of the cobras, and

in the poorly reproduced hieroglyphic

signs.
2

sh

1. Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 1975, p. 39.

2. Montet 1998, pp. 165-66, no. 618, pi. XCV1I.
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Sickle Sword

Bronze, gold, silver

Length 57 cm (22 Va in.)

Byblos, Royal Necropolis, Tomb II

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 16256

Ceremonial weapons like this one

were presented to kings or high

officials to symbolize victory. This sickle

sword (harpe) belonged to Ip-shemu-abi,

the king of Byblos during the early eigh-

teenth century B.C., and was found inside

his tomb in the Royal Necropolis at

Byblos.

The curved blade is attached with a

gold ring to a wood handle that termi-

nates in a crescent-shaped gold pommel.

The ring is decorated with an eight-petal

flower. On each side of the blade is a

bronze uraeus with scales and head made

of gold. A hieroglyphic inscription, written

in gold on the body of the cobra, reads,

"Prince of Byblos, Ip-shemu-abi, born of

Prince Abi-shemu, deceased."
1

Egyptian influence can be seen in the

representation of the uraei and in the use

of hieroglyphic signs to name the kings,

but anomalies in the Egyptian script point

to local manufacture. This weapon differs

from the Egyptian scimitars, or khopesh,

held by gods and pharaohs and seems

instead to copy Mesopotamian prototypes,

which have a complete volute at the edge

of the blade.
2

The uraei are composed of gold wire set

into a raised dark substrate. Although this

dark material has been described as niello,

it has not been analyzed. It may consist

instead of a copper alloy to which small

amounts of precious metal were added in

order to provide a lustrous black-copper-

oxide patina after treatment with acidic

solutions. The technique of inlaying black

30

copper with gold wire appears to have been

developed in Egypt during the Middle

Kingdom and does not appear to have

spread any farther east than the Levant.
3

In this case, the comparatively maladroit

execution of the decoration further sug-

gests that it was done by local craftsmen.

The collar of a battle-axe (cat. no. 14-8) and

a small falcon figure found at Ugarit and

Minet el-Beidha, respectively, were embel-

lished in a similar manner.

sh/j-fl

1. Montet 1998, pp. 174-77, no. 653, pi. XCIX;

Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 2007, pp. 67-73.

2. Pottier 1922, pp. 301-3.

3. Issues regarding the still inconclusive identi-

fication of this black material are discussed in

Thomas 2005, pp. 719-27.
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Minoan Kamares Ware in the Levant

Kamares ware, thefine black-slip, polychrome-decorated pottery of

the Protopalatial era on Crete (also called Middle Minoan IB- II,

ca. 1950- 1 750 B.C.), was named after the cave on Mount Psiloritis

in southern Crete where it wasfirst discovered. It has also beenfound

in the Levant, especially in the north.
1

Indeed, other than one sherd

from Ashkelon and twofrom Hazor whose identities are debated,

most examples comefrom Byblos (see cat. no. 32) andfrom Ugarit

(Ras Shamra), followed by Beirut, Sidon, and Qatna.
2
The vessel

from Byblos is a bridge-spouted jar, a vessel with a wide lipless

mouth, two horizontal loop handles, a spout on the shoulder, and a

globular body. While most of these vessels have a continuous convex

profile and wide base (cat. no. 31), the Byblos vessel tapers to a nar-

row raised base, perhaps indicating that it was made at the end of

the Protopalatial era.
3

Its shape and distinctive Wavy Line Style

decoration may also indicate that it was made at Knossos.
4

Textsfrom the palace ofMari attest to a wide range ofproducts

sentfrom Crete (if Kaptara refers to Crete), including leatherfoot-

wear, inlaid bronze weapons, and silver and gold vessels; ceramics,

however, are not among them.
5
Indeed, the Kamarespotteryfrom the

Levant appears to have been intendedfor the middle class rather

thanfor a royal or elite clientele, suggesting that commercial interac-

tions between Crete and the Levant operated on different levels, tar-

geting different markets and, most likely, involving different

reciprocal goods.
6
Crete lacked metals, and it seems reasonable that

its trade with the Levant was aimedprimarily at procuring copper

and tin.
7

Although historical texts may be silent on the importation of

Minoan pottery, the archaeological record is informative. Of the

minimum of twenty-two Kamares-ware vesselsfrom the Levant,

sixteen are cups, five are bridge-spoutedjars, and one is a large

coarse-ware jar.
8
The two predominant vessels, which have open

shapes, presumably would have been imported to the Levantfor use

as tableware, not as containers. Obviously the cups werefor drinking.

While the bridge-spoutedjar is surely apouring vessel, itsform may

explain its broad use. Texts and organic residue analyses reveal that

mixedfermented beverages, including wine, beer, and variousfa-
voring ingredients, werepopular in the eastern Mediterranean dur-

ing the Bronze Age.
9 A vessel that closely resembles the Minoan

bridge-spoutedjar is the Egyptian beer strainer, which also has a

wide, open mouth and a spout on the shoulder.
10

With both the

Minoan and Egyptian vessels, particles in the liquid wouldfloat to

the top; when the vessel was tipped, a clear liquid wouldpourfrom

the spout, as the vessel's shoulder wall would retain the unwanted

particles. With its wide mouth, the Minoan bridge-spoutedjar would

also havefunctioned ideally as a mixing bowl. Ifwine was added to

the mix, the lees would settle to the bottom. Kamares-ware cups (see

fig. 24) and bridge-spoutedjars clearly appealed to a populace that

enjoyed relatively inexpensiveyet exotic goodsfrom Crete which were

compatible with indigenous drinking habits. rbk

1. On Kamares ware, see Walberg 1976; Betancourt 1985, pp. 90-102; and

MacGillivray 1998. For a recent survey ofKamares ware in the Levant,

see Merrillees 2003.

2. Merrillees 2003; MacGillivray 2004.

3. MacGillivray 1998, pp. 80 (Type 6), 106.

4. Ibid., p. 106.

5. Guichard 1999. The archaeological evidencefor Protopalatial artifacts

in the Near East is summarized in Betancourt 1998.

6. Merrillees 2003, p. 139.

7. Wiener 1987.

8. Based on Merrillees 2003.

9. See articles in McGovern, Fleming, and Katz 1996; and Minoans and

Mycenaeans 1999, pp. 140-209.

10. Hayes 1953,figs. 54, 68.
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Bridge-Spouted Jar

Ceramic

Height 31.9 cm (12% in.); diameter 36.6 cm

(14% in.)

Crete, Phaistos, Palace, Room XXVII

Middle Minoan II, 18th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Heraklion, Greece HM5834*
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Bridge-Spouted Jar

Ceramic

Height 14.4 cm (5% in.);

diameter 15.5 cm (6/4 in.)

Byblos

Middle Minoan II, 18th century B.C.

The Archaeological Museum of the American

University of Beirut, Lebanon 55.121

This Middle Minoan II Kamares-ware

bridge-spouted vessel was discovered

in 1955 by laborers digging for the founda-

tions of a house at Byblos on the Levantine

coast.
1 The Archaeological Museum of the

American University of Beirut acquired

the vessel along with twelve other locally

made ceramics from an antiquities dealer.

This example of Kamares ware is covered

with an uneven dark-gray slip and painted

with white dashes on the rim and handles.

Wavy horizontal bands enclose three-

leafed petals on the body, uneven bands

circle the base, and rows of red blobs

appear on the shoulder, lower body, and

base. Byblos has yielded about ten other

fragmentary Kamares-ware vessels,

although none come from well-docu-

mented contexts.
2

lb

1. Baramki 1967, p. 25. See also Baramki 1973.

2. Merrillees 2003.
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EGYPT AND THE LEVANT

THOMAS SCHNEIDER

The intensity of Egypt's engagement in the Levant during

the Middle Bronze Age is still difficult to assess.
1 By com-

parison with the establishment of a colonial empire in Nubia

during Dynasty 12, when the region between the first and the

second cataract of the Nile was controlled and exploited by a

chain of forts and regular military campaigns, Egypt's foreign

policy in the Syro-Levantine region seems more modest, though

recent evidence suggests that this view may be based on incom-

plete evidence.

Egypt maintained the city of Byblos on the Lebanese coast as

a political outpost that gave access to natural resources—among

others, cedars of Lebanon—and facilitated economic control. A
recently discovered text from the mastaba of Khnumhotep at

Dahshur from the reign of Senwosret III (1878-1840 B.C.) men-

tions a conflict between Byblos and Ullaza and Egypt's involve-

ment as a mediator in the politics of the region.
2 The rulers of

Byblos bore the Egyptian title "prince of Byblos," and appear to

have been Egyptianized; they adopted not only Egyptian hiero-

glyphs for their stelae and reliefs but also architectural and reli-

gious concepts; the local Astarte-type goddess, for example,

was identified with the Egyptian goddess Hathor. Numerous

Dynasty 12 kings are attested at the site: Amenemhat III

(1859-1813 B.C.) with an obsidian jar from Tomb III of the

Royal Cemetery and a gold pectoral from Tomb I, and

Amenemhat IV (1813-1805 B.C.) with a box from Tomb II.

The outpost was upheld in Dynasty 13; a relief depicting Antin,

the king of Byblos, also bears the cartouche of Neferhotep I

(1720-1711 B.C.).
3

Intensive commercial contacts between Egypt and the east-

ern Mediterranean and the promulgation of Egyptian culture

can be inferred both from texts and from the discovery of

Egyptian objects throughout the region. A cuneiform tablet from

Tell Sianu mentions trade relations between Egypt and Cyprus

(cat. no. 17).
4 A sphinx of Amenemhat IFs daughter Atar was

found at Qatna. In Egypt, the Tod Treasure from the foundation

deposit of the Temple ofMontu from Amenemhat IFs reign con-

tained silver and gold vessels identified by some scholars as

Cretan, as well as a variety of stamp and cylinder seals.

Amenemhat III is attested by sphinxes in Neirab, Ugarit, and

Hazor, and Amenemhat IV by a sphinx found in Beirut. A cere-

monial mace of the Dynasty 13 ruler Harnedjheriotefwas uncov-

ered in the Tomb of the Lord of the Goats at Ebla (cat. no. 12).

When these and other Egyptian objects reached the region

is not confirmed. Nor is it known whether, beyond the exchange

of trading goods and cultural knowledge, objects found in the

Levant could imply a form of political supremacy by the

Egyptian state.
5
Until recently the only explicit document about

a military campaign was the Stele of Khu-Sobek,
6
with refer-

ence to a raid in the region of Shechem. A more energetic policy

in the Levant is now fairly plausible as a result of the discovery

of a fragment from the annals of Amenemhat II at Mitrahine
7

and the aforementioned Khnumhotep inscription. The tale of

Sinuhe from the time of Senwosret I or later assigns the fic-

tional protagonist Sinuhe the title Administrator of the

Provinces of Majesty in the Countries of the Asiatics, and

encourages the establishment of diplomatic contact with rulers

of the Near East.
8 The Amenemhat text reports the Egyptian

conquest of Cyprus and Ura in southeastern Anatolia, and

states as one objective the capture of workers for the king's

pyramid city; other Asiatics are given to Egypt as tribute. A

fascinating detail here is the explicit information that the

Egyptian soldiers ate the food of the Asiatic prisoners. As part

of a ritual aimed at securing order, the Execration texts from

Dynasty 12 list the names of Levantine princes and their cities

and territories and so provide important information about the

topography and population of the Middle Bronze Age Syro-

Levantine region. Whether allusions to Asiatic incursions in

Egypt during the First Intermediate period and early Middle

Kingdom are trustworthy is uncertain.
9

Figure 20. Facsimile of wall painting with western Asiatic nomads.

Tomb of Khnumhotep II, Beni Hasan. Dynasty 12, reign of

Senwosret II. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Rogers

Fund, 1933 33.8.17
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Beyond an ideological dismissal of the inhabitants of the

Levant as the enemies of Egypt, there was also a desire to raise

Egyptian awareness and understanding of Levantine culture.

This is reflected in the tale of Sinuhe, who is transformed into

an Asiatic chieftain and gains influence and prestige before

returning to Egypt. The story suggests that a career abroad

was viable for Egyptians in the Middle Bronze Age. Other texts

can be quoted in this respect. A priest of Sekhmet appears to

have presented his experiences abroad,
10
and the tale of Papyrus

Lythgoe features as its protagonist an Egyptian merchant trav-

eling to Byblos.
11 The presence of Egyptian scarabs highlights

the regional popularity of the amulet, which also functioned as

a means of promulgating Egyptian ideas.
12

Local workshops

emulated Egyptian scarabs in the Levant and on Crete, where

an active engagement with and remodeling of Egyptian con-

cepts is apparent. It is notable that Levantine, Mesopotamian,

and Aegean concepts and motifs were also transferred to the

Egyptian province. The Tomb of Baqet at Beni Hasan displays

a scene of the Mesopotamian tree of life and bull-leaping,

together with fabulous creatures and griffins that reoccur in

the Aegean.
13

The Sinai Peninsula was the destination of mining expedi-

tions throughout the Middle Kingdom, and sporadic resistance

may have occurred (the stele of Nesmonth, dating to the reign

of Amenemhat I, mentions confrontations with Bedouins). The

employment of local personnel and workers from the Negev for

quarrying is attested under Amenemhat III and Amenemhat IV

From the time of Senwosret II (ca. 1887-1878 B.C.) comes the

depiction of a caravan of Asiatic nomads (from the Sinai or

Negev) in the Tomb of Khnumhotep II at Beni Hasan, perhaps

mining specialists searching for galena under the nomarch's

protection (figs. 4, 20).
14

The first half of the second millennium B.C. is marked by a

great increase in evidence regarding foreigners in Egypt. This

influx is attested throughout the socioeconomic and profes-

sional spectrum,
15
from prisoners of war and compulsory work-

ers to cultic and priestly functions, high administrative offices,

and royalty.

1. For a general overview, see Redford 1992.

2. J. Allen 2008.

3. Ryholt 1997, pp. 86-90.

4. Ahrens 2006, p. 26, n. 66.

5. Ibid., pp. 15-36; Schneider 2002.

6. Manchester Museum, acc. no. 3306.

7. Altenmuller and Moussa 1991; C. Eder 1995, pp. 176-95; Obsomer 1995,

pp. 595-607.

8. Schneider 2002.

9. Gnirs 2006.

10. Parkinson 2002.

11. New York, MMA 09.180.535. See Parkinson 2002.

12. Bietak and Czerny 2004.

13. Morenz 2000.

14. Staubli 1991, pp. 30-35.

15. For a comprehensive analysis of this material, see Schneider 2003.
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Vessel with Dolphins and
Waterbirds

Ceramic

Height 14 cm (5!4 in.); max. diameter 14.5 cm

(5% in.)

Lisht North, Pit 879

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 13,

ca. 1802-1775 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund and Edward S. Harkness Gift,

1922 22.1.95

The so-called Dolphin Vase is a unique

and important vessel that exhibits

aspects of two eastern Mediterranean

cultures of the first quarter of the second

millennium B.C. Although the vase was

found in Egypt, in form and clay it is a

product of the Levant in the Middle Bronze

Age. The entire body of the vessel is

covered with carefully placed groups of

plump, long-necked waterbirds similar to

Egyptian Geese and leaping dolphins

common in Minoan art. The decorative

technique employed—combining dark,

burnished surfaces and incised and filled

lines—is similar to that of Tell el-

Yahudiya pottery, which was produced

in both Egypt and the Levant and was

widely distributed. Since its discovery,

many scholars have attempted to use this

vessel to correlate the chronology of the

later Middle Kingdom in Egypt with that of

the Levant in the Middle Bronze Age and

Crete during its Middle Minoan period.
1

The jar was found in a shaft tomb, Pit

879, located beneath a later private house

that had been built in the cemetery sur-

rounding the pyramid ofAmenemhat I

(ca. 1981-1952 B.C.) at Lisht North in

Middle Egypt. This tomb contained mul-

tiple burials and was probably reused. A

study of the contents of the tomb by

Janine Bourriau
2
has shown that the arti-

facts found there—pottery, stone vessels,

objects of faience and Egyptian Blue, beads,

and the remains of at least two coffins

—

can be dated to the first part of Dynasty

13. One of the coffins was decorated with

bands of gold foil inscribed with the name

of Debeheni, overseer of faience workers.
3

It appears that Pit 879 contained at least

one rich and well-equipped burial, though

we cannot with certainty associate it

with the Dolphin Vase.

The vase is wheel-made of a very fine

clay of non-Egyptian origin. Results of a

neutron activation analysis indicated that

the clay derived from a source in southern

Canaan.
4

Its slightly piriform shape, tri-

partite loop handle, and ring base (now

lost) are also similar to juglets found in

the Levant during the Middle Bronze II

period.
5 The surface of the vessel was first
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Figure 21. Drawing of scene on

cat. no. 33.

Figure 22. Ceramic vessel. Sidon.

Middle Bronze Age. Direction

Generale des Antiquites, Beirut

108501

burnished, and then the birds and dolphins

were painted on with a purplish black slip

containing manganese-iron pigment. The

outlines, eyes, and body markings of the

animals were incised over the painted

shapes, and other parts of their bodies

were filled with punctate patterns. After

firing, the incisions were filled with a

white paste of calcium carbonate.

While remarkable, the combination

of Levantine, Minoan, and possibly

Egyptian influences seen on this vase is

not unparalleled. Tell el-Yahudiya juglets

found at several sites in Egypt, the Levant,

and Cyprus show long-necked water birds,

leaping fish or dolphins, and running spi-

rals.
6 An unpublished vessel from Tell

Beit Mirsim, of shape and fabric similar

to those of the Dolphin Vase, is decorated

on its shoulder with black-painted and

incised birds and lotuses.
7 More recently,

a large vessel of local manufacture was

found in a burial at Sidon in Lebanon and

dated by the excavator to the final phase

of the Middle Bronze Age (fig. 22).
8 On

its shoulder is a sequence of leaping dol-

phins placed above a repeat pattern of

waves rendered in Minoan fashion. The

dolphins and waves are painted in black

against a light-colored ground and out-

lined by incising. The size and sharply

carinated form of the jar are very differ-

ent from that of the Dolphin Vase and

characteristic of the end of the Middle

Bronze-early Late Bronze Age.
9

SA

1. Kantor 1965, pp. 23-24, fig. 6A,B; Kemp and

Merrillees 1980, pp. 220-25, pis. 29-31.

2. Bourriau 1997, pp. 115-16.

3. This coffin has been dated by James P. Allen,

on the basis of texts and orthography to the

reign of Awibre Hor (1774-1772 B.C.); forth-

coming in Funerary Textsfrom Lisht, Publi-

cations of The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Egyptian Expedition, New York.

4. McGovern et al. 1994, p. 38.

5. Amiran 1970, pp. 106-7, pi. 34:7, 8.

6. Bietak 1991b, p. 29, fig. 4, pp. 123-25, fig. 80;

Arnold 1977, pp. 22-24, pi. 4.b; Kaplan 1980,

pp. 326-28, figs. 127, 128.

7. Personal communication, Sarah Ben Arieh to

Dorothea Arnold, August 1992.

8. Griffiths 2004, p. 117; Mommsen 2006, p. 49;

Doumet-Serhal 2004a, p. 142, Doumet-

Serhal 2004b, p. 106.

9. Amiran 1970, pp. 152-60, pi. 49.9.
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Vessel Fragment
with Dolphins

Steatite

Height 16.5 cm (6
lA in.)

Crete, Palaikastro, Well 605

Late Minoan I, 1625-1450 B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Siteia, Greece

The tip of a serpentinite conical rhyton,

carved with relief decoration, was dis-

covered discarded in a well at Palaikastro,

presumably after it had been broken (on

conical rhyta, see pp. 426-30).' Like many

other relief stone vases, it may originally

have been covered with gold foil, as is sug-

gested by another relief-carved rhyton

from Palaikastro that has a depiction of a

running boar to which fragments of gold

foil still adhere.
2
Perhaps these relief-

carved vessels were intentionally smashed

at the time of the town's destruction in

Late Minoan IB, to more easily strip them

of their gilded surfaces.
3 From the scene

on this rhyton, which must have been

rather large and heavy, three dolphins are

preserved. One facing right and two facing

left, one above the other, swim toward

each other above a pattern of coral work

that covered the vessel's tip.

A fragmentary relief-carved rhyton

from Zakros is also decorated with dol-

phins
4
Indeed, dolphins are a common

motif in Minoan Neopalatial art, from

Middle Minoan III to Late Minoan IA-B,

when they also occur on pottery, in inta-

glios, and possibly on wall or floor paint-

ings.
5
Their earliest depictions seem to be

on pithoi from Pachyammos, dated to

Middle Minoan III (fig. 23). Painted with

white interior markings on a dark ground,

these dolphins resemble those incised

on the Tell el-Yahudiya ware jug from

Lisht (cat. no. 33), which may well be con-

temporary and whose appearance may be

attributed to influence from the Aegean.

The ubiquity of dolphins in Minoan art at

the very least underscores the close ties

between Cretan Bronze Age culture and

the sea. rbk

1. MacGillivray, Sackett, and Driessen 1998,

p. 226; Koehl 2006, p. 181, no. 772; classified

as Type III.

2. Koehl 2006, p. 181, no. 771.

3. Ibid., p. 53.

4. Ibid., p. 181, no. 773.

5. Vanschoonwinkel 1990, pp. 341-43.

Figure 23. Ceramic vessel. Pachyammos cemetery. Middle

Minoan III. Archaeological Museum, Heraklion 7374
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The Tod Treasure

In 1936, the French archaeologist Fernand Bisson de la Roque

discovered a treasure of lapis lazuli, gold, and silver objects in the

foundations ofthe temple of Tod, south ofLuxor in Egypt, causing

quite a stir within the scholarly world.
1

Because most of the objects

had originated outside of Egypt, the treasure was a rich source

of information, revealing the extent of international exchange

in antiquity.

Four copper-alloy chests—two large and two small—containing

the treasure bore inscriptions with the name of Amenemhat II

(ca. 1919-1885 B.C.). The lid and the bottom halfofthe small chest

in the Louvre (cat. no. 35b), recently reexaminedfor restoration, were

each cast in one piece, surely through the lost-wax method. The

craftsman who modeled the wax added the king's cartouche below

the knob and on the lid. Traces of two round ventilation holes are

visible on the sides. The many bubbles caused by the discharge of

gases attest to the difficulty of the casting.
2

The two small chests (one in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo) con-

tained silver in theform of ingots, crude chains, and 153 vessels,

most of them flattened andfolded infour to reduce their volume.

There were also afew objects in gold, all intact. Ever since these

vessels were worked back into shape more than sixtyyears ago, schol-

ars have been searchingfor comparable objects. Only a gold kan-

tharos with decorated handles presented exact analogies with one of

the piecesfrom the portion ofthe treasure in Cairo.
3
This object was

discovered in a Mycenaean burial dating to the sixteenth century B.C.,

and the parallel would be plausible only if one accepts the late date

for the treasure proposed by some scholars.
4
While this is not impos-

sible, it is improbable.
5

Among the lapis lazuli and other stone objectsfound in the two

large chests, there is a collection ofseals and amulets of diverse ori-

ginsfrom Central Asia
(fig. 26), the Levant, and the Aegean (see

p. 388 andflig. 25). None can be dated beyond the Isin-Larsaperiod.
6

The context of the discovery— a ritual deposit—and the royal

inscription on the chests arguefor a burial date under the reign of

Amenemhat II, after which the treasure was left undisturbed.

We will never know the circumstances under which the Tod

Treasure was brought together, but they were most likely complicated.

Like the lapis lazuli seals, the various objects in silver may not be

contemporary. Differentforms of treatment are visible: undecorated

cups,fluted cups, and those adorned with maeandroid loops. The metal

was probably hammered out of a rough silver mass, which would

explain the irregular surfaces. In thefluted cups with thin walls, the

inner surface is not as smooth and shiny as the outer surface. The

restoration could not remove the manyfolds that distort our view of

the objects, but did not change appreciably the original shapes.
7

For thepast sixtyyears, no specialized area ofancient archaeology

has convincingly claimed 'jurisdiction" over the cupsfrom the Tod

Treasure. The Aegean, Anatolia, and northern Syria have all been

advanced aspossibleplaces ofmanufacture. Laffineur raised the ques-

tion of this very diversity.
8 An answer may befound on tabletsfrom

northern Syrian palaces of the second millennium B.C., such as at

Mari. These document the important role played by silver vessels in

Figure 24. Kamares ware cup. Middle Minoan II. Knossos.

Archaeological Museum, Heraklion it 14273ww
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exchanges between cities, noting that they were sometimes referred to

toponymically, according to their style or place of origin
9

On the Egyptian side, the Annals ofMemphis tell us that, during

thefirstyear ofAmenemhat IFs reign, two Egyptian ships returned

from Lebanon with, among other materials, a cargo of 150 kilo-

grams of silver.
10
Donations were made to the temples, especially to

commemorate the memory ofAmenemhat'sfather, Senwosret I, who

had reestablished the temple of Tod.
11

The context of the Tod

Treasure assumes itsfull significance when we consider that it was

the property ofMontu, the god who endowed the king with his mar-

tial strength and who was the lord offoreign dominions, lands that

were symbolizedfor the Egyptians above all by the silver and lapis

lazuli that they themselves lacked. In burying the objects beneath the

temple, the king offered these lands to his god. gp-b

/. Bisson de la Roque 1937. Forfurther reference, see Bisson de la Roque 1937;

Vandier 1937, pp. 174—82; Bisson de la Roque 1950; Bisson de la Roque,

Contenau, and Chapouthier 1953; Seyrig 1954, pp. 218-24; E. Davis 1977;

Kemp and Merrillees 1980, pp. 290-96; Matthdus 1980, pp. 249-50; Porada

1982; Cadogan 1983; Maran 1987; Laffineur 1988; Warren and Hankey

1989; Altenmuller andMoussa 1991; Thalmann 1991, pp. 21-38; Pierrat

1994; Maxwell-Hyslop 1995; Pierrat-Bonnefois 1999; Crete-Egypt 2000;

Guichard 2005.

2. Observations ofM.-E. Meyohas, restorer.

3. Laffineur 1988; Maran 1987.

4. Kemp and Merrillees 1980.

5. Pierrat 1994.

6. Pierrat-Bonnefois 1999.

7. Observations ofA. Laurent, restorer.

8. Laffineur 1988.

9. Guichard 2005.

10. Lebanon is the traditional translationfor henty-she,- see Altenmuller and

Moussa 1991, p. 14.

11. Altenmiiller and Moussa 1991.

35a, b

Bowls, Cups, and Chest

a. Bowls and Cups: silver

Height 3.3-9.3 cm (l%-3% in.);

diameter 7.7-15 cm (3'/s-6 in.)

b. Chest: copper alloy

Height 14.3 cm (5% in.); width 29.6 cm

(ll
3
/4 in.); depth 18.8 cm (7% in.)

Tod, Montu Temple

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12, reign of

Amenemhat II, ca. 1919-1885 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Egyptiennes, E15148, E15149,

E15166, E15167, E15169, E15129

The silver ware in the Tod Treasure

includes bowls (cat. no. 35a) decorated

with flutes disposed either straight and verti-

cally, in curves following a whirling pattern,

merging with the rim or leaving either a

smooth edge or a decorated edge with a row

of beads. The most spectacular design is of

continuous loops, with parallels in the

Aegean world (fig. 24).
1

There are also vari-

ous decorations for the bases: plain, with a

rosette, with a rosette with whirling petals,

or with concentric ribs. The latter design has

analogies with ceramics of the Middle

Minoan Age at Knossos.
2

Most of the cups are so fragile that they

could hardly have been intended for actual

use. Their execution, however, is coarse, as

if their weight in silver counted more than

the quality of the craftsmanship. If we are to

adopt the hypothesis that they were manu-

factured as a means of exchange—in a more

elegant form than ingots or chains—thus

permitting the tradition of gifts of precious

metalwork to be perpetuated, then their

folding for storage in the chests was prob-

ably intended from the outset.

The cup with a ribbon handle comes

the closest to a utilitarian object because

of its solidity and the thickness of its

sides. This type of handle can also be

seen on objects found in the royal tombs

of Alaca Hoyiik in Anatolia dated about

2200- 2000 B.C.
3
and on vases from the

Middle Minoan period. The craftsman-

ship is mediocre (surface, rims, rivets).

Scholars have suggested that the pedes-

trian quality of the silverwork at Tod

might indicate a region rich in minerals,

but without a craft tradition of precious

metalwork.
4

One object is unique within the Tod

Treasure: an ovoid goblet with a cylindri-

cal spool handle, a smooth, shiny surface,

and a fiat base. The handle especially has

been given much attention: it consists of a

hollow cylinder made of a sheet of metal

rolled together and soldered to two small

tongues riveted to the goblet. Precisely this

type of handle has been found on wide-

mouthed Mycenaean cups, but it was fash-

ioned in ceramic versions as early as the

beginning of the second millennium B.C.

in Anatolia, at Kiiltepe.
5
Terracotta cups

from Tell Arqa in the Levant (ca. 2400-

2000 B.C.) display the same ovoid shape as

this goblet.
6

gp-b

1. Editor's note: For a parallel for this motif

from Ebla, see Matthiae 1984, pi. 38d.

2. Warren and Hankey 1989.

3. Matthaus 1980, pp. 249-50.

4 E. Davis 1977, p. 75, and Cadogan 1983,

pp. 515-16.

5. E. Davis 1977, pp. 71-72.

6. Thalmann 1991.

Figure 25. Steatite seal-amulet, carved on two faces, from the Tod Treasure. Tod, Montu
Temple. Egyptian Museum, Cairo JE 66479
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Lapis Lazuli

Lapis lazuli is afine stone of a blue hue with specks ofpyrite. Its

characteristic dark blue color is determined by the abundance of

its main mineral constituent: lazurite. The best-known deposits are

located in the Afghanprovince ofBadakhshan, where its mostfamous

site is Sar-i Sang. Deposits are alsofound at a high altitude in the

Pamir Mountains, notably at Ladjevar-Dara.

After afirst occurrence in a tomb in the Indus Valley in the seventh

millennium B.C., lapis lazuli is found in archaeological contexts

across Iran and Mesopotamia in thefollowing millennia. Originating

in northeast Afghanistan, it traveled through Iran before reaching

Mesopotamia, the Levant, and Egypt. Its occurrence in Mesopotamia

and Egypt in thefourth millennium B.C. clearly demonstrates that

lapis lazuli was central to one of the oldest commercial networks.

The number of objects madefrom thefeldspathic mineral does not

grow significantly until the Bronze Age, more specifically the second

hafof the third millennium B.C.

The earliest traces of lapis lazuli manufacturing arefound in

southern and Central Asia and Iran, at sites such as Mehrgarh,

Mundigak, Sarazm, and Tepe Hissar, and datefrom the beginning

ofthefourth millennium to the beginning ofthe third millennium B.C.

Lapis lazuli was still being worked at Shahdad, Tepe Hissar, Susa,

and Shahr-i Sokhta during the third and the beginning ofthe second

millennia B.C. Evidence of lapisjewelry manufacture in Syria and

Mesopotamia isfound at only afew sites: Ebla, Jebel Aruda, Larsa,

and Ur.
!

Although workshops were not discovered atMari, the texts

confirm that craftsmen were working lapis lazuli in the city during

the second millennium;fine objectsfound in the excavations date to

the third millennium as well.

Thutmose IIIplundered gold, lapis, andprecious stonesfrom the

city ofMegiddo, but rulers obtained such materials by other means

as well. Emissaries would be entrusted with negotiating purchases

in the markets independent of the local palaces. The value of the

prestige articles was measured in shekels of silver. At Sarazm,

Mundigak, and Shahr-i Sokhta, lapis lazuli appears to have been

both imported—the craftsmen adapting their work to meet local

demand—and exported, to Elam. Goods madefrom lapis lazuli

could be purchased in markets at Susa, Dilmun, Ur, Eshnunna,

Ashur, Mari, and Emar.

Sites in Iran, the Persian Gulf, Ur, and along the Diyala and the

Euphrates must haveformed a series ofposts that served as inter-

mediary markets between the different centers. Goods would travel

along these routes, and their arrival at their destinations was thus

the culmination ofajourney through a long-distance network rather

than the result ofdirect contacts between emissaries.

Blue was the color ofprestige in the Near East of the Bronze

Age. It was associated with one material: lapis lazuli. The stone was

Figure 26. Lapis lazuli stamp seal, carved

on two faces, from the Tod Treasure. Tod,

Montu Temple. Egyptian Museum, Cairo

JE 66485

offered to the gods by the princes ofMesopotamia and Egypt. It was

used by the eliteforpersonal adornment and seals, serving as a mate-

rial representation of authority and entitlement. And it was the

source of thepower of the gods. The blue of lapis lazuli symbolized

divinity, life,fertility, desire, sexuality, beauty, perfection.
2

MC

1. Some 22 kilograms ofunworked lapis lazuli werefound in the destruction

level ofPalace G at Ebla; see Pinnock 1986.

2. Forfurther reference, see Herrmann 1968; Pritchard 1969; J. Wilson 1969;

Lichtheim 1973; Tosi 1974; Herrmann and Moorey 1980-83; Nibbi 1981;

Wyart, Bariand, and Filippi 1981; Pettinato 1981; Porada 1982; Casanova

1992; Pierrat 1994; Casanova 1995; Michel 1996; Michel 1999; Pierrat-

Bonnefois 1999; Casanova 2002; Warburton 2003a; Warburton 2003b; and

Casanova 2006.
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Lapis Lazuli in the Tod Treasure

35c

Beads and Raw Material

Lapis lazuli

Raw material: height 4.8 cm (l% in.);

width 7.7 cm (3% in.)

Beads: max. length 5.8 cm (2% in.)

Tod, Montu Temple

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12, reign of

Amenemhat II, ca. 1919-1885 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Egyptiennes E15303-5, E15307,

E15313, E15316, E15318-1-4, 26-1, 40-2,

E15280 A-2/B1

The Tod Treasure is remarkable not

least for the quantity and variety of

the lapis lazuli finds. The several thou-

sand pieces excavated include the raw

material and unfinished pieces, in addition

to inlays, beads, pendants, amulets, and

seals (fig. 26). Ranging from a pale gray

blue to a deep ultramarine, the artifacts

date from the mid-third millennium to the

early second millennium B.C. and most of

them were manufactured outside Egypt.

Some of the beads relate specifically to

the assemblage discovered in the tombs

of the Royal Cemetery of Ur: flattened

date-shaped beads, faceted biconical beads,

spherical and melon-shaped pinheads,

squared spacer beads carved in the shape

of a snail, and triangular spacers shaped as

a panpipe with multiple perforations. Like

the artifacts from Ur, they are often of

poor quality and display a dull pale blue

color with inclusions of brownish pyrite.

This would indicate that some of the Tod

beads are indeed close in date to those

from the Royal Cemetery.

The biconical and carved beads are the

legacy of Susa, Mesopotamia, and Syria,

with spacers characterized by multiple

perforations common to all three regions.

It is very likely that Ur was one of the most

important centers for the manufacture

of objects in lapis lazuli, specifically those

found in the Royal Cemetery and in

the Early Dynastic IIIA grave of Puabi

(ca. 2500-2350 B.C.). MC

35c, beads



THE OLD ASSYRIAN MERCHANT COLONIES

MOGENS TROLLE LARSEN

Kiiltepe, "Ash Hill" in Turkish, is a large mound in central

Anatolia that covers the remains of the ancient city of

Kanesh (fig. 27). It is approximately 500 meters in diameter and

nearly 20 meters high, and it dominates the fertile valley north-

east of the modern metropolis of Kayseri. To the east of the

mound itself lies a lower city that covers a fairly large area,

although the limits of this settlement are presently unknown.

The site has been under excavation since 1948, but it seems

clear that only a relatively small portion of the Lower City has

been uncovered. It may extend nearly all the way round the

central mound, in which case we are dealing with a very consid-

erable urban site indeed. The ancient city that is being excavated

here played a major role in Anatolia in the Middle Bronze Age.

On the mound itself excavators have uncovered palaces, tem-

ples, and official buildings. The main palace is vast and still an

impressive sight; the walls stand 2 to 3 meters high. When it

was destroyed by fire around 1700 B.C. the brick walls were

exposed to such a violent heat—because of the timber used as

a building material—that the mud brick melted and vitrified,

now standing hard as glass.
1

Unfortunately, very little has been found in the buildings

on the mound, whereas the houses excavated in the Lower City

have turned out to be veritable treasure chests. Here, too,

we find that a fire destroyed the town and that the people who

lived in the houses had only a short time in which to take their

most valuable belongings and flee before the disaster struck.

Therefore we find in the ruins not only the pots and pans used

in daily activities, but also stocks of goods such as fine pottery

in storerooms, and, not least, extensive collections of cuneiform

texts, the remains of the commercial archives used by the inhab-

itants. To date, about twenty-three thousand texts have been

discovered here. The ongoing publication and study of the

archives left behind in the burnt-down houses have revealed

the existence of a commercial society that flourished for more

than two centuries and built up an impressive system of long-

distance trade.
2

Many of the excavated houses in the Lower City were those

of merchants who came from Ashur, situated on the Tigris River

in northern Mesopotamia more than 1,000 kilometers from

Kiiltepe. The home city of these Assyrian merchants was exca-

vated in annual campaigns by German archaeologists before

World War I. The dig, directed by Walter Andrae, was an

impressive undertaking and led to the discovery of palaces, tem-

ples, fortifications, and private houses plus some ten thousand

texts. But the earliest period, corresponding to the settlement

at Kiiltepe in Anatolia, was barely touched at Ashur. All we have

from the Middle Bronze Age are scattered fragments of public

buildings and practically no texts. There was nothing in the

discoveries made here that even hinted at a special role for Ashur

at this early time, when it appeared to have been simply another

relatively small provincial town. It has thus been a revelation to

learn from the finds from Anatolia that Ashur in fact played a

central role in a vast network of international trade, a role that

is not documented from the city itself.

Kiiltepe became known as the source of a considerable num-

ber of cuneiform texts, which were sold on the antiquities mar-

ket already in the late nineteenth century, and a few incompetent

"excavations" were started there on the mound. No texts were

found. But the diggers could buy tablets from the local villag-

ers, who not surprisingly declined to reveal where they came

from. Only in 1925 did the Czech scholar Bedfich Hrozny suc-

ceed in getting that information from his local cook. As it turned

out, he should have been digging outside the mound, in fact on

the very spot where he had pitched his tent. It was in this way

that the existence of an unsuspected Lower City was estab-

lished.
3
Since 1948 annual campaigns have been conducted at

Kiiltepe by a team of Turkish archaeologists, led for nearly sixty

years by the late Tahsin Ozgiig.

The town at the foot of the mound at Kiiltepe is a maze of

narrow streets, many of them paved with very large stones

under which are drains. Occasionally the streets, which in gen-

eral run in a pattern away from the mound, broaden to become

small plazas, and it seems likely that there would have been

trees to provide some shade in such places. The houses were of

half-timber construction and not very large, between 50 and

100 meters square; most or all of them had a second story. In

the traditional manner of ancient Near Eastern towns, the

houses turned their backs on the street, fronting a courtyard

instead, so that a walk along the streets would be dominated by

blank walls with only doorways to break the monotony; some

of these, however, led to shops and occasionally into workshops.

In fact, the part of the Lower City where the Assyrian merchants

lived may well be understood to have been a kind of bazaar, the

karum, where buyers of all kinds of goods could go from house

to house to make deals and inspect the wares on offer. It was

undoubtedly a busy place with a great deal of traffic.

It would also have been a world inhabited by many different

peoples, speaking a variety of languages and presumably wear-

ing many different types of dress. The names of the persons

appearing as customers and assistants show that Indo-European
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Figure 27. Aerial view of the site of Kiiltepe.

languages such as Hittite and Luwian were spoken by the local

population, and some Anatolians would have spoken Hattian, a

non-Indo-European tongue at home in the more northern areas.

Many of the people in the Taurus Mountain regions spoke

Hurrian, a language that is unrelated to any of the others. The

merchants spoke and wrote their own Semitic language, and we

also know that they were in contact with people from Syria, for

instance from Ebla, who spoke different Semitic languages. Life

in the Lower City at Kanesh was cosmopolitan and varied, a

world that was created on the basis of the rich profits gained in

long-distance trade.

Donkey caravans arrived regularly at Kanesh, having trav-

eled for more than a month all the way from Ashur. They car-

ried sealed packages with either tin or textiles, and before they

could go to their destination at one of the merchant houses in

the Lower City, they had to go up to one of the palaces on the

mound, where they were checked and where taxes were paid.

After that, the owners of the goods entered a busy period, dur-

ing which they had to make sales as profitably as possible. This

activity was in most cases organized by way of credit sales

whereby other traders took over smaller consignments that

they would then sell within a stipulated time, mostly about

three months, on business trips to the many other commercial

settlements in Anatolia.

We know of about forty such Assyrian settlements in the

region, a few very large with presumably no less than a hundred

merchants stationed more or less permanently. Others were

much smaller. And some would undoubtedly be manned irregu-

larly by a few agents. The best-known sites are found at Hattusa

(Bogazkoy), the later capital of the Hittite Empire, where the

AsSyrian merchants had a small trading settlement, and

Acemhoyuk, a large mound south of the Salt Lake, which may

have been called Ulama. Here excavations have been ongoing

for decades, and impressive palaces have been uncovered*

These colonies and stations were spread all over Anatolia from

the Black Sea region, where copper was mined, to the Taurus

Mountains in the east and southeast and to the west, beyond the

Konya Plain and the Salt Lake. It would seem that the mer-

chants from Ashur had managed—at least for a time—to estab-

lish a veritable trade monopoly in Anatolia, where they kept out
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merchants from other regions. We do hear occasionally of trad-

ers from Ebla as active in Anatolia, but with our present knowl-

edge we must conclude that the Assyrian traders were completely

dominant there.

It is likely that some of the tin and copper imported into and

traded in Anatolia found its way to the Aegean region, but that

section of the commercial system was not controlled by the

merchants from Ashur, so it is never referred to in their corre-

spondence. It is also noteworthy that the large and fertile

Cilician Plain seems to have belonged to a different commercial

circuit, perhaps one controlled from Ebla or Emar in Syria. For

Ashur was just one of several commercial centers in the larger

Near Eastern region, and its own trade was possible only in

close contact with other networks.

The tin and large quantities of textiles, often referred to as

"Akkadian" textiles, came to Ashur by caravan from what was

known as the Lower Land—i.e., the northern part of the large

Mesopotamian floodplain—and that part of the system was

controlled by southerners. The market in Ashur could function

only on the basis of a regular supply of these goods from the

south, and we know that the king and city assembly in Ashur

passed various regulations that were intended to attract this

trade to Ashur, which functioned largely as a transit center.

Some Assyrian traders certainly had relations with their south-

ern colleagues; a few even spent years in the city of Sippar at the

northern end of the floodplain, and we know of marriages

between traders from the two cities.
5

The Assyrians in Anatolia in the first generation known to

us from the texts remained closely tied to their home city,

Ashur. Some of them spent most of their adult life in Anatolia

and eventually died and were buried there, although their wives

and families remained in Ashur. The separation obviously placed

a heavy emotional burden on them, and especially on their

wives, who had to take over the responsibility for the running

of the house and the family, bringing up the children alone.

Since they were economically dependent on their husbands,

some of whom neglected to send funds adequate to cover the

costs of daily life, it is not surprising that we have a number of

letters from such women in which they complained, often in

very bitter, strong language. They were lonely, and at times

they lacked money even to buy food for the household, so they

had to sell their personal jewelry or borrow money against

interest. One of these women wrote to her husband:

Asyou hear, mankind has become wicked. Brother stands ready

to devour brother. Honour me by coming here and breaking the

fetters that keep you. Place the girl in divine Ashur 's lap.
6

The last sentence probably refers to a religious ceremony in

which their daughter was to be initiated as a priestess, as we

know happened from several other texts. Clearly, the woman in

Ashur was worried about having to go through such a signifi-

cant ritual event alone, without the support of her husband.

The next generation of traders in Anatolia regularly married

local women and established families in one of the colonies. We

have several letters exchanged between such men and their

Anatolian wives, and we can follow certain individuals through

their life. A particularly poignant example is the lady called

Kunnaniya, who married the son of Pushu-ken, one of the most

influential Assyrian traders of the first generation. Some letters

indicate that she led a peaceful life in charge of the household in

Kanesh. However, her husband died young and she then became

involved in acrimonious conflicts with her powerful in-laws.

At some point, she went all the way to Ashur to plead her case.

She appears to have been treated very badly also by her own

Anatolian relatives, for while away she lost control of her house

to her own sister. The last text we have that refers to her is a

pathetic letter written by Kunnaniya to her grasping sister, and

it begins as follows:

As you are my sister— truly, ifyou love me—/ can no more. I

am dying and the ground disappears under me!
7

Such texts provide the emotional, personal background for

the meeting of different cultural traditions and the exchanges

that we see exemplified in the material finds from the excava-

tions. Marriages across cultural, religious, and linguistic bound-

aries represent the most intimate contact on the personal level,

and apart from unhappy examples such as Kunnaniya, these

interactions appear to have worked well in most instances. Such

mixed households obviously involved close social contact

between Anatolian and Assyrian families, where a great many

compromises must have been made. This led to the occasional

writing of marriage contracts, where the rights of both parties

were spelled out. It seems clear that women had a different,

freer status in Anatolian society than was the case among the

Assyrians, but such problems were addressed and dealt with.

In fact, the Assyrian merchants moved with confidence in

this complex world. Their houses in the colonies were con-

structed entirely according to local traditions, and the pottery

found in them consists almost completely of local wares. In con-

trast to the seal cutters, who developed a unique hybrid style

that mixed Anatolian and Mesopotamian elements, the potters

excelled in a dramatic, purely Anatolian style that in many cases

represents a playful adaptation of forms and patterns that must

have originated in metal.

The basis for the Assyrian presence in Anatolia was the exis-

tence of treaties drawn up between the Assyrian community

and the local kings. There were clear rules for taxation, of course,

and the palaces retained the right to buy up to 10 percent of the

imported textiles at a set price. These local authorities, on the

other hand, were responsible for the safety of the roads and

would have had to pay damages in cases of robbery or murder

in their territory.
8
Also on this institutional level it seems that

in most instances relations were positive and built on mutual

trust. Yet there were drastic differences between the two inter-

acting political systems: whereas in Anatolia we find politically

centralized kingdoms with a long list of palace officials in charge

of sectors of economic and social life, Ashur was in effect ruled

by an oligarchy of leading businessmen with a king who may
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perhaps be described as "first among equals." The Anatolian

king was the undisputed ruler who, for instance, dispensed jus-

tice by issuing royal verdicts, while in Ashur the highest judicial

authority was constituted by the city assembly.
9

Such differences are important to keep in mind as evidence

of the great variety and flexibility in the world in which the

Assyrian merchants moved, and they indicate how diversity and

complexity were dealt with. Trade could go on for as long as it

was seen as being of mutual benefit to the parties involved. It

united a truly vast region, probably reaching from Central Asia

to the Aegean; the evidence we have from Kanesh throws direct

light on only a relatively small part of the much larger system

that was in operation for at least two centuries.

About the year 1836 B.C., the colony in the Lower City at

Kanesh was destroyed by fire, a disaster that sealed the

immensely rich houses with their household goods and their

archives. We must assume that the kingdom of Kanesh was

involved in a war that went badly and which led to the capture

and sack of the city. The merchants were obviously at the

mercy of such events, but it is likely that their commercial

activities in the other colonies and stations continued, and

after about a generation the Lower City was reoccupied and

there a new group of Assyrian traders began their life. This later

settlement is not nearly as well known, since the merchants

left us only a small archive. The political climate had changed

as well, for a process of stabilization of much larger political

units, true territorial states, was under way in Anatolia, a

development that concluded with the establishment of the

early Hittite kingdom around 1650 B.C. By that time the

Assyrian traders had already left the region and a new world,

one in which a small number of empires and great states ruled

the entire Near East, was beginning to dawn.

1. See T. Ozgiic 1999.

2. The period during which merchants from Ashur operated in Anatolia is

divided into phases referred to with the archaeological terminology

"Level II" and "Level lb," based on the stratigraphy in the Lower City at

Kanesh. This article presents primarily a picture of conditions during

the older phase, that of Level II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C. See, for a general

presentation, Veenhof n.d. (forthcoming). The excavator Tahsin Ozgiic

gave a general overview in 2003.

3. Hrozny 1927.

4. See preliminary reports by Nimet Ozgiic in Turk Arkeoloji Dergisi 13

and 14 (1964 and 1965) and in Anatolia 10 (1966). The ancient name of

the town hidden under Acemhoyiik is assumed by many to have been

Burushaddum; see most recently Forlanini 2008. However, a new inter-

pretation of the political geography (see Barjamovic 2008) makes this

identification unlikely, and Ulama seems to be a better choice.

5. Veenhof 1991.

6. MAH 16209 published in Garelli 1965, pp. 158-60. Translation from

the Assyrian by the author.

7. See Michel 1997. See also Larsen 2001.

8. See Gunbatti 2004.

9. Larsen 1976.

36a, b

Cuneiform Tablet and Case

Clay

a. Tablet: height 16.9 cm (6% in.);

width 7.3 cm (2
7
/s in.)

b. Case: height 18.5 cm (7
3
/s in.);

width 9 cm (2>Vi in.)

Anatolia

karum Kanesh II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Klejman, 1966

66.245.5a, b

Assyrian traders at karum Kanesh kept

their business accounts in special

strong rooms called massartum. Within

these locked rooms cuneiform records and

cylinder seals were placed in sealed con-

tainers. Many of the documents were

negotiable contracts that were bought

from and sold to other traders. Possession

of a tablet such as a loan or quittance doc-

ument, which was often encased in an

envelope impressed with one or more cyl-

inder seals, could be used to certify proof

of a claim.

Assyrian merchants dealt with large

amounts of capital and traded in vast

quantities of goods, primarily tin and tex-

tiles. With profits from the sale of textiles

estimated to be as high as 200 percent, it

is not surprising to find tablets among the

traders' archives that describe legal depo-

sitions regarding private disputes and

decisions by the karum court.

In this legal deposition, sworn before

witnesses upon the dagger of the god

Ashur, two merchants accuse each other

of theft. The first merchant, Suen-nada,

claims that while he was in his home in

Kanesh, another merchant, Ennum-Ashur,

traveled to the nearby city of Durhumit,

where he illegally entered Suen-nada's

guesthouse and stole personal valuables,

as well as two sealed containers that

housed the business records of his firm.

Stolen documents included records of

debts, credits, quittances, purchases, mem-

oranda, and court decisions, as well as

tablets and seals deposited for safekeeping

by "strangers" and company shareholders

and their employees. In response to this

accusation, Ennum-Ashur declares that

the firm's accounts in fact belong to him

and had been stolen from his agent's

home three years earlier.

(Ever since then) I have been chasingyou and

repeatedly set witnessesforyou, and they have

boundyou over! Three years have nowpassed,

and the Kanesh harbor has learned ofyour

robbery andyour lies, and after they have had

you yourselfandyourpartners extradited to

the Kanesh harbor, and I have statedformally
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under oath in the Kanesh harbor to you and to

yourpartners the (facts about the) robbery and

the lies, and after our tablets were written a

month ago and were entrusted to the bureau of

the harbor, stating that I have not enteredyour

house and have not taken anything belonging

to you— (after all this) you go on asking me

questions in court concerning many tablets!
1

The court's verdict is unknown.

This tablet, attributed to Kultepe, was

found encased in its envelope, which was

impressed by two different cylinder seal

impressions, on the obverse, the reverse,

and on the sides.
2 The impressions illus-

trate the work of local seal carvers, who

adapted Mesopotamian subjects to local

taste. Scenes such as the procession to a

seated divinity were often embedded

within a larger corpus of Anatolian motifs.

The use of the foreign cylinder seal to roll

impressions on documents also represents

a departure, for the stamp seal was the

preferred form of sealing in Anatolia.

The seal impressions from Kultepe pro-

vide graphic evidence for the interaction of

peoples established in the karum from the

twentieth to the eighteenth century B.C.

Merchants from Ashur, representing the

dominant foreign presence, used seals in a

variety of styles, most prominently those

in a linear Old Assyrian style (cat. no. 3 7a).

More modeled seals, in Old Babylonian and

Old Syrian styles, also marked the enve-

lopes of documents from the karum.

is/ja

1. Larsen in Spar 1988, p. 119, no. 84a.

2. For further reference, see ibid., pp. 1 15—

20, 178, nos. 84a, 84b, pis. 83-85, 129, 137,

138, 147.
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37a, b

Cuneiform Tablet Cases

Clay

a. Height 5.6 cm (l
7
/s in.); width 4.6 cm

(\Vs in.); thickness 2.5 cm (!4 in.)

b. Height 5.2 cm (2 in.); width 5.4 cm (2% in.);

thickness 2.5 cm (l in.)

Anatolia

karum Kanesh II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Klejman, 1966

66.245.15b, 66.245.16b

These two documents can be attrib-

uted to karum Kanesh. The quittance

(receipt) for a loan of 9% minas of silver is

encased in an envelope (above left). It bears

the cylinder seal impressions of four wit-

nesses to the transaction.
1 Two are in Old

Assyrian style, with depictions of worship-

pers being led by deities in horned crowns

toward a seated god and a scene of kneel-

ing nude belted heroes bearing a flowing

vase (upper impression). A third seal

impressed on the envelope (not visible in

this photograph) is an heirloom of the Ur III

period, the original seal perhaps origi-

nating in Ashur, where a lapis lazuli seal

of this period from the grave of an Old

Assyrian merchant was recut with Anatolian

motifs.
2
One Anatolian-style cylinder seal

is also impressed on the case (lower impres-

sion), on which the seated divinity is part of

a group that includes a figure holding the

reins of a bull.

The quittance for a loan of 7 minas of

silver was preserved in its envelope (above

right). It bears three cylinder seal impres-

sions.
3 One of them presents what is

perhaps the most refined example of the

Anatolian style (see detail below), with

beautifully carved figures in procession

moving toward a seated god wearing a

conical cap. Led by a cupbearer, the

Mesopotamian suppliant goddess is fol-

lowed by a god whose tall cap, shoulders,

flounced garment, and legs burst with

flames, and by a warrior in a short kilt

holding a shield in "oxhide" form. The two

other seals, which have been termed Syro-

Cappadocian, were executed in styles

that combine Syrian, Mesopotamian, and

Anatolian features* Characteristic of this

manner are a fuller rendering of the fig-

ures and the introduction of distinctively

Syrian motifs such as, on one impression,

the nude goddess (see lower impression).

Here the goddess is flanked by two bull-

men, while a divinity in an ascending pos-

ture approaches a seated god. ja

1. Larsen in Spar 1988, pp. 134-35, nos. 92a,

92b; Pittman in Spar 1988, pp. 186-88,

nos. 53-56, pis. 132, 152, 153.

2. Aruz 1995c, p. 60, no. 41; Wartke 1995,

pp. 44-47.

3. Larsen in Spar 1988, pp. 134-36, nos. 92a,

92b; Pittman in Spar 1988, pp. 188-89,

nos. 57-59, pis. 132, 153, 154.

4. Teissier 1994, pp. 57-58.

37b, detail of upper impression
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Boot Vessels

Ceramic

Height 12.3 cm (4
7
/s in.); length 12.4 cm (4

7/8 in.)

Kultepe

/tarwm Kanesh II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C.

Kayseri Museum, Kayseri, Turkey

86/267, 268

During the Middle Bronze Age at

Kanesh, a number of ceremonial

libation vessels whimsically mimicked

the shapes of human body parts. The

salient characteristic of these anthropo-

morphic vessels was the significance given

to the male and female face, torso,
1

and

even shoes. Indeed, the shoe with upturned

toe became the typical footware of deities

and royalty in ritual scenes in Anatolia

(see cat. no. 107). A variety of shoe-shaped

vessels were found at the site, with surface

treatment exemplified by red burnish or

slip, polychrome painted geometric designs,

or combinations of both. Also depicted on

seal impressions from Kanesh, this shoe

type becomes the preferred footwear of

deities, especially the goddess.
2
By the

Hittite period, such shoes appeared on

the entire pantheon of Hittite deities, and

also on Tudhaliya IV, in the Yazilikaya

outdoor sanctuary near Hattusa (fig. 55).

In Turkey today, this footwear is still

made and worn in the rural highland

regions.

Apotropaic amulets of human parts

such as hands, liver, heart, eyes, and feet

have been found in the ancient Near East

at Halaf-period sites dating all the way back

to the fifth millennium B.C. It has always

been difficult to ascribe symbolic meaning

to amulets of disarticulated body parts,

but often they have been interpreted as

elements of sympathetic magic. In Central

Asia shamans carried amulets shaped as

human parts to give to the ailing to aid in

the healing process. The upturned-toe

shoe was perhaps initially related to gear

for mountainous terrain. A first foreshad-

owing of its divine nature is seen on a

late-fourth-millennium B.C. copper-alloy

figurine of a bearded shaman or horned

deity.
3
In Anatolia, however, the signifi-

cance of boot-shaped ritual vessels dates

back to the seventh millennium B.C., with

a boot vessel from Hoyucek.
4
Found in a

context with grain bins and artifacts of

cultic nature, the shoe-shaped vessel took

on ritual significance from the Late Neo-

lithic period onward.

KAY

1. A. Erkanal 1995.

2. N. Ozguc 1965, pi. 24: no. 71.

3. Porada 1985, pi. xil.

4. Duru and Umurtak 2005, pi. 101:6.
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Bull-headed Rhyton

Ceramic

Width 7 cm (2% in.); length 14.5 cm (5% in.)

Kultepe

karum Kanesh II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 15016

40

Lion-headed Vessel

Ceramic

Height 9.8 cm (3
7
/a in.); width 7.3 cm (2% in.)

Kultepe

karum Kanesh II, ca. 1950—1836 B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 1-72-98

Animal-shaped drinking and libation

vessels have been ubiquitous in Ana-

tolia and neighboring regions as far back

as the Neolithic era (7th millennium B.C.).

While their origins are found in ambigu-

ous religious iconography involving ani-

mals, zoomorphic vessels are said to be

attributes associated with the pantheon

of Anatolian gods and goddesses, espe-

cially those of the second millennium B.C.

Animal-headed cups played an important
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role in libation rituals and are depicted in

seal impressions on tablets from Level II

at Kanesh (Kiiltepe), dating from about

1950 B.C. to 1836 B.C. These presentation

scenes verify their ceremonial context, in

which acolytes carrying a lion-headed

vessel move in processions toward seated

or standing gods and goddesses, presum-

ably chief tutelary deities of Kanesh.
1

Animal-shaped silver and gold cups,

called bibru, were highly esteemed as royal

diplomatic gifts and, as documented in

texts, were exchanged between Mari and

other kingdoms in Syro-Mesopotamia

during the early second millennium B.C.
2

Relief-decorated silver examples represent-

ing stags and bulls, as well as fist-shaped

vessels, have been found in Anatolia (see

cat. nos. 107-109). Through palace patron-

age, these exotic vessels became visual met-

aphors for crown, deity, and state, and they

traveled extraordinary distances. Indeed,

with the aid of lead-isotope analyses, a

silver stag-shaped theriomorphic vessel

discovered in Shaft Grave IV at Mycenae

(fig. 54), was found to be made of Taurus

Mountain silver from southern Turkey.
3

At Kanesh a vast quantity and diver-

sity of ceremonial libation vessels were

given whimsical animal shapes, including

those of donkeys, bulls, bears, snails, pigs,

rabbits, lions, deer, and birds.
4
Often made

of ceramic, these well-modeled menager-

ies accentuate specific physical attributes

—

gaping jaws, voluminous manes, elegantly

elongated necks. Surface treatment includes

red burnish or slip and polychrome

painted geometric designs, or a combina-

tion of the two. And while these animals

amuse—sometimes to the point of carica-

ture—they also inspire awe.

The primary association of animal-

shaped vessels was with deities. For the

Hittites the bull was linked with the storm

god Teshshup, while the lion was depicted

with Hepat, the sun goddess of Arinna,

and often also with her son Sharruma. As

the vessels became more widely distrib-

uted, they were transformed and imbued

with emblematic meanings relating to city,

ruler, and religion. Thus a zoomorphic

vessel used as a diplomatic gift might

also serve as a three-dimensional emblem;

that is, as a rebus in the round, which

could be "read" as signifying the city, a

tutelary deity, or the name of the gift

giver. This type of modeled picture writ-

ing would have been very much at home in

Anatolia, a region that, along with Egypt,

developed hieroglyphic writing.

The bull-headed vessel from Kanesh

(cat. no. 39) is properly termed a rhyton as

there are two holes in the snout through

which liquid may flow. Its ears and horns

are modeled, while other features, such as

the reins, are in relief. This combination

of linear and three-dimensional treatment

is also found in lion-headed cups from

Kanesh (cat. no. 40) and from Ugarit, near

the Syrian coast (see cat. no. 155). The

Ugarit example, found in a Late Bronze

Age context, shares such features as inlaid

eyes and a handle that loops up toward the

rim. Both the bull and the lion cups from

Kanesh reflect the popularity of red-

burnished pottery characteristic of

Hittite production.

KAY

1. N. OzguQ 1965, pi. 23, no. 70.

2. S. Dunham 1989.

3. Yener 2007.

4. T. Ozgug 2002b.
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Lion-shaped Rhyton

Ceramic

Height 20.5 cm (8'/s in.)

Anatolia

karum Kanesh II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AM1517

Zoomorphic rhyta are surely among

the most spectacular examples of the

ceramic work produced during the age of

the Assyrian trading colonies in central

Anatolia. They display both the great

technical mastery of the potters and their

extraordinary creativity. This rhyton in

the shape of a Hon, acquired at Kiiltepe, is

remarkably well preserved.
1

The animal

is represented standing firmly on its legs;

each paw has four curved claws. The jaws

are open, as if the lion were roaring,

revealing four fangs that show the ani-

mal's strength and fierceness and a pro-

truding tongue. During the modeling

process, a hollow space was left in the
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head and body. The spout on the back

allowed the vessel to be filled with liquid

that was then poured through the two

holes pierced in the nostrils. The dark

brown glaze, applied directly on top of the

cream-colored slip, covers only the head

and neck. Some details—tail, claws, jowls,

and the roll of skin at the base of the mane,

indicating that the animal is male—are

accentuated by a uniform line. The fur on

the muzzle and the shoulders is rendered

by stippling, while the longer hair of the

mane is represented by a series of spirals.

These motifs are characteristic of the

decoration that adorns the group of rhyta

in the form of standing lions that were

recovered from Level II of the karum dur-

ing the excavation of Kiiltepe. The simi-

larities permit us to date the Louvre vase

to the same period. Several of these zoo-

morphic vases were discovered in the

rooms where the karum merchants kept

their archives, usually accompanied by all

manner of tableware: goblets, cups, and

jugs. These vessels were probably used for

ceremonies that took place inside the house

itself, during the course of which the zoo-

morphic vases, which surely had a sym-

bolic meaning, were used to pour libations.

FD

1. For further reference, see Genouillac 1926,

pp. 52-53, no. 141, pi. 8; Bossert 1942,

no. 398, pi. 79; Bittel 1976b, p. 85, fig. 64;

Huit millenaires de civilisation anatolienne

1981, no. 10; Dupre 1993, p. 69, no. 44; and

B. Collins 2002, p. 312, fig. 112.
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Antelope-shaped Vessel

Ceramic

Height 21 cm (8/4 in.); max. width 5.7 cm

(2/4 in.); length 22.2 cm (8% in.); diameter

5.7 cm (2/4 in.)

Anatolia

karumKanesh II, ca. 1950-1836 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Antikensammlung VI 5930

This antelope
1

with a pouring spout on

its back is the earliest of a group of

zoomorphic vessels and dates to Kanesh II,

The polychrome geometric painting on the

body—red and black on a cream ground

—

recalls third-millennium B.C. painted

ceramics in Anatolia. The most common

motifs in prehistoric Anatolia were wild

animals shown with human figures, more

often females. Over time, specific animals

became associated with specific deities,

thereby attaining the identification of an

attribute. The antelope was associated

with a goddess, perhaps Innara. Indeed,

the antelope often appears with a seated

goddess surrounded by mountain goats,

lions, sphinxes, birds, and supernatural

creatures, a context typical of the Mistress

ofAnimals theme found on seal impres-

sions from Kanesh Level II. In Syria, on

the other hand, the antelope was associ-

ated with Reshef, the god of death and

war,
2
as seen in a lead figurine at Umm el-

Marra. Stone molds and three-dimensional

lead figurines of deities with their indi-

vidual attributes were ubiquitous through-

out Anatolia.
3

Animal vessels with pouring spouts are

in evidence as early as the sixth millen-

nium B.C. at Hacilar, but they became the

preferred type during the Hittite Empire.

Kanesh provided an entire menagerie of

animal-shaped pouring vessels; the ante-

lope, however, is quite rare. The bridle

painted across the muzzle and circling the

head of this vessel suggests the antelope's

strength. Such harnessed animals were

often depicted in Old Hittite imagery as

decoys during the royal hunt. The texts

suggest that images of specific animals

may carry metaphorical meaning signify-

ing glory, power, fertility, fecundity of the

land, and royalty. Indeed, images of the

royal hunt often culminate in celebratory

scenes of libations before the slain ani-

mals, emblematic of the ruler's vision of a



world suffused with sacred power. The

motif of the harnessed animal decoy is

also found on Hittite relief-decorated sil-

ver ceremonial vessels.

In the Hittite period, the preferred

representation for ritual spouted zoo-

morphic vessels was a pair of bulls (see

cat. no. 114). Found in public buildings and

temple contexts during the early stages of

the Hittite kingdom, twin-spouted bull

figurines said to represent hurri and sheri

(day and night) have been excavated at

Hattusa (Bogazkoy) and other Hittite

sites.
4 The sacred animals are often de-

picted pulling the chariot of the storm

god, Teshshup.

KAY

1. The stylized representation makes a defini-

tive identification difficult to ascertain.

2. Matthiae 2007.

3. Tefnin 1990; Emre 1971.

4. Bittel 1976b; Inandiktepe, Kusakh/Sarissa

and Masat; T. Ozgiic 2002b.
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Spouted Vessel

Ceramic

Height 16 cm (6
3
/s in.); width £7.5 cm (l0

7
/s in.)

Kiiltepe

/tarwm Kanesh II, 1950-1836 B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 15012

This highly burnished vessel from

Kiiltepe features an oval body set on

a small ring base, a long, pointed spout,

and an arched handle. Perched atop the

handle is a miniature eagle with bulging

eyes and sharply pointed beak; its heavy

talons clutch the handle and its head faces

in the same direction as the spout. The
eagle's intent gaze, echoed in the exagger-

ated profile of the vessel's spout, lends a

sense of vitality to the object. Eagles were

sacred to the Hittites and appear fre-

quently in both single- and double-headed

forms on clay sealings from the site of

Karahoyiik.
1

Later Hittite texts describe a

Protective Deity of the Countryside, who
holds an eagle in his fist.

2

This object is classified as a "teapot,"

which is defined as a round-bodied vessel

with handle and spout set across from

each other. Although teapots have been

excavated at many Anatolian sites, this

43

particular form is most commonly found

at Kanesh, where the present example was

discovered.
3
Its closest parallel, found at

the same site in an archive of karum Level

II, is a vessel comprising two spouted

pitchers joined by a horizontal bar across

the handles on which an eagle perches.

This double vessel displays the same form

and technique of manufacture seen in the

single-bodied piece, and both were most

likely produced in workshops within karum

Kanesh.
4
Given their highly decorative,

rather impractical form, vessels of this

type likely served a ceremonial function.

Although a number of Hittite pots incor-

porate animal forms into their spouts,

handles, or decoration, vessels with perch-

ing eagles are unique to this site.
5

SG

1. Alp 1968, pp. 177-82. Later Hittite texts

describe statues of gods holding "eagles,"

perhaps drinking cups in the shape of eagles,

crafted of gold, silver, iron, ivory, or lead

plate; Rost 1961-63, pp. 179, 184, 193, cited

in T. Ozgiic 2003, p. 205.

2. Canby 2002, pp. 161, 168. I thank Gary

Beckman for this reference.

3. T. Ozgiic 1986b, p. 60, pi. 107:2.

4. Ibid., p. 60.

5. T. Ozgiig 2003, p. 179; T. Ozgiic 1986b, p. 58.
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Female Figure

Ivory

Height 9.4 cm (3% in.)

Kiiltepe

karum Kanesh lb, ca. 1800-1700 B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 11966

One of the earliest and most signifi-

cant works of ivory sculpture from

central Anatolia is the diminutive statu-

ette of a nude female, discovered in a Level

lb pithos grave under the floor of a room

with stelae in the merchant settlement

[karum) at Kiiltepe.
1 The ivory material

conveys the quality of a youthful body,

nude except for a broad turban on the head,

with arms drawn in and hands cupping

the small breasts.
2 The figure's generous

lower body has ample hips, with the navel

indicated and an emphasized pubic triangle

defined by deep incisions inlaid with silver,

now blackened. Fingers and toes are well

differentiated. In frontal view, the goddess

appears to be standing with her stocky

legs on a platform; actually, however, she

is seated on a stool, which is evident in

profile view. The full, rounded face exhib-

its large, exaggerated features. The

almond-shaped eyes—below incised

brows—were originally inlaid with stone

pupils much like those of the sphinxes on

the ivories attributed to Acemhoyuk

(cat. no. 46a, b). In typically Anatolian
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style, the long nose, flattened at the

bridge, curves downward, extending to a

broad mouth with lips curved upward.

The ears protrude from the distinctive

circular head covering, flat at the back

and in the front framing the face with two

deeply incised lines. The hair is parted in

the middle, and strands are lightly incised

on the forehead.

Describing this sculpture, Tahsin and

Nimet Ozgiic have drawn attention not

only to contemporary works, such as the

ivories in the Metropolitan Museum, but

to images of enthroned goddesses from

such sites as Alaca Hoyiik, Ciftlik, and

Eskiyapar.
3
These comparisons reinforce

the view that the essential characteristics

of Hittite artistic style were already

formed during the latter phases of the Old

Assyrian Trading Colony period. They

also suggest that this divinity may be

44, back



associated with the principal fertility god-

dess Kubaba.
4

The figure was fashioned at a time

that frontal nude female divinities were

depicted in both foreign and local styles

in karum Kanesh at Kiiltepe, carved on Old

Babylonian- and Old Syrian-style cylinder

seals impressed on the envelopes ofmer-

chant documents.
5
Glazed faience figurines

from burials at the site display Anatolian

facial characteristics and similar head-

dresses, hairstyles, and body forms.
6 They

derive from a long tradition in Anatolia

of representing nude females with exag-

gerated hips and with hands cupping their

breasts, as expressed on images dating

from the late third to the early second mil-

lennium B.C. Notable within this tradition

are statuettes from Alaca Hoyiik and

Hasanoglan, as well as lead figurines and

stone molds from Titris Hoyiik, Troy,

and Kiiltepe itself.
7

JA

1. T. Ozgiic and N. OzgiiQ 1959, pp. 107-8,

pi. XXXIV:2.

2. See Barnett 1982, p. 32, on the artistic intent

in using ivory.

3. T. Ozgiic 2003, p. 236; Bittel 1976b, p. 161,

fig. 172, dated to the 14th- 13th centuries B.C.

4. T. Ozgiic 2003, p. 236.

5. N. Ozgiic 1968, pp. 52, 54, pis. xn, xni.

6. T. Ozgiic 2003, p. 236, figs. 243, 244;

T. Ozgiic 1986c.

7. Muscarella in Art ofthe First Cities 2003,

p. 279, no. 181; Aruz in ibid., p. 256, fig. 75,

p. 257, fig. 163b, pp. 256-58, no. 163c; and

also Demange in ibid., p. 258, no. 164, colorpl.

on p. 259; Emre 1971, pis. 1:1, 3; 11:1-5; 111:1-3,

IV: 1, V:l, 3; , VII:3.

45

Winged Goddess

Bronze

Height 6 cm (2
3/8 in.); width 2.7 cm {\Vs in.)

Karahoyuk

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

Konya Museum, Konya, Turkey 1971.26.374

This lead alloy figurine of a winged

goddess provides insight into the

influence of religious imagery imported

into Anatolia during the early second mil-

lennium B.C. and the role that deities played

in the domestic life of the region. Numerous

one-sided lead figurines and the open-

faced stone molds used to cast them have

been found in ancient Anatolian houses

or related debris pits. These diminutive

castings, which were made up to the end of

the Old Assyrian Trading Colony period,

may have served an apotropaic function for

the individuals or households that acquired

them.
1

It is likely that lead was used for

these mass-produced objects due to its

ease of casting at relatively low tempera-

tures and to its softness, which facilitated

subsequent working.

This figurine was found in a pit

near the citadel of the ancient town at

Karahoyuk, in a level that also contained

a lead figurine of an addorsed lion and

sphinx, a stone mold, and numerous

seals and sealings (for a relief vessel

from the site, see cat. no. 8l).
2
Karahoyuk,

near modern-day Konya, was located

within the network of trade routes that

passed through the Taurus Mountains,

connecting central Anatolia with northern

Syria. The associated glyptic finds suggest

that this figurine was produced toward the

end of the first quarter of the eighteenth

century B.C., during the same period rep-

resented by Level lb of karum Kanesh, the

larger trading center located approxi-

mately 230 kilometers to the northeast.

Although the identity of this carefully

modeled deity is not known, she is typo-

logically related to the "winged Ishtar"

form known from contemporary cylinder

seal imagery; her close association with gen-

erative forces is indicated by the enlarged

pubic triangle revealed by her raised arms.

This figure also exhibits striking similari-

ties to the ivory statuette excavated at

Kanesh (cat. no. 44).
3
Other features,

including her large, Hathor-style curls and

the partially preserved projection at the

top of her horned headdress—which may

represent a celestial body—suggest a syn-

thesis of Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and

indigenous traits.
4

j-fl

1. For the most comprehensive study of these

figurines and their molds, see Emre 1971.

2. See Alp 1961-62, p. 220, n. 7, and Alp 1968,

p. 15.

3. Site report in "Karahoyuk kazisi," 1962,

p. 621. For a discussion of winged goddess

iconography, see Barrelet 1955.

4. A similar combination of iconographic tradi-

tions in the depiction of Levantine goddesses

is fully discussed in Cornelius 2004.
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Central Anatolian Ivories

With only indirect access to the sea, Central Anatolia can seem quite

remote from the interaction among coastal areas of the eastern

Mediterranean and the pervasive impact ofEgypt throughout this

region. Tet, it was the center ofa vast trading network that brought

rare materials to the west through the Mesopotamian city ofAshur

(seepp. 70- 73). By the nineteenth and eighteenth centuries RC, cen-

tral Anatolia also attracted tradersfrom the Levant and, indirectly,

from asfar away as the Aegean, seeking access to these resources.' In

such an environment, the discovery of a Middle Kingdom plaque at

Alaca Hoytik (cat. no. 87) and the imagery on the Pratt ivories in

the Metropolitan Museum, attributed to Acemhoyuk whilefeaturing

stylistic allusions to Egypt, do not come as a complete surprise.
2

Indeed, among the remains of luxuriousfurnishings discovered in

the ruins of the Sarikaya Palace at the latter site were a piece of

textile, possibly linen, with dark- and light-bluefaience beads sewn

with gold thread in a geometric pattern, and the remains of an

Egyptian-typegame board made ofEgyptian Blue andpierced with

holes lined in gold (see cat. no. 93).
3

Most ofthe Museum's ivories collected here were carved in a local

style, combiningfeatures that prefigure those of later Hittite art (see

fig. 53) with a rich pictorial repertoire derived ultimatelyfrom the

Nile Valley.
4
They comprise small inlay panels with low relief or

incised decoration;figures in the round or in high relief, many of

them with attachment holes; andfurniture legs in the shape ofsphinx

and lion's legs, the latter a standard Egyptianform. Although an

uncut elephant tusk andprecutpieces werefound at Acemhoyuk,
5
the

main corpus of ivories wasfashioned out of hippopotamus incisors

and lower canines (see cat. no. 198a, b).
6 Some werefurther embel-

lished with gold leafand inlays placed in the eye sockets.

Questions relating to the original appearance andfunction of

these ivories have aroused intense interest. The red and light pink

coloration visible on some examples call to mind ancient textual

references to stained ivories.
7
Whether gold was applied all over the

surface or only on specific details, such as the hair curls ofsphinxes

(cat. no. 46a) and the belt ofa small kneelingfigure (cat. no. 51), is

unclear. The clean edges that define these details suggest partial

rather than overall gilding, but other instances in which traces of

gold appear randomly on the surface may contradict this view.
8

In addition, plaques that vary in size but not iconography may

represent multiple pairs of elements that adorned more than one

piece offurniture.

Perhaps the most vexing question concerns the identification of

the school ofivory carvers responsiblefor this central Anatolian phe-

nomenon. The mostprominent images on these works are interpreta-

tions of Egyptian divine creatures withfeline aspects, such as the

sphinx, the griffin, and the human with a lion head. They were

probably produced about the same time that Syrian-style seals with

griffins and heraldically positionedfemale sphinxes were impressed

on the envelopes ofdocumentsfrom the site ofKiiltepe.
9
Other depic-

tions, such as an impressive relief carving of afalcon with wings

outstretched (cat. no. 49), as well as small incisedplaques represent-

ing geese in a marshy setting and a monkey holding a vessel (cat.

no. 54), are also evocative of Egyptian art and suggest possible

inputfrom Syria, where Egyptian imports and imagery are more

expected. This suggestion may be reinforced by the decoration on an

extraordinary ivory box excavated at Acemhoyuk. The box was

made in one piecefrom an elephant tusk and encrusted with copper,

iron, gold, and lapis lazuli studs.
10 Some of the images carved on

this receptacle—sphinxes with Hathor curls, a crouching monkey,

and the lion-legged thronefor a ruler or deity—recall those on the

ivory furniture elements
(fig. 28). Their overall fiat rendering

against an obliquely striatedground and their arrangement in reg-

istersfurther suggest similarities with both Anatolian and Syrian

glyptic. Whether they wereproduced in a center such as Carchemish

or— as suggested by unfinished pieces— are perhaps the work of

northern Syrian craftsmen or local apprentices at the Anatolian

court, the ivories represent an early instance of the melding of tra-

ditions.'
1

This synthesis not only laid the foundations for later

Hittite art but also set the stagefor an emphasis on ivory— used to

fashion containersforprecious materials and elegantfurniture—as

the premier medium in the creation of international styles ofgreat

variation during the hate Bronze and early Iron Ages, explored in

subsequent essays in this volume. ja

1. Kupper 1966, pp. 12-13; Dossin 1970, pp. 97, 10
iff.;

Malamat 1970, p. 168;

Malamat 1971, esp. p. 38.

2. For the history ofthe Pratt ivories, given to the Metropolitan Museum in the

1930s, and their eventual attribution to Acemhoyuk, which was subsequently

excavated beginning in 1962, see Harper 1969, pp. 156-57, and N. Ozgiic

1966, pp. 43-44.

3. N. Ozgiic 1966, pp. 46—47; the textile recalls Egyptian beaded-linen garments

with linen rather than gold thread: Rigault 1999, p. 306, no. 94.

4. Canby (1989, p. 112) points to the stylistic relationship between the ivories

attributed to Acemhoyuk and later Hittite sculptures.

5. Bourgeois 1992, p. 62 (identified as Elephas Maximus); precut pieces suggest

ivory working at the site.

6. For the use ofhippopotamus ivory, see Caubet and Poplin 1987, pp. 278ff.

7. EA 11 andEA 14, Moran 1992, pp. 21, 34; Giiterbock 1971, pp. 2, 5: ivories

are "white" and "red"; Bourgeois 1992, p. 64.

8. For Hittite texts referring to gilding, see Giiterbock 1971, 3:5, 4:7.

9. N. Ozgiic 1969: griffins: pis. VU1A, XXU-.la, XXU1B (with head curl), XXC (with

horns); sphinxes: pi. XVD.

10. N. Ozgiic 1976.

11. Ibid., p. 559;Mellink 1993, p. 426; Giiterbock (1971, p. 3), writing about ivory

in Hittite texts, lists images orfigurinesfashioned ofthe material, including a

lion and an eagle.
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46a, b

Furniture Support and
Plaque

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

a. Support: Ivory (hippopotamus), gold leaf

Height 12.5 cm (5 in.); width 9.9 cm (4 in.)

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of George D. Pratt, 1932 32.161.47

b. Plaque: Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 7.3 cm (2
7
/s in.); width 5.7 cm (2/4 in.)

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.70.11

Among the most recognizable pieces in

the collection of central Anatolian

ivories attributed to Acemhoyuk are four

small furniture legs.
1 The legs were fash-

ioned out of sections of hippopotamus inci-

sors (see cat. no. 198a, b) into compact

seated sphinxes without wings. They

appear to have formed the (rather fragile)

supports for a small piece of furniture that

would not have held much weight.
2

Mortises were drilled into the tops of the

heads and then squared out with chisels,

after which holes were drilled across the

mortises for the insertion of pins to secure

tenons. All of the bases are solid and flat,

with the exception of one leg in which the

original pulp cavity has been preserved.

Some idea of the original relative position-

ing of the legs can be inferred by aspects

of their manufacture and condition: on one

side of each head the curls are either omit-

ted or simply blocked out, suggesting that

this side may not have been visible. In

addition, the legs can be paired based on

the position of the tenon pins—either

front to back or side to side—and on their

surface coloration (fig. 30).

The compelling faces of these female

sphinxes are the earliest known expres-

sions of an artistic style that came to frui-

tion during the Hittite Empire period, as

exemplified by the monumental gateway

sculptures at Alaca Hoyuk.
3
They feature

large incised almond-shaped eyes and

inlaid round pupils, long sharp noses,

upturned mouths, and raised cheeks. Their

foreheads display narrow fillets beneath

full wigs, with central protrusions that

suggest the uraeus of Egyptian royal head-

dresses. The wigs terminate in a number

46a

of curving locks with spiral curls, two of

them behind the oversize ears, framing the

faces as on images of Hathor.
4
Upper

bands, which may indicate headdresses, as

well as the hair, fillets, and eyes, retain

traces of gold leaf, in some areas with a

clean edge but in others extending beyond

the hairline. An inlay for the pupil of the eye

was preserved on only one sphinx. Another

survives in a pupil hole carved into a gray-

colored ivory plaque that represents the

upper body of a female sphinx in profile

(cat. no. 46b). The sphinx plaque—one of

two in the Metropolitan Museum—shows

the same facial and body characteristics as

the images in the round, but it has a more

elaborate hairstyle, with three short curls

added above the fillet binding the hair.
5
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46b

Some scholars have noted resemblances

with later depictions ofAegeans in

Egyptian tomb paintings, although con-

necting links are hard to establish.
6

The bodies of the sphinxes are leonine

in form. Their limbs are clearly defined in

an abstract style rendered in flat relief and

incision to differentiate the massive seated

haunches from the upright forelegs, with

the large paws and dewclaws indicated.

Their tails run vertically up the back,

fanning into a lozenge shape at the tip

(see fig. 30).

With their aprons, crowns, Hathor-like

locks, and smooth faces, these creatures

represent a variation on two of the earliest

renderings of an Egyptian sphinx found in

Anatolia, one with the head of a bearded

man and a feline body and long tail, another

beardless and wearing a skullcap. The

bearded male sphinx continued to be prom-

inent in the art of the trading towns on

the central plateau (see cat. no. 81); by the

Kiiltepe lb period these sphinxes were

adorned with curling locks evoking the

Hathor wig and may display wings.
7 On

one bulla in the Acemhoyiik corpus, two

addorsed striding male sphinxes serve as

supports for the throne of a goddess.
8

Female sphinxes with curling locks

emerging from skullcaps also appear in

the local-style glyptic from the burned

ruins of the Sarikaya Palace at Acemhoyiik,

where they are represented under the feet

Figure 28. Ivory box, detail. Acemhoyiik. Middle Bronze Age. Ankara Museum of Anatolian

Civilizations, Turkey AC o:24

of kneeling heroes with similar curls and

Mesopotamian-type divine horned crowns.
9

Various opinions have been offered

regarding the origin of (winged) sphinxes

with Hathor curls in the arts of central

Anatolia during the Middle Bronze Age.
10

Contemporary Syrian-style cylinder seals,

replete with Egyptian imagery, may pro-

vide the immediate source for the introduc-

tion of Nilotic elements into depictions of

fantastic creatures on the Anatolian pla-

teau.
11 The rendering of an incised griffin

(cat. no. 76) and images on an ivory box

from Acemhoyiik (fig. 28) further point to

Syrian input.
12

Male and female sphinxes in Anatolian-

style glyptic appear to have specific links

to local divinities.
13

It is possible, how-

ever, that the original association of

sphinxes having Hathor attributes with

the Egyptian royal female added a fur-

ther dimension to their meaning.
14

If so,

this choice of imagery for luxury furnish-

ings in a central Anatolian palatial set-

ting would be most appropriate.

ja/j-fl

1 . For an ivory lion excavated at Acemhoyiik,

similar in form, see N. Ozgiig 1966,

pp. 43-44, pi. XIX.

2. Small objects, such as game boards (see

cat. no. 92), also had animal legs.

3. Canby 1989, p. 112, who suggests an early

date for the Sphinx Gate at Alaca Hoyuk;

Mellink 1969, p. 285.

4. For a Middle Kingdom example of a woman

wearing a Hathor wig, see Bourriau in

Pharaohs and Mortals 1988, p. 49, no. 37; the

multiple curls are not Egyptian.

5. For discussion of the other plaque, whose

surface is extensively damaged, see Canby

1975, p. 237, fig. 10 (MMA 36.152.2).

6. Barnett 1982, p. 33.

7. N. Ozgiic 1965, pis. XI: no. 31A, XXI: no. 63,

XXIV: no. 71 (Kiiltepe II, karum phase);

N. Ozgiic 1991, pp. 296-301.

8. N. Ozgiic 1991, p. 295, fig. 5; the sphinx is

interpreted as the attribute of the goddess of

mountain sheep.

9. N. Ozgiic 1971, p. 25, fig. 4.

10. Canby 1975, pp. 234, 248, discusses the pos-

sibility of Anatolian sources for this imagery.

11. Teissier 1996, p. 148:203 and passim, for

other Egyptianizing imagery.

12. N. Ozgiic 1976.

13. N. Ozgiic 1991, p. 298.

14. Teissier 1996, p. 194.
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Technical Notes on the Metropolitan Museum Ivories

The varied surface coloration ofthe Pratt ivories has elicited consid-

erable interest since the objects' acquisition by the Metropolitan

Museum.
1

The gray hue oftheflatplaques (cat. nos. 46b, 48a, b) and

one of the lion legs (cat. no. 47a) indicates exposure to considerable

heatprior to burial. Both elephant- and hippopotamus-derived ivo-

ries contain oils and proteinaceous matter that assist in the mainte-

nance andgrowth ofthe ivory in the living animal. Heating results

in the combustion of these organic proteins until they are completely

removed. During thisprocess, the ivory becomesprogressively darker,

then lightens in color as the carbon becomes completely oxidized. In

addition, the ivory shrinks slightly, with associated cracking and

planar deformation. At the same time, the removal oforganic matter

may render the ivory less susceptible to subsequent biological attack.

Many of these ivories exhibit opaque black stains identified by

X-rayfluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) as rich in manganese. Such

deposits, which are oftenfound on archaeological objects, resultfrom

microbial action on manganese in the surrounding soil and have

been known to cause magenta-colored stains on other excavated ivo-

ries.
2
While deposits of manganese are scattered across the surfaces

ofthe ivories, they are concentratedparticularly in areas where gild-

ing has been lost, perhaps due to the use of a comestible adhesive to

attach the metal leaf. Those objects darkened by heating are relatively

free ofthese deposits, perhaps due to a lower amount ofprotein sur-

viving at or near the surface.

The red staining, which variesfrom the lightpink on the kneeling

humanfigure (cat. no. 51) to the rather intense color of one of the

sphinx legs (cat. no. 46a), is a result of the presence of iron oxides.
3

Whether this staining was intentional or accidental, however, is

difficult to determine conclusively. Close examination ofthe staining

pattern on the surface ofone ofthe sphinx legs in the area ofthe hair

curls (below), which were originally gilded, indicates that the stain-

ing occurred after some of the leaf had been lost but was partially

masked by the remaining gilding untilparts of it too were removed.

This pattern suggests that, if the staining was intentional, it was

carried out after the gilding was applied and became solubilized

during burial. Alternately, the staining may have been caused by

conditions in the burial environment.

The two eye inlays (fig. 29) preserved in this group of ivories do

not appear to have been added or repositioned since excavation. Both

inlays consist ofthin discs made ofa slightlyfriable material with a

darkened surface and light-colored core. Surface scans ofthese inlays

using XRF indicate the presence ofcopper and silica. Although the

identity of the material has yet to be confirmed, its appearance and

composition suggest that it may befaience, colored green or blue by

the copper. Objects made offaience, although rare, have beenfound

in early second-millennium B.C. contexts in central Anatolia.
4

J-FL

/. See Baer et al. 1971, pp. 1-8, andBaer, Jochsberger, and Indictor 1978,

pp. 139-49.

2. For a thorough discussion ofburial alterations and the associated stain-

ing ofivory, see Ecker 1989.

3. Unpublished analyses offragments by R. J. Koestler, N. Indictor, and

R. Harneman, using both environmental and conventional scanning electron

microscopy, indicate that the red coloration is due to the presence of iron; there

was no trace ofthe organic adhesive that may have been used to secure the

gold leaf

4. For an overview ofcontemporaryfaiencefinds in Anatolia, see Moorey

1994, pp. 176-77.

46a. Detail showing red staining on surface. Figure 30. Reconstructed positioning of ivory furniture

supports as discussed in cat. no. 46a, b (far right).
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47a, b

Furniture Supports

Ivory (hippopotamus)

a. Height: 14.2 cm {5% in.); width 5.9 cm (2% in.)

b. Height 13.9 cm (5V& in.); width 7.6 cm (3 in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.70.7, 36.152.1

Perhaps the most visually compelling

evidence for the Egyptian derivation

of furniture elements in the corpus of ivo-

ries attributed to Acemhoyiik are two fur-

niture supports in the form of lion legs

with broad flanks and curving outlines that

taper downward to indicate the rear leg of

the animal.
1 On one piece, now stained

pink with some darker reddish areas, the

animal's ankle is articulated, the upper part

of the leg is well modeled, and the massive

paw displays extended claws in the form of

inverted triangles, with one hooked claw

projecting to the side. The second com-

pletely preserved rear leg, gray-blue in

color, is less detailed but retains the menac-

ing hooked claw. The legs sit on bases with

horizontal grooves, the gray one retaining

remnants of an original gold-leaf overlay.

The legs were most likely carved out

of hippopotamus incisors; the ends of the

pulp cavities are preserved in the upper

part of both legs. Dowel holes on the

flanks allowed for attachment to an upper

element. The positioning of mortises and

dowel holes on the paws suggests that

struts connected the legs to one or more

small pieces of furniture; the pink-colored

leg would have supported the front left

side, and the grayish one was the rear leg

on the right side.
2
There are also mortises

cut into the bases for further attachment.

There can be no doubt regarding the

origin of furniture legs of this type. One

early and impressive example, carved on a

famous Dynasty 4 statue of Khafre, already

displays the characteristically Egyptian

differentiation between front and back legs

to reflect the natural appearance of the

animal's limbs, as well as lion heads

attached above the forelegs to protrude

from the seat. These features persisted in

Egypt, on chairs depicted in private tombs,

for example, and on royal thrones, such as

found in the tomb ofTutankhamun.
3

By contrast, the ivory lion legs were

positioned without concern for the anat-

omy of an actual lion. Lion legs were

atypical for Anatolian furniture, where

bovine legs were more often depicted,

although they do support the throne of the

seated figure on the Acemhoyiik ivory box

(fig. 28), a work with Syrian features.
4

JA

1. The Metropolitan Museum collection

also includes a fragment of a third lion leg,

reddish in color.

2. See Kuhlmann 1977, pi. II:4a, for a later

Egyptian throne with similar supports.

3. Ibid., pi. II; Hayes 1953, p. 298, fig. 195;

see also Killen 1980, p. 28.

4. N. Ozgiic 1976, pi. III.

48a, b

Lion-Demon Plaques

Ivory (hippopotamus), gold leaf

a. Height 11.1 cm (4% in.); width 5.1 cm (2 in.)

b. Height 9.9 cm (4 in.); width 4.8 cm (l
7
/s in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.70.14, 15

Two of the most fascinating ivories in

the Metropolitan Museum are the

pair of kneeling human figures with lion

heads, holding flowering stems. Both

plaques, which have attachment holes at

top and bottom, have been discolored by

burning to a gray-blue color. Gilding is

preserved not only in well-defined areas,

such as the borders of the long open kilts

(see also cat. no. 51), on the mane area, and

in the whites of the eyes; it also appears, on

the creature on the left, in the arm crease,

and, on the creature on the right, on the

chest, overlapping part of the bent arm,

and between the plant stem. This may

indicate that the entire plant surface was

originally covered in gold leaf.

The style of these pieces—with

squared-off heads and blocky bodies exe-

cuted in flat relief— is consistent with a

number of other ivories in the group (see

cat. no. 46a). Their leonine features in-

clude large eyes drilled for circular inlays

and mane areas stylized to resemble

wigs rather than tufts of animal fur. With

their closed mouths, indicated by diagonal

grooves, the creatures do not appear men-

acing. They are each shown in nearly three-

quarter view, one arm drawn across the

chest with the outer part of the hand vis-

ible; the other arm is bent upward, with the



48a 48b

palm and clenched fist holding a flowering

stem (see fig. 53 for another example of

this hand position).
1 The clearly human

torso shows no indication of gender. The

lower body is depicted in a kneeling pos-

ture, one leg exposed and the other cov-

ered by the long kilt, from which emerges

a well-formed foot.

There is little doubt that—despite

the appearance of a variety of lion-human

hybrid creatures in the local Anatolian

glyptic
2—the ultimate derivation of the

imagery on these plaques lies in the Nile

Valley, where already during the Old and

Middle Kingdoms, lioness goddesses

were depicted with wigs, sometimes simi-

larly striated.
3
Certain other details, such

as the droop of the chin below a closed

mouth—typical in Egyptian portrayals of

lion's heads—were also rendered by the

carver who produced the ivory plaques.

It is likely that this imagery was trans-

mitted through Syria, the most probable

source of the kneeling posture. Syrian-

style cylinder seals include depictions of

kneeling figures wearing wigs and kilts;

one holds papyrus stems and flanks an

Egyptianizing bird of prey with outspread

wings. The image of a kneeling lion-

headed nude hero also appears on such

seals.
4 The closest glyptic parallel for the

kneeling kilted lion-demon, however,

comes from central Anatolia itself, exca-

vated at the site of Alishar Hoyiik. Here,

the creature appears, with wings, on a

Syrian-style import and includes other

images familiar on the ivories, including a

seated (albeit winged) sphinx and a crouch-

ing monkey.
5 A very closely related seal

in the collection of the Pierpont Morgan

Library shows a kneeling lion-demon,

nude, placed in a hunting scene above a

griffin and next to a double-headed bird of

prey with extended talons.
6

JA

1. Harper (1969, p. 159) draws parallels with

this Hittite sculpture.

2. N. Ozgiic 1991, pp. 295-96.

3. Borchardt 1907, p. 41, fig. 23, p. 94, fig. 72;

Metropolitan Museum excavations: Pyramid

Temple of Senwosret III, Dahshur (unpub-

lished); Yoshimura, Kawai, and Kashiwagi

2005, pp. 393-94, pi. 55d. Their breasts are

prominent, and their lower bodies are covered

with long garments. Some are associated

with papyrus stalks.

4. Teissier 1996, p. 16:174, p. 18:245, 265.

5. See N. Ozgiic (1991, pp. 295, 313, pi. 2:3), who

points also to a second example from Kiiltepe;

for a kneeling lion-demon dominating animals

on a stamp seal from Bogazkoy, see Boehmer

and Guterbock 1987, pi. V:47.

6. Porada 1948, pi. CXLI:936.
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Falcon with Prey

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Falcon: height 11.2 cm (4 14 in.); width

5.8 cm (2% in.)

Left plaque: height 3.8 cm in.); width

6.4 cm (2% in.)

Right plaque: height 4.8 cm (1% in.); width

7.4 cm (2
7/8 in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.70.6,36.152.4,

36.70.4
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Lid with Falcons

Painted ceramic

Diameter 1 1 cm (4% in.)

Crete, Mallia, Quartier Mu
Middle Minoan II, 19— 18th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Heraklion, Greece

18712

More than five separate plaques

originally formed the composition

of a falcon with outstretched wings, grasp-

ing antelopes in its extended talons. The

central plaque, which forms the head and

body of the bird, captures its distinctive

character with a well-formed beak, stylized

peregrine falcon cheek markings ending in

a spiral curl (see also cat. no. 76), and large

eyes with holes for inlaid pupils.
1 The fal-

con is represented frontally, and areas of

the plaque are executed in high relief to

express the swelling of the breast and the

shape of the head. Traces of gilding extend

beyond the whites of the eyes to the beak.

The surface is unevenly (dis)colored with

red on parts of the head and tail feathers,

which are demarcated by deep incisions.

There is one hole in the top of the head for

attachment to another furniture element

and two on the bottom, probably for

attachment to the missing legs. Mortises

at the sides of the breast held the tenons

that extended from the large wings, which

feature a row of primary feathers below a

plain covert area; only one of the original

wings survives in the Metropolitan

Museum collection.
2

Two small plaques depicting antelopes

held by powerful talons must have belonged

to such a creature. While there are two

holes at the bottom of each plaque, there are

no visible means by which to attach them

to the bird's body. The antelopes respond

to the attack by turning their heads toward

their backs, with curving necks and mouths

open and forelegs collapsing. The larger

of the two is light pink in color, with much

black discoloration on the surface. The

smaller is red and the surface has bubbled

from burning. As only one of the plaques

is in proper proportion to this falcon, they

probably belonged to two different falcon

compositions.

There can be no doubt that the render-

ing of the bird, with stylized markings

49
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and wings recalling Nilotic depictions of

the Horus falcon, is of foreign inspiration.

Similar birds of prey, with outspread wings

and exaggerated talons and wearing

Egyptian crowns, are found on Syrian

Middle Bronze Age glyptic.
3
This imagery

appears to have traveled to the west at this

time, evidenced by two such birds applied

in relief to a ceramic lid found in the

Protopalatial town complex of the site of

Mallia on Crete (cat. no. 50). In their posi-

tion and in the treatment of their heads

and wing feathers, they provide close par-

allels for the Anatolian ivory composition

while recalling much earlier stone discs

from Saqqara in Egypt.
4

The transformation of this animal from

divine symbol to hunter on the furniture

plaque, clasping prey in its talons, may

derive from a Near Eastern tradition in

which the lion-headed eagle, or Imdugud

bird, is sometimes depicted with stags in

its talons.
5 A bird of prey with long hair

curls and outspread wings clutches its prey

on an Anatolian-style stone stamp seal in

the Metropolitan Museum. 6
It is a motif

also perpetuated in Hittite relief sculpture,

with the depiction of a double-headed bird

of prey holding hares in its talons.
7

Scans of the falcon's surface using X-ray

fluorescence revealed traces of silver in the

more intensely red areas of surface stain-

ing. Although the origin of this silver

—

either from a metal overlay that is no longer

preserved or from the proximity of a silver

object during burial—cannot be confirmed,

its presence reinforces the precious nature

of the object.
8

ja

1. See Harper 1969, p. 162.

2. A fragment of a similar but smaller wing

comes from the Sarikaya Palace at Acem-

hoyiik: N. Ozgiic 1966, pi. XX:2.

3. Teissier 1996, p. 16:143, 145, 146.

4. Poursat 1980, pp. 119-20, fig. 169; Poursat in

Crete-Egypt 2000, p. 58, no. 34.

5. Barnett 1982, p. 33; Collon 1987, p. 185:889.

6. Hogarth 1922, pi. XXV, no. 33 (MMA. 99.22.3).

7. Bittel 1976b, p. 190, fig. 215, from the Sphinx

Gate at Alaca Hoyiik.

8. Technical notes were provided by Jean-

Francois de Laperouse.
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Kneeling Figure

Ivory (hippopotamus), gold leaf

Height 6 cm (2% in.); width 2.6 cm (P/s in.);

depth 2.9 cm (1% in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1937 37.143.2
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Kneeling Figure

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 3.9 cm (1% in.); width 1.7 cm (% in.)

Alaca Hoyiik

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Ankara, Turkey 9737

Two small sculptures of kneeling fig-

ures, fashioned from hippopotamus

ivory,
1

expand our picture of ivory carving

on the central Anatolian plateau. One

(cat. no. 51), in the Metropolitan Museum,

which is missing its head, has been attrib-

uted to the site of Acemhoyuk. The other

(cat. no. 52) was discovered at Alaca

Hoyiik; the excavation report dates it to

the Middle Hittite period but provides no

further information.
2
In this case the head

is preserved, showing a young male with

short bobbed hair or a wig that lacks sur-

face detail. He has almond-shaped eyes

with holes for the inlaid pupils, a fiat nose,

small lips, and a heart-shaped face.
3 The

figure is nude to the waist, with a well-

defined collarbone and rounded chest.

The torso is otherwise obscured by the

left arm, which crosses the body to hold

the right shoulder. The right arm extends

down and touches the knee, a gesture in

Egyptian art that conveys respect and

submission.
4
This sculpture may thus

represent a supplicant rather than a for-

eign captive.
5

The figure from Alaca Hoyiik wears a

long kilt with elaborate raised-loop edging

at the hem and a similar pattern in the

waist area. A prominent knot suggests

that the garment was belted, with a stri-

ated sash adorning the front. This con-

trasts with the figure in the Metropolitan

Museum, who wears, just below the navel,

a simple but clearly defined (gilded) belt

and a sash indicated by vertical lines. The

feet of the two sculptures, seen in profile

emerging from the kilt, are treated in a

similar fashion. In the back view, however,

only the Alaca Hoyiik piece differentiates

the bottom of each foot. Both figures
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probably adorned wood furniture, as indi-

cated by attachment holes, either at the

top of the head for the Alaca Hoyiik figure,

or in the flat base of the ivory attributed

to Acemhoyuk. ja

1. Caubet 1991, p. 224.

2. Kosay and Akok 1966, p. 183:A1 m 84, pi. 31.

3. Harper 1969, p. 161, figs. 10, 11, draws com-

parisons with a small head attributed to

Acemhoyuk.

4. R.Wilkinson 1994, pp. 194, 198,208.

5. Mellink (1969, pp. 285-86, fig. 5) compares

him to a Dynasty 12 wood figure, possibly of

a Nubian captive from Thebes, victimized by

a rampant lion: Hayes 1953, p. 225, fig. 141.
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Bull-Man

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 5.5 cm (2/4 in.); width 2.5 cm (l in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.70.3

Among the plethora of Egyptianizing

creatures on the Metropolitan

Museum ivories is one exceptional little

figure of a Near Eastern bull-man. He is

executed in the round, with arms cut away

from the body and the front surface finely

modeled. As is typical for this divinity, a

human head and a frontal nude torso join

at the waist with the lower quarters of a

bull shown in three-quarter view (the

ridge of his tail is visible at left). The

lower limbs have not survived. The bull-

man's distinctive face, framed by Hathor

curls, is stylistically related to those of

sphinxes and humans from the same col-

lection. His braceleted arms are drawn

toward the chest, with fists clenched

above a belt with rolled edges and a lappet

(or tassel) that covers one thigh. The

ivory is deep red in color, including the

portion of the interior surface that was

exposed when the legs were lost. This

seems to indicate non-intentional stain-

ing. There are no traces of gilding. A hole

at the top of the head allowed for attach-

ment to another element.

Both its hairstyle and adornment set

this figure apart from the more traditional

Mesopotamian-type bearded bull-man

with bovine horns and ears. The latter

90
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already appears on the earliest local-style

cylinder seals at the site of Kiiltepe and

was a popular image on contemporary

Acemhoyuk stamp seal impressions, where

the creature retained his traditional char-

acteristics but took on a variety of new

poses and functions.
1

ja

1. N. Ozgiic 1965, pp. 70-71; N. Ozgiic 1991,

pp. 308-9.
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Monkey

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 2.2 cm
(

7/8 in.); width 0.9 cm (% in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.152.9

'his small incised hippopotamus-ivory

plaque attributed to Acemhoyuk,

along with a tiny amulet made from a

piece of elephant tusk in the Metropolitan

Museum, captures the characteristic cheek

ridges and body form of the African guenon

monkey.
1 The monkey on the plaque, shown

squatting and holding ajar, is depicted

with a spotted coat, a striated ridge of fur

down the back, and a beaded necklace,

details that parallel two images of squat-

ting apes found in Egypt. The first is on a

late Old Kingdom vessel from the site of

Balat, in the Dakhleh Oasis, and takes the

form of a guenon holding a baby and wear-

ing an actual necklace of alabaster beads.

The second, a Middle Kingdom baboon

from Abydos (in the Metropolitan Museum),

holds ajar and also wears a beaded neck-

lace, this one incised on its body along

with a shell-shaped pendant.
2
There can

be no doubt that the representation is a

remarkable quotation of unexpected details

from Egyptian originals—such as the

wearing ofjewelry.
3
In the Nile Valley,

the monkey was not only a beloved pet

—

accompanying sailors on ships, perched on

the backs of chairs, and, beginning in the

Old Kingdom, shown meddling with offer-

ings in private tombs—but it also appeared

on scarabs and amulets as a symbol of

fecundity and of magical sexual powers in

the afterlife.
4

The image of a seated animal holding

a vessel resonated in the ancient Near

Eastern world, with its long tradition of

representing animals acting like humans.
5

On cylinder seal impressions on documents

from Kiiltepe, rows of crouching monkeys

are shown holding ewers, in association

with a water god.
6

ja

1. Harper 1969, p. 161, fig. 10.

2. Vallogia 1986, pp. 116-17, pi. LXIV, no. 1045,

pi. lxxxi, no. 1046: Balat; Hayes 1953,

p. 245, fig. 157: MMA 10.176.54.

3. Arnold (1995, no. 81) also mentions the wear-

ing of bracelets and armlets.

4. Andrews 1994, pp. 66-67.

5. See Pittman in Art ofthe First Cities 2003,

pp. 43-45.

6. N. Ozgiic 1965, pi. XX:60.
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Vessel

Silver

Height 13.2 cm (5% in.); diameter

10.5 cm (4'/8 in.)

Karashamb, Great Kurgan

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd

millennium B.C.

History Museum of Armenia, Yerevan,

Republic of Armenia 2867-1

Height 11.3 cm (4V2 in.); diameter 9.8 cm

(3% in.)

Trialeti, Kurgan V

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd

millennium B.C.

Georgian National Museum, Tbilisi, Georgia

'hese two silver goblets were exca-

JL vated about fifty years apart—in 1937

and 1987—from rich burials in Karashamb

and Trialeti in the southern Caucasus.
1

Similar in size and shape and made of sin-

gle sheets of silver, they are decorated

with raised figural imagery with chased

and punched details arranged in horizon-

tal registers that share several elements:

the pointed rosettelike ornament on the

lower body, a procession of two alternat-

ing animals, and a central scene of an

important personage holding a goblet and

seated on a stool with crossed struts; in

front of the figure is a table with hooved

feet approached from the other direction

by an individual also holding a goblet. All

figures wear footgear with upturned toes,

and walking figures wear garments that

seem to be tunics and trousers. While the

human figures on both vessels have large

eyes, a prominent nose, and a receding

chin, those on the Karashamb goblet are

hairless, while those on the Trialeti goblet

have both hair and beards. The relief on

the Trialeti goblet is flatter, and there are

fewer figure types; overall, it presents a

relatively static and quiet scene in contrast

to the greater variety, movement, and vio-

lence on the Karashamb vessel. The goblet

from Trialeti Kurgan V bears two regis-

ters of figural ornament, while the goblet
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56 56, alternate view

from the Great Kurgan at Karashamb has

five. Many of the images and compositions

on these vessels are rare or completely

absent in earlier periods in the southern

Caucasus and uncommon during this

period as well.
2

From the time they were first pub-

lished, connections between the imagery

on the goblets and that seen on artistic

production of the ancient Near East have

been noted.
3 Among the parallels drawn

by Kuftin was that to Cappadocian cylin-

der seals;* indeed, Anatolian local style

seals of the Old Assyrian Trading Colony

period found at Kiiltepe share many details

with the imagery on the goblets, which

may indicate that the origin of such Near

Eastern motifs as the seated personage

was Anatolia.
5

There has been much discussion of the

meaning of the scenes on these goblets.
6

Kuftin suggested a cult scene connected

with a forest divinity on the Trialeti gob-

let,
7
while others have seen Indo-European

myth on both vessels. The Karashamb

goblet is interpreted as a reflection of

political authority
9
or bearing images of

earthly princes and mythical realms.
10

The variety of interpretations results from

the appearance of new (and ancient Near

Eastern) motifs in a cultural setting with-

out written texts. Thus many approaches

and points of view, including art-historical

analysis, anthropological theory, archaeo-

logical typology, and national traditions,

have been brought to bear.

The goblets are assigned to the

Trialeti-Vanadzor (Kirovakan) culture,

known almost exclusively from burial

remains and thus dated primarily on the

basis of internal typologies and external

comparative materials to the early centu-

ries of the second millennium B.C.
11 The

location of most of the richest burials in

areas of high pasture and the fact that set-

tlements were few and mostly insubstan-

tial suggest a primarily pastoral economy

in the southern Caucasus and nearby

areas in this period.
12
Through the goblet

imagery and other goods found in these

burials, one can argue that the elites of

this region were enriched by interaction

with the Near East through exchange

stimulated by or heightened through the

Assyrian trade network. kr

1. Kuftin 1941; Oganesian 1992a; Oganesian

1992b.

2. For a detailed discussion, see Rubinson 2006,

pp. 254- 61.

3. Kuftin 1941, pp. 86-88; Oganesian 1988;

Oganesian 1992a; and see Rubinson 2003

for a review of previous research and

literature.

4. Kuftin 1941, p. 88.

5. Rubinson 2003, pp. 140-41; Rubinson 2006,

pp. 255-58.

6. Kushnareva 1997, pp. 111-12.

7. Kuftin 1941, p. 163.

8. Oganesian 1992a, pp. 93-98; Areshian 1988.

9. A. Smith 2001, p. 166.

10. Boehmer and Kossack 2000, pp. 18, 24.

11. Kuftin 1941; Gogadze 1972; Rubinson 1977;

Kushnareva 1997, pp. 108-14; Avetisyan and

Bobokhyan 2007, pp. 126-27.

12. Kushnareva 1997, pp. 208-9; Puturidze 2003.
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Necklace Beads

Gold, agate, carnelian

Length 36 cm (WA in.)

Trialeti, Kurgan VIII

Late 3rd-middle 2nd millennium B.C.

Georgian National Museum, Tbilisi, Georgia

S9-63:622-628

This spectacular group of gold and

semiprecious stone beads exhibits an

array of elements that were likely not pro-

duced together or originally strung

together. They were found in Kurgan VIII

at Trialeti in the southern Caucasus, a

region that has yielded some extraordi-

nary and sophisticated finds but has yet to

be fully understood chronologically (see

cat. nos. 55, 56).
1

Because the people of

this area were primarily nomadic, few set-

tlements with stratified finds have been

discovered. Consequently, the chronology

is based largely on stylistic comparisons of

external material with the objects from

the burial kurgans that are the hallmark

of this culture. Furthermore, the kurgans

are above-ground structures that have

been entered repeatedly over time. The

objects found within them thus may have

been produced and deposited at different

times, and dating them can be controver-

sial. For example, this group of beads, and

Kurgan VIII itself, has been assigned con-

flicting dates, spanning from the late third

to the mid-second millennium B.C.
2

In fact, on technical grounds it is most

plausible that, considered individually,

the beads indeed span the entire range of

dates. In addition, they find parallels in

several cultures (see pp. 101-3). They may

have been manufactured locally with

inspiration from various sources, collected

from the sources themselves and depos-

ited together at Trialeti, or a combination

of both. Most interesting is the central

element of agate, which is likely an heir-

loom from third-millennium B.C. southern

Mesopotamia.
3

It was reused here in a

setting with garnet and granulation that

is similar in style and technique to a medal-

lion from Byblos that dates from the first

half of the second millennium B.C.
4 When

the element was taken apart for conserva-

tion, it was discovered that the agate

stone had been broken in half and covered

by the design of the later setting. Ama-

zingly, this one bead alone combines ele-

ments that date from the late third to the

middle of the second millennium B.C. and

demonstrates influences from Byblos to

southern Mesopotamia.

The presence of such a diverse group of

beads in the elite burial assemblages of the

Trialeti kurgans is an indication not only

that the people buried there used objects

and employed styles from a range of times

and places but also that they considered

them highly prized possessions. KB

1. There is a large body ofliterature on the

chronology of the region, much of it pub-

lished only in Russian or in Georgian. For a

comprehensive review of the chronological

issues in English, see Rubinson 1977.

2. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pp. 74-75; Lilyquist

1993, p. 41; Puturidze 2005, pp. 16-19.

3. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 26, fig. 19a, p. 65,

pi. 45.

4. Ibid., pi. 69; Lilyquist 1993, p. 38, fig. 11.
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TEXTS, TRADE, AND TRAVELERS
JACK M. SASSON

Zimri-Lim had been on the throne of Mari for less

than ten years, weathering tribal insurrections and

attacks from neighboring powers, when he made

his famous trip to the Mediterranean (fig. 31). He

could not refuse a summons from his embattled father-in-law,

Yarim-Lim, who ruled from Aleppo in a large kingdom in

Syria called Yamhad. Zimri-Lim (ca. 1775-1760 b.c.) assem-

bled more than four thousand men and sealed in coffers a

goodly portion of his movable wealth, including precious gifts

and tin ingots. Together with an enormous retinue that

included soldiers, officers, wives, concubines, administrators,

artisans, and servants, the king set forth on a journey that

covered hundreds of kilometers and lasted about six months.

Zimri-Lim was not the only ruler of this era to embark on

such an expedition; the legendary Gilgamesh had sought to

make his name in the Cedar Forest and the troops of Zimri-

Lim's predecessor, his father Yahdun-Lim, had waded in the

Mediterranean. But the voyage of Zimri-Lim is exceptional,

not least because its itinerary is charted by administrative

documents, to which we shall return.

People

By the end of the third millennium B.C., much of western Asia

had fallen into increased political fragmentation, perhaps as a

result of climatic changes and environmental degradation. A
major shift in the power structure had occurred: from the

flanks ofthe Zagros Mountains westward to the Mediterranean,

the landscape was dotted with city-states, each with a rela-

tively small area of influence. Dynasties rose and collapsed

and territories swelled and eroded faster than the hopes and

fears of their leaders. We recognize the existence ofmany eth-

nic groups in this area—Elamites in the Iranian plateau,

Hurrians in northeastern Mesopotamia (which likely also

included related peoples such as the Turukkus and the Lullus),

Indo-Europeans (among them the Hittites and the Luwians of

Anatolia), and Kassites, the future rulers of Babylon—but the

major stock was Semitic, with remnants of Akkadians in the

Detail of cat. no. 65

Babylonian south, and Assyrians, best known for their mer-

chant colonies in central Anatolia. Arameans may have made

an early appearance as Sutu nomads and later as Ahlamus.

Our sources, however, tell us most about the Amorites. We
apply this ethnic term to several different tribal groups. Some

regarded themselves as heirs to the third-millennium b.c.

Sumerian and Akkadian dynasties. (One Amorite king of Mari,

Yasmah-Addu, is scolded for speaking only Akkadian!) Others,

such as the Numha and the Yamutbal, were pastoralists who

gathered about the walls of fortified areas. The largest groups

belonged to the Yaminite (southern) and Sim'alite (northern)

coalitions, and these in turn embraced subtribes and clans,

each with ambitions to overtake neighboring cities. What they

did have in common, however, was a language: Amorite, the

"Western" branch of Semitic. Amorites spoke their language

in a variety of dialects, but strangely hardly used it when writ-

ing letters on cuneiform tablets. (We know the language

mostly from names, nouns, and occasionally verbs.) They also

had an extended kinship organization that they adapted to

political life, with kings and vassals referring to each other as

"fathers, sons, and brothers," exchanging gifts that included

garments and beloved daughters, and orchestrating symbolic

arrangements at ceremonial tables.

Trade and Exchange
In this period of obligatory gift-giving, regulated by strict

etiquette as well as by commercial value,
1 we have more details

about what was exchanged than what was traded, the difference

being that the former included objects and materials swapped

between rulers. Merchants would supply materials from one

region where there was a surplus to another where there was a

shortage. Among the goods and products they bought and sold

were people (slaves), livestock, grain, oils, wine, and honey. Raw

materials—wool, leather, wood, reed, stones, metals—were

purchased and processed locally or acquired as basic stock

(mostly textiles and pottery). We learn from the Mari archives

that merchants also played a crucial role in restoring harmony

after wars, moving freely across frontiers to ransom prisoners

and then returning them to their homes for profit.



Musicians came to Mari from Qatna, Aleppo, and Carchemish;

but traffic in talent moved also in the opposite direction. We
know, for example, that Mari sent singers to Aleppo. Women

from the courts of defeated enemies were sent to Mari maestros

who trained them to chant, sing, dance, and play instruments.
2

Male musicians often attempted to escape their employment

for more favorable situations.
3

It may have been to prevent

them from escaping that young men were sometimes blinded

before being handed over for instruction.
4

The traffic in professional artists and artisans was not lim-

ited to musicians; indeed, any specialist was a candidate

—

physicians, translators, incantation specialists, gymnasts,

seamstresses, and all manner of kitchen workers. There is a

whole category of individuals whose expertise was needed to

sharpen the solemnity of religious ceremonies and perform at

festivals. Not far from Mari, at Der, an annual ritual to honor

Ishtar was held before the king, with priests and choristers

chanting dirges and laments. The program included a pre-

cisely choreographed performance of fire and sword swallow-

ers, jugglers, wrestlers, acrobats, and masqueraders. These

performers may have been local, but we can also imagine

that they made the circuit from one fixed festival to another.

Their services were rewarded with gifts ofjewelry, garments,

and meat.
5

In the Mari archives, we read also about the movement of

smiths, weavers, masons, dressers of menhirs, jewelers, scribes

(especially those with a knowledge of Sumerian), barbers, ani-

mal fatteners, and vintners. But most frequently recorded is

the transfer of diviners and physicians, no doubt because the

age was troubled by warfare and the epidemics that ensued.

We know many such professionals by name and can even fol-

low their careers as they shuttled from one trouble spot to

another. Diviners would decipher the will of heaven by exam-

ining the innards of a sheep, and no army would set forth with-

out a diviner in tow—and presumably also a flock of sheep. We
read about diviners dispatched by allied rulers meeting far

from home to collate auguries. Physicians attended the sick,

and the best among them would travel long distances to col-

lect a particularly efficacious herb. Not surprisingly, we occa-

sionally find diviners and physicians working in tandem:

My lord should give strict orders to make Meranum, the

physician, reach me by boat so that he canjoin me quickly.

My lord should also send along with him (the diviner) Ishkhi-

Addu. As Ishkhi-Addu takes the omens, Meranum will dress

wounds. My lords must give strict orders so that these men

will get here quickly by boat or by chariot.
6

Elsewhere, we read of the same physician, Meranum, being

fetched to attend to an elderly chief musician, who was suffer-

ing from debilitating anxiety.
7

Some physicians earned prestige because they practiced

abroad. A provincial governor requests that a physician from

Mardaman (in Hurrian territory) clear an obstinate abscess

behind the ear,
8
and a letter from Zimri-Lim's personal valet

indicates that such a reputation was well earned:

My lord had written me about the [herbal] drugfor an

inflamed blister by a Mardaman physician attached to the

administrative bureau. I have placed under seal the drug that

has come to mefrom the mountain regions, and I have sent to

my lord with Lagamal-abum these physicians and their drugs.

Now my lord has already tried the drug against an inflamed

blister by the physician attached to the administrative bureau.

I myselfhave tried the drugfor an inflamed blister by the

Mardaman physician, and it was effective. Together with

Hammi-shagish, I have tried it several times, and it was

effective. Abuma-nasi drank it, and it was effective.
9

Exchanges among the elite included ceremonial weapons

and finished products such as garments, shoes and belts,

jewelry, and furniture. There was also traffic in the unusual

(glass), the artistic (vessels shaped as animals, real or imag-

ined), and the distinctive (models of Cretan ships). Much in

demand were seasonals (desert truffles) and exotic animals

(wild cats, bears, elephant hides, ostriches and their eggs).

Anything that entered or left the palace as a gift was duly

registered, for example: "3 oxen, 12 sheep, stored and sealed

in 2 containers and 15 reed baskets; to remove from a depot at

the Terqa palace, for taking to Mari. Assigned to Palusu-lirik;

at the loft of the 'Meat-storeroom.'"
10

Occasionally, a surplus of precious goods would lead a king

to sell rather than hoard them for future disposal. To do so,

diplomats were commissioned to secure the best price during

their journeys, and they eagerly tried to gain favor with their

lord, as this letter to Zimri-Lim makes clear:

About the rock-crystal that my lord conveyed to me and the

price he setfor it, writing "Regarding the pricefor this rock-

crystal: it could be higher than what I am setting itforyou,

but not less. " This is what my lord wrote me. However, on

the price of the rock-crystal that my lord has setfor me, what

ifpeople lower it by JO or 20 shekels, what would my deci-

sion be?My lord has sent me this letter as ifI had not been

part of the palace! Infact, I had said, "I need to sell the rock-

crystal that my lord sent me at a higher price than what he

had setfor me; I shouldfetch 10 to 20 shekels more!"

Now then, according to my lord's instruction, I will sell

this rock-crystal and I shall use as much money as my lord

had assigned me to purchase either tin or lapis-lazuli, depend-

ing on what Ifind available. It is possible that rock-crystal is

abundant or scarce in this land; but who can tell? Regarding

what my lord has instructed, I will not be negligent.'
1

Kings sent statues of themselves to distant gods and thrones

to newly installed vassals, a gift symbolic of their authority.

Earlier in the second millennium B.C., horses of specific regions

(Qatna and Carchemish) or of specific colors (white) were

highly sought. Their care received the highest attention, with
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Figure 31. Map of Zimri-Lim's route from Mari to the Mediterranean.

one letter from Zimri-Lim urging that Qatna horses be kept

in the largest space within the palace—one decorated with

wall paintings, no less—where they could avoid direct sun-

light.
12

In another letter the king of Qatna complains bitterly

to his peer in Ekallatum about lack of reciprocity:

deem us equal! This house isyour house. What is lacking in

your house that a brother cannotfulfill the need ofhis equal?

Ifyou do notplan to send me any tin, I should not have been

in the least upset over it. Areyou not the great king? Why

haveyou done this? This house isyour house!
13

This matter is notfor discussion; yet I must say it now and

vent myfeelings. Tou are the great king. When you placed a

request with mefor 2 horses, I indeed had them conveyed to

you. But you, you sent me [only] 20 pounds of tin. Without

doubt, whenyou sent this paltry amount of tin, you were not

seeking to be honorable with me. Hadyou planned sending

nothing at all—by the god ofmyfather!—would I be angry?

Among us in Qatna, the value ofsuch horses is 600 shekels

[that is, 10pounds] ofsilver. Butyou sent mejust 20pounds

of tin! What would anyone hearing this say? He could not

Travel

Travel during this period was extensive, on rivers, by sea, and

across the land. The great rivers, the Tigris and especially the

Euphrates, their tributaries, and the many canals cut from

them teemed with boats, barges, and rafts shuttling merchants,

soldiers, and diplomats up and down the Syro-Mesopotamian

heartland. Some cities, such as Mari, profited from hefty

imposts on river traffic. The king of Aleppo, in a letter in the

Mari archives, recalls sending five hundred boats to control
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Diniktum, across the Tigris toward Elam, an expedition beyond

our easy fathom.

To the west the Mediterranean connected western Asia,

Egypt, Anatolia, Cyprus (the source of much copper), and the

Aegean. Although we do not know the vocabulary for sea

travel until the Late Bronze Age, the presence of merchants

and dragomans in such places as Ugarit assures us that this

sea trade was already active.

To reach some cities, however, such as Aleppo in Syria or

Kanesh in central Anatolia, and when hostilities prevented

riverine connections, feet and hooves were necessary. To enter

Qatna from the Mari region, caravans traveled along the

Euphrates, veering sharply westward into the Syrian Desert,

reaching Palmyra before heading to Nashala and Qatna. The

journey took about twelve days and was made on donkeys,

since camels had not yet been widely domesticated. This is the

route that the armies of Shamshi-Adad (Samsi-Addu) likely

took on their mission to the Beqa' Valley or when his troops

went to fetch a Qatna bride for his son.

Overland routes were heavily used, with caravan stops

along the way; the itineraries are occasionally preserved in

letters. There were many reasons for setting forth, but essen-

tially they fall into four categories:

1. Commercial. To eager consumers, merchants distributed

materials from distant locales—lapis lazuli was imported

from Afghanistan and copper from Sinai and Cyprus.

Mesopotamia, a breadbasket, imported practically every-

thing else. While most distributions were done by relay,

many merchants themselves traveled far beyond their home-

towns. In doing so, they were inviting targets for brigands

who, not infrequently, were supported by local rulers. To

give themselves clout, merchants often formed associations,

selecting an "overseer" to represent their interests. They

also benefited from protective agreements between rulers.

The shielding of merchants from abusive hosts is described

in an epic that featured the great Sargon of Akkad

(ca. 2334-2279 B.C.), who allegedly drove his armies deep

into Anatolia to punish their oppressors. The Mari tablets

include frequent reports of harm that came to merchants in

transit, occasionally initiated by rulers themselves.
14

But

there is also the statement by a high officer about the free-

dom merchants enjoyed in crossing borders, both in peace

and in war, gathering gossip along the way.
15

Merchants paid all sorts of tolls (and likely also bribes)

when traversing territory or navigating past major cities, and

officials kept a sharp eye on smuggling, occasionally using the

gods or their emblems to uncover illicit traffic in slaves. We
can reconstruct the affairs of many individual merchants

from tablets said to come from Dilbat, Larsa, Kish, Sippar, Ur,

and other Babylonian towns. But our best example of long-

distance trading comes to us from the Old Assyrian period

(see pp. 70-73).

2. Diplomatic. Many activities kept the powers of western Asia

tightly knit. Though largely administrative, the palace

archives of Mari include hundreds of letters that flesh out a

world in which movement to and from capitals by ambassa-

dors and messengers was recorded with exceptional detail.

Light is shed even on the private undertakings of rulers

investing in foreign lands. Kings would maintain large estates

in friendly territories, run by trusted officials and overflowing

with the necessities of the good life. Hammurabi of Babylon

settled one of his sons in such a unit near Mari, thus providing

him with a useful diplomatic apprenticeship. These units also

functioned as banks, with payments made upon handing over

receipts. Kings are even known to have purchased entire

towns in areas far from their homeland, likely hedging against

politically troubled times. Late in his career, Zimri-Lim pur-

chased towns near Alalakh, close to the Mediterranean coast.

The traffic required to maintain such long-distance purchases

was undoubtedly impressive.

There is ample testimony also about the art of diplomacy.

Ambassadors were charged with smoothing out relations

with—no less than spying on—allies, overlords, and vassals.

Rarely did they travel without gifts. And when they reached

their destination, they would collect for their sovereign the

same, a form of recycled wealth. Their appearances at court

were highly choreographed, with seating arrangements reflect-

ing the status of their lords.

A fine example of a grand send-off comes from Shamshi-

Adad, writing to his son in Mari:

The day after sending this letter ofmine, the messengers

from Dilmun (Bahrain) will leave Shubat-Enlil (Tell

Leilan). Wealthy men at their arrival should hire 10 poor

folks who can accompany them, so that with their wages they

could support theirpeople, therefore traveling happily. Ifyou

send off the wealthy [by themselves], they will simply aban-

don the caravan. Tou must simply not send the wealthy off.

[To be sent]

-30 rams, 30 liters offine oil, 60 liters of linseed

oil—poured into leather bottles, (plus) 3 liters ofjuniper

seed, and boxwood (essence);

-For the 10 Dilmun (messengers) and their servants:

leather bottles (outres), 1 perperson; shoes, 2 each

-For servants of mine: leather bottles, 1 each; shoes,

2 each;

-For 7 craftsmen: leather bottles, 1 each; shoes, 2 each;

-For the 10 men who accompany themfrom Shubat-

Enlil: leather bottles, 1 each; shoes, 2 each;

-For the 10 load-donkey: 10 ropes, each 1.5 cubits.

Total: 52 leather bottles; 64 pairs of shoes, one large bag;

10 ropes, of 1.5 cubits. Let it be arranged as per this tablet.
16

3. Dynastic marriages. With western Asia fractured into many

powers, each with satellite dependents, interdynastic marriage
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became widespread. Princesses, sisters, and daughters of rulers

normally married below their own status, thus retaining impor-

tance in the palace of vassal husbands.

Daughters and sisters of kings often functioned as pawns

in diplomatic marriages, and Zimri-Lim had many to give

away. Some were honored in their new homes, while others

were humiliated and wrote back heartbreaking notes. They

were all, however, expected to be the eyes and ears of their kin,

and to aid in this purpose, scribes were often included in the

dowries. Zimri-Lim gave his sister Liqtum in marriage to one

of his early supporters, Adalshenni, king of Burundum, a town

near Tur Abdin, a mountainous region in northern Syria,

which was a major stop along the trade route between Assyria

and Anatolia. Liqtum apparently used her scribe to argue her

husband's cause, and we have a letter from Zimri-Lim respond-

ing to her efforts:

About whatyou wrote me on establishingpeace and good-

will between me and Adalshenni and on engaging infrank

discussions between us; who would not want to have peace

and good-will? I am herewith sending a long communique

to Adalshenni about establishingpeace and good-will. May

peace and good-will be established between us.
17

But he also admonishes her:

In the land whereyou dwell, there are many ostriches; why

haveyou not sent to me ostriches?
18

Marriage was achieved after much negotiation, requiring

frequent diplomatic travel.
19
Marriage was also the occasion of

broad disbursement of gifts: father to daughter (nidittum;

"dowry"), groom to bride (terhatum; "bride-wealth"), and in-

laws to each other (biblum; "marriage gifts"). Feasting promoted

bonding and continued for days on end. The Mari archives

contain records of many such transactions, with bride-wealth

and dowry lists that included garments, jewelry, furniture, ser-

vants, and even scribes. We know of negotiations between the

houses of Qatna and Mari that resulted in the princess Beltum

being taken to a husband who did not fully appreciate

her—especially as she had cost his father 4 talents (240 pounds)

of silver.
20

In Mari, Beltum went dancing one midafternoon in

an open courtyard, suffering a severe sunstroke.
21

Our fullest documentation, however, concerns Zimri-Lim's

own marriage to Shiptu, daughter of the king of Aleppo. The

terhatum, sent through intermediaries, included necklaces of

gold and lapis lazuli, with intricate clasps and precious stones,

pectorals, leather objects, and hundreds of animals.
22 How she

arrived at Mari is revealed in a series of letters the ambassa-

dors wrote to Zimri-Lim during the mission.
23

4. Military. The role of armies in promoting trade contacts is

not always apparent, since their primary goal was to intimidate,

in the process of which they would maim, capture, and ransack.

Armies marched on their bellies, plundering food and equip-

ment in enemy territory. But they also took along a vast array

of auxiliaries, among them diviners, gods (as images), cooks,

smiths, and, for all sorts of reasons, women. The hope was

always to complete a mission in one season, around springtime;

some operations, however, took armies far distances and assign-

ments could stretch on for months. Troops could also be stuck

in garrisons for years, keeping watch on unstable vassals.
24

Nevertheless, in its wake, a successful military venture

often led to the dispersal of people and goods. When Zimri-

Lim conquered Ashlakka from his rebellious son-in-law, he

sent to Mari his share of the spoils: more than one hundred

women from the harem of the defeated king, among them the

victims of previous conquests. Some of the women, bringing

their talents to Mari, served as musicians, but most were

assigned to weaving, making garments that were later sold by

the palace or offered as gifts.

The Trip Westward
We return now to Zimri-Lim's trip to the Mediterranean with

which we began this essay (fig. 31). During his reign the king

was practically always on the road, inspecting strongholds,

bringing peace to warring allies, visiting daughters given to

vassals as "trophy" wives, and paying homage to diverse gods.

This trip westward, however, was not exactly a social outing.

The ruler who summoned him, his father-in-law Yarim-Lim,

had conferred on him status and legitimacy by giving him

Shiptu, his daughter from a concubine, and in return Yarim-

Lim was now calling on him to help against a pesky opponent.

We know that the trip began at the turn of the twelfth

month of the Mari calendar, not easily matched to ours but

likely just as the rains were slackening and before the brutal

summer was to set in. So let us imagine it was mid-April when

the caravan lumbered out of Mari. The king stopped by a

number of towns that were under his control, first along the

Euphrates and then up the Khabur. As he moved up the river,

he received gifts—mostly jewelry—from a number of his vas-

sals. This phase took about a month. The next phase brought

him farther upriver, and by mid-May, he was in territory under

the control of Haya-Sumu, a vassal made loyal by marrying

two of Zimri-Lim's daughters.

Three weeks later we find the king having crossed to the

region of the Balikh River, though some of his emissaries must

already have reached the Euphrates near present-day Tell

Munbaqa. Nearby was a temple to the god Dagan, and Zimri-

Lim paid him homage. He also offered his first gifts to Yarim-

Lim and his primary wife, Gashera. There were also gifts to

the great god Addu (Adad) of Aleppo.

Zimri-Lim stayed in Aleppo, his host's capital, for the next

few weeks, but toward the end of June, he was again on the

move, making his way toward the seacoast and sending gifts

far and wide in Syria; tin was the most sought-after present,

as it was a major component of bronze. We have the names of
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a number of local rulers who received his gifts, including Ibni-

Addu, king of Hazor.

Nearly three months after he had left Mari, Zimri-Lim came

to Ugarit. It was the first week of July, and the sea breezes

must have helped sustain him and his court during the hot

days. We do not know if Ugarit was yet the commercial metrop-

olis it came to be in the Late Bronze Age, but undoubtedly it

was under Aleppo's sphere of influence. From Ugarit, Zimri-

Lim continued to dispatch gifts, some to people who had

already benefited from his largesse, but also to new recipients,

including a songstress, Niqmi-Lanasi, who was a member of

Yarim-Lim's court. No doubt because his emissaries were

returning from their missions, we begin to read about gifts,

especially wine, from such cities as Qatna, Hazor, Ulme, and

Byblos.
25 Egypt—unless it is concealed under an undeciphered

name—is strikingly absent from the cuneiform records of the

time, when it was still ruled by the glorious Dynasty 12.

During his stay in Ugarit, Zimri-Lim likely visited neigh-

boring villages. It would appear that one of these locales, a

town called Alahtum, took his fancy as a safe haven where he

might end his days. A few years later we find his emissary

negotiating its purchase, and in spite of the incompetence of

his agent, Zimri-Lim eventually succeeded in obtaining his

wish. His hold over Alahtum, however, could not have lasted

long; for if that town proves to be Alalakh (Tell Atchana, near

the Orontes in the Amuq Valley; see pp. 197-98), it reverted

back to Aleppo's control fairly soon after the demise of Mari.

Zimri-Lim's stay in Ugarit lasted an entire month, after

which he retraced his steps before heading home. Soon he

was back in Aleppo. The administrative archives on this leg

of the journey begin to diminish around the beginning of

September. By this time, however, Zimri-Lim had received

urgent news of insurrections abroad, likely fomented by his

erstwhile allies the Elamites. A gruesome report reached him,

too, about the murder and beheading of one of his faithful vas-

sals, Qarni-Lim of Andariq. Zimri-Lim was at his capital by

the end of the month.
26 The vacation was over.
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ORNAMENTS OF INTERACTION:
THE ART OF THE JEWELER

KIM BENZEL

Many of the most spectacular works of art from the ancient

Near East and the eastern Mediterranean in the second

millennium B.C. are not easily attributable to a specific culture

or region or, by extension, to a place of manufacture. The jew-

elry finds from this era are prominent among the luxury items

that elude attribution primarily because of the mix of styles and

iconographies they present. Much has been written about the

hybrid nature of these ornaments from both art historical and

archaeological perspectives in an effort to sort out possible

sources of inspiration and manufacture; relatively little, how-

ever, has been said about the methods used to produce them.
1

By examining the technical aspects of these finds, it is possible

to discern nuances that may help shed light on the range of

their cultural contexts.
2

The Middle Bronze Age in the Near East and eastern Mediter-

ranean boasts a series of extraordinary caches of jewelry.

Among the sites from which they were excavated are Ebla in

Syria, Larsa in southern Mesopotamia, Trialeti in the Caucasus,

Byblos and Tell el-Ajjul in the Levant, Mallia on Crete, and

Tell el-Dab'a in Egypt. Because most of them were found in

hoards or graves, they are difficult to date with precision despite

having excavated contexts. Unexcavated items from this period

include the hoard considered to be from Dilbat, in southern

Mesopotamia; the pendant in the Petrie Museum ofArchaeology

in London, thought to come from Egypt; and the Aigina

Treasure, allegedly discovered on the Aegean island of Aigina.

While some of these pieces clearly exemplify jewelry traditions

from which they derive, others appear stylistically and techni-

cally diverse.

The ornaments from Ebla (cat. nos. 10-11, 13-16) display

designs and techniques with strong affiliations to those seen on

objects from both mainland Mesopotamia and Egypt. Some may

have been imports; others were made locally by craftsmen who

drew inspiration from these outside sources. The jewelry related

to Mesopotamian designs features simple, geometric background

forms densely covered with motifs and patterns composed of

finely executed granulation and wirework. The overall pieces

were then neatly trimmed and finished. In both style and work-

manship, several of the Ebla ornaments (cat. nos. 11, 14) may be

compared to pieces in the Dilbat hoard (cat. no. 4), specifically

the crescent and the granulated rosette medallions. Other

related examples from Mesopotamia are two medallions from

a hoard at Larsa
3
and an heirloom medallion from a grave at

Lefkandi on Euboia;
4
like the Ebla jewels they display elaborate

patterning beautifully executed on simple background forms.

Farther down the Levantine coast, at the site of Byblos, jew-

elry styles and techniques are more difficult to assign. Some

objects show clear connections to Egypt (cat. no. 29). Others

display distinctly Mesopotamian iconography, but in a style

found in other media at such sites as Ebla
5
rather than in

Mesopotamia proper. One example of this style can be seen on

the fittings for a fenestrated axe from Byblos (cat. no. 25). Instead

of richly ornamented and densely granulated surfaces, the fit-

tings are adorned with figural scenes executed in linear granula-

tion. One might note that linear granulation is technically much

more difficult to produce than the triangle and rosette patterns

seen on the previous examples. However, while the technique as

practiced in Egypt approached perfection,
6
that seen on the axe

fittings from Byblos is executed in a less careful manner.

At Tell el-Ajjul a style of technology that is quintessentially

Levantine can be clearly identified. While the iconography and

designs relate to the broader context of Mesopotamia, Egypt,

and Syria, the craftsmanship is marked by a summary execution

of techniques used elsewhere with greater success. The falcon

(cat. no. 221) is decorated with casually placed granules of vary-

ing sizes and has edges that are imprecisely finished, and the

nude female pendant (cat. no. 216) comprises a roughly cut-out

sheet incised in a schematic and inexact manner. This somewhat

casual style remains typical for purely Levantine workmanship

for much of the second millennium B.C.

Somewhere between the Mesopotamian and Egyptian-type

ornaments, with their refined design and workmanship, and the

locally produced Levantine pieces lies the disparate assortment

of beads from Trialeti (cat. no. 57). This group was perhaps

never actually strung together, as they are seen here. The stone

of the central element is possibly an heirloom from third-

millennium B.C. southern Mesopotamia.
7

It is reused in a set-

ting with stone inlays that, along with one of the large beads, is

related in style and workmanship to the medallion found in the

Montet jar at Byblos,
8

a roundel from Ebla,
9
and third-

millennium B.C. pinheads from Alaca Hoyuk in Anatolia.
10 A

different style and level of execution are manifest on the Trialeti
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Figure 32. Gold pendant. Mallia, Chrysolakkos cemetery. Middle

Minoan II. Archaeological Museum, Heraklion 559

bead decorated with linear granulation, resembling that on the

Byblos axe fittings. The workmanship here, as on the fittings, is

of lesser quality. Yet another bead has been linked to the design

and craftsmanship of a ring from Dahshur,
11

while the beads

with punched dots appear the most indigenous in style. Dot

decoration is seen on other objects produced in the vicinity of

Trialeti.
12

It is difficult to say if the beads were manufactured

locally with inspiration from various sources, collected from the

sources themselves and deposited together at Trialeti, or a com-

bination of the two.

The cultural connections between the pendant from Tell el-

Dab'a (cat. no. 62), the Petrie pendant (cat. no. 63), and the

Master ofAnimals pendant from the Aigina Treasure (cat. no. 58)

have been a source of great controversy. From a technical stand-

point, there is a strong link between the Dab'a and Petrie pen-

dants. In both the emphasis is on the figural, cutout shape rather

than on decorative details; the front sheet is rendered in low

repousse and attached to a flat back sheet, presumably by means

of solder; and neither is carefully finished at the seams, most

particularly at the seams inside the openwork portions. Surface

details of the figures are chased but not with great precision. In

Figure 33. Gold jewelry of Khnemet. Dahshur, funerary complex ofAmenemhat II, Tomb of Khnemet. Dynasty 12. Egyptian Museum Cairo
52975-9 *J r
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their lack of technical virtuosity they appear to be of Levantine

production, an attribution supported by at least one scholar's anal-

ysis of the stylistic and iconographic features (see cat. no. 62).

While the Master of Animals pendant from the Aigina

Treasure appears similar on a superficial level to the Dab'a

and Petrie pieces, the method of its manufacture is distinctly

different. The emphasis here is also on the openwork shape, but

the front sheet in low repousse is embedded into the flat back

sheet whose edges are folded upward to form what can best be

described as a shallow "pan." These edges are then smoothed

out against the openwork designs on the front sheet. There is

no flush join with a seam, as on the Dab'a and Petrie pendants,

but overlapping front and back sheets that appear to hold

together more or less on their own. The result is not much

neater than the poorly trimmed edges on the Dab'a and Petrie

pendants, but in approach and concept the technique is dramati-

cally different. It is also used on what are perhaps earrings from

the Aigina Treasure (cat. no. 59).
13

Mention should be made as well of the famous Minoan bee

ornament from Mallia on Crete (fig. 32). The Dab'a, Petrie, and

Aigina pendants are frequently compared with it and, based on

this relationship, attributed to Minoan manufacture. It must

be said that, on purely technical grounds, none of the three bear

any resemblance to the exquisitely made bee, whose masterly

workmanship combines extraordinarily fine granulation and

nearly perfectly trimmed edges and overall finishing. While

the openwork technique is employed in the composition, the

style is more sculptural than the flat, low relief of the other

three pieces. This sculptural quality compares with objects from

Minoan Crete
14
but contrasts with the three pendants. In its use

of undecorated but beautifully polished open areas combined

with areas of densely clustered granules and clean finish, the

bee pendant is reminiscent of jewelry from Dahshur, Egypt

(fig. 33). Only the pectoral from the Aigina Treasure (cat. no. 60)

compares in its technical mastery with the bee, although its

imagery derives from a different source.

1. See Lilyquist 1993 for the most comprehensive treatment of granulated

jewelry dating from 2500 to 1400 B.C. The study, however, does not

address jewelry without granulation such as the Tell el-Dab'a pendant

(cat. no. 62), the Petrie pendant (cat. no. 63), and the Aigina group

(cat. nos. 58-61).

2. The author was able to examine firsthand some of the pieces discussed;

observations about other pieces are based on detailed photography or

available published images.

3. Arnaud, Calvet, and Huot 1979, pi. II-.8.

4. Popham, Touloupa, and Sackett 1982, p. 172, pi. xxmb; of further inter-

est is that the suspension loop on the Lefkandi medallion is made and

attached exactly like the ones on each of the the Dilbat medallions.

5. See Matthiae in Ebla 1995, p. 421, no. 290, and p. 422, no. 291.

6. See Lilyquist 1993, figs. 8c, d, 10b.

7. See Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pp. 74-75, fig. 19a, pi. 45.

8. Ibid., pi. 69.

9. F. Baffi Guardata in Ebla 1995, p. 481, no. 400.

10. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pp. 42-43, fig. 25a.

11. Lilyquist 1993, p. 41, fig. 8f.

12. Unterwegs zumgoldenen Flies 1995, p. 72, pi. 51.

13. For other uses of a similar "pan" technique, see Effinger 1996, pis. 19a,

24a, 30a, 38b, 44d. Interestingly, these examples are all Minoan in origin.

14. Wolters 1983, p. 100, pis. 49, 50.
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Master of Animals
Pendant

Gold

Height 6 cm (2% in.); width 6.3 cm (2V2 in.)

Aigina Treasure

ca. 1750-1550 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1892.5-20.8

This pendant is perhaps the best-

known element in the so-called

Aigina Treasure, a remarkable group of

jewelry said to have come from the island

of Aigina in the late nineteenth century.
1

Because the circumstances of the find are

not known,
2
the Treasure remains some-

what mysterious, and the dating and

primary stylistic affinities of the group

are open to debate.

The pendant is made of two sheets

of gold, one folded over the other (see

pp. 101-3). The front sheet is embossed

in the repousse technique, and the imag-

ery appears in relief. Central to the piece

is a male figure whose outstretched hands

touch the necks of two large birds, per-

haps geese, which face away from him.

He stands among lotus flowers on what

may be a stylized boat. Pairs of ridged,

curving elements with budlike ends flank

the figure and enclose the birds. Five

hanging discs decorate the lower edge

of the pendant.

The figure stands with his upper body

facing front and his legs in profile to the

right. He wears a tall, apparently feathered

headdress, the top of which is formed into

a loop for suspension. His face is somewhat

triangular, with the features carefully

delineated. Two large discs may be ear-

rings or curls. He wears a belted, kiltlike

garment with a long tassel down the front,

and possibly boots. His upper torso is

bare, and he wears armlets and bracelets.

The pose, in which a central figure sub-

dues pairs of animals, is known as the

Master (or Mistress) of Animals stance. It

signals that this figure is a divinity who

controls nature through his power over

wild animals.

In the first modern publication of the

Aigina Treasure,
3
Higgins identified

the figure as a Minoan nature god, point-

ing out affinities between his costume and

examples in Minoan iconography.
4 The

strange ridged elements with budlike ends

curving up from behind the god may be

vegetal, or they may be stylized bull's

horns, which would again reflect Minoan

artistic convention and underline the

divinity of the male figure.

In addition to Minoan iconography,

the pendant displays other influences, not

least that of Egypt. Lotus flowers, for

example, are common in Egyptian art, and

the figure stands on something resembling

the stylized papyrus boats known from

later Egyptian representations. Close

comparisons can be made between this

piece and two examples found in Egypt,
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the Tell el-Dab 'a and Petrie pendants

(cat. nos. 62, 63).
5
Like Aigina, Tell el-Dab a

saw the importation of Minoan Kamares

pottery—the fine ware used in early

Minoan palaces (see p. 59).

Scholars have also noted both technical

and stylistic affinities between this piece

and the Bronze Age jewelry of Anatolia and

Syria-Levant.
6 The inhabitants of Aigina

were great sailors and were clearly far

from isolated; it is not surprising that jew-

elry attributed to the island should partake

of a broader international style.

JLF

1. A. Evans 1892-93.

2. The site of Kolonna, on Aigina, flourished in

the Middle Bronze Age, and the tombs of the

wealthy Middle Helladic inhabitants are a

feasible, though unproven, findspot for the

Treasure. See Kilian-Dirlmeier 1997.

3. Higgins 1957.

4. Higgins has not gone unchallenged: see

Rehak 1996.

5. These interconnections are discussed in two

forthcoming papers, Aruz 2008b and Collon

2008; see also Aruz 2008a, p. 109.

6. First published as Minoan in Walberg 1991a,

pp. 111-12. See also Schiestl 2008.
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Earrings (?)

Gold, carnelian

Diameter ca. 6.5 cm (2/4 in.)

Aigina Treasure

ca. 1750-1550 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1892.5-20.11, 12

Within a hoop in the form of a double-

headed snake is a symmetrical

arrangement of two dogs face-to-face and,

beneath their forepaws, a pair of back-

to-back monkeys. Because of their slender

bodies and elongated muzzles, the dogs

have been described as greyhounds. Their

tails are formed from wire, and wire also

decorates their ears. One forepaw rests on

Figure 34. Pectoral of Mereret, gold and semiprecious stones. Dahshur, funerary complex of
Senwosret III, Tomb of Mereret. Dynasty 12. Egyptian Museum, Cairo je 30875
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the monkeys' heads; the other forepaw is

raised to rest on a carnelian bead. Fine

wire around their necks represents their

collars, with two chains decorated with

carnelian beads attached to the inside of

the hoop, serving as leashes. The seated

monkeys, also with slender bodies, raise

their hands to their faces. Their heads are

rather shapeless, though a large eye is

indicated on each. A curving element

springs from their feet to support the

dogs' hind paws.

Fourteen pendants were originally sus-

pended from the hoop: seven in the form of

plain discs on chains and seven in the form

of birds on chains, each decorated with a

carnelian bead. The birds, which are sus-

pended from the tail and thus hang upside

down, can probably be identified as owls.

Their faces are frontal, and they each have

two big eyes and outspread wings with

beaded upper edges.

The ornaments are hollow and essen-

tially identical on each side. This would fit

with their identification as earrings, though

it is not entirely clear how they were worn.

They lack any obvious means of suspen-

sion from the ear, and if they were indeed

worn as earrings, the dangling elements

would have fallen together in a rather

tangled way. They show almost no sign of

wear, so it remains possible that they were

made specifically for the grave and were

arranged with the elements radiating from

the disc (as they are for museum display).

The earrings have no close parallels

as complete objects. Large earrings are

known in Aegean iconography and are

shown, for example, on the Thera frescoes,
1

though they seem less elaborate than the

Aigina Treasure examples. Higgins com-

pared the general scheme of the con-

fronted animals to a well-known Egyptian

pectoral ornament of princess Mereret
2

that dates to about 1850 B.C. (fig. 34); the

suspended birds (rather than owls) also

find parallels in the jewelry of princess

Khnemet from Dahshur (see fig. 33).
3

Monkeys as motifs in art have been dis-

cussed by Collon in her survey of Near

Eastern connections with the Aigina

Treasure.
4

jlf

1. Doumas 1992.

2. Higgins 1979.

3. For Khnemet 's jewelry, see Terrace and

Fischer 1970, pp. 69-71.

4. Collon 2008.
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Pectoral with Sphinx Head
Terminals

Gold

Length 10.6 cm (4% in.)

Aigina Treasure

ca. 1750-1550 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1892.5-20.7

This sweeping curve of double-thick-

ness gold terminates in two striking

profile heads, with ten discs suspended from

its lower edge. Suspension loops above the

heads show that the ornament was originally

attached to cords or chains and was presum-

ably worn around the neck or on the chest.

The heads have straight profiles, large

oval eyes, and two backward-sweeping

locks of hair terminating in large curls.

The curls indicate that these should prob-

ably be seen as the heads not of humans

but of sphinxes. The eyes and eyebrows

are now empty spaces, but early observers

noted traces of blue, indicating that they

were probably originally inlaid, perhaps

with lapis lazuli.

The front and back sheets of the pecto-

ral were carefully soldered all the way

around the edge, and the back is flat. As
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a result of the very solid, high-quality

workmanship, this piece stands out from

the other items in the Aigina Treasure.

The low-relief design of the heads on the

front sheet was worked initially by repousse

from behind. Details of the noses and

mouths and the long hair curls were chased

in from the front.

The sphinx heads can be compared to

Minoan works, and they bear a fairly close

resemblance to the sphinx of a ceramic

applique for a vessel found at Mallia on

Crete (see fig. 46b).
1

It has also been pointed

out, however, that they resemble sphinxes

both on bullae and on ivories attributed to

Acemhoyuk (see cat. no. 46b).
2
Thus, as

with other items in the group, the purely

Minoan interpretation perhaps does not

tell the whole story. jlf

1. Heraklion Archaeological Museum n 19818,

illustrated in Krete-Aigyptos 2000, no. 33.

2. Poursat 1973; Aruz 2008a, p. 100; Collon 2008.
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Roundels

Gold

Average diameter 0.4 cm (% in.)

Aigina Treasure

ca. 1750-1550 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1892.5-20.42/33/64/63/31/47/27/35/70/66

These ten gold plaques come from a

group of fifty-four essentially identi-

cal plaques that are part of the Aigina

Treasure. Each features a convex central

boss surrounded by a border of eight

running loops. Each boss is decorated

with an eight-petal rosette, indicated

by dotted lines, and has a raised edge with

hatched lines. Each loop is decorated

with grooved lines. It is probable that the

basic dome and loop form was made by

embossing the gold sheets into a single

open mold. The plaque decoration was

finished by chasing details from the

front and by punching dots along scored

guidelines seen on the surface of the

domes.

Each disc is pierced in four places

at the outer edge of the spirals. It seems

probable that they were originally sewn

to fabric as decoration for a garment or a

shroud. Larger, flatter plaques with a

variety of different motifs, found in con-

siderable numbers in the Shaft Graves

at Mycenae,
1

are probably the closest

parallels to the Aigina plaques,
2
although,

unlike the latter, they were not mass-

produced, jlf

1. Schliemann 1878.

2. For an alternative interpretation of the

design, which has clear parallels in central

Anatolia, the source of some elements in the

Aigina Treasure, see cat. no. 62, and Aruz

2008a, p. 110.
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EGYPT, THE LEVANT, AND THE AEGEAN
FROM THE HYKSOS PERIOD TO THE RISE

OF THE NEW KINGDOM
DAVID O'CONNOR

Between about 1640 and 1550 B.C., geopolitical and cultural

interaction between Egypt and the Levant intensified to

an unprecedented degree, motivated primarily by a dynasty of

Levantine origin—the Hyksos—which dominated northern

Egypt.
1

Their kings were described in Egyptian records as heka

khasut ("rulers of foreign lands"), which was transformed by

Greek sources into Hyksos.
2
This symbiotic relationship between

the two regions not only was an important prelude to Egypt's

deep involvement in the Levant during the subsequent New

Kingdom, but it also generated tensions between the Hyksos

in northern Egypt and the Theban-based rulers in the south.

Eventually, open warfare led to the overthrow of the Hyksos in

1550 B.C. and to the rise of the New Kingdom, here defined as the

period spanning the reigns of kings Ahmose I (1550-1525 B.C.)

and Thutmose I (ca. 1504-1492 B.C.).
3 During the New

Kingdom, Egypt, like much of the Near East, developed strong

contacts with the Aegean world.

Geopolitical Contexts

Even prior to the Hyksos period, the geopolitical situation in

the Levant, and in the Near East in general, was extraordinarily

volatile.
4
Throughout the Tigris-Euphrates Valley and in Syria,

relatively small states, led by local dynasties, competed for

power. Periodically, larger states were formed out of these dis-

parate elements but sooner or later collapsed back into frag-

mentation. It was during a marked period of decline that new

powers and larger entities came into being, generated in part by

peoples long resident in the region but formerly peripheral to

the mainstream of political development. These consisted of a

Babylonian state, created by the Kassites, controlling the lower

Tigris-Euphrates system, and the extensive Hurrian presence

dominating the upper Euphrates and much of Syria, surmised

by some to have generated population movements that coalesced

to form the intrusive Hyksos dynasties in northern Egypt.
5 The

reality, however, is more complex. The gradual settlement of

Levantines in the eastern Nile Delta reflected a Dynasty 13 pol-

icy of Egyptian rulers co-opting alien peoples to provide desired

services, and was paralleled in the province ofWawat, or Lower

Nubia, also held by Egypt. The latter situation prepared the

way for a takeover of Wawat by the independent kingdom of

Kush, centered at Kerma,
6
and a similar process may have led to

the development of the Hyksos state in the Delta. It is also pos-

sible that the relevant dynasties arose from the Levantine peo-

ples already settled in Egypt, who were wealthy and prestigious

enough to merit mortuary statues more than twice life-size,

even when under Egyptian control.
7 Some scholars, however,

argue for a closer connection, with Levantine invaders taking

control by force at the outset of Dynasty 15, or even earlier.

As the Levant proper came out of its period of decline, its

urban centers grew strong again, a process documented archae-

ologically and reflected (very randomly) in Egyptian Middle

Kingdom execration texts. These texts consisted of the names

of potentially (though not necessarily actual) rebellious peoples

and towns, many located in the Levant,
8
written on figurines or

vessels that were then ritually destroyed and buried to unleash

a magic spell against the offenders. The city-states involved

included Hazor,
9
with its rough equivalent to the south at

Sharuhen (possibly Tell el-Ajjul).
10

Farther north was Byblos,

whose importance for Middle Kingdom Egypt declined in the

Hyksos period,
11 when other northern Levantine ports may

have competed for trade with the Egyptians. At this point, con-

tacts with the Aegean, throughout the Levant and Egypt,

existed but were slight.

Egypt

Debate about Egyptian-Levantine relationships in the Hyksos

period, and even during the rise of the New Kingdom, is lively

but inconclusive.
12
Despite its ambiguities, the Hyksos occupa-

tion raises serious questions about the internal structure of the

Egyptian political system and social order, which allowed a

Levantine city-state to establish itself in the northeastern Delta

and to build up a system of vassal towns, ruled by Egyptians

on behalf of the Hyksos, that extended as far south as Cusae

(El-Qusiya).
13
This incursion may have triggered the retreat of

the Dynasty 13 rulers from the original capital, near the Faiyum,

to Thebes in southern Egypt, although the remarkably short

reigns of many rulers of this dynasty hint at instabilities within

the Egyptian kingship itself.
14 Whether Thebes was actually

conquered by the Hyksos during Dynasty 16 or 17 is uncer-

tain.
15
Dynasty 17 rulers launched wars of liberation against
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the Hyksos and their Egyptian vassals, and the dynasty's last

ruler, Kamose, reached the Hyksos capital at Avaris, but the

final expulsion remained to be achieved by his brother Ahmose.
16

Kamose contented himself by taunting the Hyksos ruler:

As mighty Amun endures, I shall not leave you, I shall not

allowyou to tread thefields even when I am not (here) with

you! Does your heartfailyou, O vile Asiatic? Look! I drink of

the wine ofyour vineyards which the Asiatics whom I cap-

tured pressed outfor me. I have smashed up your rest house, I

have cut down your trees, I haveforcedyour women in ships'

holds . . . I haven't left a thing to Avaris of her (own) destitu-

tion: the Asiatic has perished! Doesyour heartfail, Oyou vile

Asiatic, you who used to say: I am lord without equalfrom

Hermopolis to Pihathor upon the Rekhty water?
17

The Hyksos period in Egypt left a distinctive material cul-

ture, combining both Egyptian and Levantine elements. This is

especially evident at the site of Tell el-Dab'a (Avaris) in the

northeastern Nile Delta, where substantial amounts of Canaanite

material have been attributed to the Hyksos period.
18
At Tell

el-Dab'a, Dynasty 15 rulers adopted Egyptian royal titles but

also proudly displayed their status as "rulers of foreign lands"

through temples in the Canaanite style, presumably built for

Canaanite deities, which stood alongside others that were

Egyptian in form, and through burials that often followed

Levantine customs.
19
Despite this cultural integration, the wars

of liberation were fierce, and later generations of Egyptians

excoriated the Hyksos, who had—in their view—ruled "with-

out Re," the sun god, and thus temporarily dragged much of

Egypt, in symbolic terms, into the realm of chaos.
20

The Levant

Ceramic and other materials found at Tell el-Dab'a reveal the

existence of a highly developed trade network, linking the site

to the Levant as a whole. Near the close of the Hyksos period,

the Egyptians noted that "hundreds" ofships laden with Levantine

products were to be found in the harbors of Tell el-Dab'a,
21
and

it has been estimated that some two million Levantine storage

jars may have reached the site.
22

Within the Levant, Canaan was the region most influenced

by the hybrid culture developed during the Hyksos period. In

particular, scarabs with a variety of designs on their bases, typical

for Egypt at that time, were found throughout Canaan.
23 Most

seem to have been made locally, however, and there is little evi-

dence to suggest the region was actually ruled by the Hyksos.
24

Ahmose followed his expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt

with an attack on Canaan, specifically Sharuhen. Many of the

heavily fortified Middle Bronze Age towns of the region were

destroyed,
25

yet whether this was a result of Egyptian initia-

tives or due to other attackers, perhaps from the north, has not

been determined. The Egyptians, in any event, soon realized

that the wider geopolitical horizon held more opportunities for

them than narrowly defined Canaan.

Both Ahmose and Amenhotep I were militarily active in the

northern Levant, and they prepared the way for a spectacular

initiative by Thutmose I, who not only brought the kingdom of

Kush (which the Hyksos had tried to involve in their war with

Thebes) to an end, but also successfully attacked Mitanni

—

an unprecedented geographic expansion for the Egyptians.

Moreover, he declared Egypt's dominion up to the Mitanni bor-

der, upon which he erected a frontier stele.
26
Thutmose's gains

were followed by a lull in Egyptian expansion; activity was ulti-

mately resumed by his grandson Thutmose III, with more

enduring results. The Egyptian empire had begun.

The Aegean

Farther afield, and more tenuously, most of the Hyksos period

and the earliest reigns of the New Kingdom correspond to the

Middle Minoan III and early phases of the Late Minoan and

Mycenaean (Late Helladic) periods.
27 Aegean interaction with

Egypt was especially intense by the reigns of Hatshepsut and

Thutmose III (ca. 1479-1425 B.C.),
28
and images ofAegean trib-

utaries under Hatshepsut and Thutmose III apparently depict

both Minoans and Mycenaeans.
29

Prior to this time, materials of

Aegean origin appear to have been quite rare in Egypt and the

southern Levant,
30

although Cretan residents in Syrian coastal

cities had contacts as far east as Mari on the upper Euphrates.
31

This theory of minimal contact was briefly overturned by the

discovery of frescoes—Minoan in style, content, and technol-

ogy—that had decorated what were believed to be Hyksos pal-

aces in Egypt; the buildings were subsequently redated, however,

to the later reigns of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III (see

pp. 1 10-12).
32
This situation highlights the ambiguity of much

of the textual and archaeological data for the period covered

here, yet it also illustrates how exciting and stimulating con-

tinuing discoveries and debate are likely to be.

1. Redford 1992, chap. 5; Redford 1997; O'Connor 1997. According to a

seemingly reliable Egyptian king list, now housed in Turin, Dynasty 15

(the Hyksos) lasted 108 years, plus some months and days, and thus

began in about 1630 B.C. Yet other Levantine rulers were active in

Egypt prior to this time (they are attested only on scarab-shaped seals

but are identified as Dynasty 14). How far back they extend is uncertain,

but they would have overlapped in part with the later rulers ofDynasty 13,

whose authority was likely restricted to southern Egypt and centered

at Thebes. Similarly based in Thebes were the successive Dynasties 16

and 17, both seemingly coeval with Dynasty 15 and hence part of the

Hyksos period. See Ryholt 1997, but note the qualifications expressed in

D. Ben-Tor, Allen, and Allen 1999.

2. On the term heka khasut, see Redford 1992, pp. 99-100; Redford 1997,

p. 25; and Ryholt 1997, pp. 123-25, 303-4.

3. Redford 1997, pp. 12-16 (texts 61-71). The chronology of the New
Kingdom is relatively well fixed, and its "rise" can be dated fairly

precisely, in contrast to that of the preceding dynasties, which is less

easily defined.

4. Van de Mieroop 2004, chaps. 5 and 6.

5. Ibid., p. 116.

6. Lacovara 1997; on Kerma, see Bonnet 1986 and Bonnet 2004.

7. Schiestl 2006.

8. Redford 1992, pp. 87-93.

9. Ibid., pp. 44, 121, 130.

10. Oren 1997b.

11. Redford 1992, pp. 96-97; Ryholt 1997, pp. 86-90.
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12. See, for example, Ryholt 1997 and critiques in D. Ben-Tor, Allen, and

Allen 1999.

13. O'Connor 1997, pp. 56-57 and p. 47, fig. 2.2.

14. Quirke 1991; Ryholt 1997, pp. 69-74, 209-51, 295-99.

15. Redford 1992, p. 125, and O'Connor 1997, p. 56 and n. 19.

16. Redford 1997, pp. 11-16.

17. Ibid, p. 14 (doc. 69, lines 10-18).

18. Tell el-Dab'a and other contemporary sites in the eastern Delta provide

important synchronisms, via archaeological data, with contemporary

Levant. Tell el-Dab'a 's latter phases (D/2-E/2) correspond to the Middle

Bronze IIB and, partially, IIC periods in the Levant; the other Hyksos

period phases (E/S-G/l-S) correlate with the Middle Bronze IIA period.

See the comparative table, Bietak 2002b, p. 41.

19. Bietak 1996.

20. See the text of Hatshepsut recalling the shame of Hyksos rule some fifty

years later; Redford 1997, pp. 16-17 (doc. 73).

21. Ibid., p. 14 (doc. 69, lines 13-15).

22. Bietak 1996, p. 20.

23. Exhaustively covered in D. Ben-Tor 2007.

24. Ibid, pp. 190-93; see also Ryholt 1997, pp. 138-40, 301-4, 308-9.

25. Redford 1992, pp. 138-40.

26. For early Dynasty 18 campaigning in the Levant, see ibid, pp. 148-55.

27. Stager 2002, p. 359, fig. 22; Preziosi and Hitchcock 1999, p. 8. See also

Phillips 1991 and Betancourt 1997.

28. For the dates utilized in this essay, see Baines and Malek 2000, p. 36;

see also the relevant sections of Hornung, Krauss, and Warburton 2006.

29. For depictions ofAegean peoples in Dynasty 18 Egypt, see Panagioto-

poulos 2006, pp. 392-94.

30. See, e.g., Merrillees 2003, and Crete-Egypt 2000, regarding evidence of

Egyptian imports to Crete in the Early Bronze Age.

31. Redford 1992, p. 122 and n. 127; Fitton 2002, p. 99.

32. Janosi 1995; Bietak et al. 1994, esp. pp. 44-45.

Tell el-Dab'a in the Nile Delta

One might have the impression that ancient Egypt, isolated by the

Nile oasis, was a monolithic culture. This was not, however, the case.

In fact, Egypt was a faceted cultural matrix, absorbing influences

from the Near East, the Western Desert, and Nubia. The most

prominent example of multiculturalism in Egypt during the second

millennium B.C. wasfound at Tell el-Dab'a, site ofthe Hyksos capi-

tal Avaris, in the eastern Nile Delta, the subject of more thanfour

decades of archaeological research by the Austrian Archaeological

Institute in Cairo
(fig. 35).

During Dynasty 12, the site was a planned Egyptian settlement.

Eater in the dynasty it expanded with the arrival ofwestern Asiatics,

most likely soldiers, sailors, and shipbuilders in the service of the

pharaoh. The new members of the community appear to have come

largelyfrom the northern Levantine coast, and perhaps alsofrom

Sinai. Women may have been brought infrom the Delta region.

By Dynasty 13, this now-settled population commanded the army

and was in charge ofships andforeign relations. The new arrivals also

wielded considerable politicalpower, and eventually, with the dissolu-

tion of the Egyptian state, they established a kingdom in the eastern

Delta. About 1640B.C. they gained suzerainty over all ofEgypt, estab-

lishing a vassal system thatfollowed the Near Eastern model. The era

thatfollowed is called the Hyksosperiod (ca. 1 640-1550 B.C.).

The settlers brought with them their own traditions, in architec-

ture, religion, andfunerary practices. The new temples were based on

Near Eastern "broad room" and "bent axis" plans. The Syrian

storm god andpatron ofseafarers Baal Zephon/Haddad was wor-

shipped, as were other gods of the Canaanite pantheon, probably

including Asherah, consort of the god El. For mortuary chapels,

however, the Egyptian plan was used. The dead were buried within

houses or in cemeteries and, contrary to Egyptian practice, were

not mummified. Male burials had weapons such as daggers, axes,

javelins, and sickle swords. Beasts of burden (donkeys) and atten-

dants were buried outside the tomb chamber so as to serve the deceased

in the afterlife.

Ofparticular interest is the partially excavated Palace F7 II,

from the middle ofthe Hyksosperiod. Structured not on an Egyptian

linear plan, the complex is arranged in a series of courtyards and

buildings characteristic of the Near Eastern model. A ramp leads to

an upper story where one would normally expect tofind officialpre-

sentation rooms. In one of the courtyards, funeralfeasts were cele-

brated and the remains ofthe repasts interred in pits. Together with

animal bones and charred wood, at least three thousandplates, gob-

lets, ring stands, and ritual vessels werefound; these had been inten-

tionally broken. Among the pottery remains were also ceramicsfrom

the Nubian Kerma culture, the material culture ofthe African king-

dom ofRush more than 2,000 kilometers to the south. Because most

of these pots are beakers and cups, openforms that would not have

served as containers of trade commodities, we can assume that their

makers worked at Avaris. It is likely that the Nubians were initially

employed as soldiers in the Hyksos military, which could explain

their presence at the palace, perhaps as guards.

The palace was eventually abandoned. Another palace, dating

from the Late Hyksos period, with vast gardens behind buttressed

fortification walls, was built west of Avaris on the banks of the

Pelusiac branch ofthe Nile. It is likely that these were originally the

gardens ofApophis, the Hyksos ruler whose trees the rebellious vassal

Ramose (according to the text ofhis stele) had threatened to uproot.

Avaris was ultimately overrun by the Upper Egyptian vassals

under Ahmose I,founder ofDynasty 18 and the New Ringdom. The

town was largely abandoned, although settlement activity continued

within the temple precinct ofthe god Seth. While Seth ofAvaris was

an Egyptian adaptation ofBaal Zephon— the principal god of the
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Figure 35. The physical setting of Tell el-Dab'a.

despisedforeign rulers—the victorious Upper Egyptians appear to

have respected his abode. Settlement life also continued south of the

former palace. Notably, the ceramic industry continued to produce

pottery in the hybrid style established during the Hyksos period, a

clear indication that members of the community remained to serve

the new overlords ofEgypt, the Thebans.

During Dynasty 18, a huge military compound was set up at the

site oftheformer Hyksos palace, with greatfireplaces and enormous

ovens. Silos were constructed to store grain. The dead were interred

in a special complex, mainlyforyoung men between the ages ofeigh-

teen and twenty-five years. Few women and infant burials were

found. In general, single burials without offerings were the norm, but

there were also a series of tombs with double and triple burials, the

bodies positioned on their stomachs tete-beche. The impression is of

a ritual execution, supported by the evidence oftwo male skeletons at

the bottom of a deep pitfoundfacedown beneath more than three

hundred smashed pots and limestonefragments.

Later, in the Thutmosid period, a vast precinct that was con-

structed on the Nile covered more than 5 hectares (13 acres) and

included threepalaces (G,F, and J), each built on a raisedpodium of
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mud brick, accessible via a ramp with a landing, and an immense

buildingfor administration. The largest, Palace G, measured more

than 160 meters in length and had a spacious courtyard, a portico, a

broad vestibule, and a highly unusual square throne room withJive

aisles situated side by side with a typically Thutmosid temple. The

placement ofthe temple—probably dedicated to thegodAmun—par-

allel to the throne room made a clear ideological and symbolicjux-

taposition ofthe king with the god. The private quarters were in the

back, together with the cellars, where remains ofmilitary equipment

such as Aegean arrow tips werefound.

The most astonishing discovery at Tell el-Dab'a comprised thou-

sands offragments ofMinoan wallpaintings on limeplaster. Most of

them camefrom Palace F, somefrom Palace G. They testify to a spe-

cial relationship with Crete, which may be explained when we con-

sider thefunction ofthe site. Tell el-Dab'a was an important harbor

townfrom the Hyksosperiod (as stated in the Kamose stele) until the

Ramesside period, when it was known as Piramesse. This Delta resi-

dence ofthe Ramesside kings is described as "the marshallingplace of

thy chariotry, the mustering place of thy army, the mooring place of

thy ships' troops.

"

1

Furthermore,from inscriptions on naos doors in

the Pushkin State Museum ofFine Arts, Moscow, one may conclude

that Avaris was still the harbor ofPiramesse during Dynasty 20.

We now also havefirmproofofactual harbors at this site.
2
Ifthe site

is identified with thefamous naval base Perunefer ofThutmose III and

Amenhotep II, all evidencefalls intoplace.
3 Not only do we havepalaces

from exactly thisperiod at Tell el-Dab'a and nearby 'EzbetHelmy, but

Nilephysiography makes it clear that Perunefer could never have been

situated at Memphis, as nearly all Egyptologists still believe?

Supportfor this idea may comefrom the British Museumpapyrus

10056, a documentfrom Perunefer mentioning Keftiu (i.e., Cretan)

ships that were docked in its harbor. The usual interpretation is that

these ships, which are mentioned only during the reign ofThutmose III,

were of Cretan type or were sailing to Crete. However, it would be

more logical to assume that Minoan ships actually moored and were

repaired at Perunefer. If one can identify Tell el-Dab'a with its

palatial Minoan wall paintings as Perunefer, then it is conceivable

that Egyptfostered its special connections with the Minoan thalas-

socracy in order to build up its navyfor military enterprises in the

Near East.

We hear nothing of Perunefer in the texts after the reign of

Amenhotep II, when the site was abandoned, until the Amarna

period. Haremhab later constructed a hugefortress and rebuilt both

the palace and the temple of the local god Seth. It is notable that the

international character of the site is retained in the late period. The

foreign variant of Seth, whose origins arefound in Baal Zephon,

was adopted by the kings ofDynasty 19 as the godfrom whom they

claimed their lineage. The dynasty seems to have originated in

•Avaris. Several kings used the name Seti, meaning the One Belonging

to Seth. Seti I rebuilt the temple and constructed a palace in nearby

Qantir, laying thefoundations ofPiramesse (the city of Ramesses),

which took the name of his successor Ramesses II. Traditions of the

Hyksosperiod resurfaced. Not only do we have, besides Baal Zephon,

evidence ofCanaanite gods (Anat, Astarte, Qudshu, Reshef), but we

find in glyptic art a revival ofHyksos motifs. The religious topogra-

phy ofPiramesse,for example, was designed according to a concept

very differentfrom that of Thebes, where Amun-Re and the Theban

triad were central. In Piramesse, Canaanite cults were integrated

into the religious landscape. A cosmopolitan cultural milieu was thus

created where delegations were welcomedfrom throughout the east-

ern Mediterranean and indeed the entire Near East.
5

MB

1. Papyrus Anastasi III: 7.5-6, translated in Caminos 1954, p. 101.

2. Geophysical surveys by the Austrian Archaeological Institute revealed a harbor

basin about 450 meters square, with a canal connected to the Pelusiac branch

ofthe Nile. A second harbor was identified beside Palace F/1I, ofthe Middle

Hyksos period, and a third north ofAvaris at the Nile branch itself. The iden-

tification was secured according to sediment analysis conducted by the

University ofLyon.

3. Daressy 1928-29, pp. 225, 322-26; Habachi 2001, pp. 9, 106-7, 121.

4. From January until June, navigation in the Delta would come nearly to a

standstill as a result ofwater reduction to about one-fifth the usual level.

Furthermore,from November until the middle ofApril, ships were moved to

shelters in the wake offog and stormy weather. Memphis as a harborfor seago-

ing ships was therefore active onlyfrom July through October.

5. Forfurther reference, see Habachi 1972; Bietak 1975; Bietak 1981; Bietak

1996;Pusch, Becker, and Fassbinder 1999;Pusch andHerold 1999, pp. 647-49;

Habachi 2001; Bietak, Marinatos, and Palyvou 2007; Bietak and Forstner-

Muller 2008; and Forstner-Miiller 2008.
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Pendant

Gold

Height 3.7 cm (VA in.); width 3.8 cm in.);

thickness 0.2 cm (Vs in.)

Tell el-Dab'a

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 13,

ca. 1780-174-0 B.C.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, Egypt JE 98553

(TD-7315 [72])

Afascinating gold pendant found in a

Dynasty 13 tomb at Tell el-Dab'a

in the Nile Delta has provoked great

interest and controversy for students of

ancient jewelry technology and Bronze

Age Mediterranean interconnections.

Executed in an openwork technique, this

small jewel depicts two confronted col-

lared animals standing on a groundline,

with lotus flowers emerging from circular

elements. The rendering of the animals,

with their foreground hind legs extending

back to provide a sense of stability, are

most closely paralleled on Syrian seals.
1

Their collars suggest that they are dogs

rather than lions; canines are sometimes

represented in Levantine art with open

jaws.
2
Their postures, however, are more

common in the Levant on images of felines.

The gold pendant from Egypt is thus

likely to be Canaanite, either made locally at

Tell el-Dab'a or in the Levant by a crafts-

man versed in the Syrian animal style.

Further support for a Levantine attri-

bution has been revealed by a startling

discovery in the Petrie Museum of Arch-

aeology, London, of a second Dab'a-type

pendant with symmetrically placed

Egyptianizing griffins (cat. no. 63).
3 The

characteristic elements of these creatures

include the hawk's head, wings folded

against the body, displayed tail feathers,

and an upcurved tail, details familiar from

Middle Kingdom Egyptian griffin depic-

tions.
4
Sphinxes on Syrian glyptic share

some of these features (see discussion in

cat. no. 247).
5 The griffins' spiraling horns

may evoke the headdress associated with

Hathor, as rendered on an ivory plaque

from Byblos (cat. no. 26).
6

Walberg has expressed the view that,

despite its typically eastern aspects, the

Dab a jewel "does not show any Egyptian,

Egyptianizing or Oriental features."
7

Rather, she attributes the pendant to

Minoan workmanship, comparing it with

the Middle Minoan bee ornament from the

funerary complex at Chrysolakkos at Mallia

(fig. 32) and the Master of Animals pen-

dant from the Aigina Treasure (cat. no. 58).
8

A similar view is expressed in this cata-

logue by Fitton (see cat. no. 63), who also

attributes the Petrie pendant to Minoan

manufacture, despite its many Near Eastern

features. Such differences of opinion point

to the difficulties of assessing works with

features deriving from many traditions,

symptomatic of an intense interchange of

artistic ideas.

The Master of Animals pendant,

along with other objects in the Aigina

Treasure, is controversial in many

respects, including associations with the

island of Aigina.
9 Some pieces have clear

parallels with the arts of Anatolia. The

form of the small roundels in the hoard

and their pattern of triple-line loop spi-

rals (cat. no. 61, where they are inter-

preted differently) are best compared with

seal impressions from Karahoyiik and

Acemhoyuk.
10 The human- or sphinx-head

terminals on a pectoral in the Treasure

(cat. no. 60) may be compared with Anato-

lian ivory furniture elements shaped as

sphinxes (cat. no. 46a, b).
11

The Master of

Animals pendant, with its allusion to

Egyptian scenes of fowling in a marshy

setting, is a curious piece that presents an
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unexpected combination of iconographic

features (see cat. no. 58). Certain aspects

of the male figure seem atypical for the

Aegean, including the possibly foreign

details of his kilt;
12

the headdress and hair-

style, reminiscent of those worn by nude

goddesses with disc-shaped Hathor curls

on Canaanite pendants; and the bow-

shaped extensions emerging from the body

that, rather than Aegean "snake frames,"

may be lotus tendrils with buds like those

on a pendant from Minet el-Beidha

(cat. no. 214).
13

Several features that have been consid-

ered to relate the Tell el-Dab 'a pendant

most closely to the Aigina Treasure

Master ofAnimals ornament—the fiat

sheet backing, the openwork technique,

and a groundline with lotus flowers

emerging from circular elements—are
.

referred to below.
14 The style and work-

manship are hardly comparable.

On a purely technical level, the Dab'a

pendant appears closely related to the

Petrie pendant, less so to the Master of

Animals pendant, and not at all to the

Mallia bee ornament. The emphasis in

both the Dab'a and Petrie pendants is on

the figural, openwork shape, where the

front sheets are rendered in low repousse

and attached to a fiat back sheet, presum-

ably by means of solder. They are not care-

fully finished at the seams, especially at

the seams inside the openwork portions,

where the edges are clearly somewhat

ragged. Surface details of the figures are

chased, but again, not with great preci-

sion. In contrast, the Aigina pendant is

significantly more exact in its chased

details; furthermore, it is manufactured in

a distinctly different manner (see pp. 101-3).

The Mallia bee ornament exhibits an alto-

gether different style and a more sophisti-

cated level of workmanship than the other

three pieces. By its very lack of technical

virtuosity, the Dab'a pendant would appear

to be of Levantine production, an attribu-

tion supported by the above analysis of its

iconographic features. ja/kb

1. See Aruz 2008a, fig. 223. Differences between

Near Eastern and Aegean heraldic lion pos-

tures are discussed in Aruz 1993, p. 40, pi. 8:11:

the foreleg posture for confronted lions and

sphinxes in Syrian art is a variation of the

Egyptian victory stance that first occurs in

the Old Kingdom.

2. Compare the gold dagger sheath from Byblos

(cat. no. 24 in this volume): the diagonal

hatched lines on the body may be part of a

harness and not indicating animal fur, which

is generally shown as a hatched band outlin-

ing the belly. For heraldic compositions of

canine-bodied Seth animals in Egyptian art,

see A. Wilkinson 1971, pi. xx (Middle King-

dom pectoral); Kaplony 1981, pi. 170:121 (Old

Kingdom cylinder seal with linear Seth

animals).

3. Schiestl 2000, pp. 127-28.

4. A. Wilkinson 1971, pi. XVII; C. Wilkinson

and Hill 1983, p. 68: 33.8.14.

5. Teissier 1996, p. 146: 143 (sphinx with wing

folded against body).

6. Salles 1998, p. 70. I thank Catharine Roehrig

and Christine Lilyquist for their input.

7. Walberg 1991a, p. 111.

8. Ibid., pp. 111-12; Bietak and Marinatos

2000, p. 40; Hood 1978, pp. 195-97;

Higgins 1979, pp. 21 ff., who raises the

possibility that the Treasure in fact derives

from the Chrysolakkos cemetery; Higgins

1987; E. Davis (1977, pp. 321-22, no. 145)

posits an Aiginitan origin for the gold cup

in the Treasure, with its mixed Minoan-

Mycenaean style. For a fuller discussion of

this subject, see Aruz 2008a, pp. 109-10,

and Aruz 2008b.

9. Higgins 1979.

10. Alp 1968, pi. 78:209; N. Ozgiic 1983, p. 419,

fig. 8; see Aruz 1993, p. 42, for a discussion of

this Anatolian motif.

11. This parallel was first cited by Poursat 1973.

12. Rehak 1996, p. 43.

13. Schaefifer 1949, p. 36, fig. 10; Barrelet 1958,

pp. 34ff., pi. xxv:c-e; Negbi 1970, pp. 30ff.,

pi. IV; Piatt 1976, pp. 103 ff.

14. For some of these features in Levantine jew-

elry, see Lilyquist 1993, p. 87, fig. 2ld; Dunand

1937, pi. CXXXVI:1442, 3287; Dunand 1950,

pi. CXXXVIII:17754, 7727.
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Pendant with Griffins

Silver

Height 3.5 cm (l% in.); width 5.4 cm (2% in.)

Egypt

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12-13,

ca. 1981-1640 B.C.

Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology,

UCL, London UC34342

This delicate silver pendant is in the

form of two Egyptian-style con-

fronted griffins with lion bodies and hawk

heads. Standing beak to beak, they are also

linked by the overlap of their extended

forepaws. Their heads are decorated with

spirals or spiraling horns, and they wear

long Egyptian headdresses that fall to the

chest. Their wings are neatly folded

against their bodies, and the curl of their

rather doglike tails echoes the curling fini-

als of the bases on which they stand.

Although at the time they were obscured

by heavy corrosion, they were accurately

described by Petrie, who dated them to

Dynasty 12.
1

Formed from two sheets of silver, the

pendant is a rare survival of silverwork

from this time. The back is flat, and the

front is worked in the repousse technique,

with details added by chasing. The back

sheet was extended to form a loop for sus-

pension from a chain. Three small wire

loops soldered along the bottom edge must

have been used to attach other elements,

possibly discs, which have not survived.
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Although the iconography of the pen-

dant looks very Egyptian, the technique is

closely paralleled by that of the Master

of Animals pendant (cat. no. 58) and of a

gold pendant from Tell el-Dab'a with con-

fronted dogs (cat. no. 62). These three

pendants are also linked by their symmet-

rical compositions and, especially, by the

close similarity of the bases on which the

figures stand. The three of them can there-

fore be considered to belong to the same

craft tradition;
2
however, the question of

where they were made cannot definitively

be answered. The Aegean, the Levant, and

Egypt are the three main possibilities.

A recent study has been made by

Schiestl,
3
whose sharp eyes first spotted

the potential significance of the Petrie pen-

dant under the layers of corrosion. His cau-

tious conclusion was to suggest an Aegean

manufacture for the Petrie pendant, though

under both strong Egyptian and Near

Eastern influence. In his view, Egypt con-

tributed the griffins, while their pose was

adapted in the Near East. He argues that

all other details—the technique, the shape

of the griffins' bodies, the overlapping of

the front legs, the spirals on the heads, the

base, and the loops that are perhaps for

pendant discs—point to the Aegean.

The jewelry workshops of Minoan

Crete would certainly have been capable

of producing such a piece. Indeed, possibly

the most famous item of Minoan jewelry is

the bee pendant from Mallia (see fig. 32),

which also takes the form of confronted

creatures, is similarly backed with a flat

sheet of gold, and has three pendant discs.

The bee pendant can be dated to the time

of Crete's First Palaces period, when con-

tact with Egypt, often mediated via the

Levantine coast, certainly occurred.

JLF

1. Petrie 1927, p. 9, pi. VIII:110.

2. For alternate interpretations of the imagery

and manufacturing techniques used in the

works, see cat. no. 62 and pages 101-3 in

this volume.

3. Schiestl 2008.
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Diadem

Gold

Length 49.1 cm (19% in.)

Eastern Nile Delta

Hyksos Period, Dynasty 15,

ca. 1640-1550 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Lila Acheson Wallace Gift, 1968

68.136.1

This striking diadem belonging to an

elite lady
1

came to the Metropolitan

Museum as part of a group of objects

allegedly found in the neighborhood of

Tell el-Dab'a, in the eastern Nile Delta.
2

It is not clear whether all the pieces in the

group originated from one tomb or were a

hoard brought together (in ancient or in

more recent times) from a number of buri-

als. Objects in the group either are of well-

known late Middle Kingdom Egyptian

types—scarabs and scarab rings, a cylin-

der amulet inscribed for Amenemhat III,

gold shell pendants, various types of

beads, a shen (protection) amulet, a small

gold lion—or reflect Levantine jewelry

styles, such as gold hoop earrings, a torque,

and a toggle pin.
3 The diadem is usually

considered to be contemporary with two

Canaanite scarabs in the group that are

part of the so-called Late Palestinian
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series (late Middle Bronze IIB).
4

The head ornament consists of a band of

hammered sheet gold whose ends have been

tapered to a narrower width and rolled to

form loops. A string threaded through the

loops served to fasten the band around the

head. Attached to the front of the band is

the head of a deer with imposing antlers; it

is flanked on either side by two gazelle

heads. Four starlike elements are positioned

between the animal heads.
5

Parallels for headbands of this type are

almost exclusively from either western Asia

or Egypt's eastern Delta region.
6
In the

rest of Egypt, especially during Dynasty 12,

circlets with no opening at the back pre-

dominated.
7 The concept of decorating an

object with animal heads is likewise more

directly paralleled by Canaanite pieces
8

than by Egyptian ones,
9
and the eight-

pointed star elements could well derive

from the Mesopotamian "star of Ishtar."
10

This said, it is striking how far the

shapes and execution of the animal heads

exhibit the typical realism of Egyptian

animal representation.
11 The broad, trian-

gular deer head, for instance, with its fur-

rowed forehead and small pores on the

muzzle, accurately depicts the Persian fal-

low deer {Dama mesopotamicd), a native of

western Asia but known to Egyptian hunt-

ers, presumably from individuals who had

wandered into the country by way of the

northern Sinai.
12 The gazelle heads, too,

show the essential features of the species

—

the narrow, rounded snout and the fold

at the forward corner of the eye.
13
The

Egyptians' keen sense for specificity in the

representation of natural phenomena may

also have induced the designers of the

diadem to reinterpret the eight-pointed

Ishtar stars as representations of plants.
14

A plant that first appears in Dynasty 18 in

Egypt and could well have been introduced

during the Hyksos period is the mandrake.
15

Its pointed leaves are layered in a manner

very similar to those seen in the stars of

the diadem. In the center of the leaves small

flowers grow, ripening into the bright yel-

low fruits that delighted New Kingdom

Egyptians. Representations of flowers or

fruit stems on this diadem could well have

been inserted at the center of the stars.

The presence of multiple western Asiatic

traits and a fundamentally Egyptian ap-

proach to animal and plant representation

make the diadem a perfectly fitting product

of the eastern Delta Hyksos culture.
16 da

1. H. Fischer 1969; Aldred 1971, pp. 204-5,

pi. 59; H.-W. Muller and Thiem 1999, p. 128,

figs. 244-46; Lilyquist 1993, pp. 54-55;

Lilyquist 2003, pp. 159-60.

2. Lilyquist 1993, pp. 54-55, 63 n. 99.

3. The pin has a tiny glass inlay at the top: ibid.,

pp. 55-56.

4. Their design is similar to D. Ben-Tor 2007,

pi. 85, nos. 1, 10. The Late Palestinian series

is dated by Ben-Tor to later Middle Bronze IIB,

or, in Egyptian terms, Dynasty 15 and the very

beginning of Dynasty 18 (ca. 1630-1500 B.C.):

ibid., p. 155.

5. Each animal head consists of two halves of

hammered sheet gold soldered together along

the center. Separately cut and rolled ears and

gazelle horns were inserted into holes in the

heads. The antlers of the deer consist again of

two halves, each with the edges folded over

for joining; twisted wires cover the joins be-

tween the head and the antlers and ears of the

deer. The star elements are each made of at

least eleven pieces. In the center is a raised

dome with a hole in the middle surrounded by

a collar made of strips of gold. The leaves

may have been inlaid, but the dome was cer-

tainly visible; the stem of some further element

must have been inserted into the hole.

6. Philip 2006, pp. 86-88, 154-56, 220. The

only somewhat similar head ornament from

an entirely Egyptian context is the fillet of

Senebtisi: Mace and Winlock 1916, pp. 58-59,

fig. 28, pis. 15b, 21.

7. Andrews 1990, pp. 101-6; H.-W. Muller and

Thiem 1999, pp. 102-4. Not to be confused

(as also in Philip 2006, p. 156) with the sim-

ple headbands of the western Asiatic type

should be the Egyptian "boatman's" fillet,

whose manifestations as jewelry represented

not only the headband but also the knot and

falling ends of a tied piece of flexible material

worn around the head: Andrews 1990,

pp. 107-8. This is certainly an indigenous

Egyptian type of head ornament with state,

funerary, and religious meanings whose long

history is amply documented in two- and

three-dimensional art: Jequier 1921, pp. 43-

47; Kerrn-Lilles0 1986.

8. See, for instance, the stone and wood dishes:

At That Time the Canaanites Were in the Land

1990, p. 30, figs. 27, 28. For floral or similar

ornaments on Canaanite headbands see also

the Tell el-Ajjul jewelry; for instance: ibid.,

p. 68, fig. 73.

9. The use of heads alone for ornamentation is

rare in Egypt. Among extant examples are

the falcon heads on poles to which rudder oars

are fastened (Winlock 1955, p. 61, pis. 48, 80),

hedgehog heads on the stern and prow of

boats (Hayes 1953, p. 99, fig 56), and the flat-

tened falcon head on the ends of collars (H.-W.

Muller and Thiem 1999, pp. 102-3, figs. 203,

205). Heads functioning as images of deities

(such as the imposing cow head from the

Tomb ofTutankhamun [Reeves 1995, p. 87])

are objects of a different nature.

10. Black and Green 1992, pp. 169-70. For stars

as jewelry elements from Tell el-Ajjul, see At

That Time the Canaanites Were in the Land 1990,

p. 70, fig. 76. On the eight-pointed stars with

granulation from the late Dynasty 12 jewelry

of Khnemet (see fig. 33), see Lilyquist 1993,

pp. 36-37 (suggested origin: Crete-Anatolia).

11. Compare, for contrast, the magnificent but

highly abstracted gazelle head on the ear-

rings from Tell el-Ajjul: At That Time the

Canaanites Were in the Land 1990, p. 66, fig. 69.

12. Boessneck 1988, pp. 36, 39. That Egyptian

artists knew this animal is documented by a

number of fine representations: ibid., fig. 21;

Leclant 1978, p. 296, fig 330.

13. Compare cat. no. 158: Lilyquist 2003, p. 156,

fig. 92b, pp. 159-60.

14. Egyptian stars have only five points: Gardiner

1988, p. 487 n. 14.

15. Germer 1985, pp. 169-71. A good example of

how Egyptians observed the layering of the

pointed leaves of this plant is on the box from

the Tomb ofTutankhamun, below the repre-

sentation of king and queen among flowers:

Reeves 1995, pi. opposite p. 7.

16. A gold feline head in the Ahhotep Treasure

is strikingly similar to the deer head on

the diadem: Egyptian Museum, Cairo, CG

52.703, Vernier 1927, pp. 235-36, pi. 39.

Was this a piece of booty taken by Theban

rulers at Avaris?
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Dagger

Bronze and wood with gold overlay

Height 35.5 cm (14 in.)

Saqqara

Hyksos Period, Dynasty 15, reign of Apophis,

ca. 1581-1541 B.C.

Luxor Museum, Egypt JE 32735

This dagger was found with a burial

deposited inside the no longer func-

tioning funerary temple of the Dynasty 6

queen Iput, at Saqqara.
1

Covered by sand,

a painted wood coffin rested on the stone

pavement of one of the chambers.
2
Between

the head end of the coffin and a wall were

placed a number of pottery vases,
3
animal

bones (from food offerings?), and the

remains of a wood stool. Inside the coffin,

whose lid had caved in under the weight of

the sand,
4
the excavators found at the side

of the head a wood headrest and two more

pots. By the right leg was a piece of wood

{taillee en pointed perhaps a throw stick),

and by the left leg, the dagger. The owner

of the coffin was a man with the Semitic

name abd (shortened from abd-NN, or

Servant of the God NN).
6

The dagger is of a type that not only

was to become typical for New Kingdom

Egypt
7
and the Late Bronze Age Levant

8

but also turned up, albeit more rarely, at
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roughly the same time in the Aegean. It

is at present impossible to say where the

type first originated.
10 The blade and han-

dle of such weapons were cast in a single

piece, with a comfortable grip ensured by

a pair of hilt plates of wood or another or-

ganic material, and—in the case of luxury

items—covered with hammered sheet gold

as in the present case. Flanged rims on

both sides of the handle served to fasten

the hilt plates. One side of this dagger's

handle is embellished with the inscription,

"The perfect god, lord of the two lands

Nebkhepeshre Apophis."
11 On the other

side a man is depicted spearing a lion,

while on top a horned animal flees in the

opposite direction (see frontispiece, p. 94).

A leafy plant fills the space in front of the

horned animal, and a single leaflike object

is squeezed between the hunter's right

hand and an L-shaped bit of ground on

which the hind legs of the lion rest.
12
Below

the hunter are the words, "Follower of his

lord Nehemen,"
13

the "lord" in question

doubtless the Hyksos king named on the

other side of the dagger.

After having been described in the

past as a copy of an Aegean prototype, this

dagger was more recently ascribed to

Levantine workmanship based on com-

parisons with Syrian seals (see fig. 43).
14

Tightly packed groups of similarly lively

animals appear as well on Canaanite-

influenced Egyptian scarabs.
15 The curi-

ous climbing stance of the hunter, al-

though known from Levantine seals,
16

occurs also in a Middle Kingdom Egyptian

tomb.
17
Punched stipples and small paral-

lel engraved lines not only are familiar

from earlier Egyptian gold work
18

but also

are found in a manner comparable to their

nearly painterly use on the Nehemen dag-

ger with a number of late Middle Kingdom

metal objects excavated at Thebes and

Abydos.
19

In short: neither the type of

dagger nor the style of the decoration on

its handle speaks against a manufacture

of the object on Egyptian soil during a

period when foreign contacts were omni-

present. Since daggers of the Nehemen

type were not found up till now at Tell

el-Dab 'a,
20

it may even be possible that

this particular weapon was made close to

its findspot, at Hyksos-ruled Memphis,

although a minor detail that forms a link

between the Metropolitan Museum diadem

(cat. no. 64), an earring from Tell el-Ajjul,

and the dagger indicates connections

between the makers of the dagger with the

eastern Delta/southern Canaan area.
21

The lion hunt remains a remarkable sub-

ject for an object made in Egypt. Known

since at least Early Dynastic times in

Mesopotamia,
22

the theme of slaying a

lion (the symbol of the pharaoh) is widely

avoided in Old and Middle Kingdom

Egyptian representations
23

and even dur-

ing the New Kingdom remained largely a

royal prerogative.
24 The dagger image

must be understood in the context of the

aims and self-perception of the Hyksos.

Their Semitic personal names notwith-

standing, these rulers strove to establish

themselves as the legitimate successors

of the pharaohs, and Nehemen parallels

this strategy by assuming the shendyt kilt

(with a central lappet) of Middle Kingdom

Egyptian officials. By appearing in the role

of a lion hunter, however, a status symbol

derived from a foreign culture, this follower

of a Hyksos king delivered an unprece-

dented blow to Egyptian decorum.

DA

1. Daressy 1906, pp. 115-16. Saqqara was the

cemetery of the Old and New Kingdom

Egyptian capital Memphis, and this dagger is

a rare indication of actual Hyksos present at

that place. No technical examination has yet

been performed on the piece.

2. Firth and Gunn 1926, p. 11, fig. 3.

3. A search for these vessels in the Egyptian

Museum, Cairo, is under way with the help of

museum director Dr. Wafaa el-Saddik.

4. Cairo JE 28108: Lacau 1904, pp. 86-87,

pi. 19:1, 2; Porter, Moss, and Malek 1978, p. 552.

5. Daressy 1906, p. 115.

6. Schneider 2003, pp. 140-41.

7. Early datable examples of this type of dagger

from Egypt in addition to the one here under

discussion are: Corbie dagger (present loca-

tion unknown) with the name of Aqenenre

Apophis (Dawson 1925; Ryholt 1997, p. 386);

dagger handle grips with the names of

Thutmose I, MMA 22.3.75a, b (Roth 2005);

dagger of Djehuty, Hessisches Landes-

museum, Darmstadt, inv. no. Ae:I, 6 (Petschel

2004, p. 87, no. 76; Lilyquist 1988, p. 15);

sword of similar type, MMA 16.10.453

(Hayes 1959, p. 68, fig. 36 left; Merrillees

1982, pp. 234-36: ca. 1500 B.C.); dagger from

Zawiet el-Amwat (Wainwright 1925).

8. H.-W. Muller 1987, pp. 61-67; Gonen 1992a,

p. 246; Gonen 1992b, p. 44. The daggers men-

tioned by Ziffer in At That Time the Canaanites

Were in the Land 1990, p. 72, do not have the

cast-on handles.

9. Papadopoulos 1998, pp. 16-17, pis. 10, 11.

10. I thank Graham Philip for discussing the

question with me via e-mail.

11. For this king, see Ryholt 1997, pp. 385-87,

and Schneider 1998, pp. 36-39, 71-73.
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12. The area around the right hand of the hunter

was better preserved when the object was

first photographed: Daressy 1906, pi. 7.

13. Written in large hieroglyphs the name end-

ing with a plant determinative (Gardiner M2),

possibly because the word nhmt (lotus bud)

was brought to the scribe's mind when he

looked at the name; see Schneider 2003,

pp. 148-49.

14. Helck 1979, pp. 58-59; Ziffer in At That Time

the Canaanites Were in the hand 1990, pp. 72-

73; Aruz 1995b, pp. 36-40, figs. 10, 13, 14 [a, b],

17, 19, 25, 26; Aruz 2008a, pp. 140-41 (attrib-

uted to the Levant or the Nile Delta).

15. Aruz 1995b, p. 40, with figs. 25-28. See also

Hayes 1959, p. 36, fig. 17 (second row from

bottom, third from left): MMA 30.8.903, iden-

tified by Daphna Ben-Tor (personal communi-

cation) as Egyptian under Canaanite influence.

For similar scarabs from Tell el-Dab 'a, see

Mlinar 2004, pp. 131-32, fig. 13b [14].

16. Porada 1973b, p. 269, fig. 4.

17. See Blackman 1914, pis. 6, 7.

18. See, for example, Andrews 1990, p. 128,

fig. Ill; Aldred 1971, pi. 81; and Bourriau in

Pharaohs and Mortals 1988, pp. 148-49,

no. 159.

19. Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology,

University College London 16229, from

Abydos: Bourriau in Pharaohs and Mortals

1988, p. 155, no. 174; and MMA 13.180.2,

from Thebes: Hayes 1953, p. 239, fig. 153.

20. The only vaguely similar example is a stray

find: Philip 2006, pp. 54-55, no. 3995. For

the common dagger types found at Tell el-

Dab'a see ibid., pp. 42-55, 141-46, 218-19.

Irmgard Hein (personal communication) has

confirmed the absence of the Nehemen dag-

ger type from finds at Tell el-Dab 'a.

21. On the inside of the animals' ears a peculiar

branch pattern is incised, an abstracted ren-

dering no doubt of the minute hairs these

animals have inside their ears: for the Tell

el- Ajjul earring, see At That Time the

Canaanites Were in the Land 1990, p. 66,

fig. 69. Another eastern Delta link was

pointed out by Christa Mlinar (2004, p. 114,

with nn. 51, 52), who argued that the crossed

bands indicated by dots over Nehemen's chest

are not the badge familiar from depictions of

Egyptians soldiers and hunters, but con-

nected with similar bands represented in the

Near East as a method to fasten a dagger to a

man's side. According to Mlinar, among the

scarab corpus such bands are depicted only

on those made in the southern Levant or the

eastern Delta.

22. Collon 2005a, pp. 193-97.

23. See, for instance, Blackman 1914, pi. 8.

24. Hayes 1959, pp. 232, 390, fig. 245; Rossler-

Kohler 1980.
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Dagger of Kamose

Bronze, silver, gold

Length SI. 8 cm (12% in.)

Dra Abu el-Naga

New Kingdom, Dynasty 17, reign of Kamose,

ca. 1552-1550 B.C.

Royal Library of Belgium,

Brussels

The legacy of Kamose, despite his short

reign, is that of the leader who suc-

ceeded in defeating the Kushites in the

south and, more important, the Hyksos to

the north. The last ruler of Dynasty 17

and the brother ofAhmose, who com-

pleted the task of expelling the Hyksos

and founded Dynasty 18, Kamose was

arguably the most brilliant pharaoh of

the period.

The dagger of Kamose was found with a

gold bracelet bearing his cartouche on a

mummy in a nonroyal sarcophagus.
1 The

sarcophagus had been placed at the exit of

the Valley of the Kings on the west bank

of Thebes, at Dra Abu el-Naga. Discovered

by Auguste Mariette and Heinrich Karl

Brugsch in December 1857, it was given

by Mariette to the Egyptian viceroy Said

Pasha to be offered to Prince Napoleon. In

1884, the dagger figured in the Parisian

sale of the properties of the famous dealer

and jeweler Alessandro Castellani. It

was then bought by the young Lucien

de Hirsch de Gereuth, whose mother

offered the entire collection of antiqui-

ties—primarily Greek coins—to the

Belgian nation in 1898 after his prema-

ture death.

This dagger of precious metals was not

suited for actual use, and even as a cer-

emonial artifact it had to be carried with

great care, since the blade is poorly at-

tached to the handle. A similar dagger,

now in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo,

was found in 1859, also by Mariette,

among the burial equipment associated

with Ahhotep, Kamose's mother, along

with other artifacts with clearly foreign

elements (see cat. nos. 67, 68). In com-

parison with the dagger in Cairo, the pre-

cious metals used for the handle and the

pommel of Kamose's dagger have been

reversed (a gold handle and a pommel cov-

ered with a silver leaf). It is likely that

these two royal objects of identical shape

were originally intended to form a pair,

although the different decorative stud

pattern on Ahhotep's dagger weakens

this hypothesis.

These prestigious daggers, with a round

pommel pierced by two D-shaped ears,

reproduce a type known since the Middle

Kingdom and still in use at a later date, as

attested by the Metropolitan Museum's

dagger with an ivory pommel.
2

FDC

1. For further reference, see von Bissing 1900,

pi. VIII.20; Caspar 1901, p. 7; Vernier 1927,

p. 211; Naster 1975-76, pp. 419-26, pi. XVI;

Hein 1994, p. 272, no. 382, and p. 77, colorpl.;

Ryholt 1997; Laffineur 1998; and Franco

2002, p. 428, no. 103, and p. 137, fig. 8.

2. MMA 1911 11.150.16.
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The Burial ofQueen Ahhotep

One ofthe most important and intriguingfinds linked to the begin-

ning ofthe New Kingdom was made in 1 859, when a gilded coffin

and a trove of magnificentjewels and other objects belonging to a

queen named Ahhotep were discovered, supposedly in a brick-lined

vaulted tomb in the necropolis Dra Abu el-Naga in western Thebes.'

Among the ornaments uncovered there were a number ofprecious

metalfly pendants associated with military honor and derivedfrom

the Nubian Kerma culture.
2
The inclusion of this type of ornament

reflects the queens role, as recorded in an inscriptionfrom Karnak,

as "the princess, the king's mother, the noblewoman who knows things

and takes care of Egypt. She looked after its soldiers and protected

them. She brought back its fugitives and gathered its dissidents

together. She pacified Upper Egypt and expelled its rebels.
"3

Clearly Ahhotep hadperformed somepart in ensuring the Theban

triumph over the Hyksos. Most likely she was a princess of the

Theban line, the wife ofking Seqenenre, andperhaps the mother of

both Kamose andAhmose.
4
Inscribed materialsfor both ofthese rul-

ers werefound among herputative burial equipment. Another coffin

inscribedfor Ahhotep was discovered in the Deir el-Bahri cache
5

and has been taken as evidence that there were two early Dynasty 18

queens named Ahhotep.
6
The Deir el-Bahri coffin, however, was

reused by Painedjem I of Dynasty 21, and its massive size suggests

that it onceformed the outer case to the Dra Abu el-Naga inner cof-

fin. Such apairing is evocative ofthe coffins ofprincess Meryetamun,

indicating that the coffins ofAhhotep were originally made as a pair

and separated at some point in the distant past.
7

The Dra Abu el-Naga burial must have been a reinterment, as

were the Kamose reburial
8 andpossibly the Qurna rishi coffin group

found by Petrie as well
9
These reburials may have been necessitated

by the tomb robberies of the late New Kingdom, but the quantity of

precious items surviving in them suggests that they had been treated

with more reverence than were the tombs of their successors.

PL

1. Reeves 2000, pp. 50-52; von Bissing 1900.

2. In addition to the well-known goldflies on a chain are smaller gold and silver

fliesfrom the tomb that are identical to the onesfound at Kerma: cf. American

Discovery ofAncient Egypt 1995, p. 167. Thefind was made during the early

years ofarchaeological exploration in Egypt, and the lack ofsupervision at the

time has made some scholars skeptical ofthe discovery, beginning with Winlock

1924, pp. 217-77, especially p. 254, and, more recently, Harvey 1998, pp. 20-21,

and Arnold 2008, the latter two cautioning against any inferences madefrom

the material. It could be at least as likely as not, however, that this material

doesform a singular group.

3. Jdnosi 1992, p. 99.

4. Bryan 2000, pp. 228-29.

5. CG3872; Winlock 1932.

6. Roth 1999, p. 362.

7. Eaton-Krauss 2003, pp. 75-89.

8. Reeves 2000, p. 48.

9. The Ahhotep and Kamose reburials may be related to later reuse ofthe Dra

Abu el-Naga tombs (Daniel Polz, personal communication). The circumstances

ofthe rich rishi coffin burialfrom Qurna suggest that it could well have been

part ofthe same project (Petrie 1909, pp. 6-11).
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Axe

Gold, electrum, copper alloy, semiprecious

stones, wood

Height 47.5 cm (18% in.); width 6.7 cm (2
5
/s in.)

Thebes, Tomb of Ahhotep

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, 16th century B.C.

Luxor Museum, Egypt JE 4673
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Dagger

Gold, electrum, copper alloy, semiprecious

stones

Width 3.4 cm (l% in.); length 28.5 cm

(11% in.)

Thebes, Tomb of Ahhotep

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, 16th century B.C.

Luxor Museum, Egypt JE 4666

The objects associated with the Ahhotep

find reflect the cosmopolitan nature of

Egypt at the outset of the New Kingdom,

when contact with foreign cultures from

both the north and south brought many new

influences to the art and customs of the

fledgling empire. The copper-alloy cer-

emonial battle-axe encrusted with semi-

precious stones and gold cutouts inlaid

into a black substance is an elaborate imi-

tation (using precious metals) of a typical

Egyptian weapon of the period, which

would have had a copper-alloy blade,

leather binding, and wood handle.
1

The

now-missing bands on the handle would

have evoked the contrasting bands of

wood sometimes found in functional axes.
2

Running along the length of the handle is

a gold band with inlaid hieroglyphs giving

the titulary of Ahmose, and cartouches at

the top side of the blade read, "The good

god Nebphetyre, son of Re, Ahmose."

Below this is a depiction of the king wear-

ing a blue "battle" crown and smiting an

enemy in the attenuated style of the late

Second Intermediate Period. The pharaoh,

depicted as an Egyptian sphinx on the

reverse of the axe, is here rendered as a

crested recumbent griffin, with a raised

wing and eagle or vulture beak, in the low-

est register, with the inscription "beloved

of Montu," the god of war.
3 The tradition

of depicting the pharaoh as a conquering

falcon-headed winged feline extends back

to the Old and Middle Kingdoms, as seen

on the pectoral of Mereret (fig. 34), and
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similar imagery appears on a sword of

Ramose.
4 The griffin on the axe blade of

Kamose's brother, however, represents a

departure from Egyptian convention with

features that are distinctively Aegean.

The developed Aegean griffin, which

appeared at the beginning of the Late

Bronze Age, has a large, elaborately feath-

ered wing with bent profile and spirals;
6

two curls often fall over the animal's chest

(see cat. no. 76 for a discussion of the spi-

ral curl). An important detail of the wing

patterning is the "notched plume" or

"adder mark" design of dots and zigzags,

which characterizes images of griffins on

frescoes from Thera, Tell Kabri, Alalakh,

Miletos, and possibly Tell el-Dab a.
7
This

Aegean "notched plume" design and

spiral curls appear on the wings of the

griffin on Ahmose's axe blade, and its

head resembles a griffin on a dagger from

the Shaft Graves at Mycenae.
8 The comb-

like crest and the head in general find

their best parallels in later Mycenaean

art and on a gold vessel in the form of a

griffin head depicted as part of the

Aegean tribute in the Tomb of Useramun

at Thebes.
9

At the top of the reverse of the blade is

a standard depiction of the god Heh, lord

of eternity, holding palm fronds symbol-

izing the millions of years of rule offered

to the pharaoh. Below this is the vulture

goddess of Upper Egypt, Nekhbet, wearing

the white crown and nesting above lilies, a

heraldic plant of the south. Facing her is

Wadjet, the cobra goddess of Lower Egypt, 67, alternate
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wearing the red crown and coiled above a

papyrus plant, symbolizing the north. The

hieroglyphic inscription "beloved" is posi-

tioned in the spaces around the plants.

At the edge of the blade is a depiction of

a sphinx offering a decapitated head, a

unique scene perhaps alluding to the func-

tion of the axe.

Also part of the Ahhotep assemblage

was an elaborate dagger, its pommel cov-

ered with gold leaf and embellished with

inlaid semiprecious stones.
10 The handle,

which was overlaid with silver and engraved,

has curving ends in the form of bucrania

covered in gold leaf. These hold the blade,

which is made of gold and tapers to a

rounded tip. Two holes on either side of

the midrib at the top of the blade are ves-

tiges of the standard type of grip found on

Second Intermediate Period daggers.
11

A dark strip of a black substance runs

down both sides of the blade, serving as a

background into which gold-wire figures

and hieroglyphic signs—possibly of for-

eign workmanship
12—are inlaid. A lion

chases a bull down the length of one side,

both animals in flying gallop. A sedge plant

divides the chase from four locusts of com-

parable size. The flying-gallop and lion-

chase motifs, the curving landscape lines

above (indicating rock work), and the inlay

technique have all been linked to the deco-

ration of daggers found in the Shaft Graves

at Mycenae (cat. no. 171), one of which has

a Nilotic theme, and at Rutsi (fig. 36).
13

The juxtaposition of quadrupeds with

locusts is, however, unparalleled in the

Aegean world; rather, the insect is depicted

in Egyptian tomb paintings and on amu-

lets, scarabs, jewelry, combs, and vessels

in the role of a destroyer. Its possible asso-

ciation with an army (multitude), as inter-

preted from art and texts, makes the

creature an appropriate image for an

Egyptian dagger blade.
14
The inlays on

the Ahhotep dagger also differentiate it

from weapons from the Aegean, where

daggers were set with gold- and silver-

leaf cutouts engraved with anatomical

details to provide body mass for each ani-

mal; here, gold wire is used for outlines

and inner markings, thus allowing the

background to show through and become

part of the body as well. Such a technique

was apparently already used in the nine-

teenth century B.C.—as evidenced by a

bronze sickle sword inlaid with electrum

wire into a black background, believed to be

from Middle Bronze Age Canaan.
15 The

significance of this piece is obvious when

68, detail
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Figure 36. Inlaid bronze and gold dagger. Rutsi, Tholos Tomb 2. Late Helladic IIA context. National Archaeological Museum, Athens 8340

compared with the sickle sword found in

the tomb of the Syrian prince Ip-shemu-

abi at Byblos (cat. no. 30).
16 On its blade is

a narrow strip of black substance inlaid

with gold; both wire and cutouts of gold

leaf were used, the former to produce the

dotted-scale pattern and the latter for the

hieroglyphic inscription.

Metal inlay into a dark substance, often

called niello (probably a blackened metal-

lic alloy of copper), first appears in the

Levant during the Middle Bronze Age and

in Egypt during Dynasty 12.
17

It is sig-

nificant that the first black-inlaid decora-

tion in the Aegean, whether Near Eastern

or Egyptian in origin, also appeared on

a strip running the length of a weapon,

although the Aegean cutout technique,

which provides each figure with substance,

imparts an artistic effect different from that

of the wire that outlines the body. The grif-

fin on the Ahmose axe blade is worked in

the Aegean way and so looks more foreign

in style than the design on the Ahhotep

dagger and the design on the reverse of

the* axe blade, where semiprecious stones

are set into forms cut into a gold back-

ground (cat. no. 67). Even though the ico-

nography of both pieces exhibits foreign

influences, alien motifs were not simply

copied but were worked into an Egyptian

context. The unusual griffin of the axe

takes the place of the Horus animal as the

triumphant pharaoh, beloved of Montu, and

the lion and bull, fashioned in outline on the

dagger, gallop in a landscape of Egyptian

locusts and plants. ja/pl

1. Compare Hayes 1959, p. 68, fig. 36 (right).

2. The bands here may have been in ivory or

some other delicate substance, which has not

survived. Cairo Museum JE 17092.

3. We thank Dorothea Arnold for clarifying the

meaning of the inscription.

4. A. Evans, PM IV, p. 914, fig. 888; Frankfort

1936-37, p. 110; Winlock 1924; von Bissing

1900, pi. XII.

5. Frankfort 1936-37, pp. 112-13; A. Evans,

PM I, p. 551, fig. 402; Middle Kingdom

Egyptian griffins: Newberry 1894, Tomb 15:

pi. 4, and Tomb 17: pi. 13; Altenmuller 1986,

p. 8, fig. 2, pi. 2:2.

6. This appears to be a very un-Egyptian char-

acteristic. The only Egyptian bird represented

with such a bent or pinioned wing is the lap-

wing, rekhyt, an image of subjugation, which,

by the New Kingdom, had become associated

with royal veneration: R. Wilkinson 1992,

pp. 86-87.

7. See Doumas 1992, p. 65, no. 32; Bietak in

Pharaonen undFremde 1994, p. 204, no. 229:

this element appears not to be preserved but

is assumed in the restoration; Niemeier and

Niemeier 1998, pp. 78, 84; Niemeier and

Niemeier 1999, p. 548; for Minoan examples,

see A. Evans, PM I, p. 549, fig. 400; Levi

1925-26, p. 178, no. 183, fig. 221, pi. XVIII;

CMS I, no. 223, for example.

8. See Hood 1978, p. 178, fig. 176b.

9. Vercoutter 1956, pi. XXXVHI:259.

10. There is also a bronze spearhead related by

Miiller- Karpe (1977, pp. 44-45) to an exam-

ple from Mycenae, but the correspondence is

not exact.

11. For the typical Second Intermediate Period

version, see American Discovery ofAncient

Egypt 1995, p. 168. A simpler version of the

Ahhotep dagger, with a gold-foil handle over

copper alloy, comes from the Metropolitan

Museum excavations in Thebes, now in the

Egyptian Museum, Cairo JE 45699.

12. James P. Allen, personal communication

regarding the hieroglyphs, January 2005.

13. Hood 1978, p. 180, fig. 179.

14. Keimer (1932, 1933, and 1937), who refers to

the locust as symbolic both of multitude, espe-

cially in reference to armies, and of weakness,

as swarms may be killed without a struggle.

In an unusual passage in the Pyramid Texts

(Dynasty 6), the soul of the dead pharaoh is

referred to as a locust; a field of souls in the

form of locusts is mentioned in the Book of the

Dead: Keimer 1937; Brunner-Traut 1977,

pp. 1179-80.

15. H.-W. Midler 1987, frontis., pp. 36ff Purchased

on the art market, it was believed to come

from Balata-Shechem. For another object in

this technique, see Wildung 1980, pp. 14-15

(crocodile).

16. Montet 1928-29, pi. xcixc: 653, inlaid with

silver and gold.

17. Ibid., pi. CH:655; Wildung 1982, p. 479; see

American Discovery ofAncient Egypt 1995, and

Giumlia-Mair and Craddock 1993, regarding

the identification of niello.
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PAINTED PALACES

JOAN ARUZ

Nothing, perhaps, would have impressed the ancient visi-

tors to the courts of western Asia, the Nile Delta, and

the Aegean more than the spectacular palace wall paintings,

replete with divine, royal, and supernatural imagery. Indeed,

they must have excited the enthusiasm of the king of Ugarit,

who expressed his desire to see the palace of Zimri-Lim at

Mari.
1 Here a strong figural tradition was established in the

decorative program. At its core was the scene depicting the

investiture of the ruler (fig. 13) using imagery derived directly

from southern Mesopotamia. Flanking this impressive scene,

however, are rows of supernatural creatures that create an over-

all composition familiar from local Syrian-style cylinder seals.

The running spiral border, which appears to evoke the watery

environment created by deities with flowing vases, is repeated

in other parts of the palace, particularly in association with

dadoes and platform slabs painted to resemble veined marble or

gypsum.
2
This combination makes the suggested origin of such

decoration in an Aegean stone rather than a mud-brick archi-

tectural tradition compelling—particularly at a site such as

Mari, its treasury filled with precious items from as far away as

Kaphtor (which has been identified with Crete). Similar painted

stone imitations also occur at Qatna (where Aegean pottery has

been found),
3
perhaps reflecting the wider desirability of stone

in an area where it was scarce.* On Crete we have hardly a

glimpse of the colors, patterns, and images that embellished the

first palaces.
5
But even early on, foreign elements are visi-

ble—literally—in the use of imported Egyptian Blue.
6 At

Knossos, two early dado fragments survive, possibly painted

with veined rockwork.
7

The stunning discoveries of unquestionably Aegean-looking

frescoes around the Mediterranean littoral have dramatically

enhanced our picture of cultural exchange during the second mil-

lennium B.C. Unlike Near Eastern and Egyptian wall paintings

(see cat. no. 70 and figs. 13, 85), these were executed in the

Minoan fresco technique.
8
Fragments of a swaying palm frond,

a bucranium, a reclining griffin, and painted imitations of gyp-

sum, all adorning the Level VII palace at Alalakh, are Aegean

in motif and style.
9 The frescoes that apparently fell from the

walls of the Late Bronze Age palace at Qatna, which appear to

be Aegean in technique and imagery, feature details that recall

designs on frescoes from Thera (see cat. no. 69 and fig. 38). The

white lily fresco from Miletos
10
and flowers painted on the floors

of a Canaanite palace at Tel Kabri (along with painted imita-

tions of stone veining, and fragments of a miniature fresco with

ships) are undoubtedly Aegean in inspiration.
11

Scenes of griffins, bull hunts, and acrobatics were discovered

at Tell el-Dab'a (see p. 131), but uncertainty surrounds the

ethnic identity of both patrons and painters. Model templates

may have been used to produce bulls of identical proportions

and unusual regularity on a bull-leaping frieze from Tell el-

Dab'a (see fig. 39).
12

Nonetheless, Aegean-trained craftsmen

must have been responsible for the Aegean motifs and iconog-

raphy painted in Minoan color conventions and technique.

Their patrons certainly expressed an uncommon international-

ism, not only commissioning work quite foreign to eastern

artistic conventions but also choosing images that seem to lack

the powerful political messages conveyed in the decorative pro-

grams of the Near Eastern world.
13

1. Dossin 1937, p. 74.

2. Parrot 1958, part 1, pp. 67-69, fig. 54, p. 109, pi. XV, part 2, p. 165,

pi. xxxix:2; Niemeier and Niemeier 1998, p. 73, pi. V.

3. Du Mesnil du Buisson 1935, frontis.

4. I. Winter 2000, p. 751.

5. Militello 1999.

6. Immerwahr 1990, no. 1 (Middle Minoan IIA): for Egyptian Blue at

Heraklion-Poros, see Crete-Egypt 2000, pp. 106-7.

7. A. Evans, PM I, p. 251, fig. 188a, pp. 252, 355-56; Immerwahr 1990,

pp. 22-23, fig. 6f, pp. 178-79, no. 1 (Middle Minoan IIA): Kn no. 41;

only by adopting the low Mesopotamian chronology would the Aegean

and Syrian dadoes be roughly contemporary; for Egyptian Blue at

Heraklion-Poros in Late Minoan IA, see Crete-Egypt 2000, pp. 106-7.

8. Regarding techniques of Minoan wall painting, see M. Shaw 1972,

pp. 182fF.
;
Hood 1978, pp. 83fF.

;
Immerwahr 1990, pp. 11-20; and

Doumas 1992, pp. 17-19. Tyrian purple has been identified as a pigment

at Thera; see Sotiropoulou, Andrikopoulos, and Chryssikopoulou 2003.

9. Niemeier and Niemeier 1998, pp. 82fF.

10. Niemeier and Niemeier 1999, pp. 548fF., pi. cxixb. The archaeological

context suggests a Minoan colony, with Minoan kitchenware, ritual

equipment, and a Linear A inscription. The Minoan settlement at

Trianda on Rhodes also produced Aegean-style wall paintings.

11. Niemeier 1995; Cline and Yassur-Landau 2007.

12. Bietak, Marinatos, and Palyvou 2000, pp. 85, 89 (in the discussion,

Kopcke observed a certain un-Minoan monotony in the rendering of

the bulls); for bull-leaping scenes from Late Minoan IA Thera, see

Televantou 2000, pp. 834-35, figs. 1, 2 (wall painting from Xeste 4);

CMS V Suppl. 3, 2, no. 392 (sealing).

13. On decorative programs appropriate for public display, see I. Winter 2000.
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The Wall Paintings of Thera and the Eastern Mediterranean

The catastrophic volcanic eruption that devastated the island of

Thera in the early Late Bronze Age preserved— beneath layers of

tephra at the site of Akrotiri
— the evidence of a thriving town of

multistoried mansions with luxuriousfurnishings and spectacular

frescoes. A number of raw materials and artifacts demonstrate the

island'sforeign connections (see cat. no. 278). The world illustrated

in the wall paintings is afurther source of information about the

island's relations with the eastern Mediterranean. Images ofplants

and animals revere the exotic world with which the Therans had

contact. The depiction of thepalm tree in Aegean art has been con-

sidered a Near Eastern influence, although the plant was not

unknown in the Theran habitat. However, in the Miniature Frieze,

which adorned the walls ofa room in the West House (figs. 37, 137,

138), it defines, along withpapyrus, the subtropical landscapepopu-

lated by non-Aegean creatures. The lion, the deer, and the wild duck

were certainly not indigenous Theranfauna, though their presence

on thefrieze does not necessarily imply that they were exotic, since

they were known in other parts of the Aegean. However, monkeys,

antelopes, and leopards are so realistically rendered in the Theran

wallpaintings that the artists must surely have traveled to the lands

in which these animals thrived, that is, the lands of the east. The

griffin, an imaginary creature introducedfrom the east, is quite com-

mon in Minoan andMycenaean art; its earlypresence as a decorative

motifon Middle Cycladic ewers may indicate that the Cyclades were

the gateway to its introduction to the Aegean. Whether it was accom-

panied by any specific religious meaning is not certain, but theflying

gallop, in which the griffin is depicted in the Miniature Frieze (see

fig. 138), may have been introduced to Aegean art along with it. As

the archaeological evidence demonstrates, the borrowing of artistic

motifs— abstract and geometric patterns—was reciprocal. For

example, the stylized manner of rendering rocks, the imitation of

veined stones, the interlace pattern, the checkerboard, and the spiral

motif (fig. 38) are common in the art of Thera. Their discovery not

only at coastal sites such as Tell el-Dab'a in the Nile Delta or Tel

Kabri but also in placesfarther inland, such as Qatna (cat. no. 69b)

and thepalace ofMari in the Middle Euphrates
(fig. 13), cannot be

accidental. Rather, it confirms the close contacts between the eastern

Mediterranean civilizations and the Aegean world.

The adoption offoreign artistic elements such as those described

above could be understood simply as a means ofpromoting the status

of their users by displaying their contacts overseas. However, sono-

graphic conventions common to both Theran and Near Eastern art

may reveal a much deeper interaction extending even into the ideo-

logical realm. The superimposition of different scenes,for example,

or the use of lateral layering in the representation ofmovingfigures

and vertical layering of staticfigures to render depth may reflect

contacts or influences (seejig. 137). In Egyptian art, humanfigures

are shown with two left or two right hands orfeet depending on the
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direction in which they are moving. Although the Theran painters

endeavored to deviatefrom this convention—and they were fre-

quently successful— there are instances, such as the girl gathering

saffron, in which such interventions were not possible.' Similarly, the

standardized rendering ofthe piebald hide ofcattle in Egyptian and

Mesopotamian art, by three- orfour-rayed stars with rounded spikes,

is an artistic idiomfound also in the art of Thera, as exemplified by

the bulls in the Miniature Frieze or the structures made of bull

hides, such as the so-called cabins on the ships of the flotilla scene

(fig. 37) and the shields or palanquins that decorate the wall of

Room 4 of the West House.

Personified animals, in particular monkeys, appearfrequently in

Near Eastern art (cat. no. 54); the monkey serving the Mistress of

Animals in the wallpainting ofthe saffron gatherers is a goodAegean

examplefrom Thera. Similarly, both Egyptian and Mesopotamian

monuments with representations ofmonkeysplaying musical instru-

ments or dancing were surely the source ofinspirationfor the Theran

artist who painted comparable scenes in Xeste 3, one of the spacious

mansions ofAkrotiri.
2

The Egyptian posefor denotingpain or sorrow is recognized in

the composition of the so-called Adorants in Xeste 3.
3 On the walls

offunerary monuments in Thebes, Egypt, kneeling mourners are

shown with one arm extended, the hand touching the ground, while

the other hand supports theforehead. This pose was apparently bor-

rowed by the Theran artist to express the pain of theyoung woman

with the bleeding toe as, seated on a rock, she supports herforehead

with her left hand, while with the right hand, extended downward, she

holds her rightfoot. Another apparently Near Eastern convention

is the rendering of inert bodies. Usedfrom very early on in both

Egyptian and Mesopotamian art, this style was applied by thepainter

of the Miniature Frieze to depict drowned warriors in the scene of

a naval battle (seefig. 137).

Although later in date (12th century B.C.), the painting in the

Tomb ofInherkhau at Deir el-Medina, Egypt, shows children with

partly shaved heads, exactly as they are depicted in the Thera wall

paintings. One cannot with certainty state that such hair treatment

had the same meaning both in Egypt and in Thera (in the latter it

was intended to designate stages of initiation). Nevertheless, the later

date of the Egyptian example suggests an Aegean borrowing.
4.

All the examples cited suggest that interactions during the Tate

Bronze Age between the Aegean world and its contemporary

civilizations in the eastern Mediterranean were neither temporary

nor superficial. cgd

1. Immerwahr 2005, pp. 176, 180. For lateral and vertical layering in Egyptian

art, see Schdfer 1974, pp. 177-89, and Robins 1986, pp. 39, 41. For the repre-

sentation ofhands andfeet ofhumanfigures in Egyptian art, see Robins 1986,

pp. 12-16.

2. Vanschoonwinkel 1990, p. 332.

3. Immerwahr 2005, p. 177.

4. For representations ofmale andfemale children with partly shaved heads on

Theran wallpaintings, see Doumas 2000, pp. 972- 73. For representations of

children with partly shaved heads and locks ofhair in the Tomb ofInherkhau

at Deir el-Medina, see Weeks 2005, p. 507, and Meskell 2004, pp. 86-87,

fig. 3.11.

Figure 37. Miniature Frieze, south wall, detail. Thera, Akrotiri,

West House, Room 5. Late Cycladic I. Archaeological Museum of

Thera 5824
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69a, b

Wall Painting Fragments

Plaster, painted

a. Marine scene

Height 48 cm (l8
7
/s in.); length 51 cm (20% in.)

b. Spiral frieze

Height 33 cm (13 in.); width 192 cm (75% in.)

Qatna, Royal Palace, Room N
Late Bronze Age, 16th- 1 5th century B.C.

Horns Museum, Horns, Syria msh OOG-i

0092 et al.
;
msh OlG-i 0052 et al.

More than three thousand fragments

of wall paintings have been discov-

ered in the Royal Palace of Qatna in west-

ern Syria (see pp. 219-21), most of them

from Room N in the northwestern part

of the building. When the palace was

destroyed about 1340 B.C. during the wars

with the Hittites, the fragments, together

with the collapsed walls of the same room,

fell into the ad-joining palace well, where

they were discovered during the excava-

tions of 2000 to 2004.
1

They are in part

executed in fresco, the only examples of

this technique to have survived from

Bronze Age Syria.
2

In both style and technique they

closely resemble Aegean wall paintings

from Minoan Crete and from the island

of Thera. The most remarkable parallels

can be found in frescoes from the Late

Minoan I period, which seem to have had

a strong influence.
3 The Qatna paintings

can be dated to the sixteenth or early fif-

teenth century B.C.,
4
or, alternatively, to

about 1400 B.C.
5 They were thus on the

walls of Room N either for one hundred

fifty to two hundred years, or—following

the second proposal—for approximately

fifty years.
6

Many motifs on the Qatna paintings

relate directly to Aegean archetypes, in

terms of style, iconography, and color.

Most prominent among these are palm

trees with blue leaves that are integrated

into a miniature landscape marked by

rocks and grass which closely resemble

Minoan landscapes at Knossos and on

Thera.
7 The representations of papyrus

and of a dolphin also clearly derive from

Aegean models (see cat. no. 34).
8 The

appearance of the dolphin is particularly

striking as dolphins certainly were not

seen in this inland Syrian city.

Two examples of the Qatna paintings

from Room N, restored in 2008, are pre-

sented here.
9 One is a double frieze of run-

ning spirals with tripartite leaves
10
framed

by a border of contour lines and dark red

semicircles. The running spiral is a common

motif in Aegean wall painting, abundantly

present in the palace of Knossos
11

and in the

houses ofAkrotiri on Thera (fig. 3 8).
12

The other fragment is a narrow, frieze-

like composition originally nearly four

meters long and only thirty centimeters

high, of which the left half is presented

here. It shows a water landscape populated

by turtles and fish.
13 The two partially

overlapping turtles are carefully rendered

with naturalistic details, the heads cau-

tiously poking out from under the expanse

of the carapace. The landscape is divided

into two zones, red and blue-gray.

The white area above the landscape

seems to represent water. Red fish swim in

the water, the fins clearly recognizable.

Red forms on the edge of the red land-

scape perhaps represent a stone and two

grasslike plants along a riverbank.
14

This scene is reminiscent of the Minia-

ture Frieze at Thera, where in one scene a

bending river is framed by a landscape

populated with animals and covered with

vegetation (fig. 138).
15 The only unfamiliar

iconographic element in the Qatna wall

painting is the turtle, which is not seen on

Aegean wall paintings and is also rare in

Near Eastern iconography.
16

Its representa-

tion on a wall painting might be regarded

as an innovation of Qatna craftsmen.

It is highly likely that craftsmen trained

in the Aegean fresco tradition were in-

volved in the production of the wall paint-

ings at Qatna. It may also be assumed, based

on the non-Aegean technical and icono-

graphic elements in the paintings, that local

artists participated as well. Taken together,

this suggests the existence of a workshop

at Qatna with craftsmen trained in differ-

ent regional art traditions.

Another possibility—based on the dat-

ing to 1400 B.C.—is that the wall paint-

ings at Qatna are evidence not of direct

cooperation between Aegean and Syrian

craftsmen during the time the wall paint-

ings were made but of a transfer over

an extended period of time of style and

techniques from the Aegean to Syria

within the framework of interregional

communication.
17

In either case, the adoption of the Aegean

style in a palace context may be under-

stood as a means of increasing prestige

and status among the ruling elite through

the acquisition of exotica.
18

pp/cvr
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69b

Figure 38. Wall painting with spiral frieze, detail. Thera, Xeste 3, Room 2. Late Cycladic I-Late Minoan IA.

Archaeological Museum of Thera

1. This catalogue entry is in large part based on

von Riiden 2006.

2. Personal communication from Ann Brysbaert

(in preparation for publication).

3. See Pfalzner 2008.

4. This date reflects the opinion of Peter Pfalzner;

arguments are based primarily on direct

stylistic comparisons.

5. This date reflects the opinion of Constance

von Riiden; she argues (2006) that the wall

paintings, for technical reasons, could not

have been on the walls long before the de-

struction of the palace in 1340 B.C.; Bietak

(2007) argues along the same line and pro-

poses a date in the fourteenth century B.C.

6. Traces of the fire that raged when the palace

was destroyed are visible on the paintings,

clearly proving that they were at the time

still on the walls.

7. Novak and Pfalzner 2001; Novak and

Pfalzner 2002; von Riiden 2006; Pfalzner

2008.

8. Von Riiden 2006.

9. Restoration was overseen by Ilka Weisser

and Andreas de Bortoli.

10. Von Riiden 2006.

11. A. Evans, PM III, pi. xxm, figs. 221, 222,

228, 229, 252-54.

12. Doumas 1995, figs. 93, 94.

13. Reconstruction and description of the entire

panel are described in von Riiden 2006.

14. A different interpretation is offered by von

Riiden (2006), who interprets the entire rep-

resentation as an underwater scene.

15. Doumas 1995, figs. 30-34. Von Riiden (2006)

emphasizes parallels to painted ceramic

motifs depicting underwater scenes from

Late Minoan IB and Late Minoan II/Late

Helladic IIA.

16. The turtle was known—though rarely

depicted—as a symbol of the god Ea in the

ancient Near East; see Black and Green

1992, p. 179.

17. Von Riiden 2006.

18. Feldman 2007.
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70a

70a, b

Wall Painting Fragments

Painted plaster

a. Height 50 cm (19% in.);

width 40 cm (15% in.)

b. Height 52 cm (20 '/a in.);

width 38.5 cm (l5'/8 in.)

Tell Sakka, Palace

Middle Bronze Age II, early 2nd millennium B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

8911, 8290

The wall paintings in the Amorite

palaces of Mari, Ebla, Alalakh, and

Qatna attest not only to the opulent life-

style that the rulers of those cities enjoyed

but also to the aesthetic and artistic

achievements of their artisans.

Fragments of the wall paintings at Tell

Sakka began to appear during the fourth

season of the excavations, in 1993, in the

debris or on collapsed walls of the palace.
1

The wall paintings, which date to Middle

Bronze II, were uncovered in four levels.

The palace is a large architecturally sophis-

ticated building with mud-brick walls

between 140 and 180 centimeters thick,

constructed with lime mortar and covered

with a 1- to 2-centimeter layer of mud to

which white lime plaster was applied. This

surface was then painted with colorful com-

positions and decorative patterns.

The palace was destroyed during a mil-

itary attack. The walls were intentionally

damaged and the wall paintings forcibly

removed and thrown to the ground before

the palace was set aflame.

The Tell Sakka wall paintings depict

both scenes from the daily life of the rul-

ing class and scenes with religious or

mythological significance. One fragment

shows the profile view of a prince wearing

a headdress reminiscent of an Egyptian

type indicative of the divine authority

embodied in the pharaoh. Other fragments

depict women dressed in ornamented and

colorful garments and a bearded male fig-

ure. Yet another fragment shows a goat

climbing to eat from a tree, imagery that

is Sumerian in origin but here executed in

a different style. Many of the palace walls

were fortunately unharmed by the fire.

However, the wall paintings that survived

in situ are not figural. In Room 9, for

example, the designs follow the outlines of

the stone and mud-brick architecture.

The Tell Sakka wall paintings clearly

derive from Egyptian art, not only in
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the execution and arrangement of the

decorative elements but in the prince's

headdress, the face of the bearded man, and

the colors of the women's garments. Near

Eastern traditions, however, are evident in

the ideas that underlie the thematic

scheme.

AFT

1, The archaeological mound is situated some

20 kilometers southeast of the Damascus

International Airport; a Syrian mission has

been excavating there since 1989.

71

Tripod Table with
Acrobats

Plaster, painted

Height 7.6 cm (3 in.); width 12.1 cm

(4
3
/4 in.)

Rhodes, Trianda

Late Minoan IA, 1625-1525 B.C.

Archaeological Museum of Rhodes,

Greece A 864

This fragment of an elaborate pictorial

scene was part of a large round tripod

offering table made of polished lime plaster.

The plaster originally covered damp clay

that formed the core of the table, a method

known since Middle Minoan III on Crete

and Late Minoan IA Akrotiri on Thera.

The tripod was found in Late Bronze Age

IA deposits near a polythyron (a room with

pier-and-door partitions) in the northeast-

ern sector of the prehistoric town of

Trianda on the island of Rhodes.
1

The scene, which was from the side of

the table just below the rim, shows two

male acrobats performing on either side

of a three-branched papyrus, their legs

turned outward to parallel the bending

papyri.
2 The acrobats wear flounced kilts

fastened with belts over a short triangular

element rendered in blue for the figure

on the left and in yellow for the figure on

the right. The dusky red stems of the plant

emerge from what is likely a riverbed. Only

the middle plant preserves the yellow fan-

shaped head, which is overpainted with

fine black veins terminating in an elegant

scalloped top crowned by small red dots to

mark the anthers. The calyx and head of
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the partially preserved external papyri are

colored in reverse, with a yellow calyx and

a blue head.
3

The alternation of colors and the care-

fully drawn details render this composi-

tion a masterpiece of Aegean miniature

painting, emphasizing the antithetical,

tripartite syntax of the scene. Offering

tables with pictorial compositions are

known from Phylakopi on Melos,
4
Akrotiri

on Thera,
5
Tiryns in the Peloponnese,

6

and Palaikastro on Crete.
7
All these exam-

ples share a triple, antithetical arrange-

ment of animals and plants, with clearly

Egyptian influence. This example, from

Trianda, is the only known Aegean offer-

ing table with human representation.

TM

1. Marketou 1988, p. 30; Marketou 1990,

pp. 107-9; Marketou 1998, p. 59.

2. Two acrobats are depicted on a cushion-

shaped seal from Knossos and on a lentoid

gem from Mycenae (A. Evans, PM IV, part 2,

pp. 501-8, figs. 443, 444; Sakellariou 1966,

p. 65, pi. 4e). A single tumbler is engraved on

a sword pommel from Mallia (Chapouthier

1938, pp. 19-62).

3. Similar plants in Aegean iconography are

identified either as papyri (Cyperus papyrus),

by Warren (1976; 2000, pp. 375-78) and

Morgan (1988, pp. 22-23), or as sea daffodils

(Pancratium maritimum), by S. Marinatos (1972,

p. 15, colorpls. E, f) and Baumann (1982,

pp. 176-81, pis. 356-60), a confusion caused

by the fact that anthers and calyx are features

borrowed from lilies.

4. Morgan 2007, pp. 389-95.

5. Televantou 2007.

6. Ibid., p. 62 n. 19.

7. MacGillivray et al. 1991, p. 137, fig. 15,

pi. 14c-d.
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Figure 39. Reconstruction of Taureador Frieze. Tell el-Dab'a, Palace F. Dynasty 18, reigns of Hatshepsut-Thutmose III.
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Minoan Artists at the Court ofAvaris (Tell el-Dab'a)

The discovery ofMinoanfresco painting at the site of Tell el-Dab 'a,

and therefore the presence ofMinoan artists atforeign courts, has

transformed our view of cultural interaction in the eastern

Mediterranean world. These wall paintings on lime plaster have

been partly reconstructed to reveal bull-leaping and bull-grappling

scenes, some of them against a maze pattern
(fig. 39) andfelines

(lions or leopards) chasing ungulates (fig. 120). Hunting scenes, life-

sizefigures, men with staffs, and a whitefemale wearing aflounced

skirt, as well as heraldic griffins (fig. 40) have also emerged. As

large as the griffinsfrom Knossos, these griffins also probablyfianked

a throne. The hard lime plaster, which was used in the Aegean

on walls with stonefoundations built on rock, did not adhere well

to the mud-brick walls at Avaris, which were built on alluvium.

Furthermore, walls of this type tend to compress over an extended

period of time. This is probably what happened in Palaces F and G,

Figure 40. Reconstruction of throne room with wall painting of

heraldic griffins. Tell el-Dab'a, Palace F. Dynasty 18, reigns of

Hatshepsut—Thutmose III.

causing thepaintedplaster toflake offthe walls. Thefragments must

have been collected and dumpedfrom the access ramp.

Thefresco technique used to produce the wall paintings and the

style and motifs employed leave no doubt that Minoan masters were

at work. Also at this time, during the reign of Hatshepsut and the

early years of Thutmose III, representations ofMinoan delegations

appear in tombs of Theban high officials (seefig. 85). The presence

ofMinoan art in Egypt cannot be explained simply asfashionable

palace beautification. Rather, distinctive motifs such as the large

griffins and the half-rosettefrieze on the large Taureadorfresco in

Palace F (fig. 39) are emblematic of the palace at Knossos. The use

ofspecifically Minoan royal motifs in a palace in the Nile Delta is a

clear indication that an encounter on the highest level must have

taken place between the courts of Knossos and Egypt. A proposed

alliance between the Minoan thalassocracy and Egypt in the

Thutmosid period would be reinforced by the identification of Tell

el-Dab'a with Perunefer. Thepresence ofMinoan royal emblems, the

heraldicfull-scale griffins, and the large-scale representation of the

female in aflounced skirt may suggest that a political marriage took

place. The palace was then perhaps equipped with wall painting

imagery, indispe?isablefor the spiritual life ofMinoan royalty. It has

been claimed that the throne room at Knossos was intended notfor a

king, butfor a queen.
1

She would have taken her place between the

two seated griffins depicted in the Knossos throne room, an allusion

to the Minoan Great Goddess, Mistress ofAnimals. Such an icono-

graphic scenario could also be claimedfor PalaceF at Tell el-Dab'a,

with its heraldic Minoan style ofgriffins.

MB

1. See Reusch 1958; Niemeier 1986; and N. Marinatos 1995. For an excellent

overall reference, see Bietak, Marinatos, and Palyvou 2007.
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Bull Leaping

Depictions offigures grappling with bulls—sometimes shown in the

context of the hunt—made their appearance during the late third to

early second millennium B.C. Although this imagery ranged over a

wide area,from the Indus Valley to Anatolia, Egypt
(fig. 41), and

the Aegean (fig. 42),
1
perhaps the most extensive narrative of bull

vaulting and capture during the Middle Bronze Age is depicted on

a tomb paintingfrom Beni Hasan in Egypt.
2
Excerpts, possibly

from this type of scene, showing leapers in various stages of vaulting

over a bull, also appeared on old Syrian glyptic as small motifs

embedded among a number ofotherfigures.
3
Juxtaposed with kneel-

ing archers, such representations seem to refer to the bull hunt rather

than to an acrobatic ritual performance. By contrast, scenes of cere-

monialperformance on relief vases ofcentral Anatolia,
4
such as the

bull-vaulting scene on a large vessel discovered at Huseyindede

(cat. no. 73) may be interpreted in the latter way.

During the Level VIIpalace period at Alalakh (see pp. 197-98),

scenes ofanimal combat and acrobatic bull leaping werejuxtaposed

on Syrian glyptic. This was a time during which two stylistic inno-

vations occurred. First, spirited animals were shown breaking away

from any groundline, without regardfor traditional schemes ofcom-

position; second, images ofgods and officials, while present, were no

longer always clearly set apart, and they seem to have become less

prominent. In one case (see fig. 124), an animal hunt takes up the

entire seal surface, with a bull, ibexes, and lions charging across the

field, albeit in a rather orderlyfashion. JA

1. Aruz in Art of the First Cities 2003, pp. 408-9.

2. For the bull hunt in Egyptian art, see Galdn 1994, pp. 8iff, 87, 93.

3. Collon 1994, p. 82, on seals that are stylistically earlier than those in the Aleppo

Group; Seyrig 1955, pp. 34ff,pl. IV:2.

4. T. Ozguc 1988, pis. F, G;Akurgal 1962, pi. XIV.

Figure 41. Wood box with bull-leaping scenes. Kahun.

Dynasty 18. Egyptian Museum, Cairo je 28754, CG 44707

Figure 42. Wall paint-

ing with bull-leaping

scene. Knossos, Palace.

Late Minoan II-IIIA-.l.

Archaeological Museum,

Heraklion
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Bull Leapers

Hematite

Height 2.1 cm (% in.); diameter 1.5 cm (% in.)

Syria

Old Syrian, ca. 17th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Anonymous Loan L. 1992.43

Ex. coll.: Erlenmeyer

Two well-known works, one on loan to

the Metropolitan Museum (seen here),

the other impressed on the envelope of a

clay document from Alalakh (fig. 43), depict

bull leapers below animal hunt scenes.

Both show nude belted acrobats with long

hair, perhaps an allusion to foreign athletes

(although leapers on Crete wore loincloths).
1

Acrobats, like musicians and fresco paint-

ers, were probably among the specialists

who traveled to foreign lands.
2

The bull vaulters are symmetrically

posed, whereas the charging bulls below

them, with all limbs on the ground, im-

part a feeling of arrested movement. Yet,

compared to the static imposing figures of

deities and royalty that usually dominate

Syrian compositions, the animal scenes

here exhibit a new, distinctively loose and

lively style. On the seal in the Metropolitan

Museum, a figure in a royal robe with rolled

borders approaches the Syrian weather

god. A man attempts to control the charg-

ing bull with the leapers on its back; the

horn of a bull galloping above is in the

mouth of a seated lion with head reversed.

On the Alalakh seal impression, a crouch-

ing lion with its head turned stretches its

forelegs toward the neck of a large ibex

whose body and limbs are extended so that

they seem to thrust out of the conventional

mold. While the composition appears con-

fusing, the animal contest and bull-leaping

themes probably belong together. They

may allude to two types of bull-leaping

scenes already introduced into the imag-

ery of the Near East and Egypt during the

early second millennium B.C. and which

became associated with the art of the

Aegean throughout the Late Bronze Age:

one was the act of subduing a wild bull,

the other a theatrical/ritual exhibition.

JA

1. Aruz 1995b, pp. S6ff.; Aruz 1995a, p. 17,

figs. 13, 14; Collon (2000, pp. 284ff.) denies

any Aegean input; a seal impressed on a doc-

ument of the time of the late seventeenth-

century B.C. Babylonian king Samsu-ditana

was published by Buchanan (1957, p. 49), who

pointed to its Aegean-looking hunters attack-

ing a large horned animal spread out over its

prey; other hunting scenes also show similar

figures and galloping animals.

2. See Zaccagnini 1983.
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Relief Vessel with Bull
Leapers

Ceramic

Height 52 cm (20/4 in.)

Hiiseyindede

Hittite Old Kingdom, 17th century B.C.

Corum Museum, Corum, Turkey

1-1-99

Excavations at the Old Hittite settle-

ment of Hiiseyindede, in central

Anatolia, uncovered two rare vessels with

relief decoration.
1

This one, found in

Room 1 of the temple complex, is a beauti-

fully expressive example of the Hittite

relief vase tradition. Hiiseyindede is only

the third site—along with Inandik and

Bitik—to produce relatively complete

examples of Hittite relief vases. The figu-

rative art of the early Hittite period is

known primarily through seal carving and

such vases, which prefigure the style of

the large-scale rock reliefs of the Hittite

Empire (figs. 55, 56).

The larger of the two vessels from

Hiiseyindede with relief decoration resem-

bles the Inandik and Bitik vases, with depic-

tions of figures in horizontally stacked

registers separated by bold geometric pat-

terns. The smaller one, seen here, has only

a single register of decoration. It lacks han-

dles and the series of bull's heads around

the top of the rim, as seen in other exam-

ples. The figurative panel on this vase,

which is read from left to right, illustrates

a Hittite ritual accompanied by dance and

music. Thirteen figures form two main

groups around a bull within the pictorial
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frame. Two female figures dancing hand in

hand on the left edge of the band seem to

depict the type of dance known today as

halay, which was also described in Hittite

texts. The clothing of the dancing women

is reflected in a type of garment still worn,

and the stringed instruments depicted

here are similar to modern versions that

are played with a pick.

The figures shown around and on the

bull portray the different acrobatic move-

ments of a bull leaper. The scene probably

depicts a ritual bull-leaping performance

described in Luwian texts, which was

accompanied by dancing and music. By

the Old Hittite period, the bull as a focus

of ritual action had a long history in Ana-

tolia, dating back to the famous Neolithic

period wall painting at Catalhoyiik, which

depicts a giant bull surrounded by small

human figures, and seal impressions from

the Old Assyrian Trading Colony period

showing bulls in religious scenes. This

particular scene has no exact parallel

among Aegean, Egyptian, or Syrian bull-

leaping imagery, suggesting that a rich

independent tradition existed in central

Anatolia during the early second millen-

nium B.C.
2

TS/TY

1. The excavations were conducted between

1997 and 2004. The vase seen here was

uncovered early.

2. See Sipahi 2001, pp. 109, 118.
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Bull and Acrobat

Bronze

Height 11.4 cm (4 54 in.)

Crete

Minoan, ca. 1700-1450 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1966.3-28.1

Bull leaping, a frequent theme in Minoan

art, probably formed a part of ritual

activity. The strength and potency of bulls

may have contributed to the religious

importance of the animal to the Minoans.

In this bronze composition, the leaper

is somersaulting over the bull's head in

order to land with both feet on its back.
1

The sculptor has cleverly supported the

acrobat by allowing his long hair to trail

onto the bull's forehead. The work was

cast in one piece using the lost-wax tech-

nique. The arms are not fully represented,

but end in stumps; it is not clear whether

this was by design or because the bronze

did not flow into the extremities of the

mold. The loss of the lower legs may also

have been due to a casting fault. Minoan

bronzes tended to be low in tin, which

meant the alloy did not flow well. The low

tin content also resulted in a characteristic

bubbly surface.

Are such leaps possible? Because of

the unpredictability of a bull's movements

it seems highly unlikely that an acrobat

could grasp a bull's horns and use the

toss of its head to flip over onto its back.

Judging from the large number of other

representations now known, however, it

appears that Minoan acrobats performed a

variety of different types of leap.
2
Perhaps

in some cases the bulls were restrained or

even tamed. Certainly some Minoan

imagery shows bulls being captured, teth-

ered, and led, as well as apparently being

held by the horns.
3

It is probable that the

Minoans put considerable effort and long

experience into the sport and were able to

accomplish dramatic feats. Even so, the

possibility of some artistic license having

been taken in these representations should

not be discounted.

Some scholars have suggested that

Minoan iconography surrounding bulls

was specifically associated with the palace

of Knossos, and certainly the fresco deco-

rations of the walls there included many

images of bulls (see fig. 42).
4
One might

74

thus expect that this fine bronze sculpture

was produced in a palatial context, per-

haps specifically at Knossos; however, it is

said to have come from near Rethymnon.

Although the provenance of this work is

far from secure, along with other high-

quality bronzes it may have traveled if

intended as a dedication. Bronzes are often

found in Minoan shrines and sanctuaries,

particularly in sacred caves.

JLF

1. Arthur Evans (1921) considered this to be the

"classic" bull leap, based largely on the evi-

dence of this bronze sculpture.

2. Younger 1976.

3. Younger 1995.

4. Hallager and Hallager 1995.

75

Ring with Bull Leaper

Bronze, gold overlay

Height 1.8 cm (% in.); width 2.8 cm (lY8 in.)

Asine

LateHelladic II— IIIA:l, 15th-early

14th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum,

Athens, Greece 10275

The bronze bezel of this ring
1

is cov-

ered with gold plate, only the upper

part of which is preserved. The hoop is

also missing. It bears an engraved image

depicting a scene of bull leaping. The mas-

sive body of the charging bull, worked in

detail, dominates the composition. The

long-haired bull leaper, wearing a Minoan

loincloth and belt, jumps over the bull,

75
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supporting himself on his hand and ready

to land on the ground. The lower part of a

second similar ring from the same tomb in

Asine
2
completes the scene with the run-

ning bull's legs on the ground.

Bull leaping brings into the realm of

ritual spectacle the struggle of man to

subdue wild nature and to use it to his

own advantage. The bull, symbol of fer-

tility, was the strongest of the domesti-

cated animals, and the hunting of bulls,

some still in a feral state, was a danger-

ous enterprise. The bull as a symbol of

power in Minoan Crete
3
and the scenes

of bull leaping in Minoan art are well

known, starting from the beginning of

the early second millennium B.C.* Bull

leaping is also depicted on the Minoan

wall paintings at Tell el-Dab a (Avaris) in

Egypt (see fig. 39).
5

It is a known subject

on seals and sealings, including a gold

signet ring from Archanes,
6 now in the

Ashmolean Museum, and the sealings

from Akrotiri, Thera.
7

On the Greek mainland, bull leaping is

represented in art, but there it is uncertain

whether the spectacle was part ofMycen-

aean cult. It is found in a variety of icono-

graphic types on wall paintings from

Mycenae, Tiryns, and Pylos, a Minoan

stone vase from the Acropolis of Athens,

and numerous seals and sealings. Bull-

leaping scenes may be part of a broader

symbolic imagery and used in initiation

rites, as on the Boxer Rhyton from Ayia

Triada. On a larnax from Tanagra, the

scene includes competitions, perhaps

funeral games, including goat hunting,

chariot racing, and bull leaping, in honor

of the dead.
8

Outside the Aegean area, bull-hunting

and bull-leaping scenes are also integrated

into the artistic vocabulary. Cylinder

seals and a sealed tablet from Syria dating

to the seventeenth century B.C., and a

Hittite relief vase (see cat. no. 73) provide

additional evidence for the interaction of

cultures in the eastern Mediterranean.
9

LP-M

1. CMS I, no. 200.

2. Ibid., no. 201.

3. Hallager and Hallager 1995, pp. 547-56.

4. N. Marinatos 1993, pp. 218-20; Papazoglou-

Manioudaki 2003, pp. 122-24.

5. Bietak, Marinatos, and Palyvou 2000, pp. 77-79.

6. Archanes 1997, p. 554, fig. 720.

7. CMS V Suppl. 3, part 2., nos. 392-95.

8. Immerwahr 1990, pp. 157, 195-96; Younger

1995, pp. 522-27; Morgan 1998, p. 31.

9. N. Marinatos 1994, pp. 89-90; Sipahi 2001,

pp. 113-18, fig. l;Aruz 2008a, pp. 139-41.

RITUAL AND ROYAL IMAGERY

JOAN ARUZ

The impact of Egyptian civilization on its neighbors can be

measured to a large degree by the penetration of Nilotic

imagery into the artistic expressions of the divine realm in the

Near East and the Aegean. Paramount in these representations

was the combination of humans and dangerous animals—or of

animals alone—to create supernatural beasts that embraced their

combined powers. Four creatures in particular enjoyed wide-

spread popularity, with local adaptations both in physical appear-

ance and presumably in function. The male bearded sphinx and

the falcon-headed griffin, both with leonine bodies and associa-

tions with the sun god, first symbolized the elevated status and

supremacy of the Egyptian pharaoh in the official art of the Old

Kingdom.
1

With crowns worn by gods and kings, they were often

shown in conquering postures, trampling enemies. Recumbent

female sphinxes, at times associated with royal females, become

more visible in subsequent centuries (see cat. no. 84).

During the Middle Kingdom, monstrous creatures with fea-

tures of both the griffin and the sphinx appear on magical wands

and in tombs of desert nobles.
2
Like the royal beasts they too

combine feline, avian, and human aspects, but in an unnatural

manner, creating ferocious apotropaic beasts.
3 Two other Egyptian

creatures functioned largely on the popular level as protectors

of households, women, and childbirth: Bes, the lion-headed god,

and Taweret, the hippopotamus goddess with crocodilian attri-

butes and the breasts and emphasized belly of pregnancy.

Appearing with other monsters on magical wands, these protec-

tive deities seem to have derived their powers from the most

Figure 44. Faience figurines. Byblos, Temple of the Obelisks.

Middle Bronze Age. Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut
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dangerous realms: Bes, like the griffin, from the remote deserts,

and Taweret from the marshes of the Nile, which, with its annual

inundation, also provided a metaphor for renewal and fertility.

By the Middle Bronze Age, griffins and sphinxes appear in

the arts of Syria and Anatolia. Particularly striking are images

on ivories and glyptic from cities in central Anatolia, where

these hybrids retain traces of their pharaonic associations,

evoked by their postures, which suggest conquest, by their

crowns, and by specific features of their anatomy. The transmis-

sion of the sphinx and the griffin from the Near East to the

Aegean occurred at this time, and such features as the spiral

markings of the peregrine falcon head, feathered or curling

crests, displayed wings with distinctive markings for the griffin,

and elaborated Hathor curls for the sphinx were adapted to cre-

ate distinctively Minoan creatures.
4

The Minoan griffin—a hunter of lions and other creatures

and a majestic attendant on frescoes, ivories, metalwork, and

glyptic in the Aegean—had an enormous impact on the arts of

the eastern Mediterranean. It became the symbol of the warrior

Ahmose, "beloved of Montu," founder of the Egyptian New
Kingdom, and was inlaid into the blade of the gilded axe among

his mother's burial equipment (cat. no. 67). It also appears to

have protected the throne, judging from the reconstructed wall

paintings at Tell el-Dab'a (see fig. 40).

The goddess Taweret was well known in the Levant, as

attested by faience figurines in the Temple of the Obelisks at

Byblos ( fig. 44) and by her depiction on cylinder seals at that

site. We have no evidence that she acquired new attributes there,

although a Byblos cylinder seal with two Taweret figures car-

rying sacrificial animals to a central human figure may indicate

a new role for her in the Near East.
5
Taweret first appears in the

Aegean during the Middle Bronze Age, on seal impressions

from Phaistos and Knossos, where she retains the swollen belly

of the protective female divinity. Carrying a libation ewer, she

is transformed into the Minoan Genius and her hippopotamus

head is replaced by that of a lion.
6
Later Minoan seal cutters

omit reference to her gender, and the creature receives the

pinched-in waist characteristic of many human figures (fig. 45).

This transformation of Taweret into a Minoan demon must

have been dictated by Minoan religious needs. Taweret's two

basic functions—as a libation bearer and as a lesser deity, prob-

ably attendant on a greater one—must also have originated in

Egypt or the Near East.
7

The Egyptian leonine demon Bes, Taweret's frequent com-

panion, proliferates in the Levant and Cyprus—one image

found in Anatolia—but is not adopted in the Aegean until the

first millennium B.C.
8 A creature resembling this lion-faced

demon (see cat. no. 87) appears on Middle Bronze Age Syrian

seals with Egyptianizing imagery.
9
Elaborated New Kingdom

versions, with ostrich-plumed crowns and spitting snakes

(cat. no. 89), integrate exotic features such as kilts and wings.

These elements are thought to derive from the Near East,

where they are rendered on metalwork and ivory plaques from

sites such as Ugarit (cat. no. 90), Megiddo, and Kition.
10

1. Both creatures are represented in the funerary complex ofDynasty 5

ruler Sahure: Borchardt 1910, pi. 8.

2. Altenmuller 1965, figs. 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 13, 16, 21; Meeks 2001, p. 506; the

first griffin appears at the site of Susa in southwestern Iran, a proposed

source of contacts with predynastic Egypt (see Teissier 1987, pp. 31, 32).

Whether it may have been a distant prototype for the magical creatures

on ivory wands is debatable, although predynastic-type serpopards also

appear on these objects.

3. For a discussion of their Seth aspects and for hunting dogs disguised as

monstrous griffins, see Meeks 2001, p. 505.

4. For discussion, see Aruz 2008a, pp. 106-8.

5. Dunand 1950, pi. cxcni:l 1464. On another Syrian-style cylinder seal in

the Metropolitan Museum (1999.325.151), two Taweret goddesses with

knives confront each other, flanking a caprid and a waterbird.

6. Gill 1964, pp. 3ff. For discussion of the meaning of Taweret in Egypt, see

Verner 1970, pp. 52fF.; see also Hornung and Staehelin 1976, pp. 127-29;

Altenmuller 1965, pp. 148ff.
;
and Gundlach 1986. Phillips (1991, pp. 191 ff.)

emphasizes the Middle Kingdom deities that later coalesce into Taweret;

see Phillips 2008, chap. 12; Weingarten 1991 charts the development of

the appearance of the creature.

7. Weingarten 1991; Mellink 1987, pp. 67-71.

8. Aruz 2008a, p. 85 n. 70.

9. Teissier 1996, pp. 78-79, no. 132.

10. V. Wilson 1975; Loud 1939, pi. 8:24, 26; Barnett 1982, pi. 33b.
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Furniture Plaque with
Griffin

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 4.1 cm (1% in.); width 2.6 cm (l in.)

Anatolia

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mrs. George D. Pratt, in memory of

George D. Pratt, 1936 36.152.7

One of the most interesting images

in the corpus of ivories attributed

to Acemhoyuk is also one of the smallest:

a sensitively drawn crouching griffin

incised on a narrow plaque, now warped.

Similarly incised images on other small

plaques in the group include Egyptian-

type waterfowl and a monkey holding a

jar (cat. no. 54).

The lithe feline body and haunches of

the griffin are rendered with a lively curv-

ing line, and its head is given the form of a

bird of prey. A curving hatched line defines

the edge of the massive falcon wing, feath-

ered like those on Nilotic depictions of

birds of prey. The leonine tail is raised and

curled, and the claws of the visible hind leg

are emphasized. Added to the bird and lion

features are two long horns, with three tiny

points between them, crowning the head.

A pattern on the cheek, ending in a spiral

curl, evokes the markings of the peregrine

falcon, as rendered in Egyptian images of

Horus in his animal aspect (see cat. no. 49).
1

This plaque may thus provide the source

for one of the most characteristic features of

griffins as portrayed later in the

Aegean—the spiral curl on cheek or chest.

Although quadrupeds with feline and

avian features first appeared on earlier

Anatolian-style cylinder seals at Kultepe,
2

the incised griffin, both in style and physi-

cal characteristics, finds its closest paral-

lels in Syrian glyptic. There we find the

source not only for the lithe rendering of

the leonine body, but also for the allusion

to Egypt, in both griffins and sphinxes,

made by the addition of crowns composed

of horizontally displayed ram's horns and

upright feathers.
3
Furthermore, a Syrian-

style cylinder seal impressed on a document

from Kultepe lb, a phase contemporary

with this plaque, depicts a griffin that is

similar in style, with long curving horns.
4

Other griffins, depicted on Anatolian-style

seals in the karum settlements of the pla-

teau, including Acemhoyuk, lack horns but

rather display a long head curl. They are

portrayed as attackers mounted on the

backs of their prey,
5
with one exception

—

a hunting griffin-demon with a rack of

antlers, who stands on leonine legs and,

beneath its spread wings, features human

arms extended to grasp a hare and an

antelope.
6

ja

1. Houlihan 1986, pp. 46-48.

2. N. Ozguc 1991, pp. 301-2.

3. Teissier 1996, p. 146, figs. 145-47, p. 89,

figs. 165, 166, p. 87, fig. 162; Porada 1948,

pi. CXLIX, no. 981.

4. N. Ozgiic 1968, pi. XX:C.

5. Ibid., pi. XXXII:2b.

6. N. Ozguc 1991, pp. 302-3.
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Ring with Griffins

Gold, silver

Height 1.7 cm (% in.); width 3 cm (lVs in.)

Mycenae, Chamber Tomb 68

Late Helladic II, 15th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 2970

This signet ring is made of hammered

gold sheet. It has an oval bezel and

a concave bedplate on the back side. A
hammer-chisel was used for the engrav-

ing. The hoop has five ridges.
1 The ring

was found in a chamber tomb rich in gold

jewelry, which included the gold figurine

of a reclining bull. Among the grave fur-

nishings were five sealstones and a rare

iron-and-silver ring.
2
Gold signet rings

and sealstones were the insignia dignitatis

of the ruling class—symbols of power,

prestige, and wealth—and were associated

as well with administration and trade.

The engraved scene on the ring depicts

two griffins moving in opposite directions,

their heads turned toward each other. Their

impressive wings are widespread, and

their chests are embellished with spirals.
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A collar is visible on their necks. The grif-

fins' raised tails form the axis of the sym-

metrical scene, and a schematic plant in

front of each creature denotes the borders.

A mythical creature, the griffin has the

body of a lion and the head and wings of

an eagle, combining the powers of both.

It is considered a guardian associated with

deities and royal palaces. Adopted from

the Near East, it was widely used in the

artistic and symbolic vocabulary of the

Aegean,
3
depicted on the wall paintings of

Akrotiri at Thera, the throne rooms of

Knossos and Pylos, and on seals and ivory

pyxides.
4 A majestic reclining griffin is

shown on a gold seal from Tholos Tomb

IV at Pylos. The griffin rests on a zone of

semirosettes, a motif symbolic of kingship

known mostly from the stone frieze inlaid

with glass of the palace of Tiryns
5
and the

decoration of the Atreus tholos at Mycenae.

On another seal from Mycenae two anti-

thetically disposed griffins flank a column,

an abbreviated form representing a build-

ing.
6
Their front paws and the column rest

on a concave altar. This arrangement is

the equivalent—only here, with griffins

—

of the Lion Gate at the entrance to the

citadel (fig. 88). lp-m

1. CMS I, no. 102; Xenaki-Sakellariou 1989,

pp. 330, 335, fig. 8; Xenaki-Sakellariou 1995,

p. 317; W. Miiller 2003, pp. 476-77; W. Miiller

2005, pp. 173-74.

2. Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, p. 195, pi. 85.

3. N. Marinatos 1993, pp. 196-97.

4. Morgan 1988, pp. 49-54.

5. Panagiotaki et al. 2003, pp. 14-18.

6. CMS I, no. 98.
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Stamp Seal with Man and
Griffin

Red jasper

Diameter 2.2 cm (% in.)

Vapheio, Tholos Tomb, Late Helladic IIA,

15th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 1761

The tholos tomb at Vapheio,
1 known for

the celebrated gold cups decorated

with exquisite scenes of bull hunting found

there,
2

is also rich in seals, approximately

forty-four pieces, including two signet

rings, one in gold and the other in bronze.

The tomb is dated to a time when the

Greek mainland, especially Lakonia, had

close relations with the Minoan civiliza-

tion and adopted ideas from the Near East

by way of Crete.

This seal
3
was found in the cist grave

dug into the floor of the tholos. The

imposing figure of a man, in profile, stands

next to a majestic griffin. He holds a leash

with a distinctive loop tied to the animal's

neck. The griffin turns its head to look

backward. The man is clean-shaven and

wears a cap over his hair, which is cut

short in front and longer in the back.

There is a drill hole in the figure's wrist,

suggesting that he wears a sealstone

bracelet,
4

* an adornment attested primarily

in wall paintings.
5 The manufacture of the

seal is attributed to the mainland artist

called the Mycenae/Vapheio Lion Master.

The man wears a long robe with diago-

nal bands, recognized as a sacerdotal gar-

ment, probably of Syrian origin, though

the exact significance is unknown. The

robe certainly denotes an important and

authoritative figure, who holds an insignia

to indicate his rank. A number of Minoan

seals present figures of priests or priest-

esses wearing similar attire and hairstyle

and holding either a stone mace or a (pos-

sibly Syrian) lunate axe. An actual bronze

axe of this type was found in the Vapheio

tholos; a similar axe is also shown in the

hand of a priest on another seal from

the same tomb.
6

The griffin, another Near Eastern im-

port, was considered the ultimate predator

and could be associated with a divine power,

represented here by the priest.
7 The griffin

was widely adopted as a symbol ofpower

and kingship in Aegean art.

LP-M

1. Kilian-Dirlmeier 1987, pp. 197-212.

2. E. Davis 1977, pp. 1-50, figs. 1-21.

3. CMS I, no. 223; for such scenes, see Aruz

2008a, p. 175.

4. Rehak 1994, pp. 76-77.

5. Younger 1992, pp. 272-73.

6. Regarding the axe, see Rehak 1994, pp. 79-80.

The seal showing a man holding a similar axe

is CMS I, no. 225.

7. On a Syrian cylinder seal discussed in N. Marin-

atos 1993, pp. 127-32, figs. 88, 95, 96, a fron-

tal figure of a god or priest holds a griffin by

the leash.

79

Roundel with Griffins

Gold

Diameter 6.5 cm (2V1 in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i0765

This gold disc, a unique object, was

found in the central chamber of the

Royal Tomb of Qatna on a wood bier that

had been placed on the chamber floor.
1

The relief is worked in repousse from the

back, with additional chasing of details on

the front. The image is subdivided into

three concentric circles. The inner circle

is decorated with an eight-petal rosette.

The middle circle, which dominates the

composition, is embellished with four grif-

fins in relief. Arranged in opposing pairs,
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they comprise the elegant, slender body of

a lion, the head of a bird of prey with a

hooked beak and spread wings, and a long,

curved tail ending in a thick tassel. The

body and wings are impressed with circles.

The griffin does not conform to the so-

called Aegean type
2
popular during the

second millennium B.C. in Syria and the

eastern Mediterranean, as the characteris-

tic curl behind the head is absent;
3
rather,

it is a local Syrian variant.
4
Stylistically, it

derives from Egyptian art, evident from

the standing position and the slender form

of the body.
5
Iconographically, however, it

is independent of the Egyptian model

because it lacks the Egyptian crown. The

closest parallel to the Cjatna griffins is

found on an ivory disc from Byblos dated

to the Late Bronze Age (cat. no. 80).

Between each pair of griffins is another

motif of Egyptian origin: an ankh framed

on both sides by a stylized zms-scepter.

While the ankh has retained its Egyptian

form, the scepter has degenerated to a

nearly unidentifiable shape when com-

pared to Egyptian examples, and its

Syrian origin is undeniable.
6 The com-

bined motif was introduced in the Levant

as early as the Middle Bronze Age, as

indicated by the crown of Ip-shemu-abi

from the Byblos royal tombs of the nine-

teenth century B.C.
7 On the much later

Qatna gold disc, the zt»as-symbol has

evolved to a rounded, plantlike image.

The outer circle displays an alternating

sequence of circular forms that can be

identified as small sun symbols, and con-

cave shapes that resemble sheaves of wheat.

Around the edge of the disc are two paral-

lel rows of perforations that served for

sewing the object on to a textile or piece

of leather. Traces of a dark organic mate-

rial around most of the perforations are

possibly the remains of leather, suggesting

that the disc once decorated a leather band

that was perhaps part of a sheath, a belt, or

a jeweled ribbon . pp

1. First published in Al-Maqdissi et al. 2003,

p. 213, fig. 13.

2. See, for example, S. Marinatos and Hirmer

1973, fig. 33.

3. For the development of the griffin motif in

the third and second millennium B.C., see

Wild 2008.

4. For this Syrian griffin, compare seal impres-

sions of the Old Syrian period: Otto 2000,

nos. 31, 122, 169, 173, 196, 201, 248, 306.

Nearly all these griffins on Syrian seals are

shown recumbent or seated. It is remarkable

that a standing griffin, as on the Qatna disc,

is so rare on Old Syrian seal impressions

(ibid., no. 251). One example is depicted on a

Middle Syrian seal from Ugarit (Das Roll-

siegel in Syrien 1980, no. 58).

5. See the Egyptian griffin from the Middle

Kingdom in Lange and Hirmer 1978, pi. XIV

(center).

6. See T. James 2000, p. 303.

7. Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 1977, fig. 30.
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Pyxis Lid with Griffins
and Sphinxes

Ivory

Diameter 10 cm (3% in.)

Byblos

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 19295

One of the most intriguing ivory

objects from Byblos is this irregu-

larly shaped oval pyxis lid with incised

designs of confronted griffins and sphinxes.

There is little information about the exact

findspot of the lid, which seems to have

been discovered against the wall of a struc-

ture between Middle Bronze Age temple

complexes and the Crusader Castle.
1 The

lid appears to have been cut down for reuse

on a smaller container than originally

intended, without concern for the imagery,

which is now partially obliterated. The

central hole (now broken), surrounded by

an eighteen-petal rosette inscribed in

four circles, must have held a small knob,

probably of a different material. Two con-

fronted seated sphinxes are rendered with

powerful haunches and large feathered

wings, one emerging from behind the

chest.
2
Another scene, repeated three times,

shows a more dynamic confrontation, with

falcon-headed griffins lunging toward

one another, their forelegs crossing, fore-

ground rear legs extended backward, and

tails curling behind. The technique of

overlapping is here employed to create a

sense of space. This appears to be the

impetus in the rendering of the wings,

which are depicted one behind the other,

the far one seeming to emerge from the

neck. While two griffin pairs are almost

fully preserved, the heads of the third set,
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as well as one extended hind leg, are now

missing. Based on the pattern of loss and

the spacing of the images, it is probable

that the original lid was circular, about

16 centimeters in diameter, with an outer

border of concentric bands.

The format of the design—incised con-

centric circles around a central rosette with

a surrounding outer band, often undeco-

rated—is paralleled on a number of ivory

bowls and lids from the site of Megiddo.
3

In one instance, kneeling or collapsing

horned animals are incised on the outer

band of a pyxis lid with extensions for a

swivel closure
4 An ivory tabletop from

Ugarit also has a central incised rosette

surrounded by concentric bands of cutout

designs, with confronted leonine creatures

(probably griffins) on the outer frieze.
5

The imagery on the Byblos lid depicts

powerful supernatural forces in conflict, a

common theme in the corpus of ivories

produced in eastern Mediterranean cen-

ters toward the end of the Late Bronze

Age. The use of incision instead of relief

on this work of rather modest craftsman-

ship can be paralleled on ivories found

over the wide span of western Asia from

Ashur (fig. 69) to the Levantine coast,

Cyprus, and the Cycladic island of Delos.
6

On Delos—in contrast to works created

on the Greek mainland, which are in relief

(see cat. nos. 268, 269)—the theme of

clashing predators is rendered in a master-

piece of incised ivory carving, found

deposited within the later Temple of

Artemis (cat. no. 267).
7

JA

1. Dunand 1939, p. 88: discussion of wall 0.

2. This scene was misinterpreted by Dunand

(ibid., pp. 103-4, no. 1549, pi. cxxill), who

did not realize that the heads were missing.

3. Loud 1939, pis. 15, 26, 27; for rosette discs,

see pi. 15.

4. Ibid., p. 13, fig. 54b.

5. Feldman 2006b, p. 52, fig. 34.

6. Barnett 1982, pis. 19, 33c, 35a, 36a.

7. Ibid., pi. 33d, possibly by the same hand as an

ivory lid from Palaepaphos, Cyprus, which

may be the source of the Delos ivory.
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Relief Vessel with
Sphinxes

Ceramic

Height 10.2 cm (4 in.)

Karahoyiik

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

Konya Museum, Konya, Turkey 1975.25.41

The thin walls and burnished surface of

this vessel, excavated at Karahoyiik,

near Konya, are characteristic of fine

Anatolian ceramics, although its form,

which incorporates images of a pair of

bearded male sphinxes striding along the

sides, is unique.
1 The body of each sphinx

is depicted in profile and rendered in low

relief, while the preserved head is turned

90 degrees outward and modeled fully in

the round. A long tapered beard clings to

the figure's neck, flanked by two locks of

hair that end in symmetrical curls resting

on the chest. Two additional locks fall to

the back of the neck. The large forehead

and bulging eyes are offset by a long,

81, detail of reverse

straight nose, small mouth, and receding

chin, all framed by protruding ears. The

other side of the vessel is damaged: only

three paws and a curled lock remain of an

identical sphinx that would have mirrored

the existing figure. The superb workman-

ship and unusual overall shape of this

piece, which recalls the Hittite hieroglyph

for the sky, suggest that it was used to

pour libations.
2

Sphinxes, both male and female, appear

frequently in Anatolian glyptic of the early

second millennium B.C. A male sphinx with

pointed beard and raised front paw, on an

Acemhoyiik clay bulla, closely resembles

the Karahoyiik figure.
3 A group of nine
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Figure 46. Ceramic vessel

applique in the form of a

sphinx. Mallia, Quartier

Mu, Building D. Middle

Minoan II. Archaeological

Museum, Heraklion n 19818

bullae from Acemhoyiik, all of which show

impressions of the same seal, display pairs

of addorsed, beardless sphinxes whose

arrangement and long pendant curls also

recall the Karahoyiik sphinx.
4
Another

comparison, surprisingly, is provided by a

ceramic relief applique for a vessel exca-

vated at Mallia on Crete, showing a wing-

less, bearded sphinx with dramatically full,

curled locks (fig. 46).
5 The direct similarity

in form between the two objects suggests

that the Mallia sphinx vessel was also used

in the performance of ritual. The relief

combines an Egyptianizing beard and tail

with facial features typical of Minoan wall

painting, but its distinctive curls connect

it with Anatolian sphinxes like the one seen

here.
6
Finds such as these suggest some

degree of interaction between central

Anatolia and Crete during the early second

millennium B.C., which remains as yet

incompletely understood.
7

SG

1. Alp 1978-80.

2. Ibid., p. 11; Alp 1950, p. 2.

3. N. Ozgiic 1980, p. 76, fig. 111-45.

4. N. Ozgiic 1971, p. 25, fig. 4.

5. Poursat 1973.

6. Warren 1995, p. 3; Aruz 2008a, pp. 106-7.

7. Aruz 2008a, pp. 101-22.

82

Sphinx with Prisoner

Ivory

Length 5.8 cm (2
1

/* in.)

Abydos, Tomb 477

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12, ca. 1950 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

54.678

This figurine from Abydos represents

a sphinx seizing the body of a captive

who lies prostrate, his head grasped be-

tween his captor's paws. The sphinx wears

the striped nemes headcloth, the preroga-

tive of Egyptian kings, with the royal

protective uraeus at his brow. The carving

is complete in itself, but the presence of

two peg holes on the flat underside shows

that it was intended to be attached to

some larger object, such as a box or piece

of furniture.
1

In the years immediately after the dis-

covery of the sphinx, some scholars deemed

its large eyes and ears, long hooked nose,

and high cheekbones un-Egyptian and

suggested that it was a rare depiction of a

Hyksos ruler of the Second Intermediate

Period subduing an Egyptian prisoner.

Other objects found in the group of tombs

from which the sphinx comes were believed

to support this dating. More recent stud-

ies, however, have shown that the archaeo-

logical context was too disturbed to exclude

the possibility of an earlier or later dating,

and a reassessment of the stylistic features

of the sphinx has suggested that it fits more

comfortably among Egyptian royal statuary

of Dynasty 12. The shape of the nemes

and the uraeus and even some of the facial

peculiarities are paralleled on a statue from

the reign of Senwosret I (ca. 1961-1917 B.C.).

The figurine was therefore probably meant

to represent an Egyptian king seizing

one of Egypt's traditional foes, such as a

Nubian; the captive's close-cropped hair

and short kilt would be appropriate for an

inhabitant of that southern region.

JHT

1. For further reference, see Garstang 1928,

pp. 46-47, pi. VII; Schweitzer 1948, pp. 39-

40, pi. IX:3B; Hornemann 1969, pi. 1526;

Bourriau in Pharaohs andMortals 1988, pp. 136—

38, no. 138; M. Maree in Pharaohs 2002, p. 426,

no. 97; and Strudwick 2006, pp. 100-101.
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Pyxis with Sphinxes

Ivory

Height 4.8 cm (l
7/8 in.)

Thebes, Chamber Tomb

Late Helladic IIIA-B, 14th-13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum,

Thebes, Greece 42459

This cylindrical ivory pyxis is con-

structed of two separate pieces of ivory

tusk, one for the main body and another

for the base. A series of small holes indi-

cates how the base and body were origi-

nally held together. The base was broken

in antiquity; pairs of additional small

holes pierced in each fragment provide

evidence of attempts at repair. The vessel

probably had a lid—made of the same

or different material—which has not been

preserved. Two small horizontal holes

pierced through the pyxis's handles allowed

attachment of the lid.

The ivory pyxis, a luxury object indica-

tive of wealth and high social status, was

found in a large chamber tomb cut into the

side of a hill to the east of the citadel of

Thebes and is dated from the fourteenth to

the thirteenth century B.C. Such objects

were used by the elites in their everyday

life, specifically for the safekeeping of cos-

metics or jewelry. This particular pyxis

—

decorated in relief with two heraldic pairs of

sphinxes and two shell-shaped handles

placed at opposite sides—is a remarkable

example of Mycenaean palatial art. It also

provides evidence of influence from the

Near East, where this type of walking

sphinx in profile originated.

vla/if

84

Plaque with Sphinx

Sard

Height 3.4 cm (l% in.); width 5 cm (2 in.);

depth 0.8 cm (% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18,

ca. 1390-1352 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926

26.7.1342

This sard plaque,
1

in the form of a

winged female sphinx, was once

part of a piece ofjewelry similar to the

wedjat-eye bracelet from the right arm of

Tutankhamun's mummy. 2 The original

setting, which would have been of gold,

must have consisted of a curved backplate

cut to match the outline of the plaque and

possibly scored with a decoration. Gold

strips were attached at right angles to the

outer circumference of the backplate as

well as along the edges of all the open

spaces. Once the sard piece was set into

place,
3
the gold strips covered the drill

marks and uneven places along the edges.

The inlay was at some time broken into

two pieces along a vertical line that passes

from the upper border along the front of

the sphinx's wing to about the animal's

chest and from there to the lower border.

Losses occurred at the upper and lower

borders of the inlay.
4 The break through

the sphinx's body has been repaired.

A group of five similar bracelet plaques

are thought to derive from the tomb of

Amenhotep III,
5
although their decoration

pertained more to ideas about kingship

than to the afterlife. Because most of the

plaques depict rituals performed at the

king's thirty-year jubilee, the Heb Sed,
6

it

has been suggested that the bracelets were

in fact gifts to the king presented by high

officials at the occasion of the feast,
7
and

later deposited with the king's burial

equipment.

In the past often identified as a repre-

sentation of Amenhotep's wife, queen Tiye,
8

the sphinx of the sard inlay should more

accurately be understood as a multifaceted

mythical being that presents and protects

the king whose cartouche she holds in her

hands.
9
Female sphinxes were represented
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in Egypt at least since Dynasty 4, and

then often during the Middle and early

New Kingdoms.
10
Underlying such repre-

sentations was the Egyptian belief that the

female played a fundamental role in the

creation of the universe and in maintain-

ing the balance of the cosmos. In mytho-

logical terms this concept was expressed

by the primeval pair Shu and Tefnut.
11

Tefnut, like her close associate Hathor,

was also intimately linked with foreign

countries. In the myth of the "faraway

goddess," for example, Tefnut left Egypt

to dwell as a fierce lioness in inner Africa,

whence she could only reluctantly be coaxed

to return to Egypt. Later transformed into

the benevolent Hathor, she was joyously

received in temples throughout the land.
12

The sphinx on the sard plaque is associ-

ated with this story through her Nubian

accoutrements: the large circular earring

and probably also the feathers on her

head.
13

To the southern exoticism the bracelet

designers added the partly unfolded wings

known in Egypt since the Middle Kingdom

and Hyksos period first as part of griffin

imagery (see cat. no. 67).
14
Egyptians from

the time ofAmenhotep III likely associ-

ated them with western Asia (see fig. 47).
15

The sphinx's hairstyle has been likened

to the headgear of the Shasu Bedouins

living in Syria and the Levant during the

New Kingdom.
16
But even more closely

comparable are hairstyles seen on nude

female figures on Egyptian ceremonial

spoons
17

that have been convincingly

interpreted as representing the sky god-

dess Nut holding up the solar disc at

sunrise.
18
This association would make

the cartouche of the king an image of the

sun disc.
19

Thirty years later we encounter the

winged female sphinx adorning the throne

of a pair statue of Haremhab, the last ruler

ofDynasty 18, and his queen Mutnodjmet.
20

Placed on the side of the throne closest to

the figure of the queen, the sphinx is in this

case coupled with the name of Mutnodjmet,

and juxtaposed with the figures of foreign

male prisoners on the side ofHaremhab

—

possibly in an attempt to differentiate the

primarily symbolic role and mythical asso-

ciation of the queen from the more mundane

function of the pharaoh. Mutnodjmet s

sphinx wears a Nefertiti-type cap crowned

by a Near Eastern-style plant motif; around

her neck is a string with a large circular

pendant such as was worn not only by the

Shasu but by other Levantine peoples.
21
The

sphinx thus acquired some more explicitly

Levantine features on her journey from

Amenhotep III to Haremhab. da

1. Hayes 1959, pp. 242-43, fig. 147; Berman

and Bryan 1992; Arnold in Royal Women of

Amarna 1996, pp. xvi, 107, fig. 102.

2. Edwards 1976, pp. 21, 33, no. 11.

3. Presumably on some kind of bedding mate-

rial. I thank Deborah Schorsch, Objects

Conservation, The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, for helping me understand the setting of

the sard plaque.

4. The repaired break is today clearly visible on

the back of the piece.

5. Hayes 1959, p. 242; Berman and Bryan 1992,

p. 444 n. 2; Reeves and Taylor 1992, p. 118.

For other finds from the king's tomb, see

Hayes 1959, pp. 243-44.

6. For the scenes on the other bracelet plaques,

see Hayes 1959, pp. 242-43, and Berman and

Bryan 1992.

7. Hayes 1959, p. 242. For such gifts being pre-

sented to the king, see Egypt's Dazzling Sun

1992, p. 437, fig. XV.4.

8. Mainly on the basis of the appearance of the

queen as a female sphinx at Sedeinga: Berman

and Bryan 1992, pp. 443-44; of her throne in

the Tomb of Kheruef: Egypt's Dazzling Sun

Figure 47. Ivory

plaque with female

sphinx. Megiddo,

Palace Treasury. Late

Bronze Age. Oriental

Institute Museum,

Chicago OIM A 22213
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1992, p. 437, fig. XV.4; and of an ivory carv-

ing from Gurob: Borchardt 1911, pp. 21-22,

fig. 30. For the same identification, see also:

Arnold in Royal Women ofAmarna 1996,

p. 107. I thank George Johnson for making

me consider the piece with renewed objectiv-

ity. Betsy Bryan (1996, pp. 69-70, fig. 15) had

previously advocated a more general under-

standing of the figure.

9. The cartouche is, of course, an elongated

version of the shen (protection) symbol so

often appearing in the claws of mythical ani-

mals and lions. Otherwise, cartouches are

held up in scenes of offering as in the various

representations where the Aten's names are

being offered by Akhenaten and Nefertiti:

Davies 1906, pi. 31; Aldred in Akhenaten and

Nefertiti 1973, pp. 104-6, no. 18. For the

"offering of the name" as a ritual, see Osing

1982.

10. Fay 1996, pp. 62-69, nos. 1, 15, 16, 19, 24,

49-51, 60; Russmann 2005.

11. Assmann 1995, p. 80.

12. Verhoeven 1986. Cyril Aldred (1991, p. 225)

saw Nefertiti very much in the role of the god-

dess Tefnut and described the queen's mortar-

shaped crown as "the headgear of Tefnut in her

leonine aspect of a sphinx," doubtless thinking

of the sphinx on the throne of Haremhab in

the Egyptian Museum, Turin (Aldred 1991,

pi. 77 and below), and the plaque here under

consideration.

13. Grumach-Shirun 1977, col. 144 n. 17; Valbelle

1981, p. 120. The identification of a curl of

hair beside the sphinx's ear (Berman and

Bryan 1992, p. 443; Bryan 1996, pp. 69-70)

has to be corrected. Royal Women ofAmarna

1996, p. 107, fig. 102, shows the circular ring

in an ear that has been somewhat rubbed off

during the varied history of the plaque.

14. Eggebrecht 1977.

15. See the box from Kum Medinet Gurob:

Delange 1993.

16. Bryan 1996, p. 71. However, the Shasu head-

gear, besides being male attire, does not show

the hair as tightly wound around the head as

seen on the sard sphinx. See Giveon 1971,

pp. 251-53, pi. 17, for Shasu headgear, and

pis. 2-4 for the Dynasty 18 filleted hairdo of

Shasu.

17. D. Dunham 1978, pi. 47, and Hayes 1959,

pp. 268- 69, fig. 163.

18. Kozloff 1992a, pp. 331-33; Kozloff 1992b,

pp. 346-47, nos. 74, 75.

19. W. Johnson 1991.

20. Egyptian Museum, Turin, inv. no. 1379:

Donadoni 1989, pp. 152-53, 159-60,

figs. 236-38.

21. For the Shasu, see Giveon 1971, p. 253, pi. 19.

For circular pendants worn by other foreign-

ers from the Mediterranean area, see Bovot

1994. There is a possibility that the sard

sphinx once wore such a necklace. It would

have consisted of a gold strip that fit into the

space on the front of the neck. The two

incised lines on the neck could be Amarna-

style "beauty lines" or could, alternatively,

belong to the necklace.
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Queen Tiye as the
goddess taweret

Wood

Height 15 cm (5
7
/s in.); width 5.5 cm (2% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Amenhotep III, 1390-1352 B.C.

Fondazione Museo delle Antichita Egizie di

Torino 566

Taweret was a folk goddess represented

as a hybrid figure composed of a

pregnant hippopotamus standing upright

on leonine legs. She is generally depicted

with pendulous breasts, human arms ter-

minating in leonine paws, and the spine

and tail of a crocodile. In this wood figu-

rine the hippopotamus head is replaced

with a beautiful head of a queen, who wears

a long intricately striated wig bound by a

wide circlet, which was originally gilded. A
hole at the forehead marks the point where

a uraeus, no doubt in another material, was

inserted separately. Surmounting the head

is a cylindrical element, which normally

served as a base for a plumed headdress.

The face of the queen shows the unmis-

takable characteristics of Tiye, wife of

Amenhotep III. The eyes slant down

toward the root of the nose under natu-

rally formed lids in a long shallow orbital.

Black painted cosmetic stripes extend as

far as the ears, whose lobes are scored to

indicate piercing, a feature of the Amarna
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period. The fleshy heart-shaped mouth is

also suggestive of the Amarna style.

Taweret was a goddess of marriage, a

protector of women, especially in child-

birth, and children, and as such she shared

traits with the goddess Hathor. By exten-

sion, Taweret also played a role in the

rebirth of the dead. In one of the myths,

Taweret was said to have held the croco-

dile Seth so that Horus could slay it.

Children wore amulets of Taweret, per-

haps to protect them from encounters

with snakes and crocodiles. Remarkably,

queen Tiye was worshipped as a living

goddess and was variously associated

with Taweret, Hathor, and Maat.

EV
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Magical Wand

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Width 5.3 cm (2'/s in.); length 33.1 cm (13 in.)

Egypt

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12-13,

ca. 1981-1640 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Theodore M. Davis Collection, Bequest of

Theodore M. Davis, 1915 30.8.218

This magnificent magical wand, which

retains the typical crescent shape of

the hippopotamus tusk out of which it was

carved, is one of the few completely pre-

served, extant examples. To bring out its

decoration against the light-colored ivory,

the incised lines were filled with a dark

organic paste. At the narrow end is the

usual relief depiction of the head of a fox;

a feline head was incised onto the broader

end. Between the two animal heads is a

row of incised figures (from right to left):

a seated baboon grasping a snake, a com-

bination of a jackal's head with an animal's

leg and a knife at the foot, a vulture on

a basket with a flail over its back and a

knife at its feet, a standing lion with a

knife in each forepaw and right front leg

raised, the goddess Taweret, a Bes image,

and a sun disc on legs with a knife at the

front foot.

Taweret stands upright on her hind legs,

brandishing knives and devouring a snake.

She is depicted as a composite of a lion and

a hippopotamus and has a completely ren-

dered crocodile attached to her back, rather

than the usual crocodile tail fused with the

back. Behind Taweret is an image of Bes

but without snakes, a common attribute in

contemporary depictions.
2
The frontal nude

view and bowlegged stance with hands on

his thighs are usual for Bes, however. His

customary lion's tail hangs down between

his legs, but his genitals are not repre-

sented. The tall headdress and leopard's

skin appear only in later Bes imagery.

This figure, without his usual lion's ears

and with parted instead of the standard

manelike hair, looks more human than

others of the same period. Bes and Taweret

were the most popular protective deities of

children and mothers in ancient Egypt,

and their images also became very popular

in the Levant (see cat. no. 90).
s

Two short inscriptions on the wand

read, "protection of the night" and "protec-

tion of the day." Several other wands bear

similar inscriptions and give also the names

of mothers and children, for whose protec-

tion they presumably served.
4
All the fig-

ures depicted on the magical wands were

believed to help the sun god in the fight

against his enemies, and their protective

competence is demonstrated through the

knives they hold. The child for whom such

a wand was used could be magically identi-

fied with the sun god, who had been suc-

cessfully defended by the figures depicted.

Many wands, including this piece, show

signs of wear, indicating that they were used

over a period of time, possibly as part of a

magical ritual. That the wands were found

in tombs of adults can be explained by the

Egyptian belief in rebirth: the protective

wands thus not only protected newborns in

life but also aided the deceased in rebirth.

At a later stage, magical wands even seem

to have been used for statuary. ist

1. For further reference, see Steindorff 1946,

p. 43, fig. 4, pp. 46-47, no. 7; Altenmuller

1965, pp. 89-90, no. 106; Romano 1989,

pp. 96-98, no. 30; and J. Allen 2005,

pp. 28-30, no. 22.

2. For the Bes image, see Romano 1989 (espe-

cially pp. 33-57 for the Middle Kingdom and

Second Intermediate Period).

3. See, for example, V. Wilson 1975 and Keel 1993.

4. For a detailed study and catalogue of magical

wands, see Altenmuller 1965, 1983, 1986,

and 1987.
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Bes Plaque

Bone or Ivory

Height 4.9 cm (2 in.); width 3.5 cm (1% in.)

Alaca Hoyiik

Middle Bronze Age, early 2nd millennium B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 13186

A remarkable small relief sculpture,

probably a furniture inlay, was found

in the "deepest layer of the Hittite period"

at Alaca Hoyiik during the 1936 excava-

tions by Hamit Kosay.
1

It bears a sensitive

rendering of the Egyptian lion-man Bes

and is fashioned out of a gray-brown mate-

rial that has been called bone or ivory.

Some scholars originally assigned the

piece to Anatolian or Syrian manufacture

and sought the derivation of this leonine

demon—with its unusual frontality and

significance as a protective being—in the

Near East.
2

However, a thorough study of the

creature by Romano convincingly placed

the origin of the image of a nude male

with the ears, mane, some facial features,

tail, and bent-legged stance of a rampant

lion in Egypt itself.
3 He also determined

the particular rendering of Bes on the

Alaca Hoyiik plaque to be fully consistent

with the imagery and style of Egyptian

renderings of Bes during the Middle

Kingdom, despite the fact that no such

inlays are extant in the Nile Valley as they

are in Anatolia.
4 The closest comparisons,

which suggest that the plaque was the

work of an Egyptian craftsman and there-

fore a rare import to central Anatolia, are

found on the numerous Egyptian magical

wands made of the ivory of the formidable

hippopotamus (possibly the same material

used for the Alaca Hoyiik plaque) and

incised with images of real and imaginary

beasts (see cat. no. 86). Among these is the

lean, naked bent-legged creature referred

to as Aha, or fighter (protector), at times

with prominently displayed genitalia, with

the ears, mane, and tail of a lion, and with

hands held toward the thighs and grasp-

ing snakes.

Only the upper portion of the Bes figure

from Alaca Hoyiik is preserved, depicting

his slender frontal human body with

emphasized pectoral and arm muscles, a

modeled ribcage, tapering waist, rounded

belly with a drop-shaped navel, widely

extended legs, and prominent genitalia.

His fists are clenched on his thighs, which

are preserved, as are his bent knees. The

elliptical face, with horizontal almond-

shaped eyes, a broad nose, and full lips, is

framed by a slightly rounded trapezoidal

mane that extends over the neck in strands

of straight hair. Rounded leonine ears pro-

trude from the mane.
5

Another Bes image of this period, a

statuette made of limestone, was found

beyond the Nile Valley in the Temple of

the Obelisks at Byblos along with many

other offerings of Egyptian type in the

form of animals and divine beings (some

depicted in fig. 44). The piece probably

dates to Dynasty 12-13 and is also consid-

ered to be an import.
6

The presence of Bes in Anatolia and the

Levant may, of course, signal more than

simply the transfer of an exotic object or

an exotic image. Rather, and more signifi-

cantly, it may indicate the sharing of ele-

mental ideas about the magical power of

Bes and perhaps that of other Egyptian

demons and symbols, which are found

most profusely on Middle Bronze Age

Syrian seals.
7
This possibility is supported

by the discovery of a Middle Kingdom

Egyptian magical wand in later context in

a small tomb on the south acropolis at

Ugarit. It was found not far from the House

of the Priest-Magician, so named because

of the divination texts and models of

internal organs unearthed at the site.
8

JA

1. Kosay 1944, p. 31, pi. XLIV (al/a88).

2. Mesopotamian texts and iconography are

replete with descriptions and images of apo-

tropaic divinities with human and animal attri-

butes, among them leonine demons, invoked

as protectors against witchcraft and evil

demons: Black and Green 1992, pp. 116, 119-

21. Mesopotamian lion-demons, however, are

generally depicted with the profile head of a

lion and the body of a man, and they are often

clothed in a kilt or robe and wield a weapon.

3. Romano (1980, pp. 39-43, 48; 1989, pp. 8-

9, 14) cites Ballod in noting that the Bes

image could have represented at least eight

different divinities. See also Romano 1998,

pp. 89-96, and Dasen 1993, pp. 55-56, 60, 63.

4. Romano 1989, pp. 150-51. This view is cor-

roborated by Dorothea Arnold, Department

of Egyptian Art, The Metropolitan Museum
of Art (personal communication); V. Wilson

(1975, p. 83) believes that "Egypt inspired

the representation," which could have been

imported from "Syria or Phoenicia." For

Middle Bronze Age Anatolian ivory furniture

inlays, see Harper 1969.

5. Romano (1998, p. 96) notes that by the reign

of Senwosret I a rounded mane was intro-

duced—perhaps dating this image to the mid-

Middle Kingdom.

6. Dunand 1954, p. 767; Dunand 1950, pi. XCV; V.

Wilson 1975, p. 84; Romano 1989, pp. 170-73,

no. 53B. The Byblos image exhibits a different

style, characterized by a grotesque large head

with grimacing features.

7. See von der Osten 1934, pi. xxni:329; Teissier

1996, pp. 78-79, no. 132, pi. 132. The impact
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of Egyptian imagery is perhaps most appar-

ent in the image of Taweret, the hippopota-

mus goddess frequently depicted alongside

Bes, who was popular in the Levant and also

in the Aegean, where she was transformed

into the lion-headed "Minoan Genius": see

Weingarten 1991.

8. Lagarce 1990.
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Figure of Bes

Egyptian Blue

Height 8.5 cm (3% in.); width 4 cm (1% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Akhenaten, ca. 1353-1336 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 20484

This bright blue figure is an image of

Bes, a being who was believed to

watch over those in need of protection,

such as mothers and children (see discus-

sion in cat. no. 86).
1 A grotesque creature,

with vaguely leonine facial features, he has

a lion's ears, mane, and tail and a stocky,

dwarfish body and limbs. His open-

mouthed grimace seems both fierce and

comic. Although Bes was most often

88

shown naked or wearing an animal pelt

as a cloak, here he wears a kilt open at

the front. He appears to be running or per-

haps dancing.

Bes's physical peculiarities and his

semidivine status have led some to suggest

that he originated outside of Egypt, prob-

ably farther to the south in Africa. There

seems to be no evidence to prove (or dis-

prove) this theory, though it is certain that

Bes—or Aha—was a force in Egypt as

early as the Old Kingdom, when priests

were represented wearing masks in the

form of his head.

To judge from the many small figures

of Bes that survive today, his protection

was highly valued. Most such figures were

made of Egyptian faience, a vitreous mate-

rial consisting of sand or ground quartz-

ite, which was usually pale greenish blue

in color. This example, however, was made

in a similar but rarer glasslike material

known as Egyptian Blue (see pp. 419-20).
2

Its color, a deeper and more intense blue

than that of faience, may have been in-

tended to suggest the prized semiprecious

stone lapis lazuli. The use of Egyptian

Blue for this figure, together with the

extremely fine and detailed modeling of

its features, suggests that this Bes was

intended for a person of high rank. It was

probably placed in the owner's tomb,

where, despite suffering the loss of both

arms and legs, it survived.

ERR

1 . For further reference, see Wildung in Pharaohs

ofthe Sun 1999, p. 257, no. 181. For a brief

description of Bes and his history, see

Romano 1998.

2. For faience and Egyptian Blue, see Nicholson

2000, esp. p. 178.
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Headrest with Bes Imagery

Wood

Height 15 cm (5
7
/s in.); width 33 cm (13 in.);

depth 9 cm (3/4 in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Akhenaten, 1353-1336 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 11625

Ancient Egyptian headrests, like their

modern counterparts, were intended

to support the head of a sleeper while lying

on his or her side. Like most Egyptian

examples, this one consists of a curved sup-

port mounted on a column and fastened to

a base large enough to provide stability.
1

In addition to physically supporting

and cradling the head, the headrest was

believed to offer magical protection from

evil animals and spirits that prowled in

the dark. This magical power could be

enhanced by the addition of images, often

representations of the semidivine Bes, a

guardian of sleepers. There are four such

images on this headrest, two that show the

upper body of Bes from the front and two

of his entire figure in profile.

The frontal representations, which

were carved on the undersides of the

curved top, depict Bes's broad facial fea-

tures and protruding tongue surrounded

by his leonine mane and ears. He wears a

short, flaring headdress, which appears to

be a truncated version of the headdress

worn by the full-length figures described

below. His shoulders and arms are speckled

with small incised dots, which may have

been meant to indicate the leopard skin

that he sometimes wears. In front of his

torso, positioned as if he were holding it, is a

lotus, an unusual accessory for Bes. Despite

the similarity of the two half-length images,

they vary in ways that suggest two differ-

ent carvers: note, for example, the dissimi-

lar shapes of the flowers and the presence

of beard stripes on one figure but not on

the other.

The full-length images of Bes in pro-

file, placed on top of the base on either side

of the central support, show him wearing

a characteristic headdress that consists of

a platform supporting tall, poorly delin-

eated feathers. His stocky body, with

bulging belly and stubby legs, sports a

short lion's tail. In the hand nearest the

viewer, which is raised above his head, he

grasps the middle section of a large snake.

In his other hand, Bes holds a large, leaf-

shaped object, often shown with him,

which appears to be a magic weapon. As

with the pair of images discussed above,

slight variations in the execution of these

two figures, such as the texture of the

manes, suggest that they were carved by

different hands, or that perhaps they were

differentiated in a way intended to rein-

force their power.

Because of its magical properties, a

headrest used in life often accompanied its
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unusual sexual practices. In the Levant,

the image of this demon was supplanted

by that of Bes, no doubt retaining its

symbolic association with potency and

fecundity. ac/ed

1. Karageorghis and Demas 1985, pi. cxxiv,

no. 4252; Loud 1939, pi. 8, nos. 24, 26.

89, detail of base

owner to the tomb. That was probably the

fate of this example, which, thus protected,

survived in good condition.

ERR

1. For further reference, see Konigliche Museen

zu Berlin 1899, p. 196; Scharff 1923,

pp. 32-33, pi. 26; and Schott 1958, p. 142.
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Figure of Bes

Bronze

Height 10.4 cm (4% in.);

width 2.2 cm
(

7/8 in.)

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria 5722

Images of Bes appeared in the Levant

during the second millennium B.C.,

notably at Ugarit, on various articles of

personal adornment, jewelry, amulets,

seals, terracotta figurines, and weights.

He is usually represented as part human

and part lion, with a beard or mane and

feline ears, in addition to the lion skin

worn as a mantle. On ivory plaques from

Kition and Megiddo, Bes is depicted bran-

dishing a large knife against nefarious

demons.
1 The choice in this case of a pro-

tective demon for a razor—an instrument

of toiletry and minor surgery—is there-

fore auspicious. This is the only sculpture

of Bes known from Ugarit.

A similar apotropaic figure was popular

during the Middle Bronze Age in Mesopo-

tamia and inland Syria. He, too, is por-

trayed, in statuary and on terracotta

plaques, full face, with bent legs and a

paunch, and generously endowed. He is

usually depicted playing a musical instru-

ment. Dwarfs were said to be gifted with

the power of music and to engage in
90
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Board Games

Boardgames and their mechanisms ofplay are ofsurprising antiquity

and are shared among ancient cultures. Archaeology establishes that

abstract games of someform were already being played onflat stone

boards with two or more rows ofholes in theprepottery Neolithicperiod

of the Near Eastern world. Such boards, dating to about 8000 B.C.,

occur at sites in the Levant and exemplify theprinciple thatgamesfind

their naturalfunction in settled communities, where shared labor and

responsibility allow, crucially,for leisure.
1

For board games, whatever

their literal origin and despite their occasional overlap with ritual or

divination, have always been primarilyfor pleasure and the whiling

away ofunfilled hours. "Good" games, pared ofinequalities down to a

balanced mediumfor competition that can endure repetition, spread

uninhibitedlyfrom culture to culture, crossing political and language

boundaries withfreedom. Games—equipment and technique alike—
traveled lightly, with merchant caravans along trade routes, in the

aftermath ofarmies and mercenaries, and with itinerantpreachers and

runaway slaves. Really goodgames sometimes lastfor millennia.

Prior to the advent ofIndian chess in the early centuries A.D., all

ancient board gamesfor which we have evidence today were "race"

games. By this is meant a game—usuallyfor two players—in which

identical, matchedpieces are maneuvered around aformalized track,

their movements controlled by someform of random generator or

dice. Often such a track will incorporate safe squares, hazards, penal-

ties, or shortcuts. While local design and apparatus can vary drasti-

cally, the underlying aim, to be thefirst to get all the pieces off the

end, is shared by all.

The boardgames ofthe second millennium B.C. illustrate this clearly.

They are well known thanks to widespread archaeological discoveries.

All three are classic examples of "race" games, with partly contrasting

histories. One is the quintessentially Egyptian Senet (the Game of

Thirty Squares), a gameplayed at homefor more than three thousand

years, almost exclusively within ancient Egypt itself By contrast, the

Game of Twenty Squares (cat. no. 91, upper surface cat. no. 265) and

the Game ofFifty-eight Holes (cat. nos. 92, 93) achieved widespread

and similarly long-livedpopularity across the Near East and Egypt,

anticipating in some measure the later and enduring success of chess

and backgammon.

Senet: The Game of Thirty Squares

A playing board of 3 x 10 squares characterizes the sedentary

Egyptian game ofSenet ("Passing"), afamiliar aspect of daily life

on the Nilefrom before 3000 B.C. to the second century A.D. Many

boards with dice and pieces have come to light since the birth of

Egyptology, and our knowledge of this game is much enhanced by

wallpaintings, tomb models, and even papyrus-and-ink narratives,

so that we are in some ways better informed about Senet than almost

any other of the world's ancient games.

This does not mean, however, that there is a consensus as to rules or

direction ofplay. Certain squares at one end are usually marked, and

each has a specific role in thefinal stages of the game.
2
Most scholars

agree that the pieces begin lined up on alternate squaresfrom the end

with plain squares, and proceed boustrophedon-style around the track

toward the other end according to the scores of knucklebones or, more

commonly, two-sided "fingers," or throw sticks. Blocking strategy was

evidently a crucial element. Many examplesfrom tombs consist ofwell-

finished boxes with a drawerfor equipment and an elongatedplaying

surface. In the New Kingdom it is evident that playing Senet could

entail a deeper significance than mere amusement, since the passage of

the soul ofthe dead through the Underworld involvedplaying a game

to ensure a desirable outcome. The closest information we have about

rules as such derivesfrom a composition describing this process.

The Game of Twenty Squares

The first certain evidence for this game comes from mid-third-

millennium B.C cemeteries at Ur in southern Mesopotamia and

Shahr-i Sokhta in Iran, althoughfragmentary boardsfrom Habuba

Kabira in Syria may prove to push the story back to the latefourth

millennium B.C.
3 Two thousandyears later thegame was beingfreely

played all over the Near East, as witnessed by boards knownfrom

Mesopotamia to Anatolia, and Cyprus. Fancy pieces, called "dogs,"

circulated as gifts, and knownplaying surfaces varyfrom the sketch-

iest ofgraffitigrids on brick orpavements to ivory-clad luxury items

offurniture such as those madefor Tutankhamun himself.
4

Two players, usually withfive pieces each, competed to enter their

men via the left or rightflank, then turned the corner to race up the

central row ofsquares to the end. Five ofthe twenty component board

squares are distinguished by a rosette, whichprobably conferred safety

and/or a second throw. Dice at this time were most commonly sheep

orgoat astragals (knucklebones), each ofwhich generatedfourpossible

scores. Rules that apply to this gamefrom a Babylonian cuneiform

tablet ofthe second century B.C. suggest that the game was called Pack

of Dogs, and reveal that betting on the progress of the racing pieces

had become an importantpastime by that date.
5

This race game would achieve remarkable longevity. While it was

eventually supplanted in the Near East by a precursor ofwhat later

became backgammon, the original game survived against all odds

under the name ofAsha among the Jewish communities ofCochin in

southwest India. It is evident that their remote ancestors, who likely

made their way to India at an early period, must have brought with

themfrom Babylon the traditional national boardgame and kept it

alive into modern times.
6

ilf

1. For a survey ofthese early game boards, see Simpson 2007 and the references

given there.

2. The lastfive squares show typically, in order, nfr signs, X or "water," 3, 2, and

afalcon;for a selection, see Kendall 1978, p. 25. For the Egyptian game of

Senet, see, inter alia, Pusch 1.979; Kendall 1982; and Piccione 2007. An inno-

vative approach is that ofAlbertarelli 2002.

3. See Becker 2007.

4. For Tutankhamun's splendid collection ofgaming equipment, including both

the games discussed here and two-sidedgame boxes, see Tait 1982.

5. For details, see Finkel 2007b

6. For an equally remarkable case, with the Egyptian Game ofthe Snake (mehen)

resurfacing in twentieth-century A.D. Sudan, see Kendall 1989, and Kendall

2007, pp. 43-44.
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Double-sided Game Box:

Games of Thirty and
Twenty Squares

Ivory, wood

Height 5 cm (2 in.); width 6.7 cm (2% in.);

length 25 cm (9
7
/s in.)

Thebes, lower el-Asasif

Late Second Intermediate Period-

Early New Kingdom, Dynasty 17-18,

ca. 1600-1450 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund, 1916 16.10.475

With the advent of the Asiatic Hyksos

during the course of the second

millennium B.C., the Game ofTwenty

Squares was imported to Egypt, where it

enjoyed fluctuating popularity between

Dynasty 17 and 20. It was referred to as

the Twenty-Square Game or Twenty Game,

and Egyptian players even experimented

with a double board when there were four

players.
1 The double-sided potential of the

traditional game boxes was soon exploited

and used for both this game and Senet.

Hieroglyphic inscriptions on the box sides

often reveal that the import was upper-

most, perhaps suggesting that the new

game was a little more interesting. One-

sided Egyptian boards for this game

remain rare.

At the same time one- or double-sided

game boxes in Egyptian style also occur

outside of Egypt. This well-known example

from the Metropolitan Museum is from

Egyptian Thebes and has been dated to

late Dynasty 17 or early Dynasty 18.
2 The

box itself is carved from a block ofwood

and clad with strips, squares, and panels

of ivory. It has a simple catch to secure the

drawer, which contained two differentiated

sets of six ivory pieces, six ivory casting

sticks, and a pair of knucklebones. The

upper surface is laid out for the Game of

Twenty Squares, and the reverse is laid

out for Senet. The appeal of the object

was much enhanced by the elongated

carved animals that appear at each side

of the central path.

This Theban box has much in com-

mon with the ivory game box excavated

some twenty-five years ago at the site of

Kamid el-Loz, which dates approximately

to the twelfth century B.C.
3
Here, too,

opposite sides of the box are laid out

for Senet and for the Game of Twenty

Squares, with no squares marked. Although

all second-millennium B.C. game boxes

will naturally have points in common, the

proportions, style of manufacture, bolt

system, and, especially, the narrow animal

decorations at each side of the playing

track suggest that here is a style, if not a

fashion, that led to local productions by

Levantine workshops eager to imitate the

Egyptian model. The point emerges even

more clearly thanks to the recent discov-

ery of yet another remarkably similar

twelfth-century B.C. ivory box during the

British Museum excavations at Tell es-

Sa'idiyeh.
4

ILF

1. A drawing occurs on a Dynasty 20 papyrus.

See Pusch 1977. A similar earlier doubling

experiment had taken place in Mesopotamia;

see the lost board sketched in Banks 1912,

p. 355.

2. See Hayes 1959, pp. 25-26 and fig. 10; Pusch

1979, pp. 199-201 no. 22; and Dreyfus

2005.

3. Full details of this important object and

its context and construction are given in

Meyer 1986.
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The Tell es-Sa'idiyeh box ZT204.7 (bm 1990-

3-3, 102) is currently being assembled by

the Department of Conservation and Science

at the British Museum from hundreds of

ivory fragments recovered from a disturbed

double-pithos burial. The burial dates to the

twelfth century B.C., contemporary with

Egyptian Dynasty 20. The details of manu-

facture, carved animal decoration, and traces

of the bolt device are directly comparable to

the contemporary box from Kamid el-Loz.

The writer is grateful to Jonathan Tubb, direc-

tor of the British Museum Tell es-Sa'idiyeh

Excavation, and Jack Green for the details

quoted here in advance of the excavation

report on the ivories.
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Game Board:

The Game of Fifty-eight
Holes

Ivory, ebony

Height 6.3 cm (2
x
/a in.); width 15.2 cm (6 in.)

Thebes

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12,

ca. 1981-1802 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926

26.7.1287

93

Game Board:

The Game of Fifty-eight
Holes

Egyptian Blue, gold

Width 3.8 cm (1% in.); length 7.8 cm (3Ys in.)

Acemhoyiik, Level III

Middle Bronze Age, 18th century B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 69-24-66

The first extant examples of the Game

of Fifty-eight Holes come from Egypt,

and it is possible that the game originated

there. The wonderful table board with its

unique set of original pieces, five per side,

which was found by Howard Carter at

Thebes, is now in the Metropolitan

Museum (cat. no. 92).
1 The iconic designs

for the pieces led him to call the game

Hounds and Jackals; other writers have

proposed the Palm Tree Game on the

basis of the central design of this particular

93
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example, while the more general Game

of Fifty-eight Holes is often preferred,

since this is the number of holes on the

playing track.

The idea of a track of holes with peg-

shaped men is surprisingly contemporary,

and it brings the picture of the original

players of the game that much closer to

our own time, although any connection at

all with devices such as the modern crib-

bage board must be firmly ruled out; it is

even uncertain whether Drioton's claim is

correct that the much later Coptic game

which uses a similar device is truly de-

scended from the more ancient game.
2

The surviving corpus of boards of this

type comprises more than forty to date. The

earliest are Egyptian, from Dynasty 9

through 12, sharing with the Metropolitan's

Theban board an "axe blade" shape, while

later boards, in a variety of three further

basic formats, are known from Mesopo-

tamia and Iran to the Levant and Anatolia.

Perhaps the majority are of stone; others

occur in wood or ivory, with certain hum-

bler Mesopotamian examples of worked

clay. The Egyptian Blue fragment from

Acemhoyuk in central Anatolia (cat. no. 93)

must once have been a much prized object.

The holes were ringed with inlay. Every

fifth hole is correspondingly larger, two

retaining their original gold-leaf overlay.

Disregarding "starting holes" and the

large final "goal" at the top, the track con-

sists of fifty-eight holes divided into two

sides, one for each player. The field of play

shows every fifth hole marked. It seems

beyond serious doubt that with most

boards, each player was restricted to his

own half of the field, and concentrated on

steering his "hounds" (or "jackals") down

the center of the board, round to the outer

edge, and up to the top. The progress of

the race would thus be affected both by the

score thrown and by the presence of cer-

tain interhole links on each side (such as

holes 6-20, or 8-10). These "shortcuts"

must have been two-edged, in that—in

contrast to Chutes and Ladders today

—

they would work in both directions, thus

constituting benefit or hazard depending

on the game. Two terracotta boards from

Iran
3
show contrasting interhole links that

cross overfrom side to side. This element

changes the nature of the game, which be-

comes more complex, longer in duration,

and involves greater interaction between

the players. The Iranian version was thus

likely a more enjoyable local innovation.

ILF

1. See Carnarvon and Carter 1912, pp. 56-59,

pi. 50; Hayes 1953, p. 250, fig. 160; and

Hoerth 2007, pp. 64-65.

2. See Drioton 1940.

3. One, from Tepe Sialk, is cited in Ghirshman

1938-39, vol. 2, p. 43. A roughly contempo-

rary Iranian board of about 1000 B.C. that

exhibits further and more complicated cross-

over lines is in the British Museum (me

1991-7-20, 1). This seems to establish the

correctness of Ghirshman's claim that the

pegs could move from one side of the board

to another. A further second-millennium B.C.

example of black stone shaped like a neck-

less electric guitar that originated in Anatolia,

also in the British Museum (me 2003,12-1, 1),

exhibits a different set of crossover lines.

These variant and more complex versions

of the Game of Fifty-eight Holes need

investigation.
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The Horse in the Ancient Near East

The wind ofheaven is that which blows between a horse's ears.

—Arabian Proverb

Equids of varying sorts, both wild and domesticated, are clearly in

evidence by the eighth millennium B.C. inparts ofthe Near East and

the Eurasian steppe, although wild species likely existed during

(andpossibly before) the Ice Age.
1

It has been suggested that the horse

(Equus caballus)— in contrast with other equids such as the onager,

donkey, mule, and ass—wasfirst domesticated as early as 4800 B.C.

by nomadic peoples living in the Pontic-Caspian steppe, the area

north ofthe Black and Caspian Seas
2
While the horse would become

thepremier animal oftransportation and warfare as well as apotent

symbol of royalty throughout the ancient world, the initial incentive

to tame it seems to have arisenfrom the needfor inexpensive meat in

the cold winter climate of the mountains and the steppes.

By the end of the third millennium B.C. the horse, described in

Akkadian and Ur III sources as "the donkey of the mountain," had

made its way to Mesopotamia.
3
The Sumerian andAkkadian words

for the horse clearly reflect its geographic origins. It is also at this

time that images ofhorses begin to appear, some ofwhich show them

mounted.
4
After 2000 B.C. horses enter the Near East in large num-

bers, a phenomenon that many scholars believe dovetailed with the

ever-growing trade in metals, since the majority of ancient copper

and tin mines have beenfound in the Eurasian steppe and in Central

Asia, another area where horses thrived.
5

A defining moment in the history ofthe horse came with the advent

of the war chariot in the seventeenth century RC. Both the Hittites in

Anatolia and the Mitanni in northern Syria have been credited with

this development.
6
Horses were highly valued and meticulously cared

for, as demonstrated by a Hittite horse-training manual written by a

Mitanni horse expert named Kikkuli (see cat. no. 96). It is widely

thought that horses and war chariots were introduced to Egypt by the

Hyksos in thefirst half of the sixteenth century B.C.
7 By thefifteenth

century B.C., Asiatics are depicted bringing horses and a chariot to the

Egyptian court
(fig. 48). Eventually, the Egyptians themselves

improved the chariot so that it could be more easily maneuvered than

those used by the Hittites and the Mitanni.

Although there is little evidence that the Kassites used horses and

chariots in the same manner as the Egyptians, the Hittites, and the

Mitanni, it would appear that they served as major brokers in the

trade and movement ofhorses around the Near East and the eastern

Mediterranean.
8
It is clearfrom the Amarna Letters (cat. no. 97)

that horses and chariots were among the mostprized commodities in

the elaborate system of royal gift exchange that dominated the hate

Bronze Age. The ever-increasing importance of the horse in the sec-

ond millennium B.C. isperhaps best expressed by its symbolic associa-

tion with the goddess Astarte, a popular Near Eastern deity who

was also adopted in Egypt. In earlier times Astarte was most often

pictured with a lion; by Dynasty 19, however, she is shown, bejew-

eled, riding nude on horseback (cat. no. 95).
9
The rawpower of this

image speaksfor itself
—and volumesfor the majesty of the horse.

KB

1. Anthony 2007, pp. 197-99.

2. Ibid., pp. 200-201.

3. Weszeli 2003-5, pp. 469-71.

4. Buchanan 1966, p. 56, no. 290, pi. 23, no. 290o(e).

5. Anthony 2007, pp. 417-18 andfig. 16.1.

6. Littauer and Crouwel 1979, pp. 62-65, 68-71.

7. Rommelaere 1991, pp. 19-31.

8. Vermaak 2007, p. 521.

9. A stele recently excavated at the site of Tell el-Borg in North Sinai shows the

unusual arrangement ofAstarte sitting on a chair on the back ofa horse. See

Hoffmeier and Kitchen 2007for afull description ofthe stele andfor a discus-

sion ofthe breed ofhorse depicted.

Figure 48. Wall painting of Asiatics with horses and chariot.

Thebes, Tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100). Dynasty 18, reigns of

Thutmose III-Amenhotep II.
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Handle in the Shape of a

Horse

Ivory, stain, glass

Length 15 cm (5% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, 1400-1350 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926

26.7.1293

Most scholars agree that the horse

was imported into Egypt toward

the end of the Second Intermediate Period

(before 1550 B.C.) by the Hyksos kings who

ruled northern Egypt as Dynasty 15.
1 The

Egyptians used horses primarily for pull-

ing chariots, either in battle or in the hunt.

In such scenes, they are shown with their

hind legs on the ground and their forelegs

raised in a rearing stance, so that the

enemy, or hunted animals, would fall be-

neath their hooves. Like domestic dogs

(cat. no. 271), horses were seldom depicted

in three dimensions.

This elegant handle for a whip, or fly

whisk, provides a rare representation of

the horse in a flying gallop, a posture

often seen in Aegean animal imagery. The

extended form allowed the horse's body to

fit comfortably in a closed hand. It also

evokes the animal's power, speed, and

spirit, all of which were highly valued by

the Egyptians.
2

CHR

1. Rommelaere 1991, pp. 19-31.

2. For further reference, see Hayes 1959,

pp. 314, 315, fig. 197; Rommelaere 1991,

pp. 49, 224-25 (with bibliography); and

Arnold 1995, p. 55, no. 71.
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OSTRACON WITH NuDE
Goddess on Horseback

Limestone, painted

Height 10 cm (4 in.); width 16 cm (6% in.)

Thebes

New Kingdom, Dynasty 19,

ca. 1295-1186 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 21826

This ostracon is painted with a repre-

sentation of a youthful-looking female

riding bareback on a horse whose reins she

holds in one hand.
1 The feet of both horse

and rider have been broken off, and dam-

age to the top of the piece obscures what

the female once held in her upraised right

hand, almost certainly a bow and arrow.

Although a curving line at the base of the

figure's neck suggests that the artist may

have originally intended to portray her

clothed, she wears only a large beaded

necklace with a heart-shaped pendant and

hoop earrings. The top and back of her

head are damaged, but it is clear that her

hair was short; it seems to have been

adorned with a lotus flower.

The figure's nudity, her weapon, and

the fact that she is on horseback all sug-

gest that she is not an Egyptian woman.

She must be a goddess, but not a goddess

of Egypt, as no Egyptian goddesses were

associated with horses. Most likely she

represents Astarte, a northwest Semitic

deity brought to Egypt by immigrant sol-

diers and merchants, and associated with

weapons and horses.

Astarte was imported into the Egyptian

pantheon early in the New Kingdom. At

Memphis, where she had her own temple,

she was associated with Ptah, the chief

Egyptian god of that city. The surviving

representations of Astarte from Egyptian

temple reliefs and stelae, however, show

characteristics rather different from those

of this drawing: in them, the goddess wears

a tall crown and usually a robe, and she

carries either a spear and shield or a bow

and arrow. Occasionally she is shown on

horseback, and on one such example she is

nude, except for ornaments, and she shoots

her bow. Even there, however, she wears

her crown, and though she rides bareback,

she is sitting sidesaddle.

Thus the figure on this ostracon, al-

though almost certainly inspired by

Astarte, remains somewhat shrouded in

mystery. Together with a few similar

images on other ostraca, she may be the

only surviving evidence of a localized cult

somewhere in Egypt; or she may bear

witness to a story, now lost, in which the

goddess was for some reason disguised. At

the very least, she is evidence for the fact

that, in crossing borders, the gods often

underwent significant change.

ERR

1. For further reference, see Leclant 1960,

pp. 40-41, pi. 3a (with earlier bibliography);

Agyptisches Museum Berlin 1967, p. 64,

no. 728, illus.; and Stadelmann 1967, pp. 103-4.
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Horse Training Manual

Clay

Height £8.5 cm (11% in.); width 16 cm (6% in.)

Bogazkoy

Hittite Middle Kingdom, 14th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VAT6693

An important factor in Hittite military

success was the high quality of their

chariotry, and this in turn was dependent

on the stamina and agility of the horses

that drew the chariots. This tablet is the

fourth in a series of at least five that

records the training regimen for chariot

horses attributed by the Hittites to the

Mitanni expert Kikkuli.

The text is composed in Hittite, but it

borrows from an ancient Indie dialect a

number of technical terms, including tri-

wartanna, panzawartanna, shattawartanna,

and nawartanna, which specify that the

horses should be run in sequences of three,

five, seven, and nine laps, respectively.

The presence of this exotic vocabulary

is undoubtedly related to the fact that,

although the administrative language of

the realm of Mitanni was the non-Indo-

European Hurrian, the Mitanni rulers

were of Indie origin, as revealed by their

personal names.

The methods employed in the training

program include carefully calibrated work-

outs and diet, as well as close attention to

grooming the animals. An instruction

from day 184, the last preserved, provides

an indication of its character:
1

In the morning (the horses) are hitched up and

(the trainer) drives themfor one-halfmile and

twenty "field lengths. " Then he gallops them

for one-halfmile and seven "field lengths"

(equivalent to three laps)—triwartanna. In

addition, they return to the city at a gallop.

When they are unhitched, then they are cov-

ered and brought into the stable.

After a while the stable becomes very warm.

When the horses become restless and begin to

sweat, (the trainer) removes their halters and

blankets. Then he puts on their reins and they

are led out ofthe stable. They are bathed in

warm water. Furthermore, they are led down

to the river and splashedfour (?) times with

water. Each time they are given one handful

ofhay and one handful ofbarley. When they

come upfrom the water, they are led into the

stable and now given one quart ofgroats.

Afterward their barley ration is set out.
2

GB

1. Unfortunately, we can give only very approx-

imate modern equivalents of the measures of

distance and capacity involved.

2. Translation by the author, previously

unpublished.
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Wedding Gifts from
tushratta

Clay

Height 31 cm (12% in.); width 17 cm (6% in.)

ca. 1S65-1SS0(?) B.C., Tell el-Amarna

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VAT395 (EA22)

The inscription on the reverse of this

tablet from Tell el-Amarna reads:

It is all ofthese wedding-gifts, ofevery sort,

that Tushratta, the king ofMitanni, gave to

Nimmureya, the king ofEgypt, his brother

and his son-in-law. He gave them at the same

time that he gave Tadu-hepa, his daughter, to

Egypt and to Nimmureya to be his wife.
1

The rest of the tablet presents a minutely

detailed inventory of a shipment of gifts

sent to Egypt by the Mitanni king to cel-

ebrate the upcoming marriage of one of

his daughters to the Egyptian pharaoh, a

dynastic union intended to solidify rela-

tions between the two empires. Presumably

this document accompanied the princess

on her journey to Egypt so that with it she

could ensure the safe arrival of the various

goods and objects recorded there.

The gifts were apparently not an actual

dowry, but rather wedding presents

intended to promote good relations with

the king. Many of the numerous items

listed—the "beautiful horses that run

(swiftly)"; a "chariot ... its covering all of

gold"; a "whip . . . overlaid with gold";

"necklaces for horses"; a "set of bridles . . .

of ivory"; and "reins . . . overlaid with

silver"
2—as well as various weapons and

other military equipment that were surely

intended for display at the pharaoh's court,

would not have been among the accoutre-

ments of a princess.

Almost completely preserved, the clay

tablet was produced in the Babylonian

style, with the front side flat and the back

convex. On both sides objects are listed,

separately or in groups, divided into four

columns and by double lines.

JM

1. EA 22: IV, 43-49; translated in Moran 1992,

p. 57.

2. EA 22: I, 2, 4, 12, 15, 24; translated in Moran

1992, p. 51.
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THE LATE BRONZE AGE:
MATERIALS AND MECHANISMS OF
TRADE AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE

MARIO LI VERANI

The Regional System

During the second millennium B.C., and especially during the

Late Bronze Age, the entire area of the Near East, from the

eastern Mediterranean to the Iranian plateau, was interlinked

by a complex network of cultural, political, and economic rela-

tions. In previous periods the development of the region had

been mostly centered on the great alluvial valleys of the Nile

in Egypt and of the Tigris and Euphrates in Mesopotamia.

The surrounding areas—hilly or arid—were less suitable to

intensive settlement and urbanization, although important as

reservoirs of raw materials such as timber, semiprecious

stones, and especially metals, unavailable in the alluvial val-

leys. Trade networks for the dissemination of such materials

had existed since prehistoric times; with the Late Bronze Age

not only was there increased commerce but the entire system

acquired a new configuration.

This system of heightened interaction can be defined as a

"regional system," a description that avoids the exaggera-

tion—and resulting misunderstandings—of that coined by

Immanuel Wallerstein for the modern world, namely, "world-

system."
1 The Bronze Age system was based on a formalized,

and generally accepted, hierarchy that differentiates the Great

Kings (sharru rabu) from the "small kings" (sharru sehru). The

former were independent, the "lords" of the latter, who were

their "servants." Because a small king could be the servant of

no more than one Great King, the system was subdivided into

half-a-dozen major political units.

Egypt had long been a unitary kingdom along the Nile

from Aswan to the Delta. A densely populated land rich in

agriculture resulting from the seasonal flooding of the river,

it was a major power of the entire Near Eastern area, gov-

erned by a god-king, the pharaoh. After a period of inner divi-

sion and domination by the Asiatic dynasty of the Hyksos

people (ca. 164O-1550 B.c), the beginning of the Late Bronze

Age is marked by the expulsion of foreign rulers followed by

the expansion southward (in Nubia) and northward (in the

Levant) by Thutmose III (ca. 1479-1425 b.c.) and the other

pharaohs ofDynasty 1 8. The Amarna period, during which the

heretical pharaoh Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten (ca. 1353-1336 B.C.)

took his residence at Tell el-Amarna, is the principal locus of

study for interregional affairs, thanks to the discovery in 1 887

of a stash ofcuneiform tablets (the Amarna Letters) exchanged

between Egypt and the Asiatic kingdoms.

Equally important in its concentration of people and power

was Babylonia. In that region—Lower Mesopotamia, from

modern Baghdad to the Gulf coast during the hegemony of

Akkad (ca. 2334-2154 B.C.), Ur (ca. 2112-2004 B.C.), and

Babylon under Hammurabi (ca. 1792-1750 B.c.)—periods of

fragmentation alternated with periods of unity But the end of

Hammurabi's dynasty was marked by foreign domination by

the Kassites, who descended from the Zagros Mountains, and

by an economic and demographic decline resulting from the

progressive disruption of the irrigation system. This decline

is documented in the archaeological record as a reduction in

the number and size of inhabited sites. Yet even in the wake of

economic and demographic crisis, Babylonian prestige in cul-

ture and religion was strong enough to survive and to main-

tain supremacy (see fig. 49).

In Upper Mesopotamia the small polities of the Human
peoples were eventually unified, about 1500 b.c, in the king-

dom of Mitanni, whose rise is possibly to be associated with

the development of horse training and chariot warfare. The

power of Mitanni, extending from the Mediterranean coast in

northern Syria to the piedmont of the Zagros, had the effect

of forestalling the growth of Ashur, the center of a lively trade

network, from city-state to regional power. But when Mitanni

was defeated by the Hittite king Suppiluliuma (ca. 1344-

1322 B.C.), the kings ofAshur seized the opportunity to extend

their domain during what is known as the Middle Assyrian

period. Eventually they conquered all of Upper Mesopotamia,

setting the stage for the growth to empire.

The Hittites were a relatively new power in the Near East,

but already before 1600 b.c they had unified most of central

and eastern Anatolia and temporarily conquered Syria. The

victories of Suppiluliuma led to the rise of Hatti as a powerful

and respected kingdom facing Egypt in the Levant and Assyria

along the Euphrates, and extending its boundaries to encom-

pass all of western Anatolia to the shores of the Aegean Sea.

Although less well known in the extant textual records, the

kingdom of Elam was equally powerful, dominating wide areas

Detail of cat. no. 177a



Figure 49. The Kassite ziggurat at Dur-Kurigalzu (Aqar Quf ) in

Babylonia.

of southwestern Iran, with an unusual political organization

that centered power both in Anshan (Tal-i Malyan) and in the

southwestern outpost of Susa, and with connections extend-

ing into Iran and the Gulf area.

These were the members of the "club of the great powers,"

to use an expression coined by Hayim Tadmor. 2 The socio-

logical (and mostly ideological) model for membership was

"brotherhood" (ahhutu): the Great Kings considered them-

selves "brothers," and indeed they sometimes became brothers-

in-law by marriage. Compared with previous periods, the

military and political entrance of Thutmosid Egypt in the

Levant, the waning of Babylonian hegemony, and the increased

participation of the hilly regions instigated a broader and

more variegated activity and challenged the preeminence of

the river valleys. The hub of the Near East experienced a

westward displacement to include the eastern Mediterranean.

In addition to the officially recognized "members of the club,"

other polities connected with the Near Eastern regional sys-

tem must be introduced.

In the west the role of Ahhiyawa (the Mycenaean world)

as a great kingdom is doubtful,
3
possibly because it lacked a

central unifying power. During the Amarna period, the king

of Alashiya (Cyprus) was considered a "brother" of the Great

Kings because the state was independent (thanks to its insular

location) and economically advantageous (with a monopoly in

copper production and export). The regional system in gen-

eral provided equilibrium and stability. A major change

occurred with the earlier mentioned devolution of Mitanni fol-

lowing its defeat by the Hittites and the consequent rise of

Assyria, although Hatti's resistance in accepting Assyria as a

peer-ranking state is indicative of the club's exclusive and

habitual nature. During shorter periods Kizzuwatna, in south-

eastern Anatolia, and later Carchemish, in northern Syria,

would also assume the rank of a great kingdom.

The legal implications of the system were relevant. Each

small, or vassal, king was responsible for what happened in his

own territory, and each Great King was responsible for his

entire domain. And while a Great King exercised authority

over many vassal kings, a small king could address only his

one master. Legal cases between states (these most frequently

concerned the murder of merchants and the hiding of run-

away slaves) were negotiated by the Great Kings acting on

behalf of their vassals. Penalties and compensations, initially

based on local models, became increasingly standardized over

the centuries. There are also treaties (in the Hattusa, Alalakh,

and Ugarit archives) that regulate specific problems and

describe the procedures to be followed.
4

This activity generated an overarching system of shared

legal conventions and trade procedures.
5
Following the tradi-

tion of the Middle Bronze Age, Akkadian was adopted as the

international language of diplomacy. Disseminated through

the court schools, it was modified by the local languages of the

scribes.
6
Misinterpretations were common, but for the most

part they were intentional, serving to support or to under-

mine political interests. In some marginal centers—newcom-

ers to the system—the use of Akkadian was difficult to

implement. The king of Arzawa, for example, preferred to be

addressed in Hittite;
7
scribal competence in the central hills of

the Levant and Trans-Jordan was quite poor; and we have no

evidence for the use ofAkkadian by the Mycenaean merchants

in the Levant.

The Geography of Resources

The intensive interaction between the states was the result, in

part, of a differentiated distribution of resources. The main

fibers used in the production of clothing were wool in western

Asia and flax in Egypt. Oil was made primarily from olives in

Anatolia and the Levant, sesame seed in Mesopotamia, and flax-

seed in Egypt. Dates were used as sweeteners in Mesopotamia,

figs and honey in the Mediterranean. Beer was the most com-

mon fermented beverage in Mesopotamia and Egypt, while in

Anatolia and the Levant wine was preferred. Such a distribu-

tion of food and fibers did not generate a significant flow of
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trade; that of minerals and metals, on the other hand, led to

major commercial intercourse. Of the two metals used in the

production of bronze, copper was abundant in Cyprus, while

tin came from distant Afghanistan. Both were exchanged in

their characteristic ingot form—usually oxhide ingots for cop-

per (fig. 50), bun ingots for tin. Silver, the standard metal for

comparative prices, was more abundant in Anatolia. There

were no gold deposits in the Near East, and Egypt monopo-

lized its export from Nubia. Generally speaking, Egypt had

privileged access both to the "African" products (from Nubia)

and to the "Asiatic" ones (from the Levant; fig. 51). Thus Egypt

could negotiate from an advantageous position with the Asiatic

kings, whose desire for the precious metal could best be

described as an obsession. Semiprecious stones were also

imported from afar—lapis lazuli from Afghanistan, carnelian

and agate from Iran and India—though during the Late Bronze

Age they became less common and were replaced, to a great

extent, by artificial stones made of colored vitreous materials.

Trade was generated not only by the constraints of the

geological distribution of metals, but also by local traditions

in technology and fashion. Such trade would have applied

especially to recently introduced technologies, while those long

in use had already been widely disseminated. The manufacture

Figure 50. Wall painting with Syrians carrying copper ingot and

Canaanite jar. Thebes, Tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100). Dynasty 18,

reigns ofThutmose III- Amenhotep II.

of the light chariot, used in war and for hunting, and the con-

comitant training of horses were the major technological inno-

vations of the Late Bronze Age, their use spreading southward.

In the Amarna period, Egypt imported both chariots and

horses from Mitanni and Syria. Also during these years glass-

making became more sophisticated, with Egypt, in addition to

producing its own glass, importing raw glass from the

Levantine coast (see cat. no. 187).
8

In the case of technologies that did not materialize into

products which could be easily transported, those who created

the products were themselves transported: doctors, exorcists,

and also artists were lent between kings. It was not unusual

that a king attempted to retain a specialist as long as pos-

sible—even unto death.
9
Such specialists, unlike itinerant

craftsmen, were part of the palace organization.

Gifts, Women, and Messages

According to the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, inter-

action among human communities is based on a threefold

exchange—of gifts, women, and messages.
10

This analysis

may appear rather crude, but it is certainly reflected in history.

It also holds true, at least in part, in the modern world, though

its use in the various historical civilizations is often mitigated

or concealed by an ideology that tends to endow the exchange

with a value inherent in itself, one that is different from and

higher than that of purely material gain.

In a logical sequence the first exchange is that of matri-

mony, at least in small communities where survival and repro-

duction were based on exogamous alliances that proved more

effective—both as a genetic imperative and as a risk-sharing

strategy—than a strict endogamy. On a wider scale, as in inter-

national relations, exchange was pursued for social prestige

and political aims:

The Babylonian and Amorite girls whom I took [as daughters-

in-law], were they not a source ofpraisefor me before the

people ofHatti? I did it: I took as a daughter-in-law thefor-

eign daughter ofa great king. Had I no girlfrom the Hatti

Land? Did I not do thisfor the sake ofrenown?
11

The increase of prestige was evident both to the inner audi-

ence (in the same kingdom as the issuer king) and the exter-

nal, or international, audience. As for political reverberations,

marriages between peers must be distinguished from mar-

riages between social unequals. A marriage between family

members of peer kings served either to reinforce a positive,

already existing relationship or to subvert a relationship that

was strained. Marrying off daughters to vassals, practiced

most commonly by the Hittite kings, had the additional attrac-

tion of situating a member of the Great King's family as queen

in the vassal court, a strategy that eventually landed a direct

descendant of the sovereign's line on the throne of the small

kingdom.
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In the case of interdynastic marriages, the distance between

the ideal—the model of reciprocity and generosity—and the

reality was quite significant, especially in relations between

the Egyptian pharaoh and his Asiatic colleagues. It was cur-

rent practice among the Asiatic kings that when one of their

daughters was wed to a peer-ranking king, she would become

his first wife, that is, his queen. The Egyptian pharaohs, on the

other hand, were willing to receive foreign princesses into

their harems as a mark of prestige, but the queen had to be

Egyptian; local public opinion would not have accepted a for-

eigner on the throne. Moreover, the Egyptian kings were not

willing to reciprocate on equal terms, as peremptorily declared

in the famous statement, "Since olden times, the daughter of a

king of Egypt has never been given to anybody."
12
Such a lack

of reciprocity could have resulted in the collapse of the entire

system. But the Asiatic kings were content to receive gold in

exchange—a solution the Egyptians considered demeaning to

their colleagues, as the sarcastic tone of one pharaoh demon-

strates: "Is it nice," he asks, "that you give your daughters

away in order to obtain the gift of your neighbors?"
13

Women and gifts were connected as well in the traditional

model.
14 The bridegroom had to send "marriage gifts" to his

future father-in-law; the bride had to bring with her a substan-

tial dowry. The dowry, notably, would remain the wife's prop-

erty, as a guarantee against divorce. Several lists of marriage

gifts and dowries have survived, many that include huge quan-

tities of metal vessels, wood furniture with ivory and gold

inlays, clothing, servants—in short, necessities for the estab-

lishment of a new household (see cat. nos. 97, 118).

Of course, gifts unrelated to marriage were also exchanged.

Two conditions were paramount. First, that a gift be given

on a specific occasion—the enthronement of a new king, for

example, or the building of a palace or temple—the least sig-

nificant (and most common) occasion being the posting of a

letter (always accompanied by a gift). The second condition

was that a gift be "personalized," with reference to the sender

and/or the recipient. Consequently, gifts tended to be gender

specific: horses and weapons were given to males, clothes and

perfumes to women.

The third item of exchange, namely, the message, func-

tioned primarily in the service of the other two, since oral and

written messages were employed to negotiate the terms of

both gift exchange and marriage.
15

In some cases, however,

one wonders whether it was the message that accompanied

the gift or the gift that accompanied the message, as each was

a necessary complement of the other and only together could

they fulfill their social purpose. Sometimes the text of a letter

lacks any apparent content and seems to have been sent sim-

ply to maintain contact. In Late Bronze Age diplomacy, the

manner in which a formal letter is framed carries as much

import as the information that it imparts. Titles of sender and

addressee, forms of greeting, conventional inquiries, and

reports regarding health are often nuanced in such a way as to

underscore the different social status of both parties. In the

greeting, the health of the sender and his family is always

described as good, even when, a few lines below, serious prob-

lems are related. This first part of the letter, called the shulma

sha'alu, "to ask about the health," is most important in formal

relationships, and to omit or interrupt it implies hostility or

political crisis.

The basic form of the letter derives from the Babylonian

tradition, although local customs, if not properly understood,

could lead to misunderstandings. In Babylonian epistolary

courtesy, for example, the name of the addressee precedes that

of the sender, while in the standard Egyptian address the order

is reversed. In international usage, the position of the two

names was dictated by rank. Reversals in order—intentional

or by oversight—could result in protests. More serious
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problems were generated by the adaptation of Akkadian ter-

minology to very different political views, in Egypt and Asia.

The standard Egyptian exhortation "[to] keep the place in

order," for example, usually addressed to petty officials, was

translated as the Akkadian verb nasaru, "to protect," giving

rise to protests by the Levantine vassal kings, who claimed

(according to Asiatic usage) that it was the sovereign's duty to

protect his loyal servants.
16

Trade and Diplomacy
In the absence of substantial archives belonging to the mer-

chants' firms (like those of the Old Assyrian period), we have

to rely on the diplomatic correspondence (so well attested in

the Late Bronze Age), though in so doing we risk overestimat-

ing the extent of sociopolitical gift exchange as compared

with commercial exchange—even if we assume that all trade

was carried out in the form of gift exchange, with the royal

palaces acting as the sole agents in long-distance traffic. A
quantitative evaluation of gift exchange versus commercial

dealings can be attempted in the trade of copper. In the

Amarna Letters, the maximum number of copper ingots given

by the king of Alashiya to the Egyptian pharaoh was one hun-

dred, or about 3 tons. But this is an exceptional case;
17

the

usual number was only about ten. By comparison, the cargo of

the Uluburun ship contained approximately 1 tons of copper

ingots (see cat. no. 185). Can we assume that the copper traded

in the form of gift exchange was in the order of SO percent of

the total? It is notable that the "gift" is called shulmanu, a term

that has also the technical meaning (in Middle Assyrian usage)

of "audience gift" and that, once paid, allowed an individual to

carry out his commercial affairs. The similar nishatum tax, paid

by the Old Assyrian merchants to the local Anatolian kings,

was 5 percent on textiles, 3 percent on tin, and 4 percent on

silver.
18 The amount of such percentages is not dissimilar, and

suggests that the ceremonial gifts were the tip of the iceberg

of a much larger commercial activity.

Obviously trade and diplomacy were functionally inter-

locked, since good relations between the royal palaces were a

prerequisite for the favorable reception of merchants and a

mutually profitable trade could generate a political alliance:

"Between kings there is brotherhood, alliance, peace, and good

words if there is an abundance of [precious] stones, silver, and

gold."
19 The Babylonian kings would give merchants traveling

to Egypt letters for the pharaoh, though in their role as good-

will ambassadors they were often faulted. The more economi-

cally savvy among the Great Kings, namely, those of Assyria

and Cyprus, were vexed by the slow pace of diplomatic rela-

tions—the practice of waylaying messengers and the political

strategy of prolonging negotiations. Still enigmatic is the

behavior of Mycenaean merchants, who left no trace of diplo-

matic endeavors in the Ugarit archives, although their pres-

ence is archaeologically quite evident in that kingdom.

Inner and External Audiences

What we know about the nature and functioning of the regional

system is found in written documents that follow genres and

codes directed toward an intended audience. Celebratory texts

and monuments address a more general public, roughly coin-

cident with the populace of a kingdom. Letters have a more

restricted audience—a foreign king or his court. The tone of

any message, but also the selection of the information that

could or could not be provided to an internal or an external

public, to a general or an individual audience, differed in accor-

dance with the addressee. Diplomatic negotiations required

the presumption of peer reciprocity, while celebratory texts

were based on the preeminence above all others of the country

of origin. Celebratory texts thus present as "tribute" the same

goods that diplomatic letters present as "gifts." The problem is

apparently one of translation; the reality is more complex and

more interesting. At the level of denotative meaning, ancient

terminology is rather neutral. Terms such as the Egyptian

inw or the Babylonian biltu and mandattu are designations for

"supply," indicating anything that is brought in, regardless of

the status of the participants in the exchange, whether the gift

is given freely or is imposed, or of the implications of gain or

loss of prestige in the exchange. A more precise translation,

one that would better fit the categories of "gift" and "tribute,"

would have to take into account connotation and the context

in which the terms were used. If the inw was supplied by a

vanquished people asking to be spared, a translation of "trib-

ute" is appropriate. If, in a diplomatic letter, the mandattu was

provided by one king to another in exchange for mandattu pre-

viously received, a translation of "gift" is preferable.
20

It was also essential that addressees be kept separate. If a

message addressed to a peer king and using the conventions

of reciprocity and brotherhood became known to the inner

populace, it would create bewilderment. And if a celebrative

presentation, intended for an inner audience, was revealed to

a foreign king, the repercussions could be worse still. In one

of the Amarna Letters a Babylonian king, informed by his

messengers that the chariots filled with his gifts had been

paraded alongside those of the vassals, which were loaded

with tribute, vociferously expressed his displeasure: "You place

my chariots together with those of the vassals! You did not

display them separately! You denigrated them in the sight of

your country as something yours. You did not show them

separately!"
21 The response of the pharaoh is equally reveal-

ing (here paraphrased): Do you really think, he writes, that the

Egyptian populace is interested in looking at them separately?

Once I receive them, all the chariots belong to me and I can do

with them whatever I choose.

A similar situation, described in the same letter, concerns the

different perceptions of the same dynastic marriage—as seen

through the eyes, respectively, ofthe Egyptian and the Babylonian

courts. In a marriage between equals, a spouse was part of the

gift exchange. A princess destined to enrich a harem, on the
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Figure 52. Botanical reliefs. Karnak,

Temple ofAmun, Room X. Dynasty 18,

reign ofThutmose III.

other hand, was considered tribute. The reaction ofthe Babylonian

messengers to a woman in the harem, unidentified but assumed

to be a Babylonian princess, was similar to that of the king

mentioned above when informed that his chariots had been

shown with those of the vassals: "While your wives were stand-

ing together in your presence you told my messengers: 'Look,

you are in the presence of your lady.' But my messengers did

not recognize her. . . . She did not open her mouth and did not

say anything to them."
22
But the Babylonian king had no call to

complain too loudly, as he himself had suggested to the pha-

raoh, when the latter was unwilling to provide him with a prin-

cess: "[Just] send me a nice girl—as if she were your daughter.

Who could then say, She is not the pharaoh's daughter?"
23

Self-Sufficiency and Interaction

The desire for interaction, to the point of building up an inter-

national "club" of all the royal courts, sharing common values

and behaviors and tastes, different from local ones, finds its

limits in the pretension for self-sufficiency:

I am told that in my brother's country there is everything

and that my brother is in want of nothing. In my country as

well there is everything and I am in wantfor nothing.

Nevertheless, the custom ofexchanging gifts, passed onfrom

ancient times and early rulers, is a good thing. [Therefore]

let this tradition remainfirm between us!
24

But how, one might ask, could a king ask for a gift or for raw

materials or for a person without implying that he was lacking

such? The standard solution was to produce a reason—or an

excuse—for the request by conjoining it to some ongoing

project. The Mitanni king asks for gold because he is building

a mausoleum for his father. The Babylonian king makes the

same request because he is building a new palace:

Ifyou will not send me the gold in time to allow me tofinish

the work that I undertook, why shouldyou send it to me at

all? If the work I undertook will befinished, what could I

then do with it? Even ifyou were to send me 3000 talents,

I would not accept them. I would send them back. Nor

would I giveyou my daughter.
25

On the other hand, it was considered a courtesy to send a gift

for a special occasion—palace furnishings to a newly enthroned

king, for example. A gift not associated with a specific occa-

sion would imply that the receiver was permanently in need,

like a poor relative. For the same reason, silver (the equivalent

of our money) could not be offered as a gift, as it would have

been a source of humiliation for both the sender and the recipi-

ent. The rules of etiquette were in fact quite similar to those

followed in modern societies today.

Another way to circumvent the need to demonstrate self-

sufficiency was to show appreciation for foreign technologies

and fashions in terms of their exotic appeal: materials were in

demand because they were made "according to the style of

country X"or "the workmanship of country Y" or because their

raw material came only from a specific mountain or a specific

territory. The ability to appropriate such goods was also a

demonstration that the authority of the ruler receiving them

extended to the most remote areas. The most famous example

is the royal garden of Thutmose III (ca. 1479-1425 B.C.), who

attempted to acclimate to his own botanical garden the many

exotic trees and flowers that he had collected in Nubia and in

Syria, images of which are represented in the paintings and

carved reliefs in the Temple of Amun at Karnak (fig. 52).
26

Exotic plants were also common in the private gardens of high

officials of that time. Hatshepsut (ca. 1473-1458 B.C.) had

already tried to acclimate imported myrrh from Punt in the

courtyard of the Temple of Amun. Her experiment failed,

although the texts and carved reliefs lead one to believe that
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the imported trees in fact grew taller and flourished more

exuberantly than in their original homeland. This connection

between imperial ideology and exotic gardens is seen as well

in the royal parks of later Assyria and, in our own times, in

nineteenth- and twentieth-century Europe, where botanical

and zoological gardens were presented to the public as evi-

dence of colonial conquest in distant, exotic lands.

The Rules of Etiquette

Since the publication of Marcel Mauss's essay on the subject,
27

we know that to be effective the exchange of gifts had to con-

form to carefully prescribed rules of etiquette. It was expected

that a gift would be offered without having to be requested;

that it would be accepted unconditionally; and that it would be

reciprocated, the value of the reciprocal gift exceeding that of

the original offering. Were such rules known in the Late Bronze

Age? Were they observed? Apparently they were known but

rarely observed—and not infrequently subverted. The desire

for profit superseded the desire for prestige; there was a pre-

tense of caring for the recipient's prestige more than one's

own; and the ideal of disinterested generosity was projected

onto the recipient's behavior rather than one's own.

The Amarna Letters suggest that kings were more active

in asking for gifts than in giving them:

Since myfathers andyourfathers established good relations

between them, they have sent each otherfine gifts and never

refused requestsforfine things. Now my brother sends me as

a gift only two minas ofgold! Ifgold is abundant, send me

as much asyourfather did. If it is scarce, send me at least

one halfwhatyourfather did!
28

Preoccupied with tallying the monetary value of their gifts,

the partners in this exchange appear quick to criticize rather

than to appreciate: "[What you sent me] is not enough to cover

even the round trips of my messengers!"; "The 30 minas of

gold that you sent me hardly compensate for my gifts of the

last year!"; "The 40 minas of gold they brought, once put in

the oven [melted down] hardly added up to lo!"
29 The rule of

increased return is acknowledged in general terms: "Every

gift you sent me I reciprocated at double the value"; "I will give

ten times what my brother desires!"
30
But in practice the focus

is strictly on balancing the value of incoming and outgoing

goods. The connection between gift exchange and trade is

obvious: in spite of the ritualized procedures and the shows of

generosity, the codes of practice are those of barter, carried

out to please oneself rather than one's partner, and with a view

to increasing one's wealth rather than one's prestige.

"Provocative Gifts" and "Diplomatic Excuses"

Other procedures well known from comparative anthropologi-

cal evidence also make their appearance in gift exchange.
31

One such procedure is the "provocative gift," which served to

elicit incremental return on one's investment. A small amount

of a desired product would be sent as a gift to a partner already

well stocked in such goods in the expectation that, in accor-

dance with the rule of increased return, the partner would send

back a huge amount of the same product. A passage in a letter

by the king of Alashiya to the Egyptian pharaoh is a clear

example of such an exchange: "You sent me 200 shekels of

copper, and now I am sending to you 10 talents of copper."
32

A letter from the governor of Alashiya to his Egyptian coun-

terpart, in which he offers two elephant tusks, also exemplifies

the seemingly irrational practice. The explanation is rational,

although exaggerated, in terms of differentiated value: If I am

generous enough to renounce a product that is scarce in my

own country, my partner should reciprocate with a tenfold

return to compensate for the lower value with an increased

amount.

Another typical procedure was that of the "diplomatic

excuse." When some commodity was requested without men-

tion of a counter gift, the standard reply was that the merchan-

dise was not available because of some occurrence beyond one's

control. At the same time, a token amount of the requested

product was dispatched to make clear that the product's

"unavailability" was simply an excuse, and that the real prob-

lem was economic in nature. Thus the king of Alashiya:

As to thefact that I am sendingyou only 500 [shekels of]

copper, I send it as a greeting-gift to my brother. My brother,

do not be concerned because the amount is so small. In my

country all the men have been slain by the hand ofNergal

[the god ofpestilence] and there is nobody left to produce cop-

per. . . . Send me silver in quantity and I will sendyou what-

everyou request.
33

Similarly, the king of Hatti:

As to the good iron about which you wrote me, I have no

good iron in the Kizzuwatna warehouses, I wrote (there), but

it is a bad time to produce good iron. . . . [Nevertheless] I am

sending herewith an iron blade.
34

In the tale of the Egyptian priest Wenamun, the refusal of

Zakar-Baal, king of Byblos, to send cedar trunks as tribute to

the god Amun is accompanied by a gift of seven cedar trunks.

The motive behind this tactic is perfectly clear to the Egyptian

partner, who sends in advance adequate payment in the form

of counter gifts, at which point Zakar-Baal fells hundreds of

cedars to be sent to Egypt.
35

The Endless Negotiations

When economic interests prevailed and the conventional eti-

quette of gift exchange was followed, deals were generally

carried out with positive results within a reasonable time,

although following the conventions of gift exchange with all
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its obligations. In some cases, however, when social or political

interests were paramount, negotiations stymied to a pace too

slow even for people accustomed to the endless bargaining of

the bazaars. Actors in the drama of Late Bronze Age interna-

tional relations appear to have lived by the motto "Better the

chase than the capture," as they entered into protracted nego-

tiations seemingly for their own sake, with no regard for the

passing of time, and with no apparent intention of reaching a

solution. The main purpose of such an exercise was to stay in

touch, and for such a purpose, lengthy, complex negotiations

were more advantageous than an impersonal and efficient con-

duct of business. Negotiations could be so protracted that they

were passed down from one ruler to the next. Negotiations for

marriage contracts could extend over years, so that a bride

who had aged had to be replaced by a suitably nubile young

woman. Messengers dispatched to distant territories were

retained until they died, in an effort to exert political pressure

on their master. Decades could be spent bargaining over the

value or the number of reciprocal gifts, each move in the game

lasting as long as a year, since the journey from Egypt to

Babylonia or to Hatti and back again could take an entire sea-

son. Such conduct was counterproductive to the strictly com-

mercial aims of the trade agents, who were interested not in

the chase but in the capture—that is, in sealing the deal. But

it was an excellent tool for improving political and cross-

cultural contacts. Mutual accusations were in fact a highly

efficacious way of discharging the aggression that inevitably

came with international contacts without, however, reaching

the frenzied level that could have led to war.

Because we deal for the most part with archaeological evi-

dence, we are accustomed to evaluating a regional system on

purely quantitative criteria: the value of ten pots is ten times

that of one pot. But we should add—if such were possible—

a

qualitative appreciation as well, one that is based on the time it

took to conclude a deal, how many people were involved, how

many words were expended in reaching an agreement, how

many languages were spoken (and with how many misunder-

standings). Of course, this is not possible. But if it were, the

Near Eastern regional system of the Late Bronze Age would

appear even more lively, more rich in human values and in

future prospects than it does in a purely material appreciation.
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The Amarna Letters

In autumn 1887, a Bedouin woman working in afield 160 kilometers

(180 miles) south ofmodern-day Cairo discovered a cache ofcunei-

form tablets. The site, called in ancient times Akhetaten, "Horizon

of the Sun" is commonly referred to as Tell el-Amarna, after the

name of the woman's Bedouin tribe. It was the seat ofgovernment

under the reign of the Dynasty 18 Egyptian king Amenhotep IV

(ca. 1353-1336 B.C.), who took the name ofAkhenaten. Over the

next several decades excavators discovered additional tablets at

Amarna; to date 382 tablets andfragments have been recovered

andpublished.

The cuneiform texts, most of which are records offoreign corre-

spondence with Near Eastern monarchs and local Syro-Levantine

rulers, had been placed in the archives of thepharaoh'sforeign min-

istry. The corpus of letters reflects the strugglesforpower and domi-

nation, as well as the trade and tribute, that characterized international

relations in the mid-fourteenth century B.C. Three hundred andfifty

letters date to the approximately thirty-yearperiodfrom the thirtieth

year ofthe reign ofAmenhotep III (ca. 1390-1352 B.C.) to the third

year ofthe reign ofTutankhamun. The tablets that date to the reign

ofAmenhotep III, thefather ofAkhenaten, were originally kept in
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the state archives at Thebes. These documents were transported to

Akhetaten when Akhenaten, his son and successor, moved the capital

to this new location in the desert between Thebes and Memphis.

Forty-four of the letters reflect the diplomatic correspondence

between Egypt and the great powers of the day: Assyria, Haiti,

Mitanni, Arzawa, and Alashiya. Byfar the largest portion of the

correspondence deals with exchanges between the Egyptianpharaohs

and the local rulers of vassal cities and states in Canaan and north-

ern Syria.

The vast majority ofthe letters are written on clay in Babylonian

Akkadian, an East Semitic language, which by thefourteenth cen-

tury B.C. had acquired the status of an international language of

correspondence.
1 One letter is written in Hurrian and two letters in

Hittite, attesting to thefact that the scribes of the Egyptianforeign

ministry were highly educated in the study offoreign languages and

scripts. Thirty-two tablets contain texts that might have been used in

the study ofAkkadian language and literature. They include literary

compositions, scholarly lists of words, signs, and gods, and an

Egyptian-Akkadian dictionary.
2

Most of the international correspondencefound in the archive

represents lettersfromforeign rulers; only afew include thepharaoh's

replies or drafts of replies that were never sent. The Great Kings

rhetorically addressed each other as "brothers," a designation that

recognized theirfellow monarchs as having equal political status.

Contrary to what we might expect, the Great Kings did not address

pressingpolitical issues but restricted their correspondence to bicker-

ing and bargaining about exchanges ofgifts, political marriages of

the daughters offoreign rulers to the Egyptian king, and matters

of trade, law, and the rules of diplomacy.

Gift exchange, especially regardingprecious metals such as gold,

was considered a sign of good relations. Diplomatic marriages

between the Egyptian king andforeign princesses were used to sym-

bolically cementpolitical alliances and add to royalprestige. Although

the pharaoh demanded marriage to a woman of royal blood, the

Egyptian king did not send his daughters abroad to be married to

foreign princes or kings. In a letter presumably sent by the Kassite

king Kadashman-Enlil I to Amenhotep III, the Babylonian monarch

quotes a letterfrom the pharaoh in which the Egyptian king states,

"Since olden times, the daughter of a king ofEgypt has never been

given to anybody."
3
Kadashman-Enlil mocks his Egyptian brother

in his reply by asserting that if the pharaoh does indeed command

authority he should be able to send any beautiful woman as a gift.

After all, he appears to reason, trueprestige andfriendship comesfrom

reciprocal gift-giving.

Why is [she not given]? You are king—you do asyou please.

Ifyou were to give (her), who would [say] anything? . .

.

(Surely) beautiful women, adult(?) daughters [of. . .] are

available. Send me one beautiful woman as ifshe [wereyour

daughter]! Who would say, "She is not the king's daugh-

ter?" (But) you, in accord with your refusal, did not send me

(anyone). Didyou not seek brotherhood andfriendship when

you wrote to me about marriage so that we might become

close relations to each other? . . . Why has my brother not sent

me one woman? Perhaps, (since)you have not sent me a

woman,just likeyou I should withhold a womanfromyou

and not send her? (But) my daughters are available; I shall

not withhold (one)from you.

The letter concludes with a demand that the pharaoh send him

gold as a gift in exchangefor a royal daughter, the gold to be used

as part ofa buildingproject:

Ifyou send me the gold I wroteyou about this summer ... 7

shall giveyou my daughter. So you do me afavor and send

me [as much (?)] gold asyou [can(?)].
4

In contrast to this bickering between kings, imperial correspon-

dence sent to thepharaoh's courtfrompetty rulers in Egypt's western

Asiatic empire dealt with political issues of domestic security and

rivalry between vassals and matters oftrade and tribute.

In other letters Rib-Hadda, the mayor ofthe city ofGubla (Byblos)

desperately pleads with his lord, Amenhotep III, to send him provi-

sions andgarrison troops, as his impoverished town is in mortal dan-

ger ofbeing overrun by a coalition led by their enemy Abdi-Ashirta,

king ofthe state ofAmurru, and the lawless Habiru militia.
3
Together

they have conquered neighboring towns, andAbdi-Ashirta has urged

other townfolk to revolt, assassinate their rulers, andjoin thegrowing

traitorous insurgency:

May the lord king (Amenhotep III) know that Gubla,faithful

maidservant of the king since the days of his ancestors, is

safe. But now, the king has let go hisfaithful cityfrom his

hand. May the king look up the tablets ofhisfather's house,

(to check) whether the ruler who is in Gubla (Rib-Hadda)

has not (always) been afaithful servant! Do not neglectyour

servant! For the war of the Habiru against me is severe.

And, by the gods ofyour land, our sons and daughters are

finished, (as well as) the wood ofour house(s), through being

soldfor our sustenance in the land of Tarimuta. Myfield,for

lack ofa ploughman, is like a woman without a husband. All

my towns that are in the mountains or on the seacoast have

joined the Habiru. (Only) Gubla, together with two towns, is

left to me. (Rib-Hadda admits that hefearsfor his life.) I am
very, very afraid! Like a bird that is placed inside a cage,

just so am I in Gubla.
6

IS

1. For the most recent treatment ofthe diplomatic corpus ofletters, see Moran 1992.

2. See Izre'el 1997.

3. EA 4, Moran 1992, pp. 8-10.

4. Translation, von Dassow 2006a, pp. 193-94.

5. See,for example, EA 74, Moran 1992, pp. 142-45.

6. Translation, von Dassow 2006b, p. 203.
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THE H ITT IT E EMPIRE

ANDREAS MULLER-KARPE

As part of western Asia with its early advanced civilizations

and also as a geographic bridge to Europe, Anatolia played

a major role in the ancient world. One of the most splendid

periods in Anatolian history was the time of the Hittite king-

dom, from about 1650 to 1200 B.C. The Hittite-speaking popu-

lation probably inhabited central Anatolia as early as the third

millennium B.C., but the earliest clear evidence of Hittite pres-

ence dates to the nineteenth century B.C., when the cuneiform

tablets of Assyrian merchants began to include typical Hittite

names and terms. These tablets represent the earliest extant

written documents from Anatolia.

The Hittite language belongs to the wide group of Indo-

European languages. The Hittite people called their language

nasili, derived from early spellings of the city of Kanesh/Nesha,

indicating that this town and its surroundings were of great

importance to Hittite identity. Archaeological research shows

that the heartland of early Hittite culture was the fertile valley

of the Halys River (Kizilirmak), with Kanesh (Kiiltepe) at its

center. Furthermore, Hittite historiography begins with a story

concerning the town. A king called Pithana, from Kushshara

(which has not yet been located), "took Nesha in the night by

storm . .
.

, but he inflicted no harm on the inhabitants of Nesha.

Instead he made them mothers and fathers."
1 The town became

Pithana's residence, and from there he and his son Anitta con-

quered other small city-states nearby.

Some generations later, the Hittite capital was moved to

Hattusa, 160 kilometers to the northwest of Nesha (figs. 53, 59,

60). From Hattusa the kingdom quickly expanded in all direc-

tions, encompassing large parts of Anatolia, from the Black Sea

in the north down to the Mediterranean coast. Yet the region

of most interest to the Hittites lay to the southeast. Hurrian

expansion in Upper Mesopotamia had cut off established trad-

ing routes, obstructing Anatolia's access to tin, which was

essential to the production of bronze. In response, Hattusili I

captured Alalakh (Tell Atchana), and his successor, Mursili I,

took Aleppo and then Babylon. Large amounts of precious

metal, as well as sheep, cattle, and prisoners of war, were

brought back to Hattusa.

This booty helped to build the economy and consolidate the

empire, but subsequent rulers, undermined by palace rivalries,

lost large territories. Most Hittite kings of the sixteenth cen-

tury B.C. were murdered by their successors. At the very end of

the Hittite Old Kingdom, Telipinu (ca. 1525-1500 B.C.) tried to

stop the bloodshed by proclamations in which he established a

rule of royal succession: in the case of a murder committed

within the royal family, the culprit—even the king him-

self—could be sentenced to death by the pankus, which trans-

lates roughly as "the whole body of citizens." The role of the

pankus is quite remarkable in a period when kings in other lands

were regarded as gods. During his lifetime, a Hittite king was a

man—a servant (albeit a privileged one) of the gods—who did

not become deified before his death.

Telipinu's proclamation also included regulations to improve

the structure and efficiency of the state, serving as a kind of

early "constitution," in an attempt to establish the empire on

legal foundations. Telipinu not only tried to organize the inter-

nal affairs of the Hittite state, but he also pursued foreign rela-

tions. The first international treaty—made with Ishputashu,

king of Kizzuwatna (Cilicia in southern Anatolia)—dates to his

reign. More than seventy treaties (mostly fragments) from

different periods were found in the archives at Hattusa. The

introduction of this new written instrument for regulating

intergovernmental relations marks a turning point in history

and ranks as one of the most important Hittite achievements.

Problems between competing states could be solved not only by

military action but also through diplomatic negotiations and

written agreements.

The oldest tablets outlining the Hittite laws most likely date to

the reign of Telipinu as well. They differ from older Mesopotamian

laws, such as the laws inscribed on the Stele of Hammurabi

(fig. 10), in that they are more humane and considerate. The

emphasis in Anatolia is placed on compensation rather than

vengeance or retributive justice for its own sake. Corporal pun-

ishment and mutilation were rare, as was capital punishment.

The Hittite Old Kingdom came to an end with Telipinu, and

the following Middle Kingdom is still an obscure period, about

which little has been uncovered. We do know that during this

time, the Hittites faced pressure from the powerful Hurrian

kingdom of Mitanni. Egypt also expanded to the north under

the reign of Thutmose III, who conquered Aleppo in about

1440 B.C., marking the Hittites' first direct contact with Egypt

as a political rival. Twenty years later, Tudhaliya I succeeded in

both regaining Aleppo and defeating Mitanni. He also directed

a series of campaigns to expand Hittite supremacy in western

Anatolia. One of his destinations was Assuwa, a confederation

of small states.
2

An inscription on a bronze sword found just outside Hattusa,

part of the booty from one of the Assuwa campaigns, invokes

the Storm God (cat. no. 292). The sword is doubtless of north-

western Anatolian origin but displays Mycenaean affinities. The
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Figure 53. Hattusa (Bogazkoy), King's Gate relief. Hittite Empire

period. Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations

Hittites referred to the Mycenaean region (or at least part of it)

as Ahhiyawa, which first appears in Hittite Middle Kingdom

records as a hostile power that attacked Hittite vassals in west-

ern Anatolia. Nevertheless, the Aegean world seems not to have

been of great interest to the Hittites, and cultural exchange was

limited. A stag-shaped silver rhyton from the Shaft Graves at

Mycenae might be of Hittite origin (fig. 54), and a few seals

with Anatolian hieroglyphs found their way to Greece. Yet

imports of Mycenaean pottery, ubiquitous at most of the coastal

sites of this period (see cat. nos. 243, 244) and throughout the

eastern Mediterranean, are noticeably few in the Hittite

heartland.

Toward the end of the Hittite Middle Kingdom, enemies

invaded the land of Hatti from all sides, burning Hattusa to the

ground in about 1360 B.C. Over the next twenty years, however,

the Hittite king Suppiluliuma I regained the lost territories and

inaugurated a new and splendid period in Hittite history: the New

Kingdom or Hittite Empire. Suppiluliuma expanded primarily

to the southeast, destroying Mitanni; he also conquered Aleppo

and Carchemish, where he established vassal states under the

rule of two of his sons. Qatna was also captured, and life imme-

diately before the siege of the city is well documented in recent

archaeological excavations (see pp. 214-16, 219-21, 233).

Suppiluliuma used not only military force but also diplomacy,

especially through marriage, to achieve his aims. He wed a

Babylonian princess, and then married off one of his daughters

to the Hurrian heir to the throne. He even had the chance to

marry one of his sons to an Egyptian queen and thus to become

the father of an Egyptian pharaoh: after the early death of

Tutankhamun, his widow wrote to Suppiluliuma, saying, "My

husband is dead. ... If you would give me one of your sons, he

would become my husband. I will never take a servant of mine

and make him my husband."
3
Yet Suppiluliuma hesitated, and

his decision to send one of his sons to Egypt came too late. The

political situation in Egypt had changed, and the Hittite prince

was murdered before reaching the Nile. Furious, Suppiluliuma

attacked Egyptian territories in revenge. Egyptian prisoners of

war were transported to the Hittite homeland, bringing with

them a plague that decimated the population. Suppiluliuma him-

self was probably a victim of this plague. His son Mursili II

later interpreted the catastrophe as a divine punishment for

offenses committed by his father, most notably his attack on

Egypt in violation of a treaty between the two countries. Mursili

considered the attack not only a mistake, but also as a sin, which

he called wastul.

The Hittites were no more peaceful than other contempo-

rary states, yet they developed their own legal practices in han-

dling conflicts with their neighbors. Hittite kings tried to avoid

initiating wars, preferring to present themselves as defenders

against external aggression or the breaking of a treaty. In Hittite

ideology, aiding an ally or vassal state also justified attacking

another country. The annals of Mursili II provide detailed

information about military and civil activities during his reign

and are masterpieces of Hittite historiography.

After Muwattalli II succeeded Mursili II to the throne, ten-

sions with Egypt increased, eventually culminating in the Battle

of Qadesh (ca. 1275 B.C.; see cat. no. 166 and fig. 84). In this

clash of the two "superpowers" of their time, the Hittites suc-

cessfully defended their southern border. Ramesses II, called

the Great, fought at the head of the Egyptian army but failed to

expand his empire any farther to the north.

After long negotiations Muwattalli' s successor, Hattusili III,

completed the now-famous Qadesh peace treaty with Ramesses II

nearly twenty years later. The Treaty of Qadesh is the earliest

fully preserved international treaty between two of the most

important empires of the Late Bronze Age. A cuneiform tablet

with the text of this treaty, recorded in the Akkadian language,

was found in 1906 during excavations at Hattusa. A version
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Figure 54. Silver stag rhyton. Mycenae,

Shaft Grave IV. Late Helladic I context.

National Archaeological Museum,

Athens 388

written in Egyptian hieroglyphs is carved on the outer wall of

the Temple of Amun at Karnak; the text follows the Hittite

formula for legal diplomacy as the Egyptians had no such

tradition.

Friendly relations between the two kings were further

strengthened by the marriage of a daughter of Hattusili III

with Ramesses II. Surviving letters record the exchange of pre-

cious gifts on this occasion and during the following years. Such

diplomatic gifts are known from earlier times as well. A frag-

ment of an obsidian vase with the name of the pharaoh Khayan

(late 17th century B.C.) in hieroglyphs was found within the

royal residence in Hattusa, and an Egyptian gold jewel in the

shape of a lotus flower came to light in the Hittite Middle

Kingdom Palace of Shapinuwa (Ortakoy) (cat. no. 111). Judging

from numerous texts excavated from the palace, the town

served as a temporary residence for the Hittite king and his

queen, who may have been the recipient of the foreign jewelry.

Although everyday goods from Egypt have not yet been identi-

fied among the archaeological finds of central Anatolia, accord-

ing to written sources, at least once in the late thirteenth

century B.C. the pharaoh Merneptah sent a large amount of

grain to Anatolia, which was suffering under a severe famine.

This aid of food had been made possible by the Treaty of

Qadesh, which brought both peace and political advantages for

both sides.

Problems with Assyria, however, remained. Shalmaneser I

conquered one of the richest copper-mining regions in the

southeastern Hittite Empire, eventually reaching the Euphrates

near Malatya. The ultimate goal of the Assyrians was the

Mediterranean with access to international naval trading

routes. But the key position on the Syrian coast was held by

Amurru, an important Hittite vassal state, and the Hittite king

Tudhaliya IY son and successor of Hattusili III, took strong

measures against the rising rival, writing to the Amurrite ruler:

"As the king of Assyria is the enemy . . .
,
you must allow no

merchant of Assyria to enter your land or pass through your

land."
4
In attempting to counter military and political pressure

from an opponent by economic means, Tudhaliya enacted what

must have been one of the first trade embargoes in history.

Tudhaliya IV offset the loss of access to copper mines in the

east by conquering Cyprus, which was equally rich in copper

and also a nexus of international trade. Relations with western

Anatolia and the Aegean states were intensified as well. Hatti

was at the zenith of its power.

Toward the end of the thirteenth century B.C., however,

internal and external troubles came to a head. Conflicts within

the royal family concerning the legitimacy of the king, and

pressure from the Kashka people in northern Anatolia as well

as the Sea Peoples in the southern coastal regions, were exacer-

bated by increasing climatic change. Crop failure and famine

weakened both the economy and the military strength of the

Hittite Empire. The ever-expanding state bureaucracy was not

flexible enough to react quickly to these changes, and the palace

economy collapsed. Contemporary Anatolian, Aegean, and

Levantine cultures shared similar fates, yet the exact circum-

stances of the fall of the Hittite Empire are still unknown.

1. Neu 1974, 10.11.

2. It is believed that the geographic term "Asia" may derive from the name
Assuwa.

3. Bryce 1998, p. 193.

4. Ibid., p. 350.
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Edict of Suppiluliuma I

Clay

Height 14.2 cm (5% in.); width 8.8 cm (s'A in.)

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1S44-1322 B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria 17.227

Through a series of campaigns in the

middle of the fourteenth century B.C.,

the greatest military commander among

Hittite kings, Suppiluliuma I, broke the

power of the Hurrian kingdom of Mitanni,

thus adding much of northwestern Syria

to the Hittite Empire. The usual practice

for the Hittites was to expand their domain

not through formal annexation of distant

regions, but rather through the imposition

of vassal status upon local princes. This

subordination of conquered peoples to the

Hittite Great King was sealed by a formal

written treaty.

This tablet is composed in Akkadian,

the diplomatic lingua franca of the time.

It is a codicil to the treaty between Suppilu-

liuma and Niqmaddu II of the coastal city

of Ugarit and concerns the tribute that

Niqmaddu had to deliver yearly to the

Hittite monarch and his court.

Following a brief historical introduc-

tion in which Suppiluliuma relates just

how Ugarit had come to be a Hittite de-

pendency, he writes:

Tour tributefor His Majesty, Great King,

your lord, is asfollows: 12 mina and 20 shek-

els ofgold and one golden cup one mina in

weight as theprimary portion ofthe tribute;

four linen garments, one large linen garment,

500 shekels ofblue-purple wool, and 500

shekels ofred-purple woolfor His Majesty,

Great King, your lord.
1

A major element of this payment consists

of products of the dyeing industry for

which the Syro-Levantine coastal region

was famed throughout antiquity.

The remainder of the text lists smaller

quantities of the same materials destined

for the queen, the crown prince, the chief

scribe, the vizier, and the royal officials

known as huburtanuri (possibly a chamber-

lain) and andubsalli (perhaps a treasurer).

To prevent other Hittite bureaucrats from

attempting to extort payments for them-

selves, Suppiluliuma decrees:

There is no one else to pay among the noble-

men in the entourage ofHis Majesty, Great

King, his lord. On the day when Niqmaddu

brings his tribute, Niqmaddu shall not be obli-

gatedfor any other gift.

The document concludes with the in-

vocation of the chief Hittite gods—the

Sun God, the Sun Goddess of the city of

Arinna, and the Storm God—as witnesses

to the edict's provisions and to the integ-

rity of the tablet upon which it has been

inscribed. gb

1. Translations by the author, in Beckman 1999.
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Figure 55. Rock-cut relief, detail showing the god Sharruma

embracing Tudhaliya IV. Yazihkaya, Room B, Relief 81. Hittite

Empire period.

99

99

Decree of Tudhaliya IV

Clay

Height 14.2 cm (5% in.); width 8.9 cm (sVi in.)

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1237-1209 B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria 3566

The Hittite Great King buttressed his

relationships with his vassals through

a number of diplomatic marriages—either

between members of the Great King's

immediate family and children of subordi-

nate kings or among members of the

various vassal courts. As these arranged

unions involved men and women with

individual personalities and desires, they

did not always turn out happily. This

Akkadian-language tablet formally dis-

solves the failed marriage ofAmmistamru II

of Ugarit and the unnamed daughter of

Benteshina, who governed Ugarit 's south-

ern neighbor, Amurru. As its introduction

relates:

Ammistamru, King ofthe land of Ugarit, took

as his wife the daughter ofBenteshina, King

ofthe land ofAmurru, but she sought trouble

for Ammistamru. Ammistamru, King ofthe

land of Ugarit, has irrevocably divorced the

daughter ofBenteshina.
1

Unfortunately, we do not know the exact

nature of the "trouble" caused by the prin-

cess. If, as some scholars believe, she can

be identified as the "Daughter of the Great

Lady" mentioned in other records from

Ugarit, the offense might have been that

of adultery.

Because the couple had children, the

question of succession to the throne of

Ugarit added an additional and extremely

sensitive political dimension to the

divorce. Thus, in order to mitigate ten-

sions between two of his most important

clients in Syria, the Hittite Great King

Tudhaliya IV (see fig. 55) was forced to

intervene in what might otherwise have

been a purely domestic matter. He decreed

that the princess leave Ugarit, taking

only the property that she had brought

into the marriage. In case of any dispute,

the people ofAmurru would be awarded

anything whose ownership they were will-
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ing to claim under oath. Tudhaliya further

dictated:

Utri-Sharrumma is the Crown Prince ofthe

land of Ugarit. If Vtri-Sharrumma says,

"I want tofollow my mother," he shallplace

his garment on the stool (a symbolic act of

renunciation ofhis inheritance) and depart.

Ammistamru, king ofthe land of Ugarit, will

install another ofhis sons in the office ofCrown

Prince in the land of Ugarit. IfAmmistamru

goes to hisfate (that is, dies), and Utri-

Sharruma takes his mother and returns her to

the office ofQueen in the land of Ugarit, he

shall place his garment on the stool and go

where he pleases. His Majesty (Tudhaliya) will

install another son ofAmmistamru in king-

ship in the land of Ugarit.

The record closes with a clause forbid-

ding the princess to initiate any future legal

action concerning her sons, daughters, or

sons-in-law. The document is authenti-

cated by an impression of the official royal

stamp seal of Tudhaliya. gb

1. Translations by the author; see Beckman 1999.
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Smiting Deity

Bronze

Height 11.4 cm (4 '/a in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Old Kingdom, 17th- 16th century B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 88£5

This bronze male figure, said to come

from Dovlek in eastern central

Anatolia, was cast in one piece, with tenons

below the feet for insertion into a base.
1

The high conical headdress and horns iden-

tify him as a god. Details such as facial

features are difficult to make out because

of surface corrosion, but easily visible are

earrings, a short necklace with a roughly

cylindrical pendant, and a long, loose mass

of hair extending down his back nearly to

the waist. The objects originally held in

the fists are lost, and the right leg is bent

unnaturally from its original position. In

spite of this damage, the figure's taut mus-

culature and active stance present a com-

pelling image.

Metal figures depicting "smiting gods"

originated in the Syro-Levantine region

during the early second millennium B.C.,

and they are later found throughout the

eastern Mediterranean.
2
Comparison with

well-preserved examples suggests that

this figure originally held a weapon in his

upraised right hand and a shield on the left

arm (see also fig. 102). Such figures were

sometimes embellished with gold or silver

overlay (cat. no. 150) .

3
Particularly fine

examples such as this one are thought to

have been set up in shrines within temples,

where they served as votive offerings to

ensure strength and fertility.
4
Based on

stylistic criteria,
6
this figure has been

widely dated from the seventeenth to the

thirteenth century B.C.
6
Its slender, muscu-

lar form and dynamic posture argue for a

date in the early part of this range, based

on a comparison with an important stamp-

cylinder seal dated to the Hittite Old

Kingdom (cat. no. 101). sg

1. N. Ozgiic 1949.

2. See Muscarella 1988, pp. 360-62; Seeden

1980; Negbi 1976; and Collon 1972.

3. A comparable figure from a fourteenth-

century b.c. context at Ugarit wears a steatite

headdress with gold horns; see illustrations

in von Reden 1992, p. 205, Abb. 23, 24.

4. Seeden 1980, pp. 153-54.

5. Cf. N. Ozgiic (1949), who dates it ca. 1400—

1200 B.C. by comparison with Yazihkaya;

Canby (1969, pp. 145-46) dates the figure

significantly earlier by comparison with a

cylinder seal in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston (cat. no. 101, this volume).

6. Seeden 1980, p. 130; Orthmann 1975, p. 422;

Akurgal 1962, p. 77.
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101, detail of end

101

Stamp-Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression

Hematite

Height 5.8 cm (2/4 in.); diameter 2.2 cm
(

7
/s in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Old Kingdom, 17th-16th century b.c.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

98.706

One of the most famous works of

ancient glyptic is this hematite

stamp-cylinder seal, purchased from the

collection of Count Michel Tyszkiewicz

in 1898 and eventually acquired by the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Originally

published as from Cyprus, there can be no

doubt—based on its form and imagery

—

of its central Anatolian origins.
1 The seal

has a looped and faceted handle. It is

designed to be both stamped and rolled,

with decoration on its base and body. The

stamp-cylinder seal originated in northern

Syria, but did not survive the influx of the

Mesopotamian cylinder seal to the region.

However, it came to be a standard form

during the Hittite Empire, thus preserv-

ing the native predilection for stamping.
2

Two ornamental bands, a guilloche

pattern at the top and spiral quatrefoils

below, frame the figural compositions. In a

variation on the standard Near Eastern

presentation scene, figures ascend steps

toward a divinity on a platform. The deity,

in a flounced garment and holding three

curving stems and a cup, is seated on a

throne with leonine legs (see cat. no. 47)

before an offering stand with supports

in the form of rampant lions. The first to

approach is a double-headed god bearing

a ewer, wearing conical caps and a long

flounced robe. He is followed by another

figure similarly dressed but with a broad

cap. Next are a bearded god in more

typically Hittite garb—a calf-length kilt

and a spiked conical helmet (compare

cat. no. 100)—and a deity in a flounced

garment, with a crescent-shaped symbol

on his headgear. All four figures carry the

curved lituus (Hittite kalmus), associated

with divine kingship during the Hittite

Empire.
3
Adjacent to this scene a brutal

confrontation ensues—interpreted by one

scholar as a battle of the gods, as found on

earlier Akkadian seals.
4
In a variation of

the Syrian smiting posture for weather

gods, a warrior in a conical spiked helmet

and typically Anatolian dress plunges a

spear into the body of a fallen man wear-

ing only a tight cap. Above him is a scene

interpreted as either a sacrifice or a funer-

ary ritual of a double-faced man in a cap

and short kilt, flames rising from his body.

A similarly dressed figure appears to fan

the fire, while another holds a water

pitcher. Most enigmatic are two "swim-

mers"
5— one with a fish in his hand who

seems to support the platform, and another

who holds up the skeleton of a fish. There

are also figures of a lion attacking a bull

be-neath a Syrian-type goddess with arms

outstretched to reveal her nudity.
6 On the

base of the seal, a band of spiral quatrefoils

forms a border enclosing the heads of two

lions, a bull, a caprid, an eagle, and a

human circling two vessels.

The complex narratives on this seal

—

perhaps derived from local myths—are

difficult to decipher. They have been com-

pared with scenes on a stamp-cylinder

seal, apparently purchased in Aydin, in

southwestern Anatolia, where the bands

and procession are repeated and the up-

right swimmer is depicted in a watery

zone.
7
Both seals have been attributed to a

group of Old Hittite glyptic of the seven-

teenth century B.C., with associations to

elaborate ornamental stamp seal patterns

from Karahoyiik and figural imagery on

sealings from Acemhoyiik.
8
This group

—

with distinctive stamp-cylinder seals,

designs combining ornamental bands and

signlike elements, and specific figural

imagery with later parallels—appears to
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bridge the gap between the glyptic of the

Old Assyrian Trading Colony period and

that of the succeeding Hittite Empire.
9

JA

1. Tyszkiewicz sale 1898, pp. 80-81, no. 241,

pi. XXVII, said to have been found on Cyprus;

Frankfort 1939, pp. 285-88; Alexander 1985;

Canby 1969, pp. 145-46.

2. This preference is visible throughout the his-

tory of Anatolian glyptic, even with the

establishment of karums and the use of local-

style Anatolian cylinder seals. See Aruz

2008a, pp. 35-36, 61-62, for a discussion of

the type, its transfer to the Aegean, and its

use on pottery.

3. Collon 1980-83, p. 252 (Krummstab).

4. Canby (1989, p. 115) cites Hittite textual ref-

erences to divine battles, which did not sur-

vive in imperial Hittite art.

5. Ibid.; interpreted as deceased on the Web site

of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (www.

mfa.org, search under collections).

6. For the nude Syrian goddess, see U. Winter

1983, figs. 279-89.

7. Boehmer and Guterbock 1987, p. 38, fig. 24b;

Frankfort 1939, pp. 285-87; Alexander 1985.

8. N. Ozgiic 1971, pp. 23-24; Alp (1968, pp. 27 iff.)

dates it to the last phase of the Colony period.

9. Boehmer and Guterbock 1987, pp. 33-39.
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Smiting Deity

Bronze

Height 9 cm (3Vs in.)

Tiryns, Acropolis

Late Helladic IIIC context,

12th century B.C.

National Archaelogical Museum, Athens,

Greece 1582

This bronze figure of a smiting god was

found intact during the late nineteenth-

century excavations of the German archae-

ologist Heinrich Schliemann on the Myce-

naean acropolis of Tiryns.
1

With a squarish

face and stocky, muscular body, his right

arm upraised and left arm held against his

body, he wears a short loincloth and a high

conical cap with vertical ridges and a knob

at the peak, similar to the hedjet, or white

crown, of Upper Egypt. On the left hip is a

short dagger with a wide pommel. A small

hole in the right fist indicates that the fig-

ure originally held a spear.

The Tiryns figure belongs to a general

type known as the smiting god, which

appears during the Late Bronze and the

early Iron Ages as Sharruma in the Hittite

Empire, as the Ingot God on Cyprus

sonal belongings of Syrian merchants

established at the Aegean emporia
8
or as

their votive offerings at local shrines, such

as at Phylakopi and on Delos. The smiting

gods of the Aegean would thus represent

a form of the religious syncretism that

emerged toward the end of the Late Bronze

Age and the beginning of the early Iron

Age.
9 CPA

1. Schliemann 1886, p. 187.

2. Paschalidis 2002-3, pp. 103-4; Niemeier

2003, pp. 106-7, figs. 7, 8.

3. For the morphological koine of these gods,

see Gallet de Santerre 1987, pp. 15-17,

where the origin of the smiting god is dis-

cussed in the context of early depictions of

the pharaohs.

4. Ibid., pp. 8-9, 17, 23.

5. Ibid., p. 9. See also the examples listed

together in Sea Routes 2003, pp. 455-57,

nos. 799-806, from Syria, the Aegean, Italy,

and Spain.

6. Gallet de Santerre 1987, pp. 9-14; Cline 1994,

pp. 133-34.

7. N. Marinates 1990b, p. 370, no. 356.

8. Cline 1994, pp. 54-55.

9. A phenomenon that is also apparent in the

twelfth-century B.C. cemetery at Perati in

Attica and at the Late Bronze and Early Iron

Age site at Lefkandi in Euboia.
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(fig. 102), as Reshef in the Levant, as the

Master of the Horse in the Mycenaean

pictorial repertoire (on a krater from

Ugarit),
2
and as Melqart in the Phoenician

world.
3 With this figure type, the god is

depicted poised to hurl a spear or smite

the enemy with a mace. He bears a dagger

secured at the waist and wears a high con-

ical hat that, in some cases, is horned.

The smiting god figure from Tiryns

probably represents an eastern Mediter-

ranean god generally believed to be Reshef.
4

Such bronze figures, which were usually

produced in Syro-Canaanite workshops,

are distributed across a vast geographic

area around the Mediterranean,
5
includ-

ing the Mycenaean world; they have been

found at Mycenae, Phylakopi on Melos,

on the island of Delos, and at Lindos on

Rhodes. The Aegean examples come from

contexts of the late thirteenth and twelfth

centuries B.C. but are thought to have been

manufactured in earlier times.
6

Although these figures have been inter-

preted as exotic gifts to the Mycenaean

elite,
7

it is tempting to see them as per-
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Striding Male

Bronze

Height 15.5 cm (6% in.)

Levant or Anatolia

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A011187

Acquired in the late nineteenth century

in Latakia, near the ancient royal city

of Ugarit, this figure in the Musee du

Louvre belongs to the Syrian tradition of

small cast-bronze statuary representing

kilted warrior gods with elongated pro-

portions and energetic poses dating to the

second millennium B.C.
1

However, the fig-

ure also presents features that point to a

strong Anatolian influence, if not place of

origin. The statuette wears low boots and is

clad in a short kilt decorated with parallel

bands and held high on the waist by a belt,

features that are typical of Anatolian cos-

tume. The hair, gathered into a thick plait,

falls to the small of the back. The arms,

which probably brandished weapons, were

cast separately and later attached, as was
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the headgear, which was likely of a differ-

ent material. The headcovering was prob-

ably either a high conical cap, like that of a

figure found at Dogantepe,
2
or rounded,

like that on a large figure found near

Afyon.
3
Horns symbolizing the divinity of

these figures also may have adorned the

headpieces.

Like all the other extant examples from

a similar series produced either in north-

ern Syria or in Anatolia,
4
this little bronze

figure was covered with gold leaf, particles

of which have been found in a slit on the

left side that served to hold the plating.

Grooves on the back of each leg and on

the shoulders were used for the same pur-

pose. There is a striking similarity between

the Louvre figure and one in the Vorder-

asiatisches Museum, Berlin, that was long

thought to have come from Bogazkoy

(cat. no. 104). But the provenance of the

latter, which lent credence to the idea that

the Louvre figure could be associated with

Anatolia, has been called into question as

it now seems assured that the Berlin bronze

was acquired in Sidon.
5
However, com-

parison with yet another Anatolian work

speaks for this connection: the Louvre

bronze can be seen as a miniature version

of a warrior god carved in high relief on

one of the doorjambs of the King's Gate

from the Hittite capital of Hattusa (fig. 53).

The two figures wear the same kind of

kilt, woven with parallel horizontal bands,

as well as the same type of high belt. The

accentuated musculature enhances their

martial aspect, and both the large-scale

relief and the fragmentary figurine express

the same dynamic energy.

Wherever the small bronze figure was

produced, it bears witness to the fusion

of Syrian and Anatolian influences during

a period in which the authority of the

Hittite Great King extended as far as

northern Syria. Soon thereafter, in the

mid-thirteenth century B.C., it was super-

seded by the authority of a viceroy in-

stalled in Carchemish. fd

1. For further reference, see Longperier [1882],

pi. 21:2; Ledrain 1888, no. 49; Bossert 1942,

nos. 581, 582, pi. 140; Contenau 1949, p. 172;

Bittel 1976c, p. 227, fig. 263; Seeden 1980,

no. 1739; Unit millenaires de civilisation anato-

lienne 1981, no. 17; and Spycket 1981, p. 322

and p. 211, no. 134.

2. Seeden 1980, pi. 105, no. 1738.

3. Ilasli 1993.

4. Seeden 1980, p. 113, pi. 105.

5. Ibid., p. 113, no. 9.
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Striding Male Figure

Bronze

Height 14.7 cm (5% in.)

Levant

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA4853

This cast-bronze statue, which, accord-

ing to early publications is said to

have come from Bogazkoy, depicts a male

figure wearing a short kilt and calf-length

boots.
1

His broad face, large ears, and long

slender nose are striking and well mod-

eled. Incised details lend definition to the

fringe of the tightly wrapped kilt and the

thick belt around the waist. The figure is

adorned with a short, V-shaped necklace.

A drilled hole in the center of the flattened

head could have been used to secure a

horned crown, a wig, or a cap made of

some other material, and the eye sockets

may have been filled with glass paste or

stone inlay. The arms—the left one is

missing—were affixed to the shoulders

with tangs and secured with rivets. Two

tangs on the feet indicate that the figure

could have been mounted on a separate

base. Grooves on the body hold traces of

gold leaf and lead, suggesting that the

entire figure was gilded. This supposition

is also supported by contemporary texts

from Bogazkoy that describe statues of

gods overlaid with gold and silver.
2

A bronze figure acquired in Latakia

(cat. no. 103) with Anatolian features is

closely related to this example, especially

in the technique of its separately attached

arms and headpiece (now missing). Numer-

ous similar bronze statuettes discovered

in excavations at Byblos and Ugarit were

identified as Egyptian-influenced repre-

sentations of weather gods. Veneration of

the weather god, whose seat on the moun-

tain Jebel al-Aqra was visible over an area

of many miles, took on great importance

during the second half of the second mil-

lennium B.C. It is therefore quite possible

that this statuette represents the weather

deity worshipped during the last third of

the millennium.
3 lm

1. For further reference, see Starke in Die

Hethiter und ihr Reich 2002, p. 338, and

Martin 2007, pp. 475-78.

2. V. Haas 1994, pp. 494-96.

3. Martin 2007, pp. 475-78.
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Axe Head with Mountain
Deity

Bronze

Height 19.5 cm (7% in.); width 9.2 cm (3% in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA 15652

This shaft-hole axe head is the finest

piece unearthed from a hoard in the

vicinity of §arkisla, in eastern Cappadocia

105 105, detail
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between Kayseri and Sivas, which also

includes bronze lugged axes, bowls, and

pieces of snaffle bits.
1 The axe is elabo-

rately ornamented both in high relief and

fully in the round. On either side is a com-

position including a bearded mountain

deity with a tall, pointed cap who supports

a lion protome in his upraised arms. Atop

the protome is another deity wearing a cap

and a long robe, and above him are two

kneeling creatures holding a winged sun

disc. Three lion-griffin protomes with

sharp wings crouch in front of spikes ris-

ing from the top of the axe, as pictured

here. The narrow sides are decorated with

additional lion protomes above and below

the hole for the shaft. The blunt, rounded

end of the axe blade terminates on either

side in raptor heads.

The axe was made by the lost-wax pro-

cess, with details added by chasing after

casting. The elaborate religious and myth-

ological content of the imagery and the

detailed overall design of the axe rendered

it unsuitable as a weapon, suggesting that

it served some ritual purpose. The composi-

tion of the axe's decorative elements recalls

a Hittite stele from Fasillar, which was

perhaps originally intended to decorate a

sanctuary at a freshwater spring.
2 An

ornate shaft-hole axe (fig. 53) held promi-

nently at chest height by the warrior god

from the King's Gate at Hattusa suggests

that such weapons served as symbols of

power, although more specific nuances of

meaning remain unknown. No specific par-

allel to the §arkisla axe has been recovered.

R-BW

1. Bittel 1976a, pp. 19ff., figs. 9-12; Bittel 1976b,

p. 299, with figs. 341, 399; H. Erkanal 1977,

suppl. and fig. 20; Wartke in Das Schiffvon

Uluburun 2005, p. 649, no. 224.

2. V. Haas 1994, p. 204, fig. 89; see also

Mellaart 1962.
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Relief with Deity on Stag

Steatite

Height 6.4 cm. (2% in.); width 4.9 cm (lYs in.)

Alaca Hoyiik

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 12467

Despite its small size, this stone relief

of a deity acquired at Yenikoy, near

Alaca Hoyiik in north-central Anatolia,

evokes the monumental reliefs that were

cut into living rock during the Hittite

Empire period (fig. 56).
1 The dynamic pose

of this deity, who strides forward with one

arm bent against his body and the other

extended, as well as his placement on a

symbolically important base—in this case

a sacred stag—became conventions in the

depiction of Hittite gods and rulers as seen

in the relief band encircling the rim of a

stag vessel (fig. 57).
2 The god's conical

headdress, short belted kilt, and shoes with

upturned toes also reflect distinctive forms

of Hittite ceremonial dress. The curved

staff resting against his shoulder—referred

to in Hittite texts as a kalmus—may derive

from a beating staff used to flush out prey

during the hunt and, by extension, the

empire's enemies in battle. Under the

Hittites, this staff became a symbol of

authority.
3

The rounded forms and naturalistic

proportions of both the god and the stag

in this relief contrast with the flatter and

more abstract figural style of earlier art

from central Anatolia. During the reign of

the Hittites, contact with Egypt and east-

ern lands culturally tied to Mesopotamia

introduced foreign stylistic idioms that

became fused with indigenous traditions.

The readily identifiable official style that

resulted from this interaction may have

helped to unite the previously disparate

groups of the region under central rule.

J-FL

1. This unexcavated find was presented to mem-
bers of the 1935 excavations at Alaca Hoyiik.

See Arik 1937, p. 26.

2. For a general discussion of Hittite figural

style, seeAkurgal 1962, pp. 110-13.

3. Canby 2002, pp. 169-70.

106 Figure 56. Rock-cut shrine at Yazilikaya. Hittite Empire period.
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Stag Vessel

Silver, gold inlay

Height 18 cm (lV& in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Norbert Schimmel Trust, 1989

1989.281.10

This silver alloy cup is among the few

surviving objects that can attest to

the highly accomplished metalwork pro-

duced during the period of Hittite hege-

mony in central Anatolia. Inventories of

Hittite cultic objects include lists of ritual

zoomorphic vessels, such as this stag,

described as leaning forward or kneeling.
1

Essentially a sculpture in the round, the

protome of this vessel captures the maj-

esty of a fully antlered stag in repose with

a naturalism that is characteristic of

Hittite art.

The narrative relief encircling the upper

section of the cup illustrates the type of

libation ritual in which the cup may have

been used. After a successful hunt, indicated

by a butchered stag under a tree festooned

with hunting paraphernalia, worshippers

approach two deities who are identified by

hieroglyphs chased on inlaid roundels of

gold. Wearing a horned conical headdress

and long robe, one deity sits to the left of

an altar and holds a bird and a cup. The

other deity stands on a stag in front of the

altar. Dressed in a short kilt, with a long

plait of braided hair running down his back,

he holds a bird with his left hand and the

curved rod known as the kalmus, a Hittite

symbol of authority, in his right hand.

Although the interpretation of the hiero-

glyphs remains unresolved, it is likely that

the latter deity represents the Protector

God of the Countryside, who is described

in Hittite texts as standing on a stag.
2

The approaching worshippers wear

fillets in their hair and short robes that

hang down at the back. The first figure

—

possibly a ruler—offers a libation from a

beaker jug similar in shape to those exca-

vated in central Anatolia. The second

worshipper holds up what appears to be a

round loaf of bread; the same object is

depicted on an offering table in the relief on

a fist-shaped cup in Boston (cat. no. 108).

The third, kneeling worshipper holds a

spouted jar.

Radiographs indicate that the vessel

was produced from at least a dozen sepa-

rate pieces of worked silver sheet that were

sleeved together and soldered in place. The

ring soldered around the neck serves both

to hide and to reinforce the join between

the head and the body. The lip of the cup

was also strengthened with a separately

fashioned section. The antlers, ears, and

handle were made of tubes of metal with

overlapping seams that were curved as

needed, inserted into holes, and soldered

in place. Although some restoration has

occurred to these projecting elements,

enough of the original silver remains to

show that this reconstruction is accurate.

Both the checkerboard pattern on the

neck ring and sections of the lip retain

Figure 57. Drawing of scene in

relief on cat. no. 107.
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remnants of a black inlay material, which

instrumental analysis indicates is neither

niello nor bitumen.
3
Its composition sug-

gests instead that it may have been a com-

plex copper alloy intentionally formulated

to turn dark when patinated. Used in

Egypt already during the Middle Kingdom,

this black copper also appears as an inlay

material on mid-second-millennium B.C.

Mycenaean daggers (see cat. no. 171 and

fig. 36).
4

J-FL

1. Koehl 1995, p. 63.

2. For a discussion and further references of the

god on a stag, see Hellenkemper and Wagner

1977, pp. 70-71. For a discussion of the narra-

tive relief, see Muscarella 1992 and Giiterbock

1981-83.

3. Preliminary X-ray fluorescence and diffrac-

tion analysis performed by James H. Frantz

at the Metropolitan Museum. Further analy-

sis of this material will be required to con-

firm its identity.

4. See Ogden 1982, pp. 41-42, and Photos,

Jones, and Papadopoulos 1994, pp. 267-75.
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Fist-Shaped Vessel

Silver

Height 15.5 cm (6% in.); width 10 cm (4 in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 2004.2230

The unusual shape of this cup may

reflect the Hittite practice of venerat-

ing specific parts of their anthropomor-

phic divinities, as described in ancient

texts. These body parts, fashioned of wood

or metal, served as metaphors for divine

attributes and became objects of worship.

In this context, the forearm and hand were

of particular importance as symbolic exec-

utors of divine will.
1

Given the naturalistic quality of Hittite

art, it is probable that the prominent V-

shaped ridges behind the knuckles of this

hand, as well as the bands and numerous

wrinkles associated with the thumb, rep-

resent more than a mere stylization of

physical features. It has been proposed

that these details, along with the markedly

flared profile of the wrist area, indicate

that the hand wears a fingerless gauntlet

of the type used in falconry.
2
Although

falconry is not explicitly mentioned in

Hittite texts, raptors are depicted in earlier

and contemporary Anatolian art (see

cat. no. 43). The important role of birds in

Hittite cultic practices is also suggested by

their prominent placement in Hittite

reliefs, including the one on this cup.
3

The relief scene in the wrist area

appears to illustrate extant textual descrip-

tions of Hittite libation rituals that were

performed with musical accompaniment.

On the left, the Storm God, wearing a

short kilt and a horned conical headdress,

Figure 58. Drawing of relief encircling rim of cat. no. 108.
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stands before an offering table while bran-

dishing a mace in his right hand and hold-

ing on to the reins of a bull—now largely

lost—with his left. He is approached from

the right by a ruler dressed in a long robe

who pours a libation as he holds the crook-

shaped staff associated with Hittite author-

ity. This ruler is followed by a large bird

with upswept wings standing on a slightly

raised mount. Although the next figure

is largely lost, the rest are similar to the

ruler in dress and coiffure. The first holds

aloft what appears to be a round loaf of

bread, similar to the one already placed on

the offering table. The next two figures

play stringed lyres, and the third holds

what appear to be cymbals. The last atten-

dant grasps a long staff articulated with

horizontal banding.

Flowering plants and blossoms with

radiating petals appear between the figures.

These stylized foliate forms suggest that

the ritual shown here was connected

with the Spring Festival. The bearded and

horned god on the right, who seems to

rise out of a leafy mound, may represent

the rebirth of a vegetation or tree god

during the vernal season. j-fl

1. Giiterbock and Kendall 1995.

2. Canby 2002, pp. 169-70.

3. Ibid., pp. 170-72.
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Bull-Shaped Vessel

Silver

Height 18 cm (7
l
/s in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Norbert Schimmel Trust, 1989

1989.281.11

Hittite texts refer to a type of sculpted

vessel known as a bibru from which

the gods received libations.
1

This cup was

most likely dedicated to the Storm God,

chief deity of the Hittite pantheon, who was

closely associated with bulls. Its rounded,

naturalistically modeled body conveys a

sense of robust corporeal power character-

istic of Hittite art and contrasts with the

earlier, more stylized depiction of bulls
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found at central Anatolian sites such as

Alaca Hoyiik. Although the original upper

section was almost entirely lost and has

been restored, it may have featured a nar-

rative scene such as those found on similar

Hittite vessels.

Benefiting from the extensive mineral

resources in the mountainous areas to the

north and south of their capital at Hattusa,

the Hittites produced a broad array of

metal artifacts, of which relatively few have

survived. Hittite inventories of the thir-

teenth century B.C. identify two areas in

north-central Anatolia where silver was

obtained, but whether these were actual

source locations or distribution points

remains unclear.
2
Later texts of the Neo-

Assyrian period mention a "silver moun-

tain," most likely located in the Taurus

Mountain range, which was within the

southern reaches of Hittite control during

the Empire period.
3

Constructed of at least eleven individ-

ual sections of worked silver, this vessel

reflects a considerable mastery of metal-

forming techniques. The head and body

were made separately of worked silver

sheet, sleeved together at the neck, and

secured in place by a raised band fixed

with solder. The horns and ears were

inserted into holes cut into the head. The

fully modeled legs were each made in two

pieces sleeved together at the knee and

soldered on to stumps that project slightly

from the body. The handle consists of a

curved tube of silver, with a seam running

down the inner face, which was soldered

on to the cup at both ends. The recesses in

eyes and eyebrows may have held stone

inlays that are now lost. j-fl

1. Tuchelt 1962, pp. 49-54.

2. Kosak 1982, p. 197.

3. Luckenbill 1926-27, p. 246.

Shapinuwa: A Capital of the Hittite State

Shapinuwa (Ortakoy), one ofthe capital cities ofthe Hittite Empire,

is situated 53 kilometers southeast ofQorum on the plateau between

the Amasya and Alaca Plains, a strategic location in terms ofgover-

nance, politics, and geography. The east-west trade route that ran

along the Kelkit-Vegihrmak Valleypassed infront ofthe city and led

to central Anatolia. Shapinuwa was also an important and special

religious center. Peoplejourneyed to the city to be ritually cleansed,

or they would read the texts that were prepared there so as to be

absolved of their sins. Other rituals were established in Shapinuwa

relating to sacrifices to the Underworld and invocations to the "Sky

Gods. " Documents also indicate that many other cities, both large

and small, were under the authority ofShapinuwa and that the Hittite

Great King lived there.

The more thanfour thousand tablets and tabletfragmentsfound

at Shapinuwa, written in Haitian, Hurrian, and Akkadian,

include letters and historical and religious texts. The varied sub-

jects and vast number of these cuneiform tablets tell us that they

camefrom a royal archive. The archaeological and philological

data show that most of the tablets date to the Hittite Middle

Kingdom period, in the earlyfourteenth century B.C. At this time,

the rulers ofShapinuwa were Tudhaliya III and his queen, Tadu-

hepa. The city was later used by Mursili II in the thirteenth cen-

tury B.C. andpopulated long after.

AS/MS
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Head in Profile

Bronze

Height 4.5 cm (l% in.); width 6.4 cm (2'/a in.)

Shapinuwa (Ortakoy)

Hittite Middle Kingdom,

early 14th century B.C.

(Jorum Museum, (Jorum, Turkey 2—73-98

This unique bronze head in profile was

found among the ruins of Ortakoy

(ancient Shapinuwa) in Building B, which

was destroyed in a devastating fire.

Engraving, carving, and relief techniques

were used together in making this piece.

The face has a small chin, bold lips, and a

wide nose. The almond-shaped eye and

curved eyebrow were originally either

inlaid or left as empty spaces to reveal a

background material. The thick hair is

combed toward the back of the head and

falls to the shoulder. The ear is in relief,

and the forehead is practically nonexistent.

There is no visible beard. A now-missing

metal piece was likely used for attachment.

The hair, at first glance, appears to

be Egyptian. Generally, the figures on

Egyptian papyri and wall paintings were

represented without hair, with curly hair,

or in a number of hairstyles. The face

shares similarities with Egyptian render-

ings of the mouth and a small chin that does

not protrude. However, unlike Egyptian

images, the nose is wide and the outer

wall of the nostril is expressive. Whether

the figure resembles a Hittite or an

Egyptian, it is a unique work.

as/ms
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Lotus Flower Ornament

Gold with inlays

Height 2.7 cm (l in.); width 2 cm (% in.)

Shapinuwa (Ortakoy)

Hittite Middle Kingdom,

early 14th century B.C.

Qorum Museum, (Jorum, Turkey

28-1874-90

This ornament was found at Shapinuwa

in the ruins of Building A. Made of

gold, it comprises a lotus flower with a bud

on either side, each constructed separately

and then joined with a gold wire to form

a cluster. Each of the buds is made with

four trapezoidal pieces of gold attached

edge to edge. The petals were once filled

with lilac- and blue-colored inlay. A calyx

appears under the lotus buds. The stem is

wound into a ring shape and held with a

gold wire just beneath the sepals.

The flower depicted here is widely

known as the Egyptian lotus, although it

is actually a water lily. The closing and

opening of the flower symbolizes rebirth.

The lotus is believed to be connected to

the cycle of the sun and to be sacred, divine,

and related to the other world in Egyptian,

Anatolian, and other Near Eastern cul-

tures. In the archaic era, the roots of the

lotus symbolized immortality and eter-

nity; the stem, attachment to life; and the

petals, purity and innocence. In Egypt, the

blue and white lotus signifies peace and

purity. Head ornaments in the form of a

lotus were worn in life and death, both as

festive attire and as funerary jewelry.

Shapinuwa was an important religious

center in the Hittite world. It was quite

natural to find there an object such as the

lotus, which symbolizes purity and inno-

cence. This precious ornament, which dis-

plays a high level of craftsmanship, was

probably a gift sent from an important

individual in Egypt to an important indi-

vidual in Shapinuwa.

as/ms
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Figure 59. Hattusa (Bogazkoy), Lower Town, Great Temple. Hittite Empire period.

Hattusa: Capital of the Hittite Empire

A landscape shaped by cutting and leveling rocks and mountains is

one ofthe distinctivefeatures ofthe Hittite capitalHattusa (Bogazkoy)

in the late thirteenth century B.C With a more than 6.8-kilometer-

long defense system
(fig. 60), its imperial silhouette is crowned by a

monumental artificial structure resembling a truncated pyramid

punctuated by temples andpalaces on different elevations in a rough,

rocky landscape

.

This unique setting was the outcome of a dynamic development

over a period ofmore than 350 years, originating with the destruc-

tion and condemnation of the city in the late third and early second

millennia B.C. byAnitta, kingofKanesh. Despite this negative omen,

Hattusili I, thefirst Hittite king, chose this sitefor his new capital

because ofits strategicposition. Partlyfounded on virgin soil in a rough

terrain, it marks afundamental change in the plan and structure of

settlements in ancient Anatolia. Its largest extension, over more than

185 hectares, makes it one ofthe most extensive urban centers ofits time.

Ongoing excavations by the German Archaeological Institute

have revealed aspects ofboth royal and everyday life that are illumi-

nated by archaeological evidence as well as by the contents of more

than thirty thousand cuneiform textsfound in the royal archives. The

palace compound, stretching out atop a large rocky outcrop, is one of

the most distinctive features of the city. While its organization

evolved over time, in itsfinal configuration, myriad buildings were

interconnected by large courtyards. A monumentalfortification sys-

tem guards the citadel. Access is gained by means of two gates, one

of which is accessible over a bridgelike viaduct. This architectural

structure distinguishes the Hittite royal citadelfrom all otherpalace

compounds in the ancient Near East at this time.

The Great Temple, the largest temple of the Hittite world, was

unearthed in the Lower Town, which is surrounded by complexes of

storerooms and administrative buildings
(fig. 59). An additional

twenty-eight temples have been excavated in the specially designated

area ofthe Upper Town, separatedfrom the rest ofthe city by topog-

raphy. Although it is impossible to associate a given temple with a

specific god, the architectural development of Hittite temples can be

traced over a period ofat least 250 years. During the turbulent late

days of the Hittite Empire, the templesfell out of use and pottery

kilns and dwellings were built over them.
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Communal installationsfor the storage of water and grain have

beenfound over thepast two decades of research, both within and in

the close vicinity ofHattusa. Excavations in the southernpart ofthe

Upper Town indicate that such installations were in use beginning

in the early sixteenth century B.C., and their location suggests that

they were closely related to the early imperial extension of the city.

Facilitating control over vital resources, the installations were impor-

tantfor the survival ofthe city in the dry climate ofcentral Anatolia,

enabling the Hittites to overcome the disadvantages of their natural

setting. Indeed, they were crucial to the success ofthe Hittite economy

and social system.

It is still not known where, specifically, the general population

lived, although a relatively small area of dwellings was unearthed

in the Lower Town west of the Great Temple. Excavated houses

show that older Anatolian traditions of domestic architecture con-

tinued in Hittite times. Newfeatures and architecturalforms indi-

cate, however, that at least some houses were updated to conform

to new urban functions. Recent research has located single build-

ings—some ofwhich may befarmsteads— in the vicinity ofthe city.

A small necropolis was identified close to a rocky outcrop north of

the urban settlement. The human remains indicate that cremation was

the main practice there, but instances ofinhumation were also present.

ANS

Figure 60. Hattusa (Bogazkoy), Lion Gate. Hittite Empire period.
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Deity

Ivory

Height 5.8 cm (2% in.)

Bogazkoy

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Qorum Museum, Qorum, Turkey 1-166-82

This deeply carved ivory from Temple

VII at Bogazkoy presents an unusual

image of a warlike divinity.
1 The figure

wears the horned crown, a characteristic

attribute of Mesopotamian deities, above

an elaborate hairstyle that frames the face

with two long curls ending in spiral locks

that rest on the chest. A triple-strand neck-

lace is visible between the curls. A kilt is

wrapped tightly about the body, and a

dagger is tucked sideways in an elaborate

belt. Although the limbs are damaged,

enough of the vigorously twisting legs

remains to suggest the figure is dancing.
2

The left elbow is bent, either as part of the

dance or perhaps in the act of raising a

weapon. Holes in the irises suggest that the

eyes were originally inlaid, giving a more

powerful aspect to the stern expression.

The short kilt indicates an Anatolian

milieu, but the horned crown differs from

the headdresses generally worn by Hittite

gods and points instead to this deity's ori-

gin in Mesopotamia. Furthermore, the

figure displays attributes that could belong

to either gender in Hittite art, including

the long spiral curls worn by male and

female creatures (see cat. nos. 46, 53, 81)

and necklaces worn by gods and god-

desses. Slight swellings at the chest could

indicate either breasts or pronounced mus-

culature. It is likely that this finely carved

piece depicts Shaushga, the Hittite version

of Ishtar, goddess of sexual love and war,

whose dual aspects allowed her to occupy

both female and male roles. On the rock

reliefs at the Hittite shrine of Yazilikaya

(fig. 56), she is depicted twice: among the

gods and among the goddesses.
3
Her

cult, crucial in ensuring success in battle,

in inducing fertility, and in guarantee-

ing oaths, seems to have flourished

under royal patronage during the Hittite

Empire.
4

sg

1. For further reference, see Neve 1983, p. 447,

fig. 22; Darga 1992, p. 110; Neve 1992, p. 33,

fig. 82; and Starke in Die Hethiter und ihr

Reich 2002, p. 344, no. 114.

2. Neve 1983, p. 447, fig. 22.

3. V. Haas 1994, pp. 350-51; Guterbock 1975,

p. 173, no. 38 (male), p. 181, nos. 55a-56

(female).

4. V. Haas 1994, pp. 349-50.
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Plaque with Offering
Bearer

Bronze

Height 4.5 cm (l% in.); width 3.9 cm (1V2 in.)

. Bogazkoy

Hittite Old Kingdom, 17th- 16th century B.C.

Bogazkoy Archaeological Museum, Turkey

1-30-66

This bronze fragment from the Hittite

capital of Bogazkoy, perhaps origi-

nally part of a vessel,
1

shows a striding

figure dressed in a belted kilt. He holds

aloft in both hands the head of an animal,

perhaps a goat.
2
The composition is bor-

dered on three sides by a raised line;

beneath the groundline are running spi-

rals. Similar compositions appear in wall

paintings from private tombs in Egyptian

Thebes dating to early Dynasty 18, in

which Aegeans and Syrians offer animal-

113

headed vessels as tribute to the pharaoh

(see fig. 87).
3 The object held by this figure

may also be a vessel. Despite the fragment's

small size, embossed details lend defini-

tion to the extended arms and exposed leg.

Its light color suggests that the piece may

originally have been silver-plated.
4

The fragment was excavated at Bogaz-

koy in Level 3 of the Lower Town, dated

by excavators to about 1700-1500 B.C.
5

Later inventories of cult objects from

Bogazkoy, dating to the time of Tudhaliya

IV, list many vessels in the shape of ani-

mal heads, or protomes.
6
These vessels

were often made of precious metals and

used in cultic ceremonies by the king or

royal couple, who would drink from the

cup and then pour an offering to the deity.
7

Although this piece dates from an earlier

period, it could depict a moment during a

similar ritual. Alternatively, the figure

could simply be offering a sacrificial goat's

head to a deity.
8

sg

1. Bittel 1976b, pp. 164, 332.

2. Bittel 1957b, pp. 16-17.

3. Wachsmann 1987, pp. 55-60.

4. Boehmer 1972, p. 68, no. 169.

5. Ibid., p. 68; dated "Zeit von Biiyiikkale IVc" in

Neve 1982, pp. 2-6, 34-46.

6. Guterbock 1983, pp. 211-14.

7. Ibid., p. 212; see this reference for a discussion

of the terms used in the inventory texts to

refer to these vessels, Sumerian gu (neck or

throat), and Akkadian bibru. In spite of its

contemporary usage to refer to an animal-

headed cup, the term bibru seems to designate

an animal figure, while gu is more commonly

used to identify animal-headed cups. However,

these terms remain incompletely understood.

8. Bittel 1957b, p. 17.
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Fragment of Bull Rhyton

Ceramic

Width 21.4 cm (8% in.); length 17 cm (6% in.)

Anatolia

Hittite Old Kingdom, 16th century B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 8405

Even in its fragmentary condition, this

terracotta bull's head, said to have

come from Tokat,
1

displays a remarkable

liveliness and high-quality workmanship.

The alert posture of the head is under-

scored by the small extended ears and the

bulging eyes, now missing their inlaid

pupils. The cream-colored slip that indi-

cates the base of the horns, triangular

forehead patch, eyeballs, and reins stands

in strong contrast to the deep reddish

color of the bull's head and neck. Delicate

incised lines trace the eyebrows and nos-

trils. Prominent reins connect with the

bull's nostrils, which are pierced to allow

for the flow of liquid.

In its original state, this piece would

have closely resembled a group of large

bull-shaped vessels found in pairs at

Bogazkoy
2

(fig. 61) and Inandiktepe,
3
and

in fragmentary condition at Masat Hoyiik.
4

Complete examples allow us to recon-

struct this bull as part of a rhyton that

originally had a tall spout on the back, set

just behind the neck. The hollow body

could have been filled with liquid through

the spout, which would then have been

poured out of the nostrils; some bulls also

had an additional opening, below the tail.

The bull was sacred to Teshshup, the

Hittite weather god, and the use of paired

clay bulls or bull vessels in rituals for this

god—perhaps reflecting the sacred bulls

Sheri and Hurri referred to in cuneiform

ritual texts from Bogazkoy— is well

documented in Anatolia.
5
Furthermore,

the inandiktepe bulls were found in a pit

together with a terracotta model of a shrine,

suggesting that they had previously been

kept in the city's temple.
6 The fragment

seen here most closely resembles the pair

from Bogazkoy, which have been dated to

the sixteenth century B.C.
7 sg

1. See N. Ozgiic 1956. For further reference, see

also Art Treasures ofTurkey 1966, p. 79, no. 71,

and Bittel 1976b, pp. 151-52.

2. Neve 1965, pp. 35-68.

3. T. Ozgiic 1988, pp. 111-12, pis. 60-62, pi. E, 1.

4. T. Ozgiic 1978, p. 58, pi. 46:1-5.

5. V. Haas 1994, pp. 315-16, 320, 533-34.

6. T. Ozgiic 1988, p. 112.

7. Bittel 1976b, pp. 151-52.

Figure 61. Pair of Hittite Old Kingdom ceramic vessels in the shape of bulls, in situ. Bogazkoy,

Royal Citadel of Btiyiikkale, Building M, Room 6. Hittite Empire period context.
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Spouted Vessel

Ceramic

Height 50 cm (19% in.); diameter 22.5 cm

(8
7
/s in.)

Tokat-Sanusa

Hittite Old Kingdom, 17th- 16th century B.C.

Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations,

Turkey 4-10-68

The elongated forms of this pitcher's

neck, handle, and spout are offset by

its widely flaring body. The convex profile

of the shoulders is further counterbalanced

by the sharply tapered lower body, which

terminates in a disc-shaped base. The sur-

face has been burnished to a high shine,

and two small triangular lugs have been

applied to the shoulder on either side of

the spout. The vessel belongs to a charac-

teristic group of Hittite pitchers whose

hooked spouts bring to mind the beak of a

bird of prey, and whose crisply modeled

forms and glossy surfaces evoke the shape

and finish of metalwork.

Similar beak-spouted vessels have been

excavated at the Hittite capital of Bogazkoy,
1

at Alaca Hoyiik
2
and Eskiyapar,

3
and in

Old Assyrian Trading Colony levels at

Kultepe (the ancient karum of Kanesh).
4

This vessel, said to have come from a cem-

etery at Ferzant near Corum,
5
closely re-

sembles Old Hittite beak-spouted pitchers

in its slender proportions and the sharp

curvature of die spout. Vessels of this type

have not, however, been otherwise attested

in burial contexts. A stone relief from Alaca

Hoyiik,
6
ajar decorated in relief from

Inandiktepe,' and a small relief band run-

ning around the mouth of a stag-shaped

silver drinking vessel (cat. no. 107) show

similar beak-spouted pitchers being used

to pour libations before Hittite deities.

The evidence of the pictorial reliefs

and the magnificent craftsmanship of this

vessel suggest that it, too, was used for

ritual offerings. SG

1. F. Fischer 1963, pp. 36-41.

2. Kosay and Akok 1947, pp. 155-57.

3. Temizer 1979, p. 87, fig. 123.

4. T. Ozgiic 1986b, pp. 54-55, pi. B:8-13;

T. Ozgiic 2003, cf. figs. 109-15, pp. 152-53.

5. T. Ozgiic 1986a, p. 398.

6. Bossert 1942, p. 112, fig. 505.

7. T. Ozgiic 1988, pi. i:3.
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Spouted Vessel

Ceramic

Height 30 cm (11% in.); width at shoulder

1 1 cm (4
3
/s in.)

Tokat-Sanusa

Hittite Old Kingdom, 17th- 16th century B.C.

Eski §ark Museum, Istanbul, Turkey 12890

The spout of this vessel rises from a

narrow, elongated neck in a dramatic

curve that evokes the sharp beak of a bird

of prey. Below the neck, the vessel's body is

laterally flattened and tapers into a dagger-

like shape that makes it impossible to stand

the object upright. Its surface is highly bur-

nished, with a pattern of uniformly sized

circles impressed on to the body and a

ring of small hatch marks encircling the

juncture of neck and body. The suggestion

of animal forms—a beak, pronounced

shoulders, and spotted surface—gives this

piece a vivid sense of animation.

Beak-spouted pouring vessels form a

characteristic type of Anatolian pottery

that recalls metalwork in its toreutic

modeling and burnished surface
1

and that

remained in use over a long period of

time.
2
Early examples of pitchers with

dramatically curved spouts were excavated

in Old Assyrian Trading Colony levels at

Kiiltepe and from a level contemporary

with Kiiltepe Level lb at the Hittite capital

of Bogazkoy.
3
Later beak-spouted vessels

become more elongated in form, and many

variations in the basic shape appear over

time. Although its surface treatment is

unique, this piece can be dated by com-

parison with a number of Hittite Old

Kingdom spouted vessels with slender

profiles
4

A relief-decorated sherd from the

Hittite sanctuary at Yazilikaya depicts a

beak-spouted vessel with a pointed base

carried in what appears to be a procession

of figures with votive offerings.
5
Thus, it

seems most likely that this vessel was used

for pouring ceremonial offerings during

religious rituals. sg

1. Bittel 1955, p. 36.

2. F. Fischer 1963, pp. 38-41.

3. T. Ozguc 2003, pp. 152-53, figs. 109-15;

F. Fischer 1963, pp. 36-41.

4. Akurgal 1962, fig. 38.

5. Bittel 1955, p. 31.



Literary and Cultural Connections

During the second millennium B.C., western Asia and northeastern

Africa were divided into two cultural spheres. Egypt was centered

around the glorification of its pharaoh and dominated not only the

Nile Valley but also the adjacent areas of Nubia, Libya, and the

Sinai Peninsula. This influence is attested by statements in texts

from Egypt itselfand the numerous objects ofEgyptian manufacture

found in these regions, as well as by the occasional use of the hiero-

glyphic script by those residing there.

By contrast, civilizations in Babylonia, Assyria, western Iran,

northern Syria, and Anatolia were structured around the concep-

tions, lifeways, and cuneiform writing system originally developed

by the Sumerians in southern Mesopotamia beginning in the late

fourth millennium B.C., if not earlier. The southern region of the

Levant, situated on the border between these two cultural zones, was

subject to the influence of both hieroglyphic and cuneiform civiliza-

tions. Similarly, if to a lesser degree, traders in Minoan Crete and,

later, Mycenaean Greece as well as the Aegean islands interacted

with their counterparts in both Egypt and Mesopotamia.

The spread ofMesopotamian culture entailed not only thepassive

reception of objects and texts produced in the heartland, but also the

active study of the cuneiform script. This task was accomplished by

following the educational practices that had been employedfor cen-

turies in Sumer, Babylonia, and Assyria. Just as Babylonian appren-

tice scribes, preparingfor a career writing in their own Akkadian

tongue, continued to copy Sumerian-language texts as part of their

advanced training, those learning to inscribe their native idioms of

Hittite, Hurrian, or Canaanite,for example, also occupied themselves

with the reproduction of classic texts in Sumerian and Akkadian.

Furthermore, in the Late Bronze Age—even in Egypt and Cyprus

(ancient Alashiya)—Akkadian was in use as a lingua franca for

diplomatic correspondence andfor the composition of international

documents. At every major royal court, a certain active knowledge of

this language was necessaryfor the bureaucrats who were concerned

with diplomacy. For example, the Hittite Great King and his high

officialsprovided those vassals of'Haiti situated in Syria with docu-

ments composed not in Hittite, the official administrative language

of the Hittite state, but in Akkadian.

In this way, important Mesopotamian scholarly and literary texts

were transmitted to various sites on what scholars have come to call

the "periphery" ofcuneiform civilization. For example, a copy ofthe

historical epic The King ofBattle, which tells of the campaigns of

the Akkadian king Sargon the Great (ca. 2334-2279 B.C.) in

Anatolia, wasfound in the ruins of the pharaoh Akhenaten's short-

lived capital of Akhetaten (Tell el-Amarna) in Egypt, andfrag-

ments of the Epic of Gilgamesh have been recovered at Megiddo in

the Levant, at the Hittite capital ofHattusa (Bogazkoy) in central

Anatolia, and at the commercial centers of Ugarit (Ras Shamra) on

the Mediterranean coast and Emar (Tell Meskene) on the middle

course ofthe Euphrates in Syria. Texts such as thesefrom theperiph-

ery normally represent the often ratherpoor efforts of local students,

but in some instances they have clearly been importedfrom Babylonia

or Assyria, presumably by Mesopotamian "guest professors" for use

in instructing theirpupils.

During the second millennium B.C., the Mesopotamians showed

relatively little interest in borrowingforeign culturalgoods or technol-

ogy, butpeople living in peripheral regions were happy to receive useful

knowledgefrom their neighbors as well asfrom Assyria andBabylonia.

We can see thisprocess oftransmission at work in the Hittite borrow-

ing of certain Mesopotamian literary materials, not directlyfrom

Babylonia butfrom scribal centers in Syria. The Hittites also adopted

a regimenfor training warhorses seemingly developedfor the chariotry

of their one-time rival Mitanni.

Indeed, materialfrom theperiphery hasplayed an importantpart

in the efforts ofmodern researchers to reconstruct the development of

the ancient Mesopotamian "canon," or core body of written cultural

knowledge. Owing to the vagaries of discovery, few significant

"libraries" ofcuneiform scholarly and literary worksfrom the second

half of the second millennium B.C. have actually been excavated in

Babylonia or Assyria. Consequently, contemporary tablets from

peripheral sites, in particular thosefrom Hattusa, constitute the

primary testament to a crucial period in the evolution of the

Mesopotamian intellectual tradition.

GB
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Epic of Gilgamesh

i'~frf>JIf**^ tf^r *F^f ^

Clay

Height 9.6 cm (3% in.); width 15.6 cm (67s in.)

Bogazkoy

Hittite Empire, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VAT12890

The tale of Gilgamesh is one of the

best-known literary works of cunei-

form culture, not only to modern readers

but also to the ancients themselves. Ex-

cerpts from this saga have been found as far

from Mesopotamia as Megiddo. Two dif-

ferent versions of the epic in the Akkadian

language, as well as translations into

Hurrian and Hittite, were also discovered

in Anatolia at the Hittite capital. It seems

that local adapters of the tale made certain

changes in the narrative to reflect local

interests. In particular, Hurrian and Hittite

versions slighted the hero's early activities

in Mesopotamian Uruk in order to give

greater prominence to his adventure in

the fabled Cedar Forest, which contem-

poraries identified with the (relatively)

nearby Mount Amanus.

This partially preserved tablet con-

tains an Akkadian text describing one of

a series of disturbing dreams experienced

by Gilgamesh on his way to confront the

fearsome guardian of the Cedar Forest,

the monstrous Humbaba, and to cut the

valuable timber Humbaba protected.

Gilgamesh's companion Enkidu endeav-

ors to bolster the hero's spirits by providing

a positive interpretation of his nightmare.

In this connection, he promises that the

sun god will aid them in their perilous

quest:

They traveled hand in hand, pitched camp,

and lay down. Sleep, which pours out by night,

overcame Gilgamesh. In the middle ofthe

night his sleep was interrupted. He got up and

related his dream to hisfriend Enkidu: "I

have seen a dream. How can it be thatyou did

not wake me? Why am I awake? Enkidu, my

friend, I have seen a dream. How can it be

thatyou did not wake me? Why am I awake?

"My second dream was morefrightful than

myfirst dream: Myfriend, in my dream a

great mountain was cast down upon me, trap-

ping myfeet. An awesome glare intensified

(the strength of) my arms. A certain young

man appeared, dressed in power. He was the

most handsome in the land. His beauty was

surpassing (?). He pulled me outfrom beneath

the mountain, gave me water to drink so that

myfeelings were settled, and set myfeet back

upon the ground."

Enkidu replied to Gilgamesh: "Myfriend,

we are going to him— is he not the mountain?

He is something strange. Humbaba, to whom

we go— is he not the mountain? He is some-

thing strange. Come, cast offyourfear!

"And theyoung man whom you saw in your

dream, whofoundfavor in your eyes, and who

succoredyour body— he is the sun god.

Without hesitation he willfight (?) byyour

side. Your dream isfavorable." (Gilgamesh)

rejoiced, his heart was gladdened, and his

expression lightened. gb

1. Translation by the author, previously

unpublished.
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THE MITANNI STATE

JEAN M. EVANS

Of the four great powers of the mid-second millen-

nium B.C.—Egypt, Hittite Anatolia, Kassite Babylonia,

and Mitanni—the last mentioned is the least well known. The

land of Mitanni is also variously referred to as the land of the

Hurrians by the Hittites; Hanigalbat by the Assyrians, Hittites,

and Babylonians; and Nahrina by the Egyptians. The history of

the Mitanni state is obscure, and the precise reign dates of

Mitanni rulers—because of the absence of king lists—are

unknown. The Mitanni heartland was in the upper Khabur

region of northeastern Syria. By the eighteenth century B.C.,

small states with Hurrian inhabitants were established in the

region, and these later joined to form the territorial state of

Mitanni. During the reign of Parattarna, about 1500 B.C., the

Mitanni state was at the height of its power and stretched from

the foothills of the Zagros Mountains to the Mediterranean.

Mitanni was inhabited principally by the Hurrian people; the

Hurrian language is already attested in the third millennium B.C.

and is related to the later Urartian language. Some scholars

have posited that this largely Hurrian population was subject to

an Indo-European military class presiding over the Mitanni

state. Mitanni rulers seem to bear Indo-European names, and

gods of the later Indian Vedas, such as Mitra and Varuna, were

worshipped as minor deities; Hurrian technical terms related to

horses are also Indo-European. Conversely, it has been sug-

gested that these cultural elements associated with Indo-

Europeans were brought by the Hurrians; the character of the

military class with which these elements have been associated

is difficult to determine.
1

Mitanni power derived in no small part from equestrian

skills and expertise in the use of the light two-wheeled chariot

and the composite bow; Hurrian handbooks on horse training

and racing have survived (cat. no. 96). In the fifteenth century B.C.,

the Mitanni successfully fought off the advance of Egyptian

forces into northern Syria, most notably under Thutmose III

(ca. 1479-1425 B.C.). Later in the fourteenth century B.C., peace

negotiations were sealed with a succession of diplomatic mar-

riages between Mitanni princesses and Egyptian pharaohs.

Letters sent by the Mitanni rulers profess eternal friendship

with the Egyptian rulers, list the contents of the dowries, and

request quantities of gold in return (see cat. no. 118).

Until recently, Mitanni material culture was known primar-

ily through early twentieth-century excavations at the sites of

Nuzi (Yorgan Tepe) in northeastern Mesopotamia (see fig. 62)

and Alalakh (Tell Atchana) in southeastern Anatolia (see

pp. 197-98), two sites at either extreme of the Mitanni state. In

recent years, an increase in archaeological activity in Syria has

Figure 62. Reconstruction of wall painting. Nuzi, Level II Palace. Mitanni period.
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revealed Mitanni remains at several sites in the upper Khabur

River valley, among them Tell Brak, Tell Barri, and Tell al-

Hamidiya.
2 The principal Mitanni royal city, Washshukanni,

still has not been identified, but Tell al-Hamidiya has been iden-

tified as Taide, a Mitanni royal city.
3
Excavations there have

revealed a stepped platform upon which were the remains of a

massive Mitanni palace that had been twice the size of the pal-

ace of Zimri-Lim at Mari (see pp. 27-29). Among the possible

upper Khabur sites that may one day prove to be Washshukanni,

Tell Fakhariyah is a plausible candidate.
4 The site was briefly

excavated in 1940 and again in 1955-56. New excavations were

begun in 2006.
6

The recent excavations at Tell Brak (ancient Nagar) have

supplemented our knowledge of Mitanni culture.
6 During the

fourth and third millennia B.C., Tell Brak had been one of the

largest cities in northern Mesopotamia; the southern part of

the site seems to have been abandoned in the early second mil-

lennium B.C. Later in the second millennium B.C., a Mitanni

temple and palace were built at the summit of the mound. The

palace comprised large rooms surrounding a central court, and

two stairways provided access to an upper story, possibly the

residential part of the palace.
7 The Mitanni settlement at Tell

Brak was destroyed in the early thirteenth century B.C. during

the expansion of Assyria. Many objects, broken and scattered

when the palace was looted and burned, were recovered: frag-

ments of gold and glass; components of wood, ivory, and bronze

furniture; and painted Nuzi ware (compare cat. nos. 119, 120).

Evidence for international contacts at Tell Brak includes ves-

sels of Egyptian travertine, Egyptianizing scarabs, and highly

burnished plum-red vessels resembling Hittite pottery. A frag-

ment of a stirrup jar from the Mitanni palace is the easternmost

example of this Mycenaean type (compare cat. nos. 242b, 244);

it was probably manufactured in the Levant to satisfy local

demand.
8 A fragmentary duck vessel of hippopotamus ivory

was also retrieved (compare cat. no. 199).

Developments in glassmaking in the mid-second millen-

nium B.C. include elaborate techniques and the production of a

wide range of colors. The glass excavated at Tell Brak includes

vessel fragments decorated with motifs of wide geographic dis-

tribution, such as multicolored scallops and chevron inlay (com-

pare cat. no. 274). Other small glass fragments bear a unique

type of decoration consisting of flowers and patterned bands of

triangles composed of tiny globules of yellow and white glass

for an effect resembling that of gold granulation. It is thought

that this type of glass may have been manufactured at Tell Brak;

pieces of cullet and ingots of raw glass found in the palace pro-

vide evidence for glassmaking activities (see cat. no. 187).

Two complete Mitanni tablets from Tell Brak record royal

legal transactions sworn in the presence of Tushratta and his

older brother Artashumara, who is otherwise only known

from an Amarna Letter in which Tushratta informs the

Egyptian king that his brother has been assassinated.
9
Both tab-

lets were sealed with a Mitanni dynastic seal carved for their

forebear Saushtatar (see fig. 63). Mitanni cylinder seals bear

Figure 63. Impression of cylinder seal of Saushtatar.

designs combining international motifs with elements that

may be distinctly Mitanni. The most substantial corpora

of Mitanni glyptic—from Alalakh and Nuzi—show strong

local characteristics.

Most of Syria and northern Mesopotamia was under Mitanni

control when the Hittite ruler Suppiluliuma I (ca. 1 344- 1322 B.C.)

ascended the throne. Suppiluliuma' s first attempt to conquer

northern Syria does not seem to have been a success. His second

attempt, presumably many years later, was a decisive victory as

he marched into the Mitanni heartland and sacked Washs hukanni.

These conquests possibly precipitated the internal strife in

Mitanni that led to the assassination of Tushratta and the flight

ofthe crown prince, Shattiwaza, to the Hittite court. Suppiluliuma

eventually installed Shattiwaza as a puppet king in the western

reaches of the state. What remained of Mitanni now served the

Hittites as a buffer region until the expansion of Assy ria dealt

the final blow to the Mitanni state.
10

1. Kuhrt 1995, pp. 297-98; Van de Mieroop 2003, p. 116.

2. For the identification of Tell Barri as ancient Kahat, see Pecorella 1998.

3. Kiihne 1984; Eichler and Wafler 1990, p. 219.

4. New petrographic analyses (Goren, Finkelstein, and Na'aman 2004,

p. 44) of the Amarna Letters sent from Washshukanni contradicts prior

studies (Dobel, Asaro, and Michel 1977) by indicating that the clay used

for the tablets was taken from a geological milieu that is characteristic

for the region around Tell Fakhariyah; see also Harrak 1987, p. 106.

5. A single campaign was also undertaken in 2001 by a joint Syrian-

German mission; see Pruss and Bagdo 2002.

6. Oates, Oates, and McDonald 1997.

7. Ibid., pp. 9-11.

8. Ibid., p. 79.

9. EA 17, Moran 1992, pp. 41-42.

10. Kuhrt 1995, pp. 289-96.
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Amarna Letter: List of

Gifts from Tushratta

Clay

Height 36 cm (l4Vs in.); width 22 cm (8
5
/s in.)

Tell el-Amarna

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, ca. 1365-

1SS0(?) B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VAT340

This clay tablet, preserved only in frag-

ments, includes a detailed list of gifts,

apparently comprising the dowry of the

Mitanni princess Tadu-hepa sent to the

Egyptian court to be married to Amen-

hotep III (see cat. no. 97). The incomplete

signature mentions "all these [ob]jects

(and) dowry-personnel t[hat Tujshratta,

the king of Mitanni, [. . .] her [. . .] gafve]."
1

The addressee was doubtless either the

bridegroom or one of his administrators.

In contrast to the inventory given in

cat. no. 97, listed here are goods and

objects intended only for the personal use

and adornment of the princess and her

staff. Foremost among them are full sets

ofjewelry and textiles, possibly scarves,

for the princess, as well as necklaces, brace-

lets, pendants, earrings, rings, and ankle

bracelets made expressly for one hundred

dowry servants, as well as so-called eye

agates and garment pins. All the objects

were made of precious materials and richly

ornamented, and frequently there is men-

tion of the quantity of precious metal or

fabric required to make them.

Also listed are toilet articles such as

mirrors, bowls, and sets of "flagons," as

well as salves and silver combs, of which

—

in the surviving text—nine different styles

are named. The bride was given many

articles of clothing—including chemises,

skirts, and boots, not to mention addi-

tional necessities such as washbasins,

rhyta, fly whisks, spoons, and bed linen.

Judging from references to a sideboard

and objects made of boxwood, we can

assume that furniture, or portions of

furniture, were also included.
2

Despite the tablet's relatively poor

state of preservation, it is apparent that its

text was written with particular care

because wherever possible, groups of

words that belonged together were care-

fully placed one above another, a format

typical in cuneiform writing. This must

have made the work of the Egyptian

translator-copyist considerably easier, jm

1. EA 25, IV: 65-67, translated in Moran 1992,

p. 81.

2. See EA 25, IV: 17ff., Moran 1992, p. 80.
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Alalakh (Tell Atchana)

Aflurry of international archaeological research began in Hatay in

today's Republic ofTurkey in the early 1930s, when the Syro-Hittite

Expedition team assembled by James Henry Breasted, director ofthe

Oriental Institute at the University ofChicago, arrived in theAmuq

Valley (Plain of Antioch). The 22-hectare mound of Tell Atchana

(ancient Alalakh, site number 136) was first surveyed by Robert

Braidwood,
1

although it was subsequently excavatedfrom 1936 to

1939 and, after World War II,from 1946 to 1949 by the British

archaeologist Sir Leonard Woolley.
2
The resumption ofexcavations

and surveys at Alalakh began in 2000 under the direction of the

author on behalf of the Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism

and the Mustafa Kemal University in Antakya.
3

The earlier Woolley campaigns conducted extensive horizontal

and vertical excavations, especially on the northern end ofthe mound,

called the royalprecinct. The expedition uncovered archives, temples,

palaces, administrative buildings, and other extraordinary architec-

tural monuments ranging in datefrom the Middle to the Late Bronze

Age. Sophisticated metallurgy, glass, faience, ivory carving, and

especially bronzes characterize the prestige commoditiesproduced in

the workshops of Alalakh, while interregional trading networks

facilitated the transport of materials across great distances. The

ongoing work at Alalakh has concentrated onfurtherfine-tuning the

problematic chronologies of the second millennium B.C. At the same

time, broad horizontal exposures have uncovered evidence of a city

and its material culture functioning as the capital of a smaller

regional state called Mukish.

Perhaps the greatest contribution ofthe work at Alalakh has been

the historical information provided by the discovery of extensive

royal cuneiform-tablet archives— written in Akkadian, Sumerian,

and Hurrian—as well as inscribed materials in Hittite. The texts

revealed a Near East that, during the early second millennium B.C.,

was the locus of a remarkable economic and political tableau. A
kaleidoscope ofchangingpolitical affiliations—Amorite, Egyptian,

Hurro-Mitanni, and Hittite—nurtured afusion ofinfluences on the

indigenous traditions ofarchitecture and material culture. An exqui-

sitely sculpted diorite head with inlaid eyes
(fig. 64) exemplifies the

local sculptural style during the time Alalakh was culturally and

politically affiliated to the Amorite kingdom ofAleppo. It wasfound

Figure 64. Diorite head of a ruler. Alalakh, Level VII. Antakya Archaeological Museum 10022
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discarded in the Level VII Temple and is thought to represent the

king Tarim-Lim, who ruled sometime during the nineteenth and

eighteenth centuries B.C.

After the period of Level VII, a second period of prosperity

occurred in Alalakh Level IVAn archive ofcuneiform tablets exca-

vatedfrom thepalace indicates that, during thefifteenth century B.C.,

Alalakh was part of the Mitanni state. A seated royalfigure attrib-

uted to Level IV bears a long autobiogaphical inscription ofIdrimi

and recounts his rise to power at Alalakh (fig. 65). A member ofthe

royal house ofAleppo, Idrimifledfor unspecified reasons to the city

ofEmar along with otherfamily members and then ventured south

to Canaan, where he rose to prominence. Leading a diverse semi-

nomadic contingency, including the Habiru, Idrimi capturedAlalakh

and then sought the endorsement of the Mitanni king, Parattarna,

who made him his vassal. As the inscription ofIdrimi makes explicit,

Mitannipower was maintained in the region through the control of

local rulers. The dominance of the Hurro-Mitanni kingdoms and

Alalakh's subsequent incorporation into the Hittite Empire during

thefifteenth andfourteenth centuries B.C. led to significant changes

in the areas of religion, royal ideology, and governance. KAY

1. Braidwood 1937.

2. Woolley 1953 and 1955.

3. Tenet 2005.

Figure 65. Stone statue of Idrimi. Alalakh, Level IV.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

ME 130738A
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Nuzi Ware Vessel

Ceramic

Height 21.5 cm (8/4 in.); diameter 10 cm (4 in.)

Alalakh

Syro-Mitanni, 15th— 14th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

125994

Nuzi ware—so named after the Late

Bronze Age city where it was first

excavated—is a type of painted luxury

ware that was widely distributed during

the Mitanni period. It has been found at

sites from the Amuq Plain and Orontes

Valley in the west to the Zab River valley

in the east, as well as farther to the south

in Babylonia.
1

Nuzi ware features design

elements painted in white on monochro-

matic backgrounds that range from dark

red-brown to black.

The form of the vessel illustrated here

—

a tall, thin-walled beaker with a small foot

or button base—is most characteristic of

Nuzi ware, although other vessel forms are

known. It is from a Level II house distin-

guished by monumental half-columns of

mud brick flanking its entrance, an elite

context befitting a luxury ware.
2 On the

beaker, bands divide a compositional space

painted with palmettes and blossoms

linked by dotted, wavy bands; a band of

blossoms and a row of triangles encircle

the rim. Painted floral and vegetal motifs

derived from the eastern Mediterranean

were considered so particular to Nuzi

ware from Tell Atchana (ancient Alalakh)

that it was dubbed "Atchana ware" when

first excavated.
3
Subsequent excavations

have demonstrated, however, that the dis-

tinct floral and vegetal motifs on Nuzi

ware are not restricted to Tell Atchana,

although geometric motifs are more com-

mon on Nuzi ware from eastern sites, such

as Tell Brak, Tell al-Rimah, and Nuzi
4

JME

1. Stein 1984, p. 24.

2. Woolley 1955, p. 186.

3. Ibid., p. 347.

4. Postgate, Oates, and Oates 1997, p. 55; Oates,

Oates, and McDonald 1997, p. 68, and also

figs. 99, 172.
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120a, b

Nuzi Ware Vessels

Ceramic

a. Height 13.3 cm (5i4 in.)

b. Height 12.4 cm (4
7
/s in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, Middle Syrian IA

ca. 1550-1400 B.C.

Horns Museum, Horns, Syria

MSH02G-il843G, MSH026-k)977

These two Nuzi ware beakers were

found close to each other on the floor

of the main chamber in the Royal Tomb

of Qatna (see pp. 219-21).
1

They are typi-

cal examples of a pottery tradition seen

throughout the region of the Mitanni

Empire (see cat. no. 119). Their presence at

Qatna is notable because the site is outside

the area where the ware was commonly

produced, suggesting that the two vessels

were imports from a site in northwestern

or northeastern Syria.
2

The vessels have a small disc base, a

globular body, and a short neck. The

painted decoration, comprising three hori-

zontal bands, is white on a dark back-

ground, a distinctive feature of Nuzi ware.

The style of Nuzi ware suggests connec-

tions to Kamares ware from Minoan Crete

(see pp. 59-60). This is evident not only in

the white-on-black scheme but also in single

motifs such as the double spirals, the dotted

leaves, and the dotted geometric forms.
3

The rosette with small inner circle and

long petals, seen on the vessel at right, is

very similar to the typical daisy-shaped

rosettes of the Kamares style,
4
while the

composition of the painted decoration in

bands and the overlapping semicircles

—

representing a mountain—are characteris-

tic features ofNear Eastern art. Nuzi ware

thus demonstrates the hybridity of Near

Eastern art in the Late Bronze Age.

Interestingly, Kamares ware dates to

the Middle Minoan II period (ca. 1850-

1750 B.C.) and is thus Middle Bronze in

date, while Nuzi ware first appears at the

beginning of the Late Bronze Age. Both

examples from Qatna can be attributed to

the Early Mitanni type of Nuzi ware,

datable to the Middle Syrian IA period

(ca. 1550-1400 B.C.).
5 The apparent dis-

crepancy can best be explained by the fact

that Kamares ware vessels were imported

during the Middle Bronze Age to the

Levant (see cat. no. 32),
6
where they were

likely treasured—and thus preserved—for

their exotic appearance.
7

pp

1. Dohmann-Pfalzner and Pfalzner 2006,

pp. 104-5, fig. 33.

2. The same interpretation can apply to the

rare appearance of Nuzi ware at Hama,

situated SO kilometers to the northwest of

Qatna (see Mazzoni 2002, pp. 132-83).

3 Compare: Schiering 1998, pis. 6:1 (dotted

background), 6:5, 52:2 (dotted concave shapes),

27:3 (dotted leaves), 14:2+3, 15:1, 42:2, 52:2,

55:1-2 (spirals); all cited parallels date to the

Middle Minoan IIB period.

4. S. Marinates and Hirmer 1973, pis. 20a, 21;

Schiering 1998, pi. 6:5; C. Hattler in Im

Labyrinth des Minos 2000, p. 279, no. 181,

p. 280, no. 186.

5. See Pfalzner 2007d; Dohmann-Pfalzner and

Pfalzner 2006, pp. 104-5.

6. Kamares ware imports to the Levant are

attested at Byblos (Liban: L'autre rive 1998,

p. 96) and Ugarit (Caubet in Im Labyrinth des

Minos 2000, p. 319, no. 305).

7. This idea is supported by the discovery of a

Kamares ware vessel in a tomb at Ugarit,

whose last phase of use dates from the

fifteenth and fourteenth centuries B.C. (Im

Labyrinth des Minos 2000, p. 319).



KAS SITE BABYLONIA

JEAN M. EVANS

The Kassites ruled over southern Mesopotamia for nearly

450 years (ca. 1595-1155 B.C.), longer than any other

dynasty in history. During the Kassite period, the concept of

Babylonia—the land of Babylon—was established, and the

Kassites made Babylonia into a major power. The diplomatic

language of the time was Babylonian Akkadian, and the Kassites

corresponded with the Egyptian, Hittite, and Assyrian courts.

Diplomatic marriages were negotiated, and lavish gifts were

exchanged. The Kassites undertook extensive building programs

in important Babylonian cities and founded the royal city of

Dur-Kurigalzu.

The Kassite language is not related to any known language

and is largely preserved through names: no complete Kassite

texts have survived, although some Kassite words appear in

other texts and two Akkadian-Kassite word lists exist.
1

It is

believed that the Kassites entered Babylonia from the Zagros

Mountains of western Iran, but their homeland has not been

identified. They are first documented during the eighteenth

century B.C. in northern Babylonia—particularly around

Sippar—as well as in the Middle Euphrates region. When

Babylon fell to the Hittites in 1595 B.C., the Kassites took advan-

tage of the power vacuum. The details of their rise to power are

little understood, however, because the sixteenth and fifteenth

centuries B.C. are poorly known in the Near East. Archaeological

and textual evidence for the Kassites is particularly rich for the

fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. By then, the Kassites

controlled all of Babylonia and regions beyond, including

ancient Dilmun (Bahrain) in the Persian Gulf.
2

Figure 66. Molded brick facade of the Temple of Inanna, Uruk, E-anna Precinct, Kassite period, reign of Kara-indash. Staatliche

Museen zu Berlin, Vorderasiatisches Museum va 10 983
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Distinctly Kassite religious traditions are largely unknown,

although at least one Kassite king received coronation rites at

Babylon in the shrine of the Kassite mountain gods Shuqamuna

and Shumaliya. Instead, the Kassite rulers strongly assimilated

Babylonian culture.
3 The city of Babylon remained the most

important political, religious, and commercial center of

Babylonia, and the claim of an early Kassite king—possibly a

scribal forgery—to have recovered the cult statue of Marduk

and reinstalled it at Babylon suggests how closely the Kassite

rulers observed and respected Babylonian traditions.
4 The ide-

ology of Kassite rule over a unified Babylonian territory was

bolstered by the rebuilding of earlier temples, and older archi-

tectural forms thus persisted. The Kassites rebuilt the Temple

of Inanna and other temples in the great holy city of Nippur.

Because the city had been abandoned for a period of time, these

temples may have been "excavated" by the Kassites in order to

locate and identify them for rebuilding.
5

At Uruk, the new Temple of Inanna built by Kara-indash

(ca. 1415 B.C.)—comprising a long cella with the entrance in

the short wall opposite the altar—is one important exception

to this practice, although it is nevertheless situated within

the long-standing E-anna precinct at Uruk.
6 The remarkably

well-preserved facade of the temple (fig. 66) is built of baked

mud brick molded to form life-size deities set in niches; some

fragments still show traces of paint. Identified as mountain

and water gods by the patterns on their garments, the male

and female deities hold vases from which water flows, recalling

both earlier imagery (cat. no. 7) and Kassite cylinder seals

(cat. no. 177a, b). The streams of water flow horizontally over

to the buttresses, then well up and fall to the groundline, along

which stelae are perhaps meant to be represented. The compo-

sition is framed by a pattern of raised circles. This type of exte-

rior architectural embellishment appears earlier in unbaked

mud-brick examples and continues a few centuries later at the

site of Susa, perhaps transmitted there after the Elamite sack of

Babylonia in 1 155 B.C.
7 These second-millennium B.C. examples

are the forerunners of the glazed bricks of the Ishtar Gate and

Processional Way of Nebuchadnezzar II (ca. 604-562 B.C.) at

Babylon, and of the Achaemenid palace of Darius (522-486 B.C.)

at Susa.

Situated some 30 kilometers northwest of Baghdad, Dur-

Kurigalzu ("Fortress of Kurigalzu") was probably founded by

Kurigalzu I (ca. 1390 B.C.), although there was a later ruler of the

same name (Kurigalzu II; ca. 1332-1308 B.C.). In addition to

being a royal residence, Dur-Kurigalzu likely had a defensive

purpose, safeguarding access to routes through the Diyala

region that linked Babylonia with the Iranian Plateau and

beyond. It was via this Kassite-dominated network that, for

example, horses from the Iranian mountains and lapis lazuli

from Afghanistan were obtained and distributed across the

Near East (see map on pp. xxii-xxiii).
8
Excavations at Dur-

Kurigalzu uncovered a vast palatial and administrative complex

as well as a religious quarter dominated by a ziggurat.
9

Subsequent kings rebuilt and used the site until it was destroyed

Figure 67. Terracotta figure of a lioness. Dur-Kurigalzu, Palace.

Kassite period. Iraq Museum, Baghdad im 50920

sometime in the first half of the twelfth century B.C., possibly

coinciding with the end of Kassite rule.

Four building levels of the palace, which consists of rooms

grouped around a series of courtyards, were excavated; several

elaborately vaulted rooms were perhaps meant for storage. In

one wing of the latest level of the Dur-Kurigalzu palace, wall

paintings at the doorways depict processions of male figures.
10

The procession motif was a traditional subject—preserved in a

rare example of wall painting dating to about 3000 B.C.—that

continued into the Neo-Assyrian period.
11
Other painting frag-

ments rendered in shades of red, cobalt blue, dark blue, yellow,

white, and black depict fruit clusters, rosettes, and other floral

motifs, as well as guilloche, chevron, and geometric patterns.
12

Located about 1 kilometer southeast of the palace, the zig-

gurat today rises some 57 meters above the plain (fig. 49). It is

reinforced with a baked-brick facing; reed matting is also

embedded in sand and gravel at every eighth or ninth course

of mud brick, and plaited reed ropes some 10 centimeters in

diameter are periodically laid side to side through the struc-

ture.
13 The ziggurat is located within a complex of courts sur-

rounded by long, narrow rooms. Although the construction

method of the ziggurat is unique, the overall plan of the com-

plex resembles the sacred precinct at Ur, which Kurigalzu I

likely restored.

The finds from the Dur-Kurigalzu palace represent the extent

of our knowledge of Kassite palatial arts. Among the items

recovered are fragments of monumental sculpture and mosaic

glass vessels; animal figures of frit, bone, and terracotta; a relief-

carved stone mace head; a gold bracelet with granulation and

triangular inlays of blue paste; and other gold jewelry and orna-

ments. A small lioness or hyena (fig. 67) and a male head from

Dur-Kurigalzu, both with traces of paint preserved, reflect the

continued popularity of terracotta representations in Babylonia,

and their subtle modeling shows a familiarity with the medium.

Whether such a style originated in Babylonia proper or reflects

international contact remains an open question. Egyptian
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influence has been suggested, however, for a finely rendered

vulture of white paste inlay belonging to a fragmentary mosaic-

glass vessel inlaid also with stars and circles.
14 Exchange with

the west is exemplified by an oxhide ingot (see cat. no. 185).

By the reign of Kara-indash (ca. 1415 B.C.), envoys and

gifts were being exchanged with the Egyptian court. When

Kurigalzu I succeeded Kara-indash, Babylonia was receiving

large amounts of gold from Egypt, and a Kassite princess

was married to Amenhotep III (1390-1352 B.C.). Kassite diplo-

matic relations are best documented through the exchange of

royal gifts chronicled in fourteen Amarna Letters dating to the

reigns of Kadashman-Enlil I (ca. 1370 B.C.) and Burnaburiash II

(ca. 1359-1333 B.C.; cat. no. 121). Protocol required elaborate

salutations in which inquiries were made after the royal house-

hold, including family members, courtiers, troops, and even the

king's horses and chariots. Diplomatic marriages accompanied

by extensive bridal gifts and dowries were primary concerns.

During the reign of Burnaburiash II, the Kassites were also

linked by marriage to the Hittite and Assyrian courts.

Finished items such as ivory boxes, animal sculpture, ebony

furniture embellished with ivory and gold, and jewelry were

exchanged—many as greeting gifts—between the Egyptian

and Kassite courts. Egyptian pharaohs repeatedly requested

precious materials, including great quantities of lapis lazuli.

Across the entire Near East, Babylonian horses, textiles, and

chariots were in great demand. The skills of Babylonian physi-

cians were held in high esteem, and Babylonian doctors as well

as conjurers and sculptors were requested by the Hittite court.
15

A Kassite origin has been suggested for fragmentary glass bea-

kers excavated in a later context at Hasanlu, Iran, apparently

preserved there as heirlooms (fig. 1 16).
16

The Kassite seals of lapis lazuli in the Theban Treasure

(cat. no. 177a-c) might represent a standard type of diplomatic

gift.
17 Two of these seals are the best examples of a distinct

Kassite glyptic style with compositions that depict water or

mountain deities with flowing vases; stylized trees sometimes

complete the composition. Featuring elements related to Mitanni

and Middle Assyrian seals, the Kassite seals also bear elements

derived from Egyptian and possibly Aegean art.
18 By contrast,

a direct descendant of Old Babylonian cylinder seals is repre-

sented by a second Kassite style of cylinder-seal carving in

which elongated figures occupy a narrow compositional space

dominated by extensive prayers inscribed in vertical columns

(see discussion in cat. no. 231a, b).

Despite the international milieu in which Kassite royalty cir-

culated, a distinctly Babylonian culture thrived under Kassite

rule. Hard, polished stones inscribed and carved in relief with

divine symbols are a Babylonian type of monument that began

in the Kassite period and continued into the first millennium B.C.

(cat. no. 122).
19 They have long been referred to as boundary or

kudurru ("border," "boundary") stones because many of their

inscriptions describe the boundaries of a royal land grant. In

the inscriptions, however, these stone monuments are actually

called nam ("stele," "monument").
20 The use of relief carving on

stone for administrative documents concerning the sale or

transfer of land is first attested about 3000 B.C.
21 The symbolic

representational system depicted on these Babylonian stelae,

however, is new and may have been developed for the system of

royal land grants formulated under Kassite rule and commemo-

rated in the majority of the inscriptions on the stelae.
22

Likely

set up in temples, their irregular, boulder-like form was perhaps

intended to evoke the actual fieldstones that would have marked

boundaries.
23

Babylonian scribal activity flourished under the Kassite

dynasty and had a great impact on the Near East. Traditional

learning was preserved from earlier periods, and distinct

Babylonian genres of omen, magical, medical, and other texts

were compiled into reference works. In courts across the Near

East, Babylonian literary texts were preserved, studied, and imi-

tated. The importance of second-millennium B.C. Babylonian

scribes was acknowledged in the first millennium B.C., and many

of the literary works found in the great libraries of the Neo-

Assyrian rulers are copies of the texts that were compiled dur-

ing the Kassite period.
24.

Clashes with Assyria and then Elam led to the downfall of

the Kassites. The expansion of Assyria in the thirteenth cen-

tury B.C. culminated in a successful attack by Tukulti-Ninurta I,

who installed Assyrian governors in Babylonia for a brief time.

After the death of Marduk-apla-iddina (ca. 1 171-1 159 B.C.), the

Assyrians, under Ashur-dan I (ca. 1 178-1 133 B.C.), again raided

Babylonia. The Elamites seized this opportunity to claim

Babylonia for themselves. The Elamite king Shutruk-Nahunte

(ca. 1185-1155 B.C.), who had married a Kassite princess,

declared himself the legitimate ruler of Babylonia. The Elamite

armies ransacked Babylonia, but fierce opposition continued for

another three years. In 1 155 B.C., the last Kassite king was taken

to Elam and the Kassite dynasty came to an end.
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Amarna Letter: The
Betrothal of

Burnaburiash's Daughter

Clay

Height 14 cm (5% in.); width 9.3 cm (3
5
/s in.)

Tell el-Amarna

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18,

ca. 1359-1333 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VAT151 + 1878

Of the correspondence between

Babylonia and Egypt, only fourteen

texts have survived from the archives

at Tell el-Amarna. The return messages

have not been uncovered. In this letter,

the Babylonian king Burnaburiash II

(ca. 1359-1333 B.C.) sought to make his

royal "brother" in Egypt, Amenhotep IV

(Akhenaten) indebted to him through a

policy of dynastic marriage. He offered his

daughter as a bride, and the exchange of

gifts ensued.

Amenhotep III, father of Amenhotep

IV, had already married a princess from

Babylonia. Accordingly, in this tablet

Burnaburiash speaks of generous presents

of gold previously received by his father,

Kurigalzu, which had occasioned recipro-

cal gifts of lapis lazuli. Burnaburiash is

concerned both for the welfare of his

daughter and for his international reputa-

tion, and he complains that the entourage

sent to Babylon to accompany the bride

back to Egypt was not imposing enough:

With Haya [the Egyptian ambassador] there

are 5 chariots. Are they going to take her to

you in 5 chariots'? Should I in these circum-

stances allow her to be brought to you [from

mjy [house], my neighboring kings [would

say], "They have transported the daughter ofa

Great King [t]o Egypt in 5 chariots]."
1

JM

1. EA 11: 18-22, translated in Moran 1992,

p. 21.

122

KUDURRU OF NAZI-MARUTTASH

Black limestone

Height 50 cm (19% in.); width 22 cm (8% in.)

Susa

Kassite, reign of Marduk-apla-iddina I,

ca. 1171-1159 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales sb21

Although discovered in Susa, in south-

western Iran, this stele, in the form of

a large stone, belongs to the category of

typically Babylonian monuments produced

between the fourteenth and the seventh cen-

tury B.C. and designated by the Akkadian

term kudurru, which means "boundary,"

"limit," and by extension "boundary stone."
1

These stelae bear relief-carved decoration

that represents deities in symbolic form

and inscriptions that record gifts of lands

or tax exemptions granted by the ruler to

members of his family or to high digni-

taries. Long believed to have been erected

in the fields to mark property boundaries,

studies now show that they were placed

in temples.

The inscription on the kudurru of Nazi-

Maruttash, which covers both sides of the

stone, records a donation of lands to the

god Marduk, granted by the Kassite king

Nazi-Maruttash (ca. 1307-1282 B.C.).. A
certain Kashakti-shugab, whose function

is not specified, also receives land. As is

typical, the detailed description of the

estates is followed by a series of ritual

curses against anyone who would dare

contest the legitimacy of the title deeds.

The text clearly makes reference to the
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122, alternate view

complementary role of the imprecations

and the carved decoration, both of which

contribute toward placing the legal instru-

ment of donation under the protection of

the gods, and thus guaranteeing its perpe-

tuity. Seventeen deities are invoked, some

with descriptions of their emblems, and

seventeen gods and goddesses are repre-

sented, all but one in symbolic form.

While the correspondence between text

and image is not exact, the elements pro-

vided by the inscription have allowed the

symbols to be identified.
2
Their arrange-

ment probably reflects both the hierarchy

of the pantheon and the order of the cos-

mos. Thus the major deities—Anu, god of

the heavens, and Enlil, god of air, wind,

and storms, are represented at the top of

one side of the stone, while Marduk's spade

appears only on the third register, preced-

ing the emblems of the war gods Ninurta,

Nergal, and Zababa. The three celestial

deities—Sin, the moon god; Shamash, the

sun god; and Ishtar, the planet Venus

—

hover over the decoration on the other side,

which is dominated by Gula, the goddess

of medicine, depicted seated on a throne

that rests on a dog. Although Gula dis-

penses cures, she can also spread terrible

diseases. It is in this capacity that she is

invoked in ritual curses and appears on the

kudurru stones, where she is one of the few

deities depicted in anthropomorphic form.

Two texts carved at the base of each

side indicate that this kudurru is in fact

a copy, fashioned during the reign of

Marduk-apla-iddina I (ca. 1171-1159 B.C.),

after a stele of clay that was made at the

time of Nazi-Maruttash's gift and placed

before the god. The clay stele was destroyed

when a wall collapsed, and several genera-

tions later the heir of the first beneficiary

made a stone replica, in turn erecting it

before the gods and thus consolidating his

title to the property. The inscription is evi-

dence that, before the appearance of kudurru

stones, there were clay monuments that

fulfilled the same function.
3

The kudurru of Nazi-Maruttash was

unearthed at Susa in 1898 during the

excavations of the French archaeological

mission. It was one of the first monuments

of this type to be discovered at this site,

which unexpectedly yielded nearly fifty

kudurru stones—approximately half the

extant corpus. Part of the spoils of Shutruk-

Nahunte, king of Elam (ca. 1190-1155 B.C.),

they were carted back from the cities of

northern Mesopotamia, which he had plun-

dered many times. Apparently, these stelae

were considered no less important as war

trophies than monuments as prestigious

as the Stele of Naram-Sin or the Stele of

Hammurabi, also taken to Susa. FD

1. For further reference, see de Morgan 1900,

vol. 1, pp. 170-72, pis. 14, 15; Scheil 1900,

pp. 86-92, pis. XVI-XIX; Brinkman 1976,

p. 265, U.2.19; Seidl 1989, no. 48, pi. 19; and

Slanski 2003, pp. 22-23, 41, 128-30, 188-89.

2. Seidl 1989, pp. 33-35; Slanski 2003,

pp. 129-30.

3. Brinkman 1980-83, p. 268.
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THE MIDDLE ASSYRIAN PERIOD

JEAN M. EVANS

The tripartite division of Assyrian history into Old, Middle,

and Neo-Assyrian is a modern construction (for the Old

Assyrian period, see pp. 70-73). The Assyrians chronicled their

own history as a succession of rulers lasting until the defeat of

the Assyrian empire by the Babylonians in 612 B.C. The Middle

Assyrian period covers the fourteenth to the eleventh cen-

tury B.C., beginning with Assyria's rise after the collapse of the

Mitanni state and ending with the decline of Assyria and the

second dark age of the second millennium B.C. During the

Middle Assyrian period, Assyria became a substantial territo-

rial state and maintained international contacts with Egypt,

Hittite Anatolia, and Kassite Babylonia.

Assyria corresponds roughly to the northern half ofmodern-

day Iraq—Babylonia encompasses the southern half—and its

name reflects that of its capital city, Ashur. Situated on a rocky

plateau overlooking the Tigris River to the east, the city was

enclosed by extensive fortifications, which allowed approach

from the west via several gates. Although Ashur served only

rarely during its long history as the sole residence of the Assyrian

rulers, the city was of great religious importance as the home

of the state god, Ashur.
1 Throughout Assyrian history, the tem-

ples and palaces of the capital were constantly rebuilt and main-

tained, and new ones were added.

The centuries in Assyria between the reigns of Ishme-Dagan I

(ca. 1775 B.C.) and Ashur-uballit I (ca. 1363-1328 B.C.) are poorly

documented. When Mitanni power was at its height, Assyria

seems to have been restricted to the area immediately surround-

ing Ashur. As recorded in the treaty between the Mitanni king

Shattiwaza and the Hittite king Suppiluliuma, an earlier Mitanni

king, Saushtatar, had sacked Ashur and taken booty—including

a silver and gold door for his palace—to his capital, Wash-

shukanni.
2 When Hittite campaigns debilitated the Mitanni

state in the second half of the fourteenth century B.C., Ashur-

uballit I established Assyria as an independent regional power.

Rich agricultural land north and east of Ashur came under

Assyrian control: this was the Assyrian heartland, bordered by

the Taurus Mountains to the north and the Upper Zab River to

the east.

Two letters from Ashur-uballit I—the first Assyrian ruler

to call himself "king of Assyria"—have survived among the

Amarna Letters.
3
In one of them, he addresses the king of

Egypt as "brother." This seems to have been controversial,

however, as the Kassite king Burnaburiash II (ca. 1359-1333 b.c.)

claimed that Assyria was his vassal state. Although there is

some debate over their stature on the international stage, the

Assyrian rulers certainly were among the so-called Great

Kings. Moreover, the Assyrian princess Muballitat-sherua mar-

ried Burnaburiash II during the reign of Ashur-uballit I, and

their son Kara-hardash succeeded his father to the Kassite

throne. When Kara-hardash was murdered by a usurper, Ashur-

uballit I crushed the revolt and installed Kurigalzu II

(1332-1308 B.C.).

After the death of Ashur-uballit I, subsequent rulers strug-

gled to maintain an international presence. Under the rule of

three successive kings spanning the thirteenth century B.C.,

Assyria once again rose to prominence: Adad-nirari I (ca. 1305-

1274 B.C.), Shalmaneser I (ca. 1273-1244 B.C.), and Tukulti-

Ninurta I (ca. 1243-1207 B.C.). In the first half of that century,

the declining Mitanni state was ultimately destroyed by

Assyrian aggression. Adad-nirari I marched west and con-

quered a succession of Mitanni cities, including the capitals of

Washshukanni and Taide, creating an empire that stretched to

the Euphrates River.
4 Shalmaneser I put down a rebellion by

the last known Mitanni king, Shattuara II, who had been sup-

ported by the Hittites, and the eastern half of Hanigalbat—as

the Assyrians called Mitanni—was annexed.
5

In the upper Khabur River valley, Middle Assyrian remains

have been excavated at several sites that had been Mitanni cen-

ters, including Tell Barri, Tell Brak, Tell Chuera, and Tell

Fakhariya, as well as Tell al-Hamidiya, which has been identi-

fied as the Mitanni royal city of Taide.
6
Adad-nirari I boasted

that during the conquest of Taide, he sent the contents of its

palace to Ashur and subsequently built his own palace in the

former Mitanni capital,
7
and excavations at the site have uncov-

ered the remains of a Middle Assyrian palace built directly over

a destroyed Mitanni palace.
8
Traces of paintings in black, red,

yellow, and blue applied to whitewashed walls were discovered

among the Middle Assyrian debris.
9

Recent excavations have furnished an abundance of new data

on the transformation of Hanigalbat under Middle Assyrian

rule, when Assyrian governors were installed in centers from

which they administered the surrounding province.
10 One such
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governor was installed on the lower Khabur River at Dur-

Katlimmu (Tell Sheikh Hamad), where a large Middle Assyrian

building with workshop areas and storerooms for grain was

excavated.
11 An administrative archive of more than 550 tablets

recovered in the debris covers a wide geographic horizon and

dates to the reigns of Shalmaneser I and Tukulti-Ninurta I.
12

Although Dur-Katlimmu had been occupied by the Mitanni, it

was located away from the traditional Mitanni centers on the

upper Khabur River and was thus relatively close to Ashur;

regular road stations along the route to Ashur have been iden-

tified.
13 Dur-Katlimmu also had an importance that extended

beyond its own province, for the archive indicates that Ashur-

iddin, the grand vizier and king of Hanigalbat, resided there for

at least a short period of time.

Ashur-iddin was also the owner of a fortified agricultural

estate [dunnu) recently excavated at Tell Sabi Abyad, one of a

series of Middle Assyrian settlements in the Balikh River valley

that provided a buffer against the Hittites.
14

It was inherited by

his son, Ili-pada, who succeeded his father as the grand vizier

and king of Hanigalbat in the late thirteenth century B.C.
15

Located at the summit of the mound, the dunnu centers on a

well-preserved building, some 60 meters square, that incorpo-

rates an earlier Mitanni tower. An outer fortification wall, origi-

nally some 5 to 6 meters high, protected the building; a dry

moat some 4 meters wide ran roughly parallel to the wall and

provided an additional line of defense.
16 The owners seem to

have visited only periodically. The dunnu was managed instead

by chief stewards, including Tammitte, whose name is pre-

served on cuneiform tablets and on surviving impressions of his

cylinder seal.
17 Some 400 Middle Assyrian tablets were recov-

ered and indicate that the settlement also functioned variously

as a military outpost, administrative center, customs office, and

even a jail.
18

Assyrian campaigns extended into Hittite Anatolia during

the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I (ca. 1243-1207 B.C.), and clashes

with Babylonia culminated in the sack of Babylon. Tukulti-

Ninurta I boasted that he captured Kashtiliashu, the Kassite

king, and "trod with my feet upon his lordly neck as though it

were a footstool. Bound I brought him as a captive into the

presence of Ashur my lord."
19 A letter from the Dur-Katlimmu

archive tempers the severity of this account: it suggests that the

Kassite king and his entourage even visited Hanigalbat, where

an elaborate reception was planned for them.
20

Nevertheless, in

his conquest of Babylon, Tukulti-Ninurta I destroyed the city

walls and seized numerous cuneiform tablets, which likely

formed the foundations for an Assyrian royal library. Tukulti-

Ninurta I's victory was commemorated as a major triumph in

an Assyrian epic that survives in at least three separate editions,

the latest of which was found in the Neo-Assyrian library of

Ashurbanipal at Nineveh.
21

Figure 68. Reconstruction drawing of wall painting. Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta, Palace. Middle Assyrian period.
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Figure 69. Incised ivory pyxis.

Ashur, Tomb 45. Middle Assyrian

period. Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA ASS 1099

(ASS 14630 ao)

After his defeat of Babylonia, Tukulti-Ninurta I embarked on

ambitious building programs. According to the epic, part of the

booty from his Babylonian campaign was used for the decora-

tion of Assyrian temples.
22
At Ashur, Tukulti-Ninurta I dug a

moat around the city, rebuilt the Temple of Ishtar, and began

construction of a palace. This last project was abandoned, how-

ever, and Tukulti-Ninurta I instead founded a new short-lived

capital and cult residence of the god Ashur at Kar-Tukulti-

Ninurta ("the harbor of Tukulti-Ninurta"), some 3 kilometers

north of Ashur on the opposite bank of the Tigris River. Kar-

Tukulti-Ninurta was first excavated for only a few months from

1913 to 1914.
23

Subsequent excavations and an archaeological

survey conducted from 1986 to 1989 indicated that the city was

much larger than had been suggested by the earlier research.
24

A substantial wall with at least four gates protected an official

district with a massive palace, situated directly on the Tigris

River, and a ziggurat complex dedicated to Ashur.

Glazed tiles in brilliant colors and fragmentary wall paint-

ings were recovered at Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta. One reconstructed

drawing of painting fragments from the palace depicts rosettes,

palmettes, and other floral motifs forming bands that frame

large rectangular compositional spaces in which recumbent

caprids and stylized trees are represented (fig. 68).
25
According

to a later chronicle, Tukulti-Ninurta I was assassinated by his

own son, with the backing of Assyrian nobility. Kar-Tukulti-

Ninurta ceased to be the Assyrian capital, and the kings once

again ruled from Ashur (cat. no. 230). Parts of Kar-Tukulti-

Ninurta nevertheless continued to be inhabited.

The arts of Assyria are still best known by the examples

from Ashur (cat. nos. 123, 124, 126), although recent excava-

tions in the Khabur and the Balikh River valleys have pro-

duced fine examples of Middle Assyrian glyptic and luxury

grave goods, as well as evidence of wall paintings. Although

royal Assyrian seals of the fourteenth century B.C. reflect

Mitanni iconography, they also established a precision of line

and clarity of form that would become characteristically Middle

Assyrian (cat. no. 125a, b). Dynamically posed animals and sparse

spatial compositions also define the distinctly Middle Assyrian

glyptic style.
26 The popularity of animal-combat themes during

the thirteenth and twelfth centuries B.C. has been linked to con-

temporary political unrest and a growing militancy.
27

Middle Assyrian artistic production balances the interna-

tionalism of its time with the emergence of a distinctly Assyrian

idiom.
28 The best evidence for Middle Assyrian luxury goods at

Ashur comes from Tomb 45, a private burial containing several

individuals and grave goods, including ceramic and alabaster

vessels, ivory objects, and jewelry of gold and semiprecious

stones (cat. nos. 126, 206). A cylindrical ivory pyxis (fig. 69)

from Tomb 45, carved from a section of tusk, is incised with a

frieze of gazelles striding amid fruiting date palms alternating

with conifers laden with cones as well as cocks and possibly

hens perched on the branches. The sensitive treatment of ani-

mals and the interest in depicting natural settings are charac-

teristic of Middle Assyrian art.
29
Date palms and conifers also

alternate in garden scenes on later Neo-Assyrian reliefs, with

the conifer signifying the Assyrian landscape and the fruiting

date palm foreign lands where such trees thrived, such as

Babylonia and Elam.
30 Tomb 45 may have belonged to the high-

ranking family of an official named Babu-aha-iddina, who was

active in the international affairs of Assyria during the reign of

Shalmaneser I.

The assassination of Tukulti-Ninurta I was followed by a

temporary decline in the power of Assyria, coinciding with the

fall of the Kassites in Babylonia and lasting until the reign of

Ashur-resha-ishi (ca. 1132-1115 B.C.). Remembered as one of

the greatest kings in Assyrian history, Tiglath-pileser I

(ca. 1114-1076 B.C.) aggressively campaigned north to Lake

Van, west to the Mediterranean, and south into Babylonia. In his

time, royal inscriptions were written in the standard form known

as the annals, which would be maintained until the end of the

Assyrian empire. The annals record military campaigns year

by year, with lengthy royal epithets and accounts of building
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activities inserted between them. The annals of Tiglath-pileser I

became famous again in modern times when they were used in

1857 as the test case by which the Royal Asiatic Society proved

that Babylonian cuneiform had been deciphered.
31

The hunting expeditions of Tiglath-pileser I are also chron-

icled in the annals. In one expedition in Upper Mesopotamia,

the ruler boasts that he killed ten elephants and captured four

more. Elephants are well documented in the region at that time.

Egyptian sources state that Thutmose III hunted elephants in

the Euphrates River valley, and the left femur of an elephant was

discovered in the Middle Assyrian dunnu at Tell Sabi Abyad.
33

Basalt statues flanking the entrance to the palace of Tiglath-

pileser I also included a replica of a nahiru sea creature, which

the ruler slaughtered with his own harpoon.
32

Under Ashur-bel-kala (ca. 1073-1056 B.C.), Assyria contin-

ued to play a role in international politics, and the Egyptian

king sent gifts, including a crocodile, a monkey, and possibly a

hippopotamus.
34 By the middle of the eleventh century B.C.,

however, Aramean tribal groups had settled in northern Syria

and the Levant, and Assyria was reduced to its heartland. With

the rise of the Neo-Assyrian empire in the first millennium B.C.,

Assyria once again encompassed a vast territory, and the many

aspects of Assyrian identity and culture that had emerged in the

Middle Assyrian period continued to thrive.
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Cult Pedestal of the God
NUSK A

Alabaster

Height 60 cm (23% in.); width 57 cm (22% in.)

Ashur, Temple of Ishtar

Middle Assyrian, reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I,

ca. 1243-1207 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA8146

One of the canonical monuments of

the ancient Near East, this cult ped-

estal originally would have held an image

or symbol of a deity. The stepped base sup-

ports the pedestal proper, which takes the

form of a rectangle terminating in rounded,

protruding corners on which rosettes are

carved. Two representations of Tukulti-

Ninurta I, holding the royal scepter, ap-

proach a pedestal resembling the one on

which the scene is carved. Both figures

wear a tunic and mantle comparable to

that worn by later Neo-Assyrian kings.

Both extend their right forefinger toward

the object of veneration, divine symbols

plausibly interpreted as a tablet and sty-

lus.
1

Through the double representation

of the royal figure, approaching and kneel-

ing before the pedestal, the ritual of wor-

ship is performed continuously.
2

Although the ending of the inscription

has worn away, enough remains to identify

the pedestal as that of Nuska, "chief vizier

of Ekur, bearer of the just scepter, courtier

of the gods Ashur and Enlil, who daily

repeats the prayers of Tukulti-Ninurta, the

king, his beloved, in the presence of the

gods Ashur and Enlil and a destiny of

power [for him] within Ekur [. .
]."

3
Primar-

ily known as the god of light, Nuska was

also the god of dreams. Bahrani argues that

the divine symbols refer to Nuska in the

latter role and perhaps signify the tablet

on which the omen of destiny is inscribed.
4

The pedestal was found along with two

others—identical but lacking relief carv-

ing—in Room 6 of the Temple of Ishtar,

which was built by Tukulti-Ninurta I. The

temple's excavator, Walter Andrae, believed
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that the three pedestals were originally

placed in the main cult room, or cella, and

had been moved for safekeeping.
5 Room 6

had been sealed, which was interpreted

as a ritual burial intended to protect these

sacred objects. Wherever the pedestals

were originally placed, they were not meant

for public display. Access to part or all of

the temple—certainly the cella—was

restricted. Although the cult pedestal of

Nuska portrays a royal figure, its carving

does not depict a public act, and this par-

ticular relationship with the divine was a

prerogative that the majority of worship-

pers would never know. jme

1. Muscarella in Assyrian Origins 1995, no. 75.

2. See Bahrani 2003, pp. 185ff.

3. After Grayson 1987, pp. 279-80; for the read-

ing of Nuska, see Lambert 2002.

4. Bahrani 2003, p. 198.

5. Andrae 1935, pp. 57fF.
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Contract Impressed with
Cylinder Seal of Eriba-

Adad I

Clay

Height 4.4 cm (l% in.); width 4.3 cm (1% in.)

Ashur

Middle Assyrian, reign of Eriba-Adad I,

ca. 1390-1364 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VAT9009
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The subject of this cuneiform tablet is

a contract, and the presence of an

impression from a seal of the Middle

Assyrian king Eriba-Adad I indicates that

it is a royal document.
1 The imagery of the

seal derives from Mitanni glyptic, which

favored fabulous beasts and compositions

that fill the entire field (see cat. nos. 250,

251). On this seal, however, such images

are translated into a Middle Assyrian

idiom that drew on various sources and

produced distinct glyptic styles during the

fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C.
2

The balanced composition on the seal

of Eriba-Adad I consists of two distinct

groupings of self-contained, antithetical

motifs. In the first a pair of griffin-demons

flank a small tree and support above their

crossed wings a large winged sun disc. In

the second a double-headed griffin-demon

holds two griffin-demons by the hind legs.

Beneath the head and forepaw of each vic-

tim is a cross. Particularly characteristic

of the period are the feathers composed of

tiny dots on the lower edge of the winged

sun disc and on the wings of the double-

headed griffin-demon.
3

Winged griffin-demons holding up

their prey by the hind legs were a feature

of many glyptic compositions during the

reign of Eriba-Adad I and his successor,

Ashur-uballit I.
4
Examples dating to the

second half of the fourteenth century B.C.

display an even greater emphasis on heral-

dic compositions; small filler elements such

as crosses are eliminated. The winged

griffin-demon, added to a recut Old

Babylonian seal from the Uluburun ship-

wreck, can be securely dated also to the

fourteenth century B.C. (cat. no. 230).

The seal of Eriba-Adad I is an important

chronological marker in the development of

Middle Assyrian glyptic. A second major

phase subsequently emerged during the

reign of Adad-nirari I in the early thir-

teenth century B.C. (cat. no. 125a, b).
5
jme

1. Klengel-Brandt in Assyrian Origins 1995,

no. 66. The seal is not inscribed, but its royal

owner is identified by the text of another clay

tablet impressed with the same seal.

2. Matthews 1990, p. 89.

3. Klengel-Brandt in Assyrian Origins 1995,

no. 66.

4. Collon 1987, p. 65.

5. Matthews 1990, p. 89.

125a, b

Cylinder Seals and Modern
Impressions

a. Milky chalcedony

Height 3 cm (P/s in.); diameter 1 cm (% in.)

b. Banded agate

Height 2.8 cm [\Vs in.); diameter 1.2 cm (% in.)

Mesopotamia

Middle Assyrian, 13th century B.C.

The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York

Morgan seals 601, 602

ne of the finest cylinder-seal styles

developed in Mesopotamia in the

fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. in

northern Assyria, where there were out-

standing seal cutters at court. These artists

created naturalism in the landscape ele-

ments and vitality in the modeling of fig-

ures that imparted a new sense of realism to

their compositions, which perhaps reflects

the general trend that characterized

Egyptian and Aegean art during this peri-

od.
1

These two seals are among the most

accomplished examples of Middle Assyrian

glyptic of the thirteenth century B.C.
2
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One seal shows a stag leaping in a land-

scape.
3 A gnarled tree, perhaps an olive tree,

stands on a hill; a bird perches in the flow-

ers growing beside it. The stag, suspended

in motion, descends from the hill, one hind

leg held horizontal after an initial down-

ward spring. The stylized pattern incised on

the body not only depicts the animal's hide

but adds a sense of corporeality. The mus-

cles of the neck are clearly indicated and

parallel the great arc that forms its outer

edge. The artist who carved this stag must

have been familiar with the grace and dig-

nity of the animal. The significance of the

scene is unknown. However, the word for

stag in Assyrian, lulimu, was also an epithet

for a king or a god.
4 An echo of the scene's

meaning is surely to be found in a biblical

text from the Song of Solomon (2:8-9), in

which the bride describes her beloved:

Behold, he cometh leaping upon the moun-

tains, skipping upon the hills. My beloved is

like a roe or a young hart.

The other seal is no less remarkable,

not only for the striking image of a lion

attacking a mouflon but also for the beauty

and complexity of the white-banded agate

upon which the scene is carved.
5 Two tall

straight trees and a six-pointed star set

the scene. The carver has expressed the

ferocity of the roaring lion through a

series of arcs and curves beginning with

the arc of the tail moving into the curves

of the belly and back and culminating in

the curve of the head in profile, the mouth

open to expose sharp teeth. The mane

and underbelly are delineated by a series

of linear striations. The bulging muscles

of the haunch provide power for the attack.

The mouflon's fear is expressed in its face

as it turns its head sharply back toward

its attacker and raises a foreleg in a vain

attempt to escape; the haunch muscles are

lean and taut.

Such extraordinary attention to detail

in scenes of great artistic achievement in

spite of their minute scale had not been

seen in the art of Mesopotamia since the

cylinder seals of the Akkadian period,

nearly one thousand years earlier.
6

sb

1. Matthews 1990, pp. 89-101, 115-17.

2. Ibid., p. 89. Only about 140 Middle Assyrian

seals survive.

3. Porada 1948, pp. 68-69, pi. LXXXIV: 601.

4. Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, vol. 9, s.v.

"lulimu," p. 241.

5. Porada 1948, pp. 68-69, pi. LXXXV: 602.

6. Art ofthe First Cities 2003, pp. 214-21,

nos. 141-51, esp. no. 146.
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Beads

Gold, semiprecious stones

Diameter 16.5 cm (6/4 in.)

Ashur

Middle Assyrian, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum

VA ASS 1026-1034

During the excavation ofTomb 45 at

Ashur, which contained impressive

ivories (see fig. 69), stone vessels, and jew-

elry, more than a hundred beads came to

light.
1 The majority were found loosely

distributed in the silt at the bottom of the

tomb, thus precluding associations with

specific skeletal remains. It is likely that

many beads originally formed necklaces or

other items ofjewelry. A selection of beads

was arbitrarily combined to create this

necklace, which centers on three spacer

elements made of cat's-eye onyx in plain

and granulated gold settings.
2 The spacers

were found separately and can be assigned

with certainty to one skeleton.
3
Such

devices served both to organize necklaces

into distinct strands and to enhance the

overall design, in this case three strands

graduating into two. The beads chosen to

be combined with the spacers—lapis lazuli,

agate, carnelian, smoky quartz, and onyx

—

are of different sizes and shapes. They have

been arranged to augment the interplay

of colors and forms, a design concept val-

ued in the Near East and Egypt from ear-

liest times.
4

Evidence for assortments of beads of

similar shapes and stones is found, for

example, in Mitanni levels at Nuzi and

Tell Chuera in northern Mesopotamia,
5
in

Kassite graves at Babylon in the south and

at Tell Yelki in the Hamrin,
6
and in other

contexts at Ashur.
7 The great variety of

forms and colors together with their sym-

bolic associations— flies, frogs, birds,

ducks
8—strongly suggest that such beads

in combination served a meaningful pur-

pose when worn, by either the living or

the dead. The use of cat's-eye onyx, a stone

that naturally resembles an eye, is linked

to protective powers
9
and may be a con-

ceptual forerunner of the "evil eye" popu-

lar today in the Middle East and eastern

Mediterranean. Eye agates are specifically

mentioned in the Amarna Letters in inven-

tories of dowry jewelry and gifts from

Tushratta (cat. no. 118). They were also

prominently featured among the jewelry

found with the Neo-Assyrian queens at

Nimrud.
10

kb

1. Haller 1954, pp. 125fl\, pis. 34, 35, 36:f;

Wartke 1992, pp. 111-12, figs. 7, 8, 10.

2. Nagel 1972, figs. 9, 20.

3. Wartke 1992, pp. 111-12.

4. Dubin 1987, pis. 10, 11, 21, 23.

5. Starr 1937-39, vol. 2, pis. 119, 120; Moortgat

and Moortgat-Correns 1976, fig. 15.

6. Reuther 1926, pis. 47-49; Invernizzi 1980,

fig. 73.

7. Haller 1954, pi. 14a.

8. Ebeling 1971, pp. 87 (s.v. "Fliege") and 118

(s.v. "Frosch"); Hilzheimer 1938, pp. 399-400

(s.v. "Ente").

9. Ebeling 1932, pp. 121 (s.v. "Apotropaeen") and

313 (s.v. "Auge"). See also Dubin 1987, pp. 307-

12, for magical eye beads.

10. See Elmer-De Witt 1989, pp. 80-81.
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SYRIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS
AT QATNA

MICHEL AL-MAQDISSI

The site of Qatna (Tell Mishrifeh) stands on the eastern edge

of the Syrian steppe, about 20 kilometers north of the city

of Homs. It was systematically excavated at the time of the

French Mandate over the course of four campaigns (1924, 1927,

1928, and 1929) by a French expedition under the direction of

Du Mesnil du Buisson. Sixty-five years later, in 1 994, a Syrian

mission headed by the author undertook a series of surveys and

surface excavations in various areas of the site. In 1996, a joint

Syrian, Italian, and German mission led by Daniele Morandi

Bonacossi, Peter Pfalzner, and myself undertook a new project

that concentrated on the Royal Palace and a number of test pits.

Since 2004, the diversity and development of these excavations

led the Directorate of Antiquities and Museums to create two

missions in addition to the Syrian mission: a Syrian-Italian mis-

sion codirected by Morandi Bonacossi and a Syrian-German

mission codirected by Pfalzner.

The Syrian mission, under my direction, concentrated on fif-

teen different excavations located mainly on the western slope

of the acropolis: in the Lower City, on the western and northern

slopes of Lot's Cupola; at the north and west gates; and, recently,

in the middle of the highest point of the acropolis, as well as to

the east of the Royal Palace. Our objective was to uncover the

Aramaic stratum of occupation and to establish a chronology of

the development of the site. We also wished to examine work

begun by Du Mesnil du Buisson in order to check the stratig-

raphy and dating of certain monuments.

Phases Dating Phases Dating

Mishrifeh IB Modern 19th century Mishrifeh VIC Early Bronze IVB

(village structures) (beneath the palace)

Mishrifeh IA Modern 19th century (in the foundation trenches)

(ditches) Mishrifeh VIB Early Bronze IV B

Mishrifeh II Iron III (soil)

(domestic structures) Mishrifeh VIA Early Bronze IV B

Mishrifeh III Iron II (ditches and silos)

(domestic structures)

Mishrifeh VILE 1-A Early Bronze IV A
Hiatus Iron I (domestic structures)

Mishrifeh IVB

Mishrifeh IVA

Mishrifeh V

Late Bronze II

(Royal Palace)

Late Bronze I

(palace foundations)

Middle Bronze I—II

(sherds)

Mishrifeh VIII

Mishrifeh IX

Early Bronze III-IVA

(silos)

Early Bronze III

(sherds)

Virgin soil

Figure 70. Table summarizing the stratigraphic phases presented in this essay and associated with the sequence obtained in the drilling at

Excavation R, courtyard of the throne room of the Royal Palace.

i

!
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Phases of Stratigraphic Occupation

Modern Period

At the surface of the excavations on the acropolis, we proceeded

to clear the foundations of the modern village. The excavation

occasionally turned up soundings by Du Mesnil du Buisson as

well as large trenches running from the southern edge of the

palace to the present-day Orthodox church.

Iron Age III

This phase of occupation, during the Iron Age, is indicated by

only a few walls forming part of a domestic construction and

associated with a pebble floor in Excavation C on the western

slope of the site. There, we discovered some potsherds of local

production and fragments of Attic ceramics imported from the

Aegean.

Iron Age II

Structures from the Aramaean period were brought to light in

the excavations on the Acropolis and in the Lower City, which

revealed a variety of architectural vestiges. Examinations of the

surface of Excavation C have uncovered a palace complex com-

posed of a main building and sizable constructions to the north

separated by a vacant area that may have connected the two.

The palace has a rectangular ground plan laid around a long

courtyard, with an entrance to the west and several storage

areas. Its location on the western slope, facing the north gate,

gives it prominence. This architectural ensemble is comparable

to the palace complex at Hama, which consists of several juxta-

posed buildings.

In Excavation O, at the foot of the eastern slope of the site,

we found a block of structures dominated by an industrial build-

ing (which has been partially excavated), bordered to the south

by a street that leads to the acropolis. The building was proba-

bly a commercial winepress, with areas for the preparation and

pressing of grapes, as well as specialized structures and rooms

for the storage of large jars of wine. The presence of this type

of industry suggests that the Aramaean city supported a num-

ber of agricultural activities, resulting in products intended

for both the local market and exportation. Other excavations

around the Lower City have yielded traces of domestic architec-

ture. The excavations of the Syrian-Italian team have brought

to light other constructions that point to an intensive occupa-

tion throughout the site during this period.

In several places, levels of architectural collapse indicate a

violent destruction, in some cases associated with fire. These

remains are evidence of the triumphant passage of the Neo-

Assyrian king Sargon II, who annexed the entire region after

the fall of the kingdom of Hama in 720 B.C.

Late Bronze Age

This period involved a phase of intense urbanization. The Syrian

efforts in Excavation C revealed a small palace to the south of

the Royal Palace. Unfortunately, this building, one of several

structures built around the palace, was in a poor state of pres-

ervation. Only part of it has been unearthed, and many ele-

ments of the public area and main entrance have disappeared as

a result of erosion and the establishment of the modern village.

Furthermore, this building was emptied and cleared before

being abandoned during the fourteenth century B.C.

Figure 71. Aerial

view of the site of

Qatna.
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Archaeological analysis has given us a clear idea of the orga-

nization of the most important part of the city, which focused

around a Royal Palace (fig. 71) that was in turn surrounded by

several smaller palaces having different functions: the residen-

tial South Palace, the residential East Palace (under excavation

by the Syrian-Italian team), and the North Palace, which housed

the high official who controlled the North Gate. The Lower

City was occupied by domestic housing. This system reflects the

same Late Bronze Age architectural model for palace complexes

seen at Ugarit, Alalakh, and probably also at Ras Ibn Hani. The

stratigraphic sequence in the palace area and at other locations

documents the destruction that befell the city about 1350 B.C. at

the hands of the Hittite ruler Suppiluliuma.

A subsequent phase of occupation is evident in the palace

area, especially in certain parts of the Royal Palace and on the

western slope of Lot's Cupola, where Excavation Q unearthed

several juxtaposed houses containing local and imported ceram-

ics as well as some pieces imitating late Mycenaean productions.

The nature of the occupation at the end of this period remains

unknown, but a study of the ceramics shows that it ended about

1200 B.C.

Middle Bronze Age

Excavations have not yielded much archaeological evidence from

the first half of the second millennium B.C. Surveys of the surface

and excavations around the north and west gates show that the

site underwent a period of redefinition upon the arrival of

Amorite tribes at the beginning of the second millennium B.C.

This phase of urbanization gave the city its present form: a

square ground plan of about 100 hectares (247 acres), a high city

center, and four main gates facing the four cardinal directions.

In Excavation C, directly below the Aramaean palace, we

came upon a relatively large edifice with stone walls and floors

made ofpounded earth and pebbles, reminiscent of the architec-

ture of Ebla. The ceramics found there permit the elaboration

of a stratigraphic sequence extending from the Middle Bronze

Age I to the Late Bronze Age I. Soundings made in the court-

yard where the royal throne stood confirm this evidence, despite

the poor state of preservation of the remains. The Mari texts

tell us that the city was also the capital of the Amorite kingdom

of Qatna, which is why we think that a great deal remains to be

uncovered from this period.

Early Bronze Age III—IV

Soundings made in the northern section of the courtyard of the

throne room (Excavation R) have uncovered a level of occupa-

tion marked by the presence of several silos hewn out of the

rock and associated with ceramics from the middle of the third

millennium, about 2600 B.C. (Early Bronze Age Ill-Early

Bronze Age IVA). This period was followed by two phases of

architectural development: the first dates to the Early Bronze

Age IVA (Mishrifeh VII) and presents a succession of domestic

structures and material typical to this period; the second is dated

to the Early Bronze Age IVB (Mishrifeh VI). The evidence from

this sounding, the results of the more extensive tests made by

the Italian team in Excavation J, and those of the surface survey

all indicate that the initial occupation and first phase of urban-

ization took place at the site of the present-day Upper City and

that the town was organized around a circular plan identical to

those of other settlements on the edge of the Syrian steppe.

Thus, the results of the Syrian excavations have helped to deter-

mine four phases of urban development at Qatna. The first, dur-

ing the second half of the third millennium B.C., corresponds to

the initial foundation of the site according to a circular ground

plan. The second phase saw the resettlement of the site on a

square ground plan. This system of organization was main-

tained during the first two phases, and the subsequent slight

alterations did not affect the overall plan. The circular core of

the first settlement then became the upper city of the later

phases, which was surrounded by a lower city fortified with a

system of embankments and ditches typical of western Syria

in the second millennium B.C. The destruction of the city by

Sargon II marked the end of Qatna' s fourth major period of

urbanization, after which the site was virtually abandoned,

although certain structures suggest the existence of a village

dating from Iron Age III.
1

1. For further information on the Syrian excavations, see Al-Maqdissi

1996; Al-Maqdissi 2001; Al-Maqdissi 2002a; Al-Maqdissi 2002b;

Al-Maqdissi and Badawi 2002; Al-Maqdissi et al. 2002; Al-Maqdissi

2003a; Al-Maqdissi 2003b; Al-Maqdissi and Morandi Bonacossi 2005;

Al-Maqdissi 2007a, pp. 75-82; and Al-Maqdissi 2007b.
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128a, b

Cylinder Seals and Modern Impressions

127

Seated Figure

Basalt

Height 11.3 cm (4/4 in.); width 6.6 cm (2
s/8 in.)

Qatna, South Palace

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Horns Museum, Homs, Syria Mish. 2004/34

This roughly carved dark gray basalt statuette represents a

seated figure leaning back, with forearms on the lap. The

bearing of the head and the voluminous torso suggest that the

subject is not young. Rather, the figure expresses a solemnity that

is proper to depictions of adults and the elderly.

The oblong head is shaved, and the high cheekbones are accen-

tuated by projecting ears. The facial features are coarsely indi-

cated, with only the eyebrows and upper lip clearly worked. The

vacant gaze and ample costume, of which only the lower part

remains, accentuate the disproportion between the volumes of the

upper and lower halves of the figure. The seat is stylized and

lacks armrests; similarly, details on the back and sides have been

omitted. mm

Frit

a. Height 1.5 cm (% in.); diameter 0.7 cm (!4 in.)

b. Height 1.5 cm (% in.); diameter 0.7 cm (54 in.)

Qatna

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Homs Museum, Homs, Syria Mish. 1995/12, 1996/18

These two intact cylinder seals are made of frit and display a

Syro-Mitanni style typical of the second half of the second

millennium B.C.
1 One depicts a row of fish above a lattice pattern

representing a net, while the other shows a row of dancers holding

one another by the shoulders in what is a presumably a ritual dance.

These are common subjects, typical of seals found at Ugarit.
2

Similar seals were distributed around the eastern Mediterranean

and imported to the Greek mainland. mm

1. For further reference, see Al-Maqdissi 2002b, p. 112, fig. 3-a.

2. See Schaeffer-Forrer 1983, pp. 100-101.
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Figure 72. Basalt male figures. Qatna, Royal Tomb, Antechamber. Late Bronze Age context; Middle Bronze Age manufacture.

National Museum, Damascus MSH02G-i0738, MSH02G-i0744; MSH02G-i0729, MSH02G-i0736
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THE ROYAL PALACE AT QATNA: POWER
AND PRESTIGE IN THE LATE BRONZE AGE

PETER PFALZNER

The seat of political power in Qatna was the Royal Palace,

situated close to the center of the city (figs. 73, 77). Initially

excavated by the French archaeologist Du Mesnil du Buisson in

the 1920s, the site has been revisited by three missions since

1999—Syrian, Syrian-Italian, and Syrian-German.
1 The Syrian-

German mission
2
was able to determine by stratigraphic and

ceramic analyses that the palace was built in the Middle Bronze

IIA period,
3
the time of the great Qatna kings Ishkhi-Addu and

Amud-pi-El, contemporaries of Shamshi-Adad I of Ashur and

of Hammurabi of Babylon
4

The building and its main halls are unique in their construc-

tion. The foundation walls rest on solid bedrock, in places 4 to

5 meters below the ground, and a system of wide stone-filled

trenches along the foundation walls serves as a safeguard against

humidity, thus protecting the mud-brick construction.
5 The

assembly hall (Hall C), measuring 36 meters square, was

equipped with four huge wood columns that rested on basalt

bases and supported the wood roof.
6
Another extraordinary fea-

ture was the well, a shaft 9 by 9 meters square. Dug vertically

about 20 meters below the palace, it was accessible by a basalt

staircase leading all the way down to the bottom.
7

The architectural construction of the palace projected a

vision of monumentality and durability, symbolic of its power

and enhanced by other features. For example, the palace was

situated on top of a natural cliff, nearly 15 meters above the

Lower City, creating an impressive, soaring view. The cliff itself

was artificially cut into a straight, nearly vertical bloc encased

in a terrace wall of mud brick.
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Palace Life and the Appropriation of Exotica

In the final destruction of the palace, probably about 1340 B.C.,

during the Hittite invasion of Syria, debris from the surround-

ing rooms collected in the well, with the fortuitous result that

thousands of wall painting fragments survived (see cat. no. 69).
8

Reconstructed, they exhibit a conspicuously Aegean style, a

reflection of the desire, on the part of the ruling elite, to create

prestige through the appropriation of foreign techniques and

styles.
9
This synthetic approach was in vogue from the turn of

the Middle Bronze to the Late Bronze Age, when we see the

apogee of the international style. The style emerged as a result

of the intensive exchange of goods and ideas between the cul-

tures of the Syro-Mesopotamia region, the Levant, Egypt, and

the eastern Mediterranean.
10 The Qatna wall paintings exem-

plify the spirit of this age.

The wood finds in the shaft of the palace well are also reveal-

ing.
11 When the palace was demolished the beams of the wood

ceiling collapsed into the shaft. Because of the wet soil in which

the remains were embedded, the organic debris is exceptionally

well preserved. The abundance of cedar used in the construc-

tion of the palace can be explained by Qatna's direct control

over the Anti-Lebanon Mountains and the Syrian coastal moun-

tains, the natural habitat of cedar forests. It may also be assumed,

on the basis of Qatna's geographic location and regional author-

ity, that the kingdom exported cedar in large quantities and that

wood was an important international currency. The ostenta-

tious presence in the palace of huge cedar beams was another

means of creating an image of power.

Life within the palace is described in some of the seventy-

three cuneiform tablets that fell from a scribal office into the

corridor of the Royal Tomb. 12 We learn, for example, that mem-

bers of the royal household owned many pieces of luxury furni-

ture and precious objects of gold and lapis lazuli,
13
a surprising

fact given that the tablets date to the final phase of Qatna's his-

tory, the fourteenth century B.C., when the heyday of the king-

dom was long past. The language of the texts, a mixture of

Akkadian and Hurrian,
14

is a clear indication that during the

Late Bronze Age a heterogeneous population with multicultural

practices lived in the city.

The Passage to the Ancestors

The most sensational discovery, in 2002, of the Syrian-German

excavations at Qatna was that of the Royal Tomb, or hypogeum,

below the palace.
15

Because it had not been looted during the

destruction of the palace or thereafter, it offers a wealth of evi-

dence of material culture, beliefs, and rituals. When the palace

was destroyed, access to the burial chambers was covered in

masses of debris that prevented entrance to the tomb and pro-

tected the objects within.

A 40-meter-long subterranean corridor led from the ceremo-

nial hall (Room A) to the tomb. Several doors along the corridor

established divisions between the palace—the upper world—and

the tomb—part of the Underworld. The corridor led 7.5 meters

below the palace floors to a room-sized shaft 4.5 meters deep,

which functioned as the antechamber to the tomb.

In the antechamber were two exceptionally well preserved

statues of basalt, slightly less than life-size (fig. 72).
16

Virtually

identical, they represent two figures seated on low stools. Their

garment, a long Syrian bordered robe, and headdress, a broad

ring holding the hair, identify the figures as royal. The head-

dress is strikingly reminiscent of that on the so-called head of

Yarim-Lim from Alalakh (fig. 64), which shows in more detail

what is only schematically depicted on the Qatna statues.
17 The

stylistic rendering of the face, in particular the short slightly

protruding beard, also closely relates the Qatna statues to the
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Figure 75. Inside the central chamber of the Royal Tomb, Qatna.

head from Alalakh. All three date to Middle Bronze Age II and

exemplify the finest of Old Syrian statuary.

The two statues, positioned at either side of the entrance to

the inner chambers (fig. 74), served as guardians to the Under-

world. They also received offerings, indicated by the open vessel

that each figure holds in the right hand. Deposited before them

were several bowls and animal bones, remains of the last offerings.

As royal figures in a royal tomb were surely ancestor statues, the

antechamber was likely an important site of ancestor worship.
18

Rituals and the Display of Prestige

Cut into the natural bedrock 12 meters below the palace were

the four inner chambers in the Royal Tomb, a large central

chamber surrounded by three side chambers. While the central

chamber served a variety of functions, from primary and sec-

ondary burial to the display of prestigious objects and collective

meals, the side chambers were reserved for specific activities.

The western chamber was used for burial rites. The eastern

chamber was the ossuary of the hypogeum, where the bones were

eventually deposited after a series of ritual ceremonies. The

southern chamber has been interpreted as a symbolic throne or

banquet room for deceased rulers and their spirits.
19
This cham-

ber was particularly well furnished with luxury items such as

calcite vessels, the carnelian vessel (cat. no. 132), and the gold

duck heads (cat. no. 129).

The central chamber (fig. 75) held a basalt sarcophagus, in

which the bones of several individuals were found together with

pottery, gold pendants, and an ivory scepter, indicating that the

tomb was a burial site for the royal family. The tomb held a

minimum of nineteen to twenty-three individuals of various

ages, both male and female.
20

(Other burials may have disinte-

grated, as the bones were poorly preserved in the chambers not

filled with earth.)

Four wood biers—reconstructed from decayed remains

—

were placed on the floor of the main chamber, with scattered

bones and an abundance of grave goods deposited on top, among

them hundreds of beads, decorative plaques (cat. nos. 134, 135),

quiver fittings (cat. no. 133), a lion-headed vessel (fig. 83), and

a modeled hand of gold (cat. no. 131). The objects show stylistic

and iconographic influences from many neighboring cultures,

ranging geographically from Egypt to Mesopotamia.

In the Syro-Levantine region during the second millen-

nium B.C., these foreign influences were combined in a hybrid

international style (see pp. 3 87-94).
21

Within this broad cate-

gory several features can be distinguished as distinctly Syrian

in character. Indeed, a specifically Late Bronze Age Qatna style

can be identified. Had more objects survived from other Syrian

centers, it would, in principle, be possible to identify other local

styles. The material value of the objects recovered from the

Qatna palace and Royal Tomb, their distant provenances, and

their foreign iconography were for the ruling elite expressions

of prestige, for through these objects it was possible to demon-

strate the kingdom's far-reaching contacts and its participation

in interregional exchange networks.
22

Prestige was also

acquired from artifacts from foreign regions (exemplified here

by Egyptian stone vessels, cat. no. 141), imported to Qatna

either as objects of exchange or as diplomatic gifts.
23

Many of the objects and materials in the grave chambers

undoubtedly served ritual purposes. A large number of pottery

vessels were used for the storage of food, and beneath benches in

the main chamber were found animal bones that had been tossed

as leftovers from meals. What this suggests is that communal

consumption of food—in which the living and the dead partici-

pated, at least symbolically—took place within the central cham-

ber.
24 The kispu ritual, the continuous supply of the deceased

with food, is known from ancient Near Eastern texts as a major

concern of the cult of the dead.
25
At Qatna, we have for the first

time been given the opportunity to acknowledge this practice

archaeologically, to observe its significance both for the living

and as a guarantee for the political stability of the kingdom.

1. Al-Maqdissi et al. 2002.

2. Co-directed by Michel al-Maqdissi and the author.

3. According to the Babylonian Middle Chronology, ca. 1850-1750 B.C.;

according to the Babylonian Low Chronology, 1800-1700 B.C.

4. Dohmann-Pfalzner and Pfalzner 2006, pp. 131-80; Pfalzner 2007a;

Dohmann-Pfalzner and Pfalzner 2008.

5. Novak 2006.

6. Pfalzner 2007a.

7. Dohmann-Pfalzner and Pfalzner 2006 and 2008.

8. The wall paintings were studied by Constance von Ruden (2006).

9. On this, see Feldman 2007.

10. Caubet 1998c.

11. Dohmann-Pfalzner and Pfalzner 2008.

12. Richter 2003; Richter 2005.

13. Thomas Richter, personal communication.

14. Richter 2003, pp. 171-77.

15. Al-Maqdissi et al. 2003; Pfalzner 2006.

16. Novak and Pfalzner 2003, pp. 156ff., figs. 17-20.

17. Woolley 1955, pp. 235fF.

18. Pfalzner 2005.

19. See Al-Maqdissi et al. 2003, pp. 204-10.

20. Personal communication, Carsten Witzel, Syrian-German

Mission, October 2007.

21. Caubet 1998c.

22. The author wishes to thank Elisa RoBberger for sharing her insights

on the prestige function of Qatna jewelry. See RoBberger 2006.

23. See Pfalzner 2007b.

24. Pfalzner 2007c.

25. Tsukimoto 1985.
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Duck Heads

Gold

Height 3.4 cm (1% in.); width 7.2 cm (2
7/8 in.);

diameter 1.3 cm (% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i2038

This object with two golden duck heads,

discovered in the Royal Tomb of Qatna,

is a masterpiece of Late Bronze Age art in

Syria. It is made entirely of gold, including

the fastening pegs. The two heads, with

their elegantly curved necks, are mounted

on a gold baton and face in opposite direc-

tions. They are rendered in a perfectly

naturalistic style. The fine overlapping

feathers are indicated by miniature inci-

sions, and the beaks are subtly curved and

characterized by anatomical details such

as jagged edges along the upper and lower

edges, with openings for the nostrils at

the base of the upper beak. The tongues,

which were fashioned separately, are vis-

ible through the half-open bills; the eyes

were once inlaid. A pole down the middle

bears a golden head of the Egyptian god-

dess Hathor, with a typically triangular

face, a long headdress with bands, and

cow's ears that are purely Egyptian in

iconography.

The sophisticated production technique

demonstrates the advanced level of crafts-

manship of second-millennium B.C. gold-

smiths.
1 The artifact is composed of fifteen

individual pieces, all of which are soldered

to one another. The two heads were pro-

duced using the lost-wax method, with the

lower beak, tongue, eye rings, base, and

fastening pegs attached by soldering; the

incised decoration was added with a punch

as the last step of manufacture. The work-

shop where this masterpiece was produced

must therefore have been organized by a

division of labor involving various special-

ists. Although the Hathor head suggests

Egyptian influence, we can assume, based

on the style of the heads, that the work-

shop was in Syria. The object must have

been made in the early phase of the Late

Bronze Age, around the fifteenth or four-

teenth century B.C.

It is difficult to ascertain how this object

was used. The two fastening devices at the

lower end of the necks clearly demonstrate

that the heads were once attached to

another object, probably of organic mate-

rial, of which nothing survived in the tomb

chambers. We can only speculate that these

were two pieces of wood, into which the

fastening pegs could have been inserted by

screwing (on one side) and by plugging (on

the other). In the Syro-Levantine region,

sculpted duck heads, mainly of ivory, were

generally connected to small shallow bowls,

also of ivory (see cat. nos. 199-202).

Such vessels have been found at many

sites, from Lachish in the south to Alalakh

in the north (fig. 106) and Tell Brak in the

east.
2
They are commonly thought to have

served as containers for oils, perfumes,

and cosmetics. They are also known from

Egypt, mainly in wood, but in smaller

quantities (cat. no. 200).
3
Duck-headed ves-

sels were prestigious and cultic objects,
4

widespread and internationally distributed

over the Levant and Egypt, including the

eastern Mediterranean and the Aegean

area.
5 Two also traveled on the Uluburun

ship (see cat. no. 199). Their main center of

production must have been in western

Syria and the Levantine coast.

If the Qatna duck heads were, most

plausibly, part of a cosmetic container, it

could be reconstructed as a double vessel

with one wood bowl attached to each of

the two heads. The heads would in this

way have functioned as a handle. This inter-

pretation is supported by the observation,

made by Edilberto Formigli, that there are

traces of abrasion concentrated beside the

eyes and on the Hathor head. The object is

the only known example of this type.
6 The

innovative character of the Qatna vessel

together with the fact that it is made of

pure gold signifies its unique and extraor-

dinary importance. pp

1. This technique was studied by Edilberto

Formigli, Murlo, Italy, and Marta Abbado,

Florence.

2. Findspots are Lachish, Megiddo, Tell Dan,

Sidon, Kamid el-Loz, Tell Qasile, Ugarit,

Alalakh, Tell Meskene, Tell Brak (summa-

rized by Echt 1983 and Das Schiffvon

Uluburun 2005, p. 605).
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3. Schdnheit im Alten Agypten 2006, p. 227,

no. 196; Schoske in Schdnheit, Abglanz der

Gottlichkeit 1990, p. 94, no. 52; W. Peck and

R. Freed in Egypt's Golden Age 1982,

pp. 213-14, nos. 258, 260; Hermann 1932.

4. A cultic function, at least in New Kingdom

Egypt, is evident from the depictions of two

duck-headed vessels on a mural painting in

the grave of Kenamun at Thebes (Dynasty

18) where they function as offerings to the

king in the New Year's ritual: see Davies

1930, vol. 1, pis. 18, 20; vol. 2, pi. 22a (see

fig. 107, this volume).

5. For a duck-headed vessel from Mycenae, see

Sakellarakis 1971; see also S. Marinatos and

Hirmer 1973, fig. 235.

6. A slightly different type is represented by an

Egyptian object of wood composed of a bowl

on one side and a duck's entire body on the

other, with both sides functioning as inter-

connected containers. However, it features

only a single duck head, which could be used

as a handle (Hermann 1932, p. 93, pi. vine).

A pottery vessel with two duck heads, ar-

ranged not in opposition but parallel to each

other, was found at Hattusa and dates to the

fourteenth century B.C. (see Bittel 1976b,

p. 157, fig. 165).
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Inlaid Rosette

Gold, lapis lazuli, carnelian

Diameter 6.9 cm (2% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-ill50

This extraordinary gold rosette is the

most complex piece ofjewelry found

in the central chamber of the Royal Tomb.
1

The center of the solid gold disc is covered

by a carnelian roundel bordered by a broad

ring of carnelian set in gold. Twenty-six

petals, each subdivided into nine compart-

ments inlaid with lapis lazuli and carnelian,

are arranged around the central roundel

by a flaring ring of gold wire. The inlay at

the end of each petal is alternately lapis or

carnelian, so that two neighboring petals

always show a different sequence of blue

and red stones, creating a vivid and color-

ful effect. The stone inlays are glued to the

gold compartments with an adhesive of

which a red crumbly substance remains

partly visible.

The technique of gold jewelry inlaid

with lapis lazuli, carnelian, and other semi-

precious stones in contrasting arrange-

ment of colors was developed to perfection

in Egypt.
2

It was imported already to the
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Levant during the Middle Bronze Age, as

is seen in the locally produced gold-inlay

jewelry from Byblos that incorporates car-

nelian combined with blue and green semi-

precious stones (see cat. no. 29).
3

It must

therefore be assumed that the inlay tech-

nique was common in Late Bronze Age

Syria. The absence of Egyptian symbols

in the Qatna rosette is another clear

indication of non-Egyptian manufacture.

Most likely, it is a product of Syrian

craftsmanship.

On the reverse are thirteen small gold

loops soldered on to each second petal of

the rosette and perhaps used for sewing

the heavy ornament on to a textile or piece

of leather. The rosette probably served to

adorn a fine garment as a kind of brooch.

Or perhaps it was attached to a leather

ribbon to circle the arm. The latter recon-

struction is supported by the slight convex

curve along the middle axis, which could

have enabled adjustment to the shape of

the arm. If the latter interpretation is cor-

rect, the rosette would be a typological

predecessor of the rosette wrist straps

worn by the Assyrian kings and winged

Genii in Neo-Assyrian art.
4
Given the

numerous smaller gold rosettes found in

the Royal Tomb, most of which were prob-

ably sewn onto garments, it can be argued

that already in Late Bronze Age Syria the

rosette served as a royal symbol. pp

1. First published in Al-Maqdissi et al. 2003,

p. 215, fig. 15.

2. See Lange and Hirmer 1967, pi. xiv, and

T. James 2000, pp. 200-241.

3. Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati 1977, p. 42,

figs. 28, 29.

4. Hrouda 1991, figs, on pp. 124, 125, 126, 127,

131, 326, 347, 355, 356; for Genii see figs, on

pp. 126, 127, 232, 233.
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Hand Fragment

Gold

Width 4.2 cm (l% in.); length 6.4 cm (2/4 in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i0758

This fragment of a right hand was

found in connection with a bier and a

multitude of other grave goods in the cen-

tral chamber of the Royal Tomb. The hand

is about 6.4 centimeters long and about

half natural size. Hollow inside, it consists

of gold sheet in the shape of four fingers.

The fingers are separated from each other

by shallow flutes, and the details of the
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fingers were traced on the surface during

the final stage of production. The finger-

nails, cuticles, and skin folds at the knuckles

are rendered in an astonishingly naturalis-

tic fashion, and the lengths of the fingers

are anatomically correct. There is a sharp

edge on the gold sheet where the thumb

may have broken off. It must originally

have been set apart from the other fingers,

probably below the palm. Thus the hand

could possibly have held other objects.

The hand was probably part of a libation

arm. Mounted on a wood stick inserted

into the hollow end of the hand, the arm

would have been held, allowing the offer-

ings within to be presented without being

directly touched by humans. Similar arms

functioned as incense holders in Egypt.
1

Stone, faience, and clay examples known in

Syro-Mesopotamia and Anatolia have also

been interpreted as libation arms. While

those that have survived are mainly dated

to the Iron Age,
2
they are also known in

the Middle and Late Bronze Ages,
3
with

examples at Alalakh, Ugarit, and Bogazkoy.
4

The hand from Qatna is unique in being

the only excavated example of its kind to

be made of gold and must have had special

prestige in the royal burial. Whether it was

actually used as a libation arm within the

grave chambers is difficult to say. Water

libations (naq ma) in connection with

food offerings (kispu) are well recorded in

ancient Near Eastern texts as part of the

rituals
5
performed to care for the spirits

of the dead (etemmu). Ample evidence of

food offerings in the Royal Tomb would

tend to support the offering of liquid liba-

tions as well. pp

1. See, for example, Schoske in Schonheit,

Abglanz der Gottlichkeit 1990, p. 66, no. 16,

and Schonheit im Alten Agypten 2006, p. 258,

no. 282. For images on Egyptian wall paint-

ings and reliefs, see Lange and Hirmer 1967,

fig. 226, or Schonheit im Alten Agypten 2006,

p. 258, no. 284.

2. Kepinski 1987-90, pp. 12-14.

3. Kepinski 1977.

4. Alalakh: Woolley 1955, p. 297 (Yarim-

Lim Palace, Level VII, Room 18). Ugarit:

Calvet in Le royaume d'Ougarit 2004, p. 41,

no. 22. Nimrud: Moortgat 1967, p. 115,

fig. 237. Bogazkoy: Bittel 1957a, pp. 33-42,

tables I—III; Fischer 1963, pp. 149-51,

pis. 122, 124.

5. Bayliss 1973, pp. 116fF.; Tsukimoto 1985,

p. 239.
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Bottle

Carnelian

Height 12.4 cm (47s in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i0812

This miniature bottle is made from a

single piece of carnelian of orange-red

color with cloudy whitish patches. It was

carefully carved to form a perfectly tear-

drop-shaped body with a narrow neck, and

the surface was then polished to a shiny,

eye-catching gloss.

The vessel is one of the largest extant

pieces of carnelian worked into an object

ever found in the ancient Near East. Na-

tural occurrences of the stone are found

mainly in the region of the Persian Gulf

and in India, and also, but to a much lesser

extent, in the deserts of Egypt.
1 An east-

ern provenance is more likely. The diffi-

culty of procuring the stone from such a

long distance surely added to the object's

prestige.

There are no parallels for this kind of

carnelian bottle in Egypt, in the Levant, or

in Syro-Mesopotamia. Nevertheless, it can

be argued that the vessel was likely pro-

duced in Syria, adapting to stone a shape

that closely resembles clay vessels made

in the region from the Early to the Late

Bronze Ages.
2
While it is difficult to date

this object, theoretically it could have been

made long before it was placed in the

Royal Tomb.

The function of the bottle within the

tomb can be seen in connection with the

many other small stone vessels found

nearby, in the southern chamber. These

most likely contained precious oils, per-

fumes, and ointments. Undoubtedly, the

contents of the little carnelian bottle, what-

ever it may have been, were enhanced by

the rare and beautiful material in which

it was contained. pp
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1. Mineralogical determination and geological

information kindly provided by Judit Zold-

foldi, University of Tubingen.

2. For Early Bronze Age examples, see, for

example, Fugmann 1958, fig. 98 (no. 3A647

[Niveau J2]); Mazzoni 2002, pi. XLV.135

(Zalaquiyate, Early Bronze IVB). For Late

Bronze Age examples, see ibid., pi. lviii:17

(Tell Afis, Level E 13).
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Quiver Plaque with
Hunting Scene

Gold, silver

Height 9 cm (sVs in.); width 17.9 cm (7 in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-il588

This plaque was found in the central

chamber of the Royal Tomb in close

proximity to a larger decorative plaque

fashioned for a quiver (fig. 76). As both are

similar in style and made in the same,

unusual technique of gold foil-on-silver

sheet applique, it is highly probable that

the two pieces were produced in the same

workshop. Whether the present, smaller

plaque was also decoration for a quiver

—

even the same one—or was decoration for

a sheath accompanying the quiver remains

unknown. The perforations along the bor-

der of the plaque indicate that it was sewn

onto a textile or a piece of leather.

The figurative scene fills one register

without subdivisions. Around the field is a

decorative border, with the same hatched

pattern as on the edge of the larger quiver

Figure 76. Gold and silver relief plaque for a

quiver, detail. Qatna, Royal Tomb, central

chamber. Late Bronze Age. National Museum,

Damascus MSH02G-il091

plaque, further attesting to a common

place of production. The scene is depicted

twice in exact symmetrical arrangement.

The middle axis is formed by a stylized

palm tree with leaves and dates. The fig-

ural representation shows two men, iden-

tical in appearance, both wearing a kilt

with decorative bands and a fitted upper

garment, killing a stag. The modeled ren-

dering of the stag's head, the fine parallel

incisions indicating the hide, and the irreg-

ularly branching antler are characteristic

of the art of Qatna. The closed composi-

tion is created by the stag, which turns its

head, the two figures who look toward

each other, and the flying bird, apparently

inserted to fill the void above the stag.

Scenes of animals in combat and the

domination by men over wild beasts are

deeply rooted in Mesopotamian icono-

graphy, dating back to the Early Dynastic

and Akkadian periods of the third mil-

lennium B.C. The same motifs are still

widespread in Late Bronze Age Syro-

Mesopotamia, particularly in Mitanni-

style glyptic. The compositional style is,

however, specific to Qatna. It is character-

ized by a symmetrical, closed composition,

the absence of overlapping, and static fig-

ural postures. Facial features typically

include a large nose and ears, staring eyes,

and a small mouth. The straight hair is

marked by deeply incised parallel grooves.

Fine parallel lines are used to indicate the

hide of wild animals, conferring a note of

elegance.

The stag hunt depicted on this plaque is

a rare subject in Late Bronze Age art. On

Syrian objects the stag is usually protected

by man against the attack of wild animals

such as lions, as on the gold bowl from

Ugarit (cat. no. 146). By contrast, on con-

temporary Hittite figurative reliefs stags

are hunted by men, as on a bowl from

Kastamonu,
1

on the orthostats from Alaca

Hoyiik,
2
and on relief vessels.

3
While a

preference for stag hunts seems to be a com-

mon feature of Hittite art and of works

from Qatna, the stylistic renderings follow

very different principles. The Hittite scenes,

though vivid and freely arranged, are

executed in a rather flat style; the Qatna

scenes are characterized by a static arrange-

ment but are rendered in a plastic, more

detailed manner. Furthermore, the stags

in the Hittite representations are hunted

with bow and arrow, while on the Qatna
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plaques the stags are captured by hand

weapons. In Hittite Anatolia, the stag

hunt belongs to a religious context (see

cat. no. 107).
4
At Qatna, by contrast, the

subject seems to symbolize man's domina-

tion over the wild and thus was used as an

emblem of prestige by the Late Bronze

Age political elite.

pp

1. Emre 2002, pp. 232-33, fig. 18.

2. Bittel 1976b, figs. 224, 225.

3. Ibid., p. 146, no. 146.

4. Emre 2002, pp. 220, 233; V. Haas 1994, p. 432.
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Plaque with the God Horus

Gold

Height 5.6 cm (2% in.); width 4.4 cm (1% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-11087

Among the finds in the Royal Tomb

were a number of thin gold plaques

with elaborate figurative representations

in relief that reflect iconographic connec-

tions to different cultural regions. The

plant and two gods on this U-shaped

plaque are unambiguously Egyptian in

influence, for they represent sema tauui,

symbol of the Unification of the Two

Lands, Upper and Lower Egypt. The god

Horus, depicted twice, is shown binding

a lotus plant around a pole, signifying the

act of unification. Horus is distinguished

by his falcon head and wears the Egyptian

double crown of Upper and Lower Egypt.

Atop the pole is a bird with spread wings

above a basket-shaped support. The bird's

head is crowned by the winding head

of a cobra. In a separate, lower register is

another bird, also with spread wings.

While the Egyptian iconography ap-

pears authentic, closer examination reveals

noticeable aberrations. An archetypal

Egyptian representation would depict,

opposite the falcon-headed Horus, the god

Seth with his long curved muzzle.
1

Here,

for the sake of symmetry, one of the main

stylistic norms of Late Bronze Age art in

Syria, Seth is omitted and replaced by a

second Horus. Another modification is the

replacement, on the central pole, of a car-

touche with an inscription with the winged

bird, since an Egyptian text would prob-

ably not have been understood in Syria.

The basket-shaped object on the pole below

the bird may be understood as a remnant

of the lower half of the cartouche border.

The plaque thus demonstrates the adap-

tation by Syrian artisans of foreign icono-

graphic models to local cultural principles.

The meaning of motifs necessarily changed

with modifications. In the case of the

Horus plaque, while the symbolism of the

Unification of the Two Lands would have

been meaningless to Syrian elites, the

exotic motif likely served as an emblem of

prestige. pp

1. For a standard Egyptian model, see Lange

and Hirmer 1967, fig. 88.
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Plaque with Figures
Flanking Hathor Standard

Gold

Height 3.9 cm (1% in.); width 4.6 cm (l% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-il930

This gold plaque from the central

chamber of the Royal Tomb is rectan-

gular in shape, with a line of perforations

along the upper and the lower edge. The

plaque is broken on the left and right sides,

but undoubtedly perforations were pro-

vided there as well, as the holes surely

served as a means of sewing the plaque on

to a textile or piece of leather. Because it

was found on a burial bier, the plaque may

have been attached to a shroud or a gar-

ment of the deceased. Or perhaps it was

used as a piece ofjewelry, affixed to a strip

of hard leather that was worn as a belt, a

pectoral, a necklace, or a headband. Its

small size and singularity make the latter

options more plausible.

The repousse decoration on thin gold

sheet of two figures at either side of a

standard is rendered to create the effect of

deep relief. The standard is surmounted

by the head of the Egyptian goddess

Hathor, depicted with typical Egyptian

iconography: a rhomboid face, protruding

cow ears, and long strands of hair held

together by bands.
1 The two figures, wear-

ing the Egyptian short kilt with a trian-

gular projection in front of the body are
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also represented in Egyptian imagery.
2

Attached to the kilt at the back is the

artificial tail of a bull, derived from an

Egyptian royal emblem. Even the figures'

headdresses resemble the Egyptian afnet.
5

The two figures, nude above the waist, are

nearly identical except for their jewelry.

The figure on the left is adorned with a

pectoral; the figure on the right wears a

simple torque around the neck. Each holds

a long scepter in one hand, similar to the

Egyptian /z£(/a-scepter or the longer awt-

staff. The scepters held by these figures

were probably incorporated into Syrian

iconography as a fusion of the two.

The subject as it is depicted here does

not appear in Egyptian art. Conforming

as it does to the principle of symmetry

characteristic for Syrian art in the Late

Bronze Age, the plaque would seem to

be the work of a Syrian goldsmith. The

somewhat clumsy rendering of the faces,

typical of Syrian craftsmanship, especially

at Qatna, would further support such a

provenance. pp

1. The head of Hathor mounted on a pole

is also seen in connection with Egyptian

objects such as spoons (e.g.: Schonheit, Abglanz

der Gottlichkeit 1990, p. 79, no. 33), mirrors

(ibid., p. 120, no. 102), sistra (ibid., p. 142,

no. 127), or capitals of columns (see Lange

and Hirmer 1967, fig. 268).

2. This feature is strongly reminiscent of the two

guardian statues at the entrance of the Tomb
ofTutankhamun; see T. James 2000, pp. 60-61.

3. Seen, for example, on the left guardian statue

of the Tomb of Tutankhamun (ibid.).

This small gold pendant, found in

Room AL of the Royal Palace to the

west of the throne room (Hall B), is com-

posed of a number of single elements sol-

dered together. Two gold rings and two

papyrus-shaped parts are attached to a

round central element. Both papyri and

the central element are inlaid with a dark

stone, probably weathered lapis lazuli.

Within the two gold rings and attached to

each side of the central element are two

oval double compartments, in which stone

inlays must once have been inserted.

The form of the pendant is symmetrical,

closed, and flowerlike. It was possibly

part of a necklace or a single pendant.

There is no loop attached to the reverse,

but one or both of the rings could have

been used to suspend the object from a

string or an earring, or for sewing it

to a textile. The papyrus may be regarded

as an Egyptianizing element in jewelry

made in Syria, where the technique of

stone inlay—originally imported from

Egypt—had been common since the

Middle Bronze Age.
1

pp

1. This is demonstrated, for example, by

the Egyptianizing but locally produced jew-

elry from the Middle Bronze royal tombs at

Byblos (see Parrot, Chehab, and Moscati

1977, p. 42, figs. 28, 29). See catalogue no. 29

in this volume.
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Scarab with Robed Figure

136

Lotus Pendant

Gold, lapis lazuli (?)

Height 2 cm (% in.); width 2.6 cm (l in.)

Qatna, Royal Palace

Middle to Late Bronze Age, 17th-

14th century B.C.

Horns Museum, Homs, Syria MSH02G-i0391

Amethyst, gold

Length 2.4 cm (l in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age context, 15th-

14th century B.C.

Old Syrian manufacture, 18th—

17th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i0764

The beautiful amethyst scarab was

found in the central chamber of the

Royal Tomb.
1 On the back of the scarab the

details of the beetle are only faintly indi-

cated. The line between the pronotum, the

shieldlike middle part of the body, and the

elytra, the rear wings, is subtly indicated

by two short engraved lines on either side

of the body. The dividing line between the

two wings of the elytra is missing, probably

as a result of abrasion from use. In front of

the head the long mandibles are rendered

with deep grooves indicating teeth.

The base of the scarab bears the care-

fully modeled and deeply engraved image

of a standing figure dressed in a long robe.

The veil-like covering of the head and the

absence of a beard identify the figure as

female. The robe is fashioned from a single

cloth wrapped around the body and draped

over the head. Only the face—accentuated

by full lips, a broad nose, and an enormous

eye—is left uncovered. A drill was used

extensively in the modeling of the face.

This type of dress, a robe pulled over

the head, well known from Hittite art, how-

ever, is not specifically Anatolian and is

frequently represented elsewhere in ancient

Near Eastern art.
2
Representations of

women with similarly covered heads occur

also on Classic Syrian-style seals from the

Middle Bronze Age.
3 A garment strikingly

similar to the one on the Qatna scarab ap-

pears on a bronze plaque in a Late Bronze

Age context at Hazor; that robe, however,

is worn by a male.
4
This robe type and its

specifically female rendering can thus be

identified as typically Syrian. These obser-

vations leave no doubt that the scarab is of

Syro-Levantine manufacture. Close stylistic

parallels to the representation of a woman

on a Classic Syrian-style seal allow us to

date the scarab to the Middle Bronze Age.
5

The scarab is held by a thick gold bezel,

and two gold rings are attached to the open-

ings of the central drill hole, an indication
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that the scarab was originally part of a

ring, most likely of gold.
6 pp

1. Scarabs made of violet amethyst are frequent

in the Levant and in Egypt during most of

the second millennium B.C. as is demonstrated

by finds from Byblos (Liban: L'autre rive 1998,

p. 73; two pieces), from the Uluburun ship

(cat. no. 226), and from the Tomb of

Tutankhamun (T. James 2000, pp. 246-47).

2. Compare, e.g., the Hittite vases from Bitik

and Inandik (Bittle 1976b, fig. 140) or Late

Hittite representations ofwomen at Carche-

mish or Maras (Bittel 1976b, figs. 287, 289,

313, 315, 316).

3. Otto 2000, p. 214, figs. 104, 110, 116, 135, 147,

313, 317, 348, 355.

4. The parallel was cited by Argiro Mavromatis

(University of Tubingen) during a seminar on

the Qatna objects; for an illustration, see

Weippert 1988, p. 215, fig. 3.25/5.

5. Otto 2000, fig. 355.

6. A similar Middle Bronze gold seal ring with

an amethyst scarab was found in the royal

tombs of Byblos (Liban: L'autre rive 1998, p. 73).
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Columns of

Animals and Symbols

Gray hematite

Height 2.3 cm (% in.); diameter 1.5 cm (% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age context, 15th- 14th century B.C.

Old Syrian manufacture, 18th—

17th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-il976

This perfectly preserved cylinder seal

found in the eastern side chamber of

the Royal Tomb of Qatna is made of dark

gray hematite. The deeply engraved sym-

bols are arranged in twelve vertical col-

umns, the symbols differing from column

to column but generally repeating within

each column. A column of five bucrania

is the most distinctive. The bull's heads

depicted in frontal view have a rounded

mouth, large round eyes, long ears, and

short horns. The bucranium at the bottom

is, notably, turned on its side to accommo-

date the small amount of remaining space.

To the left is a column of four figures in

seated position though without chairs.

In the next column are four crouching ani-

mals that in their posture resemble lions

but with unusually long ears. This column

is adjoined by a column of six birds, each

with a raised wing and long tail feathers.

To the left again is a row of six human

heads in profile. The following column

contains ten S-shaped symbols arranged

in the form of a vertical guilloche band.

To the left of it is a column of five large

hands. The next column includes four

crouching sphinxes with a raised wing;

a small animal is inserted into the remain-

ing space at the lower end of the column.

In the next column are three masklike

human faces in frontal view, with protrud-

ing ears and a long curl of hair on either

side. At first glance, they resemble the

Egyptian goddess Hathor, but the presence

of a long beard makes them recognizable

as Mesopotamian heroes.
1

Here again, to

fit the space, one of the heads is depicted

on its side. Below the three masks is a tri-

partite guilloche pattern composed of

three parallel strands. The next column

shows mixed symbols: (from top) a stand-

ing caprid, a seated monkey, and a series of

crescents, symbols of the moon god. The

following column again contains mixed

symbols: (from top) a double lion-headed

eagle,
2
probably the symbol of the god

Ninurta; a kneeling man; and a bird with

spread wings on top of a standard placed

on the back of a lion. The last column

shows a standing caprid, a standing lion,

and seven crescents.

Altogether we find eighteen different

symbols united on this seal, seventy-three

images in total, an extraordinarily large

number to be assembled on such a small

surface. The symbols do not seem to carry

a common message; it is doubtful even

whether each motif has a specific meaning.

Rather, the images would appear to be

mainly decorative. Such an assemblage of

images arranged in columns is a familiar

compositional type in Syrian glyptic of the

Middle Bronze Age, known from Ugarit,

Alalakh, and other sites in the Levant.
3

The vertical columns most frequently con-

tain rows of seated animals, human and

animal heads, birds, hands, and crescents.

Many of the individual motifs can be

attributed to the Old Syrian style of the

Middle Bronze Age,
4
and thus the Qatna

seal can be dated from the eighteenth to

the seventeenth century B.C. pp

1. Compare: Boehmer 1965, nos. 9, 10a, 23, 31,

158, 176, 238, 279, etc.; for a similar Old

Syrian head type, here connected to a full

figure, see Kiihne in Das Rollsiegel in Syrien

1980, p. 76, no. 32.

2. The same double lion-headed eagle is depicted

on an Old Syrian seal in the National Museum,

Damascus (Kiihne in Das Rollsiegel in Syrien

1980, no. 31), where it is, however, described as

a "double-headed eagle" (ibid., p. 74) because

the leonine character of the heads is not as

clearly visible as on the Qatna piece. The

iconographic type of the double lion-headed

eagle on Syrian seals can be defined more

precisely on the basis of the Qatna seal.

3. Otto 2000, pp. 113-15, 143-44, nos. 35-65,

360-68; Kiihne in Das Rollsiegel in Syrien

1980, no. 33.

4. Otto 2000, nos. 5, 24, 31, 49, 63, 115, 153,

155, 156, 158, 159; Elsen-Novak 2002,

pp. 258-59, fig. 2; Kiihne in Das Rollsiegel in

Syrien 1980, nos. 31, 33.
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Lotus Chain

Frit, gold

Height 2.2 cm (Vs in.); diameter 1 cm (% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, l5th-14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i0757

This cylinder seal was discovered in the

central chamber of the Royal Tomb of

Qatna. Both ends are covered by gold caps,

lending prestige to the seal, which is made

of inexpensive white frit. The seal image

consists of purely geometric and floral

designs. In the upper and lower registers

is a wide, one-strand running spiral; the

center of each spiral is accentuated by a

drill hole. The spirals are separated from

the middle register by horizontal incised

lines. Between the lines is a pattern com-

posed of two rows of stylized lotus flowers

connected by a row of lozenges along the

middle axis.

Both the material and the schematic

composition indicate a Late Bronze date

of manufacture. The running spiral with

central drill holes appears on seals of the

Mitanni Common Style,
1

and the lotus-

flower pattern was a favorite motif on

Syrian seals of the Late Bronze Age.
2

This type of seal, made from a com-

mon, easily workable material, bearing a

simple decoration, and embellished with

gold caps, was surely appreciated as a

grave gift in the Royal Tomb in much the

same way as the older, more elaborate

seals made of hard stones. pp

1. Salje 1990, nos. 93, 94, 100, 124, 131, 141,

155, 163, 196, 221, etc.

2. For an example on a seal, also with gold caps,

from Ugarit, see Kohlmeyer in Land des Baal

1982, p. 128, no. 108. An example of a Middle

Syrian cylinder seal in the Badisches Landes-

museum Karlsruhe, with a comparable three-

register division and double-lotus-flower

tendril in the middle register, forms a close

parallel: Rehm 1997, p. 162, S92, fig. 361.
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Running Spirals

Frit, gold

Height 1.7 cm (% in.); diameter 0.8 cm (% in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSH02G-i2209

The seal is very similar to catalogue

no. 139 and was found close by in the

central chamber of the Royal Tomb. It,

too, is made of white frit and had two gold

caps at both ends, one of which is now

missing. The remaining cap partly over-

laps the edge of the seal image, which

indicates that it was a later addition. The

caps were probably added when the seal

was transformed into a grave good. They

are not carefully made or well soldered,

further supporting the notion that the

seal was not used for sealing after they

were attached.

Although frit is a very soft material, the

seal image is deeply and sharply engraved.

There is little abrasion to the surface, a

sign that the seal had not been long in

use before it was deposited in the grave.

Based on material and style, the seal was

—

like catalogue no. 139—made in the Late

Bronze Age. The image is divided into three

horizontal registers. The middle register

is filled with a continuous row of lozenges

with an interior ridge and connected by

drill holes. Above and below are pairs of

stars roughly corresponding in alignment

to each of the lozenges.

The upper and lower registers are sym-

metrically decorated with running spirals,

between which are inserted paired leaves.

The motif of the running spiral was per-

haps borrowed from Aegean art, where it

was widely used as a decorative element

on wall paintings (see fig. 38) and pottery,

among other artifacts.
1

At Qatna this type

of spiral is most prominent on the wall

paintings from Room N of the Royal Palace

(cat. no. 69b), which are dated to the middle

of the second millennium B.C. It is also

seen, with less careful workmanship, on

painted Qatna pottery. Its appearance

on cylinder seals points to the popularity

of this imported motif during the Late

Bronze Age in Syria. pp

1. Compare S. Marinates and Hirmer 1973,

figs. 22, IX, 39, 76, 78, 80, 81, 109, XXX, 154,

169, 171, etc.
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Egyptian Vessel

Gabbro

Height 15 cm (5
7
/s in.); diameter 29.1 cm

(llfcin.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age context, 15th—

14th century B.C.

Egypt, Dynasty 1-2 manufacture,

ca. 3000-2700 B.C.

Homs Museum, Homs, Syria MSH02G-i2369

142

Amphora

White calcite

Height 43.2 cm (17 in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

Homs Museum, Homs, Syria MSH02G-i993

Fifty-six stone vessels were discovered

in the Royal Tomb of Qatna and in the

corridor leading down to it from Hall A of

the Royal Palace, most of them made of

white calcite, others of serpentine, granite,

and other hardstones.
1

Stone vessels found

at Qatna occur in various shapes, many of

which resemble Egyptian types. Some of

the vessels were imported directly from

Egypt, while others, derived from Egyptian

archetypes, were produced in local work-

shops in the Syro-Levantine region, a sup-

position supported by the quantity of such

vessels found at sites such as Qatna, Ugarit,

and Kamid el-Loz. However, in most cases,

it is difficult to distinguish between im-

ported Egyptian vessels and locally pro-

duced, "Egyptianizing" types.

The vessel above, a large, heavy jar, was

found standing in the main chamber of the

tomb. It has a squat form without a neck

and two tubular lug handles on the shoul-

ders. The type is usually termed an Archaic

jar, since it was produced in Egypt during

Dynasties 1 and 2 (ca. 3000-2700 B.C.;

see cat. no. 143). Such jars were often traded

or brought as gifts to Syria during the

second millennium B.C. When this vessel

was in the inventory of the tomb before

the destruction of 1340 B.C., it was already

one and a half millennia old. Although its

antiquity was probably not recognized, the

vessel must nevertheless have been highly

valued as an exotic item because of its



archaic shape and rare material; it is made

of gabbro, a very distinctive gray-black

stone with large white inclusions.
2

The vessel at left, an amphora, was

found in the sarcophagus of the western

side chamber.
3 Made of white calcite, it

is 43 centimeters high and thus one of the

tallest stone vessels recovered at Qatna. A
high base, worked from the same piece of

stone as the vessel itself, supports a slen-

der body with a high neck and equally

high handles. The latter are angled at the

top and directly connected to the rim.

While this type of slender calcite amphora

is principally found in Egypt, the Qatna

vessel was probably manufactured during

the Late Bronze Age in a Levantine

workshop.
4

The large number of stone vessels

dating from the Early, Middle, and Late

Bronze Ages that were assembled in the

Royal Tomb of Qatna clearly demonstrates

the high esteem in which these objects

were held as grave goods. Within the

burial chambers, their grouping is signifi-

cant, with a high concentration in the

prestigious southern chamber, which is

identified as the "throne or banquet room

of the deceased king."
5
Clearly separated

from the pottery vessels that served as

containers for food, they were likely con-

tainers for oils, ointments, or perfumes

and functioned also as exotic prestige

goods. pp

1. The typological classifications and chrono-

logical determinations of stone vessels pre-

sented in this entry are based on Alexander

Ahrens's master's thesis at the University of

Tubingen (Ahrens 2005).

2 All mineralogical identifications in this sec-

tion were made by Judit Zoldfoldi, Tubingen.

3. For the location, see Al-Maqdissi et al. 2003,

fig. 9.

4. Ahrens 2005.

5. Al-Maqdissi et al. 2003, pp. 206-8.
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Converted Egyptian Vessel

Porphyritic basalt

Height 16.5 cm (6/4 in.)

Crete, Zakros

Late Minoan IB context, 15th century B.C.

Egypt, Dynasty 1-3 manufacture,

ca. 3000-2575 B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Heraklion, Greece

A 2695

This Egyptian globular vase of brown

porphyritic basalt with white crystals

was transformed by a Minoan artist into

a bridge-spouted jar with the opening of

a pouring hole just below the rim and the

addition of a spout made of a probably

local, soft gray-brown stone. The square

depressions on the spout's outer surface

may originally have been inlaid with some

kind of white material in imitation of the

white crystals of the vase's stone. Further

alterations of the Egyptian vase included

the removal of its original pair of cylindri-

cal handles and their replacement by hori-

zontal handles, which were attached to

the body by four vertical paired openings,

still visible today on both sides of the ves-

sel at its maximum diameter.
1

Egyptian vases of this type are dated

to the Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom

periods; this particular vessel, however,

was altered on Crete much later, in Late

Minoan IB.
2
Certainly valued as a prestige

item, this vessel also acquired what was

probably a ritual function connected with

the offering of liquids: it was found safely

kept in one of the clay cists inside the trea-

sury room of the palace at Zakros, where

excavations produced numerous objects

(clay, stone, and faience rhyta, stone mace

heads and lamps, bronze double-axes) be-

lieved to have formed the liturgical equip-

ment of the palace's central shrine. Also

found was a second altered Egyptian ves-

sel of similar material and date.
3 The imi-

tation of Egyptian prototypes and the

adaptation of Egyptian originals accord-

ing to Minoan aesthetics seem to have

been common practice in Minoan lapidary

art throughout its history of development.
4

ELD

1. L. Platon in Crete-Egypt 2000, pp. 209-10,

no. 208.

2. Warren 1969, p. 109, no. 8; Crete-Egypt 2000,

p. 210.

3. Platon 1966, pp. 181-82; Platon 1971,

pp. 133-48.

4. Warren 1995, excerpted in Crete-Egypt 2000,

p. 200.
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Figure 77. Royal Palace, Qatna, as restored, view from the east.
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ITALIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH
AT QATNA

DANIELE MORANDI BONACOSSI

From the time of the Middle Bronze Age, Qatna was the

capital of a territorial state of primary importance on the

geopolitical chessboard of Syria, Mesopotamia, and the Levant.
1

The end of Middle Bronze Age II and the transition to the Late

Bronze Age marked another important phase of reorganization

at the site. In this period, the great Royal Palace (fig. 77) was

constructed on top of the Middle Bronze Age cemetery. The

Syrian-Italian team excavated the eastern portion, dominated

by a grand ceremonial hall (A), which had access to an under-

ground corridor leading to the Royal Tomb and, farther east, a

series of probable warehouses for the storage of agricultural

surplus. The city's new building program also included a series

of buildings surrounding the palace in which the ceremonial,

residential, administrative, and craft activities associated with

court members and dignitaries were organized.

Two of these buildings, the Lower City Palace and the

Eastern Palace, are currently being excavated. Sixty-five rooms

belonging to the Lower City Palace, situated midway between

the acropolis and the city's north gate, have been investigated,

including a throne room with a large vestibule, warehouses,

kitchens, a cellar, and bathrooms. In Rooms R and Y, hundreds

of elephant ivory, antler, and bone inlays were discovered. These

two rooms, probably used for finishing and storing precious

goods destined for decorating luxury furniture, also contained

about 50 cuneiform tablets belonging to an administrative

archive. Most of these are records of animals owned by and

cereal and beer rations destined for the residents of this large

palace institution. Found in other rooms of the Lower City

Palace were fine imported Cypriot and Mycenaean pottery,

evidence of the extensive commercial relations maintained by

the building's inhabitants.

Excavation of the Eastern Palace, a vast building immedi-

ately to the east of the Royal Palace, was begun in 2006 by the

Syrian-Italian mission. Although the plan is still far from com-

plete, it includes at least one large courtyard and about fifteen

rooms whose floors are covered with thick mortar, like those

found in the other palace buildings.

Both of these structures, together with Residence C, situated

south of the Royal Palace, were abandoned in the fourteenth

century B.C., probably at the same time as (or shortly after) the

destruction of the main palace. After a period of partial abandon-

ment—or at least a reduction in size—during the final part of

Late Bronze Age II and for most of Iron Age I (from the end of

the 10th century B.C. onward), the site of Tell Mishrifeh under-

went a new phase of economic and urban growth, this time not

as the capital of an independent kingdom but probably as an

administrative center of the Luwian-Aramaic principality of

Hama. The archaeological evidence suggests that during Iron

Ages II and III (ca. 900-550 B.C.) and until its abandonment,

Qatna was an important agricultural center specializing in the

working of wool and the production of colored textiles.
2

1. Paleoenvironmental studies have shown that this urban center grew up

on' the eastern shore of a small lake, which probably originated from the

water of karstic springs immediately southwest of the site. The name
Qatna, probably documented in Egyptian Middle Kingdom sources of

the early second millennium B.C., derives from a Semitic root meaning

"narrow" and may refer to the artificial narrowing of an area of the

springs to create the lake.

2. For further reference, see the papers in Morandi Bonacossi 2007.
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Face Plaque

Ivory (elephant), limestone, gypsum

Height 5.6 cm (2
1

/* in.); width 6.8 cm (2% in.)

Qatna, Lower City Palace

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1500-1350 B.C.

Horns Museum, Horns, Syria

MSH02-3266.707

The Late Bronze Age Lower City

Palace yielded partly worked bone,

horn, and antler pieces, as well as bitumen

lumps, glass beads and inlays, stone inlays

and bronze slag, and more than 500 ivory,

antler, and bone inlays in Rooms R and Y
in the central and northwestern sectors.

At least 340 of the inlays are of ivory, and

most were probably destined to be fitted

on to wood furniture. The majority of

these are of elephant ivory, a type found

much less frequently in Late Bronze Age

Syria than hippopotamus ivory. It was

used for the most precious royal furniture,

as is demonstrated by ivory finds from

the Royal Palace and other non-palatial

contexts at Ugarit. That the Qatna ivory

ornaments were found in a palace and

are of the rarest and most costly variety,

together with the evidence of secondary

workshop activities in Rooms R and Y of

the Lower City Palace (as evidenced by

large quantities of finished and partly

worked inlay pieces), indicates that these

ivory inlays were intended for a royal elite

and that they were finished, stored, and

assembled within palatial premises.
1

The most striking among these objects

in elephant ivory, which are cut into vari-

ous shapes, primarily geometric, is an

applique ornament in the form of a human

face carved in low relief and highly pol-

ished. The eyes were inlaid in limestone

and gypsum, representing the eye white

and the pupil, respectively (only the inlay

of the right eye is present). This face, which

most likely embellished a furniture appli-

que set or was part of a composite statuette

(as the flat back and wedge-shaped mortise

groove for tenon jointing would suggest),

shows clear iconographic and stylistic sim-

ilarities with the Hathor masks that were

widespread throughout the Near East and

eastern Mediterranean during the Late

Bronze Age. This resemblance is evident

in the strong frontality and the clearly

Egyptianizing style (seen in the distinctly

triangular composition of the face and

the proportion and shape of the inlaid eye

contour, with emphasized lower lachrymal

ducts); however, the characteristic Hathor

wig framing the face and the cow's ears of

the goddess are absent. Unfortunately, the

context in which the face would have been

placed remains unknown, which prevents

a fuller comprehension of its iconography.

Carved in a manner that was highly

modeled and at the same time extraordi-

narily delicate, this splendid applique orna-

ment was probably intended to celebrate a

Qatna royal or court personage by evok-

ing, through familiar Nilotic imagery and

composition, the epoch's most powerful

political entity, Egypt. This assimilation

of Egyptian (along with Aegean) cultural

styles can be seen in all types of artistic

endeavor—ivory, metalwork, jewelry, seals,

wall paintings—found in Late Bronze Age

Syrian palace culture. The local kings

used luxury artifacts like this one to emu-

late the elite symbols of foreign states in

order to legitimize their own authority.

The final result is an applique ornament,

most likely locally produced in a Syrian

court environment, that skillfully blends

Egyptian symbolism with local features.

DMB

1, For further reference, see Luciani 2006 and

Gachet-Bizollon 2007.
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UGARIT IN THE LATE BRONZE AGE

BASSAM JAMOUS

The Late Bronze Age (ca. 1600-1200/1 150 B.C.) is one of the

most important periods in the study of international and

trade relations in the Near East. As a result of the wealth of

documents passing from Egypt to the Syro-Levantine region,

Anatolia, and northern Mesopotamia that have survived, we

now know how international relations were formed and have a

clear idea of the nature of political life at that time.

Toward the end of the thirteenth and the turn of the twelfth

century B.C., the cities of the Syrian coast were invaded by the

Sea Peoples. Nevertheless, relations and contacts continued

between kingdoms of the region, as they did between east

and west, as revealed by finds made in coastal sites along the

Mediterranean. Relations with the Greek isles at the close of

the Late Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age are not

clear, although there have been related discoveries at Tell

Soukas, Hamam Tepe, Ras Ibn Hani, and Tell Kazel, as well as

at Tell Arqa.

Our knowledge of relations between the Mediterranean

kingdoms is based on archaeological finds and texts relating

to activities of merchants, craftsmen, travelers, diplomats, and

immigrants; political visits, gift exchange, and the conclusion

of economic, political, and social treaties; and intellectual life

represented by the visual arts and literature.

In his excavations of Ugarit extending over many decades

beginning in 1929, the French archaeologist Claude Schaeffer

was able to establish the fact that the city served as a link

between the Near East and the Aegean world. Indeed, Ugarit

became a center of interaction between Egypt, Crete, Cyprus,

and Anatolia.

Excavation work at the site of Ugarit continues today. The

Syrian-French mission recently unearthed a collection of cunei-

form tablets at the home of a merchant named Urtenu that deal

with the economic and commercial activity of Ugarit during the

Late Bronze Age. They are currently being studied.

Figure 78. The site

of Ugarit.
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UGARIT: GATEWAY TO
THE MEDITERRANEAN

JEAN-CLAUDE MARGUERON

Excavations begun nearly eighty years ago have given us a

very precise picture of the city of Ugarit—its residential

districts and its temples, its culture, activities, economic founda-

tions, and daily life. The discovery of the palace just before

World War II and its excavation from 1948 to 1954 provided

important information in all these areas. Furthermore, evidence

of the interplay between various influences permits us to mea-

sure the extent of Ugarit' s relations with the rest of the world.

The architecture of the palace and the archaeological discover-

ies made there were particularly significant because, unlike the

written documents, which cover only a relatively short period

at the end of the city's history, they preserve the traces of influ-

ences over a much longer period of time.

The royal fortress appears to have been a complex edifice

(fig. 79). Before going into the stages of its evolution and what

they can tell us about the interplay of external relations, let us

look at how it appeared at the time of its discovery, that is, in its

state before the destruction of Ugarit, about 1 1 80 B.C. At that

time the fortress was a vast complex composed of older build-

ings—generally called the Royal Palace—and more recent con-

structions: the guardhouse, a great banquet hall, and. a small

temple. The connecting element between these different parts

was a royal square, on to which the doors of these buildings

opened, and where the two major routes (eastern and southern)

that connected the palace to the city converged. The whole

formed a closed and very well protected ensemble, especially on

the side facing the western plain, where the road to the port of

Minet el-Beidha provided access to the sea. The imposing forti-

fied gate attached to the ramparts gave the palace not only the

appearance but also the function of a fortress.

The Royal Palace was only one part of the fortress and is

so called today because it was long believed to represent the

entirety of the buildings devoted to the ruler—which it did, but

only during one particular period. Architecturally, it was com-

posed of very different elements. The entrance porch opened on

to a royal square supervised by an official and led to a ceremo-

nial courtyard, at the far end of which was the throne room.

Along the east side of this official compound a group of four

units could be reached. The first, atypical because it was very

densely built, continued to the east through a large courtyard

(the second unit) bordered by a porch with a colonnade and

connected to the area of the royal tombs. The third unit was a

large banquet hall with a sort of dais at the south end on which

the king would take his place, and to the east was another unit

(the fourth) organized around a courtyard closed off by a col-

umned porch. From the banquet hall leading south, one came to

a room furnished with a large, well-proportioned basin. Beyond

the eastern limits of these four units stretched a garden bor-

dered by elegant rooms and a kiosk.

The whole was in fact merely a juxtaposition of disparate

elements; the principle of a central space surrounded by rooms,

in keeping with the Mesopotamian model, had been applied, but

new spatial arrangements—successions of rooms and court-

yards, for example—were also created. Moreover, certain mod-

ules, such as the columned porches so frequently seen, were also

characteristic. This demonstrates that the architects of Ugarit

took their inspiration from sources quite different from those

typical of Mesopotamia.

But the palace of Ugarit was not only a juxtaposition of more

or less disparate units connected at the ground-floor level. It also

had one or several upper levels. The life of the palace took place

on the upper level; the storerooms and the common areas—with

the exception of the official rooms—were located on the ground-

floor level. The royal apartments were situated above the throne

room and the adjacent units, the banquet hall, and the room with

the basin. The arrangement of the staircases and the way the

doors functioned indicate that access to the entire sector was con-

trolled from the royal apartments; guests and courtiers were

invited to assemble in one of the three ceremonial halls—a fine

example of the precision with which the operation of the palace

was planned.

We have at present no means to establish with certainty the

date of the first building's construction; it may have been toward

the end of the sixteenth or the beginning of the fifteenth cen-

tury B.C. The construction was cumulative and included demoli-

tions (sometimes deliberate) as well as renovations, such that

the building as a whole perhaps displays a certain incoherence

in terms of organization. The most telling evidence is the final

phase, which allows us to see a precise moment in its operation,

while it incorporates the traces of earlier modifications.

It thus appears that the oldest section was part of the unit

with the very dense structural network that adjoined the official
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courtyard on the east side, undoubtedly the one surviving ele-

ment of an earlier, more complex building. This part is clearly

marked by Syrian influences. Successive extensions to the east

and south resulted in a coherent grouping of units that formed

the sectors at the heart of the palace. But the most important

addition was the official courtyard and the throne room adjoin-

ing the banquet hall, because it made use of an absolutely

new architectural plan: an axial organization characteristic of

Egyptian architecture. It would seem therefore that this part

was built at the apogee of Egypt's influence on the kingdom of

Ugarit, in the late fifteenth century B.C. Shortly thereafter, the

palace was embellished with a room with a basin and a garden,

elements that also point directly to Egypt. This is not surpris-

ing: Ugarit was a window from the east on the Mediterranean

and, while it did not come under the hegemony of Egypt on

land, the extensive trade channels by sea could certainly account

for architectural influences. In any case, features such as axiality,

basins, and gardens had Egyptian rather than Near Eastern

characteristics.

With the rise of Hittite supremacy and Ugarit' s quasi-

protectorate status, new influences began to make themselves

felt in the transformations that the palace underwent beginning

in the fourteenth century B.C.; the monumental gate, the pos-

tern, and the ramparts that protected the entrance of the palace

complex all bear a decidedly Hittite stamp. This new influence

also involved the very concept of the palace itself: instead of a

palace comprising a single large building that included its vari-

ous functions, the fortress plan was adopted so that the groups

of different buildings within it formed a network of structured

relationships. The old palace—bereft of its entranceway—was

integrated in its entirety into the new zone. Architectural inspi-

ration may also have come from Crete, since the new banquet

hall replicates a plan well known from the Minoan palaces at

Knossos and Mallia.

It is unusual for a palace to display such clear traces of the

various and successive influences to which it was exposed.

Architecture is not alone in attesting to the close relations

between the kingdom of Ugarit and the thriving world of the

eastern Mediterranean in the Late Bronze Age, or to its capac-

ity to adapt foreign forms to its own genius. The material

objects that have been recovered tell the same story. The cunei-

form tablets, in particular, from archival deposits disseminated

throughout the palace, have turned up documents written in

eight different languages: Ugaritic, Hurrian, Akkadian, Hittite,

Luwian, Sumerian, Egyptian, and Cypro-Minoan (see cat.

nos. 98, 99). Ugaritic may have been a local language, but

Akkadian was the language of diplomacy and culture, and it

constituted half the texts recovered—proof enough of the dom-

inant role that Mesopotamia still played at the time. Other

influences also speak for the wide network of relations that the
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Figure 80. Carved ivory bed panels. Ugarit, Royal Palace, Room 44. Late Bronze Age. National Museum, Damascus RS 16.056+28.031, 3599

palace maintained with the Mediterranean world. The artifacts

of daily life—ceramics, stone and bronze tools, figurines, seals,

ornaments, weapons, weights, and molds—are not always

revealing. More refined objects, however— gifts, perhaps, or

objects left behind after extended sojourns—point to Ugarit's

Hittite neighbors or Egypt (alabaster vases with hieroglyphic

inscriptions and the wedding scarab of Amenhotep III and Tiye).

Ivory, a prized raw material sometimes of local origin but

more often imported from Egypt, was used to make several

remarkable pieces recovered from the palace. Among them are

a horn carved from an elephant's tusk (see fig. 127) and a finely

modeled head (cat. no. 145), no doubt part of a piece of furni-

ture, and variously interpreted as male or female, both objects

demonstrating the mastery achieved by the ivory carvers of

Ugarit. This same expertise is also evident in a round pedestal

table, more than one meter in diameter, sculpted with animal

figures drawn from the collective repertoire of the Levant dur-

ing the Late Bronze Age. But it is the ivory bed with sculpted

panels (fig. 80), with particularly marked Egyptian influence,

that may best display the cosmopolitan milieu of the palace,

where all the traditions of the eastern Mediterranean and

Mesopotamia met face to face.

The palace of Ugarit, both by its architecture and by its fur-

nishings and works of art, stands as the most eloquent expres-

sion of these forces, which created the flowering of civilization

on the shores of the Near Eastern world.

145

Head of a Deity

Ivory, copper alloy, silver with gold inlay

Height 15.2 cm (6 in.)

Ugarit, Royal Palace

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 13th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria 3601

This exceptional ivory head was exca-

vated in Courtyard III of the Royal

Palace, generally believed to be a garden

with a pleasure pavilion. Next to the head

was an ivory bed (fig. 80) and table and an

ivory frame that may have served for its

presentation.
1

The head was carved from elephant

tusk, with metallic elements added, some

now missing. The eye sockets, cast sepa-

rately in copper alloy, retain an adhesive

for the insertion of the eyes. Deep grooves

in the ivory mark the brows, which were

also encrusted with another material.

Along the forehead are elements in the

shape of semicircular silver plaques with

gold concentric lines. X-radiographs show

bronze pegs above the ears; these would

have been used to secure horns, now

missing, which were probably made of

gilded bronze. Deep grooves alongside

each cheek were likely inserted with metal

to represent hair locks or a beard. Traces

of gold foil remain on the crown, the top

of which is unfinished; it is not clear if the

crown was broken or originally had a fin-

ial attached or inserted.

The specific identity of the figure is

unknown, although it is certain that a deity

was intended, as indicated by the now

missing horns. There is no exact parallel

for the shape of the headdress. While it is

not clear whether the figure is male or

female, the appearance is youthful, which

could suggest the weather god Baal or his

consort, Anat. The plaques on the forehead

and the locks of hair originally affixed to

the cheeks would seem to be significant

traits, inviting comparison with images of
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fertility goddesses displaying "love locks,"

such as the ivory lid with female feeding

goats (cat. no. 261) or faience face vessels

(see discussion in cat. no. 211). The prox-

imity of the head to the ivory bed and

table points to its possible use in rituals of

the perambulation and clothing of divine

statues. Such rituals are recorded in cunei-

form archives at Ugarit. AC

1. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, no. 408.
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Bowl with Hunting Scenes

Gold

Height 4.7 cm (l
7
/s in.); diameter

17.5 cm (6
7
/s in.)

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M 101 29

(4572)

wo extraordinary gold vessels were

discovered on the acropolis of Ugarit,

calling to mind the luxury wares listed

among the greeting gifts and dowries sent

by Near Eastern rulers to the Egyptian

pharaoh. Displaced from their original

context, the vessels were found just 48

centimeters below the surface of the soil in

the area of a structure southwest of the

Temple of Baal.
1

While they differ in shape,

format, and aspects of style, both render

the royal theme of the hunt, one as a band

of continuous narrative (cat. no. 147) and

the other as a series of abstracted scenes

arranged in registers.
2

Hemispherical in shape and formed

over a bitumen core, the bowl pictured

here is more intricate in its design, which

is executed in repousse from the interior

and chased on the outer face. Seven dis-

crete compositions are disposed around a

band bordered by a running spiral pattern

beneath the rim. A second spiral border

separates this register from a band that

shows pendant pomegranates, striding

lions, and collapsing bulls within zones

created by voluted palmette plants.
3 A

third band of fleeing and collapsing ibexes

surrounds a rosette pattern at the base.

Two hunters, wearing short-sleeved fringed

tunics with cross-straps and tasseled

belts,
4
spear and stab a rampant roaring

lion that had apparently already felled a

stag. Despite the danger of the encounter,

the violence of the moment is barely con-

veyed by the posture of the figures.

Three other scenes echo the abstract

quality of these savage encounters. A ram-

pant lion paws a seated griffin with an

exaggerated vulture beak, powerful wings,

and a collar with a loop or medallion. With

the crossing ibexes, they frame a heraldic

confrontation of an Egyptianizing female

winged sphinx and a horned lion flanking

a voluted palmette.
5
Their movement

toward one another is suggested only by

their forelegs. More dynamic are three

scenes of lions leaping onto their prey from

behind; two of the lions appear in fully

extended posture and the third mounts his

victim, biting its back and pawing at its ribs.

The reaction to the assault is expressed by

the turn of one bull's head and the exten-

sion of its rear legs, and the collapsing fore-

legs of the remaining bull and ibex. Similar

devices are used in the lower registers.

The postures of the lions and the semi-

folded wings of the griffin and sphinx sug-

gest reflections of Aegean art that may have

infused Syrian styles centuries earlier.

These contrast with the arrested move-

ment and flat modeling of the human and

animal figures, which, along with the gen-

eral composition and such details as the

shoulder star on the lions and the elabo-

rate patterning on the sphinx, are unmis-

takably Near Eastern in origin.
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Perhaps the closest parallels for both

the combat groups and the vegetation on

the Ugarit bowl can be found among the

treasures of Tutankhamun. A gold dagger

sheath (fig. 121), chariot attachments

(fig. 122), and an alabaster vessel (fig. 131)

are embellished with an array of scenes

showing felines and canines attacking

ibexes and bulls in a similar but perhaps

more lively manner, without the restraint

of registers and symmetrically placed fig-

ures. Shared landscape elements include

Egyptian pondweed shoots,
6
while the

hybrid plants on the Ugarit bowl—com-

bining "South flowers," volutes, leaves, ten-

drils, and papyrus tips—are derivative and

demonstrate "ignorance of the naturalistic

prototypes . . . borrowed from the Nile"

(contrast fig. 12l).
7 This further indicates

that the international style bowl was

locally manufactured by a Canaanite

craftsman. ja

1. Schaeffer 1949, pp. 4-5; Kantor 1945 (1999

ed.), p. 521, assigned to Stratum I (15th—

14th century B.C.).

2. Schaeffer (1949, p. 23) notes the artistic differ-

ences between two contemporary vessels;

Kantor (1945 [1999 ed.], pp. 522-28) considers

the patera an "indigenous style" and the bowl

Egyptianizing; see also Feldman 2002, p. 26 n.

25, and Feldman 2006b, pp. 51-53, 65.
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146, alternate view

3. See Ward 2003 for pomegranate imagery and

trade in the commodity.

4. For Asiatics wearing cross-straps in Egyptian

art, see W. S. Smith 1965, fig. 211.

5. For the winged lion with bull's horns on

works from Ugarit, see Feldman 2006b, p. 81.

6. Kantor 1945 (1999 ed.), p. 524.

7. Ibid., pp. 527-28.
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Patera with Chariot Hunt

Gold

Diameter 18.8 cm (7% in.)

Ugarit, Acropolis

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO17208

This gold patera was found at a shallow

depth near the Temple of Baal on the

acropolis of Ugarit, buried with the gold

bowl (cat. no. 146).
1 With straight sides and

a rim molding, it was decorated in relief by

embossing, probably with a wood relief

template. Concentric circles define two

separate relief friezes and an unadorned

center.

The inner frieze depicts four ibexes,

framing the central circle. The outer con-

centric frieze depicts a hunt. A man in a

chariot chases animals, the last of which

seems to be chasing the chariot. The whole

forms a dynamic, endless composition.

The hunter's hairstyle and beard iden-

tify him as Near Eastern in the cosmo-

politan world of the eastern Mediterranean

during the Late Bronze Age. His bow is

Mesopotamian in design. The light chariot

is of a type invented in the Syro-Anatolian

region during the second millennium B.C.

Drawn by two horses, it is followed by

a hound. Horses, introduced in the Near

East during the second millennium B.C.,

were a privilege of the elite, especially at

Ugarit, where the horse trade flourished.

The fleeing animals are not depicted

naturalistically. Their legs are extended in

the flying gallop, a convention developed

in the eastern Mediterranean during the

Late Bronze Age under the influence of

Cretan and Mycenaean art. The hunter's

first target is an ibex, in front of which

four other animals—a mighty bull, a cow

and her calf, and a smaller bull—flee for

their lives.

This iconography introduces us to the

symbolic language of the Near East, exe-

cuted in the specific idiom of Ugarit. The

hunt was a widespread expression of royal

power. It represented not only the plea-

sures and privileges of royalty, but also its

function with regard to external threats.

Dangerous forces were usually symbol-

ized by wild animals, such as lions, but,

here, it is a family of bovines. In this

author's opinion, this unusual scene may

be explained by Ugaritic mythology and

religion, in which the major gods assumed

the form of bovines—the god El as an

adult bull, Baal as a wild young bull, and

the goddesses, especially Anat, as cows.

The patera thus displays a traditional

representation of power, but set in relation

to the local deities. In this unusual con-

frontation between royal and divine power,

the king is shown killing animals associ-

ated with deities, which could be inter-

preted as the divine endangered by the

secular. It also may be understood through

the role played by the king (as hunter) rel-

ative to that of the gods (as game) in reli-

gious ceremonies at Ugarit. A major part

of the royal cult was animal sacrifice, and

bovines were reserved for the highest gods,

especially Baal and El.

Not surprisingly the patera was buried

close to the abode of Baal, lord of the city,

its decoration expressing the royal power

of Ugarit while at the same time serving

as an offering by the king to his gods. The

patera perfectly illustrates the close rela-

tionships among the different civilizations

in the region, combining aspects of the

Aegean style with original forms to ex-

press beliefs that were essential to the

cultural identity of the region. sc

1. For further reference, see Schaeffer 1934,

pp. 128-31, fig. 10, pi. xvi; Schaeffer 1949,

pp. 1-48, pis. I, VII, figs. 3, 4; Amiet 1977,

p. 392, fig. 509; Caubet and Stucky in Aupays de

Baal et d'Astarte 1983, pp. 159-60, no. 177; and

Matoian in he royaume d'Ougarit 2004, no. 1.
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Ceremonial Axe

Iron, copper alloy, gold inlay

Length 19.5 cm (7
6
/s in.); width 6.4 cm (2% in.)

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M10127

This ceremonial axe—found in a small

shrine in the northwest corner of the

palace complex at Ugarit—is composed of

an iron blade and a copper head. The blade

is held between the heads of two lions with

open mouths so that it is, in effect, the

manifestation of their roar. The foreparts

of a boar emerge from the back of the axe

head, and gold inlay articulates the animals

as well as the floral elements of the back-

ground. The motif of an axe blade emerging

from the mouth of an animal first appears

at the end of the third millennium B.C. and

ultimately may be Central Asian in origin

(fig. 81). By the second millennium B.C.,

however, several examples of the motif

are known. For instance, the blade of the

Hittite sword god carved in relief at

Yazilikaya emerges from the open mouths

of two flanking lions, and the blade of a

Middle Elamite axe from Choga Zanbil

(cat. no. 149) emerges from a roaring lion

head. With the latter, a recumbent boar

embellished with electrum appears on the

back of the axe head.

Although the widespread use of iron

did not occur until the early first millen-

nium B.C., both meteoric and smelted iron

played an increasing role as a valuable

commodity in the ancient Near East in

the preceding centuries. By the latter half

of the second millennium B.C., textual in-

ventories and archaeological finds indi-

cate that iron objects were produced in

Anatolia, northern Syria, and Egypt. This

axe head is among the most metallurgi-

cally sophisticated objects recovered from

this period.
1

With a melting point beyond the capa-

bility of existing pyrotechnology, iron

could not be completely separated from its

slag or cast. Instead, partially reduced

iron was wrought or hammered into shape

while hot. The hammering resulted in a

lamellar structure seen in the corroded

surface of this blade. Wrought iron was

relatively soft unless carburized by heating.

As this axe has not been analyzed, it is not

known if it was hardened after forming.

The copper alloy socket appears to have

been cast directly onto the blade, provid-

ing a strong join. After casting, its surface

was decorated with gold inlay imitating a

decorative technique that probably devel-

oped in Egypt during the Middle Kingdom.

It has been suggested that the copper alloy

used in Egyptian inlay objects contained

minor amounts of gold and little or no

lead, which provided a thick, dark patina

when treated with acidic compounds.
2

Although a similar alloy may not have

been used here, the oxidized surface of the

socket undoubtedly provided a dramatic

visual contrast with both the gold inlay

and the silvery appearance of the blade

when it was new.
3 A falcon from Ugarit is

inlaid in a similar manner.
4

j-fl
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1. An overview of iron finds prior to the Iron

Age is provided by Waldbaum 1980.

2. Ogden 2000, p. 160.

3. Analysis done many years ago on this axe

head revealed the presence of tin but no pre-

cious metals. See Thomas 2005, p. 725 n. 88.

4. Ebla to Damascus 1985, no. 137.
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Ceremonial Axe

Silver, electrum, copper alloy

Length 12.4 cm (47s in.)

Choga Zanbil

Late Bronze Age, reign of Untash-Napirisha,

ca. 1340-1300 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales SD3973

This axe is one of the most remarkable

weapons to bear the name of Untash-

Napirisha, the Middle Elamite king. Ruling

Elam in southwestern Iran during the

second half of the fourteenth century B.C.,

Untash-Napirisha founded a new city,

Dur-Untash-Napirisha (Fortress of Untash-

Napirisha, modern Choga Zanbil), 45

kilometers southeast of Susa, and was

destined to unite the various cults of the

empire. At Dur-Untash-Napirisha, all

the deities of the kingdom of Anshan
1

and Susa were placed under the aegis of

Inshushinak, god of the lowlands, and

Napirisha, god of the highlands. Both are

mentioned together in the inscriptions of

the temple built at the top of the ziggurat

that dominated the center of the city.

The axe was discovered northwest of

the stepped tower, in the eastern temple of

Kiririsha, the consort of Napirisha.
2 More

than a hundred maces inscribed with the

king's name were found in the temple,

as well as a group of bronze objects deco-

rated with animal figures, a number of

bronze and faience animal figurines (espe-

cially boars), and three axes bearing the

name of Untash-Napirisha, the present one

included. They were presented by the king

as votive offerings in the temples of the

city. At the time of the Assyrian raids in

the seventh century B.C., they were taken

to the temple of the goddess Kiririsha

to be sorted out by the looters. The less

valuable objects were left behind, but the

present axe had been carefully buried

under the wall at the northern corner of

the cella.

The inscription on the axe head reads

simply: "I, Untash-Napirisha." This weapon

was not meant to be used in combat but to

symbolize royal authority. Starting in the

third millennium B.C., the king was repre-

sented leading his soldiers, weapon in hand,

to signify the duty of kings to defend their

subjects. Thus, on the Sumerian Stele of

the Vultures, Eannatum, king of Lagash,

brandishes a sickle sword in his right hand;

on the victory stele of the Akkadian king

Naram-Sin, the ruler presses his weapons

to his chest; in later periods, Assyrian

kings carried maces.

In the Elamite world, weapons were so

richly decorated that they became veritable

works of art. This was especially true of

axes and hammers, whose shapes lent

themselves particularly well to elaborate

ornamentation. They were often given by

the king to high functionaries as tokens

of appreciation. This custom—attested on

several seal impressions, the best known

of which is that of Kuk-Simut, an official

at the court of Idadu II, who ruled the

Shimashki before 2000 B.C.
3—served to
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Figure 81. Silver and gold-foil shaft-hole

axe head. Central Asia, Bactria-Margiana.

Late 3rd-early 2nd millennium B.C. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Harris Brisbane Dick Fund and

James N. Spear and Schimmel Foundation

Inc. Gifts, 1982 1982.5

stimulate a creative production that found

its highest expression in Margiana and

Bactria. Beginning around 2300 B.C., axes

were decorated with ibexes
4
and, even more

often, with lions.
5
At the end of the third

millennium b.c, lion heads were depicted

as if they were "spitting out" the blade.

This motif can be seen here, where a

crouching wild boar is attached with rivets

to the external edge of the socket, while a

trapezoidal silver blade emerges from the

open mouth of a lion. The same tradition

inspired the preservation of such ancient

objects for centuries
6
and continued into

the Iron Age, as seen in the Luristan

culture.
7

The polychromy of Untash-Napirisha's

axe has faded: the electrum plating that

covers the body of the boar—made of a

material resistant to X-ray
8—retains its

sheen, but the transition between the shaft

and the blade, made of an alloy of silver

and copper mixed in varying proportions,
9

as well as the red of the inscription are now

hardly visible.
10
This object is not unique

to the second half of the second millen-

nium B.C.: a silver ceremonial axe found

in the palace temple at Ugarit presents a

decoration with the same animals—a lion

and a boar—and displays a similar play

of colors and materials (cat. no. 148).

AB

1. Tal-i Malyan/Anshan was in the Fars region,

not far from present-day Shiraz.

2. For further reference, see Ghirshman 1953,

p. 227, fig. 9; Amiet 1966, p. 358, no. 265;

Ghirshman 1966, p. 101, pis. Llll:l, 2, LXXXIII:

GTZ 163; Orthmann 1975, fig. 301-c; Amiet

1977, p. 394, fig. 530; and Amiet 1988, p. 94,

fig. 52.

3. Amiet 1966, p. 258, no. 1879. A similar ges-

ture can be seen on the impression of the seal

of Imazu, king of Anshan; ibid., pp. 256-57,

no. 186.

4. Amiet 1976, no. 19.

5. Ibid., no. 18; at the Musee du Louvre, ao

24793 and 26757; at Shahdad, Hakemi 1997,

Gp 9, pp. 542, 638.

6. An axe from the beginning of the second

millennium B.C., with a wing and the head of

a raptor on the neck, and a unicorn dragon

spitting out the blade (sb 2888) was found in a

Middle Elamite context.

7. For example, Amiet 1976, nos. 51, 52, 56-58.

8. Without further details, from the report of

the Laboratoire des Musees de France, Analyse

lrmf no. 6970, dated October 24, 1979.

9. According to the same source, there is up to

41 percent copper in the blade but only 20

percent in the lion head.

10. The paste encrusted in the inscription shows

traces of calcium colored with iron and

impurities.
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Smiting Deity

Bronze, gold

Height 12.5 cm (4
7
/s in.)

Ugarit, Ville Sud

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria S3572

The youthful god depicted in a dynamic

stride, with his right arm raised above

the shoulder, is by far the most popular of

the divine figures in Levantine art.
1 The

stance is borrowed from Egyptian images

of triumphant kings striding over fallen

enemies. Statues of this type found at

Ugarit are believed to represent the young

weather god Baal, hero of several myths

recorded on cuneiform tablets. Baal was

also a popular figure on stone stelae (see

fig. 82),
2
ceramic incense burners,

3
and

cylinder seals.
4 The statue was found

together with three others: one depicting

a god seated on a throne, interpreted as

El, father of the gods (cat. no. 151); another

in the shape of a bull, symbolic animal of

Baal; and the last showing a smiting god

similar to this one. They all retained

traces of cloth, possibly used to wrap them

before they were stored. The hoard was

discovered among dwellings in a southern

area of Ugarit
5
and may have belonged to

a residential shrine or to a cultic place en-

closed within the urban network.

This figure wears the same short kilt

and conical crown ending in a globular tip

seen on a number of similar objects. In con-

trast to one standing figure (cat. no. 20),

where a thicker sheet of gold was originally

set into grooves, all statues from this hoard

display gold leaf thin enough to be applied

by pressure, a technique that leaves no

indentations on the surface of the figurine.

Here, the gold leaf was not restricted to

the divine crown, as is often the case with

sculptures from Ugarit, but also applied

over the face, as with the kneeling figure

inscribed with the name of Hammurabi

(cat. no. l). Because the bronze used for

these figurines originally appeared golden,

the gold leaf was not meant for contrast.

Instead, it offered some protection against

oxidation and expressed the eternal char-

acter of the deity. Thus, it is unknown

whether the figure was originally meant

to be gilded or if the gold leaf was applied

by a worshipper at some later stage in the

life of the image; cuneiform tablets record

such offerings of gold to the gods.

ac/ed

1. Seeden 1980.

2. Yon 1991.

3. Yon (1997) 2006, no. 40.

4. Amiet 1992.

5. Callot 1994.
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Seated Deity

Bronze, gold

Height 13.5 cm (5% in.)

Ugarit, Ville Sud

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria S3573

This statue of a seated god was discov-

ered wrapped in a linen cloth and

buried below a house in the Ville Sud of
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Ugarit. A bull and two standing gods in

the smiting position characteristic of the

weather god were buried in the same cache

(cat. no. 150).
1

The three images were over-

laid with gold foil, well preserved on the

seated god, an indication of their impor-

tance. A hoard of unfinished electrum and

silver jewelry as well as gold and silver

ingots buried in ajar nearby suggest that

the house may have belonged to a gold-

smith.
2

This seated figure closely resembles a

deity—probably El, principal god of

Ugarit—shown receiving offerings from a

king on a stele from Ugarit.
3
Drill holes

above the ears indicate that horns, emblems

of divinity in the Near East, were once

attached separately to the headdress. The

eyes are missing their original inlay. The

figure wears the Syrian mantle with rolled

border (see also cat. nos. 20-22) and raises

his right hand in a gesture of benevolence;

the fingers on his left hand are curved to

hold a cylindrical object, perhaps a cup or

scepter (now missing). The tall crown

flanked by plumes derives from Egyptian

art, where it is often worn by Osiris. It

also appears on a similarly posed bronze

deity in Egyptianizing dress from Ugarit.
4

MY

1. Kohlmeyer in Ebla to Damascus 1985, no. 133.

2. Schaeffer 1961-62, p. 191; Schaeffer 1963,

p. 206.

3. Kohlmeyer in Ebla to Damascus 1985, no. 151.

4. Eaton-Krauss in Ebla to Damascus 1985,

no. 132.

Figure 82. Limestone stele of Baal. Ugarit,

Acropolis. Late Bronze Age. Musee du

Louvre, Paris AO 15775
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Seated Deity

Limestone

Height 25 cm (9
7
/s in.)

Ugarit, Temple of the Rhytons

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Latakia, Syria

RS88.70

This statuette depicts a male figure clad

in a garment that covers his shoulders

and upper arms and reaches nearly to his

ankles. A ceremonial robe with a rolled

border, it resembles those worn by deities

and kings represented in ritual scenes of

Bronze Age Syria. The figure, with slightly

sagging shoulders, has a long flat beard

and wears an ovoid headdress, but without

the bull's horns that would have indicated

divinity. He gazes with large eyes that,

like the brows, were originally inlaid. The

forearms (now missing) may also have

been inlaid. Analysis has shown that the

adhesive used for the inlays was bitumen,

which was often used in the Near East fol-

lowing a Mesopotamian tradition. Here,

however, the bitumen has been traced to

deposits in the area of Latakia, near Ugarit.

The figure is seated on a chair with a

subtly curved high back, his feet resting on

a low stool. Thus enthroned, he conveys

an impression of both majesty and weari-

ness. Most likely, the hands were originally

extended in a peaceful gesture, with one

palm facing the viewer. Bronze statues

with the same pose and similar character-

istics are well known from Ugarit. One ex-

ample (cat. no. 151) was part of a group

discovered in the Ville Sud along with two

statuettes of a young smiting god and a

bull. Ugaritic poetry identifies these statu-

ettes as the gods El and Baal.

This statuette was found in 1981 during

the excavation of the Temple of the Rhytons

at Ugarit.
1

Although the building had been

plundered, remains attested to its ritual

use: a stone stele, a large terracotta incense

burner with relief decoration of a king pray-

ing beneath a sun disc, and a number of

fragmentary rhyta locally made or imported

from the Aegean (see pp. 426-32). The

temple, surrounded by streets and houses,

follows a plan familiar from other Levantine

Late Bronze Age sanctuaries, such as those

at Enkomi and Lachish: a side entrance led

to a main room lined with stone benches.

On the wall facing the entrance was a three-

tiered bench or altar. A smaller room stood

to one side. The large number of rhyta

suggests that the building may have been

a marzihu, a place for meetings and ritual

banquets. ac

1. For further reference, see Yon and Gachet

1989, p. 349; Yon 1990, pp. 1-9; Connan,

Deschesne, and Dessort 1991; Yon 1991,

pp. 347-48; and Yon (1997) 2006, no. 13.
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Seated Deity

Bronze

Height 16.7 cm (6
s
/s in.)

Byblos

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 13th century B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 16588

This figure was found in the surface

rubble rather than among the offering

deposits of the Temple of the Obelisks at

Byblos.
1

It was identified by Maurice

Dunand, who excavated at Byblos, as the

god El, not Reshef, as most scholars have

done. El was a cosmic deity, creator of

heavens and earth, who, according to myth,

built the walls of Byblos. He is also well

known at Ugarit, but there he is repre-

sented as an old bearded man (cat. no. 152),

whereas the Byblos figure shows a young

clean-shaven god.
2
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Seated on a throne with his right hand

raised for blessing, the god may have held

in his left hand a scepter, which has not

been preserved. He wears a long garment,

and his feet rest on a footstool decorated

with vertical ridges. The throne, with

legs in the shape of animal feet, is placed

on a double podium. The god wears an

Egyptian conical atef-crown decorated

with a uraeus, feathers, and a ram's horn on

either side. Only one of the horns has been

preserved. The headdress ends with a ball-

shaped top surrounded by bands.
3

Both the figure and the throne appear

to have been cast together by the lost-wax

method.
4 The five metal projections below

the throne and footstool may be the re-

mains of runners that provided access into

the mold during casting, presumably

retained to secure the statue in place when

on view. The complete image suggests that

other seated deities with substantial tangs

below the torso and feet were affixed to

thrones made of materials that no longer

survive. The eye sockets most likely held

inlays that are now lost. sh/j-fl

1. Seeden 1982, p. 115, fig. 20.

2. Parrot, Chehab, Moscati 1975, p. 10, fig. 7.

3. Dunand 1954, no. 7190, p. 76, pi. CLXl.

4. This statue has not been technically

examined.
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Standing Deity

Bronze

Height 17.5 cm (6
7
/s in.)

Levant

Late 2nd-early 1st millennium B.C. (?)

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO4049

This statuette from the Musee du

Louvre belongs to the martial "smiting

god" type popular in the Syro-Levantine

world in the second millennium B.C., which

depicts a youthful deity in a dynamic pose,

striding with the left leg forward and bran-

dishing a weapon in the raised right hand.
1

Draped in a long, tight-fitting robe

adorned with an undulating pattern and

held by a low-slung belt with striped panels

ending in two uraei, the goddess wears a

short bouffant Egyptian wig that leaves

the ears uncovered, with curls stylized as

chevrons carved into vertical bands. The

large almond-shaped eyes were originally

inlaid, while the ears are perforated for

earrings that would have been made of

precious metal.

The composite crown displays several

elements of Egyptian origin: the atef-crown

is framed by two uraei, and the whole rests

on two large ram's horns. A third, smaller

uraeus connects the wig to the headdress.

Barnett compares the goddess to a rep-

resentation engraved on two sides of a

bronze axe in the Beirut National Museum,

permitting some of the lost (removable)

attributes to be reconstituted.
2 On the axe

the goddess is depicted wearing a long

pleated robe and an Egyptian-style compos-

ite crown similar to the one on the Louvre

goddess. In the right hand she holds a

sickle sword and in the left an oval object

that has been interpreted as a shield.

The Louvre statuette is said to have

come from Qalat Faqra in the northern

154

Levant.
3
Given the absence of a well-

defined archaeological context, it has been

variously dated. Negbi and Seeden argue

for a date around the second half of the

second millennium b.c, and indeed smiting

god iconography enjoyed its greatest pop-

ularity during the Late Bronze Age.
4

It

is seen primarily on male representations.

Female versions are quite rare. Only two,

both found in the Beqa' region, can be

attributed with any certainty to this period.
5

The Louvre goddess may, however, be a

Phoenician work dating to the Iron Age,

marked by strong Egyptian influence. The

crown and the uraei that decorate the belt—

•

also found on the garment on a torso from

Sarepta
5—are examples of the adaptation

of Egyptian themes and motifs that char-

acterized Phoenician art. The elongated

body, its slender forms showing through

the tight-fitting tunic, is, however, remi-

niscent of small Egyptian bronze statuary
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of the Third Intermediate Period (ca. 1070-

713 B.C.). Thus, Barnett's suggested dating

to the ninth century B.C. is very plausible

in the case of this statuette, which may

represent the war goddess Anat. ef

1. For further reference, see Falsone 1986,

pp. 53-76; Falsone 1988, pp. 79-109; Moorey

and Fleming 1984, pp. 67-90; Seeden 1980;

and Spycket 1981.

2. Barnett 1969, pp. 407-11, p. VIII; Beirut

National Museum, inv. no. 4046, reproduced

as a drawing by Seeden 1980, p. 131.

3. Archives, Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departe-

ment des Antiquites Orientales. Information

provided by Father Sebastien Ronzevalle, who

made the acquisition.

4. Negbi 1976, p. 86; Seeden 1980, p. 106, group

XI and p. 109, no. 1722.

5. Seeden 1980, nos. 1723 and 1728.

6. Spycket 1981, fig. 276; Musee du Louvre,

ao 4805.
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Vessel

Ceramic

Height 15.8 cm (6% in.); width 11.6 cm (4
3
/s in.)

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, 15th— 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria 4217

This vessel, found at Ugarit, takes the

form of a lion with an open mouth.

The incised lines that define the muzzle

suggest muscular tension and add to the

intensity of the threatening expression.

The deeply carved eyes were originally

inlaid in a different material. The ears are

flattened back against the skull and high-

lighted by an incised line, as are the cheeks

and the bridge of the nose. A looped

handle extends from the side of the neck

toward the rim. A similar lion-headed cup,

with an Ugaritic inscription dedicating

the vessel to the god rshp-gn, or Reshef

the Protector, was found in a house on the

south acropolis at Ugarit.
1

In the looped handle and the forward-

facing orientation of the head, the Ugarit

cups recall two Middle Bronze Age vessels

from Kultepe (Levels Ib-a) in the shape of

lion heads (see cat. no. 40).
2 The surface

treatment of the Anatolian lion's head is

comparable, with incised lines delineating

the features and the tensely furrowed brow

modeled in high relief. Lion-headed cups

were also found in the Aegean as early

as the late seventeenth and sixteenth cen-

turies B.C. (see cat. no. 170), and Myce-

naean animal-headed cups have been found

at Ugarit.
3 A small yet naturalistically

detailed amber lion head from Qatna

demonstrates a very different style, although

it too may have been used as a vessel

(fig. 83). SG

1. SchaefFer 1978, p. 149; Yon 2006, pp. 148-49.

2. T. Ozgiic 2003, pp. 220-22.

3. Koehl 2006, pp. 36-37; Schaeffer 1978,

pp. 220-23.

Figure 83. Amber

lion head. Qatna.

Late Bronze

Age. National

Museum,

Damascus

MSH02G-i0759
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NEW KINGDOM EGYPT

THOMAS SCHNEIDER

With the exception of the pyramids, the image of ancient

Egypt is impressed most vividly in the collective con-

sciousness by the monuments of the New Kingdom (ca. 1550-

1070 B.C.)—the temple precincts of Luxor, Karnak, and Abu

Simbel, and the tombs of the Valley of the Kings.
1 Named ini-

tially to indicate its chronological placement in the sequence of

Egyptian history, the New Kingdom has increasingly been con-

sidered "new" in the sense also of being innovative. Tomb cor-

ridors hewn into bedrock replaced the pyramids that rose to the

sky, and temples to the gods succeeded installations to house

dead pharaohs.

The emergence of the New Kingdom can be regarded as the

final stage of a process that began in the Hyksos period

(ca. 1640-1550 B.C.).
2
Its most visible external feature, parallel-

ing the emergence of territorial states in Anatolia and

Mesopotamia, was an empire that embraced Nubia and parts

of the southern Levant.
3 The most conspicuous internal fea-

ture was the expansion of the sacred precincts in the larger

cities, where temples appropriated parcels of state property

and allocated land to their dependants. The military and the

priesthood emerged as decisive forces, the full-fledged army

offering new avenues of professional advancement outside

state administration
4

New Kingdom politics also demonstrated ruptures with past

traditions. In the fifteenth century B.C., the throne was ascended

by a woman, Hatshepsut (ca. 1473-1458 B.C.), in what was

portrayed as a divine election. Her co-ruler and successor,

Thutmose III (ca. 1479-1425 B.C.), would later erase Hatshepsut

from the monuments; her name was later omitted from the

Egyptian Kinglists. Other major departures from the past were

the implementation of a new religion by Amenhotep IV, later

known as Akhenaten (ca. 1352-1336 B.C.), the appropriation of

royal prerogatives by private individuals, and the elevation of a

nonroyal woman to the status ofprincipal queen by Amenhotep III

(ca. 1390-1352 B.C.).

The ultimate military triumph of Ahmose I (ca. 1550-

1525 B.C.)— a king of transition still aligned to the Second

Intermediate Period—over the Hyksos was traditionally per-

ceived by the Egyptians as the foundation of a new era (for this

period, see cat. nos. 67, 68). Measures to strengthen the pha-

raoh's base of power included the creation of the position of

God's Wife of Amun, whereby a woman became the function of

consort to the god, and the reshaping of the administration

and the army. Indispensable to Egypt's economy, Nubia was

reconquered and placed under a provincial governor. Cult and

building practices emulated those of the Middle Kingdom;

Ahmose I and Amenhotep I, for example, still had tombs on

the slopes ofDra Abu el-Naga at Thebes, and chapels continued

to be erected to the cult of the royal family at Abydos.

This first phase of state consolidation is quite distinct from

the imperial policy of the Thutmosid kings that followed

Thutmose I (ca. 1504-1492 B.C.), and Thutmose III
5
built a colo-

nial empire that incorporated Nubia as far as the Fourth Cataract

of the Nile and the southern Levant. The Levantine territory

was governed by a colonial administration in Egypt, by

Egyptian administrators in the provinces, and by a network of

loyal local kings. This expansion was motivated by the desire to

create a buffer zone beyond Egypt's traditional border on the

Delta periphery; to establish control over economically profit-

able cities, territories, and trade routes of the Levant; and to

disseminate Egyptian culture abroad as a means of strengthen-

ing regional loyalty.

The twenty years of military expansion under Thutmose III

established Egypt's hegemony in the eastern Mediterranean

and formed the basis of its cultural flowering. During these

decades, the professionalization of the army not only guaran-

teed military success but was furthered by the allocation of sub-

stantial resources toward the formation of the infantry, the

navy, and, in the Ramesside years, chariotry. The reign of

Amenhotep III represents the cultural zenith of Dynasty 18,
6

its prosperity reflected in its art and architecture, both official

and private, and in the royal building programs that extended

from the Levant to Nubia. Among these were the Temple of

Amun at Karnak and the king's great (later dismantled) funer-

ary temple in western Thebes. Already in their lifetime, the

king and his queen, Tiye, were worshipped as deities in Nubia.

The religious revolution initiated by their son Amenhotep IV,

as well as the historical era of his and his immediate successors'

reigns, the Amarna Age, is a topic that continues to fuel debate.
7

Radicalizing the earlier Dynasty 18 worship of the sun, the pha-

raoh implemented a far-reaching monotheism, eventually to the

exclusion of all other gods. At its center was the god Aten, vis-

ible in the sun disc. His founding of a sacred residence at Tell

el-Amarna, in Middle Egypt, represented an unprecedented

departure from Egyptian tradition as well as from his own ear-

lier commitment to Thebes. The city was given the name

Akhetaten, "Horizon of Aten"; the king, too, adopted a new

name, Akhenaten, "Efficient for Aten." The new doctrine was

based on the empirical observation that nature is sustained by

the sun. Replacing traditional belief, it denied the existence of
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an Underworld and suppressed established cultic practices. The

second focus of the new religion was Akhenaten himself and his

queen, Nefertiti (see cat. no. 224), mediators between mankind

and the divine. The great artistic flowering of the Amarna Age

also nurtured new styles and innovative means of expression (see

pp. 387-94).

Why Akhenaten was given such unprecedented political sup-

port to abolish long-standing traditions is unclear; it was per-

haps an attempt to vanquish the plague that devastated the Near

East in the late fourteenth century b.c.
8
Following the reign of

Akhenaten, Tutankhamun (ca. 1336-1327 B.C.) abandoned the

city of Amarna and transferred his administration back to

Memphis. The last ruler of Dynasty 18, Haremhab

(ca. 1323-1295 B.C.), dismantled the temples to Aten; in the

early years of Dynasty 19, Akhenaten's memory was obliterated.

The first of a number of emperors to have risen from the

military, Haremhab, who stands on the cusp of the Ramesside

period, consolidated Egypt's position in the Levant. The exten-

sive building activity of the thirteenth century B.C.—above all,

that of Ramesses II (ca. 1279-1213 B.C.)—not only mirrored

the economic wealth of the empire, but served as an instrument

of political and religious consolidation. The strong architec-

tural and cult presence in the old religious centers of Thebes

and Abydos compensated for the establishment, by Seti I

(ca. 1294-1279 B.C.), of Piramesse as the new capital of Egypt,

immediately adjacent to the ancient Hyksos capital of Avaris in

the eastern Nile Delta (see pp. 1 10- 12).
9
This has been seen as a

decision required by strategic needs, but it also pays tribute to

the fourth state god of Ramesside Egypt, the Syrian weather

god Seth-Baal. Piramesse would be the stage of important ideo-

logical and political events—jubilee festivals of Ramesses II,

Merneptah, and Ramesses III, and the signing of the peace

treaty between the Egyptians and the Hittites in 1258 B.C. It

also served as headquarters for the Ramesside army and navy

as well as for chariotry.

The cultural changes brought about by the Ramesside period

are particularly evident in the areas of religion and literature.

The authority of the gods, channeled increasingly through

oracles, gained in significance both public and private life

("personal piety").
10

In literature, while the classical texts of

the Middle Kingdom were preserved, new genres were also

created—love songs, burlesque, satire, and long tales composed

in the new literary language of Late Egyptian.

The political and military activities of Ramesses II and his

successor, Merneptah (ca. 1213-1203 B.C.), foreshadowed the

crisis that paralyzed the Near East in the twelfth and the early

eleventh century B.C., when the Hittite Empire collapsed and

major states of the eastern Mediterranean were destroyed. The

later history of Dynasty 19 was characterized by civil war and

rival claims to the throne of Egypt. Only Ramesses III (ca. 1 184-

1 153 B.C.), in Dynasty 20, was able to establish political stabil-

ity, economic wealth, and extensive building activity.
11

The demise of the New Kingdom shortly after 1 100 B.C. can-

not be separated from the wider crisis that affected the eastern

Figure 84. Battle of Qadesh relief. Abu Simbel, Temple of Ramesses II.

Dynasty 19.

Mediterranean, coinciding with the end of the Bronze Age and

the inception of the Iron Age.
12
Rather than ascribing the decline

to incompetent rulers within Egypt, it can perhaps be attributed

both to internal problems and to the disintegration of structures

beyond Egypt's control. Central features of the ensuing Libyan era

(ca. 945-7 12 B.C.) are already manifest under the last Ramesside

kings of Dynasty 20, announcing a new period in the history of

Egypt well before the end of the New Kingdom.

Foreign Relations in the New Kingdom

The emergence of the New Kingdom in Egypt coincided with the

establishment of Kassite rule in Babylonia and the rise of

the empire of Mitanni. With the reshaping of the Hittite Empire

in the later fifteenth century B.C., the so-called concert of

powers—so decisive for Egyptian politics in later Dynasty 18

and Dynasty 19—was in place.
13
During the first century of the

New Kingdom, Egypt benefited from the relative vacuum of

power in Syria, whereas in the last century it was responding

to far-reaching crises in the eastern Mediterranean. More than

in earlier periods, cultural innovation and a flourishing econ-

omy reflect engagement with Near Eastern cultures.

The building of the colonial empire was initiated under

Thutmose I, with incursions into Nubia and the Levant. Taking

advantage of the collapse of the empire of Kerma, Egypt

extended her southern border to the area between the Fourth

and Fifth Cataracts.
14 A region of critical importance for trade

with Africa and access to Nubia's gold mines was thus brought

once again within the reach of Egyptian rule and placed under

the administration of local princes. One of Thutmose I's most

significant military achievements was his campaign to the
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Euphrates River in his fourth or fifth regnal year, legitimized as

retaliation for the "evil," possibly an allusion to Hyksos rule.

This meant a claim for the possession of Syria, which was con-

firmed by the consecration of tusks of Syrian elephants he had

hunted to the god Amun. Hatshepsut undertook military forays

in the south; her famous trading expeditions to the land of Punt

on the Red Sea coast are meticulously depicted in her great

funerary temple at Deir el-Bahri (see fig. 5).
15

Egyptian control of the Levant was secured by Thutmose III

in a series ofseventeen campaigns conducted between his twenty-

second year following the death of Hatshepsut and the forty-

third year of his reign.
16 What we know of them comes almost

exclusively from the royal annals in the Temple of Karnak,

making their credibility difficult to verify. Egypt's long-term

political and economic interests, supported by the dissemination

of Egyptian culture in the Levant, are achieved in the fifth,

sixth, and seventh campaigns with the establishment of a per-

manent military presence north of Byblos. In the eighth expedi-

tion, Thutmose III reached the Euphrates and pursued the

army of Mitanni as far as Emar. Six campaigns followed in the

Levant. The southern provinces were henceforth governed

through a system of garrisons and administered by provincial

governors at Gaza, Kumidi (Kamid el-Loz), Simyra, and the

northern (Syrian) provinces through a system of political alli-

ances. There are no campaigns recounted for the last twelve

years of Thutmose Ill's reign, perhaps the result of a more

settled situation in the north or a strategy of deterrence by a

strengthened state of Mitanni. Minoan frescoes unearthed at

Avaris (Tell el-Dab'a), now dated to the time of Thutmose III,

could point to an alliance with the Minoan naval empire (see

p. 3l).
17 A tomb built by Thutmose III for three secondary wives

of Levantine descent suggests a network of diplomatic mar-

riages (see cat. nos. 156-159).
18

With the empire of Mitanni in its heyday and an increas-

ingly powerful Hittite kingdom, the contest for Syria became a

central focus of the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C.

A political agreement is referred to in the Amarna Letters

when Artatama, king of Mitanni, married one of his daughters

to Thutmose IV (ca. 1400-1390 B.C.). Indeed, diplomatic

marriages now come to constitute an important political

tool. In the Egyptian sphere of influence in the Levant, a pax

Aegyptica holds firm. It is expressed in a festival building in

the king's residence at Malqata, which the king ascended by

means of more than thirty stairs, with depictions of pros-

trate captives.

Eventually, Mitanni succumbed to the expansionist policies of

Assyria and the Hittite Empire, ceasing its existence as a viable

power and surviving only as a truncated state under Hittite rule.

The Hittites, while acknowledging Egypt's border on the upper

Orontes River, assumed control over northern Syria. The plan

devised after the death ofTutankhamun by his widow—to marry

one of Suppiluliuma's sons, who would ascend the throne of

Egypt—failed, a result of the prince's death. Had it been real-

ized, it would have established a Hittite-Egyptian empire of

unprecedented size.

The complex struggle for Syria at the end of Dynasty 1 8 and

the early Ramesside period
19
came to a preliminary end at

Qadesh in 1275 B.C. (see fig. 84); as a consequence the Egyptians

had to abandon their aspirations in northern Syria. The defini-

tive conclusion was reached with the Egyptian-Hittite treaty

of 1258 B.C., binding the two parties to end hostilities and ter-

ritorial conquests, and to extradite of political refugees.
20
With
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the Assyrians threatening Hittite territories, the treaty was of

political and economic benefit to both states.

During the reign of Ramesses II, the Sea Peoples, a confed-

eration of seafaring tribes, appeared as a new threat to the

empires of the eastern Mediterranean. The first to repulse

them, Ramesses II built a defense system along the coastal bor-

der with Libya. The Libyans and the Sea Peoples were repeat-

edly defeated by Merneptah and, in Dynasty 20, by Ramesses III.

The latter's detailed account of Medinet Habu describes the

destruction of the Hittite Empire, the Anatolian kingdoms,

Cyprus, and Amurru, annihilated "as if they had never existed,"

and the progression of the "scorching flames" of the Sea Peoples.

The early eleventh century B.C. saw the end of the territorial

empires of the second millenium—those of Egypt and Middle

Assyria—and Kassite rule in Babylonia.

Cultural exchange with the Near East and the Aegean was

unprecedented during the New Kingdom,
21

embracing weap-

onry and warfare, glass and metal industries, textiles and dye-

ing, woodworking, shipbuilding, and lifestyles. It was also

manifest in religion and literature. With the blessings of the

Egyptian court, deities and beliefs from the Near East were

integrated into the Egyptian religion, most notably the Syrian

weather god Baal (named Seth in Egypt), who was raised to the

patronage of Egyptian kingship, and including the gods Reshef,

Astarte, Anat, and Qudshu. The emergence of Late Egyptian

narrative literature appears to have been inspired by Near

Eastern tales. Moreover, the exchange of knowledge in mythol-

ogy, magic, medicine, and crafts evokes the picture of an inter-

national koine of ideas that transcended political conflict.
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Horus Collar and Vulture
Pectoral

Collar: Gold

Length 32 cm (12% in.)

Pectoral: Gold

Length 37.3 cm (14% in.)

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Thutmose III, ca. 1479-1425 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Fletcher Fund, 1926 26.8.102, 105
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Headdress

Gold, carnelian, turquoise, glass, and

clear glass

Height 35 cm (13% in.); diameter 40.2 cm

(l5
7
/s in.)

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Thutmose III, ca. 1479-1425 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Henry Walters and Edward S.

Harkness Gifts, 1920 26.8.117a
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Diadem

Gold, carnelian, opaque turquoise glass,

decayed crizzled glass

Length of forehead band 47.9 cm (l8
7
/s in.)

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Thutmose III, ca. 1479-1425 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, George F. Baker and Mr. and Mrs.

V. Everit Macy Gifts, 1920 26.8.99
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Cup

Glossy faience, gold

Height 10.2 cm (4 in.); diameter 7 cm (2% in.)

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Thutmose III, ca. 1479-1425 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift,

1926 26.7.1175

South of the Valley of the Kings are sev-

eral wadis that house tombs belonging

to family members of early Dynasty 18

rulers. Late in the summer of 1916, high

in the cliffs of one of these valleys, Wadi

Gabbanet el-Qurud, local villagers found

the undisturbed tomb of three wives of

Thutmose III.
1

The tomb was effectively

cleared. Little remained except fragments of

jewelry, gold leaf, and smashed pottery ves-

sels; the rest of the burial goods had already

been removed. Within a few months of the

tomb's discovery, several archaeologists
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had combed through the remaining debris

and interviewed the local residents, who

knew about the robbery. According to one

villager's account, the coffins and mum-

mies had already disintegrated as a result

of age and ancient water damage.

The tomb itself was undecorated, but

inscriptions on jars identified each of the

tomb's burials as hmt nswt, a title that

identifies a royal wife. The women's names

are best read as Manuwai, Manhata, and

Maruta, and because these names are West

Semitic in origin, the original homes of all

three were most likely towns in Canaan or

somewhere along the Levantine coast.
2

The Funerary Ornaments

The surviving objects fall principally into

two broad groups: jewelry and vessels.

Jewelry found in a New Kingdom burial

can be sorted into two basic categories:

pieces worn during the individual's life-

time and those created solely for eternal

use.
3 The fragility of the two gold-foil

pieces (cat. no. 156), combined with their

iconography, indicates that at one time

they adorned mummies. In this instance,

foil was fashioned into a beaded collar

with falcon terminals (a Horus collar) and

a vulture with outspread wings, elements

of funerary jewelry known at least since

the Middle Kingdom.

The Wig Covering

The rosette wig covering (cat. no. 157) lacks

clear parallels in representation or in the

archaeological record in Egypt or the

Near East. The piece is composed of an

ornamented plate and strings of graded
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rosettes. Lilyquist identifies the decoration

on the plate as fronds. Feathers are also

possible, as in Egypt royal women occa-

sionally wore feathers with their crowns.

Winlock was the first to reconstruct

the large numbers of rosettes and the

heavy flat gold plate as a headdress.
5
His

version, however, was cumbersome and

could not realistically have been worn.

Lilyquist, after studying metallurgical

manufacturing techniques, removed a

number of rosettes from Winlock 's recon-

struction when they were determined to

be of more recent manufacture. Her ver-

sion of the wig covering depicted ribbons

of rosettes hung from the plate in unat-

tached and shorter strands, in a form that

would allow the wearer to move her head;
6

if the piece was attached to the wig, rather

than just sitting on the head, it might also

have been easier to wear.
7

The plate is decorated with a central

element from which forty-one narrower

versions extend outward, twenty of which

were once probably inlaid with Egyptian

Blue.
8 The plate has no parallel as head-

gear. Only a few illustrations of platelike

head decorations for women are extant;

the closest parallel is a large flat lotuslike

ornament on the statue of a queen from

mid-Dynasty 12.
9

Rosettes were long used as motifs on

women's head ornaments. Many fillets

and diadems from the Old and Middle

Kingdoms make use of rosettes. Wig
ornaments, however, which are consis-

tently made from sheet gold, tend to be

distributed throughout a wig as indi-

vidual elements. Solid wig coverings

seem not to be an Egyptian tradition.

By early Dynasty 18, the most common

head ornament depicted on tomb walls

was a fillet fashioned from flowers. By the

Ramesside period, some 150 years after

the burial of the foreign wives, these fillets

could be ornate, widening into an elabo-

rate head ornament framing the wearer's

face, suggestive of the wig covering.
10
But

unlike the wig covering, these fillets leave

the crown of the head exposed.

The coffin of Meryetamun (ca. 1540 B.C.)

has been suggested as a source of a paral-

lel for the head plate and rosettes of the

wig covering.
11
However, neither the inlaid

pattern nor the decorative motif at the crest

of the wig matches what was found in this

tomb. In all, the components of the wig

covering suggest something worn in life,

not funerary jewelry.

Because the plate and its pendants of

rosettes do not have direct parallels in

surviving Egyptian jewelry or in repre-

sentations ofjewelry, we cannot know

what the piece looked like and thus why it

was made. The rosettes are fragile and not

well fashioned, unlike other ornaments in

the tomb meant for use during their own-

ers' lifetimes, such as the collars, bracelets,

and earrings. If the wig covering was worn

only rarely, perhaps during a yearly ritual,

the ornament would not have needed to

be made strong enough for daily use. The

survival of additional strings of rosettes

does not make interpretation any easier.

Possibly the wig covering had its origins

outside Egypt, given the lack of parallels.

The Gazelle Diadem

Diadems ornamented with gazelle pro-

tomes are new to the jewelry repertoire of

the New Kingdom, although diadems and

fillets had long been worn by both sexes in

ancient Egypt. The gazelle has a history

of iconographic use in Egypt, although the

inspiration to affix this animal head to a

diadem seems to have come from the Near

East (see cat. no. 64). A number of well-

documented tomb paintings of the time

depict women wearing diadems adorned

with heads of gazelles.
12 Women who have

been identified, adorned with such diadems

and associated with the king's household,

held titles indicating they carried out rituals

on behalf of the cult of the goddess Hathor.
13

The T-shaped diadem (cat. no. 158) is

also a new form. Like the wig covering, it

has no known parallels in either the Near

East or Egypt. Tutankhamun owned an

elegant example, so it is clear that the

style rapidly became part of the repertoire.

Regrettably, the rosette decorations

hamper a more thorough understanding of

the appearance of the original diadem. All

seem to be ancient, but the diadem may not

have appeared in antiquity in the format

seen here.
14

Lilyquist's analysis of the man-

ufacturing techniques revealed that the

soldering was poorly done, suggesting that

the large rosettes may have been added

to the older T-shaped diadem. Perhaps they

were part of another hair ornament, like

the one seen on a statue of queen Tiye.
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Like the wig covering, the gazelle

diadem, though composed of iconographic

elements and utilizing metalworking tech-

niques that seem to have originated in

the Near East, was an ornament easily

recognizable as Egyptian. Dynasty 17 to

early Dynasty 18 was a period when new

iconography and decorative styles were

appearing on all types of traditional

Egyptian objects.
15

The Drinking Vessel

The vessels in the tombs were of many

sizes, forms, and materials. One of the most

unusual was a vessel with wide neck and

everted rim (cat. no. 159) made from a

glassy faience whose colors of brick red,

camel, dark turquoise, and white are swirled

together. This material is quite rare; the

closest parallels, based on elemental analy-

sis, are three fragments from Nuzi, a

Mitanni site in northern Mesopotamia.
16

The rare material and the gold foil that

trims the rim and base mark the vessel as

a luxury item. The shape, which closely par-

allels drinking vessels from early second-

millennium B.C. Mesopotamia, also testifies

to its non-Egyptian origin.
17

The Foreign Wives and Inter-

national Exchange
Little about the objects identified as

from the tomb of the foreign wives of

Thutmose III may unequivocally be

attributed to a Near Eastern origin. The

drinking vessel may be the exception in

that it seems most certainly to be foreign.
18

Although a number of granulated gold

beads and the wig covering show metal-

lurgical techniques identified with Near

Eastern craftsmen, these pieces could have

been made by Canaanite craftsmen work-

ing in Egypt or by Egyptians who learned

the techniques from them.
19 The use of

gazelle protomes originated in the Near

East, but all the women represented wear-

ing such a diadem are Egyptian.

The wives of Thutmose III were en-

tombed together, but there is no evidence

that they were related. No ancient records

discussing the wives exist, and the assem-

blage of equipment provided each woman is

now incomplete. The artifacts in the tomb

suggest that Thutmose treated all three

equally—but not necessarily identically.

At the time of burial, each woman was

accompanied by her own set ofjewelry and

cosmetic items and was given funerary

equipment similar in date and manufacture

to that of the others.
20 Many pieces were

clearly personal gifts bearing the name

of Thutmose III. In addition, the women

had been in Egypt for some time, judging

from the many pieces of Egyptian jew-

elry used during their lifetime and the

general absence of items of foreign manu-

facture. This would suggest that they prob-

ably came to Egypt as a result of political

marriage instead of capture during a mili-

tary campaign.

The material evidence from the tomb

demonstrates that the women were buried

around the time of Hatshepsut's death,

about 1458 B.C.
21
Their burial near the site

of Hatshepsut's first tomb and that of her

daughter Neferure would also suggest a

date in the first half of Thutmose Ill's

reign. Chronological considerations would

then prevent their often-cited origin as

women from Mitanni (for later references

to Mitanni brides, see cat. no. 118). The

first Egyptian campaign during the reign

ofThutmose III that involved the Mitanni

took place in the year after Hatshepsut's

death. In fact, there is nothing in the

burial of the three foreign wives, except

the Nuzi-type cup, to connect these

women to the Mitanni state. Their West

Semitic names suggest that we could look

to south Canaan for their origin; perhaps

they went to Egypt as a result of mar-

riages arranged by local rulers when the

pharaoh was active in Gaza and south

Canaan during the years ofjoint reign.
22

Another possibility is that they were sent

from cities along the Levantine coast, per-

haps even Byblos. Trade between Egypt

and Levantine cities had a long tradition,

and Hatshepsut's extensive building pro-

gram required materials such as cedar

from the Near East.
23

Perhaps local rulers

in the Levant presented the women as

political gifts to encourage their own prof-

itable trade with Egypt. Although sent to

Egypt in the wake of Hatshepsut's activi-

ties, such women logically would have been
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married to Thutmose III. The presence

of the Nuzi-type vessel could easily have

been a result of trade between that city

and regions farther north and east that

were controlled by the Mitanni.

The three foreign wives seem to have

been allowed to remain together after

their arrival in Egypt.
24

Regardless of

whether they were related or died within

a short space of time—information that

cannot be gleaned from the tomb—they

were accorded burials which demonstrate

that their identity had become Egyptian as

a result of their time at court. dcp
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Fragmentary Patera with
Inscription of General

Djehuti

Silver

Diameter 18 cm (7% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Thutmose III, ca. 1479-1425 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Egyptiennes E4886

This fragment consists of the bottom of

a patera in its original diameter. The

sides can be reconstituted on the basis of

another dish, of gold, that belonged to the

same individual and that is also preserved

in the Musee du Louvre.

Both objects bear the name "Djehuti"

and have similar forms and decoration.

The distinction between them is found in

the details: the orientation of the fish, the

papyrus, and the disposition of the decora-

tion at the bottom. The craftsmanship of

the silver patera is finer.

The outlines of the design were drawn

with a stylus, then chased with a burin. The

flowers and fish were worked in repousse,

the linear details added with a tracer. A

recent restoration rendered the last char-

acter of the inscription legible (right to

left): "He who amply fills the heart of the

Lord of the Two Lands, esteemed of the

good god, the royal scribe, Overseer of

Northern Foreign Lands, Djehuti."

In her study of the furnishings belong-

ing to this royal official, Lilyquist expressed

doubts as to the authenticity of the gold

dish and the inscription on the silver one.
1

Indeed, the quality of the inscription is

inferior to that of the decoration in the

center and the sign for "scribe" is reversed.

However, the placing of the inscription in

the largest space of the fragment suggests

another scenario. The patera of silver, an

unstable metal, may have been damaged in

antiquity, possibly during Djehuti 's life-

time, and the finely decorated center kept

for later use. The object was then hastily

inscribed with Djehuti's name—in the

largest available space—before being bur-

ied and forgotten.

The decoration of blue faience vessels

with aquatic subjects painted in black dur-

ing the reigns of Thutmose III and

Hatshepsut present the closest analogies

to that of Djehuti's paterae: a central

rosette, the tilapia fish pattern, and Nile

vegetation, occasionally stylized in the
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same fashion. The faience vessels were

presented as offerings in the shrines of the

goddess Hathor, their decoration evoking

her realm: the marshlands of the primor-

dial world.

However, the bottoms of the faience

vessels are never flat. This flat patera shape

may be found at Ugarit (cat. no. 147).
2

The form of the present piece suggests that

it may have been manufactured in Syria.

Writing about the statuette of Djehuti

made for the Temple of Hathor in Byblos,

Yoyotte mentions Djehuti 's career in the

colonies as tribute collector for the king of

Egypt. This suggests that Djehuti would

have been in a good position to acquire

precious metalwork of non-Egyptian ori-

gin, as well as to have it engraved by

Egyptian craftsmen with motifs illustrat-

ing the religious beliefs of his homeland.
3

The gold dish, which bears an inscription

identifying it as a royal "gift," may have

been ordered locally by his administrator

for himself and never found its way into

the king's treasury.

GP-B

1. Lilyquist 1988.

2. Louvre ao 17208.

S. Yoyotte 1981.
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Dish with Scene of the
River Nile

Faience

Height 4.7 cm (l
7
/s in.); diameter 9 cm (3/4 in.)

Enkomi

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1897.4-1.1042

This attractive shallow bowl of pale

blue faience is painted with the figure

of a man wearing an Egyptian kilt and

punting with a long pole a papyrus boat

along a river. A cow or bull sits under a

canopy, and in the water is a large fish.

The shape of this thin-walled vessel was

first modeled or cold-formed in a mold and

then allowed to dry. After it was dipped in

glaze, the outline drawing was added in

black paint. The distinctive color of the

glaze would have had specific cultural

associations for the Egyptians: it was per-

haps linked with ideas of prosperity and

fertility. It may have had the same associa-

tions for its Cypriot users as well.
1

Papyrus skiffs, made of bundles of reeds

lashed together, were the simplest form of

boat in ancient Egypt. They were used for

hunting and fishing, and for short journeys

along the Nile. The animal in the boat is

perhaps simply being transported from one

place to another, but possibly it is to be

sacrificed as part of a funerary feast. If this

is the case, its use for a similar purpose on

Cyprus may reflect the deliberate adoption

of foreign traditions by local elites.

Faience, especially when made into elab-

orate vessels with figural decoration, was

one of the luxury materials of the Late

Bronze Age, forming part of the Inter-

national Style that developed particularly

during the fourteenth and thirteenth cen-

turies B.C. (see pp. 419-20). The main

workshops for high-quality faience were

in Egypt and northern Syria, both areas

from which other faience products can be

found in the tombs of Enkomi and else-

where on Cyprus in this period. By the

thirteenth century B.C., fine faience vessels

were also being made on Cyprus itself, per-

haps with the help of itinerant craftsmen.

This dish may well have been imported

from Egypt, though it is the only example

of this type to have a separately added

ring base; this could indicate a different,

perhaps local, manufacturing tradition

influenced by contemporary Base Ring

pottery vessels.

Objects such as this one appear to have

been not so much traded on the open mar-

ket as sent as diplomatic gifts. The corre-

spondence of the period, especially the

Amarna Letters between the Egyptian

pharaohs and their allies, record constant

reciprocal gift giving. The exchange of

items such as this bowl was a nonverbal

extension of this correspondence.

The Enkomi tombs housed a rich mix of

local and imported products, illustrating

the wealth of the site and the key position

occupied by Cyprus in cultural exchange

during the Late Bronze Age. Tomb 66 was

the only stone-built tomb on the site to be

found intact. The contents—more than

140 objects in total—included goldwork,

bronze vessels and weapons, amber beads,

glass vessels, a silver vessel, and pottery

of Mycenaean, Cypriot, Levantine, and

Egyptian origin. jlf

1 . For further reference, see Murray, Smith,

and Walters 1900, p. 35 and fig. 63:1042;

Courtois, Lagarce, and Lagarce 1986, pp. 42,

143, pi. XXVI:2; Peltenburg 1991; and

Jacobsson 1994, p. 32, no. 164, pi. 19:164.
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Depictions ofForeign Emissaries in the

Theban Tombs

The international character ofNew Kingdom Egypt during early

Dynasty 18 is vividly reflected in a group ofpainted tombs cut into

the hilly landscape in Thebes west of the Nile River.
1

Builtfor

Egyptian high court officials during thefifteenth andfourteenth cen-

turies B.C., the tombs were entered through aforecourt that led into a

chapel; the burial chamber itselfwas cut below this level.
2
For a time

after the tomb owner's death, family members and priests would

observefunerary rituals in the chapel; many other visitors also came

to the tombs, where they admired the paintings prominently posi-

tioned on the walls ofthe chapel and sometimes added graffiti record-

ing their appreciation.
3

The varied subjects depicted in these paintings include craftsmen

at work; scenes ofthe hunt (figs. 7, 119); and the tomb's owner receiv-

ing rich items ofbooty, trade, or tributefromprocessions offoreigners

on behalfofthepharaoh. The last, in particular, has attracted atten-

tionfor what these scenes can tell us about the nature ofthe interaction

between Egypt and other eastern Mediterranean powers. The depic-

tion offoreigners also raises the question ofhow to categorize those

identified as men of "Keftiu," a term that may refer to Cretans or

Aegeans in general.
4

Paintings in the Tomb of Rekhmire, who was vizier under

Thutmose III and Amenhotep II, show him receiving tributefrom

four delegations offoreigners (fig. 85). The offering bearers, differ-

entiated by physical appearance, dress, and the goods they bring, are

introduced in an inscription giving their places of origin: Nubia,

Punt, Syria, and Keftiu. Others are identified as captivesfrom sev-

eral regions.
5
The impressive lineup offoreigners and their magnifi-

cent goods represented in the tombs ofofficials like Rekhmire reflected

thepower and influence ofthepharaoh whom these officials served.

Actual vessels comparable to the bull- and lion-headed rhyta car-

ried by men of Keftiu in several tombs are knownfrom the Aegean

(cat. nos. 169, 1 70).
6
In addition, certainjugs and vases painted in

the tombs of Senenmut, Useramun, and Menkheperreseneb closely

resemble contemporary Aegean metalwork.
7

Not all theforeigners are shown bearing offerings characteristic

oftheir homelands. Some bring objects that could have been acquired

by way of the eastern Mediterranean trade route or originally

received as giftsfrom their own royal treasuries. These include ivory

tusks, tin and copper ingots, and what are perhaps colored glass

ingots,
8
all of which werefound among the cargo of the Uluburun

ship (see pp. 289-305). Notably, some paintings depict people with

hybrid regional attributes, such as thefigure with the red skin and

kilt ofan Aegean and the coiffure and beard ofa Syrian, and wares

that are likewise composed of novel combinations of individually

recognizable elements. The creation of these hybrids, perhaps driven

by a desire toproduce a varied and abundant visual repertoire in the

tombs,
9

is a phenomenon deserving offurther study. SG

Figure 85. Wall painting with foreign emissaries bearing gifts. Thebes,

Tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100). Dynasty 18, reigns ofThutmose III-

Amenhotep II.

1. See map in Kozloff 1992c, p. 266,Jig. IX.6. 1 thank Marsha Hillfor sharing

her insights on Theban tomb paintings.

2. Hartwig 2004, pp. IS- 16; Kozloff 1992c, p. 263.
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3. Hartwig 2004, pp. 8-18, 43-49.

4. Discussion in Vercoutter 1956, esp.pp. 33-38; Wachsmann 1987, pp. 93-102;

see also Matthdus 1995, pp. 177-94.

5. Vercoutter 1956, p. 56; Wachsmann 1987, p. 36.

6. Wachsmann 1987, pp. 56-60; however, he notes that the bull-headed rhyta are

portrayed with horns in profile, rather than enface as is typical in Egyptian

painting, indicating that the rhyta shown in the Theban tombs are copied

from Aegean depictions, not directlyfrom the objects themselves.

7. Matthdus 1995, pp. 182-86.

8. Wachsmann 1987, p. 54.

9. Ibid., pp. 4- 11;for a recent critical response, see Feldman 2006b, pp. 60-61.
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Relief Fragment

Sandstone, painted plaster

Height 18 cm (lYa in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, probably Dynasty 18,

ca. 1550-1295 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 21140

This fragmentary scene shows men

identified as Syrians by their pointed

beards, hair fillets, and long garments

prostrating themselves before a fortress.

Similar compositions, dating to the New

Kingdom, are known from temples and

from painted tombs of the Egyptian elite

in Thebes. This fragment may originally

derive from the wall decoration of one

such temple or tomb. Carved in relief that

has been plastered and painted, the figures,

ramparts, and row of rosettes beneath the

Figure 86. Wall painting with Syrians bearing gifts. Thebes, Tomb of

Sebekhotep (TT 63). Dynasty 18, reign ofThutmose IV. The Trustees of

the British Museum, London EA 37991
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groundline display a yellow coloration with

red outlines likely meant to represent gold.

The scene has been interpreted in two

ways: as a depiction of an elaborate metal

vessel, such as those shown in wall paint-

ings in Theban tombs, and alternatively,

as representing a wall above the deck of a

ship.
1

Although metal vases from tomb

paintings do display fanciful handles and

rim attachments, and would offer an expla-

nation for the gold color of the figures,

none are close parallels for this composi-

tion. Nor do they account for the sloping

groundline of the scene, which is difficult to

reconcile with the rim of a bowl or krater.

Indeed, the angle of the groundline lends

support to the idea that the scene takes

place on board a ship. Comparison with

boats from the New Kingdom period

—

preserved in reliefs, wall paintings, and ship

models—suggests that the rosette frieze

could be taken as the painted decoration of

the ship's hull.
2 A lavishly decorated divine

boat carved in relief in the Temple of Seti I

in Abydos shows figures flanking a central

shrine.
3 The gold suppliant figures and the

fortress-like structure on this fragment

could thus represent features of a ship such

as those carried in festivals or funeral pro-

cessions
4
However, the presence of for-

eigners whose appearance recalls Syrian

envoys in Theban tributary scenes (see

fig. 86) varies from typical representations

of divine boats. A closer comparison may

be a relief from Tell el-Amarna showing

Nefertiti smiting a prostrate foreigner

aboard a royal ship.
5
However, any inter-

pretation of this unusual composition

without further evidence about the over-

all context of this scene must remain

tentative. sg

1. S. Martinssen-von Falck in Pharao siegt

immer 2004, p. 160, no. 156; Priese 1991,

p. 128, no. 79.

2. D. Jones 1995, pp. 66-68. I thank Dieter

Arnold for sharing his thoughts on this piece

with me and for bringing this and the follow-

ing source to my attention.

3. Landstrom 1970, p. 199, fig. 369.

4. See, for example, ibid., p. 117, fig. 362.

5. Y. Markowitz in Pharao siegt immer 2004,

p. 58, no. 52.
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Relief Fragment with
Vanquished Enemies

Painted limestone

Height 61 cm (24 in.); width 115 cm (45% in.)

Thebes

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, probably reign of

Amenhotep II, ca. 1427-1400 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund and Edward S. Harkness Gift,

1913 13.180.21

The reuse of this relief block in the

foundations of the unfinished mortu-

ary Temple of Ramesses IV (Dynasty 20,

ca. 1153-1147 B.C.) kept the colors of its

painted surface vibrant until the time of its

excavation by the Metropolitan Museum's

Theban Expedition in 191 2- 13.
1 The

block is part of a larger scene that shows

the Egyptian king vanquishing his Syrian

enemies. At the upper right margin of the

block, the Syrians fall beneath the pha-

raoh's chariot horses. Three of the fallen

enemies have been struck by his arrows,

one of which is painted over by the beard

and hair of the two figures at right. The

Egyptians depicted their neighbors in the

Near East with characteristic pointed

beards and with distinctive hairstyles and

clothing, recognizing that the area was

inhabited by a variety of peoples.

Scenes such as this one, some of battles

against enemies to the east, some against

the Nubians to the south, decorated the

walls of Egyptian temples throughout the

New Kingdom. Although they sometimes

commemorate specific battles, their primary

purpose was to portray the pharaoh in his

role as the victorious defender of Egypt.

CHR

1. For further reference, see Winlock 1914,

pp. 22-23, fig. 12; Hayes 1990, p. 340,

fig. 214; P. Brand in American Discovery of

Ancient Egypt 1995, pp. 170-71, no. 74 (with

bibliography); I. Franco in Pharaohs 2002,

p. 424, no. 92; and J. Allen 2005, p. 33, no. 33.
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Openwork Panel with
Pharaoh Smiting Enemy

Ivory

Length 11.2 cm (4% in.)

Tell el-Amarna

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18,

reign ofThutmose IV,

ca. 1400-1390 B.C., or later

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 21685

This ivory plaque was apparently part

of a bracelet, or perhaps a wrist guard

intended to protect an archer's arm from

the vibrating cord of his bow.
1 The elabo-

rate openwork design shows Thutmose IV

smiting an Asiatic enemy. This scene, sym-

bolic of the king's fundamental duty to pro-

tect and enlarge his realm, was represented

in Egyptian art throughout pharaonic

history. Here, as on most other examples,

the king grasps the groveling foe by a

hank of his hair, a task apparently so easy

for Thutmose that he is able to hold a tall

bow and arrows in the same hand. The

king's other arm is raised, wielding the

weapon he is about to bring down on the

head of his victim. In contrast to the mace

held by kings in earlier depictions of the

scene, Thutmose holds a sickle sword, a

battle knife or short sword of Asiatic ori-

gin, which the Egyptians had recently

adopted (see cat. no. 30).

The king wears a wig of short curls,

with a uraeus at the front, two streamers

hanging down behind, and a sun disc on

top. His elaborate costume features a

pleated knee-length kilt with a belt. Sus-

pended from the front of the belt are a

beaded sporran (pouch) and two cords

with flowerlike tassels; a bull's tail hangs

in back. On his upper body Thutmose

wears a sort of vest in the shape of two

falcons whose wings extend over his chest

and back. He is also embellished with a

necklace, armlets, and bracelets.

Behind the pharaoh is a stand of papy-

rus, crowned with a sun disc, in which a

cobra is entwined. A disc, topped by two

plumes, also appears on the falcon head of

a god standing at left, probably Montu-Re,

who proffers another sickle sword to the

king so that he may, according to the

inscription in front of him, "smite the chiefs

of all foreign countries."
2
In his other hand,

the god holds an ankh, symbol of life, and

a tall sign representing millions of years.

The final elements in the composition are

two oval cartouches at the top of the frame,

within which two of the king's names,

Menkheprure Thutmose, are written.

The grandfather of Akhenaten, Thut-

mose IV initiated the increased attention

to the cult of the sun that would culmi-

nate in his grandson's worship of the

Aten. It is not surprising, therefore, that

this object wound up at Akhenaten's capi-

tal city, Tell el-Amarna. It was not found

in a royal building, however, but in the

house of a courtier who, like the king

himself, may have descended from a line

of sun worshippers.

ERR

1. For further reference, see Porter and Moss

1934, p. 204; Agyptisches Museum Berlin

1967, pp. 56-57, no. 590, illus.; and Bryan

1991, pp. 162-63.

2. Bryan 1991, p 163.
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Stele of an Asiatic Soldier

Limestone, painted

Height 29.5 cm (11% in.); width 24 cm (9 Ms in.)

Tell el-Amarna (?)

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Akhenaten, ca. 1353-1336 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 14122

This small stele was made for a Syrian

immigrant to Egypt, whose name is

given as Tarura in the painted inscription

above his figure.
1

His bulging forehead,

small nose, and full beard are not consis-

tent with the features of an Egyptian

native. His hairstyle and white headband

are also foreign to Egypt, as is his colorful

tasseled kilt. He is shown using a straw to

drink from a two-handled jar, which was

probably filled with beer. This type of
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long metal straw, designed to help the

drinker avoid sediment and other impuri-

ties, was a Near Eastern innovation that

made its way to Egypt with travelers like

Tarura.

Tarura's reason for being in Egypt is

explained by the spear that stands behind

him as if propped against a wall. He was

a soldier and, to judge from the stool on

which he sits, one of high rank. Like all

the furniture represented on this stele, the

stool is Egyptian, a portable type designed

for military use, with legs that folded to-

gether for travel. The seat would have

been of animal hide, with the tail hanging

down on one side. The low stool of Tarura's

wife appears well made, with braced,

turned legs; a typical Egyptian jar stand

holds the pointed base of the jug from

which Tarura drinks. With his long fine-

linen kilt, his necklace, and his shaven

head, the couple's companion also appears

to be Egyptian. Because he is not identi-

fied as a family member, or even given a

name, he was presumably a servant, or

even a slave.

The most enigmatic figure on the stele is

Tarura's wife. In most respects, she appears

to be a prosperous Egyptian woman.

She wears a long black wig, from which

escapes a strand of her own hair, and a

gauzy linen garment that partly conceals

an imposing necklace. Her slumped pos-

ture suggests the relaxed pose in which

Nefertiti was sometimes portrayed at this

time. But her prominent nose and full

lips may be intended to convey a foreign

appearance, and her name, written in the

three right-hand columns above, is cer-

tainly not Egyptian. After the Egyptian

title nbtpr, the equivalent of "Mrs.," she is

called Arbura, a name as foreign as that of

her husband. The many foreign soldiers

who came to Egypt during this period

apparently often married Egyptian women.

Perhaps Tarura brought his wife with him,

or perhaps he gave his Egyptian wife a

name from his homeland. err

1. For further reference, see Porter and Moss

19S4, p. 232; Janssen 1951, pp. 52-53, fig. 10;

Priese 1991, pp. 79-80, no. 80; and Kendall in

Pharaohs ofthe Sun 1999, p. 239, no. 1 14.
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Stele Fragment
Recounting Battle of

Qadesh

Stone

Height 33.5 cm (13
1A in.)

Thebes

New Kingdom, Dynasty 19, reign of

Ramesses II, ca. 1279-1213 B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Aegyptisches

Museum und Papyrussamlung 31604

This carved relief fragment from the

mortuary temple of Ramesses II,

called the Ramesseum, at Thebes repre-

sents a tiny portion of the extensive annals

recounting the now-famous Battle of

Qadesh (ca. 1275 B.C.) between the armies

of the Egyptian pharaoh and the Hittite

king Muwattalli II (see fig. 84). As part of

his campaign to expand northward and

recapture the province ofAmurru, then

under Hittite control, Ramesses amassed

an army of nearly twenty thousand foot

soldiers and charioteers and set out for

Amurru's capital city of Qadesh, on the

Orontes River in Syria. False intelligence

led him to believe that he could take

Qadesh and the surrounding region with-

out opposition. Instead, he met with stiff

resistance, and the battle was ended only

with the signing of a peace treaty.
1 By

mutual agreement, fighting ceased and the

army of Ramesses was allowed to collect

its dead and depart. Although the official

Egyptian account interprets the out-

come as an Egyptian triumph,
2
in reality,

Ramesses suffered a strategic defeat by

failing to regain control ofAmurru and

its capital city.

The Egyptian record of the Battle of

Qadesh is preserved in two hieratic docu-

ments. The lengthy "official" version is

referred to as the Poem; the accompanying

pictorial records included captions as

well as a detailed though relatively short

account called the Bulletin.
3
Varying ver-

sions of these texts have been found carved

on to the walls of five temples: Luxor,

Karnak, and the Ramesseum at Thebes,

one at Abydos, and Abu Simbel in Lower

Nubia. The earliest reliefs, from Abydos,

remain the most beautifully executed of

all the variants, despite their fragmentary

nature.

Correlating the five sets of carvings

is a complex task, although an existing

tentative chronology manages to integrate

the texts and captions in all five locations.
4

Even more complex are the connections

among the various records within each

temple.
5
The Ramesseum fragments join

to one another, as do the Luxor ones. The

truncated text of the Poem at Abu Simbel,

a grotto temple, can be attributed to a lack

of available wall space there. At Karnak,

where the situation is extremely compli-

cated, the recent discovery of yet another

palimpsest, this time of the Bulletin, has

recently been added to the repertoire of

Egyptian accounts of the battle.
6

In many cases, the walls have disinte-

grated and what remains is difficult to

decipher. Fortunately, this fragment from

the Ramesseum is easy to identify. It

belongs to version R2 of the relief cap-

tions
7
inside the temple on the north wall

of the second court, close to the join of the

interior north and east walls.
8
In the lower

portion of the fragment, the Hittite king

is seen in left profile (facing westward).

Above him are brief captions written ver-

tically. The more complete one, to the left

(r42), reads, "the chief of every [foreign

country] who came with him."
9 The
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fragment relates to Muwattalli's decision

to avoid direct combat, preferring to man-

age his troops from a distance. Despite the

Hittite king's subsequent success, Egyptian

accounts focus on the "cowardly" nature of

his actions. sas

1. The most recent analysis and translation of

the campaign can be found in Kitchen 1996,

pp. 2-26, and Kitchen 1999, pp. 3-54. See

also Spalinger 2005, pp. 209-27.

2. For a translation of the text, see Kitchen 1979,

pp. 2—147. The later hieratic account, a copy

of an archive text, is edited and discussed in

Spalinger 2002.

3. In a different approach to the Qadesh accounts,

Sir Alan Gardiner (i960, pp. 1-4) argued for

a bipartite division between text and pictures.

4. See Spalinger 1985 and Spalinger 2006.

5. The traditionally accepted scheme is that of

Charles Kuentz (1928-32). The best diagrams

of the carvings are those in Kitchen 1979,

125-28; see p. 179 for the Luxor version L2 of

the Poem and the adjoining Bulletin, although

the blank exterior east wall of the Colonnade

of Dynasty 18 is where one would have ex-

pected the pictorial version of the campaign

to appear. Gaballa 1976, pp. 113-19, also cov-

ers these details.

6. For more about this discovery by William J.

Murnane, see Spalinger 2002, pp. 173-75

n. 31. The author is in possession of Murnane's

notes of this text.

7. See Agyptisches Museum Berlin 1967,

no. 812; and Pharao: Kunst und Herrschaft

1997, no. 16.

8. See Porter and Moss 1972, p. 434 (10).

9. Kitchen 1979, p. 139; for translation, see

Kitchen 1996, p. 22.
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Asiatic Captive

Ivory

Height 12 cm (4% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasties 19-20,

ca. 1295-1070 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Fletcher Fund and The

Guide Foundation Inc. Gift, 1966 66.99.50

This ivory depicts a fettered captive.

His pointed beard, facial creases, and

elaborately patterned garment clearly mark

him as an Asiatic. He stands with bent

legs, the lower body shown in profile facing

to his left, the upper body and face pre-

sented in frontal view. Egyptian represen-

167

tations of captives often show the upper

body in profile with arms bound together

in back. Because the upper body of this

captive is presented frontally, the arms are

pulled into a curious position over the

head so that they remain visible. Fetters

are usually wound about the elbows, but in

this case they tie wrists to shoulders. 1

In ancient Egypt, foreigners were a

symbol of chaotic and evil forces threaten-

ing maat, world order and justice. It was

the duty of the king to maintain maat. To

portray a foreigner as a bound prisoner

not only served to demonstrate the victory

over such forces by the king; it was also a

symbolic reassurance that these threaten-

ing forces were defeated and controlled. In

the New Kingdom, bound Asiatics were

often depicted on the king's throne together

with bound Nubians. The extension at the

top and the bar at the bottom of this fig-

ure demonstrate that it was originally part

of another object, perhaps one in a row of

fettered captives that embellished a piece

of furniture—a wood chair or footstool.

1ST

1. Compare a glazed tile from the palace of

Ramesses III at Medinet Habu, MMA 26.7.969,

for another Asiatic captive with the same

position of the arms but bound at the elbows.

168a-d

Glazed Tiles with Asiatic
Leaders

Polychrome faience

a. Syrian Leader

Height 25 cm (9% in.); width 6 cm (2% in.)

b. Amorite Leader

Height 29.5 cm (11% in.); width 5.5 cm (2'/8 in.)

c. Philistine Leader

Height 30 cm (ll
7/8 in.); width 5.5 cm (2'/s in.)

d. Hittite Leader

Height 16.8 cm (6% in.); width 5.5 cm (2'/8 in.)

Egypt, Thebes, Medinet Habu, Mortuary

Temple of Ramesses III

New Kingdom, Dynasty 20, reign of

Ramesses III, ca. 1184-1153 B.C.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston Emily Esther

Sears Fund 03.1569, 03.1571-1573

These glazed tiles come from the site

of Ramesses Ill's mortuary temple

at Medinet Habu, on the west bank of

Thebes. A ceremonial palace of mud brick

provided a residence for the king's spirit

and also for the king himself when he

stayed at the temple for ritual ceremonies.

The entrances to the palace were luxuri-

ously decorated with inlay tiles picturing

the king as a sphinx trampling his enemies

above rows of bound foreign prisoners

—

Asiatics, Nubians, Libyans, and Sea

Peoples—from the farthest reaches of the

Egyptian empire.
1

Their gaily embroidered

garments are brilliantly captured in poly-

chrome faience, a technique that reached

its apogee in the Ramesside period.
2

Shown here in their finery, bound and

helpless, are four Asiatic leaders: a Syrian,

an Amorite, a Philistine, and a Hittite.
3

We should, however, be wary of these des-

ignations, for the Egyptian artist depicted

their outlandish costumes and un-Egyptian

facial features according to convention. So
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while it is a simple matter to distinguish

an Asiatic from a Nubian or a Libyan, it

can be difficult to distinguish one Asiatic

from another: there is a certain inter-

changeability about their fringes and tas-

sels, their wraparound shawls and tunics,

leading one scholar, for example, to iden-

tify a "Hittite in Libyan costume."
4 As

Hayes remarked apropos a related group

of tiles from a palace of Ramesses II at

Qantir:

The general standard ofaccuracy and consis-

tency in such ancient "racialportraits" is sel-

dom so high as to make the identifications of

the types matters ofcertainty, even when labels

accompany thefigures. . . . In many instances

the Egyptian sculptor orpainter had only a

vague idea ofthe exactphysical characteristics

oftheforeigner he was portraying [or] the

details ofhis clothes and accessories. . . . By

the Nineteenth Dynasty, the names ofcertain

peoples, once used in connection with closely

defined tribes or nations, had been extended

to include whole groups ofneighboring

outlanders.
5

These figures, however, are not records

of conquered peoples. Their main purpose

was ritual, not historical. From ancient

times the enemies of Egypt were known

collectively as the "Nine Bows." Just as the

figure nine, or three times three, signified

a plural of plurals, so the number of ene-

mies could increase to include the entire

gamut of foreign peoples. New enemies

made their appearance as the geographic

knowledge of the Egyptians expanded.

These representations of bound foreigners

do more than record, advertise, or com-

memorate their defeat; they magically per-

petuate it for all eternity. Like wild animals,

foreigners living outside Egypt's borders

represented the forces of chaos. It was the

pharaoh's duty to subdue them and thus to

preserve the harmony of the universe.

LMB

1. R. Anthes in Holscher 1951, pp. 40-42, pi. 5.

2. See Crowell in Gifts ofthe Nile 1998,

pp. 196-97, nos. 52-54.

3. L. Rowe 1908, pp. 47-50.

4. Anthes in Holscher 1951, p. 42, pi. 30a.

5. Hayes 1937, p. 33.
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AEGEAN INTERACTIONS WITH
THE NEAR EAST AND EGYPT DURING

THE LATE BRONZE AGE

ROBERT B. KOEHL

Contacts during the Late Bronze Age between the inhabit-

ants of the Aegean and the cultures of the eastern

Mediterranean are attested archaeologically by the discovery of

Aegean-made artifacts in foreign contexts and of eastern-made

artifacts in the Aegean.
1 To this evidence may be added a hand-

ful of visual and textual references to Aegean peoples preserved

in eastern sources, primarily Dynasty 18 Egyptian tombs and

several letters from Hattusa and Ugarit.
2
Since the Mycenaean

Linear B texts (and most likely the undeciphered Minoan Linear

A tablets) from Crete and the Greek mainland are mute on

questions of foreign relations—with no records of diplomatic

exchanges or trade agreements preserved—reconstructions of

international relations in the Aegean, whether political or socio-

economic, are subject to a range of interpretations. Nevertheless,

by observing changes in the distribution patterns of imports, not-

ing their source and date of manufacture, their place of discovery,

and the date of their find contexts, it may be possible to outline

the role played by Late Bronze Age Aegean peoples in the thriving

network of international exchanges that characterizes this era.

During the Middle Bronze Age, the Minoans of Crete pur-

sued relations with eastern Mediterranean cultures more

aggressively than did their Greek mainland and Cycladic island

counterparts. We can deduce this activity from the widespread

distribution of finely decorated Middle Minoan Kamares ware

and references to Kaptara, widely believed to be Crete, in texts

at Mari (see p. 59). These overseas ventures, surely efforts to

obtain copper and tin, resources lacking on Crete, were provi-

sioned by a string of colonies on Aegean islands reaching to the

west coast of Anatolia.
3

Crete continued to dominate Aegean interests with the east-

ern Mediterranean at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age,

although Late Minoan IA ceramics are scarce in eastern con-

texts.
4
Rather, it would appear that Minoan interests began to

focus on Cyprus, because of its copper resources. Indeed, the

largest assemblage of Late Minoan IA pottery in the east comes

from the site of Toumba tou Skourou, overlooking Morphou

Bay on the north coast of Cyprus, where Minoan ships could

conveniently load copper and then, for shipments of tin, sail one

day north to the south coast of Anatolia.
5

While many scholars believe that these Minoan trading

ventures to the east were organized and financed by palatial

institutions, the widespread distribution on Crete of bronze

workshops and finished objects indistinguishable in type and

quality from those found in the palaces suggests that indepen-

dent entrepreneurs or cooperative ventures between communi-

ties or merchant families played a significant role in these

exchanges.
6 Although Minoan pottery seems to have been

regarded as a valuable commodity, to judge from the fine deco-

rated cups and jugs found at Toumba tou Skourou, those items

that would leave no trace in the archaeological record, such as

wool textiles, herbs, and aromatics, may have been part of Late

Minoan I trade.
7

Despite the dominance of Crete during the early years of

Egypt's Dynasty 1 8, finds of Near Eastern artifacts on Thera,

albeit in small numbers, and in the Shaft Graves at Mycenae

suggest more complex networks of exchange. Indeed, Thera

may have played an active and independent role in eastern over-

seas ventures.
8
Although the gold source for the objects in the

Shaft Graves has never been confidently identified, a stag-shaped

vessel, or bibru, from Shaft Grave IV (fig. 54), was made from

Taurus Mountain silver and was perhaps a royal gift from an

Anatolian prince.
9

It is difficult to gauge how the eruption of the Theran vol-

cano at the end of Late Minoan IA affected Aegean contacts

with the east. If the Minoan fleet was harbored on the island's

south coast, it may have escaped such aftereffects as a tsunami.

Indeed, based on the wealth of artifacts discovered in the

destruction levels of the next era, Late Minoan IB, it would

appear that Crete survived the event relatively unharmed. Thus

gift-bearing embassies from Crete and the so-called Isles in the

Midst of the Sea, probably a reference to the Cycladic islands,

figure among the international delegations depicted on the

walls of Egyptian noble tombs dated to the reigns of Hatshepsut

and Thutmose III (see figs. 85, 87). Late Minoan IB ceramics

have also been found in Egypt and the Levant.
10

Despite the

small quantities of Late Minoan I pottery in the Nile Valley, the

fact that the Minoan conical rhyton was adopted by Egyptian

culture during early Dynasty 18 (see cat. no. 283) and used there

as it was on Crete implies a degree of cultural influence that

could only have come through sustained contacts.

Many scholars believe that the destructions on Crete which

brought the Late Minoan IB era to a close, about 1450 B.C.,
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were caused by a military invasion of Mycenaeans from the

Greek mainland. It is therefore not surprising that Late Helladic

or Mycenaean IIA and IIB ceramics suddenly appear in Egypt

and the Levant in significantly greater numbers than Minoan

pottery.
11 Most are cups, which again suggests that the ceram-

ics themselves were valued commodities. Whatever else the

Mycenaeans were marketing at this time has left no trace in the

archaeological record.

Relations between the Aegean and Egypt continued, as wit-

nessed by the large numbers of Egyptian stone vessels interred

in tombs on Crete that may have belonged to the occupying

Mycenaean forces.
12
Indeed, the shift from Minoan to Mycenaean

seems to have been acknowledged by Egypt, as may be sur-

mised from the repainting inside the Tomb of Rekhmire. After

attending the coronation of Amenhotep II, following the death

of Thutmose III, Rekhmire recorded his journey to Thebes on

a new wall and, to make them appear more "Mycenaean," made

changes to the costumes of the Keftiu and to their vessels.
13

Mycenaean power during the fifteenth century B.C. appears

to have expanded to include former Minoan settlements in the

Aegean islands, as on Karpathos, Kos, and Rhodes, including

the west coast of Anatolia.
14
Texts from Hattusa indicate that

from this era until the end of the thirteenth century B.C.,

Mycenaeans were sporadically involved in Anatolian internal

affairs, sometimes as allies of the Hittites, at other times acting

independently and out of self-interest rather than loyalty.
15

Although the amounts of Mycenaean pottery in Anatolia are

relatively small, compared with their distribution at this time in

Cyprus and the Levant, Hittite influence on Mycenaean archi-

tecture, specifically corbeling and fortification walls and gates,

implies a different level of contact.
16
Texts record that on occa-

sion, the Hittite king regarded the king of Ahhiyawa, a refer-

ence to either one or all Mycenaean kingdoms, as his "brother,"

the term of mutual address used by Great Kings of equal status

(see pp. 161-68). Perhaps Hittite kings sent architects to advise

Mycenaean dynasts on the construction of their citadels.
17

It

may be recalled that Pelops, the mythological founder of

Mycenae, came from Anatolia.

Although Mycenaean texts do not provide information on

the structure of trade with the east, the centralization of power

in the hands of the wanax, the Mycenaean king, is undeniable.

Based on the concentration of luxury items from the Near East

in Mycenaean palaces and high-status burials, notably ivories

and semiprecious stones in both raw and finished states, it is

likely that a restricted class of society controlled access to elite

eastern commodities more tightly during the Mycenaean era

than during the Minoan. Yet the archaeological evidence of

Mycenaean exports to the east suggests that commercial inter-

actions were not based exclusively on high-status goods.

Whereas previously the quantities ofMinoan and Mycenaean

ceramic imports to the Egypt, Cyprus, and the Levant num-

bered in the dozens, Late Helladic IIIA.-2—IIIB: 1 ceramics, rep-

resenting roughly a century, from 1350 to 1250 B.C., number in

the thousands, a figure that was never again exceeded during

the Bronze Age. Sites such as Marsa Matruh on Bate's Island

provided conduits for the distribution of Aegean and Cypriot

goods to Egypt.
18 Neutron activation studies of Mycenaean

imports to the east confirm that the majority were made in the

Argolid, home of the most powerful Mycenaean kingdom.
19

However, differences in the distribution of shapes may imply

that Mycenaean merchants accommodated different tastes.

Earlier, the most significant quantities came from Cyprus, Tell

el-Amarna, and Alalakh.
20
At Alalakh the most common shapes

are the amphoroid krater, probably used for mixing fermented,

wine-based beverages, and the small globular vertical flask,

which may have contained a concentrate that was diluted in the

krater, such as de-re-u-ko, a sweet wine or must, and possibly the

highest grade ofMycenaean wine, according to Linear B texts.
21

This flask is also the most common Mycenaean shape at Tell

el-Amarna, although kraters are rare. While kraters are com-

mon in Cypriot tombs, stirrup jars and small piriform jars are

the most common Mycenaean vessels. Stirrup jars (see

cat. nos. 242b, 244) may have contained other grades of wine

and oils, including perfumed oil.
22

By about 1300 B.C., Mycenaean commercial contacts with the

east may have reached their peak in frequency, to judge from the

vast number of sites in the Levant, Cyprus, and Egypt with

Mycenaean imports.
23 A trio of containers dominates the reper-

toire: the small- and medium-size stirrup jar, for transporting

wine and oil; the small piriform jar; and the small, angular ala-

bastron.
24 The wide mouths of the latter two vessels suggest

they may have contained viscous substances, such as honey, or

even dried herbs and spices, although only residue analysis will

confirm these hypotheses. In addition, some vessels are known

almost exclusively from the east, although they are made in

standard Mycenaean fabric and hence called Levantine-Helladic

or Cypro-Mycenaean ware.
25
These include angular, tall-stemmed

chalices; painted shallow, rounded, and pedestaled bowls; and

two kinds of rhyta, figural in the form of hedgehogs and head

shaped in the form of rams. Their restricted distribution sug-

gests they were made specifically for the eastern market. Finally,

the maintenance of royal contacts between Egypt and the

Aegean is suggested by the paintings in the Tomb of queen

Nofretari, chief wife of Ramesses II, which appear to depict sil-

ver earrings very likely of Aegean manufacture.
26

During the last quarter of the thirteenth century B.C.,

Mycenaean ceramic imports to the east dramatically decreased,

surely related to the violence that plagued the Mycenaean world

at this time and culminated about 1200 B.C. with the destruction

of the Mycenaean palaces, essentially spelling the end ofAegean

Bronze Age palatial culture. However, a market for Aegean

products had been created over the preceding several centuries.

To fulfill consumer needs, workshops on Cyprus and in the

Levant began to produce imitation or "Derivative" Mycenaean

wares, a practice that continued into the Iron Age.
27 While

these certainly would not have included commodities from the

Aegean, their distinct shapes and decorations may have become

so closely associated with Aegean luxury items that, even if
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filled with the local version, their Mycenaean shapes may have

enhanced their appeal, at a time when the imports were no lon-

ger available.
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Rhyton

Chlorite

Height 15 cm (5% in.); height with horns

21.5 cm (8'/2 in.)

Crete, Zakros, Palace

Late Minoan I, ca. 1625-1450 B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Heraklion, Greece

hm 2713

170

Rhyton

Ceramic, painted

Height 13.2 cm (5
1

/* in.); length 17.8 cm (7 in.)

Thera, Akrotiri

Late Cycladic I ca. 1625-1525 B.C.

Archaeological Museum of Thera, Greece

AKR 1855

At the start of the Neopalatial era, in

Middle Minoan III, about 1700 B.C.,

Minoan artisans created a new type of

animal-headed rhyton, classified as such

from its two openings behind the head

and in the muzzle.
1

Its immediate inspira-

tion was undoubtedly the Protopalatial

animal-headed rhyton, which may in turn

have been inspired by Middle Bronze

Age Anatolian animal-headed cups (see

cat. nos. 39, 40).
2 On the Middle Bronze

Age vessels the back of the head is open,

ending with a short neck or rim. Similar

vessels continue into the Late Bronze Age,

as attested by the ceramic lion-headed cup

from Ugarit (cat. no. 155).
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By contrast, Neopalatial animal head-

shaped rhyta sit majestically at a perpen-

dicular angle to the neck, which is now

closed. With a small opening behind the

head, nearly all are lions or bulls, although

two ceramic boar heads were discovered

at Thera.
3
This type of rhyton is also de-

picted on the tombs ofDynasty 18 Egyptian

nobles carried by the Keftiu, probably from

Crete, and Islanders from the Great Green,

probably from the Cycladic archipelago

(fig. 87). In addition to bulls and lions or

lionesses, dog- and griffin-headed rhyta

appear. The white and yellow colors used

for all may indicate that the vessels were

originally silver and gold, following the

standard Egyptian color conventions, while

red and blue linear details may attest to

inlays.
4 The only extant metal head-shaped

rhyta are the silver and gold bull head

and gold lion head from Shaft Grave IV at

Mycenae, which were probably also made in

the Neopalatial era.
5

While the burnished reddish yellow

surface on the ceramic lion-headed rhyton

from Akrotiri, above, may have been

meant to imitate the animal's coat, its facial

planes separated by sharp transitions recall

the gold lion head from Mycenae, perhaps

its immediate source of inspiration. The

rhyton was handmade, the flat back plate

and pointed ears attached separately. The

facial features are generally naturalistic,

with a strong jawline, rounded muzzle

with whisker roots in relief, squared nose,

grooved mouth, pointed barbiche, amygda-

loid eyes with thickened edges, and raised

bosses at the base of the nose bridge for

the brow nodules.

Naturalism reaches its apogee in Minoan

art with the chlorite bull-headed rhyton

from Zakros, opposite page, reassembled

from fragments and with the horns, eye

inlays, one ear, part of the muzzle, and

lower left side of the face now reconstructed.

The face is asymmetrical, with a higher left

eye and ear. Flame-shaped locks of hair

carved in relief flow freely over the head

around a swirling tuft on the forehead, down

the muzzle, and up to the brow ridges and

smooth, fleshy sides of the face, neck, and

dewlap. Gold foil, which adheres to a more

fragmentary rhyton from Zakros, suggests

that parts or all of the present example may

also have been similarly sheathed.
6 rbk

1. Koehl 2006, pp. 32-37.

2. Ibid., p. 41.

3. Ibid., pp. 21-38, classified as Type II.

4. Ibid., pp. 246-50.

5. Ibid., pp. 115, 121-22.

6. Ibid., p. 116.

Figure 87. Facsimile of wall painting, showing Syrian with his son
and man of Keftiu with rhyton. Thebes, Tomb of Menkheperreseneb
(TT 86). Dynasty 18, reigns of Thutmose III- Amenhotep II. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund, 1930 30.4.55
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Mycenae

The Mycenaean civilization (ca. 1625-1125 B.C.), named after its

greatest center, is marked by the rise in power of Mycenae in the

Argolid.
1

The royal Shaft Graves (Grave Circles A and B) of the

sixteenth century B.C. provide an impressive image of the accumu-

lated wealth of the ruling warrior aristocracy and confirm the leg-

end of Homer's "Mycenae rich in gold" (Iliad 1 1.51-52). The

Mycenaeans developed relations with the Minoan civilization on

Crete, then at the peak of its power. Luxury items that arrived at

Mycenae by way of Crete included ostrich eggs,
2
alabaster vasesfrom

Egypt (later made into rhyta), objects of ivory, and semiprecious

stones (carnelian and lapis lazuli). Itinerant artists also arrived via

Crete, bringing with them new technical skills and new ideas of

social organization. The exquisite Mycenaean inlaid daggers that

depict lion hunts and Nilotic scenes, while locally made, betray a

knowledge of the imagery and the techniques of the east. Among the

grave offerings that have been excavated is a silver vessel (bibru) in

theform of a stag that camefrom the land of the Hittites, possibly

sent as a gift (fig. 54).
3

During thefourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C., the citadels of

Mycenae and Tiryns were fortified with mighty walls fashioned

from huge boulders, erected, according to legend, by the Cyclops, build-

ersfrom Lycia. At Mycenae, the main entrance to the citadel, the

monumental Lion Gate
(fig. 88), has a massive lintel and imposing

reliefdecoration: two heraldic lions, international emblems ofking-

ship,face each other in profile on either side ofa column. Originally,

the citadel included apalace and a shrine— both decorated with wall

paintings— artist's workshops, and storerooms. The administrative,

economic, military, artistic, and religious center of the region, this

central authority was organized hierarchically under the wanax, or

king. Archives were kept on clay tablets in Linear B, thefirst Greek

script. Agriculture and animal husbandry, theproduction of oil, wine,

and perfumed oils, and the manufacture of textiles were centrally

controlled. Magnificent tholos tombs, now plundered, were builtfor

the ruling class, and around the citadel were clusters of ordinary

chamber tomb cemeteries. Archaeologicalfinds indicate a socially

stratified andprosperous society.

The Egyptians took notice of the Tanaja (Homer's Danaoi) and

their rise to power early in the fourteenth century B.C. Faience

plaques, vessels, andfigurines bearing the cartouches ofthepharaohs

Amenhotep II andAmenhotep III were imported to Mycenae, though

there is no clear evidence ofan official Egyptian delegation.
4
In the

archives ofthe Hittite capital, letters mentioning the greatpower of

"Ahhiyawa," possibly situated on the Greek mainland, give a vivid

picture—long before the Trojan War and Homer's Achaeans— of

the Mycenaean presence and the rivalry of the two powers around

Millawanda (Miletos) on the eastern coast of the Aegean.
5

The palace maintained trade relations with centers in the Syro-

Levantine region, and ships crossed the Aegean laden with copper

and tin ingots to be used in foundries, glass ingots for the glass

workshops such as the one in Tiryns,
6 and elephant tusk and

hippopotamus caninesfor the ivory workshops later excavated out-

side the citadel at Mycenae,
7
wherefaience objects exhibiting Near

Eastern influence have also beenfound.
8
Canaanitejars were used to

transport a number ofgoods, including glass beads and terebinth

resin, used in medicine and for the production of wine.
9 The

Uluburun ship (see pp. 289-305), the Cape Gelidonya, and the

presumed Kyme wreck (off the coast of Euboia), carrying copper

ingots, provide important evidencefor Mediterranean interconnec-

tions. The extensive excavations at Mycenae, on the citadel and in

the tombs, confirm the existence ofboth raw materials, such as copper

ingots and hippopotamus canines, and finished goods,
10

such as

Canaanitejars, Egyptian stone vases and scarabs, a bronzefigure of

the god Reshefi lapis lazuli cylinder seals with representations of

heroes, glass pendants, and Cypriot wall brackets (compare cat.

no. 193e)."

It is more difficult to trace the Mycenaean end of the exchange,

which was perhaps in perishable goods. Elaborate metal artifacts

and even textiles,
12

like those carried by the men of Keftiu on wall

paintings in the tombs offifteenth-century B.c. Egyptian dignitaries,

may have been in demand. More substantial evidence is provided by

the high-quality Mycenaean pottery that was distributed throughout

the Mediterraneanfrom Syria and Egypt to the Iberian peninsula.

The pictorial pottery, produced at Berbati close to Mycenae, com-

prised mainly kraters withfigural, chariot, and bull representations

and was exportedprimarily to Cyprus and Syria,
13
where conical and

zoomorphic rhyta werefound in a temple complex (see pp. 426—32).
14

Coarse-ware transport stirrup jars of Cretan manufacture were

stored in great numbers at Mycenae—some inscribed in Linear B
and probably carried wine, olive oil, and perfumed oil both within

Greece and to the eastern ports.
15

The collapse of the palatial system at the end of the thirteenth

century B.C. caused a decline in trade, but it did not altogether halt

the network ofexchanges. At the time of its sinking near the Argolid

coast,
16

the Point Iria ship was transporting Cypriot, Cretan, and

Mycenaean pottery, mainly storagejars and transport stirrup jars.

Mycenae and Tiryns continued to thrive in the twelfth century B.C.;

relations were strengthened especially with Cyprus, where there

was a substantial Mycenaean Greek presence and metal artifacts

such as the bronze tripod of the Tiryns Treasure were produced

and exported.
17

It was also a time of renewed relations with

the central Mediterranean region, attested in bronze weapons and

other artifacts.
18
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Figure 88. The Lion

Gate. Mycenae, Citadel.

Late Bronze Age.

In the centuries thatfollowed the demise of the Mycenaean civili-

zation, new cultural and political centers emerged and thefounda-

tions ofthe Greek city-state were laid. The Homeric epics, the Iliad

and the Odyssey, immortalized the heroic worlds of the Mycenaean

era and the centuries thatfollowed. These narratives were passed

down to the poets who created Greek drama in thefifth century B.C.

The city ofMycenae tookpart in the Persian Wars at a time when it

had already entered the realm oflegend and waspart ofthe common

Greek heritage.
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Inlaid Dagger

Bronze, gold, and silver

Length 32 cm (12% in.)

Mycenae, Shaft Grave V

Late Helladic I, 16th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 8340

The upper part of the blade and the

gold sheathing of the hilt and the

shoulder of this dagger are preserved. The

sheathing is richly decorated with re-

pousse lilies, a motif that also embellishes

both sides of the blade.
1

Cutouts in the

shape of lily blossoms—in silver, with sta-

mens in gold—are held in place with a

black alloy consisting of low-tin bronze,

with small quantities of gold and silver.
2

Daggers with inlaid decoration, among

the most exquisite works of early Myce-

naean art, were buried with male warriors;

such daggers were ceremonial rather than

used in actual warfare. Twelve such dag-

gers were found in Shaft Graves IV and V
at Mycenae. Others were found in the

rich tholos tombs of Messenia, Lakonia,

and Achaia, and in the chamber tombs of

Prosymna in the Argolid. Depictions on

the blades include a lion hunt, Nilotic

scenes, felines hunting prey (fig. 36), rows

of spirals, birds and dolphins, and human

bodies floating in water.
3

The decorative technique is variously

described as painting in metal, inlay, and

niello. It is seen also on gold and silver

vases from Mycenae, Dendra, Pylos, and

Enkomi on Cyprus, and may have origi-

nated in the Levant (see cat. no. 30). The

Minoan connection is here missing, as no

such examples have been found on Crete.

Wall paintings at Akrotiri, specifically the

miniature fresco (see figs. 137, 138), may

offer intriguing parallels with the scenes

that appear on the daggers.
4.

Inlaid dag-

gers and vases developed to their most

advanced form in early Mycenaean

Greece. They were made locally in closed

workshops by artisans who were not only

trained in the difficult technique but knowl-

edgeable in the iconography of kingship

and elite status.
5
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LafRneur 1997; Papadopoulos 1998; and

Thomas 2005.
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Openwork Relief with
Lions Attacking Bull

Gold

Max. height 5.8 cm (2'A in.);

max. length 14.5 cm (5% in.)

Mycenae, Shaft Grave IV

Late Helladic I, 16th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum,

Athens, Greece 119

This openwork relief takes the form of

lions attacking a bull. The relief, of

fine reddish gold, originally formed part

of a larger composition that probably cov-

ered the sides of a wood pyxis.
1 The three

lions are smaller in scale than the bull. Two

of the lions—shown in flying gallop

—

pounce while the third attacks from the

front, biting into the neck and clawing the

shoulders. The landscape is represented

by the tops of two palms.

The lion is the animal most frequently

represented in Aegean art, usually in a

rocky landscape or amid reeds and palms,

and commonly attacking bulls or cattle.

Such scenes appear primarily on seal-

stones; representations also occur on the

Theran frescoes (fig. 37),
2
on a gold pom-

mel,
3
and on two niello daggers from

Shaft Grave IV,
4
all datable to the six-

teenth century B.C. The discovery of lion

bones and teeth at Bronze Age sites
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(Tiryns in the Argolid, Kalapodi in Lokris

and Kastana in Macedonia),
5
and the large

number of representations of lions in the

wild, is evidence that the animal existed

on the Greek mainland during this period.

Lions were still being hunted in Thrace

and Thessaly at the time of Herodotus

{Histories 7.125-26).

In Assyrian and Persian contexts, the

king is often represented hunting lions for

sport.
6
In Egypt lions guarded the gates

to the Underworld.
7
In Mycenae, because

they were a threat to livestock, lions were

killed.
8
While the lion hunt is rendered

in different styles in the art of Egypt, the

Near East, Crete, and Mycenae, the victory

of the lion over its prey may be understood

as the victory of the powerful over the

weak or the victory of the ruler over his

enemies.

The palm was associated with flourish-

ing life. Imported from the Near East, it

was also valued for the variety of its by-

products. Virtually every part of the plant

was used—in the production of wine, vin-

egar, perfume, and medicine.
9
There are

relatively few representations of the palm

in Aegean art; these mainly occur on pot-

tery and seals. ek-s

2. Morgan 1988, p. 45.

3. NAM 295.

4. NAM 394 and 395.

5. Bloedow 1999, p. 53, n. 1, for relevant bibliog-

raphy of the sites.

6. Bloedow 1992, p. 302.

7. Ibid.

8. Bloedow 1999, p. 54.

9. L. Morgan 1988, p. 28.
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Ring with Master of

Animals

Red jasper

Max. diameter 2.8 cm (l
l

/s in.)

Mycenae, Chamber Tomb 58

Late Helladic II, 15th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 2852

This ring, with the bezel and loop

carved from a single piece ofjasper, is

one of a small group ofMycenaean seal

rings made of semiprecious stones. It was

found in a chamber tomb along with two

other signet rings—one in gold and the

other with gold sheathing—six sealstones,

and a Canaanite transport jar.
1

At the center of the scene is the Master

of Animals grasping two lions, one by the

neck and the other by its hind paws. The

massive bodies of the powerful lions are

depicted in detail. The figure's broad chest

is frontal, while the head and the legs are

shown in profile. With short, curly hair

and a beard, he wears a Minoan codpiece

and a belt and what appear to be greaves

on his legs.

The imagery of the Master ofAnimals

has a long history in the Near East in

1. A wood pyxis with applique gold foil in the

National Archaeological Museum, Athens

(NAM 808, 811), representing lions chasing

deer, was discovered in Shaft Grave V, Grave

Circle A, Mycenae.
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the third millennium B.C.
2

It was widely

adopted in Crete during the Neopalatial

period and then brought to the mainland.

In the Aegean the figure is often depicted

as a beardless youth, taming wild nature as

he brings animals—usually lions but also

bulls, dogs, and others—to submission.
3

Here, he is shown bearded like the Mesopo-

tamian hero. While the Master of Animals

subjugates wild beasts, the Mistress of

Animals is venerated by them, as is seen

on a seal from Mycenae
4
In the Aegean

both figures are known almost exclusively

in glyptic. A notable exception is the de-

piction of the Master of Animals with

felines on a conical rhyton from Pylona,

Rhodes (cat. no. 288), which also has a

modeled bull's head affixed to the side to

underscore its ritual character.
5

LP-M

1. CMS I, no. 89, Xenaki-Sakellariou

1985, p. 182, pi. 77.

2. Barclay 2001, pp. 374-79, pi. civg.

3. N. Marinates 1993, pp. 167-69,

figs. 154-61.

4. CMS I, no. 144.

5. Karantzali 2001, pp. 34-35, fig. 28,

pi. 33, colorpl. 1.

174

Plaque with Heraldic
Lions

Ivory

Height 7.4 cm (2
7
/s in.); width 4.7 cm (l

7
/s in.)

Rhodes, Ialysos

Late Helladic IIIA2-IIIB,

14th- 13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Rhodes, Greece 7939

This ivory plaque was found in the

votive deposit of the Sanctuary of

Athena on the Acropolis of Ialysos.
1

Carved

in fairly high relief is a pair of heraldic ram-

pant lions with their heads turned backward.

They stand on their hind legs, with raised

forepaws resting on a typical Aegean con-

cave altar.
2
Both the lions and the altar are

placed on an elaborate epistyle that crowns

a tripartite structure
3
or a gate. Three

rivet holes arranged in a triangle corre-

spond to the rivets for fastening the plaque

to a bronze mirror or to the shaft of an

elaborate scepter.
4

One lion, with its slender proportions

174

and the casual incisions on the upper

body, is probably a female. The other,

more robust lion is certainly a male, as

indicated by the mane. The elaborate altar,

represented with parallel incisions and

granulation, shows details that commonly

appear on jewelry and less frequently on

ivories. Also unusual for ivories are the

dotted outlines on the lions.
5

The iconography is reminiscent of the

monumental relief on the Lion Gate at

Mycenae (fig. 88).
6
Similar arrangements

of animals resting on concave altars ap-

pear on Minoan and Mycenaean seal-

stones,' as well as on a cylinder seal from

Cyprus.
8
Altars in association with en-

trances and tripartite structures are shown

on a seal impression from Zakros,
9
and

in the gold-foil shrine from Mycenae.
10

Concave altars are depicted in Late Bronze

Age I wall paintings. A monumental con-

cave altar stands above the gateway of

the Arrival Town in the Miniature Frieze

of the ship fresco at Akrotiri in Thera.
11

And four concave altars are represented in

association with a tripartite opening in

another Theran fresco.
12

In the thirteenth

century B.C., pairs of lions are shown

above gateways in the frescoes of Pylos.
13

The Rhodian ivory has affinities with

the carved griffins on the ivories from

the Megiddo hoard (fig. 128), the sphinxes

on the Mycenaean plaques from Menidi, and

other products of the Mycenaean workshops

associated with the Near East.
14
According

to Helene Kantor,
15

the Megiddo griffins

represent the same school of carving that

produced the monumental relief at Mycenae.

Moreover, an Aegean concave altar is carved

on a pyxis lid from Minet el-Beidha (cat.

no. 261).
16
This ivory plaque is thus signi-

ficant not only for its symbolic meaning

but also for the evidence it provides for the

circulation of similar luxury items along

the Mediterranean trade networks. TM

1. The Italian excavation, conducted in the

years 1923, 1925, and 1926, yielded approxi-

mately five thousand votive offerings dated

mainly to the Geometric and Archaic periods.

Among them were some Middle Minoan IB/

Middle Minoan II stone vessels, a few Late

Minoan I objects, fragmentary Mycenaean

pottery, and other small objects along with a

bronze tanged mirror; see Benzi 1984 and

Martelli 1988.

2. See Barnett 1939, p. 13, n. 4; Kantor 1947,

pp. 88-89; Poursat 1977a, p. 69, n. 29;

Barnett 1982, p. 37, pi. 33a; Benzi 1992,

pp. 193-94; Martelli 2000, p. 105, fig. 1; and

Marketou n.d. (forthcoming), n. 19.
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3. J. Shaw 1978; Gessel 1985, pp. 29-30.

4. Of all the known tanged Mycenaean mirrors

from Rhodes, only one mirror is without

tangs and bears three rivet holes: Ialysos,

Tomb LXIX: 4, Late Helladic IIIA:1-IIIB;

see Catling 1964, pp. 226-27; and Benzi

1992, p. 182, pi. 180:g, h.

5. The granulation-type borders on the lion

legs and bodies are reminiscent of the pyxis

from Mycenae; see Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985,

pp. 129-30, E2477, pi. 36. Also similar are the

frames on ivory combs, ibid., pp. 85-86,

E2474, pi. 16, and on a comb from Megiddo;

see Kantor 1947, p. 98, pi. XXIVE.

6. Wace 1949, pp. 22, 50, 52-53, figs. 73a,b, 74a,

pp. 89, 132; Mylonas 1966, pp. 173-76.

7. Such as those from Zakros and Ayia Triada:

A. Evans, PM IV, part 2, p. 611, fig. 599b, c,

PM II, part 2, p. 607, figs. 380, 381; for other

examples see CMS I, nos. 46, 73, 98, and

Sakellariou 1966, pp. 37-40, 75, 92-97, pi. 2,

no. 46, pi. 3, no. 98. A similar altar is depicted

on the plaster tablet from Mycenae (Mylonas

1966, p. 162, fig. 131) and on the relief rhyton

from Zakros (J. Shaw 1978, pp. 432-37).

8. Frankfort 1939, p. 303, pi. XLVI:5.

9. A. Evans, PM IV, part 2, p. 611, fig. 599a.

10. Mylonas 1966, p. 93, fig. 122e.

11. Morgan 1988, fig. 108.

12. The fresco depicts a goddess seated on the

tripartite structure receiving an offering of

saffron given by a monkey, see Doumas 1992,

fig. 122.

13. Lang 1969, pp. 137-38, no. 2A2, pis. 76, 136,

and no. 3A20, pi. 77.

14. Kantor 1960, pp. 18-22, figs. 9-11; Mylonas

1966, pp. 196-97.

15. Kantor 1960, p. 19.

16. Rehak and Younger 1998, pp. 249-50.

Mycenaean Thebes

The city of Thebes, like Mycenae, was advantageously situated at the

crossroads of land and sea routes. Secure within its walled citadel,

Thebes gradually developed into a dominant political and military

power on the Greek mainland, reaching its height during the last

centuries of the Bronze Age, usually referred to as the "Mycenaean

palatialperiod" (1400-1200 B.C.). It is therefore possible that some

of the traditional Greek myths about the city could reflect itsfame

during the Late Bronze Age.

The residential settlement andfunerary remains ofprehistoric

and historic Thebes, whose name (te-qa) appears numerous times in

its archival texts, were discovered within the modern city first by

travelers and later through excavations, which began before the end

of the nineteenth century and continue until the present day. These

excavations have shed light on the everyday life of Thebes during the

Mycenaean palatial period. Among the manyfinds, prestige items

and texts, especially, have provided a record of the bustling settle-

ment, which occupied the Kadmeion hill throughout the Bronze Age.

With a network ofprimary and secondary dependent settlements,

Thebes dominated nearly the whole of historic Boiotia in central

Greece. With other powers of the Greek mainland, Theban rulers

fostered cultural exchange and trade throughout the Aegean and the

eastern Mediterranean.

Thefirst excavations on the citadel of Thebes, which is also the

nucleus ofthe modern city, took placefrom 1906 to 1929 and brought

to light the architectural remains ofan important building complex.

The so-called House ofKadmos remains until today the only extant

Mycenaean palatial building in central Greece. Grouped on the

groundfloor of this complex, which extended over the citadel hill,

were archival, storage, and workshop areas; residential rooms occu-

pied thefirstfloor. The sudden conflagration that caused the build-

ing's destruction helped to preserve several prestige items, including

precious jewelry, while within the storage rooms werefound large

stirrupjars, most of them with painted Linear B inscriptions. Clay

analysis confirmed that they contained olive oilfrom western Crete.

Excavations, begun in 1963, have continued to the present day.

They have uncovered several sections ofthe immense wall surround-

ing the citadel, and about 325 archival documents, inscribed on clay

tablets and nodules, have come to light in storage rooms and work-

shop areas associated with thepalace. Distribution centers contained

weapons, tools, weights, bits ofraw materials, and bothfinished and

unfinishedjewelry andfurniture appliques made of imported mate-

rials. The 1963— 64 expedition uncovered an unexpected cache of

jewelry made ofprecious materials, mainly gold, ivory, lapis lazuli,

and agate, in thepalatial building. Comprising the Theban Treasure,

these objects, which came mainlyfrom the eastern Mediterranean,

were stored not onlyfor safekeeping but also to be workedfurther. A
variety of artifacts also came to light in the chamber tombs around

the citadel.

The appearance of the Sea Peoples in about 1200 B.C., among

otherfactors, contributed to the collapse of the centralized govern-

ments in the Aegean and the Near East, with the exception ofEgypt.

In the beginning of the twelfth century B.C., Thebes, like many other

civil andpalatial centers ofthe eastern Mediterranean, was violently

destroyed, to rise again only in the historicalperiod.

VLA
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Plaque with Rampant
Goats

Ivory

Height 9 cm (3% in.); width 7.7 cm (3 in.)

Thebes

Late Bronze Age, 13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece

383a

This ivory plaque with relief decoration

shows a group of herald ically placed

wild goats framed by a thin relief strip. It

has been reconstructed from five pieces,

although some fragments are missing from

its body and frame. The plaque is dated to

the thirteenth century B.C. and comes from

a workshop within the Mycenaean citadel

of Thebes, which operated under the aus-

pices of the Royal Palace. It was found in

a deposit with other ivory items and was

probably attached to a larger object, per-

haps a wood container (chest) or furniture

item. vla/if

176a, b

Beads

a. Lapis lazuli, max. height 4.5 cm (l% in.);

max. width 4.9 cm (2 in.)

b. Agate, max. length 4.5 cm (1% in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB, 13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece

176b



Arich and varied treasure ofjewelry

and cylinder seals of mainly eastern

origin was discovered in the winter of

1963-64 in a building near the center of

the Theban citadel.
1 The structure of the

building, its location next to the palace

(the so-called Kadmeion), and its contents

identify it as associated with palace activ-

ity. The excavation uncovered two rooms,

one housing the treasure and the other

filled with pithoi. The treasure included

beads and other jewelry made of gold,

agate, lapis lazuli, and ivory, as well as

eastern cylinder seals and Mycenaean

seals of different materials. The beads, of

various shapes and materials, mainly be-

longed to necklaces and have parallels in

the wider Aegean area and the Near East.

Of particular interest are those made of

lapis lazuli, a material from Afghanistan,

and of agate, also thought to be imported;

objects made of these materials are not well

known from other Mycenaean sites. The

cylinder seals, the plain cylindrical beads

of lapis lazuli and agate, and the majority

of the gold jewelry arrived in Thebes in

the thirteenth century B.C. from the east-

ern Mediterranean, perhaps the Syro-

Levantine coast or Cyprus.

Some of these pieces were reworked at

Thebes, where they were combined with

locally produced objects. When much of

the palace was destroyed at the end of the

thirteenth century B.C., they were buried

—

and thus preserved—under a thick layer of

debris. Recently, clay sealings and Linear

B tablets were also found in excavation.

VLA

1. Displayed are lapis lazuli beads inv. nos. 22 la,

221(3, 221X, 22l6, 2216, 225a, 225(3, 225X,

227a, 227X, 2270, 163. and agate beads inv.

nos. 160a, 1600, 160L8, 217a, 217(3, 217X, 218,

219, 220a, 220(3, 220X

177a-c

Kassite Style Cylinder
Seals and Modern

Impressions

Lapis lazuli

a. Height 4.2 cm (1% in.);

diameter 1.5 cm (% in.)

Kassite, reign of Burnaburiash II, inscription

of Kidin-Marduk ca. 1359—1333 B.C.

b. Height 4.9 cm (l
7
/s in.);

diameter 1.6 cm (% in.)

Kassite, 14th century B.C.

c. Height 4.4 cm (l% in.);

diameter 1.5 cm (% in.)

Kassite, possibly Cypriot re-carving,

14th- 13th century B.C.

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece

198, 191, 199
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Figure 89. Modern im-

pression of cylinder seal.

Kassite period. Iraq

Museum, Baghdad

IM 22450

The Kassite lapis lazuli cylinder seals

from Mycenaean Thebes must be con-

sidered among the most impressive glyptic

to reach foreign shores. They attest to a

connection between Babylonia and the

Greek mainland that extends beyond our

expectations based on the rare importa-

tion of Mesopotamian cylinder seals to the

Aegean.
1 When considered in a more

global context, however, such an exchange

becomes more understandable.

The only major ruler's name inscribed

in the hoard of thirty-eight carved cylin-

der seals in the Theban Treasure is

Burnaburiash II, whose greeting gifts to

the Egyptian pharaoh, as documented in

the Amarna Letters, invariably included

large quantities of lapis lazuli, sometimes

in the form ofjewelry.
2
However, unlike

the gifts of Ashur-uballit I of Assyria and

Tushratta of Mitanni (who also sent large

quantities of lapis jewelry), seals made of

this precious and auspicious material do

not count among his offerings.
3

The Kassite cylinder seals imported to

Thebes are eleven in number and varied

in style, imagery, and quality. The most

outstanding (cat. no. 177a) is a large piece

with a nature divinity towering over a

mountainous landscape with gnarled

trees, perhaps olive trees, that bear circu-

lar crowns and star-shaped flowers (see

cat. no. 125a). The god is bearded, and his

hair is drawn back in a chignon with dis-

tinctive spiral curls. With muscled arms

extended, he grasps streams that flow out

of and into aryballos-shaped vessels. The

belted garment that he wears transforms

below the waist into undulating lines to

suggest that he emerges from the moun-

tain waters which flow from the two flank-

ing peaks. Columns of inscription, carved

to be read in the engraving rather than (as

is more common) when impressed, identify

the seal as that of "Kidin-Marduk . . . sha

reshi official of Burnaburiash, king of the

world."
4 When it is compared with an agate

cylinder seal similarly inscribed, also finely

carved but somewhat more traditional in

its iconography, we can appreciate that the

term "artistic revolution" may be appropri-

ate to express the innovations that charac-

terize the imagery on this object.
5

A second Kassite seal from the Treasure

(cat. no. 177b), even larger but not so finely

detailed, presents another (perhaps later)

version of the motif.
6
Here the bearded

god wears the multiple-horned crown and

his strong arms are drawn in to the body;

the streaming and branching waters appear

to emanate from his shoulders. The source

may be the rain clouds, perhaps symbol-

ized by the double lion-headed eagle above.

Streams cascade into the cupped hands of

fish-men. They also grasp the waters that

emanate, along with flowers, from the

god's body, which is transformed into a

mountainous peak with a cross-hatched

pattern and rootlike extensions that join

with those of an upright voluted tree.

Leaping ibexes add vitality to the sym-

metrical composition, and typically

Kassite cross-and-lozenge motifs fill the

field. The inscription across the top of the

seal is a prayer to Marduk, leading Porada

to identify the nature deity with the chief

god of Babylon and son of Ea, the god of

sweet waters that flow beneath the earth.
7

The imagery of divinities merging with

the natural world recalls the alternating

water and mountain deities as depicted on

the molded brick facade of the Temple of

Inanna built by Kara-indash (fig. 66).

Produced in the Second Kassite style of

the late fourteenth century B.C., the seals

represent a significant departure from tra-

ditional Babylonian scenes of worship that

characterize the First Kassite glyptic style.
8

Somewhat rigid compositional schemes

are infused with a new vitality at a time

when we find a similar spirit in the glyptic

arts of Assyria (cat. no. 125). One of the

most elaborately carved seals of this type

shows a double-headed god whose moun-

tainous body encloses a kneeling figure

with flowing streams. This divinity is also

a master of beasts, dominating two ram-

pant griffins with displayed wings, while a

flock of birds fills the sky. A closely related

scene was impressed on a tablet bearing

the seal of a governor of Nippur under

Shagarakti-Shuriash (ca. 1245-1233 B.C.).
9

Another superb Kassite seal in the

Theban Treasure (cat. no. 177c) inscribed,

"By the command of Marduk, may its

wearer stay in good health," bears the

depiction of a nude Master of Animals

grasping the massive horns of two ram-

pant ibexes.
10

Edith Porada, contrasting

the figures on this seal with a more finely

modeled example, suggests that the hero's

body, separated into segments, and the

ibexes with protruding chests may be

the work of a Mycenaean craftsman who

re-engraved the original.
11
However, the

segmenting of the human body with indi-

vidual drillings is a feature alien to Aegean

works, where a sense of organic form

remains intact even during later phases

of seal carving on the Greek mainland.

This is evident in the depiction of an

Aegean Master of Animals on the only cyl-

inder seal in the Theban hoard that was

made locally (cat. no. 183). In attempting to

understand the unusual image of the hero,

it might be instructive to compare the

depiction on a seal from the Iraq Museum

(fig. 89),
12
where a nature divinity very

similar in form to one from Thebes (cat.

no. 177a) grasps the horns of two rampant

ibexes in a scene with birds perched on a

palm tree. Could a foreign craftsman have

replaced an image such as this one with

the more familiar Master of Animals, trans-

forming the outline of the undulating and

spreading waters into the figure's bulging

belly and widely spaced legs? If this is the

case, then it would be more likely for such

extensive re-carving to have taken place

on Cyprus, where other seals were modi-

fied, and it is thus possible that the entire

hoard of lapis lazuli came to mainland

Greece in a single shipment.

JA

1. Only one Mesopotamian seal, of the Old Baby-

lonian period, CMS I, no. 306, was found in

archaeological context, on Crete in Platanos

Tholos B; others, CMS II, nos. 206, 287, and

CMS XI, no. 287, also come from Crete, but

without clear provenance. For Syro-Mitanni
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seals in the Aegean, see catalogue nos. 250,

251 in this volume.

2. Moran 1992, pp. 13 (EA 7: four minas), 18

(EA 9: 3 minas), 19 (EA 10: 2 minas and a

necklace with 1048 "cricket-shaped" beads),

22 (EA 11: 10 lumps and 20 "cricket-shaped"

beads).

3. Ibid., pp. 39 (EA 16), 52, mounted in gold (EA

22); also seal-shaped stones mounted in gold:

pp. 73, 75 (EA 25); for the significance of lapis

lazuli, see Moorey 1999.

4. For this seal, see Porada 1981-82, pp. 49-50,

no. 26; Brinkman 1981-82, p. 74.

5. Matthews 1990, p. 60; see also Collon 1987,

pp. 58-61.

6. Porada 1981-82, pp. 51-53, no. 27, who con-

siders its looser style to indicate a later work.

7. Brinkman 1981-82, p. 74; Porada 1981-82,

p. 50. This view is questioned by Matthews

(1990, pp. 60-61), who notes that Klengel-

Brandt interprets the mountain god on a

relief from Ashur as a personification of

Mount Ebikh.

8. For a review of the First Kassite Style, see

Matthews 1992, pp. 4-32.

9. Ibid., pp. 34-36; see also Matthews 1990,

figs. 132, 133 (Tell Subeidi), for the mountain

god as Master of Animals.

10. Brinkman 1981-82, p. 75, no. 31.

11. Porada 1981-82, pp. 58-59, no. 31.

12. Beran 1958, p. 269, fig. 14.

178

Syro-Mitanni Cylinder
Seal and Modern

Impression

Lapis lazuli

Height 2.2 cm
(

7
/s in.); diameter 0.9 cm (% in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Syro-Mitanni re-carving,

15th- 14th century B.C.

Old Syrian manufacture, 18th-

17th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece 202

The dominant composition carved on

this seal is Syro-Mitanni; however, an

older inscription related to an unknown

king and land of the eighteenth or seven-

teenth century B.C. and traces of an

earlier, poorly preserved design indicate

that the seal has been re-carved. In the

later composition, two symmetrical griffin-

demons stand beneath a winged disc and

raise an object, which can be identified by

its legs and crossbars as a seat or stool.
1

A human head or mask appearing below it

assumes a demonic appearance, with an

open mouth and vertical lines suggesting a

long beard ending in two points. A vertical

motif of seven intertwined loops occupies

the full height of the compositional space.

Similar imagery on seal impressions

from Ashur dated to the time of Eriba-

Adad I (1390-1364 B.C.) and Ashur-uballit I

(1363-1328 B.C.) point to a range of dates

for the seal here. The Ashur sealings also

show certain variations, such as a seat

being supported by either bull-men or nude

heroes instead of griffins, and crescent and

sun discs instead of the winged disc. The

most important element in all these com-

positions is the raising of the seat, perhaps

as a thronelike support for the symbol

above it.
2

The small drillings bordering the wings

of the sun disc suggest a Syro-Mitanni

style. In contrast, the Middle Assyrian

depictions of wings usually have a more

feathery appearance, created by vertically

incised lines (see cat. no. 124). The winged

sun disc on the seal here is closely related

to that of a Mitanni cylinder seal found at

Tiryns (cat. no. 250). The circumstances

regarding the transition to the Syro-

Mitanni style are poorly known, but the

glyptic evidence at Alalakh shows that

there, as elsewhere in Syria, the Syro-

Mitanni style prevailed from the sixteenth

to the fourteenth century B.C., and perhaps

even longer.
3

jme

1. Porada 1975, pp. 164-72.

2. Porada 1981-82, p. 38.

3. Porada 1980, p. 18.
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Hittite Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression

Lapis lazuli

Height 3.2 cm (l
lA in.); diameter 1.9 cm (%. in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Hittite Empire manufacture, 14th-

13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece 200

Among the large corpus of Mesopota-

mian and Cypriot cylinder seals in

the Theban Treasure is one that is distinc-

tively Hittite in style. Like the large major-

ity of seals in the group, it appears to have

been carved more than once. The original

design consists of a procession of four

divinities wearing horned headgear. The

female figure in a long robe revealing a

bared leg may represent Ishtar/Shaushga.

Behind her, the Protective Deity of the

Countryside grasps a hare. He is followed

by the Storm God, who is identified both

by the W (thunderbolt) sign before him

and by his associated animal, the bull (here

possibly a calf). The sun disc over his head

is atypical, as it usually denotes the sun

god who wears a skullcap and long robe

and carries an upside-down crook. The

final standing god must remain unidenti-

fied. The ankh-like shape, which appears

four times, usually in conjunction with the

small triangle, is the symbol for "life,"

while the triangle denotes "good fortune."
1

Above the goddess at right is the personal

name of the seal owner: Ti-la-zi. On the

left is the ideogram for his office: a spear

(read hastarius), indicating that he was a

member of the royal bodyguard. A small

seated figure suspended between two of

the striding gods and the animals, inter-

rupting the original composition, appears

to have been added later.
2

The figures, while somewhat attenu-

ated in form, exhibit the long nose and full

cheeks, clothing, and wide stance typical

of the arts of central Anatolia. The carv-

ing of such imagery on a conventionally

shaped cylinder seal, however, signals the

absorption of foreign traditions. Anatolia

can be considered a stamp-seal culture,

although during specific periods such as

the Old Assyrian Trading Colony era

—

under stimuli from Mesopotamia and

Syria—the cylinder seal made its appear-

ance (see cat. nos. 36, 37). This type of

sealing device was eventually transformed

in Hittite central Anatolia into an instru-

ment for stamping as well as rolling

(cat. no. 101). Exceptionally, conventionally

shaped cylinders, such as the Theban seal,

bear designs in Hittite style. They demon-

strate the coming together of Syrian and

Anatolian traditions once again during dif-

ferent sociopolitical circumstances within a

period of Hittite hegemony extending to

the south (see pp. 170-72). The largest

body of material consists of cylinder-seal

impressions, on tablets from sites such as

Ugarit and Emar, depicting complex scenes

including those of divine processions.
3

gb/ja

1. Laroche 1960, no. 369; triangle: BONUS2 i

ibid., no. 370.

2. See Porada 1981-82, p. 46; the "stars" above

the figures, part of the original composition,

are not used analogously to the cuneiform

dingir sign, as Porada suggests; see also

Giiterbock 1981-82.

3. See Porada 1981-82 p. 47; for similar scenes

on more conventionally Anatolian glyptic

meant to be stamped, see Schaeffer 1956, p. 41.
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Old Babylonian Cypriot
Cylinder Seal and Modern

Impression

Lapis lazuli

Height 2.8 cm (l'/s in.); diameter 1.6 cm
(

5
/s in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Cypriot re-carving, 13th century B.C.

Old Babylonian manufacture,

19th—17th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece 196
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Cypriot Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression

Lapis lazuli

Height 3.5 cm (l% in.); diameter 1.2 cm ('/a in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece 192

Before the discovery of the Theban

Treasure, there was little to associate

Cyprus with supplies of lapis lazuli, aside

from a mention of tribute from Alashiya in

the annals of Thutmose III. Indeed, cylin-

der seals of this material have only rarely

been found on the island, as pointed out

by Edith Porada in her brilliant analysis

of the Theban seal corpus.
1

The discovery

of six imported lapis seals carved in local

Cypriot style and at least four more col-

lected and re-carved by a Cypriot engraver
2

thus transforms our view of the island's

role in the dissemination of this exotic and

prestigious material.
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Three of the reused seals appear to

derive from Mesopotamian glyptic of the

Old Babylonian period.
3
In one case

(cat. no. 180), the beautifully carved origi-

nal design is still visible, with a bald wor-

shipper and a suppliant goddess approaching

an enthroned (divine) king. The Cypriot

engraver not only redefined the facial fea-

tures, emphasizing the nose and eyes, but

added vertical wings on the worshipper and

streamers to the headdresses of the god-

dess and seated ruler. The ruler's fingers

were also extended and an axelike element

appears to rise from his wrist; he holds a

refashioned "ball staff." The original sun

disc was simplified with a cross inserted.

Of the purely Cypriot additions, most

prominent is the winged divinity grasping

the hind legs of a wild goat and a dog,

added in the space normally reserved for

an inscription. The originally bare field is

now cluttered with a plant, a bucranium,

and a local-type sun in a moon crescent.

The additions are not well executed and

contrast with the highest-quality cylinder

seals produced on Cyprus a century

earlier—one example also in the Theban

hoard.
4 The derivative style it represents

has been paralleled on mid-thirteenth-

century B.C. impressions of seals on tablets

from Ugarit.
5

Among the original Cypriot cylinder

seals in the Theban hoard, one has been

attributed by Porada to a specific hand,

"the artist of broad-shouldered figures,

who worked during the 13th century B.C."

One of his works was found at Ugarit,

and he may have re-carved another older

Cypriot seal in the Theban collection.
6

A related example, with imagery one

would associate with Syro-Mitanni glyptic,
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is impressed on a tablet from Tell

Fakhariyah, a site in northeastern Syria

near the source of the Khabur River. It

shares, however, the emphasis on the

shoulders and full cheeks, pointing to for-

mative elements of this Cypriot style.
7

Depicted on the Theban seal (cat. no. 181)

is an enthroned divinity, identified by

Porada as a goddess, wearing a long

(flounced?) robe and a horned knobbed

helmet of Syro-Mitanni type. Beneath

a winged sun disc, the deity attempts to

control a rampant winged sphinx, while

nearby a standing winged figure holds the

rear legs of two caprids. Below this scene

of domination are two confronted griffins

with bent Aegean-type wings, their heads

reversed. Cross-shaped elements further

fill the field.

Judging from the state of preservation

and the variety of the Cypriot seals in

the Theban hoard, there can be no doubt

that they were valued primarily for their

material. Porada posits that they were not

shipped together but rather were collected

at Thebes from the fifteenth through the

thirteenth century B.C.
8
While this is

possible, it may be unlikely. Lapis lazuli

glyptic is rarely found on the Greek main-

land, which makes the Theban Treasure

so significant. The evidence from Crete

is somewhat more extensive. Two lapis

lazuli cylinder seals imported to Knossos

and Archanes were reworked, one of

them embellished further with gold caps.

Another seal in the Royal Cemetery at

Isopata may have been cut down to form

an amulet. There is also a Minoan-style

cylinder seal from Knossos and a stamp

seal from Palaikastro. One text from Mari

refers to a Kaphtorite dagger of lapis lazuli

and gold in the treasury of Zimri-Lim.
9

JA

1. Porada 1981-82, p. 8, who refers to Helck and

reports two lapis lazuli seals, one of them

Syrian in origin.

2. Ibid., pp. 9-29.

3. Ibid., nos. 3, 7, 8; no. 11 is Syro-Mitanni.
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4. Ibid., pp. 10 (no. l), 28, cites the western input

essential for the creation of the Cypriot Elabo-

rate Style. See also catalogue no. 252 in this

volume.

5. Ibid, p. 16.

6. Ibid., p. 19; see also Porada 1973b,

pi. XXXIII:2,3.

7. Porada 1981-82, pp. 17-19; Kantor 1958,

p. 79; Porada (1973b, pp. 264, 265, fig. 2)

notes an Aegean component in the treatment

of the lion heads on the Ugarit seal.

8. Porada 1981-82, p. 29.

9. For a discussion of this material, see Aruz

2008a, pp. 95-96.
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Cypro-Aegean Cylinder
Seal and Modern Impression

Lapis lazuli

Height 2.7 cm (1% in.); diameter 1 cm (% in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Cypro-Aegean manufacture, 14th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece 203

One lapis lazuli seal in the Theban

Treasure has been attributed to the

hand of the master seal carver who created

the intercultural style seal in the Yale

Babylonian Collection (cat. no. 254).
1 Two

scenes fill the height of the cylinder: a

belted and kilted hero wearing a tall coni-

cal cap stabs a lion, and a griffin attacks a

stag at the neck from behind. A human

face, a horned animal, and signs fill the

field. It may be significant that the only

Aegean cylinder seal in the Theban hoard

(cat. no. 183) also has the two separate

motifs of a hero dominating lions and a

griffin attacking a stag from behind.

The animal attack scenes on the lapis

lazuli seal encapsulate the differences

between the purely Aegean style, posture,

and composition and those of the intercul-

tural style. On the Aegean seal both figures

leap into the air, the stag's front hooves

indicating the struggle; its chest is full and

curved. On the mixed-style seal, while the

hind leg of one griffin kicks forward, its

other leg and the hind legs of the stag are

grounded. This static posture is emphasized

by the stag's forelegs and lifeless upper

body. The griffin, however, with its sinu-

ously curving body, is similar in treatment

to the lions of the Yale seal (cat. no. 254),

deriving from a Minoan tradition.

Porada notes that the male attacking

the lion on the lapis lazuli seal has one
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foot placed slightly higher than the other,

a concession to Aegean posture that de-

stroys "the immutable solidity of the

Western Asiatic figures."
2
Otherwise, his

entire body exhibits a static quality that

contrasts with an Aegean style. Absent in

particular is the three-quarter twist of the

torso extending toward the right shoulder

that occurs even on standing male figures

in the Aegean. The lion, too, mixes stylis-

tic elements; compared with Near Eastern

renderings of upright lions, it is very light

on its feet, with one foot slightly off the

ground, but the vertical posture again in-

troduces a static quality.

The Theban seal is another fine exam-

ple of the creation of a new style that goes

beyond the juxtaposition of individual fea-

tures from east and west. The use of lapis

lazuli, and the fact that the piece comes

from a hoard that includes many Cypriot-

style lapis lazuli seals, may indicate a

Cypro—Levantine home for the seal carver

of this work and the seal at Yale. A date

in the fourteenth century B.C. is indicated

by its style, the period to which we also

ascribe the only Aegean cylinder seal

found in the same hoard (cat. no. 183). Both

pieces must have been deposited in their

final context sometime after they were

made. ja

1. Porada (1981-82, pp. 21-23, no. 6) comments

on "the exquisite delicacy of the engraving

and the use of minute drillings [that] evoke

images of a goldsmith's work." Aruz 1997,

pp. 277, 288, fig. 19.

2. Porada (1981-82, p. 22) assigns only the

man's costume and signs in the field to

Cypriot origin.
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Aegean Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression

Agate

Height 1.8 cm (% in.); diameter 1 cm (% in.)

Thebes, Palace Workshop

Late Helladic IIIB context, 13th century B.C.

Late Helladic II—IIIA manufacture,

15th- 14th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece 175

Among the riches of the Theban

Treasure is a single Aegean cylinder

seal.
1

Unlike the foreign cylinders in the

hoard, many fashioned of lapis lazuli, it is

made of agate. This material not only was

among those preferred for Aegean cylin-

der and stamp seals but also was found in

large quantities and in various states of

manufacture both in the Old Kadmeion,

dated to the fourteenth century B.C., and

the New Kadmeion complex, dated a cen-

tury later, where the agate cylinder was

discovered (see cat. no. 176b).
2

Two scenes are engraved on the cylin-

der seal: a nude male Master of Animals

flanked by two reversed lions, and an

upright griffin attacking an upright stag.

The Master of Animals is a Near Eastern

theme, introduced into the Aegean glyptic

repertoire by the Middle Bronze Age and

more evident during succeeding periods

(see cat. no. 173).
3
In Mesopotamia and

Syria, during the Middle Assyrian and

Mitanni periods contemporary with the

stylistic date of the Theban seal, the Master

ofAnimals commonly holds lions or rumi-

nants upside-down in mirror image, both
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facing inward or outward. Only rarely on

Cypriot and Aegean seals of the time is this

careful symmetry observed.
4 The lions on

the Theban cylinder seal, with their posi-

tions exactly replicated, can be paralleled

on Aegean stamp seals.
5
Similarly, the hero

extending his arms over the beasts rather

than actually holding them can be found

on Aegean stamp seals from Prosymna,

and Knossos, as well as on some cylinder

seals with mixed Aegean and Near Eastern

features (see cat. no. 253), one excavated

on Cyprus.
6 On other Cypriot and Near

Eastern cylinder seals, however, the

Master grasps the dominated animals.
7

The head of the Theban Master of

Animals also displays Aegean features,

with drillings for the eye and hair and

strokes for the head and jawlines. The thin

neck emerges from an inverted triangular

torso with an inside triangle that serves to

outline the chest. The figure has a long,

narrow waist and wears no belt; his legs

are in profile, both relatively long and slen-

der. The thigh also receives an inner tri-

angle, and the buttock drilling is visible.

The lions on the Theban seal have

drillings for the eye, in one case creating

a double ring, and for the tip of the nose

and the ends of the open jaw.
8 The mane

consists of long vertical striations, with

obvious drillings marking the chest and

rump. Most of the lower body contour is

outlined, with a rather exaggerated curve

from the belly to the hind legs. Such fea-

tures are Aegean, as are the prominent

tool marks. Perhaps the closest stylistic

parallels can be found on the Aegean

stamp seals from Thebes itself.

The second scene consists of a griffin

attacking a stag, both animals with feet

well off the ground. Tool marks are again

prominent in the small drillings for the

head, joint, and paw details, the outlining

of animal bodies, and the wing feathers.

The griffin crest and stag antlers are close

in form, again paralleled on an Aegean

agate stamp seal from the same hoard.
9

The front limbs of both Theban animals

are splayed, providing some variation and

dynamism, and both scenes seem to have

been conceived from the same point of view.

The contrast with a more eastern for-

mat, however, is apparent if one compares

the image with a griffin attack scene on

a companion piece from Thebes, the lapis

lazuli seal with Near Eastern as well as

Aegean features (cat. no. 182). Both seals

may have been produced about the same

time, and the sequence of events that might

explain their relationship is intriguing

but elusive.

In sum, one can relate the Theban

agate cylinder seal to Aegean glyptic of

the Late Helladic II—IIIA period and date

the stamp seals in the hoard to the same

time of manufacture, probably prior to the

fourteenth-century B.C. destruction of the

earlier Kadmeion—the site of an exten-

sive jewelry workshop with many agate

pieces.
10
Like the early Near Eastern seals

at Thebes, the Aegean seals had been

"collected" and were already heirlooms

when they were placed in the Theban

hoard. ja

1. Salje 1990, p. 134, pi. XXV:453, for uncertain

reasons, places it together with a variety of

"Cypro-Aegean" seals.

2. Dakouri-Hild 2005, pp. 181-85.

3. CMS II 1, no. 469, suggests that the Near

Eastern theme had already been transmitted,

if in a rudimentary state, to the Aegean by the

beginning of the Middle Bronze Age. Early

versions: Demargne 1939, p. 122, fig. 1; for its

appearance and meaning in Greece, see Spartz

1962.

4. See CMS VII, no. 173, CMS V Suppl. 2,

no. 113 (with arms extended). For Cypriot

asymmetrical compositions, see Boardman

1970, pi. 206; Porada 1981-82, p. 9, no. 1.

5. CMS I, no. 141, when turned 90 degrees.

6. Prosymna Tomb 33 (found in Late Helladic

IIIA:2 context): CMS II 8, no. 250; a Minoan

sealing dated stylistically to Late Minoan II—

IIIA:1, Knossos destruction deposit.

7. There is one exceptional and unusual cylinder

seal, published by Vollenweider (1967, p. 58,

no. 141), which parallels the Theban agate seal

in aspects of composition and style.

8. Younger (1986, p. 134) puts them in his

Spectacle Eye Group C (Knossian IIIA-.1/2).

9. See CMS II, no. 675.

10. Keramopoullos 1930, pp. 41-58; for later work-

shops in the new palace: Demakopoulou 1974.
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THE ULUBURUN SHIPWRECK
AND LATE BRONZE AGE TRADE

CEMAL PULAK

A shipwreck dating to the Late Bronze Age was exca-

/% vated off Uluburun—or Grand Cape 1—approxi-

g^^L mately 9 kilometers southeast of Kas, in southern

-JL mJTurkey, between 1984 and 1994.* It was discovered

by a sponge diver during the summer of 1982 and brought

to the attention of archaeologists at the Institute of Nautical

Archaeology (INA) conducting annual shipwreck surveys

along the coast.
3 The original allure of the site was its cargo

of copper ingots. Similar ingots had been discovered during

the 1960 excavation of a seafaring merchant ship of around

the twelfth-century B.c. off Cape Gelidonya, just 65.5 kilome-

ters east of Uluburun. Analyses of finds from the Cape

Gelidonya shipwreck had allowed George Bass to hypothesize

about the central role ofNear Eastern seafarers in Late Bronze

Age trade in the Mediterranean*

Excavations at Uluburun quickly revealed the true wealth

of the ship. The vast cargo included ingots of copper and tin,

other raw materials, several types of manufactured products,

and a collection of premium exotic goods. The assemblage

recovered from Uluburun has offered great insight into Late

Bronze Age trade, both on land and at sea. The raw materials

have yielded information on contemporary metallurgy and

technology, and the exotic goods illustrate value-laden com-

modities. With its coherent artifact assemblage and extant

hull remains, the wreck is considered the world's oldest sea-

going ship and has pushed back the timeline of shipbuilding

technology. Examination of the hull and cargo of the Uluburun

ship has challenged many previously held assumptions about

Late Bronze Age society, and ramifications of the excavation

are still being interpreted. Conservation and analyses of the

nearly 17 tons of artifacts recovered from the site continue

today, demonstrating the multiplicity and complexity of

the find.

The Site

Archaeologists first visited the site, situated 60 meters off

Uluburun's east face and about 350 meters from the terminus

of the cape, in the autumn of 1982. Immediately visible were

several dozen ingots, still arranged in four discernible rows.

Their shape was reminiscent ofcopper ingots recovered from

the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck two decades earlier and termed

"oxhide" for their rectangular, four-handled appearance. It had

been assumed that each ingot represented the shape of an

oxhide, possibly as a means of assigning value for trade,

although this hypothesis has since been disproved. The form

of the oxhide ingots and other artifacts from the wreck allowed

us to propose a rough date of about 1300 B.C.
5 With this

estimated date in mind, excavations began in the hope of

uncovering items that would illuminate aspects of Late Bronze

Age trade.

Because of the depth of the site—42 to 6 1 meters
6—the

cargo had been spared from salvage or pillage. Nevertheless,

recovery of the artifacts was not easy. The depth created dif-

ficulties for archaeologists, who could dive only twice a day,

each dive limited to twenty minutes of bottom time. Over the

subsequent eleven seasons of excavation, more than 22,400

dives were conducted, logging a total of 6,613 hours under-

water at the wreck site. The majority of the artifacts were

scattered over about 250 square meters of the rocky bottom,

which is characterized by a jagged, steep slope, averaging 30

degrees, and occasional pockets of sand (figs. 91—93). The

ancient ship had come to rest listing 15 degrees to starboard,

in an approximately east-west orientation (fig. 92). From the

appearance of the cargo, particularly the copper ingots, and

the discovery of several stone anchors, it was determined that

the stern of the ship lay higher on the slope, on the western

end, with the bow at the deeper end of the site. As the ship

settled under the weight of the cargo, the wood hull gradually

collapsed and eroded in stages. Some artifacts settled into

level spots, while others tumbled down the slope. This led to

problems, as many artifacts were found out of their original

context. Because each sherd was numbered on the seabed and

plotted on a site plan, ongoing reassembly of the pottery and

other cargo revealed the trail of spillage, permitting, through

detailed documentation and computer graphics, the recon-

struction of the cargo's original placement within the ship's

hold (fig. 94).

Figure 90. Archaeologist excavating copper ingots at site of

Uluburun shipwreck.



Figure 91. Plan of seabed at the site of the Uluburun shipwreck.

Cargo

The Uluburun ship had a carrying capacity of at least 20 tons'

burden.
7
This minimum capacity was calculated by tallying the

recovered objects, which included more than 10 tons of copper

and one ton of tin ingots, glass ingots, Canaanite jars, large

ceramic storage jars (pithoi), stone anchors, and approximately

one ton of cobblestone ballast. This estimate assumes that all

transport and storage containers were filled with materials

approximating the density of water ( 1 g/cm 3

),
although some

large storage jars were originally packed with Cypriot pottery

for export (see cat. no. 193). It is impossible to estimate exactly

how much of the ship's original cargo perished, but some frag-

ments of the more delicate items, such as ebony logs, riddled

with teredo, or shipworms, hint at the harsh environment.
8

Of the twenty-four stone anchors carried on the ship, eight

remained in the hold in the midship area as reserve anchors
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Figure 92. Reconstruction of the Uluburun ship superimposed on plan of seabed.

carried as ballast, while the remainder were stowed at the bow,

with several ready for use. An analysis of the cargo provides

our clearest glimpse thus far into Late Bronze Age trade in the

Mediterranean.
9 The wreck itself is another indicator of a sea

route for the east-west transport of materials. Many of the arti-

facts are Syro-Canaanite and Cypriot in origin, and it seems

likely that the vessel was heading for a destination in the Aegean,

probably on the Greek mainland (see fig. 97).

Copper and Tin Ingots'

The primary freight excavated from the wreck consists of

about 10 tons of Cypriot copper in the form of 354 rectangular

slab ingots, each with an average weight of about 24 kilo-

grams.
11 Of these, 317 are of the typical oxhide shape, with a

protrusion on each of the four corners (see cat. no. 185a); 31

ingots, while of similar form, have only two protrusions, both

on the same long side (see cat. no. 185b). The latter are unique
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Figure 93. Three-dimensional

reconstruction of the Uluburun ship

with slope of seabed indicated.

to the Uluburun ship. There are also six smaller oxhide ingots

(see cat. no. 185c, e), four of which have shapes of a seemingly

earlier type,
1
" and 121 plano-convex discoid, or bun-shaped,

ingots (see cat. no. 185d), plus fragments of ten more.
13

Metallurgical analyses of the oxhide and plano-convex dis-

coid copper ingots have shown them to be raw or "blister"

ingots of pure copper.
14

Lead-isotope analysis confirms that

the Uluburun copper ingots, and most contemporary copper

ingots found in the Mediterranean, originally came from

Cyprus. Whether they were loaded on the island or at an

entrepot on the Levantine coast cannot be proved, but the

latter is more likely.
15

In either case, the evidence provides

significant information about how the ship was laden.

Although many ingots slipped down the slope after the ship

sank or were displaced as the hull settled and broke apart

under the tremendous weight of the cargo, their basic arrange-

ment survived. Four distinct rows of copper ingots stretched

transversely across the hull, overlapping like roof shingles.

The direction of overlap alternated from layer to layer, appar-

ently to prevent slippage during transit. In each row were as

many as 1 2 ingots, stacked eight to eleven layers deep at the

middle of the ship, with the number of ingots decreasing

toward either side of the hull. The bottom layers were placed

on beds of brushwood and branches, also known as "dunnage,"

to protect the hull timbers.
16

All ingots appear to have been

stowed with their mold sides down, both to facilitate handling

when loading and unloading and to increase friction between

ingots, thereby minimizing shifting during the voyage.
17 The

weight of the ingots, in addition to that of the stone anchors,

helped preserve some portions of the hull remains. Several

more perishable artifacts were recovered here because they

had become trapped between or beneath the copper ingots and

thus saved from the ravages of marine organisms by the cop-

per corrosion products.

In addition to the carefully stowed copper ingots, tin was

also carried on board. The tin was cast in several ingot shapes:

oxhide, discoid, slab, and a unique ingot shaped like a stone

weight anchor, with a circular hole at one end. Many of these

had been cut into quarters or halves before they were taken on

board (see cat. no. 185f, g).
18 Some of the tin on the wreck had,

through a complex change in its crystalline structure, con-

verted to another, nonmetallic phase of tin with the consis-

tency of toothpaste, which disintegrated during excavation.
19

For this reason, it is impossible to determine the exact amount

of tin on the ship. Although nearly one ton was recovered dur-

ing excavations, the original quantity carried must have been

much greater. Alloying all the metal ingots on board would

have produced 1 1 tons of bronze in the optimal 10 to 1 ratio

of copper to tin.
20

Lacking in the Mediterranean, tin was likely obtained

through trade. Sources of Bronze Age tin remain unknown,

although ancient texts indicate that it may have been obtained

from regions east of Mesopotamia,
21

probably Central Asia,
22

and shipped via the Levantine coast.
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Figure 94.

Reconstruction

of original

arrangement of

cargo on the

Uluburun ship.

Glass Ingots

Glass ingots, each in the shape of a roughly truncated cone,

were also part of the cargo.
23 Some were in an excellent state

of preservation, and others suffered partial or complete dete-

rioration, but it is estimated that 175 pieces, totaling some 350

kilograms, were on board. The majority of the glass ingots

were cobalt blue or turquoise in color, but at least two ingots

of purple and one of amber are also represented (cat. no. 1 87).
24

These are among the earliest well-preserved examples of their

type, as complete glass ingots in any quantity are rarely found

in land excavations.

Chemical analyses of the alkalis and the coloring agents

suggest that the glass was obtained from both Egypt and the

Near East.
25 The transparent cobalt blue ingots, however, are

chemically similar to core-formed vessels of cobalt blue glass

from Amarna in Egypt and to typical cobalt blue Mycenaean

relief beads (cat. nos. 239, 246).
26

This similarity is sufficient

to suggest that the glass for all the cobalt blue ingots was

probably made in the same general region at about the same

time from similar raw materials and following the same batch-

ing and glassmaking processes.
27

Wood

African blackwood (Dalbergia melanoxylori) was an important

component of Bronze Age trade. This is the ancient hbny of

the Egyptians, from which the English word "ebony" derives.
28

Ebony has become a generic name for many different dense,

black woods from around the world, whereas the hbny of the

ancient Egyptians originated in tropical Africa.
29

It was the

favorite material for furniture among the Egyptian elite, as

attested by the bed frames, thrones, chairs, footstools, boxes,

and walking sticks made from ebony and found in the Tomb

of Tutankhamun. 30
Evidence of the ebony trade exists in

both ancient texts and the archaeological record. About 18

intact and fragmentary small ebony logs were found on the

Uluburun ship.
31

All are composed only of dark heartwood,

the commercially valuable part; the bark and thin layer of yel-

lowish sapwood were useless and therefore stripped from the

log. The logs were cut to standard lengths of about one

meter,
32

perhaps approximating two Egyptian royal cubits of

52.4 centimeters.

Several centuries before the Uluburun shipwreck, Hatshep-

sut's expedition to Punt (see fig. 5), probably somewhere in

modern-day Somalia, brought back ebony wood, among many

other exotic items.
33 Ebony continued to be exported from East

Africa through Nubia, down the Nile, and into Egypt during

the reigns of Thutmose III and Amenhotep II.
34

Several New
Kingdom reliefs depict Nubians bearing ebony as tribute, includ-

ing those in the mid-fifteenth-century B.C. Tomb of Rekhmire

in Thebes (fig. 95),
35

the late fifteenth-century B.C. tomb chapel

of Sebekhotep near Thebes,
36

and the thirteenth-century B.C.

rock temple built by Ramesses II at Beit el-Wali in Nubia.
37

The Egyptians exported ebony in the form of both logs and

furniture, and the ebony furniture referred to in the Linear B
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Figure 95. Wall painting with Nubians carrying ebony logs and ivory tusks. Thebes, Tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100). Dynasty 18, reigns of

Thutmose III-Amenhotep II.

tablets from Pylos, on the Greek mainland, may have come

from Egypt.
38 While ebony fits well with the valuable and rare

goods that make up some of the cargo, it is remarkable that it

was exported in unfinished state, for this suggests that it was

destined for a palace or other centralized entity capable of

mobilizing the resources necessary to operate a workshop for

the final production of such luxuries.
39

Ivory

The Uluburun ship carried a short section of a large elephant

tusk (cat. no. 197) and 1 4 hippopotamus teeth (see cat. no. 198).
40

Combs, plaques, and furniture inlays made of ivory were com-

mon products of the Aegean during the Bronze Age, but ivory

was also carved into figurines, containers, and pins.
41
Elephant

tusk was the material of choice because it offered large quanti-

ties of solid ivory, although hippopotamus teeth were also

commonly used.
42

It is not always easy to distinguish between

the two types of ivory, and the full extent of the trade in hip-

popotamus ivory cannot yet be fully assessed. Based on existing

finds, including the discoveries on the Uluburun ship, it would

seem that hippopotamus teeth were a more common source of

ivory than hitherto believed (see pp. 406-7).

Ostrich Eggshells

The Uluburun ship carried three ostrich eggshells, one of

which was found intact (cat. no. 194a).
43
These were undoubt-

edly exotica destined to be transformed into ornate jugs or

vases by the addition of spouts, handles, and bases of faience

or precious metals.
44

Ostrich eggshell vases and eggshell frag-

ments have been found at several sites on the Greek main-

land and the major Aegean islands.
45 A blue glass disc found

separately, and in a poor state of preservation, may have been

a base for one of the Uluburun eggshells (cat. no. 194b). If this

is the case, it is evidence that the eggshells had already been

made into luxury vases for use as prestige gifts or items of

elite consumption before they were placed in the ship. The

Uluburun ostrich eggshells could have been obtained in either

Africa or the Near East, as ostriches inhabited both regions at

the time.
46

Orpiment

Orpiment, or yellow trisulphide of arsenic, was also carried on

the Uluburun ship,
47

in a quantity that suggests that it was

probably cargo, although some of it may have been intended

for shipboard use as well. Orpiment was primarily used in

Egypt, as a pigment 48
and perhaps also as an ingredient for

lapis lazuli-colored glass later on, in the seventh century B.C.
49

It was also mixed with beeswax, presumably to impart a more

pleasing color, and used to create surfaces for wood writing

boards,
50
two sets of which were found on the Uluburun ship,

although their waxed surfaces did not survive (cat. no. 234).

In classical times, orpiment served as a pigment in the encaus-

tic paint used for the hulls of ships,
51

and, when mixed with

lime, as a depilatory.
52

Pliny notes that it was mined in Syria,
53

which may have been the source of the Uluburun supply; it is

also found elsewhere in the Near East.
54

Murex opercula

Thousands of opercula from murex [Murex sp.) shells were

lodged between the copper ingots and elsewhere on the

Uluburun ship.
55 An operculum is the chitinous (hornlike

material) or calcareous (shell-like material) plate attached to
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the foot of a gastropod that closes to form a protective barrier

when the snail retracts into its shell. In Murex species, the

operculum is of the chitinous type and, unlike the calcareous

types of some species, normally would not have survived the

ravages of the sea for extended periods. Most of the opercula

have disappeared, but those that became trapped in the crevices

between the copper ingots were preserved as a result of their

impregnation with copper and probably also because the toxic

environment created by the corroding ingots would have kept

away predatory marine organisms. The number recovered sug-

gests that a significant amount of opercula was originally car-

ried on the Uluburun ship.

This is the first discovery of Murex opercula in any quantity

from a Bronze Age archaeological context. Certain gastropod

opercula may have been used in antiquity as an ingredient for

incense. Under the Greek name onycha, opercula seems to

have constituted one ingredient of the Holy Incense men-

tioned in Exodus (30:34).
56 The shit listed in an Ugaritic inven-

tory of foodstuffs, spices, and medicinal substances may also

refer to opercula,
57 whose medicinal uses were noted by Pliny.

58

Opercula may have been procured as a by-product of the more

lucrative dye-extraction process.
59 Whatever their purpose,

their presence on the Uluburun ship has shown for the first

time that they were an item of interregional trade along with

spices and resins.

Terebinth Resin

Well over half of the approximately 150 Canaanite jars (see

cat. no. 190) aboard the Uluburun ship contained an estimated

half a ton of a yellowish substance chemically identified as

terebinth resin,
60 making it the second-largest consignment

Figure 96. Wall painting showing storeroom with goods of foreign

manufacture. Thebes, Tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100). Dynasty 18,

reigns ofThutmose III-Amenhotep II.

on the ship, after the copper and tin ingots.
61

Terebinth resin

has been identified with the Egyptian sntr and also possibly as

the Linear B ki-ta-no
62

Probably from the Pistacia atlantica, a

tree common throughout the eastern Mediterranean region,

the resin was noted in antiquity for its use in incense and

scented oils, and it may have been added to wine to inhibit the

growth of bacteria.
63

It is likely that the resin aboard the

Uluburun ship was intended for use in the scented-oil industry

in the Aegean.
64

If the interpretation of Egyptian sntr as tere-

binth resin
65

is correct, which seems likely, then Thutmose III

imported it annually from the Near East, probably in quanti-

ties averaging 9,250 liters, to be burned as incense in religious

rites.
66 Moreover, it was likely imported in Canaanite jars

similar to those found on the Uluburun ship. A Canaanite jar

depicted in a storeroom scene in the Tomb of Rekhmire in

Thebes is labeled sntr (fig. 96).
67

The terebinth resin on the Uluburun ship, the largest

ancient deposit of the material ever found, provided the first

opportunity for its identification by modern analytical meth-

ods. Analysis of pollen extracted from the terebinth resin cau-

tiously suggests an origin in the general area of the northern

Jordan River valley and the Sea of Galilee.
68 The malacologi-

cal study of endemic terrestrial snails found in some jars simi-

larly points to a nearby region west and northwest of the Dead

Sea.
69 The discovery of such a large quantity of terebinth resin

in a commercial context leaves no doubt that it was traded in

the eastern Mediterranean during the Late Bronze Age.

Spices, Condiments, and Foodstuffs

Coriander, black cumin or nigella, and safflower were all car-

ried on the Uluburun ship,
70

together with sumac, which was

still being exported westward from the Levantine coast in

medieval times.
71

Coriander and cyperus may have been

imported from Cyprus, as they were described in texts from

Minoan Crete as Cypriot.
72
Black cumin was traded at Ugarit.

73

Specialty oils mentioned in Linear B tablets from Pylos,

Mycenae, and Knossos were pretreated with astringents such

as coriander and cyperus and then scented with rose and

sage.
74 The oil base for these specialty products was usually

made from olives, almonds, and sesame,
75 some of which were

recovered from the Uluburun ship; it is not known whether

they were for export or shipboard use.

Organic remains of almonds, pine nuts, fig seed (from dried

figs), grape pips (from either raisins or wine), and pomegran-

ate seeds and fruit fragments; several Canaanite jars contain-

ing olives; and charred barley and wheat probably represent

the ship's stores, although some of it could have been cargo.
76

The contents of one Canaanite jar, for example, consisted of at

least 2,500 pits from olives that may have been a specialty

product, since olive stones from this jar are generally larger

than typical olive stones from most Near Eastern Bronze Age

sites.
77
Pomegranate seeds and remains of anther, stamen, and

skin were recovered from more than 25 percent of all sampled
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contexts on the Uluburun ship. Large, open ceramic storage

vessels, such as a pithos and a pithoid krater, produced more

than a thousand seeds and epidermal fragments, suggesting

that the fruits stored inside it were likely among the products

being exported to the Aegean.
78

Manufactured Goods

Alongside raw materials, the Uluburun cargo included manu-

factured goods such as Cypriot pottery, copper-alloy vessels,

glass and faience beads, and perhaps textiles. Ten large pithoi

of varying sizes found on the ship served as containers during

transit and likely as export pottery as well. These storage jars

are typically Cypriot, known from a number of sites on the

island.
79

Careful excavation and sieving of sediments from the

more complete vessels have shown that they were used for

carrying liquids (perhaps oil), fruit (pomegranates), Cypriot

pottery, and probably other commodities.
80

In addition to high-

end raw materials like ebony and ivory, some of the manufac-

tured goods aboard the ship, including cosmetics containers of

ivory, vessels of tin, and perhaps even dyed textiles or garments,

appear to constitute value-laden gifts exchanged between roy-

als or other high-ranking elites. Other manufactured articles

offer insight into the number and ethnic identity of the crew

and the passengers aboard the vessel, including evidence of

their garments, adornments, and personal possessions.

Cypriot Pottery

The Cypriot pottery contained in the pithoi includes oil lamps,

wall brackets, Bucchero jugs, White Shaved juglets, Base

Ring II and White Slip II bowls and other vessels, making a

total corpus of about 155 vessels, including possibly as many as

137 fine wares (see cat. no. 193).
81 The most common vessels

are White Shaved juglets and White Slip II milk bowls.
82

If

the intended destination of the Cypriot pottery cargo was the

Aegean, the sheer quantities of these wares aboard the Uluburun

ship contrasts with what has been found to date in the region.

If one excludes the shipwreck evidence from Cape Gelidonya

and Uluburun from an inventory of Cypriot pottery in the

Late Bronze Aegean, one is left with only 68 ceramic vessels.

Had the Uluburun ship reached its destination, the number

would have been altered significantly. This great disparity

clearly demonstrates that the archaeological record, even with

respect to nonperishable goods, does not necessarily reflect

the true nature and magnitude of the trade in question.
83

Metal Vessels

In addition to pottery, copper-alloy vessels were carried aboard

the Uluburun ship. They were primarily thin-walled and had

for the most part disintegrated through corrosion, although

their sturdier components, such as rims and handles, survived

to reveal their approximate shapes and sizes. Among these are

sets of bowls once composed of at least three graduated sizes

nested together, suggesting that other scattered bowl frag-

ments may have been grouped in this manner. At least one

of these bowl sets appears to have been stored in a large

cauldron, identified by its handle and reinforcement straps.

Elements of other vessels, such as a riveted spout, hint at

the variety of metal forms that existed but which may never

be fully reconstructed because of the lack of sufficiently pre-

served parts.
84

In addition, several tin vessels, including a pilgrim flask, a

plate, and a double-handled cup, have been found. Each is

unique, suggesting that such vessels were among the prestige

goods carried aboard to be presented as gifts to high-ranking

individuals or elites.
85

Wood Vessels

An oblong lid and a circular base for two containers of box-

wood were among the perishable objects recovered from a

squat, large-mouthed Cypriot pithoid krater. It is likely that

these wood containers fell into the jar after the ship sank and

were preserved by being quickly covered with sediments.

These and several other poorly preserved fragments indicate

that wood vessels of high-quality craftsmanship were carried

on the Uluburun ship. Since nearly all of this cargo has per-

ished, it cannot be determined whether these exquisite con-

tainers were primary cargo or additional prestige gifts.
86

Beads

Several types of glass and faience beads were among the man-

ufactured goods. Spherical glass beads were found among the

copper oxhide ingots, suggesting that they were carried in

perishable containers, such as cloth or leather bags, which

have since disintegrated. An irregular, concreted cluster of

seemingly white tiny faience beads, which undoubtedly have

lost their original colors, was probably also carried in such a

bag. Thousands of smaller glass beads were found inside a

Canaanite jar (cat. no. 188) indicating that they were intended

for export. Faience beads of red, yellow, green, black, and blue,

found mostly in a shallow depression in the central part of the

wreck site that served as a catchment basin for many objects

rolling down the steep slope (see fig. 93), probably constituted

a part of a cargo of bulk jewelry, and perhaps also were appli-

ques on garments or decorative attachments on the surfaces of

boxes or other specialty items.
87 Many other types of faience

and glass beads, as well as beads of agate, other stones, amber,

and ostrich eggshell, may have been for the personal adorn-

ment of those aboard the ship.

Textiles

Bolts of dyed cloth may have been carried on the ship, although

there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that textiles made up

a significant portion of the original cargo.
88 The sediment con-

tents of Canaanite jars contained a number of individual fibers

dyed blue, purple, and red, but whether they were from lengths
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of cloth, luxury garments sent as gifts, or clothing of the mer-

chants aboard cannot be determined. That some highly valued

textiles were carried on the ship, however, is certain.
89

The blue and purple color of some of the fibers almost

certainly came from murex shellfish dye.
90 Who first devel-

oped purple dyeing is still unclear, although some of the ear-

lier murex shell middens come from Middle Minoan Crete.
91

Near the dyers' workshops at Minet el-Beidha, the port of

Ugarit, slightly later Late Bronze Age heaps of crushed murex

shells were identified.
92 Other mounds and pits filled with

murex shells abound along the Syro-Levantine coast.
93

Contemporary texts from Ugarit give evidence of a consid-

erable trade in purple cloth.
94 Although murex can yield

colors ranging across various shades of red, purple, and blue,

it is not known whether the red fibers from the Uluburun

ship were colored with shellfish dye or with red dye from

another source.

Also in question is whether some of the faience beads from

the ship were originally sewn on to cloth or garments. Some

of these beads were found concreted, indicating that they wrere

stored together, probably as cargo. The rest, however, may

once have been decorative elements of fine cloth, either woven

into the weft or embroidered on after the weaving was com-

pleted. Examples of cloth with sewn-on beads have been found

in both the Aegean and the Near East in Late Bronze Age

contexts.

Gold and Silver

Gold and silver were also found on the Uluburun ship, mostly

in the form of intact and scrap jewelry but also as a gold ring

ingot, silver bar ingots, and amorphous lumps. Along with a

large gold chalice (cat. no. 219) weighing about 236 grams,

which may have been for personal or ritualistic use, or perhaps

represented a prestige gift, approximately 530 grams of gold

in total were found on the ship. Much of the gold and silver,

whether intact or scrap, was excavated in the same small area

of the site, indicating that it was kept together and probably

used as bullion when required. Interestingly, two of the scrap

silver pieces are debased, containing copper; one of them has

a copper core. Two other pieces that appear to be silver bars

also yielded high copper content. If these scrap silver pieces

were intended as bullion in trade, one must wonder how

ancient traders ensured the purity of the metal they received

in payment. Even the most pristine jewelry may have been

used as bullion when required, for a number of silver bangles

and various gold pieces had sections removed with a chisel,

apparently for use in previous transactions.
96

Most of the gold and silver jewelry pieces are Canaanite,

but Egyptian items and a few others of unknown origin were

also present. One remarkable piece is a small gold scarab

(cat. no. 223), inscribed with the name of Nefertiti, wife of the

Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaten.
97

It would seem that gold from

the Near East reached the Aegean largely as intact and scrap

jewelry, not only supplying Aegean craftsmen with raw mate-

rials but introducing Near Eastern styles and examples of

goldworking techniques
98

Based on lead-isotope analysis, the majority of the silver

appears to have originated in southern Anatolia, as expected,

since this region was well known for its silver. It was therefore

traveling westward from eastern sources.
99 The gold and sil-

ver, both jewelry and scrap, were probably kept in a pouch or

chest along with pieces of ingots, an Egyptian stone plaque,

scarabs, and cylinder seals. The pouch was likely the posses-

sion of the chief merchant aboard the ship and kept at the

stern in a secure compartment. Its precious-metal contents

may have been used to provision the ship and crew during

the voyage.

Trade Routes

The westward flow of eastern materials indicates the proposed

counterclockwise trade routes of the Late Bronze Age Mediter-

ranean (fig. 97). The Uluburun ship epitomizes the various

means by which Near Eastern and African raw materials and

finished goods reached the Aegean and ports beyond. In addi-

tion, its cargo represents the commodities being shipped

—

utilitarian raw materials, products for elite consumption, and

prestige goods for gift exchange.
100

Using various chronological methods, both relative and

absolute, it has been possible to date the Uluburun ship to the

end of the fourteenth century B.C.,
101

one of the most active

and colorful periods of the ancient world. During this century,

seafaring Syrians and Canaanites, a general term used to

denote the Semitic peoples along the Levantine coast during

the second millennium B.C., traded extensively with Egypt,

Cyprus, and the Aegean world. Syro-Canaanite cities served

as hubs for overland trade connecting Egypt, Mesopotamia,

and the Hittite Empire.
102 The exact nature of interregional

trade is not fully understood. Textual evidence suggests, how-

ever, that much of the trade that took place at the palace level

was conducted in the guise of gift exchange. Transactions,

primarily commercial, also occurred at a lower level.

Gift exchange in the Late Bronze Age was, in a sense, a

type of prenegotiated directed trade, inasmuch as a vessel was

loaded in one port and had a specific destination. In other pat-

terns of so-called tramping or cabotage,
103

the ship was loaded

with goods, which it then traded when it made landfall, often

without a distinct destination. Tramping was usually a low-

commerce trade, whereas gift exchange was a high-commerce,

prestigious trade, occurring over long distances and involving

items of great economic value. The term is commonly invoked

to describe interregional trade between entities of equal (or

lesser) power who may also have been competitors. This is

the type of trade illustrated by the Amarna Letters (see

pp. 168-69), the correspondence between the Egyptian pha-

raoh and other royalty.
104
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Figure 97. Possible route of the Uluburun ship.

The traditional view of gift exchange sees such transac-

tions as reciprocal; trade relations were conducted between

seemingly equal entities and were based on the creation of

obligatory, continuing reciprocity. This vision of trade in the

Late Bronze Age may seem somewhat altruistic. A closer read-

ing of the Amarna Letters reveals that while luxury gifts were

exchanged, they often served specific purposes such as dow-

ries or tribute. Most tribute, on the other hand, may have been

only perceived, and was the concept under which most trade

was transacted (see pp. 161-68). The exchange of raw and

finished goods may have operated through the use of "letters

of credit."
105

As a high-risk endeavor, long-distance trade necessitated

extensive preparations, provisions for security during the voy-

age, and substantial capital investment for the procurement of

goods. All these services were best provided by the state,

which came to dominate nearly all aspects of social, economic,

political, and military life.
106 While private merchants engaged

in retail trade in domestic markets, most interregional exchange

in the Near East during this time was probably controlled or

influenced by the palaces or elite centers. Undoubtedly, some

interregional trade must have occurred, but even seemingly

private mercantile trade enterprises appear to have been

mostly conducted through merchants who were in some

manner connected to or operating around the palace. Thus the

Uluburun ship probably represents a royal or elite shipment

of the type exchanged between Egypt, the Levantine coast,

Alashiya (Cyprus), and Anatolia, as is vividly revealed by the

Amarna Letters, albeit one whose ultimate destination was in

the Aegean. Unlike the Cape Gelidonya ship, which was en-

gaged in opportunistic trade or tramping along the southern

coast of Anatolia and Cyprus, probably between minor ports,
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and whose cargo included only a modest quantity and variety

ofraw materials and large amounts of scrap metal, the Uluburun

cargo may be seen as evidence for directional trade where

intra-Mediterranean voyages involved specific destinations.
107

The study of the ship, its immensely rich and diverse cargo,

and the personal effects of those on board corresponds with

the commercial activities conducted under the guise of royal

or elite gift exchange and partly described in contemporary

documents. This notion of distribution appears to be a work-

ing example of the concept of gateway communities, in which

imported goods are directed to a few major centers character-

ized by long-distance trade connections.
108

The Uluburun ship demonstrates the simultaneous flow of

raw materials and manufactured goods from the Levantine

coast and Cyprus into the Aegean. Some of the cargo was in

transshipment, as it came over great distances; the ebony logs

originated in equatorial Africa and some of the tin probably

came from Central Asia, while other materials were obtained

from closer sources—copper and pottery from Cyprus, for

example, and glass ingots principally from Egypt. The assem-

blage reveals the way in which various goods reached the

Aegean and, almost certainly, points farther north and

west. While evidence for Bronze Age shipwrecks ceases west

of the Aegean, goods similar to those found on shipwreck sites

are known from mainland Greece, Crete and other islands,

southern Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and elsewhere, indicating that

these goods certainly reached the Aegean and central

Mediterranean in some quantity by sea.

The Route of the Uluburun Ship

Assigning a specific home port for the Uluburun ship and its

crew is difficult, but based on certain artifacts of a personal

nature and those intended for shipboard use, it would appear

that it was somewhere along the Levantine coast rather than

on Cyprus.
109 The stone anchors of the type carried on the

vessel are good indicators as these items were not cargo and

most were probably not transported very far from their pro-

duction centers before being loaded onto the ship.
110

Pre-

liminary petrographic examination of the anchors indicates

that most of them were hewn from beachrock, or coastal sand-

stone, found specifically in the vicinity of the Carmel coast in

the Levant.
111

Stylistic features of the ship's galley wares, such as bowls,

jugs, and oil lamps, also support this hypothesis.
112 The source

of the clay for nearly all the galley wares, including the oil

lamps in use aboard the ship (see cat. no. 192), has also shown

to have been in the same general area, but just north of the

Carmel coast.
113 A site in this region, such as Tell Abu Hawam,

may have been the home port of the ship, or at least the origin

of its final voyage. Indeed, this site's well-placed location, its

prominence in the region, and the period during which it

flourished, along with the presence of many objects similar to

those found on the ship, make it a likely candidate. Although

Tell Abu Hawam is a comparatively small site, excavations have

uncovered an international assemblage of artifacts, leading

to its identification as the port city associated with the major

inland site of Megiddo.
114

Significant quantities of Cypriot

pottery found at Tell Abu Hawam suggest that the pottery

was imported from Cyprus and then stockpiled to await export

aboard such ships as the one that sank at Uluburun.
115

That the Uluburun ship took its cargo of Cypriot pot-

tery—and probably also the copper ingots—from an entrepot

or way station like Tell Abu Hawam rather than directly from

a Cypriot port is also suggested by the nature of the pottery

assemblage and the manner in which the pots were stacked.

While the pottery comprises nearly all major export types

made on the island, there is considerable variation in the style,

size, and quality of craftsmanship among individual pieces

within a given type. This suggests that the assemblage con-

sisted of leftover pieces obtained at different times from differ-

ent shipments and, perhaps, from different workshops. Had

they been procured directly from Cypriot purveyors as a

single group, they would have been significantly more homo-

geneous within the type groups. On board the ship, Cypriot

fine wares were stored along with mainland wares from just

north of the Carmel coast, another indication that they were

not taken directly from Cyprus.

From its presumed point of origin just north of the Carmel

coast, the Uluburun vessel headed north along the Levantine

coast and then sailed west along the coast of southern Anatolia,

keeping the northern coast of Cyprus on its port side until it

eventually foundered at Uluburun. The discoveries of contem-

porary shipwrecks along the southern coast of Anatolia at

Antalya and Cape Gelidonya suggest that ships navigating

this route hugged the coast during their journeys from east to

west.
116

After negotiating Cape Gelidonya and the treacherous

cape at Uluburun, westbound ships apparently continued

toward the southwestern tip of Anatolia, as revealed by a cop-

per ingot caught in a sponge trawler's net at Knidos, in water

more than 100 meters deep.
117 From there, the ships appear to

have sailed either west, in the direction of Greece, or north into

the Aegean, as suggested by a shipwreck laden with oxhide

ingots reported, but not yet verified, between Samos and the

western Anatolian mainland.
118 A single oxhide ingot found

on land near Sozopol, on the western coast of the Black Sea,

and a corner fragment of an oxhide ingot found just inland of

the northern coast of the Sea ofMarmara may have originated

from such northbound ships or, more likely, arrived there by

overland routes after having been unloaded at a port on main-

land Greece.
119 On the other hand, copper oxhide ingots, as

well as tin and lead ingots of other forms, found south of Haifa

represent lost cargoes from the maritime trade in metals along

the Levantine coast.
120

Why the wreck occurred at Uluburun will probably never

be known with certainty; it is possible that the ship, sailing in
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a northwesterly direction, drew dangerously close to the point

before tacking and then failed to clear it. It is also conceivable

that the ship was dashed against the rocky promontory by an

unexpected southerly gale, or that it experienced some diffi-

culty in steering while trying to round the cape.
121

The importation to the Aegean of foreign goods from the

Levantine coast, Cyprus, and Egypt shows a shift away from

Crete and toward mainland Greece at the end of the Late

Helladic/Late Minoan IIIA period. This may be an indication

that by the end of the fourteenth century B.C., the Mycenaeans

had taken away from the Cretans control of the trade routes

to the eastern Mediterranean.
122

This is noteworthy, since it

coincides with the date of the Uluburun wreck. The importa-

tion of foreign goods to the mainland then peaks in the subse-

quent Late Helladic IIIB period. Based on the nature of the

ship's cargo and the likelihood that the Mycenaeans aboard

the ship were mainlanders, it would seem that the vessel's final

destination was most likely on the Greek mainland. And while

its ultimate port of call cannot be determined with certainty,

there were in fact few palatial centers on the mainland that

could have absorbed the quantity of goods carried on board.

Such a center would have disseminated portions of the cargo

to lesser centers through a system of redistribution. The most

likely palatial center that could have adequately fulfilled these

criteria is Mycenae itself, to which imported goods were fun-

neled from the port city Tiryns to its south.

During this period of Levantine imports into Tiryns and

Mycenae, Tiryns appears to have retained most of the Cypriot

goods (except for copper ingots), which are exceedingly rare at

Mycenae. Of the Syro-Canaanite goods, however, some were

retained at Tiryns while most were forwarded on to Mycenae.
123

To that end, it may be of some interest to note that both Cypriot

goods—mostly in the form of pottery, which seems to have

been favored at Tiryns—and Syro-Canaanite goods and raw

materials are represented in abundance on the Uluburun ship,

perhaps to satisfy the needs of both centers.

The People Aboard the Ship

It is impossible to know the fate of the crew and passengers on

the Uluburun ship; surviving artifacts, however, offer insight

into their identities. Some of the manufactured goods have been

identified as personal possessions of those on board, and give

an indication of how many people were on the ship and where

they might have come from. Careful study of these artifacts

indicates that the ship was crewed by Syro-Canaanite mer-

chants and sailors accompanied by two Mycenaeans of elite

status and probably also a third individual who may have been

from the area north of Greece.
124 The identifying personal

effects are weapons, items of personal adornment, seals, pot-

tery for shipboard use, and ship's tools. Sets of weights and

balances, a merchant's most important tools, were also pres-

ent, as these were essential for conducting trade.
125

Analysis of the balance weights shows that three or four

merchants were aboard, each of whom must have carried

a pair of personal sets of weights. In all, 149 objects were

catalogued as balance weights, the largest and most complete

contemporary weight assemblage from the Bronze Age

Mediterranean. As the weights were from a closed context

and in use at the time of sinking, the assemblage must exhibit

all standards and sets necessary for an effective maritime mer-

chant venture, with the possible exception of smaller denomi-

nations in metal that may have been missed in excavation or

corroded over the millennia. These weights are divided into

three main groups based on shape: domed, sphendonoid, and

zoomorphic (cat. no. 235). Many of the sphendonoid weights

(oblong, with pointed or rounded ends) correspond to frac-

tions and multiples of a unit mass, or shekel, in the vicinity of

9.3-9.4 grams.
126

It seems that there were at least seven

weight sets (four sphendonoid, three domed) that were struc-

tured to that standard.

A small portion of the sphendonoid weights, however, do

not conform to this mass standard. Most of these correspond

to a few precision sets based on a unit mass, or shekel, of about

8.3 grams, a Mesopotamian standard, and a standard close to

the Syro-Canaanite peyem that ranged from 7.4 to 8.0 grams.
127

Metal corrosion made it impossible to determine the stan-

dard^) represented by the zoomorphic weights.

Each merchant was probably equipped with at least one

sphendonoid-weight set (the precision set) for the accurate

weighing of valuable commodities, such as gold and silver bul-

lion, and one domed-weight set for weighing heavier or every-

day goods.
128

Both sets, regardless of the shapes of their weights,

conform to the same mass standard of 9.3-9.4 grams, but with

different weighing ranges. This suggests the presence of four

merchants, one ofwhom also carried the zoomorphic weights.

This unique set probably belonged to the chief merchant. That

these balance weights were for everyday use and not simply a

part of the ship's cargo is indicated by their used state and the

presence of odd and perhaps homemade pieces to replace those

that were lost over time. The four Canaanite or Cypriot mer-

chants proposed for the Uluburun ship compare favorably

with the maritime scene depicted in the Tomb of Kenamun at

Thebes, which shows a Syrian merchant fleet arriving in Egypt

(fig. 98).
129 The four merchants shown on one of the ships are

dressed in typical Syro-Canaanite robes with tasseled belts,

and are engaged in various activities, including conducting

rituals associated with a safe arrival. Three crewmen are also

shown climbing around the ship's sail and rigging, while a

fourth sits in the crow's nest atop the mast. To sail a ship of

that size would have required no less than four crewmen. Even

so, it has to be remembered that Egyptian tomb paintings do

not necessarily depict reality but rather perception, and care

must be used in their literal interpretation.
130

The numbers of excavated weapons also appear to support

the view that there were four merchants aboard. The chief
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Figure 98. Drawing of wall painting with Syrian ships. Thebes, Tomb of Kenamun (TT 162). Dynasty 18, reign of Amenhotep III.

merchant was in charge of the ship and its cargo. He was also

probably the ship's captain, and must have carried the only

Canaanite sword found on the ship.
131

Almost fully preserved,

it is a single-piece cast-bronze weapon with inlaid hilt plates

of ebony and ivory, indicative of the owner's elite status.

Among the daggers excavated—visible symbols of status

roughly equivalent to the sword—two were nearly identical

in make and design to the Canaanite sword; one of the daggers

still retains its hilt plates and inlays of ebony and ivory

(cat. no. 23 3).
132 A tanged dagger may have belonged to the

fourth merchant.

To these merchants also probably belonged some, if not all,

of a group of nine cylinder seals found mostly near the stern

of the vessel in association with much of the silver and gold

(cat. nos. 230-232).
133

It is uncertain if these items were in use

as cylinder seals at the time the ship sank or if they served

merely as elaborate beads. They are of different sizes and

crafted from various materials: hematite, quartz, other stone,

and faience, of which two were gold capped (see cat. no. 23 1 a).

Little can be determined about the Uluburun crew, since

their personal effects would not have included distinctive and

valuable items. Among the objects recovered are several rela-

tively plain daggers, knives, and simple pendants. Food was

prepared by grinding in one of three stone mortars and eaten

in simple bowls, and at night Canaanite oil lamps (cat. no. 192)

were used for illumination.
134

Assorted fishhooks, lead line

sinkers, troll line sinkers, a barbed trident, and a harpoon,

along with more than a thousand lead net sinkers of two types,

probably denoting seine and casting nets, indicate that the

crew fished during the voyage to supplement their otherwise

dull diets. What little free time was available may have been

passed by playing the game of knucklebones, as suggested by

their presence on the ship.

Mycenaean objects, such as fine tablewares, swords, spears,

razors, chisels, axes, glass relief beads, faience and amber

beads, quartz beads, and lentoid seals, were also discovered.
135

That these artifacts speak to a Mycenaean as opposed to a

Minoan presence is evident from three different artifact types:

lentoid seals, deep-bar chisels, and double-axes.
136 The closest

parallels to the lentoid steatite sealstones from Uluburun

(cat. no. 241) belong to Younger's "Mainland Popular Group"

from the Greek mainland.
137

Six deep-bar chisels are of the

shorter, more robust types associated with the Greek main-

land, rather than with the delicate-looking elongated versions

found on Crete.
138 Two double-axes have ovoid shaft holes

generally found on examples from the Greek mainland, rather

than the circular ones seen on those from Crete.
139 The cate-

gorically Minoan artifacts aboard the ship were coarse-ware

transport stirrup jars, a vessel type made primarily as a con-

tainer for exporting oil. More telling of the Mycenaeans' iden-

tity are the utilitarian fine-ware pouring-and-drinking sets

comprising a beaked jug, a narrow-necked jug, a cup, a dipper,

and a kylix (see cat. no. 242a).
140 With the exception of the

kylix, none in the assemblage is among the Mycenaean types

commonly exported to the Levant.
141

Two knives and a tang portion of a third are also among

the Mycenaean artifacts.
142 A knife for everyday needs would

have been an essential tool for a Mycenaean Greek, especially

one enduring a long journey to and from the Levantine coast.

Also on the ship were five typically Mycenaean razors.
143

These

offer a glimpse into the grooming practices of these well-

equipped individuals, and of the care they afforded to their

appearance. Two of the razors are nearly identical in size and

shape, and display a fine decorative ridge, just below the back

edge, which extends the full length of the blade and tang.

The presence of at least two pouring-and-drinking sets, two

swords, two relief-bead necklaces, two quartz beads, and two

lentoid seals, along with the occurrence of other Mycenaean

objects in multiples, strongly suggests that there were two

Mycenaeans aboard the Uluburun ship.
144

These individuals

do not appear to have been simple merchants, as they appar-

ently lacked the single most important tool used to conduct
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commercial transactions in a precoinage society: balances and

weight sets. Without weights, it would have been impossible to

measure metals for payment of goods received.
1 *5

The wealth of their personal adornments and other items

considered with the quality of their weaponry suggest that the

Mycenaeans aboard the ship were elites. Two bronze swords,

typical ofAegean products of the fourteenth century B.C., were

also among the Mycenaean finds (see cat. no. 238a). In the

Late Bronze Age Aegean, a sword probably served as an object

of prestige signifying military rank, or was a weapon used in

warfare by a select few.
146

That being the case, it is likely that

the two Mycenaeans were of the warrior class or palace staff,

perhaps acting as emissaries or ambassadors—the "messen-

gers" mentioned in ancient texts—accompanying to the Aegean

a cargo of reciprocated "gift exchange."
14

' As representatives

of palatial or elite interests, their purpose may have been to

oversee the safe delivery of the ship and its precious cargo to

its final destination at or near their homeland. Likely empow-

ered to handle letters of credit or other methods of reciprocity

by which interregional trade was conducted, they may also

have served as pilots and negotiators for the ship in Aegean

territorial waters, with which they would have been familiar.

A troubling aspect of the Mycenaean assemblage is the

absence of sealstones appropriate to such elites or emissaries.

The two steatite lentoid sealstones (cat. no. 241) are of a type

predominantly found in simple burials, settlements, and even

sanctuaries. Perhaps these items did not function as seals, but

instead were strung as beads and served as amulets, talismans,

or jewelry.
148

Conversely, they may have been intended as

votive offerings to be placed in a sanctuary upon the safe con-

clusion of the voyage or certain portions of it.
149

The identity of a third foreign individual on the Uluburun

ship is more speculative than that of the Mycenaean emissaries.

His presence is attested by an assemblage of loosely linked for-

eign (northern) artifacts, including a central Mediterranean-type

sword, spearheads, a bronze pin, and a scepter-mace with its

closest parallels in the northern Balkans (cat. no. 237).
150

This shadowy figure, possibly hailing from a region north

of the Greek mainland, may have served as an elite mercenary

in the service of the Mycenaeans, or as another messenger.
151

Piracy on the high seas would undoubtedly have posed a threat

for a high-profile mission like the one represented by the

Uluburun ship. The shipment of valuable goods was a risky

undertaking, and certain Amarna Letters refer to a messenger

merchant killed by bandits.
152

These well-armed individuals,

along with the armed Canaanite merchants and crew, would

have served as a deterrent for looters and rogue seafarers.

The Hull

Because most of the ship's hull as well as some of the cargo per-

ished when the ship sank, and the position of the artifacts that

had spilled down the slope no longer reflected their original

locations, estimates of the ship's size and shape are, for the

most part, necessarily speculative. Nevertheless, the distribu-

tion of the recovered remains and the surviving portions of

the hull suggest that the ship had a length of about 15 meters

and a beam of about 5 meters, with a cargo carrying capacity

of at least 20 tons.

In some areas of the site, preservation was aided by condi-

tions unfavorable to shipworms and other detrimental organ-

isms. A portion of the hull remains was located underneath

some of the copper ingots. The copper created a toxic environ-

ment that discouraged marine life, preserving the hull timbers

and layers of dunnage placed over them. These surviving tim-

bers allowed for the identification of the wood as Cedar of

Lebanon (Cedrus libani), which Bronze Age sources often men-

tion as the preferred timber for building ships.
153

The ship was constructed in a "shell-based" method, in

which the planking is joined edge-to-edge on either side of the

ship's keel. In this type of construction, mortises or recesses

are cut into the edges of adjacent planks, and a tenon is placed

within the mortise. The mortises are then secured with a peg

on either side of the plank seam, thereby locking all the planks

together to form the hull. The planking of the Uluburun ship

was made of cedar, with tenons and pegs cut and shaped from

evergreen, or kermes, oak (Quercus coccifera).
15* In addition to

the hull itself, remains of a bulwark fencing of branches have

also been identified (fig. 99).
155

Reconstructing any hull on paper is analogous to assem-

bling a puzzle or solving a riddle. In the case of the Uluburun

ship, this process was complicated by varying levels of preser-

vation and disarticulation of some of the remains. Results of

reconstruction studies, in spite of difficulties, have provided an

invaluable glimpse into the construction of Bronze Age sea-

going ships.

Perhaps the most unusual feature of the Uluburun hull is

its keel, the primary longitudinal member forming the ship's

spine. Unlike modern keels, it is wider than it is high and

extends upward into the hull. Although the keel did not pro-

trude more than a few centimeters beyond the outboard sur-

faces of the hull planking, it served as an effective spine for the

ship. Designated as a proto-keel, it also protected the planking

from damage if the ship ran aground, and supported the vessel

when beached for repairs or for wintering. Unlike true keels

in later sailing ships, however, it did not offer much lateral

resistance, which is needed for the ship to hold course when

sailing. This rudimentary feature therefore limited the head-

way a ship could make against counterwinds, which probably

resulted in favoring certain maritime routes during certain

sailing periods.
156

The Uluburun ship is significant to any study of shipbuild-

ing techniques, as it is the earliest seagoing ship to be found

and excavated. Analysis of the hull, and the manner in which

it was constructed, has provided new information regarding

seagoing ships and the use of mortise-and-tenon joinery. Early
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Figure 99. Archaeologist

excavating remains of bulwark

fencing. Uluburun shipwreck.

Egyptian examples of mortise-and-tenon joints, as seen in

Khufu's funerary boat at Giza and Senwosret Ill's boat at

Dahshur,
157

were freestanding and not pegged to lock adjacent

planks to one another. Egyptian woodwork shows that, at

least as early as Dynasty 3, the Egyptians, while fully aware

of this type of fastening,
158

did not use it in shipbuilding,

unless pegged tenons were restricted to ships for which we

have no surviving examples.
159

Exactly when and where pegged mortise-and-tenon joints

were first used to build seagoing ships is not known. The ear-

liest documented use of this type of joint in the Near East is

much later than in Egypt and is seen in woodwork dating to

the Middle Bronze IIB period.
160

Based on present evidence, it

appears that the use of pegged mortise-and-tenon joints in

shipbuilding developed on the Levantine littoral and spread

westward. Their earliest archaeologically documented use in

shipbuilding occurs on the Uluburun ship, which almost cer-

tainly was built somewhere along the Levantine coast.
161

Because there is no evidence of frames or other internal

lateral strengthening timbers, the strength of the Uluburun

vessel must have come almost solely from the hull planking

itself, with additional reinforcement provided by bulkheads

and through-beams. The mortise-and-tenon joints must have

been remarkably strong. The tenons were strikingly large,

and frequently spaced.
162

Rather than evenly staggering the

mortise-and-tenon joints in one edge of a plank from those in

the opposite edge, each mortise cut was positioned immediately

adjacent to the nearest joint in the opposite edge of the same

plank, such that one mortise often intruded into the space of

another. Placing tenons adjacent to one another would appear

to have compromised the structural integrity of the planking

and thus of the hull. Studies of replicated sections of the hull

have shown, however, that the arrangement probably made for

a stronger plank than would have been the case had they been

placed farther apart.
163 The tenons were obviously more than

simple fasteners, serving as small internal frames and provid-

ing considerable stiffness and integrity to the shell of planking.

The Uluburun ship relied heavily on these long oak tenons,

which were clearly intended to supplement the hull's lateral

rigidity and to compensate for the paucity or absence of proper

frames. This method of construction partially explains how

heavy cargoes could be carried directly on the hull planking

without resorting to visible lateral support in the form of

frames or bulkheads.
16*

Conclusions

Excavation of the Uluburun shipwreck recovered more than

15,000 catalogued artifacts, one of the largest and richest

assemblages of Bronze Age goods ever found. The ship's

cargo, perhaps of a royal nature, consisted mostly of raw mate-

rials, although finished goods were also present. Galley wares,

tools, fishing implements, and some foodstuffs were for ship-

board use, while cylinder seals, jewelry, weapons, and balance

weights represent some of the personal effects of those on

board. These items indicate that the likely site for the home

port of the ship was just north of the Carmel coast. The finds

further suggest the presence on board of three, possibly four,

Canaanite merchants, two Mycenaeans of rank, acting as offi-

cial messengers or envoys escorting a shipment of important

cargo bound for their homeland, and another individual, who

also may have been an escort in his own right or an elite
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mercenary for the two Mycenaean officials. The assemblage has

provided evidence for a counterclockwise Late Bronze Age mar-

itime trade network that circled the eastern Mediterranean; it

appears the ship was a merchantman from the Levantine coast

headed in a northwesterly direction for the Aegean (see fig. 97).

The Uluburun ship epitomizes the various means by which

Near Eastern and other foreign goods entered the Aegean

during the Late Bronze Age. New implications for the dynamic

and far-reaching trade activities in this period are just begin-

ning to emerge. The stunning diversity and wealth of artifacts

found on the Uluburun wreck are products of numerous cul-

tures: Canaanite, Mycenaean, Cypriot, Egyptian, Nubian,

Baltic, northern Balkan, Old Babylonian, Kassite, Assyrian,

Central Asian, and possibly south Italian or Sicilian. The ship

and its cargo appear to represent an elite dispatch of an enor-

mously wealthy and diverse cargo of raw materials and manu-

factured goods intended for a specific destination. In addition

to utilitarian objects and raw materials, the presence of value-

laden or prestige goods would appear to indicate that the Late

Bronze Age Aegean was not far removed from the long-

distance interregional trade that was based on royal or elite

exchange in the Near East and reflected vividly in the nearly

contemporary Amarna Letters. As was the practice in such

ventures, the ship's cargo was probably placed in the care of

an official who represented elite or royal interests, but who

may have engaged in some private trade of his own on the side.

This merchant emissary or messenger also was entrusted

with a contingent of prestige goods that he would present

personally to the royalty or elite receiving the cargo. The

Uluburun ship captures, in transit, tangible evidence for the

flow of goods and raw materials from the Levantine coast to

the Aegean, while at the same time providing a rare glimpse

of the individuals involved in long-distance trade and the ships

with which it was conducted.
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Figure 100. Archaeologist preparing to raise anchors

from seabed. Uluburun shipwreck.

184

Weight Anchor

Beachrock

Height 75.4- cm (29% in.); max. width 61 cm

(24 in.); max. thickness 22 cm (8% in.);

weight 148.3 kg

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 37.1.94

(KW 3330)

The Uluburun assemblage of 22 large

coastal sandstone, or beachrock,

anchors
1

and two smaller ones of limestone,

the latter possibly for the ship's boat, col-

lectively weighs 3.3 tons and is the largest

group of anchors found associated with any

shipwreck (fig. 100).
2
This example is of

beachrock, trapezoidal in shape, with

rounded corners and a square apical hole for

an anchor cable or hawser at its narrower

end. It is one of four with incised marks on

the surface, in this case an inverted V.

Because the Uluburun anchors were

preserved in their original context, they

offer insight into specific onboard uses of

stone anchors during this period. The

anchors were found in two groups: 16 were

strewn in a line at the eastern end of the

site, corresponding to the ship's bow, and

another line of eight lay two deep across

the keel, extending from one side of the

hull to the other, near the center of the

ship, just aft of the mast step. The anchors

found near the center of the wreck were

spares stored in the hold and were also

used as temporary ballast, while those at

the bow were for immediate use.

At least two of the bow anchors were

originally stored on the ship's foredeck,

ready for deployment, with others stowed

in the area under the foredeck and imme-

diately aft of it. These spare bow anchors

were meant to be used in addition to those

on the foredeck, or as equivalent substitutes

in their absence. Although the anchors

were intended to be retrieved after use, the

large number aboard the ship suggests

that they were frequently lost or had to be

cut loose in an emergency.
3

Weight anchors moored ships by sheer

mass, in contrast to stone composite

anchors, which gripped the seabed with

wood stakes.
4
Anchors excavated on land

usually represent votive and funerary

offerings deposited in wells, temples, and

tombs at sites such as Ugarit and its port

at Minet el-Beidha,
5
Byblos,

6
and Kition

on Cyprus.' In marine contexts, however,

they often mark offshore moorings, inshore

anchorages, and proto-harbors.
8
Other
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Bronze Age shipwreck anchors include

15 found off Newe-Yam on the Carmel

coast,
9
and a single anchor associated with

the Cape Gelidonya ship,
10
although the

Uluburun assemblage is the only complete

set found to date.

The weight anchor is virtually unknown

in the Aegean,
11
although some examples

have been found at Mallia and Kommos on

Crete as well as off Cape Iria in the Gulf of

Argos.
12
Ongoing petrographic analysis of

the Uluburun anchors suggests an origin

in coastal regions in the vicinity of Tell

Abu Hawam or slightly farther north, the

same area where the ship's galley ware (see

cat. no. 192), much of its pottery cargo, and

probably the very ship itself appear to have

originated.
13

CP
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pp. 210-11, fig. 1.

3. Pulak 1999, pp. 210-11.

4. Kapitan 1984, pp. 33-36; for Bronze Age
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1998, pp. 255-93.

5. Schaeffer 1978, pp. 371-81; Frost 1969b;

Frost 1991.

6. Wachsmann 1998, pp. 271-73; Frost 1969a.

7. Karageorghis 1976b, pp. 60, 69, 72, 78, 169;

Frost 1985; Wachsmann 1998, pp. 273-74.

8. Galili, Sharvit, and Artzy 1994, pp. 93-95,

106-7.

9. Galili 1985, pp. 144-49.

10. Pulak and Rogers 1994, pp. 20-21, fig. 7;

Wachsmann 1998, pp. 283, 285.

11. The few stone anchors found in the Aegean

and in the western Mediterranean are usually

much smaller than those from Uluburun or

are of the composite type with three holes,

rather than the single-holed weight type

recovered from the Uluburun ship. They are

catalogued in Wachsmann 1998, pp. 279-83;

for Italy and Sardinia, see Lo Schiavo 1995,

pp. 406-21.

12. J. Shaw 1995, pp. 280-82, 290, n. 8.

13. Based on preliminary results from Yuval

Goren.

Cargo

185a-g

Selection of Ingots

a. Large oxhide ingot incised with

image of ship

Copper

Height 43.7 cm (\TA in.); length 77.1 cm

(30% in.); thickness 4.2 cm (l% in.);

weight 20.4 kg

35.4.88 (KW 1526)

b. Large oxhide ingot with two protrusions

Copper

Height 37.8 cm (l47
/s in.); length 62.2 (24 '/a in.);

thickness 4.5 cm (l% in.); weight 22.7 kg

38.4.88 (KW 1549)

c. Small oxhide ingot

Copper

Height 25.6 cm (10% in.); length 32.7 cm

(12% in.); thickness 3.7 cm (1/4 in.);

weight 10.7 kg

104.24.86 (KW 389)

d. Plano-convex discoid (bun-shaped) ingot

Copper

Diameter 22 cm (8% in.); thickness 4.6 cm

(1% in.); weight 6.6 kg

2006/4/10A (KW 3108)

e. Small oxhide ingot

Copper

Height 24.7 cm (9% in.); length 26.7 cm

(10% in.); thickness 6.6 cm (2% in.);

weight 10.1 kg

39.5.90 (KW 1983)

f. Quarter-oxhide ingot

Tin

Width 17.4 cm (6% in.); length 29 cm (11% in.);

thickness 4 cm (l% in.); weight 6.3 kg

5.1.2000 (KW 3061)

g. Half-oxhide ingot

Tin

Width 29.1 cm (11% in.); length 29.1 cm

(11/4 in.); thickness 7.5 cm (3 in.);

weight 11.7 kg

60.4.88 (KW 1371)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Of the 354 copper oxhide ingots found

in the Uluburun wreck,
1

317 feature

protrusions, or "handles," at the four cor-

ners,
2
and an average weight ofjust under

24 kilograms.
3
While of similar form, 31

have only two protrusions or handles on

the same long side.
4
There are also 6

smaller ingots, 4 of which are nearly

identical,
5
consisting of two pairs of mold

siblings, cast in the same mold;
6
a small

ingot that has the same general shape as

the others but lacks corner protrusions;

and an ingot that is much thicker than

the other small ingots, with exaggerated

corner protrusions.
7
These 6, as well as

the two-handled and the small ingots, are

unique to the Uluburun shipwreck. There

are also 121 intact ingots of a plano-convex

discoid, or "bun," shape.
8
As with the

oxhide shape, these ingots vary in weight

but average about 6.2 kilograms apiece.

The recurrence of differing weights for the

Uluburun oxhide ingots indicates that

they constituted a quantity of "blister," or

raw, copper probably subject to weighing

and evaluation during each commercial

transaction. Although they were not of a

standardized quantity of metal, their

broadly common weight groupings would

have simplified accounting procedures.
9

The Uluburun shipwreck yielded some

of the earliest known tin ingots,
10
most

apparently in the same oxhide shape as the

majority of the copper ingots. Except for

three intact specimens, however, nearly all

of the tin oxhide ingots had been cut into

quarters or halves before they were taken

on board. Other tin ingot shapes from

Uluburun include bun ingots, two com-

plete rectangular slab ingots, sections of

slab ingots, thick wedge-shaped sections

cut from large ingots of indeterminate

shapes, halves of elongated ovoid loaves,

and a unique ingot shaped like a stone

weight anchor with a large hole near one

end.
11 The intact tin ingots are of approxi-

mately the same weight range as the cop-

per oxhide ingots.
12

Tin and raw copper were probably

transported as whole oxhide ingots, over-

land from mines, primary smelting works,

or central ore-processing installations to

distribution or manufacturing centers,

where they were cut into fractions of their
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185f, g

original form. The Uluburun assemblage

contains many partial tin ingots, which

were probably gathered by barter, levies,

taxes, gifts, or some other mechanism for

constituting the appropriate counterpart

to the amount of copper loaded on board

the ship. This suggests that the ship own-

ers had direct access to sources of copper,

whereas most of the tin was procured

through indirect sources.
13

Preliminary examination of the Ulu-

burun copper oxhide ingots has shown

that no fewer than 162 ingots are incised

with at least one, and possibly as many as

three, marks on their upper surfaces (a).
14

Of the bun ingots, 62 are marked on their

lower or mold surfaces.
15
That similar

marks were found on both the copper and

tin ingots,
16
and that the marks were all

incised after casting or cooling, rather

than stamped during the casting process,

suggest that they were probably made at a

point of export or receipt rather than at

primary production centers.
17

The earliest evidence for full-size oxhide

ingots comes from sixteenth-century B.C.

sites on Crete
18
and depictions in Egyptian

tomb paintings, where they are frequently

associated with Syrian merchants and

tribute-bearers (fig. 10l).
19
Later copper-

oxhide ingots of the fourteenth, thirteenth,

and early twelfth centuries B.C. have been

found as far west as Sardinia and Sicily,

and as far east as central and eastern

Anatolia, Syria, and Mesopotamia.
20
They

also occur in southern Germany,
21

Bulgaria,

mainland Greece, western and southern

Anatolia, Cyprus, the southern Levant,

and the Nile Delta.
22

Thirty-four oxhide ingots were also

recovered from the Cape Gelidonya ship-

wreck.
23

Lead-isotope analysis has shown

that oxhide ingots postdating the mid-

fourteenth century B.C. differed in the

source of their metal from those of earlier

Cretan finds. The analysis further indi-

cates that ingots dating from the mid-

thirteenth century B.C. to the early twelfth

century B.C. were produced from Cypriot

copper ores mostly originating in the

Apliki mines in the northwestern foothills

of the Troodos Mountains.
24

Lead-isotope

analysis of the Uluburun oxhide ingots
25

shows that they form a relatively homo-

geneous Cypriot group and were probably

derived from a hitherto undiscovered de-

posit, almost certainly among the Solea

axis ores of northwestern Cyprus, which

includes the Apliki deposits.
26

Sources of Bronze Age tin remain un-

known, although ancient texts indicate that

Figure 101. Wall

painting with

Syrian carrying

copper oxhide ingot.

Thebes, Tomb of

Rekhmire (TT 100).

Dynasty 18, reigns

of Thutmose III-

Amenhotep II.
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it may have been obtained from regions to

the east of Mesopotamia.
2

' Although lead-

isotope analysis of tin is in its infancy,
28

preliminary results suggest two sources,

one in the Bolkardag Valley in the central

Taurus Mountains in south-central

Anatolia,
29

the other probably located in

Central Asia, possibly Afghanistan.
30

CP

1. Pulak 2000b, pp. 140-41, fig. 3, pp. 141-

53; Pulak 2001, pp. 18-22; Pulak 2005c,

pp. 59-65, figs. 5-13.

2. Such rectangular ingots with a projection at

each corner were originally termed "oxhide"
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cially designed saddles or harnesses for trans-
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Cyprus: An International Nexus ofArt and Trade

During the Late Bronze Age, a period marked

by increasing international contacts within the

eastern Mediterranean world, the geographic

position of Cyprus, together with its historical

role as a crossroads of the Near Eastern,

Egyptian, and Aegean worlds, stimulated artis-

tic creations that benefitedfrom many influences.

Its natural wealth and resources, especially its

many copper mines, encouraged the develop-

ment ofa thriving trade. Metalwork in particu-

lar prospered on the island. While the objects

manufactured in its many workshops drew

upon techniques known throughout the eastern

Mediterranean, Cypriot craftsmen achieved an

even greater mastery and became the foremost

producers ofcast-bronze objects.

Enkomi, a prosperous center on Cyprus, seems

to have held a leading position in this industry.

Various metallurgic installations dating from

different phases of the Bronze Age have been

identified there as using copper extractedfrom

the nearby ore deposits of Troulli, Mthiati, and

Sha. Much of the copper produced was appar-

ently intendedfor export and shaped into oxhide

ingots (see cat. no. 185). Copper was also alloyed

with tin to manufacture objects of bronze. Iron,

too, was mined on Cyprus, its production mas-

tered as early as the twelfth century B.C. It is

unknown whether iron technology was developed

locally or importedfrom Iran, the Caucasus,

Anatolia, the Aegean—or even central Europe.

Oxhide ingots constitute a category of object

that sheds light on the trade between Cyprus and

other regions ofthe Mediterranean rangingfrom

Sardinia to Crete, mainland Greece, and the Levantine coast. Large

quantities datingfrom the Late Bronze Age have beenfound in the

cargoes of sunken merchant vessels discovered near land, especially

offthe coast ofsouthern Anatolia (see cat. no. 185). Egyptian paint-

ings ofthefifteenth andfourteenth centuries B.C. depict Asiatics and

Aegeans bearing gifts of ingots to pharaohs (figs. 50, 85, 101).

Although these ingots traditionally signify Cyprus, theirproduction

was not restricted to the island, as evidenced by the discovery of a

mold in a royalpalace at Ras Ibn Hani, near Ugarit.

The significance ofoxhide ingots on Cyprus can be seen by thefact

that they were used as motifs in religious contexts. They were associ-

ated with the deities whosefigures they came to represent, and min-

iature ingots—some with inscriptions in Cypro-Minoan writing or

Egyptian hieroglyphs—have beenfound in shrines, where they may

Figure 102. Bronze statue of armed god

standing on base in the form of an

oxhide ingot. Enkomi, Sanctuary of the

Ingot God. Late Bronze Age. Cyprus

Museum, Nicosia Field no. 1142

have been deposited as votives. The association

of the realm of the gods and copper ingots is

further confirmed by another category ofobjects

typical of Cyprus during the Late Bronze Age:

bronze stands with openwork decoration. They

appear to have been offered as symbolic repre-

sentations of shrines, made to hold vases or

basins that wereprobably used in religious cer-

emonies; their surfaces were decorated with

scenes that represented the rituals or mythologies

involved.

One of the stands depicts the bearer of an

ingot moving toward a pillar that is topped by

a series of volutes, an ornamental motifassoci-

ated with a female deity (cat. no. 186). The

combination ofthis motifwith the oxhide ingot

created a general association ofcopper and met-

allurgy with the realm ofgods and wealth.

Other objects demonstrate the religious syn-

cretism that stemmed from repeated foreign

contact. Metal statuettes ofstanding male dei-

ties were widely distributed throughout the

Near East beginning in the Middle Bronze

Age, illustrating these shared tendencies. With

their combative stance and specific attributes,

Cypriot divine figuresfrom the Late Bronze

Age are related to Canaanite representations of

Baal, god of storms, thunder, and lightning.

On Cyprus such a god was represented on an

oxhide ingot
(fig. 102), thus linking his image

directly to the art of metallurgy. This would

have involved not only a knowledge ofdeposits

and techniques, but also his control of thunder

and lightning, which are evoked in turn by the

fire and the din oftheforges. This association recalls similar connec-

tions made between technology and deities, between artisan gods and

guardians of knowledge—Ptah in Egypt, for example, Kothar at

Ugarit, and Hephaistos in Greece. Cyprus thus participated in the

religious world that was shared by the regions of the eastern

Mediterranean and that entailed the creation ofclosely relatedforms

of artistic expression. In the midst of this iconographic mainstream,

however, the island also developed its own characteristics, which

added a further dimension to the international repertoire. As in

the preceding millennia, the craftsmen of Cyprus, immersed in a sea

of different cultures, drew inspiration from their great neigh-

bors—Egypt, Crete, Mycenae, theAegean islands, and Canaan—and

developed their ownforms of expression in masterful syntheses of

artistic and iconographic currents. sc
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Openwork Stand

Bronze

Height 12.5 cm (4
7
/8 in.); width 11 cm (4

3/8 in.);

diameter 8.5 cm (3% in.)

Episkopi (?)

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1250- 1050 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1920.12-20.1

The Amarna Letters between the

Egyptian pharaoh and the king of

Alashiya record a shipment of 500 talents

of copper from Cyprus.
1 While a major

source of the metal in the Late Bronze

Age, the island produced metal wares that

remained conservative in form and tech-

nique until the thirteenth century B.C., when

contact with surrounding regions, particu-

larly the Mycenaean world, dramatically

transformed Cypriot bronze making.
2

This well-executed four-sided stand,

decorated on each face with a man and a

stylized tree, would have supported a large

vessel such as a cauldron.
3

It represents

the flowering of Late Cypriot craftsman-

ship and imagery, with iconography reflect-

ing Aegean and Near Eastern symbolism.

This is particularly significant in view of

the probable religious, funerary, or cere-

monial context in which the stand would

have been used.

The rods of the frame and the support-

ing ring for the vessel were cast or ham-

mered, while the figures, with shallow,

subtle detailing, were made in open molds;

the various parts of the stand were hard-

soldered (brazed). Both techniques require

high levels of skill. Each of the trees is

shown with volutes of twisted bronze rods

representing leaves. The male figures are

similar and may represent the same indi-

vidual. They wear only a long kiltlike

garment. The face is fleshy, the nose

prominent, and the hair (or wig) falls to

the nape of the neck. One figure carries

what looks like a fish; the other bears over

the left shoulder a long, sinuous object that

trails on the ground. The copper oxhide

ingot carried by the third figure recalls

scenes of Minoans and Mycenaeans in

Dynasty 18 Egyptian tombs (see figs. 85,

134). It was also featured widely in Cypriot

religious imagery of the thirteenth and

twelfth centuries B.C., where it was some-

times associated with a divinity. The Late

Cypriot IIC-IIIA temple complex at Kition

312

in southeastern Cyprus included metal

workshops within the sacred enclosure,

indicating a further link between the

alchemic nature of metallurgy and reli-

gious (or ideological) forces.
4

The final scene shows a man playing a

multistringed instrument and possibly

singing. He is perhaps an archetype of

Kinyras, the legendary musician-king of

Cyprus and also perhaps of Levantine



bardic figures such as King David, or even

of the Greek Homer. The relationship of

music to ritual or to religious activity is

strong in all the cultures that came together

in areas like Cyprus in the thirteenth to the

eleventh century B.C. Music was commonly

used to evoke a divinity, prophesy the

future, or accompany recitations to honor

distinguished ancestors. While the tree

may simply indicate a landscape, it may

be a sacred image, perhaps a goddess of

fertility. Stylized trees, sometimes in asso-

ciation with ingots, appear on locally pro-

duced cylinder seals throughout the Late

Bronze Age.
5

The exact find context of the stand is

not known, apart from its association

with the village of Episkopi, near ancient

Kourion. No examples of its type were

found in the many tombs of the thirteenth

and twelfth centuries B.C. at Kourion.
6

Excavations at the Early Iron Age necrop-

olis of Kaloriziki revealed several rich

tombs of the late eleventh and tenth centu-

ries B.C. containing bronze stands of a sim-

pler rod type without figures.
7

Stands became common in burials of the

aristocracy of Kourion and of its neighbors

on Cyprus.
8 The present stand is a preco-

cious early example originating in the met-

allurgical revolution of the thirteenth and

twelfth centuries B.C. that gave rise to

the adoption of iron technology in which

Cypriot artisans played a leading role.

JLF

1. EA 35-, Moran 1992, pp. 107-9.

2. Catling 1964, pp. 299-302; Catling 1986, p. 99.

3. Catling 1964, pp. 205-7, pi. 34; Matthaus

1985, pp. 314-15; Papasavvas 2001,

pp. 239-50, no. 23, pis. 42-47; Macnamara

and Meeks 1987, p. 58, pi. XVIII.

4. Webb 1999, passim; Knapp 1986.

5. Zevit 2001, pp. 321-22, 325, with further
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6. Murray, Smith, and Walters 1900, pp. 56-86;

Benson 1972.

7. Benson 1973; McFadden 1954.

8. See Matthaus 1985 and Karageorghis 1983
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Glass Ingots

Cobalt, turquoise, purple, and amber-

colored glass

Max. diameter 11-16.2 cm (4
3/s-6% in.);

max. thickness 3.7-7.2 cm (l'/2-2
7
/8 in.);

max. weight 0.8-2.8 kg

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

7.7.95 (KW 3950), 55.7.95 (KW 3576), 9.1.2000

(KW 4532), 70.7.92 (KW 2923), 10.1.2000

(KW 3779), 2003.1.23A (KW 3163)

The Uluburun ship's cargo included

approximately 175 glass ingots of

cobalt blue, turquoise or light blue, amber,

and purple color, each roughly in the shape

of a truncated cone. Of these, 112 essen-

tially retained their original shape and

color, while 32 were fragmentary and

ranged in size from one-quarter to three-

quarters of an ingot. The remaining

ingots, however, had partially or com-

pletely weathered and transformed into

amorphous lumps that for the most part

crumbled or disintegrated.
1

Although the

sizes of the ingots vary, using an average

weight of 2 kilograms, it is estimated that

some 350 kilograms of glass must have

been on the ship.
2

While most of the glass ingots were

found scattered among the rows of copper

ingots stacked forward of midships, a group

of 20 found at the stern suggests they were

stored there, just aft of the Canaanite jars,

with several copper and tin ingots. Only

half of the ingots were sufficiently pre-

served to reveal their cobalt blue color.

These formed a relatively tight cluster on

the seabed, suggesting that they were orig-

inally kept in a perishable container, per-

haps a bag. Evidence for the stacking of the

ingots is tenuous, as they were displaced

during the wrecking of the ship, but in situ

positions of six in the group kept at the

stern suggest that they were placed with

the larger surface of one ingot adjacent to

the smaller surface of the next ingot.

The Uluburun glass ingots are among

the earliest known examples of their shape.
3

Other excavated glass ingots include three

fragments of a mid-fifteenth to early

fourteenth-century b.c. dark blue ingot

from Nuzi,
4
13 light and dark blue ingots

and fragments from the fourteenth-cen-

tury b.c. Mitanni palace at Tell Brak,
5
a

number of small ingot chunks from four-

teenth-century B.C. Tell el-Amarna,
6
a

thirteenth-century b.c. dark red ingot from

Qantir in the Nile Delta,
7
and chunks from

blue glass ingots from Ugarit.
8 Two pieces

of cobalt blue glass and two fragments of

light blue ingots from the island of Failaka

(ancient Dilmun) in the Persian Gulf
9
sug-

gest that glass was also exported to areas

outside the greater Mediterranean basin.
10

It is not known where the Uluburun

glass ingots were made, whether all the

ingots of different colors were obtained

from a single location, or if they came

from different sources specializing in the

production of specific colors. A series of

fragmentary cylindrical terracotta vessels

excavated at Tell el-Amarna may be simi-

lar to the crucibles used in producing glass

ingots of the type found at Uluburun.

Although no complete ingots themselves
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survive,
11

traces of cobalt blue glass in

these crucibles suggest that the dark blue

glass commonly found at Amarna was made

there. If so, Amarna would rank among

the earliest glass-producing centers in the

ancient world.
12

In fact, a replica of a cobalt

blue glass ingot from Uluburun fits snugly

into several of the Amarna crucibles.
13

Glass is formed by melting silica, lime,

and soda. The silica is commonly obtained

from sand or crushed quartz pebbles; lime,

which is required as a stabilizer for the

silica, is also often naturally found in sand.

The soda, which serves as a flux for lower-

ing the melting temperature for the silica,

may be obtained either from natron, a

mineral that occurs naturally in Egypt, or

from the ash of saline plants, usually used

in glass manufactured outside Egypt.

Different colors are produced by the addi-

tion of various metal oxides.
14 The chemi-

cal composition of the Uluburun cobalt

blue glass ingots matches that of contem-

porary Egyptian core-formed vessels,

fragments of cobalt blue ingots from

Amarna, and Mycenaean relief beads (see

cat. nos. 239, 246), which suggests a com-

mon source for all.
15
Based on the chemi-

cal composition and the use of natron in

production, the cobalt blue ingots from

Amarna were probably manufactured

locally, using local materials.
16

It would

appear that the Egyptians manufactured

cobalt blue glass as imitation lapis lazuli

during the Late Bronze Age.

One Amarna Letter, however, lists

both "genuine lapis lazuli" and simple

"lapis lazuli" as coming to Egypt from

Mitanni.
17
Cakes of "lapis lazuli" and

"turquoise" (as opposed to "genuine lapis

lazuli" and "genuine turquoise") are

shown as tribute from Syrians in a relief

at Karnak (fig. 96).
18
Glass ingots such as

these are quite likely the mekku and ehli-

pakku listed on Amarna and Ugaritic tab-

lets as trade items.
19
They were apparently

exported to Egypt from Tyre, Akko,

Ashkelon, Lachish, and Yura on the Levan-

tine coast.
20 A Ugaritic text reveals that

Ugarit also exported raw glass.
21

Light blue glasses are regarded as typi-

cally Mesopotamian products. The basic

composition, which almost certainly in-

volved the use of quartz pebbles and plant

ashes, appears in Mesopotamia at the very

beginning of glassmaking.
22

Chemical

analysis of the two light blue ingots from

Uluburun, however, reveals a composition

somewhat different from that of blue glass

from Mesopotamia and Egypt,
23

although

excessive weathering of the Uluburun

sample in seawater may have altered its

chemical composition. Furthermore, as

most of the variations in their composi-

tions may be explained by the difference in

colorants,
24

there is nothing to suggest

that the Uluburun light blue glasses were

made in a workshop other than the one

that produced the glasses of cobalt blue.

One of the purple glass ingots from the

Uluburun ship was found to be consistent

with a plant-based alkali and is chemically

similar to a rare purple ingot fragment

from Amarna.
25

If the use of plant ash is

considered indicative of glass manufac-

tured outside Egypt, it would appear that

the Uluburun ship was carrying a cargo of

glass obtained from both Egypt and the

Near East.
26

Chemical analysis of a limited number

of cobalt blue ingots from Uluburun sug-

gests that they were made in Egypt,
27

but

there may be additional evidence for deter-

mining their origin. A fragment of the

crucible used in making glass had adhered

to one of the Uluburun ingots and became

separated from it after the ship sank. If the

source of the clay from which the crucible

was made can be identified, this would

provide conclusive evidence not only for

the provenance of some of the Uluburun

glass ingots, but also the first definitive

indication of the location of a Bronze Age

glass-production site.
28
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Canaanite Jar with
Glass Beads

Ceramic, glass

Jar: height 32 cm (12% in.); width at base

4.5 cm (\
3A in.)

Beads: average length 0.6 cm (V* in.);

diameter 0.8 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 62.1.2000 (kw 8)

Tens of thousands of beads found in the

Uluburun shipwreck represent a wide

range of materials, including glass, faience,

amber, rock crystal, agate, carnelian, bone,

and ostrich eggshell (see cat. nos. 189, 195).
1

Some probably represent personal be-

longings; others, however, were items of

cargo, as evidenced by a concreted cluster

of some 70,000 tiny faience beads,
2
which,

based on the shape of the cluster and lack

of pottery sherds associated with it, repre-

sent the contents of a bag, now lost, and

by the glass beads transported inside this

Canaanite jar (for Canaanite jars, see

cat. no. 190). Contained within the pre-

served section of the jar was a mass of

heavy encrustation consisting of approxi-

mately 8,000 small glass beads.
3 When

filled to capacity, the jar would have held

approximately 26,000 beads.
4 The preser-

vation of these glass beads and others

found elsewhere at the site is quite poor,

and their original color is now lost.
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Although all are devitrified, a single bead

retains a bright blue glassy area. The poor

condition of the beads found on the ship

makes it impossible to determine their

original numbers, but surviving artifacts

and observations of bead impressions sug-

gest that, in addition to the glass beads

found in this jar, another 1,500 were on

board, and the actual number carried was

significantly higher.

All of the glass beads, with the excep-

tion of mold-cast Mycenaean relief beads

(cat. no. 239), are of the type known as

"wire wound," formed by trailing molten

glass around a wire, mandrel, or some

other core material.
5 The wound-glass

beads from Uluburun are grouped accord-

ing to two sizes: either large glass beads,

which may be plain or possess decorative

"eyes" of a different color of glass applied

to the bead,
6
or small globular beads.

About 9,000 of the glass beads on the

Uluburun ship, including those in this jar,

are generally considered small glass beads.

The average bead is either spherical or

slightly oblate in shape. Some have taper-

ing holes that are either impractically nar-

row on one end or fail to penetrate the full

diameter of the bead completely. Since

these were found intermixed with com-

pletely perforated beads, it is likely that

they represent manufacturing flaws. The

presence of these flawed beads also indi-

cates that the jar's contents were not strung

into necklaces but carried as raw cargo.

Similar glass beads have been found at

sites throughout the Levant. Nearly identi-

cal examples were found on the Greek

mainland at Prosymna and Mycenae,
7

with similar ones also coming from

Dendra
8
and Tiryns,

9
as well as on Crete

10

and Cyprus,
11
perhaps representing Near

Eastern glass beads imported to the

Aegean like those on the Uluburun ship.

Additional close parallels have been found

along the Levantine coast at Lachish
12

and Tell Abu Hawam, 13
as well as blue-

colored beads from Egypt at Gurob
14
and

el-Lahun.
15
Although none survived the

excavation, several hundred glass beads,

including small spherical ones, were also

carried, in a pottery vessel, on the Cape

Gelidonya ship.
16

The missing portion of this dark red-

dish brown Canaanite jar was not found

during excavation, suggesting that the jar

may have been broken prior to loading and

was being reused as a transport container

for the beads. Moreover, the clay used to

make the jar is believed to come from

a northern Syrian source, indicating that

the jar and its contents could have been

imports whose origin differed from that of

the two other groups of Canaanite jars

aboard the ship, traced to clay sources far-

ther south.

Because beads found in archaeological

sites are notoriously difficult to date as a

result of their extended use over time, the

discovery of beads clearly representing

items of cargo is significant in that their

production dates are more secure. The

abundance of beads aboard the Uluburun

ship also supports their likely function as

an imported trade commodity during the

Bronze Age. CP
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Beads

Rock crystal

a. Beads

Average height 2 cm (% in.)

79.5.87 (KW 716, KW 728, KW 758, KW 765,

KW 815, KW 882, KW 911, KW 922

b. Cylindrical bead

Height 2.3 cm (Va in.); diameter 1.2 cm (Vs. in.)

40.24.86 (KW 379)

c. Mycenaean bead

Height 1.35 cm ('/a in.); diameter 1.55 cm (% in.)

79.5.87 (KW 767)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Fourteen beads fashioned from white,

transparent quartz or rock crystal

were found on the Uluburun ship (ten are

on exhibition). They were imported either

as finished products or as raw material

and manufactured locally or elsewhere

in the Near East. Most are amygdaloid,

or almond-shaped, and their sides taper

toward truncated ends. The beads are of

different sizes, some flatter on one side

than the other and at least one exhibiting

a pronounced triangular cross section.
1

Unique in the group is a single well-formed

and polished barrel-shaped bead. The cylin-

drical bead, lower left, is similar in size

and shape to two quartz cylinder seals

found on the wreck (cat. no. 231), although

it is not engraved.
2
Ten of the beads were

found in close proximity to one another,

which suggests that they were originally

strung together. Another three amygdaloid

beads found slightly farther down the

slope, in a trail leading away from the

main cluster, delineated the path of spill-

age. The two quartz cylinder seals were

also found among the bead cluster, but

whether they were strung into a necklace

(compare cat. no. 258) or simply stored

in a bag with the beads is not known.

Located at the stern of the ship, the beads

were most likely personal possessions for

adornment rather than items for exchange.

Although a study of the drilling tech-

nique used in perforating the beads for

stringing has yet to be completed, pre-

liminary observations reveal that nearly all

of the quartz beads, including the cylinder

seals, were bored from both ends, in the

common manner of drilling ancient beads.

Most of the drilled holes meet slightly

askew, approximately at the center, al-

though some meet much closer to one

end of the bead than the other. Four of

the beads, however, were either drilled

through in a single pass or, equally likely,

were drilled from opposite ends in perfect

alignment. The profiles of the perforations

indicate use of a bevel-tipped copper drill

used together with an abrasive powder.
3

Also found on the wreck were nearly 1,200

agate beads, which were probably items for

trade. Most are irregularly shaped dis-

coids, although some retain much of their

roughly chipped shape, with only minimal

smoothing or surface treatment; because

of the thinness of these beads, drilling was

performed from one side only.
4
They con-

trast with the quartz beads, which are

more uniformly shaped and polished

smooth on all surfaces.

Amygdaloid and cylindrical quartz

beads are rare in the Aegean, but the for-

mer shape is reminiscent of some Cretan

and Mycenaean engraved seals made of a

variety of hard stones, including carnelian,

sard, agate, and jasper.
5
Although these

bead forms occur in the Levant, they do not

appear to have been very common there.

Similar examples, including the barrel

form, are found among a group of beads

from Middle Bronze II period Megiddo.
6

A number of truncated amygdaloid and

cylindrical beads were also recovered at

Megiddo from the Early Iron I (ca. 1150-

1100 B.C.) level,
7
some of which may well

have been heirlooms from earlier periods.

At least one of the quartz beads (c, bot-

tom row, center) is of a typical Aegean

shape.
8

It is decorated with five plain flutes

and five gently undulating ribs, consisting

of three spines each, oriented along the

bead's longitudinal axis. Like the other

quartz beads, this one was found at the

stern of the ship near most of the gold

artifacts and other items of personal

value, suggesting that it belonged to

one of the Mycenaeans aboard the ship

(see cat. nos. 238-242) and therefore was

not a gift item or part of the cargo. A
smaller plain spherical quartz bead

(bottom row, right),
9
also almost cer-

tainly of Aegean origin, was found far-

ther downslope, near the mast-step, and
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must have rolled from an area near

the stern.

A fluted quartz bead from a tomb near

Knossos is similar in size and overall

shape but carved with seven ribs.
10
Fluted

beads of similar shape but with differing

styles of ribbing were found on the Greek

mainland at Prosymna.
11

Similar beads

from tombs at Mycenae, made of sard, a

reddish variety of agate, have only four

flutes.
12 One of the beads from Tomb 91 at

Mycenae, perhaps the closest visual paral-

lel for the Uluburun bead, is of similar

gadrooned form but of discoid shape; it is

believed to be carved of fluorite, a softer

material than quartz.
13
This tomb also

yielded a plain spherical bead of approxi-

mately the same size as the one from

Uluburun (kw 5144).
14

CP

1. Pulak 2005c, p. 82, fig. 34, p. 592, fig. 100:a-o.

2. Pulak 1988, p. 25, fig. 28.

3. Kenoyer 1997, p. 270, fig. 3a; see Gorelick and

Gwinnett 1987, pp. 37-38.

4. Pulak 1988, pp. 24-25, fig. 27.

5. See, for example, Kenna 1964, p. 9, pis. 1:29,

31-33, 36, 37, 3:23, 24, 26, 30, 32-35, 37.

Boardman (1970, pp. 36, 47, 57, 59, and ills.,

p. 39, figs. 7-10, p. 49, fig. 2, for some exam-

ples) notes that on Minoan Crete, from the

Middle Minoan III period on, the most com-

mon shapes for sealstones were lentoids and

amygdaloids, and in Late Minoan II-IIIA:1

the lentoid became the preferred form, but

amygdaloids were also still quite common.

There is a similar pattern in Late Helladic I—

IIIA Mycenaean Greece, with lentoids of

banded agate and onyx as the preferred seal-

stones; only a few amygdaloid examples are

still present.

6. Loud 1948, pis. 209:24, 209:35, 36 (more of

ovoid form than amygdaloid), 211:52.

7. Ibid., pi. 216:122.

8. Bass et al. 1989, pp. 8-9, and fig. 16; Pulak

2005a, pp. 304-5; Pulak 2005c, p. 592,

fig. 100:f.

9. KW 5144: height 1.01 cm, width 1.11 cm.

10. Hood, Huxley, and Sandars 1958-59, p. 250,

no. x.ll, fig. 35:X.ll; also in Effinger 1996,

p. 25, no. KnG lOf, pi. 5:c.

11. Blegen and Blegen 1937, fig. 599:10.

12. Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, p. 73, no. 2387(15),

p. 293, type 6, p. 196, no. 2927(2), p. 293, type

7, pi. 85:2927(2).

13. Ibid., p. 261, no. 3192(6), pi. 127:3192(6).

14. Ibid., p. 261, no. 3192(2), pi. 127:3192(2).

Another similar spherical bead was found at

Prosymna. Blegen and Blegen 1937, p. 293,

fig. 169:6.

190a, b

Canaanite Jars

Ceramic

a. Canaanite jar

Height 53.5 cm (21 in.); max. diameter

26.4 cm (l0
3
/8 in.); capacity 9.7 liters

50.31.84 (KW 102)

b. Canaanite jar with shoulder markings

Height 48.8 cm (1954 in.); max. diameter

23.7 cm (9
3
/s in.); capacity 6.5 liters

44.31.84 (KW 93)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

More than 150 Canaanite jars were

found on the Uluburun shipwreck,

two of which are included here, one marked

with three incised parallel lines on its

shoulder.
1 The decanted contents of both

jars revealed a quantity of yellowish mat-

ter identified as terebinth resin. Body

sherds found inside some of the intact

Canaanite jars suggest that they had been

stoppered with organic material, over

which was placed a potsherd, after which

the jar was sealed with mud or clay. All of

the Uluburun Canaanite jars were stored

aft of the large storage jars at the stern of

the ship, regardless of their size and type,

with the smaller jars stacked two deep.

The Uluburun jars fall into three gen-

eral size groups, with the smallest (repre-

senting about 75 percent) having an

average capacity of 6.7 liters, the medium

(about 11 percent) about twice that volume,

and the largest examples some 26.7 liters.
2

This last value may correspond to a kd,

meaning "jar," mentioned in Ugaritic

texts of the thirteenth century B.C., which

corresponds to the eighth to seventh cen-

tury B.C. Judean bat, a unit of liquid mea-

sure usually calculated during the Iron Age

as about 22 liters, or a derivative thereof.
3

Despite the size differences, nearly all

Uluburun Canaanite jars conform to a

single morphological type.
4.

Further analy-

sis, however, reveals two fabric groups

corresponding to two different manufac-

turing methods for their inner bases. The

two groups seem to correspond to two

different cargoes: terebinth resin and a

vegetable oil, possibly olive. Petrographic

analysis of the two clay matrices of the

fabrics has shown that the majority of the

jars were of clay found immediately north

of the tip of the Carmel coast, while those

Figure 103. Facsimile of

wall painting showing

Syrians with Canaanite

jar and gold vessel.

Thebes, Tomb of

Rekhmire (TT 100).

Dynasty 18, reigns of

Thutmose III—

Amenhotep II. The

Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund, 1930

30.4.83
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190a

of the second group seem to have come

from the general region of Sidon.
5

Canaanite jars, widely found in the

eastern Mediterranean, were the most pop-

ular type of vessel imported into the

Aegean. In Egyptian tombs such as those

of Kenamun and of Rekhmire at Thebes

(fig. 103),
6
the jars are depicted as cargo or

tribute brought by Syrian merchants to

Egypt. The best morphological parallels

for the Uluburun Canaanite jars are from

Tell Abu Hawam, Tell el-Amarna, Mycenae,

and Menidi.
7 A storeroom at Minet el-

Beidha, one of the two ports servicing

Ugarit, contained some 80 Canaanite jars,

possibly awaiting export by sea.
8

Unlike the fine wares aboard the

Uluburun ship, the Canaanite jars them-

selves were valued primarily for their con-

tents, although empty containers were

sometimes recycled and pressed into every-

day use. These contents could have included

wine, oil, olives, and honey.
9 One jar from

Uluburun was filled with glass beads

(cat. no. 188), several others with olives.
10

The chemical analysis ofpreserved organic

residues, however, revealed that more than

two-thirds of the jars were probably car-

rying Pistacia species resin, most likely

terebinth resin from the Pistacia atlantica

tree,
11
which produces more abundant

resin than the other Pistacia species

found in the eastern Mediterranean. The

Uluburun resin cargo—originally at more

than half a ton—represents the largest

ancient deposit of the material ever found.

Before this discovery at Uluburun, in

an unmistakably commercial context, the

best evidence for the trade of terebinth

resin was in textual references and icono-

graphic depictions, with nearly all the

ancient authors agreeing on its superiority
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190b

over other resins.
12

Its medicinal qualities

as an antiseptic and its use in the prepara-

tion of incense and scented cosmetics have

long been recognized.
13 A few Linear B

tablets from Knossos contain the word ki-

ta-no, which has been translated as "tere-

binth fruits,"
14

but, more recently, possibly

as "terebinth resin."
15
Terebinth resin may

also be the Egyptian sntr, the aromatic most

often mentioned in Egyptian texts, brought

from the Near East to the pharaoh pri-

marily in Canaanite jars. Large quantities

of sntr were recorded over a period of five

years in the annals of Thutmose III, and

sntr is found among the hieratic inscriptions

on the Canaanite jars from Tell el-Amarna

and Memphis.
16 A depiction of a storeroom

in the Tomb of Rekhmire shows a repre-

sentative group of Canaanite jars, with the

contents of one jar labeled sntr (fig. 96).
17

The jars were most likely inscribed to

indicate the commodity they contained

upon first reaching Egypt. Chemical anal-

ysis of residues from two Canaanite jars

from Tell el-Amarna, inscribed sntr, as well

as from many other uninscribed jars con-

firmed the identification as terebinth resin.
18

These jars are made of the same clay fabric

as the resin-bearing jars from Uluburun,

indicating a common source for both the

jars and, perhaps, also their contents in

the vicinity of Tell Abu Hawam. 19
cp

1. Bass 1986, pp. 277-79, ills. 7, 8; Pulak 1988,

pp. 10-11; Pulak 1997, pp. 240-41, fig. 9;

Pulak 1998, pp. 201-2, fig. 15; Pulak 2005c,

p. 581, figs. 80, 81.

2. Pulak 1998, p. 201; Pulak 1997, p. 240. These

values were obtained early in our study and,

therefore, represent only the intact jars that

were devoid of encrustation. As jars are cleaned

and mended and capacity measurements taken,

the average values and their percentages within

the cargo assemblage will vary accordingly.
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3. Heltzer 1989, pp. 197, 201.

4. They have conical bodies, pointed bases with

slightly convex toes, carinated body-shoulder

junction, and slightly convex shoulders lead-

ing to a narrow, cylindrical neck and a tall lip

defined by an incised line. Vertical ovoid loop

handles are attached opposite each other at

the junction of the shoulders and bodies of

the jars.

5. Yuval Goren, personal communication. Clay,

from near the sites of Tell Abu Hawam and

Tel Nami, was identified from the Amarna

project's petrographic analysis of the

Canaanite jars from Memphis and Tell el-

Amarna. See Bourriau, Smith, and Serpico

2001, p. 140.

6. Davies 1963, pi. 15; Davies and Faulkner

1947, pi. 8.

7. Bass 1986, p. 277.

8. Schaeffer 1949, p. 209, pi. 31:1; Schaeffer

1932, p. 3, pi. 111:3.

9. Leonard 1996, p. 251.

10. Pulak 1997, p. 240.

11. Mills and White 1989; Hairfield and

Hairfield 1990; Haldane 1991, p. 219; Haldane

1993, pp. 352-54.

12. Stol 1979, p. 15.

13. Ibid., pp. 3, 16; Pulak 2001, pp. 33-36.

14. Pulak 2001, p. 36; Bass 1997, p. 164; Melena

1976, pp. 177-90.

15. Pulak 2001, p. 36

16. Loret 1949, pp. 20-25.

17. Davies 1973, pi. 48.

18. Serpico and White 2000, p. 894.

19. Stern et al. 2000, p. 412.

191

Pilgrim Flask

Ceramic

Height 29.5 cm (ll
5/8 in.); width 24.2 cm

(9Ys in.); capacity 3.2 liters

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 63.1.2000 (kw 3686)

192

Lamp for Shipboard Use

Ceramic

Height 5.7 cm (2% in.); width 13.8 cm (5% in.);

length 14.3 cm (5% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey' 10.5.90 (kw 1742)

192

This Canaanite pilgrim flask from the

Uluburun ship has a round, lentoid

body with a sharply carinated edge and a

narrow neck widening to a small mouth

with a thick, triangular-sectioned rim.
1

Two round vertical handles project from

the top of the body and rejoin the vessel

about halfway up the funnel-like neck,

which appears to sprout from between the

handles with the rim resting on them. The

body of the flask was thrown on its side on

a potter's wheel as a single piece, and the

resulting hole at the middle of the top half

of the body was sealed and smoothed

over.
2 The flask is in good condition, with

a rich, light brown color, buff to greenish

gray surface slip, and a somewhat coarse

fabric with finely scattered dark inclusions

and a gritty, sandy surface. At least sixty

such pilgrim flasks, forming a homoge-

neous group but of varying sizes, were

found on the Uluburun ship. They repre-

sent the second largest group of vessels

carried on board.

The flasks appear to be undecorated,

though a few may show remnants of the
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usual red concentric circles seen embellish-

ing better preserved examples of this type

known from excavations elsewhere. Had

decorative painting been present, it would

have disappeared, along with much of the

original surface slip, as a result of the under-

water environment. Pilgrim flasks of this

type are common in fourteenth-century B.C.

assemblages, with good parallels found at

Tel Dan,
3
Hazor,

4
Tell Abu Hawam, 5

Beth-

Shan,
6
Gibeon,

7
Akko,

8
and Lachish,

9

among others. Ongoing petrographic anal-

ysis of the flasks indicates that they are all

of the same fabric and probably originated

in the same workshop located somewhere

along the southern Levantine coast.

The 60 pilgrim flasks on the Uluburun

ship vary greatly in size. Only 46 were

recovered intact or could be later restored

into complete vessels for taking capacity

measurements. They range in capacity

from 0.16 to 8.84 liters.
10
As with the

Canaanite jars, the pilgrim flasks almost

certainly served simply as containers and

were in demand for their contents, and not

for the vessels themselves.

Sieving the sediments decanted from

the flasks during excavation yielded many

varieties of seeds, but most frequently en-

countered were those of figs. Because fig

seeds were recovered in great quantities

throughout the shipwreck site, indicating

that they were carried aboard the ship

either for consumption or as cargo, they

may have been intrusive elements depos-

ited in the flasks after the ship sank. The

narrow necks of the flasks indicate that

they probably carried a liquid such as oil.

A pilgrim flask, along with Canaanite jars

and several other items of the type repre-

sented on the Uluburun ship, can be seen

being unloaded from a ship in the scene of

a Syrian merchant venture to Egypt in the

fourteenth-century B.C. Tomb of Kenamun

at Thebes (see fig. 98).
11

Sixteen Canaanite oil lamps were found

on the vessel. They are made of medium

coarse red-orange gritty fabric with a red-

dish brown surface.
12 One corner of the

saucer-shaped lamp bowl is pinched to form

a nozzle for the placement of the wick. On

one side of the nozzle is a semicircular im-

pression in the clay resulting from pinch-

ing between a thumb and index finger, and

around the interior circumference is a

slightly raised ridge. The nozzle exhibits

soot stains from burning, suggesting use

aboard the ship. Similar charring is seen on

several other lamps, all of the same type,

although two types of lamps were found

on board. The lamps that exhibit charring

are larger, and more coarsely made than

the more numerous second type,
13
which

is of Cypriot manufacture (cat. no. 193d);

some were found still nested one inside

another along with Cypriot export pottery

within one of the large storage jars or

pithoi. These Cypriot lamps are in pristine

condition, thus representing cargo. Unlike

the Cypriot examples, the Canaanite lamps

may provisionally be taken as an indicator

of the ship's point of origin.
14

Similar lamps have been found at Tel

Michal,
15

Tell Abu Hawam, 16
Megiddo,

17

Tel Dan,
18
Hazor,

19
and Lachish,

20 among

many others. Ongoing petrographic analy-

sis reveals that all of the heavier lamps

were made of the same type of clay as that

used in producing most of the ship's cargo

of coarse wares such as the pilgrim flasks

(cat. no. 191), most of the Canaanite jars

(cat. no. 190), and several types of bowls,

suggesting that all were taken on board in

the same general region. Unlike the cargo,

which cannot be used to indicate a ship's

home port, a ship's galley wares, among

which oil lamps are to be included, are

excellent indicators of a ship's port of ori-

gin. The evidence of these oil lamps, along

with several bowls for shipboard use thus

represents one of the strongest indications

that the ship's home port was in the vicin-

ity of Tell Abu Hawam or slightly farther

north along with Levantine coast. CP

1. Pulak 1988, p. 12, fig. 7, p. 13; Bass 1986,

pp. 284-85, 286, ill. 21.

2. For a similar fabrication method of pilgrim

flasks from Beth-Shan, see James and

McGovern 1993, pp. 100-101.

3. Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, pp. 77-78, 88-91.

4. Yadin et al. 1960, pi. cxxx:8-13.

5. Hamilton 1935, p. 42, no. 255.

6. Oren 1973, figs. 41:4, 44b:27, 30, 31.

7. Pritchard 1963, fig. 8:25.

8. Ben-Arieh and Edelstein 1977, p. 23,

fig. 11.1-4, pis. 111:4, IX:3-4, XII:3.

9. Tufnell 1958, p. 217, pi. 84, no. 955.

10. Nearly half the flasks have capacities of

under 2 liters, and seven are more than 6 liters,

approximately the average capacity of the small

Canaanite jars on the ship (see cat. no. 190).

11. Davies and Faulkner 1947, pi. 8; Davies 1963,

p. 14, pi. 15.

12. Pulak 1988, p. 12, fig. 6, p. 13; Bass 1986,

pp. 285, 287, ill. 22.

13. Bass 1986, pp. 285-87, ill. 22; Pulak 1988,

pp. 12-13, fig. 6. A total of 27 Cypriot lamps

were among the assemblage of Cypriot pot-

tery on the Uluburun ship.

14. Pulak 1997, p. 252.

15. Negbi 1989, fig. 5.7: 9.

16. Hamilton 1935, p. 23, no. 93, p. 49, no. 300.

17. Loud 1948, pis. 9-12.

18. Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, pp. 78, 92-93.

19. Yadin et al. 1960, pp. 149-50.

20. Tufnell 1958, pi. 73, especially classes F and G.

193a-e

Cypriot Pottery

Ceramic

a. Buccherojug

Height 16.2 cm (6% in.); diameter 11.4 cm

(4
]/2 in.)

8.31.84 (KW 15)

b. White Slip II milk bowl

Height 8.2 cm (3
1

/* in.); diameter 15.1 cm (6 in.)

27.6.98 (KW 5734)

c. Base-Ring bowl

Height 7.5 cm (3 in.); width 18 cm (7
l

/s in.)

11.31.84 (KW 18)

d. Lamp

Height 4.3 cm (l% in.); length 13.3 cm (5% in.)

15.31.84 (KW 23)

(Three lamps are shown on p. 322)

e. Wall bracket

Length 39 cm (l5
3
/s in.)

14.4.88 (KW 1539)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

At least 3 of the 10 pithoi (large ceramic

transport containers) stowed on the

ship that sank at Uluburun contained

Cypriot pottery: Bucchero jugs, lug-han-

dled bowls, milk bowls, Base Ring bowls

and a single juglet, White Shaved juglets,

lamps, and wall brackets—about 140

pieces in total, excluding the pithoi. The

Uluburun shipment and the ceramic cargo

jettisoned off Point Iria on the Greek main-

land a century later are the only extant

excavated direct archaeological evidence

for the transport of pottery in the eastern

Mediterranean during the Late Bronze

Age.
1

These examples of ceramics-in-

transport are highly significant for what

they tell us about how pottery was pro-

cured and organized for shipment. This, in

turn, is important because archaeologists

often view imported ceramics as signifi-

cant indicators of exchange and chrono-

logical synchronization.
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193a

The Cypriot ceramic cargo at Ulu-

burun was not the primary cargo of the

ship, nor even of the containers in which it

was packed. Bowls found on the seabed in

tightly packed stacking arrangements

would have only partially filled the pithoi.

Each pithos carried a different assortment

of pottery. The Bucchero jug (a), for exam-

ple, was one of three found on the wreck,

all packed into a single pithos. Similarly,

another pithos held the only examples of a

unique variety of White Slip bowls. None

of the pithoi contained a homogeneous

shipment, and there was diversity even

among vases of a particular type shipped

in one container. For instance, the Base

Ring bowl (c) is one of two varieties of this

shape found on the wreck. Both types were

found nested together in a spill of pottery

that fell from the third pithos (fig. 104), still

in a coherent stack in spite of having been

shaken out of their container as it lurched

down the sloping surface.

The wall bracket (e) fell from the same

pithos. Whatever the function of these enig-

matic objects—most likely they served as

lamps or lamp holders—it is somewhat sur-

prising to find these clunky, coarse-ware
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Figure 104. Author excavating Cypriot ceramics spilled on

seabed. Uluburun shipwreck.

193e

pieces packed alongside fine tablewares.

Also surprising is the discovery of non-

Cypriot ceramics packed together with

Cypriot vases. Inside the krater was a

White Slip bowl (b) stacked with another

milk bowl in a carinated bowl that was

probably made in the Levant. Herein lies

the key to understanding the diversity of

this mixed lot: it was a secondary cargo,

relative not only to the shipment of ingots

and luxury items carried on board this

ship, but also in the sense that it was

picked up not at any single primary pro-

duction center, but rather at a trading

entrepot, likely located on the Levantine

coast. These Cypriot artifacts thus provide

a view into the complexity of exchange

within the eastern Mediterranean during

the latter half of the second millennium B.C.

NH

1. Most of the ceramics found on the Cape

Gelidonya ship, the one other excavated

wreck from this area and era, were probably

in use on board the ship rather than trans-

ported as cargo.
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Exotic Materials and Prestige Goods

194a, b

Ostrich Eggshell and
Glass Base

a. Ostrich eggshell

Height 13.6 cm (5% in.); diameter 12.4 cm

(4
7/8 in.)

7.4.88 (KW 1391)

b. Base

Blue glass

Diameter 6.4 cm (2M> in.)

Lot 3783 (2006/4/28A)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

In
addition to many ostrich eggshell

beads (cat. no. 195), the Uluburun ship

carried three ostrich eggshells, one of

which was found intact.
1 All three eggs had

been decanted of their contents in antiquity

by means of a 2.5 centimeter hole chipped

through at one end. The thickness of the

eggshell at the hole is about 0.2 centimeters,

roughly the same as that of the ostrich egg-

shell beads. The eggshells were undoubt-

edly exotica destined to be transformed by

local artisans into ornate jugs or vases by

the addition of bases, spouts, and perhaps

other components of faience, precious met-

als, and additional materials. That the

hollow eggshells did not float away in the

course of the ship's sinking, and that one of

them survived intact, suggests they were

packed snugly in a strong container, per-

haps a box made of wood, kept in a com-

partment at the stern of the ship. Nearly

all the eggshell fragments recovered from

the site during excavation joined one of the

two broken eggshells, indicating that only

three eggshells were carried on the ship.

The eggshells could have been obtained

in Africa or the Near East, since ostriches

inhabited both continents in the Late

Bronze Age.
2
Cups made by slicing off the

top quarter of an ostrich eggshell—found in

burials dating to the mid- to late third mil-

lennium b.c, in Syria and Mesopotamia

—

probably came from the Asiatic variety of

the ostrich.
3

On the Levantine coast, excavations

at Byblos have also revealed a complete



eggshell found in an Early Bronze I tomb,*

and eggshell fragments have been found

at Tel Arad.
5 Two intact eggshells were

recovered at Sahab from a Late Bronze II—

Early Iron I tomb.
6
Eggshells have been

unearthed in three tombs at Enkomi on

Cyprus.
7

Ostrich eggshells, along with ebony,

ivory, and other exotic goods, were trans-

ported to the Aegean in unfinished form.

They are conspicuous indicators of long-

distance trade between the Levant and the

Aegean (especially Crete), from the Early

Minoan II period at Palaikastro
8
until the

Late Cycladic period at Phylakopi on Melos.

This trade cannot have involved many

recipients. It is highly likely that only pal-

ace residents or the affluent could mobilize

the resources necessary to operate a work-

shop for the final production of such lux-

ury goods.

One popular use of ostrich eggshell was

in the manufacture of rhyta, or ritual liba-

tion vessels, two examples of which were

found at Akrotiri on Thera.
9
Rhyta were

fashioned by making a large hole in one

end of the eggshell for the attachment of a

neck piece, while a second hole was made

at the opposite end for the positioning of a

foot. These attachments were made of gold,

silver, bronze, faience, or wood.
10
Rhyta

were important pieces of cultic equipment,

often imitated in both stone and clay (see

pp. 426-30).
11 An ostrich eggshell rhyton

with mountings of gold, silver, bronze, and

faience was discovered in a royal tholos

tomb at Dendra,
12

reflecting the prestigious

value of such items. Ostrich eggshell vases

have been found on Crete, Rhodes, the

Greek mainland at Mycenae, and Ayios

Stephanos;
13

they are often embellished

with incised decoration. On Crete they

are found at Zakros,
14
and an eggshell

—

originally identified by Evans as fragments

of a marble vase
15—was excavated in the

palace at Knossos in the Middle Minoan

IA level of the Vat Room deposit.
16 On the

Greek mainland they are found at Mycenae

and Gla.
17
Painted fragments have been

recovered from the Temple of Athena on

Chios.
18

Elsewhere in the Aegean, eggshell

fragments are found at Troy.
19
Unworked

ostrich eggshell fragments excavated at the

fourteenth-century B.C. outpost at Marsa

Matruh on Bate's Island off Libya were

found with Minoan, Mycenaean, and Near

Eastern ceramics.
20

Presumably, ostrich

eggshells could have been transported

directly to the Aegean from the Libyan

coast. More likely, they were shipped east-

ward to Egypt and the Levantine coast,

perhaps by ships returning from the Aegean

in a counterclockwise circuit or by over-

land routes. Eggshells from both Africa

and Asia would have been exported by ships

sailing from Late Bronze Age Levantine

ports to the Aegean,
21

perhaps by way of

Cyprus, where contemporary finds of such

shells are abundant.
22

The purpose of the blue glass disc,

found at the stern of the ship, was undeter-

mined until recent examination suggested

that it served as a base for an ostrich egg-

shell vase. If so, this would provide unique

evidence for the exportation of ostrich

eggs to the Aegean as finished products.
23

The glass base appears to be mold formed

with a raised rim and a concave center,

which would have supported the egg,

though the thinnest portion is worn

through. Originally opaque blue in color,

these devitrified areas are now covered

with a whitish crust.

At present, it is not known whether two

of the eggshells were being shipped as raw

exotica or if all three were intended to be

worked into ornate vases displayed atop

bases of glass or another material. In either

case, these eggshells were most likely des-

tined to serve as gifts for elite recipients.
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Disc-shaped Beads

Ostrich eggshell

Length 19 cm (l
xA in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 2006/4/30A

Seventy-six individual disc-shaped

ostrich eggshell beads were gathered

from the Uluburun shipwreck.
1

All are

cylindrical in shape, with smooth edges.

Most have an hourglass-shaped cross sec-

tion at the perforation, which likely resulted

from the method of drilling the central

stringing hole.

The Uluburun ship carried many exotic

items, both as raw materials and in finished

form. Among the more delicate were ostrich

eggshells (cat. no. 194a) and these beads.

It is difficult if not impossible to determine

whether the beads were personal posses-

sions of those on board or if they were in-

tended as gifts along with the eggshell

vases and other items on the ship.

Most ostrich eggshell beads are ini-

tially shaped roughly by chipping, after

which a hole is bored at the center to pro-

duce a bead with jagged edges. These

crude forms are then ground smooth on

their circumference by rubbing the edges

against an abrasive stone, which usually

produces an asymmetrical bead with

irregular edges. The Uluburun examples,

however, were manufactured in a different

manner. Their central holes and outer

edges exhibit great regularity and were
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likely formed with a tubular drill, allow-

ing the outer surface to be shaped simulta-

neously with the central perforation by

means of an added central projection on

the drill bit. Although tubular drills existed

as early as the late third millennium B.C.,
2

this particular method of bead manufac-

ture has yet to be verified by technical

examination.

Discoid ostrich eggshell beads are

among the earliest known manufactured

ornaments and are quite common at Late

Paleolithic and later prehistoric sites

along the Nile in Egypt.
3
Since Neolithic

times, ostrich eggshells have been fash-

ioned into beads and other shapes to make

pendants, necklaces, belts, and anklets.
4

Outside of Africa ostrich eggshell beads

are rare. They have been found in Early

Bronze IV-Middle Bronze I transition

(ca. 2300-1900 B.C.) contexts in the Negev

Highlands, where Rekhes Nafha and the

Camel Site have revealed implements,

debris, and sandstone grinding stones

associated with the manufacture of beads.
5

In the Early Bronze Age cemetery of

Bab edh-Dhra, on the southeastern Dead

Sea plain, ostrich-eggshell beads were

placed with the skeletal remains.
6 The so-

called Copper Age Site H at Beth-Pelet

produced not only ostrich eggshell beads,

but also sandstone bead grinders.
7
Ostrich

eggshell beads—blackened from either

fire or cremation
8—have also been found

in the central Mediterranean in the

Bronze Age Tarxien Cemetery of Malta

(ca. 2500-1500 B.C.);
9
the presence of these

imported items in Tarxien may reflect

possible connections with the eastern

Mediterranean. The frequent occurrence

of ostrich eggshells or their fragments at

many Late Bronze Age sites in the eastern

Mediterranean demonstrates their popu-

larity as objects, yet the near total absence

of ostrich eggshell beads at the same sites

is difficult to reconcile. cp

1. Owing to their minute size and indistinct

creamy white color, some beads could

undoubtedly have been missed during

excavation.

2. Kenoyer 1997, p. 271; Moorey 1994, p. 56.

3. Manlius 2001, p. 947.

4. Such objects are still made today by the

Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert in southern

Africa. Conwell 1987, p. 30.

5. Saidel 2002, pp. 40, 58-59, 60.

6. Chesson 2007, pp. 117-19.

7. MacDonald 1932, p. 12, pis. XXIV:45,

XXVI:54.

8. M. Murray 1934, p. 3.

9. J. Evans 1959, p. 175.

196

Inlaid Rings

Shell, bitumen

Diameter 2.1-2.5 cm
(

7
/s-l in.); thickness

0.3-0.5 cm (Ys-Y* in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

14.6.98 (KW 5106), 16.19.90 (KW 2201),

22.8.96 (KW 4182), 26.19.90 (KW 2335), 9.6.98

(KW 4877), 8.13.93 (KW 3259), 32.7.95

(KW 3525), 10.4.88 (KW 1501), 35.5.90

(KW 1952), 7.13.93 (KW 3219)

Included in the finds from the Uluburun

ship were 28 shell rings.
1 The groove

cut around the exterior circumference of

each ring contains bitumen, a petroleum-

based natural asphalt, for affixing decora-

tive inlays, now lost. This characteristic is

unique to the Uluburun rings. Most of the

rings were found scattered just aft of

amidships, indicating that they were origi-

nally stored at the stern along with most

of the other precious items on board. The

large number of rings suggests that they

were likely prestige gifts or valuable cargo

items rather than personal effects of those

on the vessel.

The ring assemblage exhibits three dif-

ferent patterns of inlays, as revealed by the

impressions visible on the bitumen layer.

Of these, 19 rings are embellished with

the same pattern, while one pattern is

either unique or also represented on a sec-

ond ring but on which the bitumen is too

poorly preserved to be certain. The sharp,

irregular edges of the impressions suggest

that the inlays were fashioned from bits of

colored glass, which have since disinte-

grated.
2
This conclusion finds some cor-

roboration in traces of a white powdery

material in the recesses of some inlay

depressions.
3 The black bitumen used as

the adhesive backing for the inlays also

forms a part of the decorative scheme, vis-

ible around many of the inlay pieces.

The most common pattern of embellish-

ment used on the rings is that of a varied

number of alternating circles and rectan-

gles (seven rings depicted).
4 The bitumen

on some of the rings is poorly or only par-

tially preserved, making it impossible to

determine with certainty the number of

inlays used in each ring, although it would

appear to range from eleven to thirteen.
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At least seven rings are of a design in

which standing triangles alternate with

inverted triangles, resulting in a close-

fitting arrangement. Again, the number of

inlay pieces varies, in this case from 26 to

36.
5 The most intricate and possibly unique

inlay design in the assemblage consists of

rectangles alternating with larger rect-

angles composed of four triangles, some-

times quadrilaterals, placed so that their

peaks meet at the center.
6

The effort expended in acquiring, shap-

ing, and polishing the Uluburun rings

would have followed the practice in craft-

ing shell rings found elsewhere, but the

exterior grooves were a further complica-

tion. The inlay work would have required

much additional patience and skill. The

Uluburun shell rings must therefore have

been highly prized prestige items, prod-

ucts of an accomplished artisan operating

in a controlled workshop environment.

The rings are shaped from the apical

ends of marine gastropod shells, most

likely those of cone (Conus) or conch

(Strombus) species.
7
Although the exact

species cannot be determined because of

the extensive modification of the shells by

cutting and grinding, the large size of the

rings indicates that they were not crafted

from the Mediterranean cone shell [Conus

ventricosus); rather, they were imported,

almost certainly as finished products, along

with five "buttons" or ornaments found on

the wreck, also of cut and ground-down

cone or strombus whorls. These finely

crafted imported objects contrast sharply

with the simplicity of the few objects

found on the ship that were made of local

shells, such as beach-polished apertural

lips of Mediterranean bonnet shells

(Phalium undulatum), two cockleshells

(Glycemeris) used as spoons or scrapers,

and water-polished fossil and semi-fossil

shells and shell fragments.

Chemical analysis conducted on the

bitumen from three of the Uluburun shell

rings has revealed that it originated from a

single Mesopotamian source, probably one

of the natural seepages in the region of

Hit,
8
where bitumen was also extracted for

use at Mari.
9

Seashell rings have been found in Late

Bronze Age contexts in the Aegean,

Cyprus, and Syria,
10
but these examples

are carved from native Mediterranean

top shells (Mondonta sp.). Two shell

rings, contemporary with and probably

made of a species similar to those at

Uluburun, were found at Megiddo.
11

While such shell rings are rare in the

Mediterranean, they are not uncommon

in Mesopotamia, with more than 1,431

examples coming from 'Usiyeh alone, dat-

ing to the early second millennium B.C.
12

Other Mesopotamian examples have been

found in burials, one including 19 ring-

shaped shell ornaments laid across the

midsection of a body, which were likely

strung together for interment.
13
This

suggests that they may have been linked

together to form a belt as was probably

the case earlier at Kish
14
and also at Ur.

15

Contemporary parallels are also found

in Dilmun (Bahrain).
16
Although some of

these rings were intricately decorated with

incised figured and geometric designs,

none display the expert craftsmanship of

the Uluburun rings, nor do they retain

traces of bitumen. Nevertheless, the

Uluburun rings provide evidence for trade

between the Persian Gulf and the Levantine

coast during the fourteenth century B.C.

Shells of Indo-Pacific origin were either

imported into Mesopotamia as finished

rings, as may have been the case at 'Usiyeh,

or they were made into rings there and

probably also embellished with inlays

affixed with Mesopotamian bitumen

before being exported to the Levant.

CP

1. Pulak 1988, pp. 26-27, fig. 81; Bass et al.

1989, pp. 11-12, fig. 20; Pulak 1998; Pulak

2005c, pp. 85, 593.
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Elephant Tusk

Ivory

Height 20.1 cm (7% in.); max. diameter

14.6 cm (5% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 73.31.84

(KW 162)

Alength of elephant tusk, cleanly sawn

off at both ends, was recovered in

good condition from the shipwreck.
1

Oval

in cross section, the tusk is slightly curved

and narrows toward the distal end. In

addition to the saw marks evident on both

ends, several cut marks are visible on the

sides. The lack of any trace of the pulp

cavity indicates that it was cut from the

distal two-thirds of a sizable tusk. Its color

is a mottled light brown stained gray green

from the copper ingots on the wreck, and it

exhibits slight surface pitting and deep lon-

gitudinal grain cracks. The tusk was lo-

cated at the stern of the ship along with 14

hippopotamus teeth (see cat. no. 198) and

other delicate and valuable objects.
2
Its

placement with other trade items and the

raw nature of the tusk are clear indicators

that the ivories aboard were intended for

trade. Small pieces of roughly worked raw

and scrap ivory were also found on the ship.

Elephant and hippopotamus ivories

were traded as a luxury commodity as

early as the Chalcolithic period and

onward.
3 An elephant tusk and worked

197

elephant and hippopotamus ivories have

been excavated in a late fourth-millen-

nium B.C. Levantine workshop at Bir es-

Safadi
4 The Middle Bronze Age palace at

Figure 105.

Facsimile of wall

painting showing

Syrians with ele-

phant and ivory

tusks. Thebes,

Tomb of Rekhmire

(TT 100). Dynasty

18, reigns of

Thutmose III-

Amenhotep II.

The Metropolitan

Museum of Art,

New York, Rogers

Fund, 1931 31.6.43

Alalakh (see pp. 197-98) produced five

tusks belonging to the Asian elephant;

tusks have also been found at Megiddo.
5

The Amarna Letters reveal that ivory

objects and tusks were a part of the gift-

exchange system in the eastern Mediter-

ranean.
6
Lacking local supplies of its own,

Egypt acquired elephant ivory from Syria

and Nubia. The fifteenth-century B.C.

Tomb of Rekhmire at Thebes vividly

depicts ivory brought to Egypt in the form

of raw elephant tusks as well as a live ele-

phant (fig. 105).
7
Extant texts from the

same period in Qusr Ibrim, Nubia, men-

tion 250 "man-loads," or up to 500 tusks,

imported from "southern countries," as

well as 700 tusks obtained by Hatshepsut

from eastern Tjehenu (eastern Libya/

western Egypt).
8
Hatshepsut also sent a

fleet to the fabled land of Punt (see fig. 5)

to acquire African elephant tusks,
9
and in

northern Syria Thutmose III hunted Asian

elephants for ivory.
10

The probable Near Eastern origin of
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the Linear B word for ivory, e-re-pa,
n

hints

at a Near Eastern source for the early ivory

that reached the Aegean, but it was also

imported from Nubia and, probably, from

North Africa.
12 The only unworked ele-

phant tusks from the Aegean are four

complete ones excavated in fifteenth-

century B.C. Crete in a Late Minoan IB con-

text at Zakros,
13
and partly worked tusk

sections recovered in fourteenth-century B.C.

(Late Helladic IIIA) levels at Kommos. 14

Sections of elephant tusk
15
and hippopota-

mus canine
16
were also found in thirteenth-

century B.C. (Late Helladic IIIB) contexts

at Mycenae.

From the sixteenth to the thirteenth

century B.C., both elephant and hippopota-

mus ivory were used in the Levant and the

Aegean (see pp. 406-7). Elephant tusk was

the material of choice for large objects

because it offered large quantities of solid

ivory for carving. These objects included

combs, relief plaques, figurines, and cos-

metic containers or pyxides.
17 The large

central pulp cavity of an elephant tusk

would have facilitated the carving of a

pyxis; its base and lid would have been

fashioned from separate, transversally cut

slabs of ivory, with the base pegged to the

bottom of the pyxis body.
18

While physical and chemical analyses

can distinguish between hippopotamus

and elephant ivories, there are no known

scientific methods at present for differen-

tiating between Asian and African ele-

phants.
19
Whatever the original source, it

appears that elephant and hippopotamus

ivory, in the form of complete tusks and

teeth as well as partly modified pieces,

reached the Late Bronze Age Aegean and

the central Mediterranean on ships like

the one that sank off Uluburun. cp

1. Pulak 2005c, p. 583; Bass 1986, pp. 282-83,

284, ill. 18; Pulak 1995, p. 51, fig. 14.
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in Reese 1985b.

4. Ibid., pp. 394, 399; Mellaart 1966, pp. 28-31;

Perrot 1955, p. 172, n. 24.
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10. Crowfoot and Crowfoot 1938, p. 54; Collon

1977, pp. 219-20.

11. Ventris and Chadwick 1973, pp. 343-46.

12. Hayward 1990, pp. 103-4.

13. Platon (1971, pp. 116, 120, 245, 61 with fig-

ure) mentions only three, but Reese (1985b,

p. 400) notes that four tusks were found;

Krzyszkowska 1988, p. 230.

14. Reese and Krzyszkowska 1996, p. 324.

15. K. Wardle 1973, pp. 339-40, fig. 23, pi. 61;

Reese 1985b, p. 400; Cline 1994, p. 234,

no. 908.

16. Cline 1994, p. 235, no. 917; Reese 1985b,

p. 393; Krzyszkowska 1984, p. 124.

17. For the variety of Mycenaean objects made of

ivory, see Poursat 1977a; Krzyszkowska 1988,

pp. 209, 230-31.

18. Krzyszkowska 1988, p. 212.

19. Stable isotope analysis has been used to

source ivory from modern African elephants,

but the methodology for its application to

archaeological specimens has yet to be devel-

oped. See Vogel, Eglington, and Auret 1990.

198a, b

Hippopotamus Teeth

Ivory

a. Incisor

Length 31.2 cm (12% in.); diameter

5 cm (2 in.)

2006/4/12A (KW 2893)

b. Canine

Length 25.5 cm (10 in.); diameter

4.5 cm (\% in.)

2006/4/1 1A (KW 5187)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

198a, b
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The Uluburun ship carried 14 complete

and unmodified hippopotamus teeth

consisting of eight incisors and six

canines.
1 The lower left canine (p. 329,

right), which is the largest tooth of a hip-

popotamus, is naturally curved, is of sub-

triangular cross section, and has a pulp

cavity occupying its proximal end. A hard,

ridged enamel covers the two outward faces,

with the third covered only with cemen-

tum. A marked wear facet at the distal end

was caused by grinding against the upper

canine. Other than a crack along the natu-

ral fracture of the tooth, it is well preserved.

The lower incisor (left) is straight, with

a subcircular cross section. As with the

canine, a tapering pulp cavity occupies its

proximal end, which is chipped and cracked.

The distal end, which shows some surface

loss, is partly flattened by grinding, with the

outer surface covered only with cementum.

Hippopotamus ivory is generally

denser, harder, finer grained, and whiter

than elephant ivory, and retains its white-

ness over time instead of turning yellow.
2

Its limited size, however, precludes the

carving of large pieces. Moreover, both the

enamel and cementum have to be removed

to facilitate carving, which is one of the

drawbacks of using lower canines.
3

Hippopotamus ivory was commonly

exploited in the Levant at least from the

Chalcolithic period into the Iron Age (see

pp. 406-7).
4
Archaeological evidence

shows that hippopotamus teeth were fash-

ioned into a variety of small objects, in-

cluding seals, inlays, and plaques.
5
It was

traded over long distances, reaching

Cyprus
6
and the Aegean by sea, where

ivory objects on Crete first appeared dur-

ing the third millennium B.C.
7 A fragment

of a hippopotamus lower canine was found

at Knossos in an Early Minoan context,

suggesting that ivory in the form of hip-

popotamus teeth reached in the Aegean

from the earliest days of ivory working in

the region.
8

The concentric growth rings, or lamel-

lae, of hippopotamus ivory are wavy and

discontinuous, unlike elephant ivory,

which has smooth, even layers, making

distinction possible between the two

types.
9

It would now appear that certain

small carvings, previously assumed to be

of elephant ivory, may instead be of hippo-

potamus ivory. Reexamination of some

earlier Bronze Age Minoan ivory objects

has shown this to be the case
10
and indi-

cates that the use of elephant ivory became

more the norm in the Aegean later, during

the Mycenaean period.
11 A similar reexami-

nation of Late Bronze Age ivory objects

from Ugarit in Syria has shown the major-

ity to be of hippopotamus rather than

elephant ivory.
12

Quantities of hippopotamus and elephant

ivory reached Aegean artisans in the form

of raw teeth and tusks on ships like the one

that sank at Uluburun. While the full impli-

cations of the trade in hippopotamus ivory

cannot be assessed based on the existing

finds, it would seem that hippopotamus

teeth were more commonly used as a

source of ivory than hitherto believed.
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Duck-Shaped Vessels

Ivory

a. Height 9.2 cm (3
s
/s in.); width 8.8 cm

(334 in.); length 20.4 cm (8% in.)

62.7.92 (KW 2818), 53.8.96 (KW 2818), 58.7.95

(KW 2818), 26.8.96 (L10019)

b. Height 8.8 cm (8% in.); width 5.7 cm

(2% in.); length 17.8 cm (7 in.)

60.7.95 (KW 2534), 51.19.90 (KW 2534),

63.7.92 (L6582), 59.7.95 (L9014)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Among the most impressive finished-

ivory objects recovered from the

Uluburun ship are two duck-shaped ves-

sels, presumably containers for holding

cosmetics, unguents, or other similar

materials. Although different in shape and

style, both vessels have a pair of pivoting

wings that serve as lids for the body cavi-

ties.
1

They were found disarticulated, with

various components spilled into deeper

parts of the site; most of them, however,

were recovered among the three rows of

copper oxhide ingots stowed forward of

amidships. Because this is an unlikely area

for such delicate objects, we can assume

that the vessels floated down from the

stern of the ship where most of the other

fragile and valuable objects were kept.

The duck vessel shown opposite, above,

is the larger and more complete of the two

vessels. It is composed of an ivory head,

hollow body, neck, two wings, two wing
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pins, and a base plaque.
2
These pieces, as

well as the missing legs, were held to-

gether with pins. The shape of the back of

the head and the upper neck clearly indi-

cates that the head faced forward. The hol-

low body was covered by the wings, which

pivoted on small mushroom-headed pins

to reveal the contents inside. The double

lids are flat pieces of ivory carved into the

shape of wings, and include a portion of

tail feathers, or retrices. Two S-shaped

bands, one wide and one narrow, divide

the wings into three zones, and a third

band separates the wing from the inte-

grated partial tail. The wings are embel-

lished with shallow carved and incised

designs that represent long flight feathers,

or remiges, and greater and primary

covert feathers. Compass-incised overlap-

ping circles on the anterior third of the

wings represent lesser and median covert

feathers. The wide S-shaped band frames a

guilloche pattern. The center of each guil-

loche circle is pierced by a small hole,
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which was probably accentuated by inlays,

perhaps of colored glass or semiprecious

stones. The narrower central band is deco-

rated with a series of semicircles. The

wing lids were designed to create a com-

plete tail when the two pieces were

brought together to close the vessel. The

shape of the tail is echoed in the carving

of the body, with the wings overhanging

slightly on all sides. The entire assembly

is supported by a base plaque, which fea-

tures a pair of duck feet carved in low,

rounded relief and incised with web detail-

ing. There are two rectangular mortises

on the underside of the body for attaching

the legs to secure the vessel to the base.

The vessel on page 331, below, is the

smaller and less well preserved of the two.

It comprises a head, a body, one wing, and

a feet plaque. Like the larger example, it

too is a double-winged container, although

only one wing was recovered during the

excavation. This wing is also a flat piece

of ivory with two S-shaped bands of equal

width, creating three zones. The stylized

design on the wing consists of shallow

carved and incised lines that represent

greater and primary covert feathers. The

wing's anterior zone is embellished with

overlapping compass-incised circles to indi-

cate the lesser and median covert feathers.

The small holes piercing the bands likely

held decorative inlays. A single larger

hinge-peg hole pierces the anterior of the

wing; a smaller hole on the inner poste-

rior edge probably held a knob to manipu-

late the lid and to secure the two wing

lids together when they were closed.

The shape of this wing differs from

those of the larger vessel. The posterior

end is cut at an angle, giving it a swept-

back appearance. Unlike the larger vessel,

the duck's body does not have an integrated

tail projection. Rather, it was fitted with

a separate tail component, now lost, that

was attached with a pair of pins driven

into two holes in the rump. The underside

of the body also has sockets for the attach-

ment of the missing legs, which would have

been inserted into the webbed feet carved

in low relief on the base plaque. The neck

would have been affixed by a single peg

inserted into a hole on the forward edge

of the body. Judging from the shape of the

head, it must also have faced forward.

Both duck vessels were probably produced

in the same workshop, perhaps even by

the same hand.

The elite nature of ivory and the high

level of craftsmanship suggest that the

vessels represent prestige gifts or valuable

trade items. Likely they served as toilet

accessories of a ritual nature for cosmetics.
3

Many duck vessels and their compo-

nents have been found in the eastern Medi-

terranean. Although sometimes believed

to represent geese rather than ducks,
4

the birds are mostly modeled after the

Egyptian Goose, of the Shelduck subfam-

ily. The vessels may be grouped into two

general types: those with single oval lids

and those with double-wing lids. The for-

mer appear to be of Canaanite inspiration

and the latter, to which the Uluburun

examples belong, are of Egyptian deriva-

tion.
5 The more naturalistically rendered

double-lidded duck vessels have two wings

that pivot outward in opposite directions

from a point on the forward edge of the

body, while the stylized single-lidded

variety pivots in either direction from a

similar point (see cat. nos. 201, 202). Both

vessel types appear to have been equally

valued, with the single-lidded version

encountered slightly more frequently in

the archaeological record.
6

Duck vessels from the Levantine coast

are approximately contemporary with

those found in Egypt. The Uluburun

examples seem to incorporate features of

both types. The compass-drawn circles

and straight lines representing feathers

appear to be Canaanite in style. The inte-

gration of the tail into the body is probably

an Egyptian trait.
7 The transformation of

the Egyptian-style tailed body into an

ovoid shape and its embellishment, includ-

ing the entire underside, with chevrons or

circles and semicircles representing body

feathers, seem to be of Cypriot design.
8

The closest parallels for the Uluburun

ducks are seen among vessels from Egypt

that represent a double-winged duck held

by a nude swimming girl with out-

stretched arms (see cat. no. 200).
9 They

are often referred to as "spoons"
10
and

are almost exclusively made of wood.
11

Although there are differences in material

and the Uluburun vessels do not feature a

nude swimming girl, the waterfowl por-

tions of the spoons are remarkably similar

to the larger of the duck vessels.
12

No complete double-winged duck vessels

are known from outside of Egypt. Many
incomplete vessels or fragments have been

found on the Levantine coast and Cyprus.

Examples are found at Megiddo,
13
Tel

Dan,
14 Kamid el-Loz,

15
Meskene-Emar,

16

Ugarit,
17
Alalakh (fig. 106),

18
and Tell

Qasile.
19 On Cyprus, parallels are found at

Enkomi20
and Kition.

21 The earliest duck

vessels with both single and double lids

are found in Late Bronze Age II contexts,

but the great majority of them are from

the Late Bronze Age III period, with the

exception of a single-lid type body frag-

ment found at Ugarit and a pair of wings

from Kamid el-Loz, which date to Late

Bronze Age I.
22
They continue in use until

the early Iron Age.

The Uluburun duck vessels represent

the only relatively intact examples of the

two-winged type found in this region.

They provide the only evidence for the

manner in which these vessels were fitted

with base plaques having carved duck feet,

and they help us to interpret similar

plaques found elsewhere.
23 The wings of

the Uluburun examples are also distinc-

tive, with the addition of a central zone

representing primary and greater covert

feathers. In Egypt, the cosmetic spoons

with ducks and nude swimming girls also

feature a middle zone of feathers. Outside

Egypt, the closest parallels in style and

execution for the Uluburun wings are from

Megiddo, although these do not denote

the central feather zone. The Uluburun

duck vessels thus represent Canaanite

versions of Egyptian spoons in which the

female form has been eliminated and the

swimming duck is instead supported with

legs and feet for a base. As such, they

provide strong stylistic evidence of an

Egyptian origin for the two-winged duck

vessels produced in the Levant.

Ivory held an important place among

value-laden objects used as prestige gifts,

whether in raw form, such as tusks, or as

finished products. It was also the material

of choice for Near Eastern duck containers.

Only four duck vessels, all of the single-

lidded type, have thus far been found in

the Aegean. 2* If the Uluburun duck vessels

were part of the cargo, as is likely, evidence

is provided for the exportation of the first

double-winged vessels from the Levant.

CP

1. Pulak 2005c, pp. 83, 605, fig. 128; Pulak

1997, pp. 244-45, fig. 13; Pulak 1995,

pp. 54-55, fig. 28.

2. The components of the duck containers have

not yet been examined to determine if they are

of elephant or hippopotamus ivory. The body

of cat. no. 199a is quite wide and likely to
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have been fashioned from elephant ivory, while

the other components are smaller and may

have been crafted from hippopotamus ivory.

3. Reports of a Dynasty 18 vessel in the form of

a swimming nude female pushing a duck,

which contained ointment (KozlofF 1992,

p. 331), have been disputed; see cat. no. 200.

4. Ibid., p. 332.

5. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, p. 66.

6. Ibid.; see also the convenient inventory of

both types compiled on pp. 67-70.

7. Ibid., pp. 60-61, 65.

8. Ibid., pp. 61, 66.
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side of Egypt was found on Cyprus. Perhaps
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fig. 21; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, p. 64, fig. 20,

p. 66.

10. Although there are many more examples of
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plete or nearly complete duck versions are

known with perhaps another dozen or more

fragmentary examples throughout the muse-

ums of the world; Egypt's Dazzling Sun 1992,

pp. 331, 347-48.

11. Drioton 1949, pi. 105; Petrie 1891, pi. 18;

Vandier d'Abbadie 1972, pp. 44-45 ot 117-19.

For examples of these vessels, see Egypt's

Dazzling Sun 1992, p. 331, fig XI. 1, p. 347, fig.

XI.75, with color photograph on p. 365, pi. 39;

Vandier dAbbadie 1972, pp. 10-11, 13 ot 1-3;

Saleh and Sourouzian 1987, pi. 157.

12. An example from the Musee du Louvre

(cat. no. 200) is particularly close; Vandier

dAbbadie 1972, pp. 10-11, 13 ot 3. See also

Egypt's Dazzling Sun 1992, pp. 347-48,

fig. 75, p. 365, pi. 38.

13. At Megiddo, there are at least five heads,

three bodies, and six different wings of which

three are paired. This indicates that there

must have been at least six double-winged

duck vessels among the ivories found (Loud

1939, pi. 12:45-53, pi. 24:129, pi. 30:157,

pi. 31:158, with various duck heads in pi. 45).

14. Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, pp. 141-44, with

figs. 2.101 and 2.102, pi. Ilia; Biran 1971,

pi. a; Biran 1970, p. 119.

15. W. Adler 1996, p. 105, fig. 2; Metzger 1993,

pi. 46:3, nos. 9976, 1143, 1149, and also

no. 1034; Hachmann in Friihe Phoniker im

Libanon 1983, p. 163; Hachmann and Kuschke

1966, pi. 20:9.

16. Beyer 1982, p. 123, fig. 1.

17. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, pp. 46-47, 357, pi. 7,

p. 415, pis. 65, 66.

18. Woolley 1955, pi. 75.

19. Although of a later, Iron Age date, the rectan-
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Mazar 1975, p. 81, pi. 7:C.

20. Murray, Smith, and Walters 1900, pp. 32, 41;

Gallis 1973, figs. 4, 5; Courtois 1984, p. 576,

fig. 18:12, pi. 6:11; Gachet-Bizollon 2007,

pp. 69-70, and p. 63, figs. 16a and 18a, for
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21. Karageorghis and Demas 1985, pis. cxxi

no. 5332, cxxxv, and CCIV no. 2526.

22. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, pp. 50, 66.

23. Three base plates with crudely incised duck

feet are found at Megiddo (Loud 1939,

pi. 25:143-45) and one from Tel Dan

(Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, pp. 142-43,

fig. 2.101:204).

24. They are from Rhodes (Ialysos), Crete (Zafer

Papoura), and the Greek mainland (Mycenae

and Asine), all listed in Gachet-Bizollon

2007, p. 51, table 4.
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Duck-Shaped Container
with Female Swimmer

Wood, ivory

Width 5.5 cm (zVa in.); length 29.3 cm

(11 % in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Amenhotep III, ca. 1390-1352 B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Egyptiennes E218

Although often referred to as cosmetic

spoons because they were found

among personal belongings in Egyptian

tombs, the meaning of these fascinating

Egyptian offering containers remain to be

fully explained. No clear traces of the origi-

nal contents have been detected on their

wood or ivory surfaces, unlike Egyptian

cylindrical compartmented boxes (see

cat. no. 270). Moreover, the often fragile

handles, made of thin layers of carved

wood, hardly lend themselves to frequent

use.

Lacking evidence of a practical pur-

pose, the form and decoration of these

objects may help with their interpretation.

The absence of any explicit correspon-

dence with deities, in the form of attri-

butes or inscriptions, encourages us to

seek a symbolic system common to the

entirety of the imagery they bear. Scenes

presented include ritual offerings, the

royal cartouche, the bucolic world of the

Nile as an emblem of rebirth (marshes,

boats on the river, harvesting, tilapia fish,

ducks), and female eroticism (nude young

women, swimmers). The rare inscriptions,

with wishes for the new year or good for-

tune, may provide a key to their meaning;

such vessels could have been objects for

private use exchanged on the occasion of

the great renewal feast of the Egyptian

calendar, a time when Egyptian royalty

also renewed itself.

This object, in the shape of a duck and a

female swimmer, presents a surprising com-

bination of Egyptian and Levantine ele-

ments. The woman's form and facial features

unquestionably speak for the Egyptian

style under the reign of Amenhotep III.

On the other hand, the wings of the duck

have the same contours as those (in ivory)

found in the Uluburun shipwreck (see

cat. no. 199a, b). As for the duck's head,

which is of ivory and disproportionately

large in relation to the swimmer, the

200
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details around the base of the beak are

similar to those on lidded boxes discov-

ered at Ugarit (see cat. no. 20 1),

1

on the

basis of which one may suppose a common

place of manufacture. This type of object,

made during the fourteenth century B.C.,

hints at an artistic community that shared

forms and exchanged detachable parts,

with itinerant craftsmen active in an area

that stretched from the Levant (especially

Ugarit) to the palaces of Egypt.

Here, the duck's body is carved from the

same piece of wood as that of the swimmer,

which certainly marks it as Egyptian.

Nevertheless, the origin of the lidded boxes

of wood in the form of ducks and gazelles

found in Egypt has yet to be elucidated.

Conceptually similar to ivory boxes of the

"duck and duckling" type of Levantine man-

ufacture (cat. no. 202 and fig. 107), they

were often inlaid with ivory in zigzag pat-

terns, like the pyxides with handles found

in Egypt (made of wood) and at Ugarit

(made of ivory). The place of discovery of

the former could simply correspond to the

context most favorable to the conservation

of wood: Egyptian tombs. gp-b

1. See also Louvre AO 14778; Gachet-Bizollon

2007.

201

Duck-Shaped Vessel

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 7.6 cm (3 in.); length 14.5 cm (5% in.)

Minet el-Beidha

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A014779

Nearly thirty duck vessels and frag-

ments were discovered at Late

Bronze Age Ugarit. This example was

found in its port at Minet el-Beidha, in

Deposit 213, which possibly represented

the remains of a rich tomb. Many such

containers have been unearthed in the

eastern Mediterranean, from Mycenae

and Rhodes to inland Syria.

This vessel is made of hippopotamus

ivory, specifically the lower canine.
1 One

defect of the hippopotamus canine, the

commissure or crack that occurs with age,

is cleverly concealed along the ridge. Such

sophistication in using this material sug-

gests that the container was made by a

Levantine craftsman, possibly working

at Ugarit.

Duck vessels from the Levant derive

from Egyptian prototypes. The model

would have been a spoon in the shape of a

duck or goose, made in boxwood, ivory, or

alabaster, often propelled by a nude swim-

ming girl (see cat. no. 200). Such spoons

are typically thought to have been used for

cosmetics, but no doubt had a symbolic

meaning as well, associated in Egyptian

imagery with annual gifts deposited by

the river god of the Nile. In the Levant,

the motif was adopted and transformed,

the lower part of the vessel carved in the

shape of a boat. There are several vari-

ants.
2
Ducklings may sit on the back of the

mother duck (cat. no. 202), the swivel lid

may be oval, as here, or in the shape of

wings (fig. 106 and cat. no. 199); a fan tail

may or may not be included. The lid on

this vessel is bordered with holes that

originally contained blue pigment, another

allusion to water. AC

1. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, no. 22.

2. See W. Adler 1996 and Gachet-Bizollon 2007.

202

Duck-shaped Vessel

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Length 25.1 cm (9
7
/s in.)

Kamid el-Loz

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 12th century B.C.

Direction Generate des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 24410
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Figure 107. Facsimile of wall

painting with duck-shaped vessel.

Thebes, Tomb of Kenamun (TT 93).

Dynasty 18, reign of Amenhotep II.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, Rogers Fund, 1930

30.4.177

The dramatically curved head and neck

of a duck serve as a handle for this

cosmetic box. The duck is turned to face

two ducklings placed on the lid, one made

of ivory, the other identified as jade. The

receptacle rests on a folded rectangular

base carved with two rows of five dot-

circles. Its lid was fixed with three

mushroom-headed nails, two of which are

missing. At one time a fourth nail was also

fixed on the body. The duck is incised with

three concentric circles at the base and

upper part of the neck. The bird's eye is

represented as three concentric circles

with a hole in the middle.
1

Carved from a hippopotamus tusk,
2
this

remarkable box imitates Egyptian proto-

types. Together with other alabaster and

ivory artifacts, it was found in the "funer-

ary deposit" inside the palace at Kamid

el-Loz and shows the high quality of work-

manship that Levantine ivory carvers

attained in the Late Bronze Age, especially

between the fourteenth and the twelfth

century B.C. Such artifacts—illustrated in

Egyptian wall paintings (fig. 107)—were

widely distributed throughout the eastern

Mediterranean, and examples have been

found at Byblos, Sidon, and Ugarit and as

far north as Alalakh; farther south they

were found at Lachish, Megiddo, and

Akko, as well as at sites on Cyprus and in

the Aegean.

Ivory-working, with elephant instead of

hippopotamus tusks, continued to flourish

in the Iron Age. Phoenician ivory work-

shops were famous for the quality of their

products, which were disseminated far from

their land of origin through the wide trade

network established during that era. SH

1. Hachmann in Friihe Phoniker im Libanon

1983, p. 119, no. 8; Miron 1990, no. 502,

fig. 58, pi. 38:2.

2. Caubet and Poplin 1987, p. 281; Caubet

1998a, p. 89.
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203

Handle in the Form of

an Acrobat

Ivory

Height 4.1 cm (1% in.); width 5 cm (2 in.)

Kamid el-Loz

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 24394

This exquisite ivory handle in the shape

of an acrobat was carved from a hip-

popotamus tusk. Its body is curved and its

legs rest on the figure's head, with the

arms extending on either side of a hollow

socket. The object to which the handle

would have been attached was not pre-

served. The figure wears a short kilt, and

the details of the body—hair, facial fea-

tures, fingers, toes, and navel—are carved

with great precision.

The handle was discovered in the

"funerary deposit" of the Levantine palace

at Kamid el-Loz together with other ivory

objects, including figurines, deity masks,

cosmetic containers, and game boxes with

their gaming pieces. These finds not only

provide insight into the daily life of the

royal family,
1

but they also illustrate the

mastery of Kamid el-Loz ivory carvers

during this period.

Dance and acrobatics were popular in

antiquity. In Egypt and Crete there is evi-

dence of both ritual and secular dancing

and acrobatic scenes (fig. 108, cat. no. 71).

It is difficult, however, to interpret the

significance of the Kamid el-Loz acrobat.

Similar handles were also found at Byblos,

Megiddo,
2
and on the Uluburun shipwreck

(cat. no. 204). SH

1. Hachmann in Friihe Phoniker im Libanon

1983, pp. 82-84, 114, no. 2.

2. Loud 1939, nos. 182-84, pis. 41, 42.

204

Handle in the Form of

an Acrobat

Ivory

Height 3.7 cm (VA in.); width 7.4 cm (2
7
/s in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 34.6.98 (kw 5754)

This ivory object is in the form of a

contorted human, with legs that bend

backward at the knee so that the soles of

the feet rest against the head. A solid cylin-

drical extension protrudes from the chest

in place of outstretched arms.
1 The legs,

buttocks, shoulders, and facial features are

clearly defined, although the figure appears

unfinished and coarse around the head and

upper legs, perhaps in part from weathering

caused by millennia underwater. The gen-

der is difficult to ascertain, but the shorter

hair and lack of breasts suggest a male or,

less likely, an adolescent female. The pro-

truding cylinder has a slightly narrower

and rounder end to allow for insertion into

another component, which does not sur-

vive. This may explain why the arms were

not rendered along its sides, as they would

have been concealed. The missing second

piece may have been of a perishable mate-

rial such as wood.
2 The figure was found

just aft of amidships, suggesting that it

was stored at the stern, where valuable

personal and ritual objects were kept.

The carved ivory handle from Kamid

el-Loz, also in the form of an acrobat

(cat. no. 203), provides the only clear parallel
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for the Uluburun piece.
3
Although

remarkably similar in posture, the Kamid

el-Loz acrobat, shown clothed in an

Egyptian-style kilt, is more slender, more

detailed, with elaborately rendered eyes,

fingers, and toes, and more finely carved

than the Uluburun piece. The cylindrical

protrusion of the Kamid el-Loz example is

hollowed out to form a shallow tube in

order to receive the complementary com-

ponent. Unlike the example from Uluburun,

however, the figure's arms are carved in

relief alongside the cylindrical tube, almost

in a gesture of offering. The Uluburun

handle's lack of similar details, such as the

garment, arm positioning, and hollowed-

out protrusion, as well as its bulkier and

shorter body proportions and less graceful

modeling, point to cruder craftsmanship.

Egyptian artists made little distinction

between dancers and acrobats. Depicted in

a relief in the Dynasty 18 Red Chapel at

Karnak are two pairs of acrobatic dancers

performing backbends, accompanied by a

man playing a harp
4
Dancers in similar

backbend poses are shown on two later

ostraca from Deir el-Medina (fig. 108).
5
In

these representations, the acrobatic dancers

wear small kilts or loincloths, probably for

decoration and ease of movement rather

than for modesty.
6
None of the acrobatic

Figure 108.

Painted limestone

ostracon with

dancer, detail.

Deir el-Medina.

Dynasty 19.

Fondazione

Museo delle

Antichita Egizie

di Torino c. 7052

dancers display the exact pose of the

Uluburun and Kamid el-Loz handles.

Several ivory handles in the shape of

human figures from Byblos and Megiddo

display the same general spirit in form and

function, even though their outstretched

bodies do not match the backbend of either

the Uluburun or Kamid el-Loz acrobats.

The Byblos handle, modeled as a female

stretched out on her chest and grasping a

cylindrical projection,
7
represents a transi-

tion between the acrobatically posed fig-

ures of the Uluburun and Kamid el-Loz

handles and four others from Megiddo.

Nearly identical to one another, the Megid-

do handles are carved in the form of human

figures lying flat on their stomachs, heads

upright, with their bodies supported by

arms bent at the elbows. The surviving

pair of hands on one example, shown as

clenched fists, are vertically perforated,

likely for the mounting of a spoon bowl,

thus associating the Megiddo handles with

the offering gesture of the Byblos, Kamid

el-Loz, and Uluburun examples.
8

While the latter two handles appear to

be male figures, numerous iconographic

representations associate such gestures of

offering with females.
9
These spoons may

be related to well-known Egyptian exam-

ples of nude females swimming and holding

spoons of various forms, each outstretched

in a gesture of offering (cat. no. 200).
10

If the

female figures, such as that of the Byblos

handle, whose gender is clearly indicated

by her breasts, are represented nude, then

figures wearing kilts, such as the Kamid

el-Loz and Megiddo handles, perhaps rep-

resent males. The style and other rendered

features of the Uluburun acrobat neverthe-

less suggest a male figure whose kilt sim-

ply was not indicated, a theory reinforced

by the object's crudely worked, unfinished

quality. cp

1. Pulak 2005c, p. 606, fig. 131.

2. Boxwood was the wood of choice for nearly

all of the finely carved objects recovered from
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the Uluburun shipwreck, including an ovoid

box lid, a circular base for a cylindrical con-

tainer, writing boards, and many other frag-

ments whose function cannot be determined.

Had the component been of metal, it would

have corroded and stained the ivory.

3. Miron 1990, p. 113, fig. 67, pi. 37.1;

Hachmann in Frtihe Phoniker im Libanon

1983, pp. 82-84, 114, fig. 2.

4. Peck 1978, p. 138, fig. 67; Vandersleyen 1975,

no. 282a, b. The Red Chapel dates from the

time of Hatshepsut.

5. One of these (fig. 108) is more naturally ren-

dered than the second one (Vandersleyen

1975, pi. 333b; see also Goelet 1993, p. 23,

fig. l). A third is from the Ramesside period

(Peck 1978, p. 138, fig. 68).

6. Goelet 1993, p. 28.

7. Dunand 1950, pi. 151:17241.

8. Loud 1939, p. 18, nos. 182-85, pis. 41:182,

42:183-85. The hands reach forward, and the

legs stretch backward, terminating in flat-

tened handles perforated vertically at the

ends, perhaps for suspension from a cord.

They have short hair, wear short kilts, and

lack cylindrical protrusions from the upper

chest. Although they have no breasts, they

have been identified as females.

9. See, for example, much larger ivory spoons

depicting outstretched females from Megiddo

(Loud 1939, p. 18, nos. 177-79, pis. 40:177,

41:178, 42:179).

10. For the importance and symbolism of

Egyptian spoons, see KozlofF 1992,

pp. 331-39.

205a, b

Cosmetic Spoon and Tube

a. Spoon

Ivory

Length 9.9 cm (3
7/8 in.)

23.8.96 (KW 4246)

b. Tube

Bone

Length 8.8 cm (sVs. in.); max. diameter

1.5 cm (% in.)

24.8.96 (KW 4251)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

This ivory Egyptian-style spoon in the

form of an extended arm was prob-

ably used for applying salve, unguents, or

cosmetics.
1 The handle is carved in the

shape of a clenched right fist—except for

the straight thumb—perforated laterally

205a, b

by a narrow hole. Two bands encircling

the wrist represent bracelets. The forearm

terminates just below the elbow, and the

spoon continues as a straight, narrow

cylindrical shaft, gently tapering to form

the tiny, shallow spoon bowl. Two small

wear marks at the junction of the arm and

the spoon shaft suggest that a sleeve or

case originally enclosed the spoon and

part of the handle, fitting tightly over the

widest point. A cord running through the

hole of the clenched fist may have secured

the spoon to its case or served as a lanyard

to be worn around the neck.

Found in an area corresponding to the

after half of the ship, the spoon probably

belonged to one of the merchants aboard.

An undecorated, thin-walled, bone tube

found next to the spoon, and of the appro-

priate length and diameter, may have

served as its case.
2

It was cut flat at either

end, one of which was probably capped with

a wood plug, now lost, while the other

accommodated the spoon. It may have

been a homemade replacement for the

original tube, possibly also of ivory or

finely carved wood.

Bronze Age cosmetic vessels, mostly in

the form of kohl tubes and commonly

found in Egypt,
3
were probably introduced

there from the Near East during the time of

Thutmose III
4
Kohl applicators generally

took the form of long rods tapering to a

blunt tip to facilitate application,
5
making

it unlikely that the Uluburun spoon was

used for kohl. Nor was it likely to have

been used as an ear spoon, which required

a smooth, uniformly tapering shaft. Two

bronze handles found at Tell Abu Hawam6

are of slightly larger proportions, but they

closely approximate the Uluburun spoon's

handle in both design and construction,
7

although the bowl ends do not survive.

Several pins from Mesopotamian sites,

with heads in the form of clenched fists,

are similar to the fist of the Uluburun

spoon, although none are pierced (see

cat. no. 206).

The use of armlike handles as spoons

was quite ancient in Egypt. Two small

ivory spoons from Dynasty 3 were modeled

as outstretched right arms,
8
each grasping

a spoon by its handle; one is shown with a

pair of bracelets. On two spoons from the

end of Dynasty 6, the hand is positioned in

reverse, at the end of the handle intended

to be grasped by the user.
9

Early versions are seen in Dynasty 3

and four depictions of offering tables with

votive gifts placed on them. Above the

table is a list of offerings, foremost among

which is "washing," represented by an out-

stretched arm presenting water from ajar.

A mid-Dynasty 5 offering table labeled

with the hieroglyph for "offering" features

an outstretched arm hieroglyph, shown

with a pair of bracelets and holding a pot

of water, providing the closest known link

to Egyptian censers that incorporate a

hand holding a plain incense bowl.
10

Perhaps the feature of the clenched fist

grasping a bowl, common to Uluburun

and Tell Abu Hawam handles, echoes the

offering concept. If so, the spoons could

have been used in personal rituals. CP

1. Pulak 1997, p. 224; Pulak 1998, p. 205.

2. Additional color photographs of the spoon

and bone tube are in Pulak 2005c, p. 606,

figs. 129, 130, and Pulak 1995, p. 56, fig. 29.

3. Petrie 1974, pp. 27-28, pi. xxil for bone,

wood, and reed tubes from Egypt.
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4. Ibid., p. 28.

5. See ibid., p. 28, pi. xxn for kohl applicators

found in Egypt.

6. Hamilton 1935, p. 59, nos. 367, 368.

7. The longer of the two handles has a swell-

ing two-thirds of the way down, probably

serving as the articulation between the

arm and shaft sections; the second appears

to have a distinct carination between the

arm and shaft, although it is much closer to

the clenched fist than in either the first han-

dle or the Uluburun spoon. The fists of both

Tell Abu Hawam handles are pierced through,

and both are shown with a single bracelet.

8. H. Fischer 1963, p. 32, fig. 8:a, b.

9. Ibid., p. 32, fig. 8:d, e, p. 33.

10. Ibid., pp. 30-31.

206

Fist-Shaped Pin

Ivory

Length 7.6 cm (3 in.)

Ashur, Tomb 45

Middle Assyrian, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA Assll02

206

This delicately carved pin in the form

of a fist exemplifies the Middle

Assyrian affinity for naturally rendered

forms. The fist was carved with great pre-

cision and attention to anatomical detail,

each knuckle clearly defined both front

and back. Even the impression of the fin-

gertips in the fleshy palm of the hand is

marked.

The pin was discovered above the

head of a skeleton in Tomb 45 at Ashur,

prompting the excavator, Walter Andrae,

to consider it a hairpin or headdress pin,

possibly for a headband found in the same

tomb.
1

Alternatively, it may have been

used as a pin for clothing. Judging from

the grave goods found alongside the skel-

eton, recent studies have concluded that it

was female.
2

A silver pin in the shape of a clenched

fist from an Early Dynastic grave in the

Royal Cemetery at Ur is very close in

appearance if not in date of manufacture to

the Ashur pin,
3
indicating that the use of

fist imagery on objects of personal adorn-

ment had a long tradition. A fist pin made

of bone, less carefully rendered, was

excavated in a Mitanni level at Nuzi in

northern Mesopotamia and provides a

chronologically more appropriate paral-

lel.
4
However, it is the cosmetic spoon of

ivory recovered from the Uluburun ship-

wreck (cat. no. 205) that offers the closest

parallel in all respects, save for the fact

that it was not found in a burial context.

The meaning of the fist itself is unclear.

Andrae suggested that it might be related

to the modern Near Eastern gesture of

the clenched fist, which is associated with

procreation.
5 The fist has also been associ-

ated with the manifestation of physical

strength,
6
and with the Egyptian hiero-

glyph for "offering" (see cat. no. 205).

KB

1. Haller 1954, pp. 132-33, pi. 30:h; see also

Klein 1992, pi. 169:4.

2. Wartke in Assyrian Origins 1995, p. 82.

3. Woolley 1934, pis. 189, 231.

4. Starr 1937-39, vol. 2, pi. 127:Z.

5. Haller 1954, p. 132; see also Musche 1988,

pi. LVII, for same in the Parthian period.

6. Ebeling 1932, p. 121 (s.v. "Apotropaeen").

207

Horn

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Length 24.3 cm (9% in.); max. diameter

4.2 cm (l% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 66.7.95

(KW 3526)

This horn was fashioned from a single

hippopotamus lower incisor. The

exterior of the incisor is carved to repre-

sent the natural spiraling of an animal's

horn—probably that of a ram
1—with

its pulp cavity forming the horn's hollow

bell. A hole, approximately 0.8 centimeters

in diameter, was drilled from the tip of

the pulp cavity along the full length of the

incisor. The spiraling tapers toward the

distal end, terminating in a short, narrow,

cylindrical shank with a protruding ring

or band. A second, similar ring carved on

the distal tip of the incisor, about 5 centi-

meters below the first ring, forms a

mouthpiece. The incisor's full length was

used to shape the horn, with only minimal

trimming at the extremities in order to

provide a smooth edge for the bell and flat

mouthpiece. A guilloche pattern encircles

the edge of the bell. The horn, discovered

wedged between bedrock and copper

ingots stowed just forward of amidships,

was stained light blue from the corroding

copper.

Even though the Uluburun ivory horn

is carved in the likeness of a natural horn,

it does not appear to be long or hollow

enough to have produced even the limited

range of harmonics one would expect of a

sounding horn (like those traditionally

used by shepherds). Its presence on board

might suggest that it was part of the ship's

permanent equipment and was used for

signaling purposes, yet a real animal horn

would have been more durable and practi-

cal for shipboard use and would have per-

formed better than one emulated in ivory.

Because ivory is an exotic material, the

Uluburun horn was likely a valued ritual

object. It may represent a Canaanite pre-

cursor to the shofar, a ceremonial instru-

ment usually made of a ram's horn,
2
and

may have had a similar function. Although

the modern use of the shofar is much

more celebratory,
3
an important early use
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appears to have been as a signaling instru-

ment during wartime;
4

it was also sounded

to evoke divine compassion and protect

believers, including sailors, from various

misfortunes or perils—blown during

times of crisis, such as a storm.
5

A fragmentary object carved from a

hippopotamus incisor in a spiraling shape,

but missing both ends, was found at Ugarit

and previously published as the twisted leg

of a statue.
6
Based on the discovery of the

Uluburun ivory horn, however, the object

has now been correctly reidentified.
7 The

bell of the Ugarit horn is also embellished

with a guilloche design, but there applied

as three separate vertical bands rather

than a single one like that encircling the

bell of the Uluburun horn.
8
That the horn

was discovered in a pit in the Temple of

Dagan 9
also hints at its ceremonial use.

Another incomplete object similar to

the Uluburun example, presumably also

carved from a hippopotamus incisor in the

likeness of a twisted animal horn, comes

from Tell Abu Hawam, where it was origi-

nally identified as an ivory handle.
10
Like

the Uluburun horn, the Tell Abu Hawam
piece is also decorated around its bell,

this time with a band consisting of three

closely spaced parallel, incised lines.

Because the distal extremity is missing, it

is not known whether it carried a mouth-

piece similar to that of the Uluburun horn.

It seems likely that the Uluburun horn

was not a simple signaling device but an

instrument employed in rituals that may

have taken place before, during, and after

the completion of a journey. Moreover, a

pair of small bronze cymbals, or crotals,
11

found at the stern of the Uluburun ship

may have also been used during shipboard

rituals. Similar bronze cymbals have been

found at a number of Levantine sites and

on Cyprus. Several pairs from Ugarit were

identified as musical instruments that

played an important part in the local reli-

gion, especially in rites celebrating Baal.
12

CP

1. Pulak 1998, p. 205, fig. 18; Pulak 1997, p. 245,

fig. 14.

2. The word "shofar," generally meaning "ram's

horn" but specifically "as an instrument,"

originated from the Akkadian word sapparu,

meaning "wild sheep" or "goat." A shofar was

not provided with holes, which would have

rendered it "invalid" (Wulstan 1973, pp. 21,

29, 41).

3. Werblowsky and Wigoder 1966, p. 358.

4. It is not clear if the shofar was originally used

for ritual or for warfare (Wulstan 1973,

pp. 31, 41).

5. This use was recorded in the Tosephta, a

collection of statements and traditions closely

related to the Mishna and compiled about A.D.

200 (Patai 1998, pp. 69, 93).

6. Caubet and Poplin 1987, p. 302, no. AO 14797;

Gachet 1992, p. 72.

7. Caubet 1996, pp. 14-15, 30, fig. 10; Gachet-

Bizollon 2007, pp. 186-87, fig. 66, p. 395,

pi. 45:388.

8. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, p. 187. The guilloche

design is also found on bone inlays from

Uluburun and on ivories at Samaria

(Crowfoot and Crowfoot 1938, p. 41, fig. 12).

9. Caubet 1996, p. 14.

10. Hamilton 1935, p. 61, no. 376, pi. 32:376.

11. Bass 1986, pp. 288-90, ill. 28.

12. Caubet 1996, p. 10; Koitabashi 1992; this par-

ticular type of cymbals occur only as pairs

(Wulstan 1973, p. 44).

208a, b

Vessels

Faience

a. Ram-headed vessels

Length 20.1 cm (8 in.); diameter 7.9 cm

(3% in.)

16.5.87 (KW 707)

b. Female-headed vessel

Height 10.1 cm (4 in.); diameter 7.6 cm (3 in.)

2006/4/31A (KW 5919)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Four ram-headed faience cups and one

female-headed example were excavated

from the Uluburun ship, (see p. 342)
1

Found in the after half of the ship, they

were stored at the stern, along with the

other fragile and valuable objects aboard,

both of commercial and personal nature.

This nearly complete ram-headed cup is

the only one to survive intact. The other,

fragmentary ram-headed cups appear to

have been of the same general size and

shape and may have been formed in a com-

mon mold (fig. 109). They are rendered in

a detailed and naturalistic manner, the

only stylized feature being the slightly

bulging, circular eyes. For practical rea-

sons, certain features, such as incised

growth rings on the horns and details of

the eyes, mouth, and nostrils, were prob-

ably worked in afterward. The protruding

tips of the relief-modeled, close-adhering

horns and the small ears also must have

been added after the cup was formed. The

original glazing has long disappeared, but

a vestigial patch in the folds of one eye and

the overall hue of the intact cup suggest

that it was yellow in color.
2 A crack that

extends from the rim of the cup approxi-

mately halfway down to the arc of the left

horn probably occurred during drying or

firing. It was repaired in antiquity with a

white pastelike filling, and then refired

without glazing.
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The female-headed cup originally had

a flat-footed base attached to the neck

and, unlike the ram-headed cups, was free-

standing. The lower half and base are

missing. The head made up the body of

the cup, and a tall, inverted conical crown

positioned on heavy plaits of hair formed

the upper portion and rim. Fine details

were incised after the cup was formed. A
faint yellowish hue on some of the crown

fragments is the only surviving indication

of that portion of the cup's color. The over-

all artistic style of production and simi-

larities in the rendering of the rams' horns

and female's hair strongly suggest the

same production center or workshop for

the Uluburun cups.

Zoomorphic and anthropomorphic cups

were common in the Near East during

the second and first millennia B.C. (see

cat. nos. 209- 11).
3
Because of their stylis-

tic similarities, it has been suggested that

they could have been made in a single

center,
4
either in Cyprus,

5
Syria,

6
or north-

ern Mesopotamia.
7

It is more likely, how-

ever, that they came from several local

production centers in the Levant.
8 Made of

metal, faience, and ceramic, animal-headed

and female-headed cups constitute an

important aspect of Syro-Canaanite art

and cultic practice.

The Uluburun cups are paralleled in

examples at Enkomi (cat. nos. 209, 210)
9

and Tell Abu Hawam. 10
Additional paral-

lels for the female-headed cup are found at

Ugarit (cat. no. 211)," Ashur,
12
and possi-

bly Rhodes,
13

and, for the ram-headed cup,

at Kition.
14 An approximately contempora-

neous counterpart of the ram-headed

cups, albeit in bronze, displaying similar

V-shaped nostrils, was found at Qatna.
15

The closest matches to the Uluburun cups,

in overall shape and style, are from Tell

Abu Hawam. 16

Animal-headed cups, or bibru, were

used as gifts in diplomatic exchanges

among Late Bronze Age courts.
17
Thus,

the cups on board could indicate that the

ship's cargo was not merely commercial

but also, at least partially, intended for

"gift exchange." Such gifts, however,

were generally of silver or gold,
18
and

animal-headed cups were found for the

most part in temple and tomb contexts.

Their ritual function appears to be

demonstrated by a clay cup from Ugarit

carrying a dedicatory inscription to the

Canaanite god Reshef.
19

Further, many ram-headed cups dating

to the fourteenth and thirteenth centu-

ries B.C. have been found together with

female-headed cups,
20

suggesting that the

two cup types were used together for rit-

ual purposes.
21

In the temple at Tell Abu

Hawam, they were found with a gilded-

bronze figure of an enthroned male deity

with the left hand clenched and the right

hand open, palm downward.
22

This ges-

ture is similar to that of the partially

gilded female deity (cat. no. 212) found,

like the Uluburun cups, near the stern of

the ship.
23
That the Uluburun finds appear

to replicate the temple context at Tell Abu

Hawam in form and proximity suggests a

similar ritualistic function for them. Con-

sequently, the presence of four ram-headed

cups, concurrent with the presumed num-

ber of merchants on board, supports the

possibility that the cups and statuette were

used in shipboard rituals intended to en-

sure a safe and productive voyage. CP

1. Bass 1986, pp. 290-91, pi. 17:5, 6; Pulak 1988,

p. 32, fig. 40; Bass et al. 1989, p. 8, fig. 12;

Pulak 1997, p. 244.

2. Whether the cups were originally polychrome,

with certain features highlighted by additional

glaze or underglaze colors, cannot be deter-

mined.

3. Tuchelt 1962, pp. 40-60.

4. Frankfort 1970, pp. 274-76.

5. L. Astrom 1972, p. 595.

6. Culican 1971, pp. 86-89, nn. 19-22.

7. Tuchelt 1962, pp. 55ff.

8. Zevulun 1987, p. 104.

9. Murray, Smith, and Walters 1970, p. 33,

fig. 61.1212, pi. in.

10. Hamilton 1935, p. 65, nos. 425-29,

pis. XXVII:427, 429, XXX. Of the distinct

three-color glazing scheme used on the Tell

Abu Hawam cup—golden yellow for details,

pale pinkish white for the face, and yellowish

white for the crown and hair—the last color

is in keeping with that suggested for the

Uluburun cup's crown.

11. Schaeffer 1933, p. 105, pi. XI, p. 106, pi. XII;

Caubet and Pierrat-Bonnefois 2005,

pp. 49-50, and figs. 98, 99.

12. Hall 1928, pp. 64-74; Andrae 1935, pp. 78-80

("Funde aus dem Tukulti-Ninurta-Bau"),

fig. 62; Bossert 1951, pp. 24, 102, no. 343.

13. Frankfort 1955, p. 161, cites an unverified

reference to a female-headed faience goblet

from Rhodes.

14. Peltenburg 1985, pp. 258-59, pis. X:1131,

XXXIX: 1131.

15. Du Mesnil du Buisson 1928, p. 19, pi. xvi:l.

Although this cup's head is perpendicular to

its neck, unlike the straight-necked cups

under consideration, it is nevertheless a rep-

resentative of this category of vessels, and is

the only published example in metal.

16. The preserved ram's eye of fragment 429

from Tell Abu Hawam closely approximates

those of the Uluburun ram-headed cups; the

Uluburun female-headed cup and cup 425 are

so similar, and skillfully modeled, that both

may be products of the same craftsman or

workshop. See Hamilton 1935, p. 65, no. 425,

pis. XXVIII:427, 429, XXV1I-.429, XXX.

17. An Amarna Letter refers to silver stag and ram

vessels sent by the Hittite king Suppiluliuma I

to the Egyptian pharaoh (EA 41:39-43;

Moran 1992, p. 114); and earlier texts from

Mari mention vessels in the form of animals,

of which at least seven are animal-headed

cups, but none of them rams (Limet 1986,

p. 275, n. 82); Zevulun 1987, p. 100;

Peltenburg 1991, pp. 168, 170.

18. See Moran 1992, p. 114; for a bronze example

from Qatna, see note 15 above. See also

Zevulun 1987, pp. 100-101.

19. Zevulun 1987, p. 100.

20. Pulak 1997, p. 244.

21. Zevulun 1987, pp. 92-93, 100, 102.

22. Hamilton 1935, p. 60, no. 370, pi. XV:2. The

gold foil has largely fallen off, but the face,

neck, back of left upper arm, and feet are still

covered.

23. The clenched and open hands of the

Uluburun statuette appear in reverse.
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Ram-Headed Vessel

Faience

Height 11.3 cm (4 Vi in.)

Enkomi, Tomb 86

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1897.4-1.1212
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Female-Headed Vessel

Faience

Height 15.7 cm (6% in.)

Enkomi, Tomb 19

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1897.4-1.875

The vessel in the form of a ram's head

from Enkomi, on Cyprus, is endowed

with magnificent curling horns. The face is

naturalistically rendered, with folds above

the eyes and indications of curly fleece.

Yellow and white color is preserved on the

face and on a thick yellow band near the

rim. Like the head of the goddess, the

vessel was made in a mold, with incised

details added.
1
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Presumably used as a drinking cup, the

vessel has similarities with the animal-

headed rhyton, or ritual sprinkler, that

was common in the Aegean world (see cat.

no. 170). The mouth of the rhyton, how-

ever, was always pierced to allow liquid

to pass through; here, the mouth is not

pierced, which suggests that it was used

for drinking.

Tomb 86 at Enkomi was a chamber

tomb, disturbed when found but nonethe-

less rich in content. Other finds included

gold and silver jewelry, faience and car-

nelian beads, a stamp seal, and pottery,

including imports from the Aegean and

Egypt-

The goblet in the form of a female head

is probably the representation of a god-

dess. She wears a tall cylindrical head-

dress with a spray-shaped ornament in

front; her hair is visible beneath, swept

back and caught up in a net. Elaborate

ornaments adorn the top of her ears, and

a necklace fits closely around her neck.

While the eyes are prominent, the facial

features were likely even stronger when

the original color was fresh.

The goblet was made in a mold, with

the details then incised in the surface. The

white glaze of the face, ears, and neck is

well preserved but other colors have largely

disappeared. The vessel may originally

have been yellow or brown, with the facial

features painted in brown glaze. Traces of

blue survive on the necklace. The semicir-

cular fittings with drilled holes on the in-

side of the rim were perhaps designed for

the attachment of another element or a lid,

which has not survived.
2

Tomb 19 at Enkomi was seemingly dis-

turbed. It was nonetheless a rich chamber

tomb that had been used for successive

burials throughout the Late Cypriot period.

Finds included goldwork and silver jewelry,

local and imported pottery, ivories, and a

lapis lazuli cushion-shaped seal. A set of

hematite weights is also associated with

this tomb, perhaps the property of a

wealthy artisan or trader, providing a pos-

sible context for the arrival of this object

at Enkomi.

Polychrome glazed objects may owe

something to the Minoan Cretan elabora-

tion of a craft tradition originally invented

in Egypt. By the Late Bronze Age, head

vessels in the form of females and animals

seem to have been a specialty of Syrian

workshops, where complex shapes rather

than colorful effects were most highly

desired. It is not certain whether such

pieces were always imported, or whether

some were made on Cyprus itself. jlf

1. For further reference, see Murray, Smith, and

Walters 1900, pp. 22-23, 33, fig. 61:1212,

pi. Ill; Courtois, Lagarce, and Lagarce 1986,

pp. 155-56, pi. xxvil:7, 10; and Peltenburg

1991, esp. p. 165.

2. For further reference, see Murray, Smith,

and Walters 1900, pp. 22-23, 33, pi. Ill;

Peltenburg 1972; Courtois, Lagarce, and

Lagarce 1986, pp. 152-55, pi. XXVH-.7; and

Peltenburg 1991, esp. p. 165.
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Female-Headed Vessel

Faience

Height 12.9 cm (578 in.)

Minet el-Beidha, Tomb VI

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A015732

Faience face vessels count among the

most charming artistic creations of

the Late Bronze Age. These high-footed

conical cups present a female head molded

in relief. More rarely, as in this example,

two heads are joined back to back.
1 One

example from Ugarit preserves their main

characteristics: thick black contours of the

eyes and brows under an elaborate braided

coiffure and a hooked lock falling in the

middle of the forehead, its black color con-

trasting with the pale skin. Two more locks

are painted on the cheeks.
2

The chemical composition of the glazes

points to production by a Levantine work-

shop. The decorative style, using broad

bands of yellow and light green, with a

transparent glaze over the light color or

the underlying siliceous paste, is also typi-

cally Levantine.

Other such vessels have been found

over a wide geographic area, from Cyprus

(Enkomi) to Ashur and the southern Levant

(Tell Abu Hawam). The vessel from the

Uluburun shipwreck (cat. no. 208b) is evi-

dence for the overseas trade in these arti-

facts. Several come from Ugarit, such as

this one from a rich tomb at the harbor

of Minet el-Beidha. Double-headed vases

from southwestern Iran, though related to

this group, are technically different.

The female face motif was frequently

used to represent the divine powers of love

and fecundity. It appears on a number of

artifacts used by women, such as gold and

faience pendants. The emphasis on black

hair and locks—the equivalent of the up-

turned locks on females depicted on ivory

reliefs from Ugarit (see cat. no. 261) and

Mycenae—was an expression of seduction

and may be compared with images on a

number of Minoan wall paintings from

Crete and Thera.
3 A similar concept is

represented in Egypt by the thick, curly

wig worn by the goddess Hathor. In the

Levant, artifacts decorated with Hathor

masks combine the mask motif with luxu-

riant hair.

The purpose of these face vessels is

still a matter of speculation. They were

frequently found in conjunction with other

faience vessels in the shape of heads of

animals—horse (Enkomi), ram (Enkomi,

Uluburun), or lion (Hazor)—animals more

often associated with males. They were

part of the same assemblage as the flower

bowls (see cat. nos. 276-277). Those from

Ugarit are similar in style and chemical

composition. Unlike the face vessels and

flower bowls, the animal-headed cups, like

rhyta, were not made to stand and were

probably used in libation rituals. It is pos-

sible that different categories of faience

vessels were intended for different genders,

to be used in complex symbolic ceremonies.

AC

1. See Mato'fan in Caubet 2007, no. 206.

2. Caubet and Pierrat-Bonnefois 2005, p. 149,

fig. 98.

3. Immerwahr 1990, pi. 21 (West House,

Akrotiri); pi. 43 ("dancing lady," Queen's

Megaron, Knossos).
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Nude Female Figure

Bronze, gold

Height 16.4 cm (6/4 in.); max. width 6.1 cm

(2% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 52.7.95

(KW 3680)

This bronze figure of a youthful nude

female in frontal pose may have been

one of the most precious objects on board

the Uluburun ship.
1 The slender figure,

with outstretched arms bent at the elbow,

a clenched right fist and an open left hand

with the palm facing down, small breasts,

and a distinctive pubic triangle, was cast

by the lost-wax method. The head, face,

hair, hands, ankles, feet, parts of the arms,

and a collar around the neck are all cov-

ered in sheet gold.
2 An irregular pattern

formed by the gold surviving on the left

upper arm suggests that the statuette was

originally clad mostly or entirely in gold.

On the other hand, the uniform edges of

the gold foil covering the bare feet and

collar may indicate that the rest of the

body was clad in some other material, such

as silver,
3
or even dressed up as part of a

ritual activity.
4 The figure's hair is ar-

ranged in shoulder-length twisted plaits

on either side of the face, with a central

braided lock that terminates in a loop half-

way down the back and is perforated with

a hole at the center. The head is adorned

with a simple, narrow headband. The

tenon protruding from under the feet

would have affixed the figure to a base,

now lost, probably of wood.

Although the type is unique, the style,

craftsmanship, and theme are typically

Canaanite and can be compared with other

goddess figures from the Levant.
5
Several

parallel figures (see fig. 110) and a gold

plaque from Lachish display similar

hairstyles.
6

While the Uluburun figure wears only

a simple headband and no crown, she is

adorned with a broad multi-strand collar

worked on the gold foil covering her upper

shoulders. Such multi-strand collars of

beads and amulets in precious materials

are depicted in Egyptian art, usually worn

with cuff bracelets and armlets on deities

as well as on rulers and nobles.
7
Solid and

plated gold figures in the likenesses of

royal wives and daughters are mentioned

Figure 110. Ivory figure.

Megiddo, Palace Treasury.

Late Bronze Age. The

Oriental Institute Museum,

University of Chicago

oim A 22257

1V2, back
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in the Amarna Letters as Egyptian gifts

to Kassite and Mitanni rulers,
8
but it

would be unlikely for a noblewoman to

have been represented in the nude.
9

The archaeological contexts in which

most such anthropomorphic figures have

been found suggest that they were votive

offerings placed in temples and sanctuar-

ies.
10
That the Uluburun figure also repre-

sents a deity is suggested by the peaceful

gesture of the hands.
11

In the seated and

standing male and female deity figures, the

extended or raised open hand is associated

with the act of blessing, an attitude recog-

nized as a gesture of peace through all ages

and across cultures.
12

In these figures the

clenched right hands are often pierced, sug-

gesting that they originally held a shafted

device such as a scepter, symbolizing divine

power.
13
Although the clenched fist of the

Uluburun figure is bare, it is not known

whether it is perforated to hold a shaft be-

cause of the crumpled gold covering.

Although divine images are abundant,

it may not be possible to ascertain their

specific identities because of the near ab-

sence of named representations.
14
While

the identity of the Uluburun figure and

the message it carried must have been

known to the ancients, it continues to

elude us today.
ld

A gold-clad bronze figure of an en-

throned male deity with the same hand

gesture, but in reverse form to that of the

Uluburun female, was found in a temple at

Tell Abu Hawam, along with faience ram-

headed and female-headed cups, both

types also represented on the Uluburun

ship (cat. no. 208a, b). Therefore, it is likely

that the female figure, the faience cups,

and other objects, such as an ivory horn

(cat. no. 207), were brought on board to

ensure a safe and productive passage.

The presence of images of deities on sea-

faring vessels is vividly described in the

early eleventh-century B.C. story of the

priest Wenamun, who sails to Byblos to

procure lumber for the bark of Amun-Re.

Wenamun's remarkable tale involves dip-

lomacy, sailing, shipbuilding, hazards of

navigation, theft, and attempted murder.

During the ordeal, Wenamun carries a

small figure ofAmun-Re, of great per-

sonal value to him, which he hides while

aboard ship.
16

Although the Uluburun figure was

located on the seabed in an area outside the

limits of the ship's hull, near the forward

half of the ship, its trajectory indicates that

before rolling down the slope, when the

ship broke apart, it had been placed at the

stern.
17 Most likely, it was brought on

board to guard against the very fate that

befell the ship, its crew, and its passengers.

CP

1. Pulak 1997, p. 246, fig. 15; Pulak 1998, p. 207,

fig. 20; Pulak 2001, pp. 22-28.

2. Judging from a New Kingdom text in which

Re is described as having "bones being of

silver, his flesh gold, his hair true lapis lazuli,"

the use of specific ritually charged materials

may have been deliberate (Lichtheim 1976,

p. 198).

3. Many such figures are partly or fully cov-

ered in gold but some in silver; see, for

example, Seeden 1980, p. 34, nos. 56, 56A,

59, 105, 108. An unpublished bronze figure

from Ugarit, also modeled nude, is com-

pletely sheathed in silver (Ella Dardaillon,

personal communication).

4. Linen-swathed painted wood images, some

also with gilded faces and feet, were found in

the Tomb of Tutankhamun (Allen and Allen

2006, p. 49, fig. 37, p. 61, fig. 49, pp. 72-73,

figs. 61, 62). For a discussion of garments and

cults in later Mesopotamia, see Zawadzki

2006, pp. 153-207 (chap. 7).

5. See Negbi 1976, pp. 86-95, and Seeden 1982,

pp. 117-19. All of these figures have the same

general hand gestures of the Uluburun fig-

ure: an extended arm with an open hand, and

a clenched fist usually, but not always, ex-

tended outward.

6. Clamer 1980, p. 153, fig. 1, pp. 155, 157. For a

close parallel to the coiffure of the Uluburun

figure, see Negbi 1976, no. 1563 on pp. 70, 73,

181, pi. 42.

7. Patch in Hatshepsut 2005, pp. 198-99. A collar-

type necklace is seen on a nude Syrian figure

(Negbi 1976, pp. 86-87, no. 1632, fig. 99).

8. Figures of royal family members are men-

tioned in EA 14 (Moran 1992, pp. 28, 29); EA
24 (Moran 1992, p. 68); EA 27 (Moran 1992,

p. 87), but other figures were also given as

gifts, some of silver and stone (see, for exam-

ple, EA 14, Moran 1992, pp. 28, 33).

9. Goelet 1993, p. 21.

10. Seeden 1982, pp. 119-20; Seeden 1980,

pp. 95-96; Negbi 1976, pp. 2, 141-42.

11. The gesture of the clenched left hand and the

open right hand, usually shown angled, with

the palm facing out but also facing down, as

in the Uluburun example, is relatively com-

mon in Levantine figures; see examples in

Seeden 1982, p. 116, figs. 20, 23-25, and

Schaeffer 1966b, pp. 6, 7, figs. 2, 3, pis. II, III.

However, the positions of the hands on the

Uluburun figure are in reverse, like those of a

seated male deity from Qatna (see cat. no. 22).

12. Seeden 1982, p. 119. A large late thirteenth-

century B.C. bronze male cult statue wearing

a horned helmet was found in the Sanctuary

of the Horned God at Enkomi. The statue is

shown with the right hand open, palm facing

down, in a gesture of blessing, and the left

hand clenched into a fist and bent toward the

chest (Karageorghis 2002, p. 97, fig. 196,

p. 98). For a general discussion of the identifi-

cation of this god, see Hadjioannou 1971,

pp. 33-42, and Karageorghis 1998, pp. 30-33.

13. A standard of embossed sheet gold with a

four-pointed star is preserved in the clenched

left hand of a gold-covered seated male figure

from Megiddo (Negbi 1976, p. 50, no. 1453,

p. 51, fig. 59.1453, p. 172, no. 1453,

pi. 33.1453).

14. Cornelius 2004, p. 5.

15. Brody (1998, p. 68) suggests that the figure

represents Asherah, since she is the only

Late Bronze Age goddess who protected

Canaanite sailors. Cornelius (2004, p. 100),

however, argues that the image of Asherah is

that of a more senior female, which the

Uluburun female does not appear to

represent.

16. Wenamun refers to the figure several times,

and twice calls it "Amun-of-the-road"

(Goedicke 1975, pp. 45, 110).

17. The tradition of housing representations of

guardian deities on board ships in Roman

times is demonstrated by a reference to an

image of Libyan Amun placed at the stern of

a Punic war galley (Silius Italicus Punica,

16.436-40, 458-61; also cited in Brody 1998,

p. 68), and a stele from Carthage that depicts

a small shrine housing a figure placed at the

stern of a vessel, aft of the quarter rudders

(Brody 1998, pp. 71, 135, fig. 19, p. 164, fig. 69).
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Pendant with Nude Female

Gold

Height 9.1 cm (3% in.); width 4.7 cm (l
7
/s in.);

max. thickness 0.9 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 1.5.87

(KW 703)

Found on the Uluburun ship were pen-

dants of well-known Syro-Canaanite

types and styles. One of the most impres-

sive, made of a single sheet of gold, depicts

a nude female.
1

Its wide, ribbed bail or sus-

pension loop, typical of Syro-Canaanite

jewelry, was formed from an extension of

the pendant that was folded over the edges

twice for reinforcement and then rolled

forward and backward on itself. The pen-

dant is roughly triangular, or piriform,

tapering toward the bottom, with rounded

corners and edges folded over from the

front to the back and crimped. The central

nude female is worked in repousse, with

certain details incised on the obverse. The

figure appears as a mature female with a

rounded belly, full breasts, and a pubic tri-

angle, depicted by dots. Her well-defined

feet are oriented toward her right, unusual

for pendants of this design, which usually

show the feet facing left or forward.
2
Her

arms are bent at the elbow, and in either

hand she clutches an upright horned

gazelle, forming an addorsed symmetrical

composition. She wears a cylindrical crown

delineated by a pair of parallel horizontal

lines at the base and a single one at the top,

with paired vertical striations between

rectangular spaces (see also fig. 110).
3 The

hair or wig under the crown hangs down

as five twisted locks on either side of her

face, partly covering her shoulders; her

ears protrude from between the locks.

Three horizontal bands below the chin

represent strands of a beaded collar or

choker.
4
She wears four bracelets on each

wrist and a pair of anklets. The pendant

was found at the stern of the ship with

most of the other valuable objects. Its

weight corresponds to one shekel (9.46 g).

The Uluburun figure recalls the nude

goddess depicted on a group of Egyptian

votive stelae, shown frontally standing on

the back of a lion, and wearing a Hathor

wig with spiraling curls and usually a

Hathor headdress. Her outstretched arms

clutch lotus flowers in one hand and snakes

in the other. The figure is identified by the

accompanying hieroglyphs as " kdsh/kdsht,

the lady of heaven."
5
She resembles images

on pendants of sheet gold, bronze, faience,

and glass, as well as on terracotta plaques

found from Syro-Cilicia to the southern

Levant.
6
Unlike their Egyptian counter-

parts, however, these figures are usually

shown clutching only lotuses or long-

stemmed flowers (or papyrus), and only a

few of them stand on lions.
7 They undoubt-

edly represent one or more goddesses, but

none are found with identifying texts. The

overlapping attributes and functions of

three major goddesses—Asherah, Anat,

and Astarte—among others, appear to

have caused frequent confusion even in

antiquity, making their identification on

plaques and other objects uncertain.

The image of a female holding a horned

animal in each hand—limited to the

Uluburun pendant and three others from

Ugarit
8—is usually connected with the

Mistress of Animals motif. Generally

associated with Astarte,
9
she is sometimes

also identified with Asherah, who is often

shown with lions. Even among this group,

the Uluburun goddess is unique in that she

wears a crown instead of a Hathor head-

dress. Of the five known gold pendants

depicting a full-length standing female

deity, the one closest to the Uluburun

figure in shape and overall design is from

Minet el-Beidha (cat. no. 2 14).
10
Based on

Ugaritic texts, she may represent Astarte

and Shapash.
11

It has also been suggested

that such imagery may have originated to

the north, where the Hurrian goddess

Shaushga represents another variant of

Ishtar as a fertility deity.
12
Perhaps the

piriform shape of the pendants evokes a

stylized pubic triangle and, therefore,

symbolizes fertility and fecundity.

Although the Uluburun pendant is

highly wearable, it may have been kept with

the rest of the gold at the ship's stern also

to be used as bullion if required during the

voyage.
13

Its ritual significance may be sug-

gested by a hoard of gold pendants found

at Ugarit, one with a stylized female figure

and others in forms symbolizing the major

Canaanite pantheon. Such an assemblage

was also found on the Uluburun ship

(see cat. no. 217 and fig. 111). CP
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1. Bass et al. 1989, pp. 2, 4-5, and fig. 3; Pulak

1997, pp. 243-44; Pulak 1998, p. 206, fig. 19;

Pulak 2005c, p. 595, fig. 104.

2. In a comprehensive list of sixty-six items

representing a "naked woman holding objects

[Qedeshet, see note 5 below]," assembled by

Cornelius (2004, pp. 45-48), which also

includes the Uluburun pendant, twenty-three

are incomplete or damaged so that the direc-

tion of the feet can not be ascertained. Of the

remaining figures, only five show the feet

facing right, and none are found on pendants.

3. Although the name of this distinctive head-

dress is not known, Barnett (1975, pp. 104-5)

likens it to a Greek polos, which he notes was

derived from this eastern prototype. A frag-

mentary glass plaque from Megiddo shows a

female head with a headdress marked by par-

allel vertical flutings, again probably repre-

senting the same kind of crown, McGovern

1985, p. 30, pi. 5; Loud 1948, pi. 241:1 (mis-

identified as faience), also a clay example on

pi. 241:6. Crowns of this type are commonly

shown on female figurines carved in ivory,

from ninth- to eighth-century B.C. Nimrud

(see Barnett 1975, pis. LXXll:S192-96, S198,

S200, S201, LXXXIII:S197, S202, S203, S206,

LXXIV:S207, S208); the coiffure of these ivory

figures is also remarkably similar to that of

the Uluburun figure. See also Maxwell-

Hyslop 1971, pi. 233.

4. Barnett (1975, p. 105) notes that in Syria the

necklace was a feature of an Ishtar-like cult

figure and, perhaps, of her devotees. Multi-

strand necklaces are shown on the necks of

nearly every ivory female from Nimrud; see,

for example, ibid., pis. lxx-lxxvi.

5. Cornelius 2004, pp. 45, 83-84. Of these stelae,

seven are clearly inscribed kdsh or kdsht (vocal-

ized for convenience as Qedeshet), along with

other attributes including "lady of heaven"; one

inscription reads "Qedeshet, Astarte, Anat"

(ibid., p. 84, no. 5.16). From these inscriptions,

it is clear that kdsh(t) is a proper divine name in

Egypt, unlike in the Levant, where it was used

as an epithet or a title.

6. These pendants have been considered by

Maxwell-Hyslop under her "pictorial" group

(1971, p. 139), and by Negbi in her "pictorial

'qudshu group (Negbi 1976, pp. 99-100).

McGovern, who treats pendants of various

materials from the Levant, lists few examples

found under his "type II.B.l" pendants in

human form (1985, pp. 30-31). He further notes

that these pendants (his type II) are clearly

related to terracotta figurine plaques found

throughout Mesopotamia and the Levant. The

most recent and extensive study of the icono-

graphy of the Levantine goddesses repre-

sented on these pendants is Cornelius 2004.

7. A gold applique shows the figure standing on

a horse (Clamer 1980, p. 153, fig. 1; Cornelius

2004, pi. 5.22).

8. These are collected in Cornelius 2004, pis. for

nos. 5.20, 5.20a, and 5.27. A standing nude

female figure on a Late Bronze Age cylinder

seal (pi. 5.11) from Cyprus holds two horned

animals, one by the legs and the other by

the horns. For the gold pendants, see also

SchaefFer 1932, pi. IX:1 (fourth from left);

Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pis. 106, 107.

9. Cornelius (2004, p. 91) notes that representa-

tions of Astarte bearing weapons may be

compared with the Mesopotamian Ishtar.

Several pendants carry rosettes, perhaps also

representing the star disc of Ishtar. See ibid.,

pis. 5.23, 5.28, and 38. This is contra

Cornelius (ibid., p. 91) who proposes that the

gedeshet figure represented on many of these

Syro-Canaanite pendants is a separate entity.

10. Also in Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pi. 106.

11. SchaefFer 1939a, p. 62, pi. XXXII.

12. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 140.

13. Pulak 2001, p. 24.
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Pendant with Nude Female

Gold

Height 6.5 cm (2
5
/s in.); width 2.8 cm (lVs in.)

Minet el-Beidha

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientates A014714
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Pendant with Nude
Goddess

Gold

Height 7 cm (2% in.); width 4 cm (1% in.)

Minet el-Beidha, "Depot d'enceinte" (depot 11)

Late Bronze Age, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Museum, Aleppo, Syria M 10450

Several gold pendants representing a

nude goddess were found at Ugarit

and its port of Minet el-Beidha. Most of

them are composed of a fairly thin gold

sheet with one end rolled into a ring for

hanging. The decoration is in repousse,

with details chased or punched. The pen-

dants are different in form, more or less

oval or round, and display an iconography

that was traditional in the Levant and var-

iously represented in a schematic, symbolic,

or realistic manner.
1

Many pendants represent a star, symbol

of the planet Venus and goddess of love

and life. Others depict the goddess in

human form. Her distinguishing features

are nudity, frontality, a dominant stance,

and an emphasis on her hairstyle. Whether

she is shown in part—reduced to a few

anatomical details as face, breasts, or pubic

triangle—or in full, this deity is nearly
'215
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always surrounded by patterns of globules

that indicate her heavenly origin.

The nudity and frontality in images of

female deities is characteristic of divine

representations in the Levant during the

second millennium B.C. At the same time,

the hairstyle of the images from Ugarit

attests to the close relations with Egypt,

which led to religious syncretism. Ac-

cordingly, the Levantine goddess was

given certain attributes that relate her to

Egyptian deities, in particular the sym-

metrically disposed locks of hair that

frame the face and end in prominent curls,

an attribute of Hathor, goddess of the Nile.

The forms of the pendants that show the

goddess in full length are fairly homoge-

neous, with the authoritative bearing being

a constant feature. The imagery through

which this trait is expressed—domination

over the wilderness (represented by ani-

mals) and over plant life—however, varies

considerably. These variations complicate

our interpretation of the nude goddess

with Hathor locks. Indeed, while the dom-

ination of plant life can be explained by

Ugaritic mythology, the deity's power over

serpents and her association with lions

connect her more with the Egyptian god-

dess Qadesh and recall deities from the

Aegean world, especially Knossos, where

the taming of snakes was the prerogative

of certain female deities. sc

1. For further reference, see Schaeffer 1932;

Schaeffer 1949, p. 36, fig. 10; Barrelet 1958;

Caubet 1990, p. 33, no. 67; Caubet 1999c,

pp. 32-38; and Le royaume d'Ougarit 2004.

216

Pendant with Schematic
Nude Female

Gold

Height 3.5 cm (l% in.); width 2.1 cm (Vs in.)

Tell el-Ajjul, Hoard 277

Middle/Late Bronze Age, 17th-

15th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

130761

This pendant depicts a highly stylized

frontal nude female with Egyptianizing

features. It is of a general Syro-Canaanite

type that is related to pendants found on

the Uluburun ship (cat. no. 213) and at

Minet el-Beidha (cat. nos. 214, 215). Like

those examples, it is constructed from a

single sheet of gold with the top rolled up

and forward into a suspension loop. The

figural details are executed in repousse

with some chasing and punching, while

the border is decorated with incised cross-

hatching.
1 The craftsmanship, while casual,

is in keeping with works of Levantine

manufacture (see pp. 101-3).

The form of the pendant comprises the

entire female figure, schematically ren-

dered to emphasize face, breasts, navel,

and pubic triangle to the exclusion of

other anatomical details. The overall

shape of this and similar pendants is most

often described as piriform when, in fact,

the reference to the pubic area that is so

dramatically featured on the plaque itself

seems obvious. As such, it reflects a remark-

ably sophisticated use of conceptual self-

reference, a representational scheme not

uncommon in the ancient Near East.
2
For

this reason, among others, it has been sug-

gested that such ornaments may not have

been necklace pendants at all but plaques

suspended from pelvic girdles.
3

Because these ornaments so clearly

accentuate the life-giving aspects of the

female anatomy, they are often labeled

"Astarte" plaques to suggest a link to the

Canaanite goddess of fertility.
4
Other

divine associations are also possible (see

cat. nos. 213-215). There is, however, no

obvious marker of divinity on this particu-

lar example. Ambiguous representations,

often schematic, of nude females in various

media have a long history in the ancient

Near East and have yet to be fully under-

stood. Whatever the ultimate identifica-

tion of the females depicted, this pendant

216

and others like it should not be considered

simply decorative; rather, they must have

been charged with sexual and procreative

power and possessed of potent agency.

The present example comes from an

important hoard ofjewelry found at Tell

el-Ajjul, a site in the Levant possibly asso-

ciated with ancient Sharuhen, the last

stronghold of the Hyksos (see pp. 108-10).

The hoard was one of several at the site,

all of which included sizable assemblages

of gold ornaments. Why these items were

hidden away, and whether they were made

at the site or brought there by itinerant

craftsmen or merchants, remains open to

debate.
5 On purely technical grounds,

however, the jewelry seems typical of a

local Canaanite style of manufacture. KB

1. Petrie, Mackay, and Murray 1952, pis. vi:13,

VIII.-l, B:17; Negbi 1970, p. 42, no. 130;

McGovern 1985, pp. 32, 114, no. 74, pi. 6,

II.B.2.b 74.

2. Bahrani 2002.

3. Piatt 1976.

4. For examples, see Maxwell-Hyslop 1971,

pp. 138-40; Lilyquist 1993, p. 49; Pulak 1998,

p. 206; and Cornelius 2004.

5. See cat no. 220 and Politis 2001 for a discus-

sion of various interpretations.
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217a, b

Pendants with
Rayed Stars

Gold

a. Medallion with four-rayed star and four

curved rays

Height 10.3 cm (4 in.); width 11 cm (4% in.);

thickness 0.1 cm (Vw in.)

2.5.90 (KW 1672)

b. Medallion with four-rayed star and eight

curved rays

Diameter 7.5 cm (3 in.); thickness 0.2 cm

('/. 6 in.)

68.31.84 (KW 138)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Four gold Canaanite medallions in the

form of thin roundels were found on

the Uluburun ship.
1 They were each fash-

ioned from a single sheet of gold, with a

cylindrical bail or loop at the top for sus-

pension formed by rolling forward an

extension of the roundel that had been

reinforced by folding over the edges. Two

of the roundels show edges folded back

and crimped irregularly on the reverse, and

those of the other two appear to have been

left unaltered. Their decoration consists of

a four-rayed star with opposed, curved

rays in between, all worked in repousse

and defined on the obverse by incision.

There are two variations of this design.

The largest (this page), which is also the

largest example of its type known in gold,
2

and the smallest medallion in the group

(kw 756; not on exhibition) have a single

curved ray between each pair of straight

rays, for a total of eight rays. The other two

(opposite page, above, and kw 1512, not on

exhibition) are similar to one another in

both size and design, each bearing a pair

of opposed, curved rays between the pair

of straight rays, for a total of twelve rays.

At the center of each medallion, and also

centered in the fields between each of the

rays, are single bosses in the first type, and

repousse dotted rosettes in the second type

in imitation of gold granulation. In the

latter design there are also four repousse-

dotted "triangles" pendant from the rim

between the pairs of opposed rays. The

peripheral edges of the roundels are

milled in repousse dots.
3

217a

Although one of the medallions was

found farther down the slope than the

others, it is likely that all four were origi-

nally kept at the stern of the ship together
4

with most of the other gold pendants and

objects. These and other symbolically

charged pendants are impressive pieces of

jewelry and were probably intended for

personal adornment. Some, however, were

associated with scrap gold and silver jew-

elry (fig. 114), all of which was probably

kept in one or several pouches at the stern,

suggesting that, if required, they could

also have been used as bullion during

the voyage.

Pendants with star motifs, found in

many varying forms with or without

curved rays throughout western Asia,

probably originated in Mesopotamia,

where they were known since the Akkadian

period. The star disc as a symbol of Ishtar,

the sun disc in the form of a four-rayed

star with undulating rays between them as

Shamash, and the lunar crescent as Sin are

found in Mesopotamia throughout the

Bronze Age. Ishtar, the goddess of love

and war, was manifest as Venus, the

morning and evening star, and was often

represented as a disc inscribed with an

eight-rayed star, but sometimes also with

fewer rays.
5

The hoard ofjewelry presumably found

at Dilbat (cat. no. 4) also includes several

medallions. One of these is somewhat

similar in its design and execution to cat-

alogue number 217a, apart from the extra

pairs of rays and the presence of undulat-

ing instead of curved rays in a reversed

orientation.

In Anatolia, the eight-pointed star is

associated with the goddess Shaushga, the

Hurrian form of Ishtar.
6 The Hittites were

strongly influenced by Hurrian cults and

adopted Hurrian gods and goddesses; the

sun disc, known as the sittar, reflects this

influence.
7 One of the two variants of the

so-called Cappadocian symbol occurs in

the form of a four-rayed star with curved

rays between them, and bosses centered in

the field between all the rays.
8

Pendants with star motifs were also

used throughout the Bronze Age Levant.
9

The motif with the single curved ray (cat.

no. 217a and kw 756), however, is found

mostly along the Levantine coast. Although

gold pendants with only the star motif
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217b

(generally with eight rays) have been

found at Ugarit,
10

Tell el-'Ajjul,
11

and else-

where, the sun-disc motif of straight and

opposed curved rays was also used at

Ugarit from the first half of the fourteenth

century B.C. It appears on the famous ivory

bed panel, carved with an image of a god-

dess displaying Hathor locks and with a

sun disc between the bovine horns on her

head (see fig. 80),
12
and also on a silver-

plated bronze disc, which may have been

part of a divine headdress.
13
Several partly

gilded ivory discs of this design, perhaps

used as furniture inlays, are known from

approximately the same period at nearby

Alalakh.
14

Although of a much smaller size, two

gold disc pendants with the star-and-

curved-ray motif, found discarded along

with a group of other gold pendants and

jewelry pieces at Shechem,
15
have a design

similar to that of catalogue number 217a.

The same motif is found on the three

considerably smaller disc pendants from

Kamid el-Loz and one from Qatna

(cat. no. 2 18).
16 A parallel in both dimen-

sion and design is seen in a silver medal-

lion from Shiloh.
1

' A stone jewelry mold

for a disc pendant with a similar motif was

found at Megiddo,
18
which also yielded a

gold pendant of the same design from an

Early Iron Age context;
19

a mold for the

same type of disc pendant is known from

Tell el-Amarna in Egypt.
20

Disc pendants bearing the opposed,

double curved rays framed by straight rays

also occur as representations. Sun- and

star-disc pendants are shown around the

necks of bearded Asiatics with short kilts

on wall paintings depicting foreign trib-

ute bearers and prisoners in the tombs of

Puimre and Kenamun.
21

Disc pendants,

one of which bears a pair of opposed rays,

are seen on the necks of vanquished and

captured Syro-Canaanites, worked in relief

on the side of a chariot body from the

Tomb of Thutmose IV, of Dynasty 18.
22

Carved on a wood ceremonial footstool

from the Tomb of Tutankhamun are four

of Egypt's enemies, including a Syrian

captive wearing a clearly depicted sun-disc

pendant with a pair of opposed, curved

rays between each pair of straight rays of

the type on cat. no. 217b from Uluburun.
23

Although their motifs are not indicated,

disc pendants are also shown in the Tomb

of Kenamun around the necks of the bare-

chested crew aboard the Syrian ships

arriving at an Egyptian port (fig. 98).
24

The merchants on the ships do not appear

to wear any medallions, though it is likely

that they were hidden from view beneath

the merchants' robes.

A hoard of gold pendants found at

Ugarit, including six-rayed and four-rayed

star-disc pendants, as well as two crescent

pendants and one of a stylized female, sug-

gests a group of goddess, solar, and lunar

divine symbols. Ugaritic texts refer to

these types of pendants as Astartes, suns

(Shapash), and moons (i.e., crescents).
25

Perhaps the most complete textual refer-

ence to pendants can be found in the Old

Testament. The term "little sun," inter-

preted as a star disc, appears with "cres-

cents" and "drop pendants" (triangular

goddess pendants?) as part of the catalogue

of finery that the Lord will take from the

"haughty daughters of Zion."
26

It is there-

fore noteworthy that a pendant depicting

a nude goddess (cat. no. 213), a pendant

shaped like a crescent (fig. Ill), and also

sun-disc pendants (but none with only the

eight-rayed star motif) found together on

the Uluburun ship perhaps replicate the

symbols of the Canaanite pantheon.

The Syro-Canaanite disc pendants with

the four-rayed star and opposed single or

double curved rays between them, as rep-

resented on the Uluburun medallions, are

difficult to attribute to a specific deity.

Although they appear to be related to the

symbol of the sun god Shamash, the

opposed curved rays shown between the

Figure 111. Gold pendant in the form of a

crescent. Uluburun shipwreck. Bodrum
Museum of Underwater Archaeology

7.5.87 (KW892)
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four-rayed star are unlike the undulating

rays typical of this motif, and might repre-

sent the double lightning bolts of the Meso-

potamian god Adad. Perhaps in the Syro-

Canaanite region, the double lightning,

which is also the symbol of the Hurrian god

Teshshup, replaced the undulating rays of

the original Shamash symbol and was

joined with the four-rayed Shamash star to

represent both deities, thereby combining

their apotropaic aspects.
27

Alternatively,

rather than representing lightning bolts,

the curved rays may resemble bovine horns,

in which case they are to be associated

with the goddess Hathor, who is often

shown wearing a headdress formed of a wig,

horns, and sun disc. Either way, because

the medallions with the curved-ray motifs

appear to have a more widespread distri-

bution in the Levant, they may represent

the Canaanite version of a symbol for syn-

cretic deities.

In view of the importance of both sun

and star symbols in the Semitic, Hurrian,

and Hittite religions, disc pendants may

be regarded as amulets bearing divine

symbols. They were transportable ver-

sions of the large cult symbols and were

charged with their apotropaic powers. As

such, the pendants were an essential part

of personal equipment, representing both

the gods and goddesses in the temple, and

probably also the king.
28

cp

1. Bass 1986, pp. 289-90, pi. 17:4; Bass et al.

1989, p. 4, fig. 4; Pulak 1997, p. 244, fig. 12;

for color photographs, see Pulak 2005c,

p. 596, figs. 105-8.

2. Pulak 1997, p. 244; Pulak 2001, p. 24.
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4. Pulak 2001, p. 24.
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senting Ishtar standing on a lion; see Barrelet

1955, pi. XXI:4.

6. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 143.

7. Texts from Bogazkoy mention sittar of metal,

at least one of which was worn as a pendant

on a necklace. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 146.

8. Wainwright 1956, pp. 137-38; Maxwell-

Hyslop 1971, pp. 146-47, pi. 115. Assyrian

connections may be seen in the eight-pointed

gold star pendants of fourteenth-century B.C.

Tell al-Rimah and on a limestone relief carv-

ing of Ashurnasirpal (Maxwell-Hyslop 1971,

pp. 177-78, 241, pis. 130, 220).

9. See McGovern 1985, pp. 75-77.
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1971, p. 141, pi. 109; Negbi 1970, p. 32.
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the disc-star pendants (Negbi 1970, p. 31).

12. Schaeffer 1954, pp. 54-55, 58-59, pi. VIII;

Gachet-Bizollon 2007, pp. 137-38, with

pis. 26:269 no. 2/h, 80:269, 82:269 no. l/K.

Gachet-Bizollon proposes a date in the first

half of the thirteenth century B.C. for the

panels (p. 146).

13. Schaeffer 1931, pi. xni:4.

14. Woolley 1955, p. 290, AT/38/79, pi. LXXVII:A;

Woolley 1939, p. 12, pi. XIV:4B (at/8/79).

15. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 144, pi. 115:d, e; an
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16. W. Adler 1994, pp. 84-85, figs. 21-23.

17. Finkelstein, Bunimovitz, and Lederman 1993,

pp. 243-44, fig. 9.12:1-2.
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standing of the symbolism. Another disc pen-

dant around the neck of the figure indicated as

number 2 has the single curved ray between the

pairs of straight rays, as in catalogue no. 217a.

23. Desroches-Noblecourt 1963, p. 51, fig. xi:a,

p. 296:XI.

24. Davies 1963, pp. 14-15, pi. XV; Davies and

Faulkner 1947, pp. 40ff., pi. vn.

25. Dussaud 1931, p. 375; Jack 1935, p. 45.
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27. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 147.
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Pendant with Rayed Star

Gold

Diameter 3.9 cm (1/4 in.)

Qatna, Royal Tomb

Late Bronze Age, I5th-14th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

MSHO2G-i0829

This round pendant displays an astral

motif consisting of a four-pointed star

with four curved rays inserted between the

points.
1 The motif, symbol of the solar disc,

is associated with the sun god Shamash.
2

Gold solar discs were widespread in the

ancient Near East and were particularly

popular in Late Bronze Age Syria and

neighboring regions, with examples

known from Kamid el-Loz,
3
Ugarit,

4
and

the Uluburun shipwreck (cat. no. 217). A
suspension loop is always attached to the

edge so that the disc could be worn as a

pendant on a necklace. Most likely, they
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had both decorative and apotropaic func-

tions. This example, from the Royal Tomb

at Qatna, was obviously long in use before

it was deposited as a grave good. The

original loop was broken off and replaced

by a gold melon bead soldered on to the

edge of the pendant. Additionally, a small

strip of gold was soldered onto this weak-

ened spot to stabilize the connection with

the new loop.

The pendant is carefully decorated both

in repousse and with granulation. The star

and the rays are worked in repousse from

the reverse, as are the eight rounded projec-

tions between the rays and the points of the

star. On the front, fine granulation follows

the center lines of the points of the star,

encircles each of the projections, and high-

lights the perimeter of the disc. With these

lavish embellishments, the Qatna solar-

disc pendant is one of the finest examples

of its type. pp

1. See Dohmann-Pfalzner and Pfalzner 2006,

p. 97, fig. 29.

2. This sun symbol should not be confused with

the star symbol of the goddess Ishtar, which

consists of eight straight rays; compare Black

and Green 1992, p. 16, fig. 7, p. 168, fig. 140,

p. 169, fig. 143.

3. Friihe Phoniker im Libanon 1983, pp. 154-55,

no. 90, fig. on p. 176.

4. Le royaume d'Ougarit 2004, p. 242, no. 269,

p. 266, no. 312.
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Chalice

Gold

Height 13.1 cm (5'/s in.); diameter of mouth

11.2 cm (4/4 in.); diameter of base 6 cm

(2% in.); max thickness 0.1 cm (Vie in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 47.31.84

(KW 99)

This biconical chalice is the largest

gold object from the wreck (fig. 112),
1

yet one of the few Uluburun artifacts to

have defied convincing attribution. It is

crafted from three components: a nearly

conical bowl with a slightly flaring rim, a

conical pedestal base, and a small collar

covering the junction where the bowl and

base are joined by three gold rivets clenched

in the base. The bowl lacks handles and is

full bodied, with two repousse bands; the

upper is pronounced and rounded in sec-

tion, and the lower, directly below it, is

carinated. The bowl section is thicker than

its pedestal base and was shaped from a

single sheet of gold hammered from the

inside out. The chalice was discovered at

the stern of the vessel near the gold falcon

pendant (cat. no. 220) and one of two small

bronze cymbals, or crotals, which probably

were for ritual use.

Although the Uluburun chalice has no

exact parallels in the Aegean,
2
the resem-

blance of its cup section, with its general

profile and pronounced rounded band, to

well-known gold cups from that region
3

has led to suggestions of an Aegean ori-

gin.
4 The orientation and appearance of

the second carinated band, as well as the

plain conical pedestal base, however, set the

Uluburun chalice apart.
5 The Uluburun

chalice has neither a ring handle nor a full

handle, both types of which are found on

Aegean cups. Such handles are fastened

with multiple rivets, yet there are no rivet

holes on the Uluburun chalice to indicate

that it ever carried a handle. Nor is there

any evidence to suggest that it was formed

by modifying another cup type.

Handleless, pedestal-footed chalices

or goblets of pottery and stone, usually

alabaster, occur commonly in the Levantine

region. Although the bowls of these chal-

ices are embellished with two or three

bands or ribs located on the rim, midbowl,

and bowl skirt, the bands are thin and the

bowl is cylindrical in shape, having a dia-

meter wider than the bowl's height, which

makes their proportions unlike that of the

Uluburun chalice.
6

A type of biconical chalice or goblet of

pottery and faience, with a bell-shaped

bowl often painted to represent a stylized

lotus bud and a conical stem and ring foot,

is known from Egypt.
7
Such vessels, along

with two faience examples from Minet

el-Beidha,
8
probably of Egyptian origin or

Egyptian-inspired local production,
9
are

similar in their general profile to the

Uluburun chalice but lack its banding.

As with several other objects on the

ship, the unique Uluburun chalice may be

seen as a hybrid vessel or a version of the

typical banded Levantine cylindrical-

footed stone vessel, which incorporates the

form of Egyptian lotus-shaped vessels.

Biconical chalices or goblets, usually of

pottery but sometimes of other materials,

also occur on the Levantine coast.
10

All

these vessels, however, have a single band

of rounded or angular section located

slightly above the bowl-base juncture and

lack the second carinated band of the

Uluburun chalice. It may then be suggested

that the Uluburun chalice was made in the

Levant or at least modified there. This

attribution is also supported by its weight

of 236.8 grams, which rather closely cor-

responds to 25 units of a shekel, or half

a mina, based on a unit of approximately

9.3-9.4 grams, the mass standard predomi-

nantly represented by the weights aboard

the Uluburun ship (see cat. no. 235).
11

The chalice may have been a valued

personal possession of the ship's captain

and/or head merchant or it may have been

a prestige gift to be presented at the ship's

destination. Conversely, it may have been

an item of ritual or cultic use for ceremo-

nies conducted on the ship when setting

out on a journey and also upon reaching

shore safely. Pictorial and artifactual

evidence have shown that chalices were

used as incense burners in the Levant. A
wall painting in the Tomb of Kenamun

in Thebes (see fig. 98) depicts a fleet of

Canaanite ships arriving and docking in

Egypt, where the captain of one ship holds

a raised tall cup (or chalice) in one hand

and incense burners in the form of a chal-

ice in the other.
12 The captain of a second

ship also raises an incense burner, while a

second man on the same ship holds in
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219, detail of interior

219

Figure 112. Author excavating gold chalice on seabed. Uluburun shipwreck.

raised hands a tall offering cup and a cari-

nated bowl. Several bronze chalices of Late

Bronze IIIB, used for burning incense, have

been found at the coastal site of Tel Nami,

and more than 50 chalice-shaped pottery

incense burners have been excavated from

the Late Bronze Age anchorage of Tell Abu

Hawam.
13 A chalice-shaped pottery incense

burner has also been found on an eighth-

century B.C. shipwreck off Ashkelon.
14

While the Uluburun cup could have been

used as an incense burner aboard the ship,

biconical incense chalices generally have

flatter bowls.

If not an incense burner, perhaps the

Uluburun chalice served as an offering

cup onboard, as seen with the two men

clutching such cups aboard their ships in

the Kenamun wall painting. Although

much later in time, Thucydides writes of

shipboard libations offered in silver and

gold cups before departing on a voyage.
15

Polemon, too, tells of such offerings,

though after the offering was made, the

cup was tossed into the sea.
16

CP

1. The weight of the cup, 236.8 grams, may be

approximately 1 gram heavier owing to a

small patch of encrustation preserved inside

the base. A total of approximately 530 grams

of gold in the form of various objects, an

ingot, and scrap were found on the Uluburun

ship; this chalice accounts for half the total

weight. See Bass 1986, pp. 286, 289, ill. 24;

Pulak 2005c, pp. 67, 594.

2. For Middle Minoan Ill-Late Minoan I chal-

ices of a variant form found in ritualistic con-

texts, see Wright 1996, pp. 289-93; Warren

1969, pp. 36-37, pis. 392, 393.
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3. See, for example, gold cups nos. 102, 108-12,

185, 196, 197, and especially the plain-bodied

cup no. 136 in E. Davis 1977.

4. Lolos 1989, pp. 8-9.

5. Pulak 1997, p. 244.

6. A few examples of this type include an ala-

baster group of differing sizes and banding

arrangements found together with other stone

and pottery vessels in a storeroom at Minet

el-Beidha (Schaeffer 1932, p. 6, pi. vni:l), and

a small, two-banded version with separately

made bowl and pedestal from Gezer (Seger

1988, p. 196, no. 10, pis. 13:10, 73:B).

7. For faience examples, see Caubet and Pierrat-

Bonnefois 2005, p. 74, fig. 200, p. 62, fig. 142;

for those of pottery, see Rose 2007, p. 214,

no. 263, p. 218, no. 293, p. 266, no. 557.

8. Schaeffer 1929, p. 288, pi. Ul:6; Schaeffer 1932,

pp. 6, 12, fig. 8; Caubet 2007, pp. 226-27; for

a color photograph of one of the cups, see

Caubet and Pierrat-Bonnefois 2005, p. 62,

fig. 142.

9. Schaeffer (1932, p. 6) surmised a Cypriot ori-

gin for a similar footed cup found at Minet

el-Beidha, although he did not discount the

possibility of Syrian manufacture.

10. Among others, pottery examples of biconical

bowls with banding have been found at

Lachish (Tufnell, Inge, and Harding 1940,

pi. XLVIIA, B:222, 232); Hazor (Yadin et al.

1960, p. 57, pi. CXIII:21); Gezer (Macalister

1912, pp. 163-64, fig. 325); an earlier chalice

of Middle Bronze IIC period at Tel Dan

(Biran 1994, p. 101, fig. 68:9); Samaria

(Crowfoot and Crowfoot 1957, pp. 175-76,

fig. 25:1, 2, 4, 7, for some examples), and in

alabaster at Shiloh (Finkelstein, Bunimovitz,

and Lederman 1993, p. 249, fig. 19.15:4,

p. 252, fig. 9.18:2, p. 255, no. 19). Early copper

examples of this general type have been

found in the royal tombs of Dynasty 1 in

Egypt. See Petrie 1901, pi. ixa:3.

11. A text from Ugarit (rs 11.732) mentions a

gold cup to be sent as a gift to the Hittites

as weighing a Ugaritic mina of 50 shekels,

which is twice the weight of the Uluburun

chalice, suggesting that vessels of precious

metals were made according to specific

weights; see Parise 1984, p. 128.

12. Davies 1963, pp. 14-15, pi. XV; Davies and

Faulkner 1947, pp. 40fF., pi. VII; see also

Brody 1998, p. 79.

13. Yoselevich 2006, pp. 27-28.

14. Ballard et al. 2002, p. 158, fig. 8, p. 159,

fig. 9:2, p. 163.

15. Thucydides 6.32.1-2.

16. Athenaeus 11.426.
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Falcon Pendant

Gold

Height 3.5 cm (1% in.); width 6.3 cm (2!4 in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 45.31.84

(KW 94)

A gold pendant in the form of a falcon

is one of the most elaborate pieces of

jewelry discovered on the Uluburun ship-

wreck.
1 The falcon is depicted with its head

facing front, outstretched wings, and legs

spread on either side of the tail feathers,

with the talons of each foot clutching a

hooded cobra. The pendant, with two small

hoops attached to the upper edge for sus-

pension, is made of two sheets of gold, with

the back sheet folded over the front sheet

and crimped around the edges. The body is

worked in repousse. The falcon is distinc-

tive both in form and in the use of fine

granulation, which covers the entire body

and wing coverts of the bird, as well as

the addorsed cobras. Lines of larger

granulation define the outline of the pen-

dant, the body of the bird, and the flight

feathers of the wings and tail.
2 The granu-

lation appears to be sweated in place, but

further analysis is needed to confirm the

metalworking method used to affix the

granules to the gold sheet.

The somewhat crude craftsmanship of

the pendant suggests that it was probably

of Syro-Canaanite make and design, as the

pendant does not display the level of skill

commonly associated with Egyptian and

earlier Mesopotamian goldwork.
3
Its

granulation, however, exploits the reflective

qualities of gold and was an elite metal-

working technique that displayed power

and prestige.
4 The Uluburun pendant was

found in the part of the site corresponding

to the stern of the vessel, the same area

where much of the gold jewelry and gold

scrap were found, suggesting that these

pieces, no matter the quality, were kept

together and used as ready bullion when

necessary.

Because some of the granulation has

been lost, the original weight of the falcon

can only be estimated at approximately 12.5

grams, which may correspond to 1.5 units

of the Mesopotamian shekel of about 8.4

grams or possibly one unit corresponding

to the lighter end of a mass standard based

on the Egyptian gold dbn.
5

The pendant is evocative in subject of

the well-known falcon earrings from the

hoards at Tell el-'Ajjul (cat. no. 22 1),

6
but

a closer stylistic parallel can be found in a

pair of matching earrings in Leiden,
7
which

are also thought to come from Tell el-'Ajjul.
8

A falcon earring in the Musee du Louvre

is virtually identical to the Leiden pair,

and may have come from the same origi-

nal source.
9 The Leiden earrings are clos-

est to the Uluburun pendant: the falcon's

head faces front and the talons are shown

clasping cobras. The Leiden earrings are

also made from two sheets of gold, with

the features raised by repousse and out-

lined with gold granules, and are more

elaborately decorated than the Uluburun

pendant. While the falcon is a common

symbol in Syro-Canaanite iconography,

the presence of the hooded cobra in both

the Leiden earrings and the Uluburun

pendant may reflect contemporary

Egyptianizing tastes.

Goldwork found in tombs at Byblos

may represent an earlier stage in the use

of granulation and other techniques (see

cat. no. 25).
10
Gold funerary collars from

these burials introduce falcon imagery

into the Levantine jewelry repertoire (see

cat. no. 28). Middle Kingdom collars and

pectorals are the most likely sources of

inspiration." It is believed that by the early

fifteenth century B.C., the goldworking tra-

dition may have moved from Tell el-'Ajjul

to another center, such as Ugarit, where it

lasted until the late fourteenth century B.C.
12

Recently, other areas of influence suggested

for the Tell el-'Ajjul goldworking tradition

have included Ebla and Megiddo.
13

The earrings from Tell el-'Ajjul were

also found in association with other pieces

of gold in hoards, which have been iden-

tified as the possessions of itinerant

craftsmen or peddlers.
14

It is probably

through such individuals that the styles

and techniques of goldworking were

spread throughout the ancient Near East.

Goldworking techniques from the Near

East may have reached the Aegean through

intact jewelry, like this pendant, and scrap

jewelry, represented on the Uluburun

shipwreck by cut-and-folded granulated

pendants and other pieces (see fig. 114).

These imports supplied Aegean craftsmen

with raw materials and exposed them to

Near Eastern artistic styles.
15

cp
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piece, now in the Fitzwilliam Museum,

Cambridge, was discovered in the same

hoard at Tell el-'Ajjul.
1 The shape is that

of a bird of prey, the body and tail feathers

depicted frontally, the head in profile.

Constructed from sheet gold worked in

repousse, the ornament was then decorated

with granulation and wires to demarcate

220

1. Bass 1986, pp. 287-88, pi. 17, fig. 3; Pulak 1998,

p. 206; Pulak 2005c, p. 597, fig. 110.

2. Bass 1986, p. 287.

3. Politis 2001, pp. 174-77, 180.

4. Ibid., pp. 161, 180-81.

5. The pendant presently weighs 12.08 grams;

granulation has been lost, especially from the

body of the cobra clutched in the falcon's left

foot.

6. The four falcon-shaped earrings from Tell

el-'Ajjul, along with other gold objects from

the hoards, have been dated to between about

the mid-sixteenth and the early fifteenth cen-

tury B.C. by Negbi (1970, pp. 29, 36-37). For

the Tell el-'Ajjul falcon earrings, see ibid.,

pp. 26, 38-39, nos. 14-17, pi. 1:1; Maxwell-

Hyslop 1971, pp. 117-18, pi. E; Tufnell 1983,

pp. 61-63, pi. XXI.

7. Tufnell 1983, pp. 63-64, pi. XXII,

8. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, p. 117, Tufnell 1983,

p. 64.

9. Lilyquist 1994, p. 27, figs. 46, 47. Lilyquist

(ibid., p. 28) suggests that both the Leiden

earrings and the example at the Louvre were

found in Egypt.

10. Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pp. 103-4, 107-9;

Lilyquist 1993, p. 41, fig. 13.

11. Negbi 1970, p. 26.

12. Ibid., p. 37.

13. Politis 2001, pp. 171-75; Lilyquist 1993,

pp. 44-47.

14. Politis 2001, p. 176; Petrie, Mackay, and

Murray 1952, pp. 8-10; others understand

them as being hidden by their owners in

times of stress (Tufnell 1983, p. 60; Negbi

1970).

15. Pulak 2001, p. 24; Politis 2001, pp. 177-80.
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Falcon Earring

Gold

Height 1.4 cm (% in.); width 1.3 cm (Vs in.)

Tell el-'Ajjul, Hoard 277

Middle/Late Bronze Age, 17th- 15th

century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

130764

This ornament has been interpreted as

both a pendant and an earring. The

latter identification, however, would seem

more appropriate, as a nearly identical

Figure 113. Drawing of gold earring inlaid

with stones, glass, and faience from the

Tomb of Tutankhamun. Dynasty 18.

Egyptian Museum, Cairo je 61969
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the head, eye, neck, body, and tail feathers.

While the body is rendered in a more or

less realistic manner, the wings are embel-

lished with granulation in purely decora-

tive triangular and circular patterns.

The bird is generally described as a

falcon, which has both royal and divine

associations in Egypt and is frequently

portrayed on pectorals going back to the

Middle Kingdom, as well as on objects

produced at contemporaneous Levantine

sites with strong Egyptian connections

(see cat. no. 28). It has also been sug-

gested that the bird is a wryneck, primar-

ily because its beak is straight rather than

hooked.
2
In its anatomical details, the

Tell el-'Ajjul bird can be linked to those

depicted on the well-known examples

belonging to Tutankhamun (fig. 113).

While the connection between the two

sets of earrings is apparent, the falcon as

a symbol for a royal personage such as

Tutankhamun is better documented and

more appropriate, supporting the identifi-

cation of both sets as falcons.

It would, however, be impossible to

attribute to the two sets of earrings the

same level of craftsmanship. As is typical

for Levantine manufacture (see pp. 101—3),

the Tell el-'Ajjul earring is worked in a

rather crude and casual manner, with gran-

ules of uneven size and imprecise place-

ment, edges inexact and poorly finished,

and evidence of overheating. While the

iconography may ultimately derive from

Egypt, the workmanship is not on the level

of that found on pieces of Egyptian ori-

gin, or on material produced at Ebla or in

Mesopotamia.
4
Quintessentially Canaanite

or Levantine, the ornament, despite its less

than expert execution, is pivotal to our

understanding of both the goldsmith's art

and the use of shared imagery throughout

the Near East and eastern Mediterranean

in the second millennium B.C. kb

1. For both earrings, see Petrie, Mackay, and

Murray 1952, pi. Vl:l, 3; Negbi 1970, p. 38,

nos. 15, 16; McGovern 1985, p. 36, no. 78.

2. Tufnell 1983, esp. p. 64 for a discussion of

beak types.

3. Ibid., p. 58, fig. 1.

4. See also Lilyquist 1993, p. 50; ZifFer in At

That Time the Canaanites Were in the hand

1990, pp. 54-55; Politis 2001, pp. 170-74.
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Bracelet

Silver

Diameter 8.7 cm (3% in.); thickness 0.8 cm

(% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 14.1.2000

(KW 92)

A total of four intact, wearable silver

bracelets, and seven others, consist-

ing of crumpled specimens and cut frag-

ments of scrap metal ready for the melting

pot, were excavated from the wreck.
1

This

bracelet, weighing 69.5 grams,
2
consists

simply of a solid bar of silver,
3
circular in

section and bent round in a circle, leaving

a gap of 1.6 centimeters between the two

flat ends. The ends are ornamented with

five to six incised parallel lines or thread-

ing, followed by a wide band of double

chevrons, a motif seen on some of the

other bracelets.
4 One other bracelet is

identical in shape, size, and decoration,

and the two were probably a matching

pair. Another, with plain ends, is much

smaller, and was likely intended for a

child. A unique bracelet fragment is made

of a copper alloy sheathed in silver.

This silver bracelet was found at the

stern end of the wreck, along with most of

Figure 114. Gold and silver scrap. Uluburun

shipwreck. Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology

the other silver and gold jewelry, scrap

pieces of silver and gold, and pieces of sil-

ver and gold ingots (fig. 114). It would

thus seem likely that the precious metals

aboard the ship, along with other valuables,

were stored in a bag of cloth or leather, or

222
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perhaps in a small wood chest, now lost,

in a compartment at the ship's stern. That

readily usable intact jewelry was kept along-

side scrap jewelry and other bits of silver

and gold suggests that the intact exam-

ples, in addition to their use as a means

of personal adornment, could have served

as a supply of ready bullion for use when

needed. One of the complete bracelets was

crumpled, rather than cut into manageable

smaller pieces, as was the case with two

gold medallions (whose matching halves

were recovered) and fragments of other

silver bracelets, indicating that the intended

value of much of the hoard was monetary

rather than one of adornment.
5

Originally, such bracelets were mostly

worn after the fashion of the multiple brace-

lets represented on some of the "Astarte"

pendants (cat. no. 213) and plaques. Bracelets

with thread-ornamented ends, with or

without chevrons, are paralleled in gold

and silver in Late Bronze Age contexts

at Tell el-Ajjul
6
and on Cyprus,

7
gold at

Megiddo,
8
silver at Ugarit,

9
Gezer,

10
and

Amarna," and bronze at Byblos.
12 A

bronze bracelet of a different form but

with threaded ends and double chevrons

similar to the examples from Uluburun

was found at Besik-Tepe in the Troad.
13

CP

1. Bass 1986, p. 288, ill. 27; Pulak 1988,

pp. 25-26, figs. 29, 30.

2. Another, nearly identical, silver bracelet is

lighter, at 60.6 grams. A third bracelet, com-

plete but crumpled, weighs 68.7 grams.

3. Analyses by Zofia Stos-Gale using ED XRF
indicates the silver is 96.3% pure, and lead-

isotope compositions using TIMS are consis-

tent with lead-silver ores from south-central

Turkey's Bolkardagin the southern Taurus

Mountains (personal communication).

4. This decoration is one of four different varie-

ties seen in the Uluburun shipwreck assem-

blage; two other bracelets have cross-hatching

at their ends with a band of double chevrons

above it. One bracelet fragment has an end

with a wide band of cross-hatching bordered

by a row of dotted circles, framed with a pair

of parallel lines on either side above which

are triple chevrons embellished with the same

circles both inside and outside the chevron

field. A good parallel for this type of decoration

is seen on a silver bracelet from Cyprus

(Marshall 1969, p. 39, no. 607, pi. V:607).

5. Pulak 1988, p. 26, n. 153; Pulak 2001,

pp. 24-25.

6. Petrie 1932a, p. 6, pi. II; Petrie 1932b,

pp. 44-45, fig. 5; Petrie 1934, pp. 5, 7-8,

pis. XII, XV, XVI:68, XIX, XX:l55-58; Negbi

1970, pp. 48-49; Maxwell-Hyslop 1971,

pp. 123-24, fig. 88, pi. 90.

7. Lassen 2000, pp. 242-43 fig. 16.3; Marshall

1969, p. 39, no. 607, pi. V:607.

8. Loud 1948, pi. 226:3.

9. Schaeffer 1939a, pp. 42-44, fig. 31.

10. Macalister 1912, pp. 98-100, fig. 286.

11. Pendlebury 1931, p. 236, pi. LXXIII:3.

12. Dunand 1939, p. 174, pi. LXXII:2540, 2542.

13. Lassen 1994, pp. 132-35, ill. 3.
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Nefertiti Scarab

Gold

Height 0.5 cm (!4 in.); width 1 cm (% in.);

length 1.4 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Amenhotep IV-Akhenaten,

ca. 1353-1336 B.C. manufacture

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 6.5.87 (kw 772)

The decline in the production of royal-

name scarabs during the Amarna Age

was a result of Akhenaten's proscription of

all deities except for the Aten; this ban

included the god associated with the scarab-

headed solar deity, Khepri. This scarab

recovered from the Uluburun shipwreck

is the only extant gold specimen attested

with the name of Akhenaten's wife,

Nefernefruaten Nefertiti.
1

Because of the

scarab's small size, the signs forming the

name were packed close together onto

three lines rather than the usual four. The

scarab shows evidence of considerable

wear, especially on the back, though the

wing cases retain a series of thin ribbed

lines like those on the back of an equally

fine gold scarab of Akhenaten in The

Metropolitan Museum of Art (fig. 115).
2

The original owner of the scarab is

likely to have been an official (or spouse)

of the Amarna era who disposed of it after

the royal couple's death, when an object

naming a member of the widely despised

royal family could no longer be displayed

safely in public. The owner may have sold

it to a merchant who kept it for himself or

planned to peddle it at one of the ship's

Mediterranean stops for its metallic value

or for reuse in jewelry. The scarab pro-

vides a terminus post quem for the date of

the Uluburun wreck as the post-Amarna

phase of late Dynasty 18, that is, the end

of the fourteenth century B.C. jmw

Figure 115. Gold scarab with inscription of

Akhenaten. Dynasty 18. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York, Purchase,

Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 26.7.201

1. Weinstein 1989, pp. 17-29. The normal prac-

tice in the Amarna period was to show the

god's name, Aten, in the top line facing the

seated-queen determinative at the bottom. On
this scarab, the reed leaf (the Egyptian letter

i) in the god's name is reversed and faces

away from the queen.

2. Ibid., p. 19, fig. 31, with previous bibliography.
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Plaque with Heads of

Akhenaten and Nefertiti

Limestone

Height 15.7 cm (6Va in.); width 22.1 cm (8% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Akhenaten, ca. 1349-1336 B.C.

Brooklyn Museum, New York 16.48

This plaque is carved in sunk relief

with representations of the heads of

Akhenaten and his queen, Nefertiti.
1 The

couple are portrayed in the style developed

toward the end of their reigns, with fea-

tures far less exaggerated than in earlier

years. That is particularly true of the king,

whose earlier representations depicted him

with heavy-lidded eyes, drooping lips,

elongated chin, and two fleshy creases on

the front of his neck. Although those pecu-

liarities are only hinted at here, he is also

recognizable by his headdress, the baglike

royal khat that he often wore.

Nefertiti's headdress, which was worn

by no other queen, is a bulbous cap. In

painted examples, it is shown as blue. Her

earlobe is pierced for earrings, as is the

king's, and the front of her neck is marked

by a single fleshy crease. Her facial fea-

tures are more regular than those of her

husband, and they subtly suggest a woman

who, though still beautiful, is no longer

young. Note, for example, her rather gaunt

cheek and the hint of a double chin.

This small relief is clearly the work of a

master sculptor. The hole at the top indi-

cates that it was meant to be hung on a

wall, probably to serve as a guide to lesser

artists. Other comparable three-dimen-

sional sculptors' models have been excavated

at Tell el-Amarna, including the famous

head of Nefertiti in Berlin, which repre-

sents her wearing a cylindrical blue crown.

This relief is often referred to as the

Wilbour Plaque, named after the early

American Egyptologist Charles Edwin

Wilbour, who purchased it in 1881 near the

site of Tell el-Amarna, the city founded by

Akhenaten. There, temples decorated with

reliefs showed the king, Nefertiti, and their

daughters worshipping his sun god, the

Aten. It was at Tell el-Amarna that this

relief was doubtless made and used, err

I. This plaque has been frequently discussed

and illustrated; see, most recently, Arnold

in Royal Women ofAmarna 1996, pp. 79, 90,

fig. 81; Fazzini, Romano, and Cody 1999,

p. 101, no. 54; and Fazzini in Pharaohs ofthe

Sun 1999, p. 245, no. 135.
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Ring Fragment

Electrum

Height 1.6 cm
(

s
/s in.); width 1.4 cm (!4 in.);

length 1.6 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, 14th century B.C.

manufacture

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 83.24.86 (KW 603)

This Dynasty 18 signet ring fragment,

made of a gold and silver alloy, has

suffered significant wear and chipping, and

chisel marks along the break at the bottom

edge show that it was deliberately cut in

half. The lower half of the bezel and most

of the hoop are gone, leaving the remain-

ing segment as little more than a piece of

scrap metal eventually to be melted down

for reuse.

Of the three surviving signs on the

upper part of the bezel, only the neatly cut

ostrich feather on the left, symbol of Maat,

the Egyptian goddess of truth and justice,

is completely legible. The figure in the

center is a vulture with carefully detailed

plumage and a head which may be that of a

vulture or of a human. If the former iden-

tification is correct, the bird could possibly

represent Nekhbet, the vulture goddess of

Upper Egypt; if the latter, then a better

connection might be to a royal statue of

probable Middle Kingdom date in Cairo

that has a female human head on the body

of a vulture.
1

The partially preserved, more

roughly cut figure on the right is difficult

to identify. It appears to be the upper part

of a seated woman possibly wearing a

crown, but an inverted triangular chip,

perhaps deliberately cut out of the face of

the bezel above the head, has obliterated

nearly all of what was once there. Overall,

the signs on the bezel seem to relate to a

woman, specifically a queen, but the exact

significance of the composition remains

elusive. jmw

1. Keimer 19S5. See also Weinstein 1989,

pp. 22-23.
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Scarab

Amethyst

Height 0.8 cm (% in.); width 1.5 cm (% in.);

length 1.9 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

Middle Kingdom, Dynasty 12-13, 19th- 18th

century B.C. manufacture

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 4.6.98 (kw 4851)

The scarabs found in the Uluburun ship-

wreck come from a variety of periods

and places. The earliest is this one, made of

amethyst. Like most amethyst scarabs of

the early second millennium B.C., it has a

plain base, with the side and back features

of the beetle defined only perfunctorily.
1

The legs are rendered as several short lines

down the sides between two horizontal

lines; on the back are three lines carved in

the form of the Roman numeral I, with the

top line delineating the back of the head

area and a line near the base perhaps for

the back of the wing cases. The head area

is blank, and no prothorax is indicated.

Amethyst is a translucent variety of

quartz whose purplish color comes from

ferric-oxide impurities. The amethyst

used by Egyptians during the Middle

Kingdom comes from deposits at Wadi

el-Hudi, about 35 kilometers southeast

of Aswan, in Egypt's Eastern Desert.
2

Inscriptions left by pharaonic expeditions

in this mining region attest to the wide-

spread exploitation of the amethyst depos-

its from late Dynasty 11 through the late

Middle Kingdom, during which the use of

this gemstone in Egyptian jewelry and

seals—for both royal name and private

name and title scarabs—reached its peak.

The hardness of amethyst made it much

more difficult to work than softer materi-

als, yet this very quality also explains why

many amethyst scarabs created in the

early second millennium B.C. have been

found in archaeological deposits dating

hundreds of years later. jmw

1. E.g., A. Rowe 1936, pis. 10, 11, and passim;

Tufnell 1984, p. 39, fig. 15, nos. 1-18.

2. Sadek 1980-85; Shaw and Jameson 1993.
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Scarab

Gold, faience

Height 1.9 cm (% in.); width 1.8 cm (% in.);

length 2.5 cm (l in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

Second Intermediate Period, 17th century B.C.

manufacture

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 28.24.86 (kw 338)

This scarab is an heirloom of Levantine

rather than Egyptian manufacture.

The design on the base is of a type that

initially appeared in the seventeenth cen-

tury B.C. on scarabs in the southern Levant.

It still occurs occasionally in the early six-

teenth century B.C. but is rarely seen on

contemporary Second Intermediate Period

scarabs in Egypt or Nubia.
1 The hiero-

glyphs are arranged in three vertical col-

umns, with the central column of signs set

within a "shrine," above which is a winged

sun disc. The four signs in the two flanking

columns are identical. The signs on the base
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227, back

22S

are purely decorative and amuletic in

nature; their arrangement does not form

a comprehensible text.

The beetle's back is executed in a highly

schematic fashion typical of the period. The

trapezoidal head has double side lines and a

simple open clypeus (the shieldlike plate at

the front of the head). A single horn pro-

trudes from the center of the head, and

small squared eyes flank the base.
2 The

rest of the back is blank except for a single

small notch along each side to indicate the

division between the prothorax and the

wing cases. The thin gold mount and

attached tubular endings were made sepa-

rately, after which the endings were sol-

dered to the band. The scarab was probably

threaded with gold wire to create a fin-

ger ring. jmw

1. D. Ben-Tor 2007, pp. 87, 135, 168, pis. 58, 86;

cf. Tufnell 1984, pp. 123-24, pi. 20.

2. Tufnell 1984, p. 34, fig. 12 (head type D6). A
good illustration of the head appears in Das

Schiffvon Uluburun 2005, p. 599, no. 113.

22S, back

228

Scarab

Maroon jasper with inclusions

of quartz

Height 0.7 cm
(

lA in.); width 1,3 cm (Ya in.);

length 1.8 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, 15th- 14th

century B.C. manufacture

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 45.7.95 (KW 3699)

The baboon was an exotic creature that

the Egyptians obtained from the land

of Punt, in the area of northern Ethiopia,

or Eritrea.
1

Together with the ibis, it was a

sacred attribute of Thoth, whose numer-

ous identities in Egyptian mythology in-

cluded god of writing, god ofjustice, and

god of the moon. In his capacity as the

moon god, Thoth is depicted as a baboon

wearing a crescent moon and a full lunar

disc on his head.

Steatite scarabs inscribed with designs

that incorporate representations of baboons

were quite numerous in both Egypt and

the Levant during the New Kingdom.
2

This is a rare example made of maroon

jasper, a semiprecious stone that occurs

geologically in a variety of colors at sev-

eral places in Egypt's Eastern Desert.
3

Many New Kingdom scarabs show a

baboon placed variously on a stool or a

standard, or in the hieroglyph neb, and

facing—sometimes in a pose of adora-

tion—the name of a king.
4 The baboon

on this very fine scarab sits on a stool,

with the crescent moon and lunar disc on

his head; he holds between his paws what

appears to be a wedjat, in Egyptian mythol-

ogy the eye of Horus stolen by Seth and

retrieved by Thoth. The animal is cut in

simple outline form with no delineation of

the interior details of the body. jmw

1. Houlihan 1996, index s.v. "baboon."

2. E.g., Petrie 1925, pp. 16, 19, 23, pi. 13,

nos. 840-46; Hornung and Staehelin 1976,

p. 107, nos. 244, 265, 266, 401, 664, 697, 744,

747, B30, D3, MV6. On some of these pieces,

the baboon hieroglyph actually substitutes for

the Egyptian Djehuti (Thoth).

3. Aston, Harrell, and Shaw 2000, pp. 29-30.

Scarabs made ofjasper are rare prior to

Dynasty 18.

4. The two kings most often named on these

objects are Thutmose III and Ramesses II; see,

e.g., Jaeger 1982, pp. 79, 151, ills. 158, 159, 430,

537, 591, 594, figs. 85, 96.
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Scarab

Green stone

Height 0.9 cm (% in.); width 1.4 cm (Va in.);

length 1.5 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

Cypriot or Levantine manufacture

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 46.5.90 (kw 2012)

This enigmatic scarab, originally located

toward the stern area of the ship

along with other glyptic and jewelry, has

certain features typical ofNew Kingdom

and later scarabs. These include V-shaped

nicks (the humeral callosities) marking

the shoulders on the back, and the incised

lines radiating out across the beetle's

clypeus (the latter trait common only start-

ing in Dynasty 19). Nevertheless, the piece

is clearly of non-Egyptian manufacture.
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229, hark

It is nearly circular in shape with somewhat

flattened ends, quite unlike the typical

Egyptian scarab which is more elongated

and has rounder ends. In addition, the

oversized V-shaped nicks and the schemati-

cally rendered beetle legs on the sides

suggest an origin outside the Nile Valley,

as does the very non-Egyptian design

engraved on the stamping surface.

A roaring lion with raised tail strides

to the left. Its head is well defined, with

the eye formed as a dot within an almond-

shaped depression creating an angled

profile from the ear and forehead to the

nose, with a raised area for the cheek and

a gaping jaw. The animal's heavily mus-

cled but lithe body is captured in this ren-

dering both by its posture and by the use

of strong curves and high modeling for

the belly, rump, and thigh areas. The

lower limbs are, by contrast, formed of

thin double lines, perhaps to indicate leg

tendons; the lines thicken and bend to

evoke such features as dewclaws and paws.

Various aspects of this image can be

paralleled in glyptic representations of

felines from Cyprus and Ugarit. The pos-

ture of the animal—with all four legs

placed firmly on a groundline, the (par-

tially missing) rear leg nearest the viewer

extending backward, and the tail raised

and curled over the back—as well as such

details as the placement of one foreleg in

line with the chest curve, can be compared

with images on seals and seal impressions

found at Ugarit (some of them attributed

to Cypriot manufacture).
1

While individual

features such as the linear depiction of the

legs occur on seals from Syria,
2
others such

as the form of the head and eye are found

on Cyprus.
3 The treatment of the body as

a sum of parts rather than as an organic

whole places this representation outside

the Aegean world. However, both the ren-

dering of individual elements and the over-

all sense of movement suggest that it was

made by a seal carver working on Cyprus

or at Ugarit, where Aegean traditions

were embedded into local styles.

jmw/ja

1. See two ring impressions on tablets from

Ugarit: RS 17.141, showing a griffin with the

far foreleg emerging from the chest and front

hind leg extended back, and RS 16.400, de-

picting a lion in a similar posture, which

Beyer (1997, p. 175, fig. 24) attributes to pos-

sible Cypriot manufacture; a steatite rectan-

gular prism seal from Ugarit: AO 28277: RS

10.001, depicts a similar though fuller, treat-

ment of the head, chest, and forelegs, but with

the foreground rear leg kicked forward in the

Aegean manner, perhaps indicating Cypriot

manufacture; for a steatite scarab from Kition

with a striding griffin, its foreground rear leg

extended back and far foreleg also emerging

from the chest, see Karageorghis 1980,

pp. 784-85, fig. 66; by contrast, note the more

characteristically Aegean posture of the lion

on a gold ring from Enkomi (Karageorghis

1968, pi. XXXVII:5, 6) with a natural transi-

tion from chest to far foreleg and rear leg

nearest the viewer kicked forward; see also

felines incised on ivories from Megiddo: Loud

1939, pi. 52:266, 228.

2. Hammade 1987, fig. 159.

3. Karageorghis 1968, pi. XXXVll:3.
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Cylinder Seal

Hematite

Height 2.9 cm (l'/s in.); diameter 1.2 cm (Vi in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

Old Babylonian manufacture,

18th century B.C.

Middle Assyrian recarving, 14th century B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 11.5.87 (kw 881)

This seal was probably first carved in

Babylonia during the second half of

the eighteenth century B.C., when the cut-

ting wheel was used for the deep grooves

that form the basis of the figures, and

recut on several occasions.
1 The initial

design was one of the most popular in the

Old Babylonian period. The so-called king

with a mace faces the suppliant goddess

who raises both hands in intercession for

the owner of the seal. The bearded and

kilted king wears the round-brimmed

Babylonian royal headdress and holds a

mace at his waist. The goddess wears the

horned headdress of a deity (see cat. no. 7),

has looped hair, numerous necklaces (now

barely visible), a necklace counterweight

down her back, and a tiered, flounced robe.

Between the figures are a star disc and a

crescent above the small figure of a kilted

priest holding a cup and, originally, a

small bucket for libations.

The seal must have been extremely

worn when, at some later date, the king's

beard was partially recut, his kilt altered,

his cup recut, and his bucket erased; the

priest was given a headband. The original

owner's three-line cuneiform inscription
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was also erased so that only illegible

traces remain, and over it a four-winged

lion-demon was cut with considerable

expertise. Two stars and two rosettes fur-

ther mask some of the cuneiform signs

(perhaps the rosettes and the circular

drillings between the original two figures

at left were added at the same time, as

both appear to have been cut with a worn

tubular drill). The lion-demon stands

upright, its beaklike jaws open to reveal

fangs and a pointed tongue, its staring eye

set below a sharply angled brow. A mule's

ear rises from its head, and small drill

holes indicate nipples. Its arms and legs

end in talons, two wings rise from its

shoulders, and two hang down. The recut-

ting of earlier seals was frequent in the

Late Bronze Age, and the lion-demon

addition can be securely dated to the sec-

ond half of the fourteenth century B.C. by

comparing similar creatures on seal

impressions used on clay tablets from the

reigns of the Middle Assyrian kings Eriba-

Adad I (cat. no. 124) and Ashur-uballit L

There follows a hiatus in the archival evi-

dence until the reign of Adad-nirari I

(ca. 1305-1274 B.C.); by then the lion-demon

had disappeared from the repertoire.

The final change to the seal was the

insertion of a thin, kilted figure behind the

interceding goddess. He faces left, raises

his right hand, and holds a sickle sword

in his lowered left hand. His dress, par-

ticularly the two tabs at the back of his

cap, identify him as the so-called Assyrian

hero, who appears in this posture after

Ashur-uballit's reign but not later than

1290 B.C. His presence supports a date for

the final recutting of this seal between

about 1320 and 1290 B.C., which fits per-

fectly with a date of about 1300 B.C. for the

wreck of the Uluburun ship.
2

DC

1. The material of the seal is probably hematite,

but it has not been analyzed and could be

magnetite or goethite, as all three iron oxides

were used.

2. For further reference, see Collon 1987,

no. 570; Collon 1989, pp. 14-16, figs. 26-28;

Matthews 1990, no. 285; Collon 2005a,

no. 570; Collon in Das Schiffvon Uluburun

2005, pp. 110-11, no. 125, and p. 603.

231b

231a, b

Cylinder Seals

a. Rock crystal, gold

Height 2.8 cm (\Vs in.); diameter l.i cm (Va in.)

2.5.87 (KW 714)

b. Rock crystal

Height 2.2 cm
(

7
/s in.); diameter 1 cm

(

3
/s in.)

10.19.90 (KW 2159)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

Kassite manufacture, 14th century B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

The two seals seen here were probably

cut shortly before 1300 B.C., as they

were newly made at the time of the ship-

wreck. They were worked with cutting

wheels and drills of different sizes on very

clear rock crystal, and both have slightly

convex ends.
1

Over the ends of the first seal

(cat. no. 231a), strips of gold were roughly

shaped and braised together to form

rudimentary caps about 7 millimeters

high; they hide the upper and lower parts

of the design.
2
Depicted are three bearded

male figures, probably gods, approaching

a fourth, probably a royal worshipper, in

postures and garments characteristic of

Kassite procession scenes (see fig. 116, here

possibly as dignitaries). Each of the first

three figures stands with one foot forward

and left arm bent; the first approaching

figure holds a short bow in his lowered

hand, but the other two are empty-handed.

All three wear globular headdresses and

robes with double diagonal hems. The

fourth figure is smaller and wears a flatter

headdress. The hem of his long robe is

indicated by two heavy lines meeting at a

slight angle; his right arm is bent, and his

left hand is raised in greeting. Various

symbols are inserted between the figures,

and linear borders encircle the top and bot-

tom of the seal. The symbols may identify

the gods: the cross could be an abbreviated

star indicating an astral deity; a diagonal
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Figure 116. Suggested reconstruction of designs on glass beakers from Hasanlu. Kassite period.

Extant fragments: University of Philadelphia Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology

65-31-403, 65-31-404, 65-31-405

V might be a fish, signifying the water

god; the crescent could stand for the moon

god; and the sideways V, which may repre-

sent a fly, symbolizing courage and vic-

tory, is appropriately placed next to the

deity with a bow—presumably a warrior

god. The lozenge and eye shapes are prob-

ably the same symbol (known as the rhomb)

placed on either side of the worshipper

for good luck; this symbol is found on royal

and other seals from Babylonia during

this period but seems to have been absent

in northern Mesopotamia.

The second seal (cat. no. 231 b) is slightly

flattened on one side, although there is no

indication of earlier cutting and erasure.

A small chip at the lower end, probably

caused during manufacture, was filed down

and polished. The design shows a standing

bearded worshipper facing right, with one

hand raised before a seated, bearded king

(or god?) who holds a cup beneath a star;

behind the king is a suppliant goddess of

Old Babylonian type. All three figures

are robed, and they wear their hair in buns

beneath their domed headdresses. At the

end of the scene stands a frontal nude fig-

ure with her head turned toward the right.

Linear borders circle the top and bottom

of the seal.

Although both seals incorporate

Babylonian motifs belonging to earlier

periods, there are several indications that

these seals were not cut in Babylonia.

The figures on catalogue number 231a

are paralleled on seals of what is known

as the First Kassite Style of fourteenth-

century B.C. Babylonia, but those seals

are rigidly conventional. They generally

depict only one or two figures, and are

inscribed, often with long prayers. This

seal is unusual, therefore, in that it is unin-

scribed and depicts four figures. The pos-

ture adopted by the first three figures is

that of the "king (or god) with a mace"

of Old Babylonian seals (see cat. no. 230),

a figure that seems to derive from the

victorious warrior king and that probably

represented a beneficent being. The posture

of the fourth figure is that of the king in

ceremonial robes, found on Mesopotamian

seals from the late third millennium B.C.

into Kassite times. Deities normally face

left when a seal is impressed; as a king,

therefore, he should face right. On the

present seal, however, the scene is reversed:

the more imposing size, headdress, and

stance of the three advancing figures, and

the attitude of worship of the fourth, sug-

gest three gods approaching a worshipper,

perhaps a king. The reversed design may,

therefore, indicate that the seal cutter was

copying seal impressions rather than an

actual seal.

Seated deities appear frequently on

seals of the First Kassite Style, but the

composition on catalogue number 231b

derives from much earlier seals of the

Third Dynasty of Ur and early Old

Babylonian period (2100-1850 B.C.); on

those seals, the suppliant goddess is some-

times replaced by a goddess who leads the

worshipper. The nude female appears on

Old Babylonian seals made predominantly

between about 1820 and 1740 B.C., but it is

only on Late Bronze Age examples that she

turns her head to one side. Such figures

are often referred to as "nude goddesses,"

but they may be priestesses or apotropaic

figures, as they never wear the horned

headdress of deities. On First Kassite

seals, the nude female would be shown

smaller than the other figures; the suppli-

ant goddess would be in front of, and not

behind, the god; and a star would be most

unusual. The theme of a figure standing

before a seated figure with a globular cup

is found on pseudo-Kassite seals from

southwestern Iran about 1300 B.C.

There is yet another reason for sug-

gesting that the seals probably originated

outside Babylonia. Although rock crystal

is an extremely hard form of quartz,

few Kassite cylinder seals were made from

it, possibly because it fractures easily

when drills and cutting wheels are used.

Therefore, to avoid overheating the drill

bit, rock-crystal seals were always perfo-

rated from each end, and this can clearly

be seen here through the translucent

material. In addition to cylinder seals, the

Uluburun ship carried a number of pre-

drilled rock-crystal beads and amygdaloid

seal blanks suitable for the Mycenaean

market (cat. no. 189), suggesting that the

rock crystal came from or via the Levant.

The Uluburun rock-crystal seals may,

therefore, have been imitations of Baby-

lonian seals made in the Levant to satisfy

a demand for Kassite seals. Indeed, gen-

uine Kassite seals excavated at Thebes

in Boiotia testify to this demand (see

cat. no. 177).

Although the two seals may have been

products of the same workshop, we know

they were not produced by the same seal

carver because of differences in the way

various features were cut; for example, the
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bodies on catalogue number 231a are out-

lined, but on catalogue number 23lb they

are recessed on the seal. The designs of

both seals were based on Old Babylonian

prototypes, but the techniques used were

later, and thus the designs are archaizing.

Furthermore, had the seals been produced

in Babylonia in the fourteenth century B.C.,

they would have been cut in one of the

Kassite styles then in vogue, but this was

not the case. These two seals are more

closely related to each other than to any

other Kassite seals. DC

1. For further reference, see Collon 1987,

no. 571; Collon 1989, pp. 12-15, figs. 24, 25;

Matthews 1990, no. 124; Collon 2005a,

no. 571; Collon in Das Schiffvon Uluburun

2005, pp. 110-12, nos. 123, 124, and

pp. 602-3.

2. The caps are easily removed, allowing the

whole design to be studied.

232

Cylinder Seal

Orange, yellow, and brown faience

Height 2.6 cm (l in.); diameter 1.1 cm (Va in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C. context

Syro-Mitanni manufacture,

ca. 1500-1320 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 56.7.95 (kw 3405)

This is one of two seals from the

Uluburun wreck that belong to a

distinctive workshop of faience seals in

the Mitanni Common Style
1

and are a

counterpart to the rock-crystal pair

(cat. no. 231a, b).
2
This seal depicts a fig-

ure who faces right in the impression and

grasps a horn and the beard of a rampant

goat that stands in front of a stylized tree

and looks back over its shoulder at its

assailant. On the other side of the tree is a

seated deity facing left, wearing a horned

headdress, with one hand extended toward

the tree and holding one of its branches.

Standing behind the seat, an attendant

holds a staff or mace in his right hand and

a curved sword by his side. The two stand-

ing figures wear globular brimmed head-

dresses, and all three wear fringed robes.

Linear borders ring the top and bottom of

the seal.

Once glazed in bright colors, faience

seals were mass-produced in several cen-

ters between about 1500 and 1320 B.C. and

were traded in large numbers. Because

they were so common, they were seldom

kept as heirlooms and are therefore useful

for dating the houses and burials in which

they have been excavated. Seals from this

particular workshop are unusual in that

they show heroes fighting animals—

a

subject rarely depicted on Mitanni seals.

Products of this workshop have been exca-

vated at sites that span a vast area of the

Levant, from Tell Kazel and Tell al-

Hamidiya to Kamid el-Loz, Hazor, Beth-

Shan, and were also found at Dhekelia on

Cyprus. Three have been excavated in

northern Mesopotamia, at Tell Mohammad
c
Arab, Tell Billa, and Ashur. There are

also many unprovenanced examples. All

these seals show heroic figures with simi-

lar round double-brimmed hats and huge

noses, either nude or wearing fringed,

open robes.

With the exception of an unprove-

nanced example in a private collection that

provides a very close parallel, this is the

only seal to show a seated figure. The tree

on this seal is also closely paralleled on

many other seals from this workshop and

on related seals from Beth-Shan, Tell Abu

Hawam, and Lachish, on the Kamid el-Loz

seal, and even on a seal from Marlik, near

the Caspian Sea in Iran. The provenanced

examples from this workshop have been

found over such a wide area that it is

unfortunately impossible to establish their

place of manufacture. The form of the tree

indicates close links with sites in the

southern Levant, and a workshop in that

area is possible. dc

1. The other Mitanni Common Style seal from

Uluburun, kw 4266, is not included here.

2. For further reference, see Collon in Das Schiff"

von Uluburun 2005, pp. 112-13, no. 127, and

p. 604.
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Canaanite Merchants

233

Canaanite Dagger

Bronze with ebony and ivory inlays

Max. height 4.1 cm (1% in.); length 34.6 cm

(13% in.); max. thickness of blade 0.6 cm

(% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 30.1.2000 (kw 1393)

Among the bronze weapons found on

the Uluburun wreck were a flanged-

hilt short sword and two daggers, the

shorter of which is pictured here.
1 The

pointed, slender blade is leaf-shaped, wid-

ening along the middle of its length and

tapering slightly toward the hilt.
2 A band

of decorative punched dots at the base of

the blade forms three transverse parallel

lines. Between the hilt and the three

punched lines is an incised zigzag motif

filled with punched dots. At its juncture

with the blade, the hilt forms protuber-

ances, or "horns," on either side, which

serve as a handguard or quillon. At the

opposite end of the hilt is an integrated

pommel of an inverted crescent shape. The

hilt edges are raised to form flanges for

the insertion of ivory and ebony inlays,

probably originally affixed with an adhe-

sive and fully preserved on one side. The

grip is inlaid with ebony, the pommel and

quillon with ivory, and each end is sepa-

rated from the grip plate by four bands of

alternating strips of ivory and ebony.

A second flanged-hilt dagger is similar

to the first, except that it is longer (39.3 cm),

and poorly preserved, and its hilt plates

are completely missing. Still longer is a

unique short sword, one of four found on

the Uluburun ship but the only one of

Canaanite origin. Both the daggers and

the sword were cast in one piece, a manu-

facturing technique that strengthens the

integrity of the weapon while allowing

it to remain narrow.
3
With a length of

45.7 centimeters, the sword is similar in

size to the shorter of the two Mycenaean

swords found on the ship (cat. no. 238a).

This is the only known example of a

flanged-hilt Canaanite sword of its type.
4

Its leaf-shaped blade is decorated with two

transverse bands across the base, each

composed of three finely incised longitudi-

nal grooves; the flanged hilt is inlaid with

ivory and ebony.
5

There were either three or four

Canaanite merchants on board the

Uluburun ship (see pp. 301—2).
6 The larger

size and the high quality of craftsmanship

of the only Canaanite sword found on the

vessel suggest that it probably belonged

to the chief merchant/ who may also have

been the ship's captain. Although the

present dagger may have been a compan-

ion piece also belonging to the captain, the

discovery of additional bronze daggers of

various types indicates that each merchant

carried a weapon. All four Uluburun

swords were found at the stern of the ship,

while one flanged-hilt dagger was located

just aft of the mast and the second was

found among the copper ingots near the

ship's bow. Clearly, at least one and per-

haps both of the daggers were originally

located in the stern half of the ship but

possibly somewhere forward of the

swords. If so, the placement of personal

possessions in different areas of the ship

may reflect a social hierarchy observed

among those on board, with the higher-

ranking individuals bearing swords using

the stern of the vessel and the subordinate

merchants perhaps using the area around

the mast or just aft of midships.

While these weapons would have pro-

vided a measure of personal protection for

the merchants and the truncated size of

the swords would have been more practi-

cal for shipboard activities, their primary

function was probably as an indicator of

status. Daggers were common weapons on

the Levantine coast in the Bronze Age, but

flanged-hilt daggers were considered a

luxury item.
8
The Uluburun examples,

with their inverted crescent-shaped pom-

mel, leaf-shaped narrow blade, and rivet-

less construction, are typical products.
9

Flanged-hilt daggers of various types

are found on Cyprus,
10
along the Levantine

coast,
11

and at sites farther inland,
12
but

the closest parallels to the Uluburun
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flanged-hilt daggers and sword come from

sites such as Tel Dan, where two daggers

with pointed, leaf-shaped blades decorated

at the base and crescentic handguards and

pommels were found in a fourteenth-

century B.C. tomb.
13 Two flanged-hilt

daggers, with partly preserved less exotic

wood hilt inlays, were found in fourteenth-

century B.C. tombs, near the Persian

Garden at Akko, thought to belong to

wealthy merchants.
14

Similar examples are

seen at Ugarit,
15
Shechem,

16
Beth-Shan,

17

Fara (Beth-Pelet),
18
and Tel Aphek.

19 Some

of these daggers retain remnants of their

hilt plates, all of which are reported to be

of wood, but without mention of any ivory

inlays. This points to the unique nature of

the Uluburun pieces.
20

CP

1. Pulak 1988, pp. 20-23, figs. 20-24; Pulak

1997, pp. 246-47, fig. 16.

2. The hilt is the handle of the dagger and con-

sists of three parts: the handguard, the grip,

and the pommel. The handguard is a widen-

ing of the hilt at the juncture with the blade,

the grip is the middle section of the hilt where

the dagger is held, and the pommel is a wid-

ening at the end of the hilt, usually for bal-

ance and ease of grip.

3. Maxwell-Hyslop 1946, p. 33.

4. Using an arbitrary length of about 45 centi-

meters to distinguish between daggers and

short swords, among the Bronze Age flanged-

hilt bladed bronze weapons cast in one

piece found on the Levantine coast, only the

Uluburun specimen would qualify as a short

sword. Only three daggers exceed 40 centi-

meters in length: Shechem (43.8 cm), Megiddo

(40.0 cm), and Beth-Shan (43.9 cm); Shalev

2004, p. 43, no. 143, p. 46, nos. 147, 148,

pis. 14:143, 15:147, 148.

5. Pulak 1988, p. 20, fig. 20; Pulak 1995, p. 50,

fig. 11, pp. 54-55; Pulak 1997, pp. 246, 248,

fig. 16.

6. Pulak 2000a, pp. 247-66; Pulak 1998,

pp. 209-10.

7. Pulak 2001, p. 45.

8. Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, p. 121. Chavane

1987, p. 366, figs. 27-29. This type also

approximately corresponds to Shalev 's Type 7

daggers; Shalev 2004, pp. 41-54, pis. 14-18.

The Uluburun daggers and sword fall into

Maxwell-Hyslop's Type 31 category of Asiatic

weapons: "flanged-hilt" swords and daggers.

These bronze weapons are cast in one piece

and the edges of the hilt are flanged to receive

hilt inlays, either of wood, ivory, or bone, held

in place by adhesives or rivets; see Maxwell-

Hyslop 1946, pp. 33-36, pi. IV:S1A.

9. Maxwell-Hyslop's suggestion that flanged-hilt

swords are Aegean in origin has since been

refuted: Maxwell-Hyslop 1946, p. 34; Sandars

1961, p. 22; Catling 1964, p. 129.

10. Flanged-hilt daggers found in Nicosia on

Cyprus are attributed to Syro-Canaanite

origins. (Catling 1964, pp. 128-29, pi. 15:i-l).

11. Petrie 1934, pi. xxviil:295; Guy and

Engberg 1938, fig. 171:8, pi. 149:8; Yadin

1963, pp. 187, 209; Schaeffer 1936a, figs. 13,

22A; Schaeffer 1939a, pp. 67-68, fig. 63u.

12. Medvedskaya 1982, pp. 68-70, figs. 9.8-9.13.

13. Biran and Ben-Dov 2002, pp. 120-21,

figs. 2.88-2.90:117-18.

14. Ben-Arieh and Edelstein 1977, pp. 33, 36, 40,

figs. 18:1, 18:3. Two tanged-dagger types from

the tombs are also similar to one found on the

Uluburun ship (ibid., pp. 33-41, fig. 19:1, 2).

15. Chavane 1987, pp. 364-67, figs. 19, 20, 27-29.

16. M. Tadmor 1970, p. 63.

17. James and McGovern 1993, pp. 212-13,

fig. 159:5, pi. 51:h; Rowe 1940, p. 9, pis. XXXI1:3,

XLIXA:6. A second flanged-hilt dagger with a

more slender form was found at Beth-Shan;

Shalev 2004, p. 53, no. 163, pi. 18:163.

18. MacDonald 1932, pis. XLVII, XLVIII:2; Shalev

2004, p. 52, no. 162, pi. 18:162. In this exam-

ple, the arch of the pommel is a full semi-

circle, and the entire weapon is of a more

slender form, but the decoration at the base of

the blade is somewhat similar to that of the

Uluburun dagger.

19. Kochavi 1977, p. 9.

20. While other flanged-hilt daggers have been

found with preserved hilt inlays of wood,

those of the Uluburun weapons are the only

ones identified as ebony. Variants of some

flanged-hilt daggers from Gezer, Fara (Beth-

Pelet), and possibly Megiddo retain ivory or

bone hilt plates, but the use of ornate alternat-

ing ebony and ivory hilt inlays are peculiar to

the Uluburun weapons.
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Writing Board

Boxwood, ivory

Height 9.5 cm (3% in.); width 13.5 cm (5% in.);

thickness 0.9 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 61.1.2000 (KW 737)

Reassembled from more than twenty-

five fragments, this boxwood writing

board
1

consists of two rectangular leaves

of similar dimensions, originally joined on

their longer sides with a cylindrical ivory

hinge.
2 The hinge's missing central seg-

ment was longer than the preserved hinge

segments on either side. The three hinge

segments rotated around small wood dow-

els, and each was affixed with two small

wood pegs to the grooved edges of the

leaves forming the board's spine. This

method of hinging allowed the writing

board to lie flat when open. Two small

holes on one leaf and a small depressed

area and a hole on the inner-margin edge

of the opposite leaf originally accommo-

dated a fastening device for folding the

two leaves tightly together when not in

use.
3 The innermost margin corner of one

leaf was incised with geometric marks,

which may have been repeated on the

opposite corner. The recessed areas,

incised with irregular cross-hatched loz-

enge patterns, would have been filled with

wax held securely in place by the incisions.

The writer would press the tip of a stylus

into the wax surface. After the writing

was registered, the wax surface could eas-

ily be modified or smoothed out, probably

with a flattened, spatula-shaped back end

of the stylus, for repeated use.
4 The wax

surfaces and any texts have disappeared

over time.
5

The writing board was found in a large

pithos that had contained whole pome-

granates, a fortuitous situation that pre-

vented complete destruction by marine

organisms. Although the outer surfaces are

heavily eroded, the interior is fairly well

preserved, possibly because the board was

closed when it was buried. Another box-

wood leaf from a second writing board was

found nearby.
6
Surviving holes on the edge

of the leaf indicate that there were three

hinge segments, each affixed with small

wood pegs. Found elsewhere on the site

were two disarticulated ivory hinge seg-

ments, one incomplete, probably belonging

to this writing board, although damage to

the hinge edge and the absence of the sec-

ond leaf make this difficult to verify.

While no trace of the wax survived on

this writing board either, the surfaces of

both would have been prepared probably

with beeswax mixed with a bulking and

coloring material such as orpiment (trisul-

phide of arsenic).
7
Quantities of arsenic were

found on the Uluburun ship,
8
although it

is unlikely that the preparation of the

boards actually would have occurred on

the ship.

The written surfaces once may have

recorded the ship's manifest, perhaps a list

of the intended destination and designa-

tion of the cargo, or even a message from

one court to another.
9
After the text had

been inscribed, the writing board would

have been closed, tied with string attached

to the clasp, and sealed in order to prevent

any unauthorized alteration to the original

message. Removing the string to open the

writing board would have required break-

ing the sealing.
10
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The Uluburun writing boards are the

only known examples of their type from

the Bronze Age. Archaeological examples

of similar boards are not found until the

end of the eighth century B.C.
11
That they

were used elsewhere in the Late Bronze

Age, however, is revealed by surviving

texts
12

as well as the discovery of perfo-

rated cylindrical hinge segments, most

of ivory, similar to those used on the

Uluburun writing boards, at Megiddo,

Byblos, and Ugarit. This suggests that

these writing boards with wax surfaces

were of Near Eastern origin and were

used in the Levant during the Late Bronze

Age.
13
They are mentioned by Homer in

his only reference to writing, when Belle-

rophon, who had been sent from Greece to

Lycia, carried a folded tablet bearing bane-

ful signs (Iliad 6:178-80).
14

A Neo-Assyrian letter from the eighth

century B.C. seems to fit the context of the

Uluburun writing board remarkably well:

"The goods of Umbakidini which Rashisi-

ilu, the third messenger brought down by

boat, they checked in the city of Sudanina

according to the writing-board and

accepted them. Everything was intact.

There was nothing missing."
15

CP

1. The term writing board rather than writing

tablet is used here in keeping with recent epi-

graphical terminology; see Symington 1991.

2. Pulak 1998, p. 216; Pulak 1997, pp. 252-53,

fig. 21; Bass 1990, pp. 168-69; Bass et al. 1989,

pp. 10-11. For the identification of the wood,

see Warnock and Pendelton 1991, pp. 107-10.

Detailed physical study of the writing board

is in Payton 1991, pp. 99-106.

3. Each central section has a carved recess 2

millimeters deep, with borders 0.8 to 1.0 cen-

timeters wide on all sides.

4. Symington 1991, pp. 114-15.

5. Bass et al. 1989, p. 10.

6. This one is more slender (5.7 cm), slightly

longer (12.4 cm), and of about the same thick-

ness (max. 1.0 cm) as the first board.

7. An eighth-century B.C. writing board discov-

ered in a well at Nimrud still retained traces

of beeswax bearing cuneiform inscriptions.

Analysis of the beeswax showed it to be mixed

with about 25 percent orpiment (Mallowan

1954, p. 99; Wiseman 1955, pp. 5-6). For the

likely use of orpiment, see also Symington

1991, p. 114.

8. Bass 1986, p. 278; Pulak 1988, p. 11.

9. Pulak 1998, p. 216; Symington 1991,

pp. 111-23.

10. Symington 1991, pp. 120-21.

11. For multileaved writing boards of wood and

ivory from Nimrud, see Mallowan 1954,

pp. 98-99; Wiseman 1955, pp. 3-6.

12. Symington 1991, pp. 111-12.

13. Two of the four Megiddo hinges still retain

their attachment pins or pegs (Loud 1939,

p. 20, nos. 305-8, pi. 58:305-8). There are

fifteen cylinders from Ugarit (Gachet-

Bizollon 2007, p. 401, pi. 51:434-44), most of

which are hinge components but a few are of

unknown purpose. Two hinges from Byblos

are said to be of bone, and a third of ivory

(Dunand 1954, p. 16, no. 6853, fig. 12,

pp. 103, 135, no. 7469, and fig. 127:7469,

p. 425, fig. 451:11466, p. 450, no. 11466).

Although found near a box, an ivory hinge

segment from Hala Sultan Tekke on Cyprus

is more likely from a writing board than an

element from a box hinge or a furniture com-

ponent (Niklasson 1983, p. 16; Gachet-

Bizollon 2007, p. 213). This type of hinge is

not found in the Mycenaean realm.

14. For the possible use of similar wood writing

boards in the Aegean, as suggested by the

discovery of small bronze hinges associated

with burned wood found amid clay tablets at

the palaces of Pylos, Knossos, and Zakros,

see Shear 1998, pp. 187-89.

15. Refer to Symington 1991, p. 123.
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235 a-f

Selection of Zoomorphic
Weights

Bronze

Clockwise from left:

a. Sphinx-shaped weight

Height 2.7 cm (lYa in.); width 1.7 cm {% in.);

length 5.6 cm (2% in.); weight 80.7 g

.
55.24.86 (KW 468)

b. Lioness-shaped weight

Height 2.3 cm (% in.); width 2.3 cm (Va in.);

length 4.2 cm (l% in.); weight 26.8 g

3.1.94 (KW 3081)

c. Duck-shaped weight

Height 1.7 (% in.); width 1.6 cm (% in.); length

2.2 cm (% in.); weight 8.3 g

29.24.86 (KW 350)

d. Bull-shaped weight

Height 1.3 cm ('/a in.); width 1.1 cm {%. in.);

length 2.3 cm
(

7
/s in.); weight 5.2 g

41.1.2000 (KW 4504)

e. Frog-shaped weight

Height 1.5 cm (% in.); width 1.3 cm (Va in.);

length 2.2 cm (% in.); weight 6.6 g

39.1.2000 (KW 237A)

f. Fly-shaped weight

Height 0.5 cm (% in.); width 1.4 cm (% in.);

length 1.8 cm
(

3
/+ in.); weight 1.2 g

40.1.2000 (KW 2128)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

The balance weights excavated from

the Uluburun wreck were well-used,

personal weights belonging to the mer-

chants aboard the ship.
1

Evidence suggests

that, in addition to the weights, at least

three sets of balances were also on the

ship. Surviving are two pairs of nested

pans or scales from handheld beam bal-

ances, one of which is still partly pre-

served in its walnut sleeve-type case, and

fragments of a third pair.
2

Of the 149 weights found on the ship,

78 were fashioned from hematite or similar

iron-bearing minerals, 38 are of bronze,

25 of diorite, steatite, or limestone, and the

remaining eight of lead. The hematite and

other stone weights were for the most part

carefully shaped and polished, but a few

are minimally worked chunks.
3 The cor-

pus of the Uluburun balance weights can

be divided into morphological groupings.

The great majority represent the two most

common balance-weight shapes found dur-

ing the Bronze Age: sphendonoid (oblong,

with rounded or pointed ends) and domed.

Zoomorphic weights and a few disc-shaped

weights make up the rest. The zoomorphic
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group consists of 19 bronze balance weights,

some hollow cast, with lead cores.

Bronze weights recovered from marine

environments are usually severely altered

or deformed because of corrosion and are

always considered underweight.
4
While

many of the zoomorphic pieces are seem-

ingly well preserved, it is apparent that

they have lost an indeterminate amount of

mass as a result of metal leaching. A few

weights are seriously damaged, and the

animal shapes they represent are uncer-

tain. Because the hollow-cast weights were

significantly damaged by the expanding

lead core, which shattered the weight's

bronze shell, their unit attributions are

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

determine with any degree of accuracy.

Owing to their corrosion resistance in

salt water, hence their relatively stable

mass, only the non-metallic Uluburun

weights were analyzed to determine the

mass standards represented. The results

revealed that several different weight sets

in different mass standards were carried

aboard the ship, but the great majority

conform to a single mass standard based

on a unit of 9.3 to 9.4 grams.
5
This unit of

mass undoubtedly represents a shekel of

the Syrian standard, commonly used along

the Levantine coast, on Cyprus, and in

Cilicia,
6
and based on the Egyptian qedet.

There appear to have been four sphen-

donoid (for precision weighing) and three

domed (for bulk weighing) weight sets

aboard the ship conforming to this mass

standard, with each merchant probably

carrying one set of each weight type.

Precision sphendonoid weights with unit

masses of about 7.4 grams (most likely the

Syro-Canaan ite peyem standard), 8.3 grams

(based on a shekel of the Mesopotamian

standard), and 10.5 grams (another norm

used in the Syro-Canaanite region) were

also carried on the ship, most likely for

assaying precious metals or performing

conversions to other mass standards.
7

Although the mass standard of the cor-

roded zoomorphic weights cannot be deter-

mined with accuracy, these weights, based

on the presence of large denominations

in the group, probably incorporate at least

one additional set based on the 9.3-9.4

gram standard for bulk weighing.

The Uluburun zoomorphic weights

take the forms of a fly, two frogs, two

ducks, a waterfowl, a recumbent calf and

five recumbent bulls, a probable canine

head, a couchant lion and lioness, a sphinx,

a unique cylindrical weight surmounted

by a bucolic scene of a herdsman kneeling

before three calves, one of which is lost,

and two weights that are too corroded for

identification.
8 The Uluburun assemblage

constitutes the largest group of such

weights from the Bronze Age.
9 The next

largest set, a late fourteenth-century B.C.

hoard of fourteen balance weights from

Kalavassos-Ayios Dhimitrios, includes

only eight zoomorphic or anthropomor-

phic forms.
10

Of the six zoomorphic weight forms

represented here, the recumbent bull (d) is

of a type commonly seen in the Levant,

Cyprus, and Egypt.
11 The couchant lioness

(b) represents another animal shape seen

in some numbers, with a similar distribu-

tion.
12
Duck-shaped weights, mostly of

stone, commonly occur among weights of

Mesopotamian origin (see cat. no. 236).

Those of bronze are much rarer; the

Uluburun ship carried two, the larger of

which is shown here (c). At least two

bronze examples are known from Cyprus,

with other bronze pieces found in Meso-

potamia, along the Levantine coast, and

in Egypt.
13 The Uluburun sphinx weight

(a) is one of the best-preserved zoomor-

phic weights in the group. Sphinx-shaped

weights are otherwise unknown outside of

Egypt, except for one from Byblos, cov-

ered in gold foil and of uncertain func-

tion.
14 A zoomorphic weight unique to the

Uluburun group is in the form of a fly (f ),

also an Egyptian motif. It is the lightest in

the assemblage. The smaller of the two

frog weights (e) is well preserved, while

the larger is badly damaged owing to the

expansion of its lead core. Balance weights

in the shape of frogs and toads, especially

those of bronze, are extremely rare in the

Near East and Cyprus, but they do occur

in Egypt.
15

Zoomorphic weights were quite wide-

spread in the ancient Near East during the

Late Bronze Age. Their use is depicted in

New Kingdom Egyptian tomb paintings,

where gold ring ingots are shown in one

pan of a balance and animal weights in the

other pan.
16
Bronze zoomorphic weights

(with and without lead cores) have been

found in numbers along the Levantine coast

and on Cyprus,
17

as well as in Egypt.
18
To

what special purpose these weights may

have been put, if any, is now lost to us. The

high level of craftsmanship and expense of

their materials may hint at their use by the

affluent and by elites. On the Uluburun

ship, therefore, these weights could have

been among the personal possessions of

the head or senior merchant, with the sim-

pler weight sets of geometric shapes being

used by the lesser or junior merchants.

The mass standards of the weight sets on

the Uluburun ship provide near-conclusive

evidence that Syro-Canaanite merchants

were aboard. CP

1. Pulak 2000a, p. 248.

2. Ibid., p. 248, fig. 17.1. The sleeve-type case is

the only Bronze Age wood case of this type

found outside Egypt, where it is commonly

known. For Egyptian balance cases of this

type, see Petrie 1974, p. 47, pi. 40, pp. 73-74;

Randall-Maclver and Mace 1902, p. 91, pi. 51,

D77; Schiaparelli 1927, p. 83, fig. 51; Brunton

and Engelbach 1927, p. 18, pi. 13:7; and

Bruyere 1937, pp. 199ff., fig. 68.

3. Geometric weights in various shapes from

Uluburun are in Pulak 2000a, p. 255,

fig. 17.2.

4. Ibid., pp. 253-54.

5. Ibid., pp. 257-60.

6. Petruso 1984, pp. 302-4.

7. Pulak 2000a, pp. 260-63.

8. Ibid., p. 256, fig. 17.3; Pulak 1988, pp. 30-31,

figs. 37, 38; Bass et al. 1989, pp. 8-9, fig. 14.

9. Pulak 2000a, p. 262, table 17.1.

10. Courtois 1983, p. 117; Lassen 2000,

pp. 235-41.

11. Cypriot examples include one from Maroni

(Catling 1964, pi. 44. e; Johnson 1980, p. 25,

pi. xxix), two from Enkomi (Karageorghis

1964, p. 310, fig. 31; Courtois 1984, p. 43,

no. 407, fig. 15.36, pi. Ill), and an example of

unknown provenance (Catling 1964, p. 251,

pi. 44:d; Karageorghis 1976b, pp. 206-7,

fig. 174; Karageorghis and Demas 1985,

pp. 130-31, fig. 112). A much corroded, lead-

filled bull-calf weight was found at Kition

on Cyprus (Karageorghis and Demas 1985,

pp. 179, 290, pi. CLII:1267; Buchholz and

Karageorghis 1973, pp. 162, 746, no. 1737).

Ugarit in Syria has produced more than half

a dozen bull weights (Schaeffer 1929, p. 287,

fig. 2d; Schaeffer 1937, pp. 148-50, pi. XXIII:4;

Schaeffer 1963, p. 209, fig. 25). Others are

from Sarepta (Pritchard 1975, p. 69, fig. 62.6),

near Akko (Eran and Edelstein 1977, p. 57,

with fig. 25:24, p. 62, no. 58), and Tel Nami
(Artzy 1993, p. 12).

12. Ugarit has yielded at least three examples of

such felines (Schaeffer 1963, p. 209, fig. 25,

no. 23-475; Gray 1964, fig. 53). Many more

are found farther south: at Akko (Eran and

Edelstein 1977, pp. 57, 62, fig. 25.23, pi. XX:37),

a lead-filled lioness from Tell Abu Hawam
(Hamilton 1935, p. 18, no. 39), a lion cub from

Megiddo (Loud 1948, pi. 240:3), one from

Hazor (Yadin et al. 1960, p. 159, pi. cxcvi:14),

and two others from 'En Shemer (Eran and

Edelstein 1977, p. 57). Only a single example is

known from Cyprus at Kalavassos (Courtois

1983, pp. 126-27, pi. 17:10; Lassen 2000,

p. 236, fig. 16.1, no. 7, p. 241). In Egypt, lion
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weights in both stone and bronze are known:

see Petrie 1926, pi. IX; and Roeder 1956,

pp. 365-66, figs. 510-13. For two from Tell

el-Amarna, see Pendlebury 1951, pp. 109,

125, pi. LXXVII, nos. 32.250, 33.280.

13. Cypriot examples are from Kalavassos and

Enkomi (Courtois 1983, pp. 120, 123,

pi. xvii:5), several later Mesopotamian ones

from Khorsabad (Braun-Holzinger 1984,

pi. 74, nos. 387-90), and two from Alalakh

(Arnaud 1967, pp. 152, 154, 167). For Egyptian

examples, see Petrie 1926, pi. IX:4815; Skinner

1954, p. 783, fig. 569; Skinner 1967, pi. 5;

Weigall 1901, p. 386, no. 7056, pi. 5.

14. Dunand 1954, pi. CXVI, no. 14499; Jidejian

1968, p. 24.

15. Petrie (1926) lists two bronze toads (nos. 4986

and 5245) and five frogs (nos. 4775, 4913, 4986,

5083, 5146).

16. For depictions and lists of Egyptian weighing

scenes, see, for example, Regling 1926, pi. 98;

Petrie 1926, p. 6; Davies 1933, pi. 11; Skinner

1954, p. 784; Eran and Edelstein 1977, p. 57

n. 33; and Cour-Marty 1985, p. 192 n. 22.

17. Courtois 1983, pp. 117-30.

18. Cour-Marty 1990, p. 27.
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Duck-Shaped Weight with
Cuneiform Inscription

Diorite

Length 41 cm (l6Vs in.); weight 26.7 kg

Babylon

Late Bronze Age, 13th century B.C.

Eski Sark Museum, Istanbul, Turkey 7878

This weight is in the form of a duck

with the head and neck turned back

and carved in relief against the body. On
the highly polished surface, a cuneiform

inscription gives its weight as one "true"

talent.
1 A talent was approximately 30

kilograms, and the duck weighs 26.7 kilo-

grams. However, Mesopotamian systems

for recording weights and measures often

varied. Weights were based on the arbitrary

concept of the load, or talent, that could

be carried by a man or animal.
2
Accord-

ing to the Sumerian sexagesimal system

for counting, the load was then divided

into 60 minas, and a mina was divided into

60 shekels.
3

Zoomorphic weights were widespread in

the Near East during the Late Bronze Age,

and duck-shaped weights are commonly of

Mesopotamian origin. This duck weight,

found at Babylon in one of the storerooms on

the eastern side of the ziggurat precinct, is

dated to the mid-second millennium B.C. on

the basis of its inscription.
4

It is one of the

rare second-millennium B.C. objects exca-

vated at Babylon because the majority of

those levels at the site fall below the mod-

ern water table and are largely inaccessible.

Stone was preferred for weights of different

standards during this period.
5
Although a

gradual shift to metal weights occurred in

the first millennium B.C., both metal and

stone weights were found on the Uluburun

shipwreck (see cat. no. 235). jme

1. Koldewey 1908, p. 16.

2. J. Oates 2005, p. 251.

3. Powell 1987-90, p. 508.

4. Koldewey 1913, pp. 185, 187. The inscription

reads: "l true talent belonging to Mushallim-

Marduk son /descendant of the (family) of the

shangu-priest of Kish. May Shamash take

away whoever removes (this weight)."

5. Zeyrek and Kiziltan 2005.
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Scepter-Mace

Stone (andesite?)

Max. height 7.8 cm (SVa in.); length 19.2 cm

(7% in.); thickness 5.2 cm (2'/s in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 12.7.92 (kw 2742)

This scepter-mace is carved from a

gray-green volcanic stone, probably

andesite.
1 The mushroom-shaped butt end

is incised with spiraling grooves, most of

which radiate from its center and end near

the knob's edge. The recessed neck is plain

and polished smooth. Beginning at the

shoulder, the body is embellished with

longitudinal fluting consisting of a pair of

raised ridges encircling a central ridge.

These run the entire length of the body

and terminate at the tip of the blade, which

curls back on itself to form a loop with a

small hole. At its widest part is a trans-

verse shaft hole parallel to the direction

of the curl of the blade. The fine modeling

of the curled blade suggests that the form

was based on metal types. The shaft itself

is missing, an indication that it may have

been made of wood that disintegrated over

time, although a hole of approximately 1

centimeter in diameter seems somewhat

narrow for a wood shaft. This may hint at

a symbolic or ceremonial rather than func-

tional use for the weapon. The scepter-mace

was discovered far down the steep slope

of the wreck site; the direction of spillage

indicates that it had originated from an

area somewhere aft of amidships, probably

near the stern.

The Uluburun scepter-mace discovery

is unique for the Aegean and the Medi-

terranean. Judging from a few similar

examples from the Balkans and regions

farther north, its presence aboard the Ulu-

burun ship provides an indisputable link

for an Aegean connection that extends into

these regions.
2

It has long been argued

that such a connection existed, which

resulted in a flow of materials and influ-

ences, especially weaponry but also other

goods, between the Aegean and the

Mediterranean, and eastern Europe and

the Black Sea.
3
This scepter-mace now

demonstrates conclusively that such a con-

nection existed from at least the middle of

the second millennium B.C.

The Uluburun scepter-mace is a rare

variant in stone of a Late Bronze Age

bronze axe type found in southeastern

European cultures of the Carpathian-

Pontic region.
4
In these variants, the blade

is drawn out to form a long pick-like spike,

which is then rolled into a spiral. As the

Uluburun example is fashioned from stone,

its blade configuration is simplified to form

a single loop rather than an intricate free

spiral. Unlike typologically similar coun-

terparts, which are functional axes,
5
these

rare scepter-maces were probably of sym-

bolic or ceremonial use—as the Uluburun

example must have been—possibly sym-

bols of royal power held by tribal chiefs

who may also have been head priests.
6

A close parallel for the Uluburun

scepter-mace, albeit of bronze and with

long tubular flanges around the shaft hole,

was found in a hoard discovered at Drajna

de Jos, north of Bucharest in Romania.
7 A

pair of two-part (bivalve) stone molds for

casting similar weapons in bronze was

found at Pobit Kamuk, near Razgrad in

Bulgaria.
8
Another bronze weapon with a

partly spiraling blade, but cast with a long

cylindrical shaft socket, was found in the

Lozovo II hoard in Moldava.
9
These

bronze examples, however, probably date

to the thirteenth century B.C. or later,

slightly postdating the Uluburun example.

Stone weapons, however, may have been

more common than similar bronze ver-

sions in earlier periods.
10 A similar stone

example from Bulgaria, near Ljulin, has

a fluted blade and a plain mushroom-

shaped butt end. Its blade tip, however,

is only bent downward, and not coiled

into a full spiral (fig. 117).
11
Another stone

scepter-mace, similar to the one from

Ljulin, but with spiral grooving on the

knobbed butt end, was found in south-

eastern Bulgaria, near Glavan.
12

Undoubtedly, the Uluburun scepter-

mace was not a trade item or an object left

on the ship from a previous voyage. It is

a carefully worked symbolic or ceremonial

weapon for personal use, representing

power and prestige for its owner. As such,

its presence may help explain several

other items aboard the ship: a seemingly

anachronistic globe-headed bronze dress

pin with southern Greek parallels of sub-

Mycanaean dates;
13

solid-socketed spear-

heads that occur in Macedonia during the

Late Helladic IIIA—B period and subse-

quently farther south
14

; and a bronze sword

with central Mediterranean parallels.
15

It

is hypothesized that such "northern" dress

pins and spearheads were introduced into

the Aegean region by emerging contacts

with the cultures of the Balkans to the

north. While the peculiar Uluburun sword

is attributed to southern Italy and Sicily,

somewhat similar examples, albeit of

smaller, dagger-sized weapons, are also

found in Albania.
16
These objects, along

with the scepter-mace, may therefore have
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belonged to an individual from the north-

ern Aegean or the Balkans.
17
This person,

of some rank, could have represented north-

ern interests in part of the ship's cargo,

especially its metal component. Alterna-

tively, he may have functioned in the role of

an elite mercenary for the two Mycenaean

messengers or envoys, in whose interest it

was to negotiate the Uluburun ship through

the dangerous waters of the Aegean and

to ward off any potential attack by rogue

seafarers.
18

CP

1. The scepter-mace weighs 690 grams. Pulak

2005c, pp. 94, 608; Pulak 1997, pp. 253-54,

fig. 22; see also Buchholz and Weisgerber

2005, pp. 149-53.

2. Pulak 1997, pp. 253-54; Buchholz 1999, p. 77.

3. See discussion in Sandars 1983, pp. 43ff.,

where the emphasis is on weaponry and war-

fare, although the period discussed is a little

later than that of the Uluburun ship. Sandars

(1983, pp. 53-55) also notes a close similarity

between a spearhead excavated in a grave on

the island of Kos and one from the hoard at

Drajna de Jos.

4. For this axe type and its variant, see Vulpe

1970, pp. 13-25.

5. The Uluburun scepter-mace and other simi-

lar weapons have also been interpreted as

deriving from pickaxes rather than bladed

axes (Buchholz 1999, p. 74).

6. Tonceva 1982, p. 180; Buchholz 1999, p. 74.

7. Buchholz 1999, pp. 72, fig. 4:b, 75; Vulpe 1970,

p. 59, pi. 41:565. This hoard is dated to the

Romanian Late Bronze Age (ca. 1300-

1200 B.C.), making it a little later than the

Uluburun example (Vulpe 1970, p. 59).

8. This hoard is attributed to the Lesura-Verbica

group and is dated to the twelfth century B.C.

(Hansel 1976, p. 39, pi. 13). For illustrations

and color photographs of the mold, see

Buchholz 1999, p. 75, fig. 6:c; Buchholz and

Weisgerber 2005, p. 150, figs. 3, 4, where the

same mold is illustrated twice. For photo-

graphs of both molds, see Venedikov 1988,

pp. 70-71, figs. 54, 55.

9. S. Hansen 2005, p. 93; Chernykh 1976, p. 246,

fig. XLII:9; Lichardus et al. 2002, p. 159,

fig. 6:6, p. 160.

10. Vulpe (1970, p. 24) notes that stone knob-

headed axes are found at the very beginning

of the Bronze Age in Romania and were more

abundant than those in bronze.

11. Lichardus et al. 2002, pp. 158-59, fig. 16:3;

Buchholz 1999, p. 76, fig. 6:a; Chernykh in

Gold der Thraker 1979, p. 62, nos. 81, 82;

Tonceva (1982, p. 180) dates the site to the

local Late Bronze Age (ca. 13th- 11th

century B.C.).

12. Unpublished, found in a fill, out of context,

but without doubt contemporary with the

Ljulin example.

13. Pulak 1997, pp. 254-55; Pulak 1988,

pp. 29-30, fig. 36.

14. Pulak 1997, pp. 255-56, fig. 23; Pulak 2005a,

pp. 299-300, pi. LXX:d.

15. Pulak 2001, pp. 45-46, fig. 5; Vagnetti and

Lo Schiavo 1989, pp. 222-23, fig. 28:2.

16. Bodinaku 1995, p. 268.

17. Another connection through the Balkans is

indicated by the presence on the Uluburun

ship of beads of Baltic amber, some of which

are of shapes seen in the Balkans. These may,

however, have been in the possession of the

Mycenaeans aboard the ship, who are also

known to have commonly used amber beads

for adornment; Pulak 2005a, p. 304,

pi. LXXI:d; Bass 1986, pp. 286, 289, ill. 25.

18. Pulak 2001, pp. 45-48; Pulak 1997,

pp. 254-56.
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Mycenaean Envoys

238a, b

Sword and Spearhead

Bronze

a. Sword

Length 45.5 cm (l7
7
/s in.); max. width 7.2 cm

(2
7
/s in.); thickness of blade 0.7 cm (54 in.)

16.24.86 (KW 301)

b. Spearhead

Length 25 cm (9
7
/s in.); width of blade 4.7 cm

(l
7
/s in.); diameter of socket 3.4 cm (1% in.)

21.24.86 (KW 309)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Mycenaean bronze weapons recov-

ered from the Uluburun shipwreck

include ten spearheads and two swords.
1

The swords range in length from 45.5 to

51.3 centimeters, shorter than most con-

ventional examples, and are, therefore,

referred to as short swords. Both the

swords and spears were found in the after

half of the ship.

The two swords have similar single-

cast construction, finely grooved blades,

flanged hilts, and cruciform handguards

with rounded lobes, all features of a type

existing during the fifteenth and four-

teenth centuries B.C. (conforming to

Sandars' Class Di and Kilian-Dirlmeier's

Type if).
2
Their pommels and the tangs

for attaching them are lost,
3
as are their

hilt plates, which were probably of wood.

Two holes just below the shoulder, and

higher up on the hilt of this one, indicate

where rivets would have secured the plates.

The blades have seemingly convex sec-

tions, without true midribs, and with three

fine-grooved lines down the center of this

one and four in the other. While this blade

section differs considerably from the typi-

cal high midribbed blade of Di swords,

other swords of this class have only a broad

fiat midrib or convex section without

any midrib.
4

During the fourteenth century B.C., the

ornate version of the Di sword type
5
was

replaced by more efficient and utilitarian

ones, such as those from Uluburun. Al-

though the variants of Di swords with-

out the pronounced midrib are confined

mainly to weapons shorter than 50 centi-

meters, the loss of the midrib is recognized

as leading to moderately thickened double-

convex blades. Typologically, therefore, the

Di variants, including the Uluburun swords,

mark the end of the ornamental sword-

making tradition of the fifteenth and early

fourteenth centuries B.C. and a transition

to later sword forms.
6

Of the 22 spearheads found on the

Uluburun ship, ten display characteristics

of later Mycenaean or Aegean spear-

heads, which are shorter than the earlier

Mycenaean spears.
7
Although the Uluburun

spearheads vary in their dimensions, all

were cast with distinct, leaf-shaped blades

238a
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and, with one exception, had solid-cast,

seamless sockets to fit the wood shaft of

the spear. The spearheads were secured to

the shaft with bronze nails or rivets driven

through holes at the base of the blade.

Spearheads with solid-cast sockets were

probably influenced by spears made in the

northern Balkans and eastern Europe, but

most examples found in the Aegean are

thought to be local products.
8
Nearly all

of the spearheads on the Uluburun ship

appear to be short, stocky weapons with

leaf-shaped blades (Avila's Type VI, which

usually have split sockets cast flat and

rounded in the forge).
9 The Uluburun

spearheads are among the earliest securely

dated examples of their type found in an

Aegean context.

Solid-cast, seamless-socketed spear-

heads are rare on the southern Greek

mainland and appear rather late, with all

securely dated examples coming from the

late thirteenth and early twelfth centu-

ries B.C.
10 A similar solid-socket spearhead

from a chamber tomb at Antheia near

Patras, dated to Late Helladic II IB or Late

Helladic IIIC, is classified as a variant of

Type VI, with a "short broad blade."
11

Farther north, solid-socketed spearheads

from western Macedonian graves at Ano

Komi and Aani date to the Late Helladic

IIIA- Late Helladic IIIB:l period, as does

a stone mold for a spearhead of this type

found in Macedonia.
12 A spearhead of sim-

ilar construction was found at Enkomi,

and probably dates to the first half of the

twelfth century B.C. Owing to the lack of

any close Aegean parallels for the spear,

its provenance has been debated.
13
Some

of the Uluburun spears, along with the

scepter-mace (cat. no. 237), a Thapsos-type

sword, and perhaps also a globed cloak

pin, may have belonged to the third for-

eigner aboard the ship, thought to have

been an elite mercenary from the central

or northern Balkans but associated with

the Mycenaeans.
14

Analysis of wood-shaft fragments pre-

served within several spearhead sockets

reveals the wood to be Pinus sylvestris,
15

a

pine species whose southernmost distribu-

tion in Greece is in the northern Pindos

Mountains.

In the Late Bronze Age Aegean, a

sword was an object of status symbolizing

military standing; in warfare, swords were

used by a select few.
16

Spears, commonly

used in battle and perhaps the warrior's

most effective implement, were also pres-

tige objects, with a similar distribution

in Mycenaean burials.
17
Thus, it is likely

that the swords aboard the Uluburun ship

belonged to two warrior-class or elite

Mycenaeans.
18 The swords and the wealth

of their other personal adornments suggest

that they represented elite or palatial inter-

ests and may have been the "messengers"

of ancient literary sources, returning from

a diplomatic mission to the Near East.
19

CP

1. Pulak 1988, pp. 20-24, fig. 21; Pulak 1997,

pp. 247-48, figs. 16, 17, pp. 255-56, fig. 23;

Pulak 1998, pp. 207-8, fig. 21; Pulak 2005a,

pp. 298-300, pi. LXX:C, d.

2. Specifically, variant if. Sandars 1963,

pp. 123-25, 146-48; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1993,

pp. 61-62, pi. 25.

3. Pommels are knoblike pieces attached to the

end of the hilt in order to ensure a firm grip;

they also serve as counterweights for balanc-

ing the sword, and are often made of or

embellished with precious and semiprecious

materials.

4. Kilian-Dirlmeier 1993, pp. 61-62, pis. 25:134,

136-38, 26:140-44; probably also one found

at Panaztepe but missing its hilt, see Ersoy

1988, pp. 58-59, 61-64, fig. 3:1, pi. 5. Swords

with grooved blades similar to that of sword

KW 4193 are found in Mycenae Tomb 91

(Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, p. 127, nos. 3196,

3197, pi. Vlll:3196, 3197) and at Ialysos,

Rhodes (Kilian-Dirlmeier 1993, p. 62, no. 139,

pi. 25:139). A sword from Khania, Crete, with

a slightly different hilt profile but nearly iden-

tical blade grooving is similar to catalogue

no. 238a (ibid., no. 137, pi. 25:137).

5. The finest specimens of Di swords may have

come from Knossos in the Late Minoan II

period, but the possibility of other mainland

production centers has also been proposed.

See Driessen and MacDonald 1984, pp. 64-65,

and Sandars 1963, p. 126.

6. Pulak 2005c, p. 298.

7. Ibid., pp. 299-300, pi. LXX:d.

8. Corresponding to Bouzek's Type B3 and

Hockmann's Group KII. Bouzek 1985,

pp. 138, 141; Sandars 1983, p. 53; Hockmann

1980, p. 69, fig. 15:Kl8,19, p. 70.

9. Avila 1983, pp. 38-46.

10. Hochstetter 1987, pp. 20-21; Bouzek 1985,

p. 139; Hockmann 1980, pp. 20-21, 68, 149,

pis. 5:3, 28:7.

11. Avila 1983, pp. 43-44, pi. 15:98.

12. Hochstetter 1987, pp. 20-21.

13. Catling 1964, p. 122, nos. 1, 2, fig. 14:6, 7,

pi. 14:e, f.

14. Pulak 2001, pp. 45-48.

15. Nili Lipschitz, personal communication, 2007.

16. Driessen and MacDonald 1984, p. 56.

17. Ibid., p. 58; Sandars 1963, p. 128.

18. Mycenaean swords are rarely found outside

the Aegean or in non-Mycenaean contexts.

19. Pulak 2005a, pp. 308-9.
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Mycenaean Relief Beads

Glass

Max. width 1.2 cm (14 in.); max. length 2.9 cm

(114 in.); max. thickness 0.4 cm ('/s in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 2006/4/26A (kw 3498),

2006/4/25A (KW 5753), 2006/4/27A

(KW 3344)

Beads of amber, faience, quartz, and

glass were among the personal adorn-

ments belonging to the two Mycenaeans

aboard the Uluburun ship.
1 A total of

17 rectangular, flat-backed, glass relief

beads, or plaques, were recovered. These

beads are severely weathered and mostly

fragmentary, and their original translu-

cent dark blue color, resembling lapis

lazuli, has faded. Many more relief beads

must have been aboard, but most disinte-

grated over time in the corrosive seawater.

Of the 17 beads, 12 are of a type adorned

with spirals, possibly representing highly

stylized hair curls,
2
positioned one above

another and separated by a line of dots.

They have yet to be studied fully, but the

better preserved examples also reveal a

ribbed band at the upper end, perforated

transversally for stringing, with another

perforation on the opposite end through

the lowest spiral.
3
Similar relief beads are

found in Late Helladic III Aegean con-

texts, with many examples of the three-

spiral variety coming from Rhodes,
4

Crete,
5
and Mycenae.

6

The remaining five relief beads, three

of which are shown here, are of a less com-

mon type, adorned with paired horizontal

figure-of-eight shield motifs arranged one

above the other, separated by a line of

dots.
7
Transversally perforated ribbed

bands at either end allowed for stringing.

Beads with shield designs similar to those

from the Uluburun wreck have been found

on the Greek mainland at Prosymna 8
and

on Rhodes.
9
Both Uluburun glass relief

bead types share the common decorative

line of dots placed between or on either

side of the central motifs, perhaps indicat-

ing a common workshop for both.

Iconographic evidence suggests that

beads were worn primarily by women, less

often by children and men.
10
Found

in tombs all over the Mycenaean world,
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glass relief beads are believed to have been

used in necklaces, as adornments sewn sin-

gly or in groups on garments, or for dia-

dems.
11
These uniquely Mycenaean objects

disappeared from the archaeological record

with the end of Mycenaean society.
12

Glass was mass-produced and apparently

imported in great quantities to the Aegean

as disc-shaped cakes like those found on

the Uluburun ship (see cat. no. 187).
13

Along with faience, it probably repre-

sented an economical alternative to semi-

precious stones such as lapis lazuli and

turquoise.
14

Relief beads are formed by pressing

molten glass into open or closed stone

molds. Approximately two dozen molds

for producing glass ornaments and jewelry

have been found in the Aegean.
15
Of these,

only one was recovered from a tomb; the

majority have been found in two major

centers of the Mycenaean world: Mycenae

and Knossos.
16
This suggests that the pri-

mary, or perhaps the sole, centers of pro-

duction were in major palatial workshops

and that relief beads bearing symbolic

motifs may have served as insignias of a

certain religious standing, social status, or

perhaps official rank. Relief beads do not

appear to have been exported as trade

items. The few found in graves outside the

Mycenaean realm have been associated

with Mycenaean individuals.
17

In contrast

to the numerous finds of plain globular

glass beads in simple pit or cist grave buri-

als for those of humble means—most

probably imported from the Levant (see

cat. no. 188) or produced locally from

imported raw-glass ingots—the glass

relief beads occur almost exclusively in

elite burials of affluent families.
18

Thus, the two types of relief beads

found on the Uluburun ship were almost

certainly used for personal adornment

and, hence, are a virtual indicator of the

ethnicity and high standing of the two

Mycenaeans on board the ship. They also

demonstrate that men wore such beads.

Moreover, the Uluburun relief beads rep-

resent items of everyday life, rather than

commercial goods or specific funerary

furnishings.
19

cp

1. See Pulak 2005a, pp. 303-6.

2. Yalouris 1968, p. 12; see also Harden 1981,

pp. 39, 45.

3. For discussion of relief beads with spiral de-

signs and examples in the British Museum,

see Harden 1981, pp. 45-46, nos. 56-59,

pi. IV:56, 59; fig. 3.56, 57, 59. Another example

is found in Grose 1989, pp. 64-65, 397, fig. 24.

4. Harden 1981, p. 46, nos. 56-60, pi. IV.57, 59,

fig. 3:56, 57, 59, with other examples given on

p. 45; Benzi 1992, pp. 200, 294, pi. 119:1; Dietz

1984, pp. 49-50, fig. 51.

5. Effinger 1996, p. 36, variant E: nos. Ar 2a,

Kal la, Mi 6c, pis. 3:n, 25:d.

6. Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, pp. 100-101, pi. 26,

no. 2373.

7. For a discussion of relief beads with figure-of-

eight shield motifs and examples in the

British Museum, see Harden 1981, p. 47, pi. V,

fig. 3. A photograph of figure-of-eight shield

relief bead KW 829 is in Bass et al. 1989,

pp. 8—9, and fig. 5.

8. Blegen and Blegen 1937, pp. 62, 305, fig. 121:2.

9. Harden 1981, p. 47, pi. 5:62, fig. 3:62, with

other unprovenanced examples on p. 47.

10. Younger 1992, pp. 261-69.

11. Harden 1981, p. 39.

12. Hughes-Brock 1999, p. 291; Grose 1989, p. 57.

13. Bass 1986, pp. 281-82, ills. 15, 16; Pulak 2001,

pp. 25-30.

14. Hughes-Brock 1999, p. 285; Harden 1981,

p. 39. Analysis by Robert Brill of the Corning

Museum of Glass indicated that the chemical

composition of the Uluburun cobalt blue

glass ingots matches those of contemporary

Egyptian core-formed vessels and the Myce-

naean glass relief beads, which suggests a

common source for the glass from which both

objects were made (Bass 1986, p. 282).

15. Tournavitou 1997, pp. 212-29.

16. Hughes-Brock 1999, p. 289.

17. They include a tomb at Kolophon in western

Anatolia (Greenwell 1902, p. 6, fig. 6) and two

others on Cyprus (P. Astrom 1989, p. 47,

Tomb 80, no. 321). The second Cypriot tomb,

at Kalavassos-Ayios Dhimitrios, containing a

group of women and children, yielded relief

beads and a single amber bead, which is sug-

gested as marking the identity of those in-

terred as Mycenaean (Hughes-Brock 1993,

p. 223).

18. Lewartowski 2000, p. 35; Hughes-Brock 1999,

pp. 287-89.

19. This theory has been suggested because the

beads have been discovered predominantly in

burial contexts. See Panagiotaki 2000a,

p. 169.
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Lentoid Beads

Agate

Max diameter: 2.5 cm (l in.);

thickness: 0.9 cm (% in.)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrurn Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey 78.5.87 (kw 793)

The Uluburun excavation has revealed

one dozen lentoid beads. Several were

found in the stern half of the ship, while

the others were found farther down the

slope toward the ship's bow, indicating that

they were probably all stored at the stern

but spilled into deeper areas of the site

after the ship sank. The beads are of vary-

ing shapes and sizes, ranging in diameter

from 1.5 to 2.5 centimeters and in thick-

ness from 0.6 to 0.9 centimeters/With the

exception of a single discoid bead, all are

of the same general lentoid shape, with

convex faces that curve uniformly to thin

flattened or band edges of varying widths,

which swell to blunt ends where the stone

thickens to accommodate a string hole.
1

The bead surfaces exhibit swirls and

wavy bands of muted colors, alternating

among white, yellow, and bluish gray, with

various intermediate tones in between.

All are smooth and well polished, without

any indication of carved or incised surface

decoration. It is likely that these beads

were originally stored together either in

a bag or strung with other stone beads.

Three flattened ovoid or amygdaloid beads

found in the same general area are of a

similar marbled agate, and they all may

have belonged to the same necklace.

Aegean lentoid hardstone seals are of

similar shape but generally larger.
2 The

two Mycenaean soft-stone seals recov-

ered from the Uluburun shipwreck are

also lentoid but of much cruder craftsman-

ship (cat. no. 241). The preferred material

for Aegean sealstones was banded agate,
3

and the principal source was Egypt,

although it has been suggested that some

were imported from the Indus Valley to the

Aegean as finished beads and then recut.
4

Whether the Uluburun lentoid beads were

personal possessions of the ship's crew or

represented gifts or cargo is not known.

Regardless of their source, they demon-

strate conclusively that at least some len-

toid agate beads reached the Aegean on

ships like the one that sank at Uluburun.
5

CP

1. Bass et al. 1989, pp. 7-8, and p. 6, fig. 11,

where KW 793 is shown with a smaller len-

toid bead, Kw 840.

2. Of the twelve agate lentoid beads from

Uluburun only six are 2 cm or greater in

diameter, whereas of the thirty-seven agate/

chalcedony beads listed in Boardman (1970,

pp. 95-96, 101-5) for Mycenaean Knossos

and the Greek mainland, only six have diam-

eters less than 2 cm, but there are many more

lentoid seals of different stone types that have

diameters less than 2 cm.

3. Boardman 1970, pp. 47, 57; see also ibid.,

p. 49, nos. 3 and 12, for agate banding and

varying colors similar to those on the

Uluburun lentoid beads.

4. Hughes-Brock 1999, p. 284; Younger 1979,

p. 42.

5. While lentoid agate beads are uncommon in

the Levant, good parallels, albeit of a later

date, occur at Hama in Syria; see Riis 1948,

p. 161, fig. 203.F.

241a, b

Mycenaean Lentoid Seals

a. Green steatite

Diameter 2.2 cm
(

7
/s in.); thickness

0.8 cm (% in.)

7.6.98 (KW 4855)

b. Dark brown-black steatite

Diameter 1.8 cm (% in.); thickness

0.6 cm (!4 in.)

63.31.84 (KW 134)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Two fairly worn Mycenaean steatite

sealstones of lentoid shape were found

in the excavation of the Uluburun ship,
1

at

opposite ends of the site. The sealstone

(cat. no. 241a) found farther down the slope,

just forward of the area corresponding to

the bow of the ship, was with a glass relief

bead and several other small objects in

loose sand, indicating that they were not

in situ when found and were inadvertently

missed by excavators pushing down sand

from areas higher up on the steep slope of

the site. In all likelihood, this sealstone was

originally located at the stern of the ship,

along with most of the objects of Myce-

naean origin, including swords, chisels,

240 241a, b
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knives, various beads (see cat. no. 240),

and pottery.

The smaller of the two sealstones

(cat. no. 24 lb) is of a brown-black steatite

with light brown mottling and a slightly

asymmetrical cross section. The flatter

face is adorned with a double "triskeles"

—

three-legged designs with each termin-

ating in drilled points—and incised

curved double lines.
2 The seal is slightly

ovoid in shape and perforated on its lon-

ger axis for a suspension string. Both

faces of the seal are worn smooth, with

parts of the worked design on the flatter

face obliterated as a result. The seal has

also been worn down around the perfo-

ration, resulting in indentations.

The larger sealstone (cat. no. 241a) is of

a green steatite with some brown streaks,

polished smooth. One face is significantly

more raised, becoming quasi-conical; the

engraved flat face, sloping gently toward

the sides, bears what appears to be a highly

stylized ungulate.
3 The design seems to be

bordered by a circle, with a series of short

parallel strokes above and below the ani-

mal's forefeet. Like the other sealstone,

this one is perforated laterally for string-

ing, and the stone has been ground or

worn down around the string-hole.

Aegean lentoid seals were worn on the

wrist or around the neck, imparting status

to the owner.
4
Their primary use may

have been to make the owner's mark if

necessary, but they could have also served

as amulets, talismans, or simply as jewelry.
5

Although there is no evidence that they

were impressed on clay tablets, as in the

Near East,
6
they were used to seal bind-

ings around boxes or possibly documents,

and to seal clay stoppers in stirrup jars.
7

Like most Aegean sealstones carved of

steatite and bearing schematically ren-

dered designs with little or no modeling,

the Uluburun seals belong to Younger's

Mainland Popular Group.
8 The type first

appears on the Greek mainland in Late

Helladic IIIA:2 contexts, and its popular-

ity peaks during the Late Helladic IIIB

period, with a great many examples

coming from the mainland and, to a

lesser extent, from the Cyclades, Crete,

other Aegean islands, the Troad, Cyprus,

and even fewer examples from outside

the Aegean.
9

It may be significant that

the smaller Mycenaean sealstone from the

Uluburun ship finds its closest parallels at

Tiryns and Mycenae, and to a lesser extent

at two sites a little farther north in Boiotia

and Thessaly.
10

Because Mycenaean sealstones of the

Mainland Popular Group are found pre-

dominantly in simple burials,
11

often

bear simple carvings, and are fashioned

from a common, easily carved stone

such as steatite, it is generally agreed that

their owners were of humble means.
12

These two seals are therefore at odds

with the other personal effects of the

two Mycenaeans aboard the Uluburun

ship (cat. nos. 238, 239). Had these other

Mycenaean objects been recovered from

a grave, their owners would have been

considered well-to-do elites.
13

Furthermore, two Late Minoan IIIA
burials at Sellopoulo on Crete contain

grave goods similar to the Uluburun

Mycenaean assemblage, including lentoid

sealstones
14
meticulously crafted of hard-

stone and appropriate to the elite status

of their owners. Why, then, were seals of

such quality not found on the ship? Perhaps

they were lost when the Mycenaeans per-

ished in the shipwreck.

The two steatite sealstones must,

therefore, have served a different purpose.

Hardstone seals are known from temples

and shrines,
15

but soft sealstones of the

Mainland Popular Group, well worn

rather than pristine, were also deposited

as votive offerings at sanctuaries and

shrines. Perhaps the Uluburun sealstones

were intended as offerings to be made upon

completion of a successful crossing or

journey.
16

Alternatively, worn soft-stone

sealstones have been found in burials strung

on necklaces adorning the deceased,
17
and

the two steatite sealstones from Uluburun,

also fairly worn, could have been part of

necklaces belonging to either or both of

the Mycenaeans aboard the ship. CP

1. See Pulak 2005a, pp. 305-6, pi. LXXI:f;

Bass 1986, pp. 283-85; Dickers 2001, p. 49,

pi. 24:6, no. 399; CMS V Suppl. IB, pp. 453-54,

no. 473.

2. CMS V Supp. IB, pp. 453-54, no. 473, with

figure. Dickers 2001, p. 229, pi. 24. The design

of catalogue no. 241b is assigned by Dickers

to the "triskel" motif, consisting of two sub-

types. The Uluburun sealstone conforms to

the subtype with finely incised legs terminat-

ing in dots, for which there are two examples

from Tiryns and one from Mycenae. The two

subtypes date to the Late Helladic IIIA-B

(Dickers 2001, p. 49, pi. 24.3-6). Paired and

antithetical triskeles motifs are seen only on

the Uluburun sealstone and one other from

Medeon in Boiotia (ibid., p. 49, pi. 25:2, no. 296).

Younger (1988, pp. 190-91) places the design

in his "5B-animal faces: bucrania" motif.

3. About one-sixth of the seal's edge has broken

away, obliterating the hind legs of the ungu-

late. See Pulak 2004, pp. 651-52, no. 454,

with figure.

4. Boardman 1970, pp. 62-63.

5. Betts 1997, pp. 63, 65.

6. Boardman 1970, p. 62; Aravantinos 1984,

pp. 41-48.

7. Boardman 1970, p. 62.

8. Younger 1987, p. 65; Younger 1989, p. 106;

Younger 1985, p. 290. Within this group, the

renderings are so varied that no internal

development or workshop attribution can be

detected. It may be that this group was pro-

duced in many workshops over a relatively

short period of time during the Late Helladic

IIIA:2-IIIB:1, and that most sealstones from

Late Helladic IIIB-IIIC contexts, usually worn

from use, were made earlier. See Younger

1985, p. 290.

9. Dickers 2001, pp. 6-9, with map 1.

10. For Tiryns, see ibid., p. 49, pis. 3, 5; for

Mycenae, see ibid., p. 49, pi. 4; and for other

sites to the north in Boiotia and Thessaly, see

ibid., p. 49, pis. 24:7, 9 and 25:1, 2.

11. Ibid., pp. 7, 72-73.

12. Younger 1987, p. 58; Younger 1985, p. 290.

13. Pulak 2005a, p. 307.

14. Burial I of Tomb 4 yielded a gold-capped

lentoid seal and Burial II two lentoid seals,

one of rock crystal and the other of carnelian.

Other grave goods include a jug and a kylix,

a Type Di sword, two spears, a razor, and

faience and gold-relief beads, and those from

Burial II include a conical cup and two kylixes,

a Type Di sword, a bronze knife, and relief

beads of glass and gold (Popham, Catling,

and Catling 1974, pp. 199, 201-2, 224-25,

229, pi. 35d).

15. Dickers 2001, pp. 71-73; Younger 1985,

pp. 294-95.

16. Pulak 2005a, p. 306, citing Bachhuber 2003,

pp. 126-30.

17. Dickers 2001, p. 76.
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242a, b

Mycenaean Pottery

Figure 118. Cemal Pulak holding Mycenaean kylix and Canaanite pilgrim

flask (cat. no. 191) during excavation; chalice (cat. no. 219) and Canaanite

amphora in foreground. Uluburun shipwreck.

Ceramic

a. Kylix

Height 11.7 cm (4
5
/s in.); diameter 11.9 cm

(4% in.)

28.31.84 (KW 57)

b. Stirrup jar

Height 16.8 cm (6
5
/s in.); max. diameter 14 cm

(5V2 in.); diameter of rim 2.1 cm
(

7
/s in.)

104.31.84 (KW 137)

Uluburun shipwreck

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1300 B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Among the hundreds of ceramic con-

tainers that constitute a major portion

of the Uluburun ship's cargo are 25 com-

plete or largely restorable vessels that

originated in locales around the shores of

the southern Aegean. Unlike the scores of

Canaanite amphoras designed to transport

liquids in bulk (see cat. no. 190), or the

dozens of Cypriot bowls and juglets in

mint condition that had been packed in a

pithos (cat. no. 193) and were evidently

being delivered as new tablewares, these

Aegean objects served a multiplicity of

functions and had seen a fair amount of

earlier use before they came to rest on the

seabed off Uluburun about 1300 B.C.

Three jugs and three cups were used

for drinking.
1 No two cups or jugs closely

resemble each other, nor are any jug-cup

pairs decorated so similarly as to suggest

that they constituted a set. Indeed, each of

these six vessels is unique within the ship's

cargo in terms of its combination of shape

and decoration. Of the three jugs, one un-

mistakably Mycenaean example is attrac-

tively decorated with a painted floral

pattern; neutron activation analysis of its

fabric identifies it as an Argive product

from the northeastern Peloponnese. The

two other jugs, both considerably more

fragmentary, are likely to have come from

coastal regions of southwestern Anatolia.

One has a burnished reddish brown sur-

face, a narrow neck, and an angular body

profile,
2
the other a brown-slipped but

unburnished surface and a shorter and

substantially wider neck.
3

All three of the drinking cups are

Mycenaean painted pots, but they differ in

shape, volume, and decorative elaboration.

The simplest, a banded semiglobular cup,

would have held only about a sixth of a

liter when filled to the brim. Another is a

ladle, or dipper, decorated with the abstract

motif known as the N-pattern and would

have held about a quarter of a liter; its

handle, now missing, would have been

sizable and might have been broken off

even before the ship sank. The third and

most elaborately painted of the cups is

the two-handled stemmed cup, or kylix

(cat. no. 242a), decorated with two large

birds on each side. Unfortunately, after

more than three millennia underwater

(fig. 118), its painted pattern is not very

well preserved. The closest parallels for

this distinctively ornamented piece come

from cemeteries on the island of Rhodes,
4

and this may well be where this particular

cup was produced. It is tempting to link it

with the most elaborate of the decorated

jugs, leaving the linear cup and the simply

patterned ladle to be paired with the two

much plainer jugs, and to see in these

three jug-cup pairs the personal drinking

equipment of a trio of passengers on board

the ship: the Mycenaean emissaries and the

bearer of the scepter-mace (cat. no. 237).

Sadly, there is nothing about the find-

spots of these six pots or the details of

their decoration to support this interpreta-

tion. Mainland Mycenaean drinkers often

made use of a large mixing bowl, or krater,

to mix wine with water when they drank

socially, but nothing remotely resembling

an Aegean krater has been recovered from

the Uluburun wreck. Perhaps there were

not enough Aegean drinkers on board to

make one necessary.
5

A second major group ofAegean vessels

from Uluburun consists of nine small- to

medium-size containers notable for the

slow-pouring design of their spouts and the

density of their painted decoration. Eight

of the nine are examples of the quintessen-

tially Aegean ceramic form known, by the

distinctive design of the handles and solid

neck, as the "stirrup" or, alternatively,

"false-necked" jar (the ninth is a neck-

handled flask). These diminutive vessels,
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specially shaped for careful pouring of liq-

uids such as perfumed oils, have capacities

ranging from as little as one tenth of a

liter to slightly more than 3 liters; the

example here (cat. no. 242b) holds approxi-

mately one liter. Produced in the thousands

by Mycenaean palatial administrations,

they dispensed a comparatively high-

priced commodity that was widely distrib-

uted throughout the eastern Mediter-

ranean.
6
So popular were these gaily

decorated stirrup jars among Egyptian

and Levantine consumers that they were

imitated in more exotic materials, such

as, in Egypt, faience and even translucent

stones. The decoration of stirrup-jar

shoulders with schematic flowers, as on

this one, may be an allusion to the fra-

grance of the perfumed oil within. The

number of these small jars from Uluburun,

even with a few miscellaneous spout and

base fragments added, is far too few to

identify Mycenaean perfumed oil as a sig-

nificant component of the ship's overall

cargo. Moreover, the impressive range of

different shapes, sizes, and fabrics repre-

sented by this small group ofjars identifies

them as a motley collection, many of them

possibly in secondary use, rather than a

shipment of freshly made and stoppered

perfume vessels. It may be that they, like

the Aegean drinking equipment described

above, were personal possessions.

Of the ten giant stirrup jars from the

wreck, each with a capacity of between 12

and 18 liters, at least half were wheel-made

Cretan products decorated very simply

with two or three groups of broad bands.

Two handmade examples, however, one

burnished dark but otherwise plain and

the other banded in an atypical fashion,

were clearly manufactured elsewhere, pos-

sibly along the western coast of Anatolia

or on one of the eastern Aegean islands.

Four of these large jars bear incised marks

on their handles showing that at some

point they had passed through the hands

of Cypriot middlemen as reusable trans-

port vessels for the shipping of oil and

wine in bulk.
7

jr.

1. Pulak 1998; Rutter 2005.

2. Compare Gunel 1999, pp. 179, 365,

figs. 104:1, 2, 158:1, 2.

3. Compare ibid., p. 181, figs. 113:6, 115:6.

4. Benzi 1992, pi. 8a (Ialysos Tomb 7:6).

5. Pulak 2005a.

6. Haskell 1984; Shelmerdine 1985; Shelmerdine

1998.

7. Hirschfeld 1993; Hirschfeld 1999.



Muskebi Tombs

243

Mycenaean Kylix

Ceramic

Height 17.8 cm (7 in.); diameter of mouth

15.2 cm (6 in.)

Muskebi, Chamber Tomb 12

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Muskebi 688 (#23)

244

Mycenaean Footed Stirrup
Jar

Ceramic

Height 19.5 cm (7
5
/s in.); diameter 15.3 cm

(6 in.)

Muskebi, Chamber Tomb 15

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Muskebi 698 (#43)

The Late Bronze Age cemetery at

Muskebi is on the Halikarnassos

(Bodrum) peninsula in southwestern

Anatolia, part of the ancient region of

Caria. Excavated by the Turkish archae-

ologist Yusuf Boysal from 1963 to 1966,
1

it was the first cemetery with standard

Mycenaean-type chamber tombs

—

intended to hold multiple burials of what

were probably individual families—to

be explored on the Anatolian mainland.

The tombs are similar to those of contem-

poraneous burials on the nearby islands

of Rhodes, Kos, and Kalymnos, where,

by the end of the fifteenth century B.C.,

Mycenaean culture from the Greek main-

land had largely supplanted the earlier

Minoan culture of Crete. The same is true

of their contents: more than 250 vases and

substantial numbers of bronze weapons,

jewelry, and miscellaneous other finds.

Even though the burials at Muskebi were

an unusual mixture of both inhumations

and cremations (the latter were not com-

mon in Mycenaean cemeteries of this

date), most authorities have identified the

243
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tombs as those of a group of Mycenaean

colonists who had migrated from the islands

of the southeastern Aegean to the main-

land early in the fourteenth century B.C.
2

This migration was thus believed to have

taken place about a generation before the

massive destruction of the hybrid Minoan-

Mycenaean palatial center at Knossos.

As a result, Knossian cultural dominance

throughout the southern Aegean was

replaced by a more decentralized Myce-

naean hegemony focused on palatial sites

on the central and southern Greek main-

land, including Mycenae, Tiryns, Thebes,

and Pylos.

The high point of the Muskebi ceme-

tery's history occurred in the second half

of the fourteenth century B.C.; it was dur-

ing this time that the Uluburun ship sank

with its fabulously rich cargo of metals,

incense, glass, and other raw materials. It

is therefore not surprising to find examples

of southern Aegean ceramic types like

those represented on the Uluburun ship

also deposited in the tombs at Miiskebi. A
two-handled drinking cup, or kylix, from

Tomb 12 (cat. no. 243) is very similar in

shape to the lone kylix found on the wreck

(cat. no. 242a), and both were probably

produced on Rhodes. The diagonal whorl

shells that decorate the Miiskebi kylix

are much more common on this shape

than are the large birds decorating the

Uluburun vase, but both motifs are good

examples of the simplification and conver-

sion to pure pattern of the far more natu-

ralistic depictions of living creatures that

were characteristic of Minoan ceramic

ornament during the preceding fifteenth

century B.C. It is interesting that the

Miiskebi kylix was accompanied in its

tomb by a plain western Anatolian jug,
3

in much the same way that two of the

three Mycenaean drinking cups from the

Uluburun wreck appear to have been

paired with plain Anatolian rather than

pattern-decorated Mycenaean jugs.

The piriform stirrup jar from Miiskebi

Tomb 15 (cat. no. 244), decorated with

intersecting hatched semicircles on the

shoulder and with lentoid shapes hatched

in a zigzag arrangement on the body

below, is closely comparable in shape and

date to the single piriform stirrup jar from

the Uluburun wreck (cat. no. 242b) and

likely to be another Rhodian product. The

neck-handled flask and more common
small- and middle-size globular stirrup

jars from Uluburun, all designed to hold

expensive perfumed oils, similarly have

close parallels in the Miiskebi tombs.

Even the giant stirrup jars used for bulk

liquid transport—the most common form

of Aegean ceramic container found on

the Uluburun ship—can also be found at

Miiskebi.
4
Thus, the entire southern

Aegean ceramic repertoire documented on

the wreck could easily have been acquired

in the eastern Aegean, whether at'an

inland settlement on the Anatolian main-

land, whose inhabitants were buried at

Miiskebi, or at one of the numerous

Mycenaean coastal sites ringing the

islands of Rhodes and Kos. jr.

1. Boysal 1969a.

2. But see Mountjoy 1998, esp. pp. 36-37, for

the possibility of acculturation playing a

greater role than simple migration.

3. Ozgunel 1996, p. 104, pi. 15:3 (Bodrum

Museum 668).

4. Ibid., p. 53, pi. 5:6 (Bodrum Museum 987).

245

Dagger

Bronze

Length 32.3 cm (l2
3
/4 in.)

Miiskebi, Chamber Tomb 1

1

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey

Muskebi 675 (#18)

This dagger, or dirk, was found in

Chamber Tomb 1 1 of the Late Bronze

Age cemetery at Muskebi.
1

It is unique

among the limited number of bronze

weapons, mostly spears and knives, exca-

vated from the forty-eight Mycenaean

tombs at the site.
2 Two Mycenaean vases

found in the same tomb date it and its con-

tents to the Late Helladic IIIA:2 period.
3

The dagger originally would have been

longer, probably 34 centimeters or more,

but the pommel tang did not survive in-

tact and the tip of the blade was damaged

by corrosion. Its unusual hand guard, or

"quillon," with horn-shaped projections

curving slightly downward at the tips, and

the rivetless flanged grip configuration

narrowing to an elongated extension for

attaching the pommel, now lost, are typi-

cal of Sandars's Class H short swords or

daggers.
4 The hilt flanges would have

retained hilt plates, and the pommel would

have been attached to the hilt by the rod-

like extension, of which only the base sur-

vives.
5 A seam is visible on the horn-shaped

pointed ends of the quillon, suggesting

that they were shaped on an anvil after

the dagger was cast in a mold. The surface

of the pointed blade is heavily pitted from

corrosion, but four grooves down its cen-

ter can readily be discerned.

The small group of Class H bronze

daggers, according to Sandars, borders the

Minoan-Mycenaean worlds in both time

and space. These weapons are an amalga-

mation ofAegean and Near Eastern char-

acteristics: the flat-blade type, although

not originally Aegean, had been develop-

ing in that direction in Mycenaean swords;

the quillon horns were undoubtedly of

Aegean origin; and the rod-shaped pom-

mel extension parallels Near Eastern and

Cypriot weapons.
6 A dagger, reputed to

have been found in a Mycenaean tomb at

Siana, Rhodes, together with a knife and

spearhead, forms the basis of this class.

A second dagger, said to be from Pergamon

in northwestern Anatolia, is nearly identi-

cal in shape and size to the Siana dagger

except for the lines down the blade center,

which are worked as grooves on the Siana

dagger and as ridges on the Pergamon

example. Another example, with the ridges

down the blade's center, was found at Pyli

on the island of Kos.
7 The grooved blade

of the Muskebi dagger, which represents a

fourth example of this class, is similar to

the one from Siana.

The knife found with the Siana dagger,

with its rod-shaped pommel extension,

is of similar construction to one found

at Troy and to two others, from Ialysos

on Rhodes and at Kolophon in western

Anatolia. Based on the only datable ex-

ample from Ialysos, both the knife type

and the Class H daggers had been attrib-

uted to the Late Helladic IIIB-early IIIC

period (late thirteenth-early twelfth cen-

tury B.C.), characterized by Sandars as a

time of confused frontiers and even more

confused politics preceding the collapse of

nearly all eastern Mediterranean Bronze

Age cultures except Egypt.
8 The Ialysos

tomb, however, has since been redated to

Late Helladic IIIA:2-IIIB.
9 Two unpub-

lished knives found in Tombs 7 and 14

at Muskebi are dated by the Mycenaean

pottery found with them to the Late

Helladic IIIA:2-IIIB period,
10

as are two
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other examples from tombs T 48 and T 59

on Rhodes.
11 Two incomplete knives from

the Uluburun shipwreck are dated to the

late fourteenth century B.C.
12
Based on

the datable examples, we can infer that the

use of these knives spanned the Late

Helladic IIIA:2 and most likely the earlier

part of the Late Helladic IIIB periods

rather than being confined to the end of

the Late Bronze Age as previously sug-

gested. Whether the Class H swords have

the same date range as that of the knife

with rod-pommel extension is not certain,

but the similar construction features of

both weapons, and the dates of the Miiskebi

dagger and the knives, suggest that they

were both in use during the same approxi-

mate period. CP

1. Boysal 1969a, p. 33. The Miiskebi tombs and a

group of Mycenaean pottery found by locals,

as well as initial observations at the site, were

first were noted by Bass (1963, pp. 353-56).

The tombs were subsequently excavated by

Yusuf Boysal, yielding more than 250 terra-

cotta vessels, along with bronzes and jewelry;

the last two categories of artifacts have not

been published. General discussion of the

tombs and their finds are in Boysal 1964

and 1969a.

2. Boysal 1964, p. 83. Mee (1978, p. 137) notes

that the bronzes on display in the Bodrum

Museum of Underwater Archaeology con-

sisted of seven spears, three knives, a razor,

and a dagger, all of which have since been

placed in storage.

3. For the two Mycenaean piriform jars found in

Tomb 11, see Boysal 1969b, pp. xi, 3, Taf. 1:1,

6, V:2, and pis. 1:1, V:2; see also Mee 1978,

p. 137, no. 1:1-11, p. 139, no. 5:2-11.

4. Sandars 1963, pp. 140-42, pi. 27:52, 53.

5. Mee (1978, p. 137), while correctly attributing

the dagger to Sandars's Class H, notes that

the dagger is outfitted with a short pommel

tang rather than the typical rodlike extension

with a square cross section that characterizes

this type. The rough edge of the pommel

tang indicates, however, that the rodlike

extension broke off and was lost.

6. Sandars 1963, pp. 140-41.

7. Kilian-Dirlmeier 1993, p. 49, pi. 18:99, desig-

nated as Type 2b.

8. Sandars 1963, pp. 140, 142.

9. Mee 1982, p. 60 n. 5. Discoveries since the

original publication have increased the num-

ber ofknown examples of knives of this type

to sixteen; even so, only a few are from con-

texts with useful dates. References are com-

piled in Pulak 2005a, p. 300 and n. 34, where

the number of known knives of this type is

given incorrectly as seventeen, and is cor-

rected herewith; Benzi 1992, pp. 177-78; and

Ersoy 1988, p. 67 n. 56.

10. One knife (Bodrum inv. no. 676-B), 29.5 cm
long, was found in Tomb 7 with a Mycenaean

mug and pyxis: Boysal 1969b, pp. xi, 17,

pi. XX:6, p. 22, pi. XXV:3, and pis. XX:6,
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XXV:3; and Mee 1978, p. 142, no. 20:6, 7,

p. 140 no. 25:3-7, where the two vessels are

dated to the Late Helladic IIIA:2-IIIB

period. The second knife (Bodrum Museum

inv. no. 677-b), 27.4 cm long, was found in

Tomb 14 with a Mycenaean pyxis and bowl:

Boysal 1969b, pp. xi, 22, pi. XXV:8, p. 27,

pi. xxxi:5; and Mee 1978, p. 141, no. 31:5-14,

p. 140, no. 25:8-14, where the vessels are

dated to the Late Helladic IIIA:2-IIIB

period. I am grateful to the former director

of the Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Oguz Alpozen, for giving me

information on and access to these knives.

11. Benzi 1992, pp. 177-78, 334, pi. 179:f (for

T 48/15), and p. 360, pi. 179:n (for T 59/c).

12. Pulak 2005a, p. 300, pi. LXXl:a. One of the

knives (kw 4452) is missing the rodlike

extension at the terminus of the hilt, and

the second (lot no. 3242) is missing the

entire blade.
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Mycenaean Relief Beads

Glass

Average bead dimensions: length 2.1 cm
(

7
/s in.);

width 1 cm (% in.); height 0.9 cm (% in.)

Miiskebi, Chamber Tomb 22

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Bodrum Museum of Underwater

Archaeology, Turkey Miiskebi 711 (#101)

Among the objects excavated from

Chamber Tomb 22 in the Late Bronze

Age cemetery at Miiskebi were glass relief

plaques, or beads, a uniquely Mycenaean

product that disappeared from the archae-

ological record with the end of the Myce-

naean culture.
1 Of the forty-eight tombs

excavated at Miiskebi, Tomb 22 is the only

one to have contained glass relief beads.

The burial is dated to the Late Helladic

IIIA.-2 period, based on the Mycenaean

pottery evidence,
2
and was thought to

belong to a woman. 3
Since relief beads do

not appear to have been exported as trade

items outside Mycenaean society, and

occur almost exclusively in monumental

and other elaborate burials for affluent

families,
4
the individual buried in Tomb

22 must have been an influential member

of the Miiskebi society.

Inside the tomb were 33 flat-backed

relief beads, all made of a translucent, deep

blue glass—presumably in imitation of

lapis lazuli. Their cream-colored, non-

glasslike crust is the result of weathering;

they are otherwise in good condition.

Cast in open, one-piece molds, probably

from imported raw glass, each bead is

modeled as a single ornament, likely rep-

resenting a stylized curl of hair.
6 The curl

emanates from a ribbed band or headpiece

with a semicircular convex profile, pierced

transversally for stringing; a second

transverse perforation runs through the

center of the curl. The curl itself is high-

lighted with four curved parallel lines or

ridges, the outermost of which ends in a

multiwhorled, conical spiral, forming the

highest point of the bead.

Objects of glass, such as star-disc

pendants and certain beads, were imported

to the Aegean during the late sixteenth

and early fifteenth century B.C. The deep

blue color and unusual material of these

fine objects must have delighted the

Mycenaeans, who soon began using kyanos,

as they called the glass, to manufacture

objects of their own. The physical and

chemical similarity between imported glass

objects and those produced locally indi-

cates that the latter were made from im-

ported glass ingots like the deep and light

blue examples carried on the Uluburun

ship (cat. no. 187).
7 The great majority of

Mycenaean relief beads are made of deep

blue glass, though light blue or turquoise

beads are occasionally found, often with

the former, indicating that these two colors

were preferred by the Mycenaeans. It is

noteworthy, therefore, that all but three

glass ingots found on the Uluburun ship-

wreck represent these two colors.

Relief beads in the form of spiral hair

curls are well represented in Late Helladic

III contexts in the Aegean. Two classes of

relief beads, one with triple spirals posi-

tioned one above the other and separated

by a row of dots between them, the other

bearing a figure-of-eight shield motif, were

found on the Uluburun ship (cat. no. 239).
8

The hair-curl motif probably began as a

simple, volutelike circular curl emanating

from a pierced suspension band.
9 The motif

was later modified to include an elon-

gated lock attached to the curl that could

be used singly or paired with another one

suspended below the first, facing in the

opposite direction. At about this time, the

single elongated-curl motif was also fea-

tured on flat, rectangular, cast plaques.

Somewhat later, the end of the hair curl

appeared as stylized, multiwhorled, spiral-

and plaque-shaped bead forms. The former

was ultimately dropped altogether in favor

of the plaque-shaped relief bead with two

or three superimposed spirals and a lock

represented by curved parallel lines or ribs.

Eventually, these lines were replaced by

simple spirals. In this hypothetical pro-

gression, the Miiskebi relief beads would

thus appear to be early variants of the

hair-curl motif, with the Uluburun beads

belonging to the later plaque versions

having just three spirals to represent the

hair lock.

The contents of the Miiskebi tombs

are typical of contemporary Mycenaean

burials on the nearby islands of Kos,

Kalymnos, and, especially, Rhodes in the

fourteenth century B.C.
10

It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that many relief beads simi-

lar to those from Miiskebi, including the

single- and multiple-curl and the spiral

varieties, were found on Rhodes, both in

glass
11
and gold,

12
although the suspension

band or headpiece for these beads is usu-

ally ornamented with designs other than

ribbing; furthermore, the borders, and

sometimes also the fields between the

lines representing the lock of hair, are

trimmed with rows of raised dots, perhaps

in imitation of gold granulation. Glass

examples also occur on the Greek main-

land, at Prosymna
13
and Ayios Ilias,

14
with

gold versions found at Mycenae
15
and at

Thisbe in Boiotia.
16 The Miiskebi relief

beads are, however, unique. Although no

known examples embody all four of their

defining features—ribbed suspension

band, cutout form, plain line ornamenta-

tion without raised dots, and locks with

spiral ends—an example from Ialysos,

Rhodes, exhibits the cutout form and

spiral,
17
and another from an unknown

provenance features the cutout form and

ribbed suspension band.
18

Glass relief beads have been found

throughout the Mycenaean world, but

those recovered in any quantity have come

almost exclusively from Mycenaean buri-

als. Although iconographic evidence sug-

gests that beads were worn primarily by

women, they were also worn by children

and men.
19 The peculiarly Mycenaean

glass plaques, with their perforations for

stringing, have been interpreted as beads

for necklaces, adornments sewn on gar-

ments, or for use as diadems.
20
With

regard to diadems, two or three chamber

tombs near Olympia, one of which may be

that of a female, contained relief beads
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with rosettes and ivy-leaf motifs scattered

around the skulls; those found in the

third burial, of a male, were recovered as

an intact diadem on the forehead of the

skeleton.
21 The diadem beads display the

triple-spiral hair curl, a motif surmised

to be particularly appropriate for place-

ment on the forehead. However, no single

use can be ascribed to any relief-bead motif.

The discovery on the Uluburun ship of

relief beads with two different motifs

—

one with a triple-spiral design— suggests

not only that there were two pieces of

Mycenaean jewelry on board but also

that they were worn by men as necklaces.

They represent the only discovery of their

kind in a personal, everyday context,

suggesting that those from Olympia and

Miiskebi were not intended exclusively for

use as grave offerings. Rather, they would

have been used during the owner's lifetime

and, in some instances, placed near the

skull or on the forehead as a diadem when

the deceased was interred. cp

1. Hughes-Brock 1999, p. 291; Grose 1989, p. 57.

2. The eleven Mycenaean vases found in the

tomb are in Boysal 1969b, p. xii: five piriform

jars (pp. 3-4, 6, pis. 1:3, 11:2; V:l, 3, 4), four

mugs and cups (pp. 17-19, pis. xxi:3, 4, 6,

xxni:6), brazier (p. 27, pi. xxxi:2), and a flask

(p. 27, pi. xxxil:l, 3). See also Mee 1978,

pp. 137-42, for a listing and discussion of the

Mycenaean pottery.

3. A comprehensive list ofgrave goods and analy-

sis of the tomb itself have not been published.

It seems likely, however, that the female attri-

bution is based on the presence of relief beads

and the lack of weapons. The spatial relation-

ship of the relief beads to the skeletal remains

is not indicated.

4. Lewartowski 2000, p. 35; Hughes-Brock

1999, pp. 287-89.

5. Due to the thick weathering crust on the

beads, they were initially reported to be of a

stonelike material (Boysal 1964, p. 83).

6. Yalouris 1968, pp. 12-14; see also Harden

1981, pp. 39, 45.

7. Robert Brill of the Corning Museum of Glass,

who is analyzing all of the Uluburun ingots

for publication, reported that the chemical

composition of the Uluburun cobalt blue glass

ingots matched those of contemporary

Egyptian core-formed vessels and Mycenaean

glass relief beads, which suggests both were

manufactured from glass obtained from a

common source (Bass 1986, p. 282).

8. For discussion of relief beads with spiral

designs and examples in the British Museum,

see Harden 1981, pp. 45-46, nos. 56-59,

pi. IV:56, 59, fig. 3:56, 57, 59. Another example

is found in Grose 1989, pp. 64-65, 397, fig. 24.

9. Yalouris 1968, pp. 13-14.

10. Mee 1978, pp. 149-50.

11. Harden 1981, p. 46, nos. a, b, pi. IV:52, 53,

fig. 3:52, 53.

12. Benzi 1992, pis. 116:1, 182:1.

13. Blegen and Blegen 1937, p. 305, fig. 300:8.

14. Mastrokostas 1966, pp. 205-7, pi. 17a.

15. Yalouris 1968, p. 13, fig. 13.

16. A. Evans 1925, p. 2, fig. l:j; Yalouris 1968,

p. 13, no. 16, figs. 13-15, for other examples

in gold and glass.

17. Harden 1981, p. 46, no. 52, pi. 4:52, fig. 3:52.

18. Goldstein 1979, p. 94, fig. 177, indicated to be

from Crete or the Peloponnese.

19. Younger 1992, pp. 261-69. There is no extant

pictorial evidence for relief beads.

20. Harden 1981, p. 39.

21. Yalouris 1968, pp. 10-13, and figs. 1-11; the

assignation of the burial to a male is made

primarily on the presence of weapons, and

that to a female, from the lack of such and

also on the presence of other grave goods. A
burial at Dendra, also containing weapons

and relief beads, is that of a male (Wace 1932,

p. 193).

22. Yalouris 1968, p. 15.
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THE ART OF EXCHANGE
JOAN ARUZ

^^T^^ he inception of the Late Bronze Age heralds a new

I era, one in which developing centers in the Near

I East, Egypt, and the Aegean express their growing

_JL power and prestige through the creation of monu-

mental and brilliantly decorated palaces and lavishly furnished

tombs. The age is characterized in contemporary texts as one

of intense interaction during which rulers, engaging in war

and diplomacy, sought to acquire valuable resources and exqui-

site works of art. The year-by-year records of pharaonic cam-

paigns carved on the walls of the Temple of Karnak recount

the enormous wealth accumulated during Thutmose Ill's

Asiatic wars. The Amarna Letters highlight more peaceful

aspects of interaction, in the form of greeting gifts, dowries,

and wedding presents circulated among the great royal houses

of the late fourteenth century b.c. Through these texts, a pic-

ture emerges of a world in which Egypt was admired not only

for its gold resources, which were as abundant as "dirt," but

also for its artistry in capturing lifelike images. Addressing

the Egyptian pharaoh, the Kassite king Burnaburiash writes:

There are skilled carpenters whereyou are. . . . Let them

represent a wild animal, land or aquatic, lifelike, so that the

hide is exactly like that ofa live animal.'

Elements such as the stained ivory plants and a cedar ship

towing six smaller ships mentioned in one of the Amarna

Letters must have been part of the many tableaux crafted as

gifts for the Babylonian ruler. Tushratta of Mitanni asks for

the solid-cast gold statues of himself and his daughter Tadu-

hepa, sent as a bride to the Egyptian court.
4

While Egypt was amassing large quantities of precious

materials from the Near East—lapis lazuli, horses, chariots

—

special mention is made in the Egyptian annals and diplomatic

correspondence of the peculiarities of foreign workman-

ship. Animal-headed vases are listed among the tribute from

Retenu ("heads of goats, head of a lion," and "a vessel with the

head of an ox"). There is a "silver vessel of the workmanship

of Keftiu,"
3
gilt horn-shaped (?) vessels sent by Tushratta and

silver vessels in the form of a stag and a ram, a gift from

Suppiluliuma, the Great King of Hatti.
4

The material record reinforces this notion of the prestige

attached to exotic objects. These were not only admired but

imitated and adapted, certainly by the early sixteenth cen-

tury b.c. As Mary Helms has stated, for the ruler, "the act of

acquisition in itself becomes a mark of exceptionality, exclu-

sivity, ability to control, and allows the cultivation of a kingly

image."
5
Large-scale works of art, such as Minoan-style fres-

coes, become the preferred form of decoration in royal palaces

around the Mediterranean littoral, introducing a new empha-

sis on a natural world devoid of direct messages of divinely

imbued royal power so prevalent in Near Eastern and Egyptian

iconography (compare fig. 13). Reference to royal prowess is

now oblique, the human element in scenes of the hunt and

animal combat often alluded to by the presence of attacking

hounds. The focus shifts to animal predators and prey, a sub-

ject represented in Egyptian tombs from the Old Kingdom

onward, but now infused with a new sense of dynamic move-

ment evocative of animal styles one associates with Minoan

Crete and Mycenaean Greece. Such scenes appear in the

private tombs of officials in Egyptian Thebes during

the fifteenth century B.C. in the local technique of low relief

painted in tempera (fig. 1 1 9).
b
These may have been directly

inspired by such works as the hunting fresco with predatory

leopards, lions, and griffins from Tell el-Dab'a, which we can

only glimpse from the fragments that remain (fig. 120).'

Precious works of foreign type in small scale are represented

in the Theban tombs by vessels held by Aegean and Asiatic

envoys and illustrate the written accounts of booty and tribute.

Such objects must have been highly prized, and their appear-

ance in Egyptian workshop scenes perhaps suggests that they

were being copied locally providing one avenue for the coming

together of traditions that characterize some of the finest dis-

play pieces of succeeding centuries.
8 The creation ofnew styles

combining elements from different cultures becomes especially

apparent in the depiction of such themes as the Mistress of

Animals (cat. no. 26
1
) and animal combats. The latter proliferate

on works of gold and silver, ivory, and vitreous materials and

are carved on cylinder seals, where the artistic manifestation of

cultural interaction can be traced back to its incipient phases.

Detail of cat. no. 261



Figure 119. Drawing

ofwall-painting

scene with animal

hunt. Thebes, Tomb

ofPuimre (TT 39).

Dynasty 18, reign

of Hatshepsut-

Thutmose III.

Seals, Trade, and Cultural Exchange

Seals, small and easily portable, were integral to the trade

process, worn and used for reasons of security, identity, sta-

tus, and adornment. Imported seals reflect the movement of

peoples—merchants, craftsmen, officials, immigrants—and

in many instances, the transfer of ideas. Seals and seal-shaped

stones of precious materials such as lapis lazuli—mentioned

in texts as gifts from Assyria and Mitanni to the Egyptian

court
9—were intentionally collected, as witnessed by two

spectacular discoveries, one near Egyptian Thebes and the

other in Mycenaean Thebes. These rich hoards of lapis lazuli

glyptic were found in very different circumstances, one in

bronze caskets of the twentieth-nineteenth century B.C., found

under the Temple of Montu at Tod, and the other in a thir-

teenth-century B.C. Mycenaean palace workshop. An inscrip-

tion from the temple, "representing what foreigners and

explorers, who travel across the lands, had delivered," may

reflect the circumstances under which silver vessels, gold and

silver ingots, and lapis lazuli beads, pendants, and seals in the

Tod Treasure came to Egypt from sources extending from

Afghanistan possibly to Crete (cat. no. 35).
10 While the origin

of the silver vessels remains in dispute—attributed to either

Crete or Anatolia
11—a wedge-shaped steatite seal-amulet

with bees and spiders engraved on its two main faces looks

like a Minoan-style piece and could have been made close to

the time of deposition (fig. 25).
12 Two lapis lazuli stamp seals

in the hoard were produced in eastern Iran and Bactria-

Margiana (fig. 26), areas close to the source of this material.
13

The cylinder seals appear to have been made over a long span

of time in areas along the lapis lazuli trade route—eastern

Iran, Mesopotamia, and the Syro-Levantine region, with one

piece that could have come from central Anatolia.
14 How these

objects came together, along with lapis lazuli amulets and

inlay pieces in the form of frogs, bulls, hair curls, and a beard,

has remained a matter of speculation. As many similar assem-

blages were retained in Near Eastern temples, particularly at

the site of Mari,
15
Edith Porada conjectured that part of the

Tod Treasure entered the commercial sphere after being forc-

ibly removed by conquest. The random selection of lapis lazuli

Mesopotamian glyptic in the hoard was, she believed, sepa-

rately procured.
16

The desire for this valuable and ritually charged material

was apparently not confined to Egypt and the Near East, but

also appears to have extended as far as the Aegean, where,

although it may not have retained all its original associations,

it was highly prized as jewelry. One imported cylinder seal of

fine-quality lapis lazuli was discovered in the Palace of Minos

at Knossos. Originally carved in the Early Dynastic period, it

has features that indicate later recutting in central Anatolia

and further reworking on Crete, where it was embellished

with Minoan gold caps.
17 Some centuries later, the Palace of

Kadmos in Mycenaean Thebes yielded a spectacular col-

lection of thirty-six lapis lazuli cylinder seals carved in vari-

ous regions from Mesopotamia to the Levant and Cyprus

(cat. nos. 177-82). There were also floral elements of lapis

lazuli, appropriately sized perhaps to form an ensemble with

the exotic stones (cat. no. 176a). Other jewelry elements may

have included nine unworked lapis lazuli cylinders, and others

cut down into various shapes.
18 There were also Cypriot and

Mitanni faience cylinder seals, agate cylinders, one in Aegean

style, and Aegean agate stamp seals.
19 As with the Tod

Treasure, the Theban hoard is difficult to interpret and may

not represent a single group of exports. It contains official

Kassite seals, Mesopotamian heirlooms, and Syro-Mitanni and

Hittite cylinder seals, some in pristine condition, others

abraded, damaged, repaired, or recut. There is also a large

group of finely carved Cypriot pieces, as well as Cypriot recy-

clings of Mesopotamian works. Porada hypothesized that this

last group reached the Aegean from its established trading

partner over a long period of time, and that the Kassite seals,

originally dedications in the Temple of Marduk at Babylon,

were taken by Tukulti-Ninurta I of Assyria, who conquered



the city around 1225 B.C. Because the seals represented one

mina, the weight of Kassite diplomatic gifts recorded in the

Amarna Letters, she also suggested that they may have been

sent to the king of Thebes, with the promise of access to

sources of gold beyond Egypt.
20 While these scenarios are

possible, it may be more probable that the lapis lazuli cylinder

seals, made in a variety of styles, were part of a single ship-

ment. The evidence may lie in the interpretation of a single

Kassite seal, which was re-carved to create a very unusual

image (cat. no. 177c).

Other definable groups of traveling seals have also invited

historical interpretations, such as the scarabs ofAmenhotep III

and his queen, Tiye. Together with other objects bearing their

names, those found in burial, palatial, and ritual contexts in

the fourteenth- and thirteenth-century B.C. Aegean have been

considered evidence for an Egyptian embassy to Crete and the

Greek mainland.
21

However, we cannot be certain either that

all these objects were shipped together to the Aegean or that

they came directly from Egypt. One notable example from a

warrior grave on Crete was part of a necklace of variegated

glass spherical beads (possibly Egyptian imports) and faience

beads. Based on the peculiarities of its cartouche, it has been

suggested that the scarab may have been made by a foreigner

not familiar with the hieroglyphic script, possibly in a

Canaanite workshop.
22

Perhaps the largest category of imported cylinder seals found

in Aegean burials is that of the Mitanni Common Style. These

colorful objects, made of glazed faience and other vitreous

Figure 120. Wall painting

details with leopards.

Tell el-Dab'a, Palace F.

Dynasty 18, reigns of

Hatshepsut-Thutmose III.
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Figure 121. Gold sheath and dagger with glass inlay. Tomb of

Tutankhamun. Dynasty 18. Egyptian Museum, Cairo je 61584a,

61584B

materials, were mass-produced (see pp. 419-20). Although

used to impress documents in the Syro-Mitanni heartland at

Nuzi and Alalakh in the fifteenth century B.C., the largest con-

centration of actual seals comes from the southern Levant,

particularly from Beth-Shan and Megiddo, as well as from

Cyprus, in contexts down to the thirteenth century B.C.
23

While there is no evidence for their administrative use in the

Aegean, these seals were valued enough to be buried with

their owners and may have been worn as jewelry in life as well

as in death. They appear to reflect a new Near Eastern fashion

at a time when seals were still made of colorful hardstones in

the Aegean and in southern Mesopotamia. Perhaps they were

acquired or received as gifts; possibly they were talismans and

symbols of social status, displayed by traders as proof of voy-

ages in the eastern Mediterranean.
24

One such voyage with its complement of seals has been

preserved thanks to the meticulous excavation of the Uluburun

shipwreck off the southern coast of Anatolia (see pp. 289-305).

Found on the seabed near intact gold pendants, other jewelry

elements, ingots, and scrap gold and silver, the seals origi-

nated in various areas of the Near East, Cyprus, Egypt, and

Mycenaean Greece. Some are made of precious materials, for

example the unique gold scarab of Nefertiti (cat. no. 223), or

Figure 122. Gold-foil chariot attachment. Tomb of Tutankhamun.
Dynasty 18. Egyptian Museum, Cairo temp. no. 30.3.34.52
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Figure 123. Ivory

cosmetic spoon.

Egypt. Dynasty 18.

Egyptian Museum,

Cairo je 47009

have gold mounts. Others are in provincial styles, such as the

Kassite rock-crystal cylinder seals (cat. nos. 231a, b), or recut,

such as an Old Babylonian piece later carved in the Middle

Assyrian style (cat. no. 230). There are also scarabs ofEgyptian

and Levantine type and Mycenaean Popular Style lentoids

(cat. no. 24la, b). Some of these items may have been personal

belongings and may suggest the identification of travelers on

board the ship. Others, however, may have been destined for

foreign palace treasuries or workshops, to be incorporated

into jewelry.

The environment of intense interaction in which seals trav-

eled abroad also led to the creation of international glyptic

that crossed stylistic boundaries. This phenomenon is mani-

fested in various ways under differing social and historical

circumstances—including trade, movements of populations

and craftsmen, and political and cultural domination. In one

well-documented era spanning the first centuries of the sec-

ond millennium B.C., the need to enact business in the Assyrian

trading colonies, or karum settlements, on the central Anatolian

plateau (see pp. 70-73) affected the choice of seal shape and

imagery. At that time, during which thousands of cuneiform

document envelopes were marked with the impressions of

Mesopotamian and Syrian cylinder seals, the Anatolian stamp

seal itself was largely supplanted by a native version of the

cylinder seal, embedding the Mesopotamian presentation

motif into a plethora of locally inspired scenes (cat. no. 37b).

Not much later, cylinder seals clearly made by Syrian crafts-

men appear to demonstrate a growing affinity for artistic

styles with dynamically rendered animals in free space,

reflecting a sensibility generally associated with Minoan

Crete (see fig. 124).
25
These were produced close to the time

that Minoan-style frescoes came into fashion at foreign

courts (see cat. no. 69a, b and figs. 39, 40, 1 20), which included

Alalakh, the source of many innovative seal designs.
26 The

vehicle for such exchanges and for the initiation of a "litorally

based internationalism" was probably the movement of arti-

sans across the Mediterranean during a period of transition

from the Old to New Palace period on Crete.
27

A few hundred years later, during the fourteenth cen-

tury B.C., craftsmen may have dispersed to foreign lands in the

wake of the Minoan palatial collapse (see pp. 270-72). Seals

exhibiting a subtle integration of Aegean and Near Eastern

styles, syntax, and iconography were produced, most likely for

an international clientele, by carvers intimately familiar with

both traditions. Perhaps the finest surviving example is a cyl-

inder seal in the Yale Babylonian Collection (cat. no. 254),

reported to have come from the Levantine coast. It is one of

two works attributed to a master engraver, the other a lapis

lazuli cylinder that was part of the treasure of Cypriot and

Near Eastern seals at Mycenaean Thebes (cat. no. 182).

The iconography of intercultural style seals appears to con-

vey notions of conquest and control, with some notable themes

being the Master of Animals, often combined with scenes of

animal combat, a hero stabbing a lion, or a chariot hunt. Similar

depictions in various media (see fig. 123) and in later times,

particularly in the Near East, continue to be metaphors for

virile royal supremacy.
28

Such an image choice is perhaps not

unconnected to international trade, a subtle allusion to the

ruler's power to acquire wealth and ensure prosperity.

Luxury Metalwork

Ceremonial Weapons

Among the inventory of elaborately worked gifts of precious

materials sent by the Mitanni ruler Tushratta to the Egyptian

ruler are ceremonial weapons of precious materials such as

gold, ebony, and iron.
29
These were sent to Egypt not long

before daggers with iron and gold blades and gold sheaths,

and with animal-hunt imagery of foreign inspiration, were

buried in the Tomb of Tutankhamun—a repository of an

impressive collection of international style hunting scenes

depicted on weapons, chariots, and wood chests.
30
However, as

we have seen reflected in the glyptic, the impetus to create

such styles can be traced back to the transitional phase repre-

sented by the Hyksos in Egypt and their overthrow. A lively
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hunting scene and inscriptions, including the cartouche of the

Dynasty 15 Hyksos king Apophis (ca. 1581-1541 B.C.), were

carved on a gilt wood inlay set into the hilt of the famous dag-

ger from Saqqara, Egypt (cat. no. 65). Daggers of roughly this

form are later held by Syrians depicted in wall paintings in

the tombs of Rekhmire, Menkheperreseneb, and Amenmose in

Thebes.
31 Animal-combat scenes on Syrian seals (fig. 43 and

cat. no. 72) look somewhat similar to images on the Apophis

dagger and suggest a strong Levantine element. If actually

produced in Egypt, as most recently suggested, this piece

should be considered an early mixed-style work of the Hyksos

period produced not far from the Nile Delta.

Ahhotep, the mother of Ahmose, who defeated the Hyksos

and established Dynasty 18, may be associated with jewelry,

weapons, and other items made of precious materials origi-

nally reported to come from a tomb at Thebes (see pp. 1 19-22).

One outstanding piece is an openwork gold collar with termi-

nals in the form of Egyptian falcon heads—a type of jewelry

that can be traced back to Dynasty 12. Here, however, the ele-

ments of the collar are unusual and include the lion and the

goat— animals typically depicted in Aegean hunting

scenes—as well as the gazelle, all in dynamic galloping pos-

tures, along with spiral coils and other decorative elements.
32

An axe blade bearing the name of Ahmose from Ahhotep's

burial equipment incorporates Aegean features into a purely

Egyptian setting (cat. no. 67).

Also found was an elaborate dagger with a blade of gold

(cat. no. 68). Although the weapon form is in the tradition of

Middle Kingdom/Second Intermediate Period types,
33

aspects

of its decoration may point to foreign influences. A dark strip

serves as a background into which gold wire figures and hiero-

glyphic signs, possibly of foreign workmanship,
34

are inlaid. A
lion chases a bull down the length of one side, both animals in

flying gallop, with curving lines above to indicate rockwork.

These features have been linked to the decoration of Aegean

inlaid daggers (see fig. 36), one of which itself has a Nilotic

theme.
35

Within a century, during the reigns of Hatshepsut

and Thutmose III, there can be no doubt that the Aegean

spirit was infused into traditional scenes of the hunt, particularly

evident in the Tomb of Puimre, high priest ofAmun (fig. 1 19).
36

Egyptian craftsmanship is obvious in the adherence to the
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undulating groundline, as well as in the rather stiff forequar-

ters of some of the wild goats. Yet the movement of their lifted

hindquarters and the innovative contorted postures of the

predatory lions, combined with the immediacy of their attack,

brings a new dynamism and expressiveness to these scenes.
37

Such depictions reflected aspects of the life of the deceased.

These scenes are depicted in the burial chamber or the entrance

corridor, preceded by images of foreign envoys bearing riches

for the pharaoh (fig. 85). There are also workshop scenes, some

showing foreign craftsmen alongside Egyptians.
38

About a hundred years later—during the era of intense

trade and diplomacy framed by the Amarna Letters and the

cargo aboard the Uluburun ship—Tutankhamun's magnifi-

cent burial accoutrements include a gold dagger and gold-foil

chariot attachments, with imagery that emphasizes the tradi-

tional association of the pharaoh with the power of feline pred-

ators in a similarly dynamic manner (figs. 121, 122). While

the superb workmanship on the handle and sheath, with cloi-

sonne featherwork, together with the execution of the hiero-

glyphs on the dagger, may suggest its fabrication in an

Egyptian workshop, the triangular patterns of granulation

on the hilt and the violent animal combat scenes on the

sheath—in a style that captures both the violence of the

moment in the Aegean manner and the somewhat arrested

movement of Levantine interpretations—present a truly

intercultural amalgam.

Gold and Silverware

If the depictions of envoys in Theban tombs are any guide,

Aegeans and Syrians were associated with elaborate metal

vessels in the minds of Egyptians, as they are depicted bear-

ing luxury wares that the Egyptians considered worthy of

diplomatic gifts or tribute. Nevertheless, the objects depicted

in the Theban tombs cannot be definitively cited to deter-

mine specific trade goods. The accuracy of representations

and the identification of envoys must be questioned, not least

because Egyptian artistic convention permitted hybridiza-

tion, the mixing of features of both objects and persons.
39

Furthermore, the ostensible purpose of these visits was to

bring tribute or to exchange diplomatic gifts between one

ruler and another. Royal gift exchange had its own rules,



the aim of which was to create links between the parties

concerned:

Between kings there is brotherhood, alliance, peace, and good

words if there is an abundance of (precious) stones, silver,

and gold.
40

Rulers could exchange anything in the royal treasury,

whether local products or acquired as diplomatic gifts (see

pp. 161-68). It is thus not surprising to find Aegean envoys

carrying metal ingots and tusks to Egypt (see fig. 85), as they

are raw materials that have been found together in the palace

treasury at Zakros on Crete.
41

The annals of Thutmose III reveal that metal vessels from

foreign regions were also considered worthy as tribute or

booty. Such objects—which appear in the Theban tomb paint-

ings and on the walls of the Temple of Karnak—must have

been highly prized in Egypt, and their appearance in Egyptian

workshop scenes could mean that they were copied locally
42

Diplomatic correspondence between the Great Kings, who

emerged during the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C.,

displays a similar admiration for metalwares of precious mate-

rials
43
While few of these survive, two exceptional gold vessels

from Ugarit escaped destruction, a patera and a small hemi-

spherical bowl (cat. nos. 146, 147). Although both pieces depict

hunting scenes disposed concentrically, they are conceptually

quite different. The patera shows an archer in a chariot, the

reins tied around his waist in Egyptian fashion, chasing a

fleeing wild goat, its body fully extended as it leaps with rump

lifted, as well as galloping and charging bulls. In posture and

exuberance, the escaping prey are reminiscent of the innova-

tive design on a Mediterranean-style seal probably produced

in Syria many centuries earlier (fig. 124). The overall compo-

sition is a simplified version of hunting scenes depicted on

weapons and chests from the tomb of Tutankhamun and fore-

shadows the chariot hunt on the ivory game box from Enkomi

(cat. no. 265).

The scene on the bowl is quite different, with the hunt

abstracted into static confrontations and heraldic compositions,

more in keeping with traditional Near Eastern renderings

that persist into the Phoenician era (see pp. 445-48). Certain

artistic elements, however—the lions leaping onto their prey,

the bent-wing profiles of fantastic beasts, and the vegetation

emerging from above and below—reflect the impact ofAegean

imagery as interpreted in a style that removes the viewer from

the immediacy of the attack. Predators have rear limbs firmly

planted on the ground, and their vicious chase evokes at most

the turn of a head and an open mouth. A bronze plaque said to

come from Tyre on the Levantine coast (cat. no. 259) offers yet

another interpretation of the feline hunt, with two- and three-

figured combat scenes infused with the energy of a life-and-

death struggle that ultimately derives from Aegean sources

and is preserved in late Cypriot metalwork (fig. 125).

The violent confrontation between two formidable preda-

tors—the lion and the griffin seen interlocked over a dead

Figure 125. Detail of

animal-hunt scene on rim

of bronze tripod. Cyprus.

Late Bronze Age. The

Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, The Ces-

nola Collection, Purchased

by subscription, 1874-76

74.51.5684



victim on the Tyre plaque—is also evident on Mycenaean

seals and ivories. This theme is most sensitively rendered on

a plaque preserved for centuries on the island of Delos

(cat. no. 267). The creatures on this ivory are "powerfully

immobile, drawing strength from . . . old (Aegean) conven-

tions for speed and locked struggle."
44

Yet the carver did not

model the bodies in relief but rather used an eastern idiom for

the expression of musculature and other anatomical details,

which are reduced to linear patterns.

Such works reveal the internationalism of the age, and analy-

ses of their underlying structure and the manner in which spe-

cific elements were interpreted illuminate questions regarding

the social climate that occasioned this coming together of tra-

ditions.
45

Innovations in the rendering of animal combat—

a

theme popular both east and west—appear to derive from a

growing affinity in the Levant and Egypt for Minoan artistry.

This is most clearly demonstrated in the material remains of

two periods: the transition to the New Palace phase on Crete

and the years around and following the destruction of Knossos

as a center of Minoan culture. These were times during which

historical events may have caused Aegean craftsmen to travel

abroad, eventually participating in the creation of a great inter-

cultural koine. Innovative styles of art that crossed boundar-

ies—as in earlier periods of long-distance trade and later

periods of empire—reflect, and were probably occasioned by,

the historical realities we glimpse by reading the letters of the

Great Kings, discovered by chance at Tell el-Amarna 46
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Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression: Animal

Combat and Sphinx

Hematite

Height 1.2 cm ('/sin.)

Syria-Levant

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Klejman, 1966

66.76.2
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Cylinder Seal
and Modern Impression:

Pharaonic Scene

Hematite

Height 1.9 cm (%in.)

Syria-Levant

Old Syrian, early 2nd millennium B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift ofThe Right Reverend Paul Moore Jr., 1985

1985.357.16

Ex coll.: Mrs. William H. Moore

Two hematite cylinder seals in the

Metropolitan Museum offer a

glimpse into the various ways in which

Egyptian and possibly other foreign

imagery were absorbed into the Syrian

glyptic repertoire. The seal above has

been attributed to. a workshop that may

have been located at Ugarit.
1 The seals

ascribed to this workshop share some sty-

listic characteristics, especially the ren-

dering of animals with sweeping strokes

that create a sense of movement.
2
They

vary significantly, however, in composi-

tion. While some of the seals have imag-

ery that covers the entire field, others are

less densely carved, arranged in one or

two registers. This seal shows a hunting

scene with an antelope galloping above a

lion that appears to be pawing at its mate,

whose head is turned back. A second image

introduces what may be an Egyptianizing

motif of a female winged sphinx stand-

ing on a cobra, its head lifted as if to

strike, below a typically Syrian guilloche

chain.
3 The sphinx—sometimes depicted

in this group in the Egyptian manner,

with wing folded against body
4— is one

of the most prominent images on these
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seals, along with Horus falcons, vultures,

and monkeys.

Of particular interest is the rendering

of movement by the use of a dynamic

stance that becomes a hallmark of Aegean

art—the flying gallop. This posture,

which makes isolated appearances in the

art of western Central Asia and Egypt

during the late third and early second mil-

lennia B.C.,
5
first appears on Crete in the

corpus of stamp seal impressions found in

the Palace of Phaistos.
6
Dated to some

time in the eighteenth century B.C., they

are contemporary with the earliest use of

this posture on Syrian glyptic.

The seal below is part of a large corpus

of Syro-Levantine cylinder seals with

Egyptian royal and divine imagery. A
pharaonic figure, wearing the double

crown and royal kilt, strides forward hold-

ing a backward zwzs-scepter. He is attended

by three kneeling nude belted figures with

maces, the first also bearing a standard

crowned by a Horus falcon. Vultures fly

above holding shen signs, with an ankh

beneath their wings. It has been suggested

that the scene may derive from Egyptian

depictions of protective spirits, possibly

ancestral kings, attending the pharaoh.
7

ja

1. Collon (1985b, p. 58), points to three seals

from Ugarit in the group; Amiet 1992,

pp. 26-30, nos. 28, 29, 36.

2. Teissier 1996, pp. 16-17, Workshop A.

3. Ibid., pp. 80-83, 146, IIA, p. 149, points out

that sphinxes trampling snakes are not found

in Middle Kingdom imagery; for a double-

headed sphinx with a cobra below, see Alten-

miiller 1965, fig. 10.

4. For an Egyptian griffin from Beni Hasan, with

wings similarly folded against the body, see

Wilkinson and Hill 1983, p. 68: 33.8.14.

5. Pittman in Glories ofthe Past 1990, pp. 43-44,

no. 30 (Bactrian vessel); Hayes 1953, p. 164,

fig. 100 (Dynasty XI).

6. CMS II 5, nos. 276, 277.

7. Teissier 1996, pp. 55, 56, no. 31.
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Deity and

Offering Bearer

Hematite

Height 2.4 cm (%in.); diameter 1.1 cm (%in.)

Crete, Mochlos, Tomb A

Early Minoan II-Middle Minoan IB/

IIA context

Old Syrian manufacture, early 2nd

millennium B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Siteia, Greece

8540

The site of Mochlos on Crete—a gate-

way from the east—produced a

remarkable collection of foreign imports.

Discovered here, in addition to a fragment

of Old Hittite pottery, an Egyptian bronze

sistrum, and copper and tin ingots found

with a ceremonial trident,
1

were two

Syrian cylinder seals. One, made of silver,

comes from an Early Bronze Age tomb.
2

The second, represented here, belongs to a

small body of Near Eastern cylinder seals

that arrived on Crete during the Middle

Bronze Age and were deposited in elite

burials.
3
Datable from the late nineteenth

to the early eighteenth century B.C., it was

found in a disturbed tomb with Early

Minoan II-Middle Minoan IB/IIA pot-

tery, suggesting that it arrived at a time

close to its manufacture.
4

It is unflawed

and exhibits little wear.

A male offering bearer is depicted

wearing a long fringed garment and hold-

ing a hare before an enthroned deity in a

flounced robe. Framing this scene (when

the seal is impressed) is a guilloche chain

dividing two rows of figures, males strid-

ing to the right above females striding left

between linear borders. Seals with similar

imagery and figural style are widely dis-

tributed in northern Syria at Alalakh,

Chagar Bazar, and Ugarit; in central

Anatolia at Bogazkoy; and in Canaan at

Gaza and Balata. Some of these belong to

a group that has been attributed to an ori-

gin in Ugarit.
5

ja

1. Soles 2004, pp. 2-5.

2. See Aruz 2008a, pp. 40-41.

3. Ibid., pp. 90-93, 96 (Platanos, Archanes,

Knossos, and Tylissos).

4. Soles and Davaras 1992, pp. 423-24; CMS V
Suppl. IB, no. 332. The date of the tomb

extends into Middle Minoan IIA, based on

some carinated cup fragments: Thomas
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Brogan, personal communication to Colin

Macdonald, 2006.

5. A. Rowe 1936, pp. 234-35, pi. XXVI:S4;

Nougayrol 1939, pp. 49-50, pi. 8:S.B.l; Petrie,

Mackay, and Murray 1952, pi. IX:33; el-Safadi

1974, pi. XII:86, 89; Collon 1982, pp. 56-57,

no. 22; Schaeffer-Forrer 1983, p. 34 (rs

9.888), (RS 9.300).
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Bull-Men

Hematite

Height 2.8 cm (l'/sin.); diameter 1.3 cm (M-in.)

Tiryns Treasure

Mitanni manufacture, 15th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 6214
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Winged Demons

Hematite

Height 3.2 cm (VAin.); diameter 1.5 cm
(

5/8 in.)

Perati, Chamber Tomb 1

Late Helladic IIIB-IIIC: 1 context

Mitanni manufacture, 14th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 8088

'hese two Mitanni cylinder seals found

on the Greek mainland date to the

period of Mycenaean domination ofAegean

trade with the east.
1 The largest class of

imported Mitanni cylinder seals is that of

the mass-produced Common Style (see

pp. 388-91). The imported seals illustrated

here are carved in the Elaborate Style, dis-

tinguished by the use of a fine drill, small

size, and relatively hard stone, usually

hematite, the mineral form of iron oxide.

The seal at right, above, is from the

Tiryns Treasure, a hoard found in 1915

inside a bronze cauldron buried in a house

belonging to the Lower Town of Tiryns.
2

The objects in the treasure are of various

dates and range from gold rings (see

fig. 45) to scrap bronze. On the seal two

symmetrical bull-men stand beneath a

winged disc holding a standard and occu-

pying the full height of the composition.

The winged disc with small drillings bor-

dering the wings is typically Mitanni (see

cat. no. 178). A horizontal row of concen-

tric circles divides the remaining space

into two registers, in which caprids, grif-

fins, and a stylized tree are depicted.

The seal at right, below, is from a much

later tomb context at Perati and was

found along with a Cypriot cylinder seal

and ten Egyptian scarabs.
3 Two principal

figural groups are depicted. The first con-

sists of a winged demon with feline legs

and tail holding two griffin-demons by

the hind legs in a typically Near Eastern

Master of Animals pose. In the second

group, two figures—identified as divini-

ties by their horned conical headdresses

—

have bull legs and tails. Each raises one

arm in a smiting pose and with the other

hand grasps the hind leg of the ibex sus-

pended between them. Rosettes, stars,

birds, and a frontal head fill the composi-

tional field, while a band of running spi-

rals and a lion stalking its prey appear

along the bottom. In addition to the
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Syro-Levantine aspects of the composi-

tion, the first figural group has Middle

Assyrian parallels (see cat. no. 124), while

the second group has Anatolian parallels

(cat. no. 100), attesting to the eclectic

character of the Mitanni style.

JME

1. Aruz 2008a, pp. 18lff.

2. Maran 2006, pp. 129ff.

3. CMS I Suppl., no. 54.

252

Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Demons and

Animals

Hematite

Height 2.8 cm (l'/sin.)

Cypriot with Aegean elements

14th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Friends of

Inanna Gifts, 2008 2008.27

This beautifully carved hematite cylinder

seal, published by Boardman in 1970,

bears an elaborate multifigured design.

Two demonic figures known as Minoan

Genii—lion-headed creatures derived

from the Egyptian hippopotamus goddess

Taweret—face one another. Holding ves-

sels by the handle, they appear to stand on

the backs of seated confronted lions, with

heads of horned animals in the field.

Above them, between a small leaping ibex

and crossing lions, signs of the Cypro-

252
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Minoan script flank a central rosette over

a winged sun disc. A second group is com-

posed of two figures grasping a lion sus-

pended between them, one by the tail and

the other by the hind leg. It is a depiction

of domination rendered in a manner that

becomes typical for Cypriot seals. Both are

probably divinities. One, in human form,

wears a knobbed cap and a belted flounced

garment that covers the entire body. The

other is a bull-headed demon with a narrow

waist and undulating lower body suggestive

of the human female form, revealed through

a kilt that exposes one leg. Approaching

the scene is an upright human-headed lion.

A typically Near Eastern hero head with a

horned cap, curls, and a beard appears

above the defeated lion, with the head of

another lion below.

This is one of the most important cyl-

inder seals for understanding the devel-

opment of the finest glyptic styles on the

island of Cyprus. While the format of

aligned figures certainly derives from Near

Eastern seal compositions, many features

appear to be local stylistic elements adapted

from Aegean glyptic. These include the

shapes of the lion heads, the movement

expressed by the bull-demon, and the

exaggerated curves of the Minoan Genii

with the dotted outline of their dorsal

appendages.
1

Other stylizations, such as

the depiction of human faces with a long

line for the nose, human feet with high

heels, and lion claws as a crescent with

raised dot, come to be diagnostic features

of Cypriot work.

JA

1. Boardman 1970, pp. 64-65, 106:206, pi. 206;

Porada 1973b, pp. 260-64; Pini 1979, p. 127.
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Master of

Animals

Hematite

Height 2.3 cm (7s in.); diameter .8 cm (14. in.)

"Cypro-Aegean," 14th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Gift of Nanette B. Kelekian, in memory of

Charles, Dikran, and Beatrice Kelekian, 1999

1999.325.223

Ex coll.: Dikran Kelekian

An extraordinary seal with a famous

twin—discovered near the House of

the Bronzes at Enkomi on Cyprus
1

and now

in the Cyprus Museum, Nicosia—came

to light as part of the important collection

of seals formed during the early years of

the twentieth century by Dikran Kelekian.

Sometime around 1910, before the start of

excavations at Enkomi, the collection was

placed in the care of the British Museum,

where it remained until 1952. It was given

to the Metropolitan Museum in 1999.

Both cylinder seals are made of hema-

tite and are close in size. Each depicts a

hero in a short kilt, arms outstretched, and

flanked by lions with their heads reversed

and forelegs on altars. A Minoan Genius

stands behind the left lion; it has a ring

eye and a carapace indicated by drillings,

which narrows at the waist, and holds a

vessel, schematically rendered by three

drillings. In an upper register, two facing

birds flank the hero's head and above the

Genius a griffin is shown in flying gallop.

The seals vary in certain details, however.

On the Metropolitan seal, the hero appears

to wear a crested (horned?) Mycenaean

boar's tusk helmet. There is also variation

in the small motifs in the field: a human

head, a rayed sun disc, and a figure-of-

eight shield on the Enkomi example, and a

sun disc in crescent and dot rosettes on

the Metropolitan Museum seal.

In style and composition the two seals

are identical, mixing Aegean and Near

Eastern elements. The animal bodies are

finely modeled with supple curves, thrust-

ing foreground hind legs forward in the

Aegean manner. Cuts and small drillings

indicate outlines and details.
2 The lions

are in the Aegean heraldic posture, their

forelegs resting on an altar. Nevertheless,

they have a wooden appearance, created by

a nearly horizontal chest and belly, and no

torsion or thrust. The griffins, too, lack

dynamism; though in flying gallop, the

downward motion of head, chest, and fore-

legs stops their movement.
3 The hero's

head looks Aegean, having a line for the

nose, chin, and jaw, and drillings for the

long curl of the hair and the eye. The torso

is modeled, slightly twisting toward a

three-quarter view, the back arched with a

wasp waist. The legs are straight, with

feet on the groundline in the Near Eastern

manner; the extended arm position, how-

ever, is characteristic for the Aegean

Master of Animals.

The discovery of this pair of seals points

to the rare production of look-alikes made

by the same hand. This phenomenon is

identified otherwise by seal impressions

that are often mistaken for imprints of

one rather than separate seals. ja

1. Built in Late Cypriot II (ca. 1450-1350 B.C.),

damaged by earthquake, and used through the
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end of the Bronze Age: Schaeffer 1936b, pp. 89,

112-113, figs. 48, 49; Schaeffer-Forrer 1983,

p. 56 (Enkomi 1.002).

2. Boardman 1970, pp. 48, 393 (Common

Palatial Group: Late Minoan II— III A), pi. 114

for a lion parallel; Pini 1980, p. 80, no. A7,

places the Enkomi seal in the "Cypro-Aegean"

group closest to Minoan.

3. The griffin on a Late Cypriot I— IT seal from

Maroni is similarly restrained, in contrast to

the more dynamic horned animal beneath it;

see Kenna 1971, pi. VH:S1.

254

Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression: Animal

Combat

Hematite

Height 2.5 cm (l in.); diameter .6 cm ('A in.)

"Cypro-Aegean," 14th century B.C.

Yale Babylonian Collection, New Haven 358

On this masterpiece of seal engraving

from the Yale Babylonian Collection,

reported to come from Latakia, near Ugarit,

the carver has integrated eastern and

western elements to a degree that they are

inseparable.
1 The central theme is animal

combat: two lions, each upright on a single

hind leg, attack a stag, with an eagle above.

The pyramidal composition is framed on

a higher level with two motifs: crossing

goats and a horned animal nursing its

young. A lioness, suckling her cub, stands

on the groundline adjacent to the combat

scene. The field is filled with signs, a hand

device, an octopus, a spiral chain, and tiny

rosettes.

The pyramidal scheme is a traditional

feature of Near Eastern glyptic, with two

predators attacking a fallen victim beneath

an eagle or a lion-headed (Imdugud) bird.

However, the style and postures of the ani-

mals are quite different. On Old Syrian

and Syro-Mitanni seals, attacking felines

are rooted to the ground despite their

raised forepaws, whereas the bodies of the

lions are oblique and maintain balance on

one thin hind leg only, the other leg kick-

ing forward in a characteristically Aegean

manner. On the Yale seal, the stag, too,

while horizontal like those on sealings

from the northern Mesopotamian site of

Nuzi, is in motion, with its head dramati-

cally turned back and downward, expos-

ing the chest, its limbs moving to express

its struggle. The prototypes for the style

and postures of lions and stag in three-

animal combat are Minoan-Mycenaean.
2

The Aegean figures are generally more

massive and powerful looking. By com-

parison, the animals on this seal are static.

The lions' feet are on the same ground

level, the stag's leg movements are less

well defined, and the turn of its head lacks

the tension of purely Aegean representa-

tions. Thus, in style and posture the Yale

seal stands between Aegean and Near

Eastern traditions, providing a subtle

blend of elements, further emphasized by

the scene of the lioness suckling her cub.
3

The group of crossing goats, like the

central triad, blends the sensitive model-

ing and dramatic curves of animals in

Aegean gem engraving with postures that

are rather static for Crete but animated in

contrast to standard Syrian work. Like the

wild goats on ivory plaques from the

Mycenaean palace at Thebes (cat. no. 175),

they are symmetrically positioned. The

detail of the horizontal line connecting the

animals' heads, however, suggests that the

motif of crossing addorsed animals ulti-

mately derives from Syro-Mitanni glyptic,

where addorsed stags are bound by a simi-

lar connecting line.*

Finally, the filling motifs, such as the

hand, rosettes, and Cypriot signs, are com-

mon on cylinder seals with mixed imagery

and designated as "Cypro-Aegean." The

hand can be traced to a Mitanni Common
Style origin, where rows of this device

occur.
5 The octopus must derive from the

Aegean, but the tiny drillings of the ten-

tacles are similar to the granulation effect

on the carapaces of Minoan Genii on

Cypriot seals.
6

The overall syntax of the Yale seal, with

individual self-contained scenes juxtaposed

at different levels to fill the entire field, is

eastern in derivation. It contrasts with the

Minoan approach of producing a unified

picture: drawing in all parts of the field by

the use of thrusts in different directions,

varied perspective, and changes in orienta-

tion. The carver of the Yale seal remained

sensitive to the Minoan treatment of

organic form—but developed a new style,

fully and successfully integrating Aegean

and Near Eastern aspects of style, posture,

individual schemes of composition, iconog-

raphy, and overall syntax.

JA

1. For further reference, see Buchanan 1968,

pp. 410-11; Pini 1980, p. 81, no. CI, p. 96, fig. 11;

Symeonoglou 1973, p. 48, fig. 225a; Porada

1981-82, p. 22, fig. C; Aruz 1997, pp. 275-77,

287, fig. 15; Aruz 1998, p. 306, pi. XXXIII.

2. See Aruz 2008a, fig. 428, with other striking

parallels on a seal in Munich (fig. 429), as on

a ring impression from Knossos (fig. 397).
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3. Unlike Aegean suckling scenes, the lioness

is aloof from the cub and faces the combat

scene. Legs are aligned on the groundline;

the only movement is created by extension of

the hind legs. The forelegs are straight. The

body is smooth and supple, marked by a full

chest and rump curves. In execution, posture,

and details such as the shoulder drilling,

the lioness is close to that on cat. no. 253.

4. See Aruz, 2008a, fig. 427.

5. See ibid., fig. 431.

6. Compare the Aegean octopodes on CMS I,

no. 312; Pini 1997, pi. 19:40, 40A,

pi. 20:40B—G: sealings from Pylos with ring

impressions of an octopus motif, dated stylis-

tically to Late Bronze II-Early IIIA.
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Cylinder Seal
and Modern Impression:

Animal Combat

Hematite

Height 3 cm (l'/sin.); diameter 1.2 cm ('/zin.)

"Cypro-Aegean," 14th century B.C.

Jeanette and Jonathan Rosen, New York

Ex coll.: Colville Collection

he field on this hematite cylinder seal

is divided into informal registers

without dividers or border lines. The cen-

tral animal combat triad consists of two

lions attacking a bull collapsed on its

haunches with forelegs enfolded. Above

the bull is an eagle with wings outspread,

beneath which two quadrupeds emerge. A
second eagle hovers beside the combatant

lion on the right, forming a symmetrical

pattern with the addorsed lions when the

cylinder is rolled more than once. Above

the eagle is an adoration scene of a frontal

bull-headed demon in a long garment

flanked by Minoan Genii holding ewers

above stands. The Genii have pinched-in

waists marked by belts and plain cara-

paces; they are posed in the Aegean man-

ner with vessels extended.
1

Stylistically, the curvaceous bodies of

the animals, with the foreground rear legs

of the lions kicked forward and the belly—

hindquarter transition scooped out, relate

to the animals on the masterpiece of inter-

cultural style seal carving in the Yale

Babylonian Collection (cat. no. 254). The

Aegean treatment of hind leg kicked

forward—here also combined with hori-

zontal rather than diagonal bodies and

400

with a straight foreleg on the ground

—

makes for a more static, eastern posture.

The overall composition, divided into

registers with little relationship between

scenes and multiple "filler" devices, also

creates more of a Near Eastern than an

Aegean effect; although constructed on

similar principles, it is somewhat less inte-

grated than the design on the Yale seal.

This seal could have been made by an

apprentice of the carver of the Yale seal

—

hence its derivative features. Compositional

schemes such as the pyramidal syntax of

combatant animals with an eagle above

also occur on the Yale seal, pointing to

ultimate origins in Mitanni glyptic. The

eagle, placed to create a symmetrical com-

position between two quadrupeds (lions

below, horned animals above), is Near

Eastern in origin. Heraldic scenes with

Genii occur on Aegean stamp seals, where

they flank a nude male.
2

While the animal combat triad and the

eagle with prey in its talons find their

closest parallels in Near Eastern glyptic,

Genii libating at altars are Minoan in der-

ivation.
3 The frontal horned figure in a

long garment, however, seems to combine

the imagery of Near Eastern horned dei-

ties and Cypriot long-robed demons usu-

ally with profile animal heads rather than

frontal human heads. The motifs in the field

—

Cypro-Minoan script, rayed sun disc, and

hand device—are also part of the "Cypro-

Aegean" repertoire, the latter two prob-

ably of Syro-Mitanni origin. ja

1. For further reference, see Kenna 1967b,

pp. 251-53, fig. 1; Pini 1980, p. 81, no. B3,

p. 95, fig. 10; Weingarten 1996, p. 82(c),

pi. 25A.

2. Gill 1964, pi. 7:3.

3. A Genius attends a goddess with upraised

arms and "snake frames" on a sealing from

Pylos: CMS I, no. 379.
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Cylinder Seal and
Modern Impression: Hero

Dominating Lions

Hematite

Height 2.3 cm (Vs'm.); diameter .9 cm (%in.)

"Cypro-Aegean," 14th century B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund and funds

from various donors, 1992 1992.288

Ex coll.: Erlenmeyer Collection

This hematite cylinder seal, with many

motifs juxtaposed at different levels

in the field, displays both Aegean and

Near Eastern features. The dominant fig-

ure is a hero, nude except for a tasseled

belt of Near Eastern type and a conical

plumed cap. His head is in profile, his

torso in three-quarter view, legs striding

to his right with the front one slightly

raised. His right arm, bent at the elbow,

holds the leg of a reversed lion with the

head turned toward him. Behind him is an

upright lion in adorant posture, with fore-

legs on an altar and hind legs on the
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ground. To the right is a smaller scene

of a griffin confronting a running stag. A
double-headed eagle hovers between the

two scenes and, at the same level, another

nude belted hero is flanked by heraldically

addorsed dogs.

The style, like that on the Yale seal

(cat. no. 254), is one of supple, well-curved

bodies, spindly limbs marked with small

drillings, and movement mixed with

restraint.
1

Aegean inspiration is evident in

the torsion of the human bodies. The torso

of the large hero is turned, a swayed back

narrowing to a wasp waist, and he steps

with his feet off the ground. There is a

similar twist to the body of the small male

figure above. Aegean parallels exist for all

the animal postures, such as the reversed

lion.
2 The second lion's body is vertical,

recalling postures of many upright ani-

mals on Cypriot seals. The stag is in the

Aegean wounded-animal posture. The

griffin may relate in stance to the vertical

leaping griffin on the Thebes agate cylin-

der seal (cat. no. 183).
3 The posture of the

Master of Animals in the upper field and

the confinement of the composition of the

three figures make it clear that the scene

was excerpted from the circular field of an

Aegean lentoid seal.
4.

With this exception,

the overall composition of the field is Near

Eastern. Major and minor actors are in

distinct scenes at different heights in the

field and with no specific registers. Such

syntax is found on works by the master

carver of the Yale seal and his followers.

The composition, with an eagle above an

animal combat, may allude to Mitanni pyr-

amidal schemes, also popular in this group.

Certainly the carver of this seal achieved

an integration of Minoan, Cypriot, and

some Mitanni elements.
5
His production

is closely related to, or derived from, the

art of the "Yale Master," who must have

worked in the fourteenth century B.C.

JA

1. These stylistic features may ultimately derive

from the Rhodian Hunt Group (see cat. no. 257).

2. See Aruz 2008a, figs. 388, 389.

3. See also an Aegean lentoid seal: ibid., fig. 402.

4. A close parallel can be found on the Knossos

sealings: ibid., fig. 435.

5. Pini (1980, p. 80, no. A9, p. 90, fig. 7) considers

this seal to have Aegean style and iconography

and Near Eastern syntax; M. Erlenmeyer and

H. Erlenmeyer (1964, pp. 201 ff.) and Schacher-

meyr (1967, p. 55, pi. 54:194) call it Mitanni in

Aegean style.
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Cylinder Seal and Modern
Impression: Demon and

Animal Combat

Brownish hematite

Height 2.5 cm (l in.); diameter 1 cm
(

3
/sin.)

"Cypro-Aegean," 14th century B.C.

The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York,

Morgan seal 1077

Anumber of cylinder seals manufac-

tured during the Late Bronze Age

reflect the mixed artistic styles that are

also found in other media. This hematite

example in the Pierpont Morgan Library is

of particular interest because of the man-

ner in which the field of a Near Eastern cyl-

inder seal is adapted to render a scene with

clear Aegean associations.
1

Depicted are

combatant animals, a goat-headed demon,

an "impaled triangle," and a tree with a

dotted stalk topped by a flower and droop-

ing leaves. Similar motifs occur on Aegean

lentoid stamp seals of the fifteenth cen-

tury B.C.
2
The goat-man in three-quarter

pose, with his lively posture, head turned in

one direction, and bent limbs in the other,

appears Minoan in style. If the cylinder is

read horizontally, he stands on a baseline.

The animal combat, however, is to be seen

from a different vantage point, at a 90-de-

gree angle to the goat-man. A griffin, for-

mally similar to those on mixed-style

seals associated with Cyprus, attacks a

bull from above; other animals leap below.

The composition, with its varied van-

tage point and dynamic action, which take

257
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the eye all over the field, is also Minoan.

Birds fly in empty spaces as they do on

Late Minoan style cylinder seals.
3 The

smooth modeling of the attenuated animal

bodies, with exaggerated curving outlines,

connects this seal with one found on the

island of Rhodes, possibly another place

where eastern and western traditions came

together.
4 The use of hematite, a favorite

material for Near Eastern cylinder seals,

suggests a desire to create a Near Eastern-

looking product. The lines defining the

upper and lower limits of the field, often

an indication of the addition of gold caps, is

the main concession to Near Eastern syntax

on this otherwise Aegean creation. ja

1. Pini 1980, p. 79, no. A5, p. 86, fig. 4; Porada

1948, no. 1077.

2. CMS I, nos. 52, 57, 73, 74, 88, 105.

3. Hood 1959-60, pp. 23, 24; CMS II 3, no. 65.

4. Younger 1987.

258

Necklace with Seals
and Beads

Carnelian, amethyst, glass, and gold

Max. length 2.9 cm (l'/sin.); max. diameter

2 cm (% in.)

Kazarma, Tholos Tomb

Late Helladic IIA, ca. 1525-1450 B.C.

Nafplion Archaeological Museum, Greece

15024-15038, 15120

These stamp and cylinder seals were

found loose around the neck of a

body in Burial Pit II of a tholos tomb situ-

ated on the southern slope of Kazarma

hill (fig. 126), which lies inland and east of

the Argive Plain on the Greek mainland.
1

The strategic position of the tomb along a

roadway and its rich, cosmopolitan offer-

ings imply that it was built by a local elite

who controlled land routes between the

Argive Plain and the area of Epidauros.

The monumental tomb was likely an

expression of autonomy and local domi-

nance during a period of instability and

social competition that preceded the for-

mation of the hierarchical and centralized

Mycenaean political system of the nearby

citadels and palaces.

The three intact pits dug into the floor

of the chamber contained one female and

two male burials, respectively. Apart

258

from the seals and amulets, Burial Pit II

contained five squat alabastra, a silver

cup with gilded rim and handle, lead bal-

ance weights, bronze knives and daggers

with silver rivets, flint arrowheads, and

boars' tusks.

The necklace consists of eight spherical

glass beads of various sizes; a glass bead

in the shape of a bull's head; two amyg-

daloid seals of amethyst and carnelian,

one in talismanic style with a Minoan

dragon,
2
the other with three birds; a

glass cylinder seal with a winged griffin,

embellished with gold caps;
3
an amethyst

cylinder seal with a unique lion-drawn

chariot;
4
and an amethyst cylinder seal

with a griffin and a lion bearing a female

figure on its back.
5

It was not possible to

accurately reconstruct the original

arrangement of the beads as the thread

that once held them together had disinte-

grated. Although the amethyst cylinder

seals must have been made on the Greek

mainland, they present evidence that Near

Eastern seal forms and imagery were imi-

tated and adapted to Mycenaean art and

craftsmanship.
6

ep

1. On the tomb, see Protonotariou-Deilaki 1968;

Protonotariou-Deilaki 1969; Archaiologikon

Deltion 24 (1969), Bl, pp. 104-5, pis. 83, 84;

see also Bulletin de correspondance hellenique

94 (1970), p. 961, and 95 (1971), p. 867.

2. CMS V 2, nos. 581, 582.

3. Ibid., no. 583.

4. Ibid., no. 585.

5. Ibid., no. 584.

6. For the most recent discussion of the cylinder

seals, see Aruz 2008a, pp. 167-69.
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258, detail

Figure 126. Plan of Burial Pit II, tholos tomb,

Kazarma, showing placement of necklace. Late

Helladic IIA.
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Plaque with Animal
Combats

Bronze

Height 12.1 cm (4
3
/4in.)

Levant

Late Bronze Age, 14th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO 15557

This small bronze plaque, which came

to be attributed to the site of Tyre on

the Levantine coast, is triangular in form,

with holes for attachment to another mate-

rial.
1

Hunting scenes are depicted above a

scene of powerful beasts from the natural

and supernatural realms—a lion and a

griffin—clashing over their prey. The veg-

etation and the overall arrangement of two-

and three-figure combats in registers

—

here bordered by a simplified Syrian

guilloche pattern—relate this plaque to

a suite of international style metalwork

that includes the gold bowl from Ugarit

(cat. no. 146) and the dagger sheath of

Tutankhamun (fig. 121). Of great interest

is the differentiation within this commu-

nity of styles, in the details of rendering

of the predatory beasts, the vegetation,

and the ornamental motifs, as well as the

degree to which the dynamic, modeled

images associated with the Aegean world

are absorbed and integrated.

Two distinct combats—one with a lion

and a hound attacking a bull and the other

with a leopard or cheetah biting the throat

of an ibex— fill the upper horizontal band.

In contrast to the scenes on the Ugarit

bowl and the dagger sheath from Egypt,

the violence of the moment is captured in

these compositions of frontal attack and

permeates the bodies of the victims, their

heads contorted, their limbs lifted off the

ground. The lions leap onto their prey

with the rear leg nearest the viewer kicked

forward in the Aegean manner, while a

hound with open jaws bites into the belly,

his body overlapped by the raised limbs of

the bull. Egyptian pondweed stalks with

papyrus flowers provide the landscape.
2

A voluted palmette with curving ten-

drils—closer to Egyptian models than

those on the Ugarit bowl—occupies the

lower register,
3
over which a lion and a

griffin are locked in fierce combat over a

prostrate, probably dead, calf. This scene

may perhaps recall an Aegean composition

surviving on a jasper stamp seal from

Mycenae, where two crossing lions bite

each other.* Here, however, the griffin,

while grasping the back of its adversary in

its beak, is itself shielded by its enormous
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wings, which serve as a backdrop for the

head of the lion. This powerful animal is

rendered with ripples rather than pattern-

ing at the neck, to indicate perhaps the

lack of a mane. The griffin, too, is distinc-

tive, with its great wings shown in profile,

one behind the other, displaying the charac-

teristic Aegean bent-wing form and a nar-

row head with exaggerated vulture beak

and three crest curls. It shares features with

the seated creature on the Ugarit bowl and,

more closely, with the griffin on a gold-

foil chariot attachment from the Tomb of

Tutankhamun (fig. 122). There, the beast

pounces on its prey while a hound bites its

belly, in a scene that captures the dynamic

spirit and composition ofAegean animal

confrontations. As already mentioned, the

fashion for such imagery appears to have

originated earlier in the New Kingdom,

perhaps introduced to Egypt by the crafts-

men responsible for the Tell el-Dab 'a

feline hunt frescoes (see fig. 120).
5

ja

1. Perrot and Chipiez 1885, p. 813, fig. 565;

Longperier 1882, pi. xxi:4. According to

Annie Caubet (personal communication), the

bronze plaque came to the Musee du Louvre

with the Salt collection, which was built in

Egypt at a time that artifacts from Lebanon

came into the hands of dealers in Alexandria

and Cairo. The origin of the attribution to

Tyre, however, is unknown.

2. See Kantor (1945) 1999, pp. 524, 533, for the

identification of pondweed, or Potamogeton.

3. Kantor (ibid., pp. 33-34) considers this a pos-

sible indication of a southern Levantine artis-

tic tradition, with close ties to Egypt.

4. CMS I, no. 117, with two clashing lions; for

the prostrate victim, see CMS II 6, no. 103.

5. Morgan 2004.
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Plaque with Animal
Combats

Gold

Width 5.6 cm (2i4in.); length 14.6 cm (5% in.)

Levant (?)

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Egyptiennes E17383

This concave elliptical gold plaque

came to the Musee du Louvre in 1950.

A complex design, chased rather crudely

on the surface, is surrounded by a hatched

border with holes at the ends for attach-

ment. The animal combat imagery seems

to relate the plaque to a corpus of metal-

work—executed in a much more refined

manner—found in both the Levant and

Egypt. Closest in composition is the upper

band of a bronze plaque, also in the

Louvre, reportedly from Tyre (cat. no. 259),

on which are depicted two contiguous

scenes of feline predators, a lion and a

cheetah, violently attacking ruminants

among Egyptian pondweed with papyrus

tips. On the gold plaque, in a setting

marked by papyrus clumps on curving

stems, are two combat scenes of a more

unusual nature. In one, a lion with pro-

truding tongue, bared teeth, a shoulder

star, and extended forelegs—having per-

haps thrown a bull in the air—is shown

below his victim; the bull is in a galloping

posture, its forelegs touching the lion's tail

and rear legs extended above its gaping

mouth. In the other, a griffin is executed in

a particularly crude manner, with no line

differentiating the rear thighs. It looks like

a provincial version of the beautifully ren-

dered crested griffin with elongated vul-

ture head, collar, and powerful wing with

bent profile and detailed feathers depicted

on another elliptical gold plaque, one that

embellished chariotry in the Tomb of

Tutankhamun (fig. 122). In both instances,

the griffin pounces on the back of its

prey. On the chariot applique, the beast

descends from above the head of a fleeing

ibex, biting its rump while a dog, with

protruding tongue, bites its belly. On the

Louvre plaque, surprisingly, the victim

is a cheetah—generally depicted in the

international style corpus as a predator

—

and there is little connection between the

two felines. On the gold dagger sheath

(fig. 121), as well as on a gold applique

from the Tomb of Tutankhamun,
1

chee-

tahs join with lions to bring down ibexes,

biting their neck or rump.

The craftsman who made this provincial

work, which appears to quote many details

from the so-called Tyre plaque, may have

misunderstood the narrative, which on

the plaque is excerpted into vignettes of

animal contest. While the lion may attack

from below, as on the dagger sheath, it

seems unconnected with the bull over its

body; the cheetah, with its extended body

and reversed head, seems to take the place

of the expected ibex or cow, the usual

victims of feline attack.

The slightly reddish surface coloration

suggests that the gold alloy used contains

traces of copper and silver. Although some

elements are raised from the back by re-

pousse, the design was produced primarily

by chasing from the front, using pointed

punches and linear tracers of at least three

different widths. No sign of modern tool

marks are evident other than surface abra-

sions resulting from intensive cleaning.
2

ja

1. Feldman 2006b, p. 34, fig. 6.

2. Technical notes were provided by Genevieve

Pierrat.
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IVORY, SHELL, AND BONE

ANNIE CAUBET

Many artifacts from the Near East seemingly made of

ivory or bone turn out, on examination, to derive from

a larger variety of materials, the common denominator being

their animal origin and their glossy, cream-colored appearance.

These materials range from the bones of domestic and wild

animals to seashells, ostrich eggs, and, of course, ivory. Ivory

came from various species indigenous to the Near East, includ-

ing elephants, hippopotami, wild boars, and sea cows. Each of

these materials possesses specific qualities that the ancient

craftsmen used to their best advantage.

Crafts using hard animal materials underwent a major trans-

formation at the beginning of the second millennium B.C. Real

ivory, which had been practically nonexistent in Mesopotamia

during the Early Dynastic period, made a first appearance in

the form of a few elephant-ivory figurines depicting what are

believed to be nude goddesses, their hair tied in tight buns, with

examples from Mari, Tell Brak, and Ashur. During the first half

of the second millennium B.C., the use of ivory, almost all of it

from the hippopotamus, was limited to specific regions. Some

fine examples from about 2000 to 1800 B.C. come from Egypt

and Cappadocia (cat. nos. 46-54). Crete was known for its pro-

duction of stamp seals and amulets, and, about 1700 B.C., crafts-

men in the ateliers at Ebla near Aleppo fashioned silhouette

figures in Egyptianizing styles (cat. no. 9). At Pella, in the

Jordan Valley, a box decorated with lion motifs and prophylactic

eyes of Egyptian inspiration was found in a tomb dated to about

1600 B.C. (fig. 139).
1

Throughout the early second millennium B.C., in inland Syria

and Mesopotamia, large seashells were imported from the

Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf They were no longer used for

inlay plaques, but rather for the creation of new forms, in par-

ticular statuettes carved from the central axis of gastropods.

This was the case of a figurine found in Susa that depicts a

standing woman clad in a tight-fitting robe and wearing a neck-

lace with a counterweight in the back.
2

In the second half of the second millennium B.C., which cor-

responds to the Late Bronze Age, the use of ivory spread over

a vast geographic area, stretching between Mesopotamia, the

Levant, Cyprus, Egypt, and the Aegean. A favorite material of

the elite, it was used to make luxury objects, furniture, game

boards, cosmetic boxes, musical instruments, and chariot ele-

ments, all of which were exchanged internationally Most of the

ivory used was hippopotamus tusk. Elephant ivory remained

quite rare and was reserved for pieces of larger size and signifi-

cance. In fact, only one section of an elephant tusk was found in

the wreckage of the Uluburun ship, while there were many hip-

popotamus tusks (cat. nos. 197, 198a, b).

Trade in ivory tusks was related to the habitat of these ani-

mals. The hippopotamus was indigenous to the Nile and to

smaller river deltas along the Levantine coast, especially in the

region around what is now Haifa. Hippopotamus ivory supplied

to Near Eastern craftsmen was thus of local origin. The incisors

and lower canines could be carved into objects of up to 10 centi-

meters in diameter, such as small musical instruments, cases, toilet

articles, and spindles. The pronounced curvature of the canines

was skillfully worked into clappers in the form of hands or

graceful boxes in the shape of aquatic birds (see cat. nos. 199-202),

a specialty of Levantine artisans.

Elephant tusks, having greater volume, could be used for

larger pieces. The shaft could be carved into freestanding fig-

ures or sawed along the vertical axis to make large panels, boxes

for precious objects, and bedsteads such as the one found in the

palace at Ugarit (fig. 80). The natural hollow at the base of the

tusk often formed the bottom half of cylindrical containers,

flasks, and horns.

Yet where did these elephants come from? Thutmose III

boasted of having slaughtered 120 elephants in the "land of Niyi,"

which has been located in the region of Qatna, near Horns in

western Syria, and Assyrian annals from the twelfth century B.C.

mention tribute in the form of elephants being exacted from

Levantine kings. Later texts mention only hides and tusks, which

perhaps suggests that elephants were extinct in that region.

Elephant bones dated to the second millennium B.C. (but not ear-

lier) have also been found among animal remains unearthed at a

number of sites between eastern Anatolia and the Euphrates.

Although there is little doubt that elephants existed in inland

Syria, the region was densely urbanized at the time, and it is

difficult to imagine the presence of herds of wild animals. Some

scholars believe that an isolated colony of Asian elephants

inhabited the Syrian hinterlands during the second millen-

nium B.C. According to another hypothesis, the elephant herds

slaughtered by Thutmose III were kept in a royal preserve near

the present-day Lake of Horns. Archives from Mari and Assyrian

texts tell us that Near Eastern rulers were fond of maintaining

hunting preserves, in which rare wild animals were kept. Did

the elephants of the land of Niyi belong to the king of Qatna?

Recent excavations at the site have uncovered workshops in

which deer antlers and elephant ivory plaques were carved (see

cat. no. 144). There is also evidence of hippopotamus ivory

found at Qatna.
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Late Bronze Age objects of ivory and

shell provide the clearest expression of

the ideology of the international elite as

described in the Amarna Letters (see

pp. 168-69). Objects and motifs often

glorified the ruler or exemplified a heroic

warrior ethic; they also reflected beliefs

in the powers of fertility. Other aspects

of palace life are represented in games

and musical instruments—small horns

(cat. no. 207) and castanets. Larger pieces

made of elephant tusk found at Megiddo,

Mycenae, and Ugarit may also have

been used as oliphants, unless they were

vessels (fig. 127). The natural hollow of

the tusk was widened and worked, pos-

sibly to accommodate a mouthpiece or

a rim. A female head of Egyptian inspi-

ration that probably decorated a lyre

found at Tell Miqne, ancient Ekron, is

an example of the association of a musi-

cal instrument with a local divinity.
3

Among the ivory game boards that

have been found, the most interesting

are those fitted on rectangular boxes

with side openings for storing the game-

pieces (see pp. 151-54). Some boxes,

such as those from Enkomi on Cyprus

or from Ugarit, were carved from large

ivory plaques and feature relief carvings

of the hunt with chariots (cat. no. 265).

The panels from Megiddo depict pris-

oners being presented to a seated ruler.
4

A cunieform tablet listing the trous-

seau of Ahat-milku, wife of the twelfth-century B.C. king of

Ugarit, included "three beds inlaid with ivory, with a footboard,

beds made of boxwood and armchairs with gold and lapis-lazuli

inlays and a footboard."
5 Among the furniture found in the

Royal Palace at Ugarit was a two-sided bedstead of rectangular

panels topped by two friezes with scenes of lion and deer hunts.

Each of the panels depicts a separate scene—the king killing an

adversary or returning from the hunt, the wedding feast of a

princess, the symbolic nursing of princes by a winged goddess

(fig. 80). The refined style combines Egyptian elements, such as

dress and coiffure, with more Levantine aspects, the bearded

figures, for example, or the ubiquitous lion and deer.

The objects found at Ugarit relate most often to the world

of women— their beliefs, their finery, and the utensils they

used for domestic tasks. One of their main occupations was the

weaving of textiles. Luxury versions of wood spindles and

spindle whorls were usually carved of hippopotamus ivory,

which was not valued as highly as elephant ivory. The inven-

tory of the queen's trousseau also lists twenty ivory cosmetic

boxes and four ivory saltcellars.

Figure 127. Carved ivory tusk. Ugarit, Royal Palace,

Pavilion 86. Late Bronze Age. National Museum,

Damascus RS 16.404, 7360

Large cylindrical pyxides, a spe-

cialty of Cyprus, were made of ele-

phant ivory and closed with a lid often

engraved or carved in relief. A box

discovered in a tomb at Ashur features

an engraved landscape with fruit-laden

trees, a symbol of fertility (fig. 69).

The cock crowing in the branches is

one of the earliest representations in

the Near East of this bird imported

from east Asia.
6

More common objects included

simple containers carved of hippopot-

amus teeth. Some are lenticular in

shape, with discoid lids pivoting on

lateral tenons; others are fashioned

in the shape of waterfowl. The latter

form was probably of Egyptian inspi-

ration and associated with the sym-

bolism of animal life along the Nile

(cat. no. 200). The examples produced

in the Levantine workshops may be

recognized by the oblong shape of the

lower part, which exploits the natural

shape of the canine (cat. no. 198b).

Such items were widely distributed to

the Aegean and inner Syria.

Late Bronze figures ofivory sculpted

in the round seem to have been made

for religious purposes. The head of

a divinity from the palace at Ugarit

probably belonged to a cult statue

(cat. no. 145). The fittings for the

horns (now lost) and the locks of hair

with gold inlays on the forehead suggest that it is probably the

same goddess depicted on the faience goblets and between two

caprids on the lid of a box from a rich tomb at Minet el-Beidha

(cat. no. 261). Smaller statuettes depicting votaries and musi-

cians were usually carved from hippopotamus teeth, like the

lady seated on a throne from Kamid el-Loz. ' A cymbalist from

Ugarit and a lyre player from Kamid el-Loz are offerings per-

petuating the memory of musical ceremonies.
8

1. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, nos. 275, 276, pi. 21.

2. Caubet in Royal CityofSusa 1992, p. 95, no. 59.

3. S. Gitin, personal communication.

4. Loud 1939, pi. 4, no. 2.

5. Nougayrol 1955, pp. 182-86.

6. See Aruz in Assyrian Origins 1995, pp. 83-85, no. 45.

7. Metzger 1993, pi. 49:1.

8. Gachet-Bizollon 2007, no. 409; Miron 1990, no. 501.
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Pyxis Lid with Mistress of

Animals

Ivory

Height 13.7 cm (5% in.); width 11.5 cm (454 in.)

Minet el-Beidha, Tomb III

Late Bronze Age, 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO11601

The second half of the second millen-

nium B.C. was a time of rapid progress

in the art of ivory making, especially

along the Syrian seacoast and on Cyprus.

Many pieces found at Ugarit display a

remarkable mastery of this craft and a

perfect adaptation to the artistic currents

that marked the eastern Mediterranean.

The internationalization of art trends,

however, makes it difficult to identify the

provenance of such objects, especially for

unusual pieces in which artists gave ex-

pression to the widest possible range of

stimuli. This pyxis lid is such a piece, re-

flecting the complexity of a world in which

a single image could serve different cul-

tural principles and religious beliefs.

The lid, which did not survive intact,

originally fit on a round box. Carved and

engraved with great skill, the motif was

adapted to a circular space (which usually

calls for a concentric or radiating compo-

sition). A female on an incurving seat

flanked by two caprids, offers them palm

fronds. Her torso is bare except for a neck-

lace with pendants, and she wears a long

flounced skirt rendered by parallel bands

with central chevrons below a scale pattern.

The face in profile exhibits fine features,

with a sharp nose and lips that seem to smile.

The dome-shaped coiffure is held by a band

with a spiral on the forehead; wavy locks

hang down the back. The figure sits on a

mountainous rise textured with drill holes
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that may have been inlaid. Her seat is placed

on an inverted, patterned cone on which

the goat at right rests his left leg. A second

conical element appears at the left, and it

too is used as a footrest for the other caprid.

The scene is encircled by a band of scale

patterns that formed the edge of the lid.

The scene represents the popular Near

Eastern motif of the Master—or, in this

case, Mistress—of Animals, the earliest

examples of which have been found on

seals from the site of Susa and the region

of Luristan. While the motif occurs in

many variations, with natural and divine

protagonists throughout its long history,

there are certain constants, such as the

symmetrical composition in which the

center is occupied by a figure dominating

a pair of animals of the same species. The

scene represents the balance of forces and

their mastery, but not their destruction.

The female figure seen here expresses

less the mastery over these forces than

the idea of balance through nurturing

that fosters life.

The scene is set in a mountainous land-

scape, from which the female seems to

emerge. Indeed, if the feet are set on a hill,

the lower part of the body is framed by two

mountains, and the garment itself evokes,

on the sides, the mountainous element, in

accordance with an ancient near Eastern

convention associating scales and moun-

tains. The image thus understood could

recount the appearance of a mythical being,

who is manifest at the top of the mountain

and who dispenses life-giving nourishment.

The pattern along the border also evokes

the mountains and reaffirms the nature of

the space in which the scene unfolds.

The association of mountains and divin-

ities permeates Near Eastern religions and

was characteristic of the mythological lit-

erature of Ugarit during the Late Bronze

Age. The god Baal inhabited the mountains,

and there he was manifested in the form of

clouds and lightning, the prelude to the

coming of life-giving waters. As the storm

god he is linked to the world of vegetation

and thus subject to a life cycle. He dies and

returns to the Underworld (the mountain

itself) while the world is laid waste. The

goddess, known also as the Source, inter-

venes, gathers up the fragments of the god's

body in the mountain, reconstitutes it, and

so ensures life and regeneration.
1

This is perhaps the meaning of this

Near Eastern scene in which, like a spring,

the goddess appears out of the mountain

holding palm fronds, new vegetation sym-

bolizing the god's seed and the restoration

of the balance of life. Style, pose, features,

and costume, however, recall figures from

the Aegean world. The question thus arises:

Was this luxury Aegean object adopted

by Ugarit because it fit the symbolic and

religious imagery of the Syrian kingdom?

Or was it made by local craftsmen who

produced an image to express their own

beliefs—albeit in Aegean fashion? While

the female's costume resembles those of

similar figures found at Mycenae and most

recently in ancient Kydonia (cat. no. 263),

it differs in one detail that may provide

a clue. The torso is entirely bare. This

is not the case with most depictions of

Aegean women, who wear a tight-fitting,

short-sleeved blouse with a breast exposed.

The nudity of the goddess displayed here

is more specific to the Syro-Levantine

world.
2

sc

1. Caqot, Sznycer, and Herdner 1974, pp. 223-74.

2. For further reference, see SchaefFer 1929,

p. 292, pi. VI; Kantor (1947) 1997, pp. 99-103;

Poursat 1977b; Aupays de Baal et d'Astarte

1983; Gates 1992; Caubet and Matoi'an 1995;

Caubet 1999c, pp. 32-38; Poursat 1999; Ivoires

2004, pp. 63, 68, no. 67; Gachet-Bizollon in Le

royaume d'Ougarit 2004, no. 164; and Gachet-

Bizollon 2007, pp. 87-92.
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Plaque With Seated Female

Ivory

Height 8.5 cm (3% in.)

Mycenae

Late Helladic III, 14th- 13th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 5897

Represented on this relief plaque is a

female figure, probably a goddess

seated on a rock.
1

Turned toward her
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right, the torso is shown in frontal view

and the legs are in profile. The head, fore-

arms, and hands are missing. The proper

right arm bears the mark of an ancient

repair, indicated by two round incisions.

The back of the plaque is flat and bears no

signs of attachment.

With a beaded necklace, the goddess is

dressed in the typical Aegean costume, a

flounced skirt and a sleeved bodice per-

haps fastened by means of a loose belt or

double girdle.
2

With a thick torso, narrow waist, and

full breasts, the deity belongs to the

Aegean tradition. Earlier precedents that

may have served as an inspiration are the

life-size clay statues found in the shrine of

Ayia Irini on the island of Kea, dated to

Late Minoan IA-IB.
3

Both standing and seated ivory figures

in similar postures and dress were found

at Mycenae and Prosymna.
4 A seated

goddess on a gold ring from the Acropolis

Treasure at Mycenae receives offerings of

poppies and lilies. Only one such represen-

tation has been found outside the Aegean,

the pyxis lid from Minet el-Beidha with a

female figure seated on a Minoan incurved

altar extending handfuls of palm fronds to

flanking goats (cat. no. 261).
6

Figures making this gesture, which

must have had symbolic meaning, are seen

in various guises—painted frescoes, gold

rings, and ivory plaques, among other

media. It is also possible that such figures

all represent the same divinity.

Ivory is included among the prestige

gifts exchanged in the eastern Mediter-

ranean during the Late Bronze Age. While

there is no evidence for the exact findspot

of this goddess from Mycenae, it may be

placed in the fourteenth-early thirteenth

century B.C., a period during which some of

the most impressive ivories were produced.
6

EK-S

1. Poursat 1977a, p. 19, no. 48.

2. Wardle 1988, esp. p. 471.

3. Caskey 1986, passim. For plaques of a standing

goddess (from Mycenae), see Poursat 1977a,

p. 93, no. 299, pi. XXIX, and Rehak 1992,

p. 53; (from Prosymna), see Poursat 1977a,

pp. 121-22, no. 375, pi. XXXIX.

4. Poursat 1977a, p. 80, no. 270, pi. XXIX, and

p. 91, no. 295, pi. XXIX. For the same gesture

with grain, see Rehak 1992, p. 52.

5. Gates 1992, passim.

6. The plaque comes from the excavations con-

ducted by Christos Tsountas at Mycenae

prior to 1900. Unfortunately, there is no

other information available.
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Plaque with Seated Female

Ivory (hippopotamus)

Height 8.6 cm (3% in.); width 3.8 cm (lYs'm.)

Crete, Kydonia, Rovithaki Plot

Late Minoan IIIA:2-IIIB:1, ca. 1375-1250 B.C.

Khania Archaeological Museum, Greece K 115

This rectangular, nearly complete ivory

plaque represents a female figure

seated on what is probably a rock; in her

right hand she holds a lily. The face is ren-

dered in profile to the right, the torso is

shown frontally, and the legs are also

turned toward the right. A gentle smile

forms on her lips beneath a well-defined

brow, large, almond-shaped eye, accentu-

ated cheek, and markedly protruding nose.

The long hair, delineated by parallel inci-

sions, is partially swept up in a ponytail. A
double ribbon wreathes her narrow fore-

head, and a necklace adorns her throat.

The breasts are not pronounced, and there

is no clear evidence of a bodice. Barefoot,

she wears a long elaborate flounced gar-

ment that covers her lower body. The plaque

is carved in relief and incised. The reverse

has three dowel holes for bone rivets.

The interpretation of the figure as a

deity (the "goddess with the lily") is sup-

ported by the seated posture, which is

identical to that of a Minoan goddess on

frescoes and seals.
1 The posture is seen

frequently in Aegean ivory work, as on

objects found on Crete itself, at Mycenae

(cat. no. 262), on Cyprus,
2
or even at

Ugarit (cat. no. 261).

Excavated at Kydonia, the plaque (like

those from Knossos, Archanes, Phylaki,

Mycenae, and Spata) was part of the ap-

plied decoration of a wood object, probably

a chest deposited as a grave offering in an

important burial. Several other plaques

adorned the chest, including representa-

tions of another flower-bearing female fig-

ure, helmeted warrior heads, heraldic

lions, figure-of-eight shields, columns, and

rosettes. Many were made of hippopota-

mus tusk (more widely used in Kydonia

than elephant tusk).
3

Kydonia was the most important

Minoan center in western Crete and a

thriving harbor during the Final Palatial

period. The plaque was found in a monu-

mental Late Minoan III chamber tomb

that had been plundered. The remaining

grave offerings—jewelry of faience, rock

crystal, and gold leaf, and stone and clay

vessels, including a Canaanite jar frag-

ment—were, however, sufficient to indi-

cate the wealth of the deceased and to
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Figure 128. Ivory plaque with griffin. Megiddo. Late Bronze Age. The Oriental Institute

Museum, University of Chicago oim A 22212

IIIA. Agora Museum, Athens bi 511

provide evidence of Kydonia's contacts

with the Levant during the fourteenth and

thirteenth centuries B.C. ma-v

1. CMS V Suppl. 1A, no. 177; KH 2097: clay seal-

ing from the Neopalatial archives of Khania.

2. See the Lady with the Mirror, from Kition:

KEF-141. Poursat 1999, pi. CXLV:d, a

3. For further reference, see Poursat 1977a, pi. II

(48/5897); Poursat 1977b, pp. 231-32,

242-43; Sakellarakis 1979; Krzyszkowska

1990; Fitton 1992; and Gates 1992.
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Plaque with Animal
Combat

Ivory

Height 3.8 cm (l'/ain.); width 6.5 cm (2% in.);

thickness 1.1 cm(!4in.)

Byblos, Royal Necropolis, shaft ofTomb of

Ahiram

Late Bronze Age, 13th century B.C.

Direction Generale des Antiquites, Beirut,

Lebanon 2461

This ivory plaque from Byblos, which

once adorned a rectangular wood box

or piece of furniture, was discovered along

with two tusks in the shaft leading to the

royal tomb that contained the renowned

sarcophagus of Ahiram (fig. 18).
1 The

elaborately carved sarcophagus has been

dated to the thirteenth century B.C. by

scholars who recognize its Bronze Age

associations. Others consider it to be a

transitional early Phoenician work and

date it to the late eleventh century B.C.,

when its funerary inscription was added.
2

The contents of the tomb and its shaft

contained Bronze Age remains, including

fragments of alabaster vessels with inscrip-

tions of Ramesses II,
3
as well as Mycenaean

and Cypriot pottery.
4

The plaque is carved in relief with a

scene of a bull being attacked by two pred-

ators: a griffin, whose body is abraded, and

a lion, which is only partially preserved.

Although the general scheme finds prece-

dence on Aegean lentoid seals,
5
significant

differences characterize the ivory as a work

produced outside Greece itself.
6
While the

bull's body remains horizontal, the bent fore-

leg and extended (missing) rear leg, the

lowered head with furrowed brow, and the

forward position of the horns all signal the

reaction of the massive animal to the fero-

cious attack. The rampant griffin bends

over its victim, biting and mauling him

with its avian claw, while the powerful

lion, also rampant, bites the bull's back.

Many stylistic features of the Byblos

ivory plaque are paralleled on works exca-

vated both in the Levant and on Cyprus,

possibly pointing to manufacture on the

island. The massive bull, with thick dew-

lap folds and a distinctive flame pattern for

leg musculature and with one foreleg bent

and head lowered to gore its attacker,

resembles those on an ivory cosmetic box
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found in a hoard in the Fosse Temple at

Lachish, as well as on a game box from

Enkomi (cat. no. 265).
7
These formidable

creatures exude raw power but lack the

dynamic movement and sense of engage-

ment displayed in purely Mycenaean scenes

(see fig. 129).
8
Ivory mirror handles from

Enkomi (cat. no. 266), also feature abbrevi-

ated scenes of violent combat with awk-

wardly placed predators, although the

bovine victims appear to move somewhat

more responsively than does the Byblos

bull
9
Individual details—the spiral curls

and overlapping wing feathers of the grif-

fin and the abstract patterns of animal

musculature—are also found on ivory

plaques from Megiddo and Delos (fig. 128

and cat. no. 267); the latter, however, are

more refined in execution.
10

Many scholars have recognized that

Aegean and Near Eastern features were

intentionally melded into an international

style, or koine, which is particularly evi-

dent on portable luxury objects made for a

royal elite. Vermeule, in assessing the

array of expressions of bloody combat in

ivory (fig. 129), noted that "the source of

artistic power seems to come from the

(Greek) mainland."
11
Kantor distinguished

stylistic groups according to their mixture

of Mycenaean and Levantine elements.
12

More recently, Feldman has focused atten-

tion on the intent of international styles in

the eastern Mediterranean, addressing

this issue in the context of diplomatic gift

exchange as documented in the Amarna

Letters and the Hittite archives.
13

ja

1. Montet 1928-29, p. 220.

2. Doumet-Serhal et al. (1998) believe that the

thirteenth-century B.C. sarcophagus was

reused; Porada (1973a) interprets the style as

transitional between the Late Bronze and

early Iron Ages, dating the work to 1000 B.C.

with the tomb reused; Markoe (1990, pp. 19-21)

concurs, considering the sarcophagus to be

the earliest major work of Phoenician art.

3. One was found in the shaft; a second was

found in the tomb chamber itself: Montet

1928-29, pp. 225, 227, nos. 883, 890;

Stubbings 1951, p. 75, reports Late Helladic

III sherds.

4. Dussaud 1924, p. 142; Porada (1973a, p. 356)

reports Cypriot White Slip II milk bowl frag-

ments of fourteenth-century B.C. date and

later White Painted ware with circular pat-

terns on the shaft.

5. See CMS I, no. 186.

6. Kantor 1956, p. 167, classifies this work as

"Hybrid Canaanite-Mycenaean."

7. Feldman 2006b, pp. 56, 57, figs. 38, 39.

8. The scenes on the ends of the Enkomi box

relate closely to ivories from the Greek man-

land; see cat. no. 265, this volume.

9. Two examples depicting animal combats were

discovered in different tombs, each with Myce-

nean pottery; see Murray, Smith, and Walters

1900, pp. 31-32, nos. 872, 402, pi. II.

10. Kantor 1956, p. 163, fig. 3:b, c, d; for similar

muscle patterns on the Enkomi box, see

Murray, Smith, and Walters 1900, pi. I.

11. Vermeule 1964, p. 218.

12. Kantor 1956.

13. Feldman 2006b, pp. 57-58.

265

Game Box with Chariot
Hunt

Ivory (elephant)

Length 29.1 cm (11 '/sin.)

Enkomi, Tomb 58

Late Bronze Age, ca. late 13th- 12th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1897.4-1.996

Ivory carving flourished on Cyprus

in the thirteenth and twelfth centu-

ries B.C., with a rich mixture of stylistic

influences from Mycenaean Greece and

western Asia. The ivory itself must have

been imported from Egypt or Syria. A let-

ter from the king of Alashiya mentions

ivory among the items sent to the pharaoh

in the late fourteenth century B.C.
1

The top of this game box is laid out for

the Game ofTwenty Squares. The playing

pieces were probably kept inside the box.

Similar game boxes were used at Ur in the

third millennium B.C. and in New Kingdom

Egypt. We do not know exactly how the

game was played, but such games may have

formed part of court rituals and elite enter-

tainments (see pp. 151-54).

The box is beautifully carved from ele-

phant ivory and must have been a rare and

valuable object. The sides are decorated

with animal scenes and scenes of the hunt.

On the better preserved of the two long

sides a figure, perhaps a king, stands in a

chariot drawing his bow. A charioteer con-

trols the pair of horses pulling the light,

two-wheeled chariot, while behind a man
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on foot, in what appears to be a feathered

headdress, carries an axe, presumably to

dispatch wounded prey. A third hunter, on

the left, spears a lion. Five animals flee the

hunters: probably a deer, a wild goat, and a

bull below, and perhaps two bulls above

them. Another, larger bull, pierced by an

arrow, puts its head down to charge the

oncoming chariot. A large bird flies above

the horses, and a dog runs alongside.
2

This scene and the similar, though less

well preserved, depiction on the other side

show strong traditions from western Asia.

A ninth-century B.C. lion-hunt pyxis from

Nimrud displays both hunters and horses

in similar dress.
3 The hairstyles of the two

hunters on foot are found in representa-

tions of the Sea Peoples on the Medinet

Habu reliefs in Egypt (fig. 141), which date

to the early twelfth century B.C., contem-

poraneous with the box. The ends of the

box are Mycenaean in style, one with two

seated bulls before a tree, the other with

two goats flanking a tree.

Mycenaean objects, especially pottery

and metalwork, were imported to Cyprus

in the centuries before this box was made,

resulting in imitation by local artists.

While the combination of styles has been

interpreted as reflecting the migration of

new peoples to Cyprus, it perhaps owes

more to the mobility of craft workers and

to new iconographic ideas. A comparable

box was discovered in fragmentary state

in a tomb at Tell es-Sa'idiyeh.
4

Tomb 58 at Enkomi, where the box was

found, was situated in the central part of a

Late Cypriot settlement. It was a rich

burial; other finds included gold jewelry,

bronze and iron knives with ivory handles,

an elaborate bronze vessel stand, and

Bucchero pottery vessels. The surviving

finds suggest a date in the late thirteenth

or twelfth century B.C., the so-called

Crisis Years. The box sits comfortably in

either century, a period of considerable

cultural continuity despite the political

and economic turbulence. jlf

1. EA 40, Moran 1992, p. 113.

2. For further reference, see Murray, Smith,

and Walters 1900, pp. 12-14, 31, fig. 19, pi. 1;

L. Astrom 1972, pp. 554-55, fig. 78; Poursat

1977b, esp. pp. 74-77, 159-62, pi. XVII:3;

Courtois, Lagarce, and Lagarce 1986, pp. 137-

38, pi. XXIV:9; Krzyszkowska 1990, fig. 9; and

Caubet 2008.

3. Barnett 1975, p. 190, pi. 18.

4. British Museum, London ME BM 1990-3-3,

102.

266

Mirror Handle with
Combat Scenes

Ivory

Height 20.3 cm (8 in.)

Enkomi, Tomb 17

Late Bronze Age, ca. late 13th-12th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1897.4-1.872

This beautifully carved handle must

originally have been attached to a

circular bronze hand mirror ofcommon

Late Cypriot type. Most likely it belonged

to a wealthy individual and accompanied

the person to the grave. The groove and

holes for the attachment of the mirror can

be seen on the upper edge. The roughly

square plaques are carved in relief with

scenes on each side of combat, one between

a warrior and a griffin, the other between

a lion and a bull. The shaft is decorated

with foliate patterns.

As is the case with most Cypriot ivories

of the Late Bronze Age, the decoration

shows a mix of influences from both east

and west. The lion attacking the bull is a

familiar motif in Mycenaean art, while the

theme of a warrior slaying a griffin perhaps

owes its inspiration to western Asia. The

vivid representation of the griffin combat

may, however, have been a Cypriot innova-

tion. In this violent confrontation the

266

266, alternate

view
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warrior, elaborately dressed and armed,

lunges toward the griffin, which throws

back its head in an attitude of despair.

The warrior is dressed in the banded

body armor associated with the Sea Peo-

ples, as depicted on the Medinet Habu

reliefs in Egypt (fig. 141). He wears an

elaborately decorated helmet and carries

a round shield. Using a short sword to

attack the griffin, he holds his arm in an

anatomically impossible position that

enhances the sense of forward thrust.

The griffin falls backward, with closed

wings and gaping beak. The epic nature

of the conflict may be hinted at by an indi-

cation of rocky or mountainous ground.

The warrior could be either a god or a

hero. The theme may derive from a now-

unknown tale of heroism, its underlying

symbolism perhaps connected to the idea

of man's defeat over the forces of chaos.

There is an obvious link with the scene on

the other side, where the lion pounces

ferociously onto the back of the apparently

unsuspecting bull. Both lion and hero are

filled with energy and both are victorious.

Tomb 17 at Enkomi was a chamber

tomb with three burial chambers situated

in the northern part of the ancient town.

It had been extensively looted when exca-

vated. Only this mirror handle and two

Mycenaean vases dating to the later four-

teenth or thirteenth century B.C. and now

in the British Museum survive, along with

several Late Helladic vases preserved in

the Cyprus Museum, Nicosia. The original

excavation notebook also records gold dia-

dems, bronze knives, Mycenaean sherds,

and "stone figurines of the Cypriote type,"

the latter possibly intrusive Cypro-Archaic

votives.
1

jlf

1. For further reference, see Murray, Smith, and

Walters 1900, pp. 10-11, 32-33, pi. II; L.

Astrom 1972, p. 555 (Handle, la); Poursat

1977b, esp. pp. 52-54, 65-68, 159-62,

pi. XVI:3; Courtois, Lagarce, and Lagarce

1986, pp. 130-34, pi. XXIV:2; and D'Albiac

1992, pp. 105-12, fig. la.

267

Plaque with Animal Combat

Ivory

Height 5.1 cm (2 in.); length 22.5 cm (8
7
/sin.)

Delos, Artemision

7th century B.C. context

Late Bronze Age manufacture,

14th- 13th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Delos, Greece

B 07075

The powerful image on this incised

ivory plaque, the confrontation of two

predators, a lion and a griffin, is an heir-

loom discovered in a much later context.

It was found in a small rectangular struc-

ture on Delos dating to the early seventh

century B.C., which was itself within a

Hellenistic temple dedicated to Artemis,

the twin sister of Apollo. There were

many structures inside the later temple,

one a Mycenaean cult building associated

with the worship of Potnia Theron, the

Mistress of Animals, a deity later identi-

fied with Artemis.

In the northeastern corner of the sev-

enth-century B.C. structure were found

charred bones, sherds, and Mycenaean

artifacts of bronze, gold, and ivory. Among
the 2,533 fragments of ivory is a plaque

with a Mycenaean warrior, possibly the

product of a Cypriot workshop (see fron-

tispiece, p. 434); parts of a frieze repre-

senting, in relief, lions mauling deer and a

bull and a griffin attacking a deer; col-

umns and capitals; and ivory cutouts with

incised decoration, most likely remains of

richly decorated furniture.
1

Judging from

this evidence, it is probable that there were

ivory workshops on Delos or on neighbor-

ing Mykonos, where a Mycenaean royal

tholos tomb was excavated in 1994.

It was thought that these objects came

from the Mycenaean cult building, but

this seems unlikely. The finds comprise a

variety of items—gold diadems for use in

funerals, steatite buttons, beads, sealstones,

arrowheads, sword fragments—objects usu-

ally found not in sanctuaries but in graves.

These may have originated from a neigh-

boring Mycenaean tomb later identified as

that of the Hyperborean Maidens, consid-

ered sacred in the Archaic period. pjc

1. For these ivories, see Tournavitou 1995.

268

Pyxis Lid with Animal
Combat

Ivory

Diameter 6 cm (2% in.)

Thebes, Mikro Kastelli, Chamber Tomb 23

Late Helladic IIIA-IIIB, ca. 14th- 13th

century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Thebes, Greece

42458

This ivory pyxis lid was discovered in a

chamber tomb cut into a hillside east

of the citadel of Thebes. It bears a scene in
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relief of a lion attacking a bull, framed by a

narrow border, also in relief. The lid consti-

tutes a fine example of Mycenaean ivory

carving of the fourteenth and thirteenth

centuries B.C. The scene has been executed

to conform to the circular surface. A favor-

ite theme in the iconographic corpus of

Mycenaean art, it is often found engraved

on seals. vla/if

anatomy, especially that of the lion, is

clumsily executed; the lion's eyes, for

example, are too large for the head. The

plaque is nearly identical to another one,

also in the National Archaeological

Museum, Athens; only the rendering of

the lion differs slightly.
1

Both the subject of animal combat and

the motif of the Aegean flying gallop

became widespread in the eastern

Mediterranean world. Scenes with both a

lion and a bull may be understood not

only as realistic representations but as

having symbolic content. In Aegean ico-

nography, the bull is generally shown

being hunted by predatory beasts such as

the lion. It has been argued that the vic-

tory of the lion, king of beasts, over the

bull signifies the victory of the ruler over

his enemies.
2
Scenes of gods or heroes as

the Master of Animals dominating lions

(see cat. nos. 173, 253) may further allude

to such a divine hierarchy.

The plaque was discovered in one of the

two chamber tombs at Spata in Attika,

which, although robbed, revealed hundreds

of ivories.
3 Among them were finely carved

combs and mirror handles, and dozens of

comparable plaques. The majority of the

finds date to the fourteenth century B.C.

Rectangular plaques such as this one were

commonly affixed to furniture; some

of them imitate metalwork. The present

example is reassembled from several

pieces; the surface is well preserved.
4

EK-S

1. NAM, inv. no. 2045.

2. Morgan 1988, p. 49.

3. Haussoullier 1878, passim.

4. Poursat 1977a, pp. 155-56, no. 453.

269

Plaque with Animal
Combat

Ivory

Height 6.5 cm (g'/ain.); width 9.2 cm (3% in.)

Spata, Chamber Tomb

Late Helladic IIIA, ca. 14th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 2046

This dynamic, beautifully integrated

composition shows a lion attacking a

bull, the lion's body stretched horizontally

along the bull's back as he violently claws

and bites into the neck. The bull turns its

head backward, the long, curved horns

harmoniously echoing the form of the lion.

The carving is finely worked, although the 269
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Egypt

270

Cylindrical Box

Carob wood, ivory

Height 13.5 cm (5% in.); diameter 7 cm (2% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18-19, 14th- 13th

century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Egyptiennes N1698

This type of compartmented box

carved from a hardwood branch

—

here, that of a carob tree—belongs to a

well-known production in New Kingdom

Egypt. More often than not, such boxes

have a semi-cylindrical shape and close

with a flat lid. This object is of a much rarer

type, in which two halves of the same

piece of wood have been fitted together,

one half sliding over the other. Once closed,

the cylinder can stand vertically, which

is the position in which the decoration is

meant to be seen. The "palace facade"

motif at the bottom, the scenes on both

halves, and the rows of petals and pendants

all belong to the repertoire of Egyptian

necklace decoration.

On one side (below left) a calf is at-

tacked by two dogs—one wearing a

collar—rendered with great freedom of

movement; the landscape is limited to a

cluster of water lilies below the hooves of

the calf. On the opposite side a lion carries

off a calf, while the cow behind it raises its

head expressively. The reeds and plants

typical of this period appear mostly under

the lion's paws. These scenes are carved in

relief with incised details. The cavities

were originally filled with a blue pigment

—

probably Egyptian Blue—except for the

cow, which was colored in red. The body

of the calf in the lion's jaws was filled with

a black material and partially inlaid with

bits of ivory (a fragment remains). The

same black and white treatment of an ani-

mal can be seen on a lid also in the Musee

du Louvre, as well as on a vase held by a

kneeling servant figure that was found in

Gurna and dated to late in Dynasty 18.
1

Animal life, wild and domestic, was the

usual subject depicted on this kind of box

(see fig. 130). The style sometimes belongs

to the pure flying-gallop tradition, but the

animal's feet on this box are positioned on

the register. Both style and scenes belong

to a repertoire that we are tempted to call

"international" and is seen on objects

made outside Egypt, such as a faience rhy-

ton from Kition (fig. 132). Although the

W9H
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Figure 130. Carved, inlaid wood box. Egypt. Figure 131. Calcite pyxis with recumbent lion on lid. Tomb of

Dynasty 18. Egyptian Museum, Cairo Tutankhamun. Dynasty 18. Egyptian Museum, Cairo JE 62119

CG 44717

objects were discovered in Egyptian cem-

eteries, their unusual shape and occasional

hieroglyphic inscriptions—restricted to

terse formulas such as "all beauty" and "all

abundance"— raise doubts about their

Egyptian origin.

The inside of this box has nine com-

partments, four on one side and five on the

other. Because the compartments are on

both halves, they could only have held

materials that adhered to the sides. Traces

of a light brown substance have been

found, hinting at cosmetics.
2 A spectacular

alabaster balsam jar found in the Tomb of

Tutankhamun is decorated with a similar

scene of dogs and a lion attacking an ibex

and a bull (fig. 131), as well as color inlays

and prophylactic Egyptian motifs. For the

Egyptians such scenes apparently carried

apotropaic meaning. gp-b

1. Musee du Louvre N1711a; Egyptian Museum,

Cairo, CG 44745-JE 31382. Saleh and

Sourouzian 1987, no. 158; Parfums et cosme-

tiques 2002, pp. 39, 152.

2. Freed in Egypt's Golden Age 1982, pp. 202-3,

no. 236, n. 7.

271

Mechanical Dog

Ivory, garnet inlay

Length 18.6 cm (7% in.)

Egypt

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18,

ca. 1390-1352 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund, 1940 40.2.1

This small sculpture of a dog fits com-

fortably in a closed hand. A lever

jutting out of the chest allows the mouth

to open and shut. The lower jaw has two

teeth and a red-stained tongue. The collar

inscribed around the dog's neck indicates

that he is a domestic animal.
1

During the

New Kingdom dogs are often depicted in

the hunt (see cat. 272); they also occasion-

ally appear in scenes of battle, attacking

271
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fallen enemies. It is, however, unusual to

find a domestic dog depicted in a three-

dimensional representation, so the pur-

pose of this object is difficult to determine.

It may have been a toy for a child of an

elite family, or perhaps it was a ceremo-

nial object.

The dog is posed in a flying gallop, its

legs fully extended as though leaping

through the air. This convention for

depicting speed is thought to have origi-

nated in the Aegean. Its earliest known

occurrence in Egypt dates to the begin-

ning of the Middle Kingdom in the Tomb

of Khety at Thebes (ca. 2030 B.C.). A frag-

mentary hunting scene from this tomb,

now in the Metropolitan Museum, shows

dogs leaping through the air after fleeing

antelopes.
2 chr

1. For further reference, see Lansing 1941,

pp. 10-12, fig. 1; Hayes 1990, p. 315, fig. 197;

Kozloffin Egypt's Dazzling Sun 1992, p. 427,

no. 114; and Arnold 1995, p. 57, no. 75.

2. Hayes 1990, p. 164, fig. 100.

272

OSTRACON

Painted limestone

Height 12.5 cm (4
7
/sin.); width 14 cm (5'/2in.)

Western Thebes, Valley of the Kings

New Kingdom, Dynasty 20,

ca. 1186-1070 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift,

1926 26.7.1453

This ostracon was uncovered in the

Valley of the Kings during Howard

Carter's search for the Tomb of Tutankh-

amun early in the twentieth century. As

the principal cemetery of the New Kingdom

pharaohs, the valley was a sacred place,

and thousands of painted ostraca have

been found there, most of them dating to

the Ramesside period. These ostraca

are thought to be votive offerings; usually

they depict a king worshipping one of

the gods. Occasionally, the scenes are

more symbolic, like this one, in which the

king, acting as the protector of Egypt,

is shown spearing a lion, representing

Egypt's enemies.
1

The pharaoh is accompanied by a hunt-

ing dog similar to the Dynasty 18 mechan

ical dog (cat. no. 271). Here, however,

though depicted in an extended leap iden-

tical to that of the ivory dog, he does not

fly through the air. Rather, his hind legs

are firmly planted on a groundline, as is

more typical of Egyptian art. chr

1. For further reference, see Carter and

Mace 1923-33, vol. 2, p. 16, pi. HA; Hayes

1990, p. 390, fig. 245; Reeves and Taylor

1993, p. 135; and Arnold 1995, pp. 16-17,

no. 12.
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VITREOUS MATERIALS

ANNIE CAUBET

Egypt
and the Near East played a major part in the invention

of vitreous materials. Production techniques, types of

objects, and their size and color (long limited to blue from a

copper colorant), which were diversified and expanded during

the third millennium B.C., underwent major trans-formations at

the turn of the next millennium.

Faience in the archaeological sense consists of a body made

of silica and lime coated with glaze, a thin, transparent siliceous

slip or cover. Frit is distinguished from faience by the absence

of glaze. The most famous frit is Egyptian Blue, a copper sili-

cate pigment that can be used as paint or refired and molded

into small beads, figurines, and vases. Glass is made by fusing

the silicate completely; it is shaped while hot, using molds or

rods, and can be recycled.

The bright colors and brilliance that give faience and other

vitreous materials their appeal are obtained from metallic

oxides. Light blue was the earliest and most frequently used

glaze color. Made from copper oxides, it would turn a light

green when the ore used in the composition contained lead

impurities, as was frequently the case in the Near East. Copper

is responsible for the color of Egyptian Blue frit. Brown and

black colors were obtained by mixing iron and manganese.

Dark blue was made from cobalt; yellow and orange from lead

antimony; and red and pink from iron oxide. Antinomy was

used as an opacifier for white.

The Middle Bronze Age

The technical skills of the faience makers, initially limited to the

manufacture of small pieces cast in simple molds, became

increasingly inventive during the Middle Bronze Age. The

material was used to replicate beads made of metal and precious

stones, and the first faience figurines made their appearance. In

Egypt, figures of hippopotami and graceful female statuettes

called Concubines of the Dead offered a poetic analogy, with

their bright blue color, to the life-giving waters of the Nile.

During the same period in Mesopotamia and the Levant there

began the production of blue and black faience figurines identi-

fied as nude goddesses—of the same type as on terracotta

plaques—and of symbolic animals such as the lion and the bull.

These new productions bear witness to the exchange of techni-

cal information, as well as to the wide dissemination of beliefs in

the powers of storm gods and of fertility goddesses: Hathor in

Egypt, and Astarte and Ishtar in the Near East. Figure 132. Faience rhyton. Kition. Late Bronze Age, Cyprus

Museum, Nicosia
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The Late Bronze Age

The Late Bronze Age in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Levant

experienced a technical revolution in the manufacture of vitre-

ous materials resulting from a mastery of their mechanical prop-

erties and the use of new oxide pigments. Glass was invented,

and the secrets of its fabrication, set down in technical treatises

written in cuneiform script, would be used for millennia (see

cat. no. 273). At the same time, the oxides used to color the

glass also helped to expand the palette for faience wares.

Although the primary components remained the same— cop-

per for blue and green, for instance, lead antimonate for yellow,

ferrous manganese for black and brown—physiochemical anal-

ysis of the pigments has revealed groups of compounds and

recipes specific to certain regions. Traces of specific compounds

indicate the presence of impurities in the minerals and permit

their place of extraction to be identified. Thus, we can distin-

guish two separate sources for the cobalt oxides, namely, Egypt

and western Asia. Recipes and stylistic characteristics were

developed. A palette of yellow, black, and light green applied in

broad stripes was more popular in the Levant and Mesopotamia

than in Egypt. The so-called Egyptian manner, which involved

black line drawings on a blue ground, was a specialty in

Egyptian and Levantine workshops. Hemispherical bowls deco-

rated with stylized tendrils and trees were found only along

the Euphrates.

Egyptian Blue was widely used in the manufacture of beads,

amulets, and larger objects such as goblets. During the last

phase of the Late Bronze Age, faience workers succeeded for the

first time in applying glaze to clay, a procedure that required

solving problems arising from the different retraction of clay

bodies and vitreous glazes during cooling. This also permitted

the use of a potter's wheel, which helped speed production.

The Late Bronze Age also witnessed the development

of architectural decoration in faience, a technique that would

be much used in Babylon and Persia during the first

millennium B.C. Faience tiles and knobs were applied to walls

to cover the ends of beams and often bore inscriptions with the

name of the king who commissioned the construction. For spe-

cial monuments, faience bricks were sometimes used as substi-

tutes for clay bricks.

Faience, frit, and glass were subsequently used for a variety

of applications, in particular the fabrication of cylinder seals (see

pp. 388-91) and ceremonial weapons. Glass and faience mace

heads sometimes bore inscriptions with royal names. The same

regal status was conferred on certain spool-shaped objects—the

end fittings of yokes and bridles—widely distributed from the

Mediterranean to Elam. Fabricated of vitreous materials or

ivory, they were made for a new type of light war chariot used

by the armies of the Late Bronze Age.

If vitreous materials were put into the service of the male

world and royal ideology, they were also used extensively in the

women's world. Jewelry, musical instruments, and cosmetic

boxes were given shapes and decorations that alluded to fertil-

ity beliefs—a goddess represented in the form of a mask of a

bejeweled female, a crown of petals, or a star. Most character-

istic are the rectangular pendants in the shape of a woman's

face, with ears pierced, eyes inlaid, and necks painted with

bead necklaces. These symbolic ornaments have been discov-

ered at sites extending from Cyprus to Iran and passing

through Mesopotamia.

Face goblets were widely distributed and have been found

at sites on Cyprus (cat. no. 210) and at Ugarit (cat. no. 211), Tell

Abu Hawam, Ashur, and Susa. They have often been associated

with vessels in the form of horses, and of rams, with examples

from Uluburun (cat. no. 208a). Unlike the goblets—which stand

on a stem—rhyta had to be held in the hand when full and could

not be set down until empty; most likely, they were meant for

ritual libations. Also made of vitreous materials were cylindrical

vases, drinking cups with fluted rims, rimmed bowls, bowls with

spouts, and thin-necked oval bottles.
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Cuneiform Tablet with
Manual for Glass
Manufacture

Clay

Height 8.3 cm (3% in.); width 5.2 cm (2 in.)

Mesopotamia

Kassite, 14th -12th century B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

120960

Cuneiform tablets with technical or

procedural instructions have always

been rare, and few have attracted as

much attention as this celebrated second-

millennium B.C. tablet. Quite aside from

the rarity of technical glass-making texts

generally, two features make this docu-

ment particularly unusual.

The colophon names one Le'e-kali-

Marduk, son of Ussur-ana-Marduk, scribe

of (the god) Marduk and a native of

Babylon, and gives the date "month tebitu,

24th day of the year after (that in which)

Gulkishar became king." This dating, to

a little-known sixth king of the Sealand

Dynasty in the early sixteenth century B.C.,

has seemed improbable for a number of

reasons. Oppenheim, in his standard dis-

cussion of this genre of texts, wonders

whether the date formula might not be

an intentional device to make the tablet

look older than it was, in that the scribes,

father and son, on the basis of their names,

belong in the Kassite period, between the

fourteenth and twelfth century B.C.
1

In

addition, the style of writing employs a

conspicuous number of strange usages and

sign values, leading previous editors to

suggest an attempt to safeguard profes-

sional secrets by deliberate cryptography.

Again it was Oppenheim who brought

clarity, dismissing the "cryptographic"

school on the grounds that any literate

Babylonian could have read the text with

ease. Furthermore, cuneiform writing can

sometimes entail true cryptography, which

is quite another matter.

The text provides practical instruc-

tion for making glass, colored like samtu,

a red stone,
2
and is among the best pre-

served and fullest of all the surviving

glass recipes. The first two sections give

the materials and quantities needed for

two such types of glass, (l) perhaps

"Assyrian" and (2) "Akkadian":

1. For each mina ofzuku-glass (you take) 10

shekels oflead, 15 shekels ofcopper, a zuz of

anzahhu-glass and a halfofantimony. This is

the mixturefor Assyrian (?) red-stone glass.

2. For each mina ofzuku-glass (you take) 1

sixth oflead, 10 shekels ofcopper, 1 shekel of

antimony and 1 shekel ofanzahhu-glass. This

is the mixturefor Akkadian red-stone glass.

The following, longer section (3)

describes a procedure whereby the two

types are combined, while a sort of codicil

(4) describes what to do if this fails:

4. If (with) this red-stone glass inside the clay

coveryou get "copper dust" and "copper exu-

dation"you mix into it 10 shekels ofzuku-

glass, one twelfth ofcopper, one twelfth of

lead, one twelfth ofanzahhu-glass. But do not

bring in any antimony—per mina, and inspect

it. During the mixing-in you must . . . and

(then) remove it.

The text of the tablet bears some rela-

tion to that of the Neo-Assyrian library

copies of glassmaking recipes from

Ashurbanipal's Nineveh. Interestingly, the

Middle Babylonian document can be said

to operate on a less elementary level than

its later counterparts, since it is obviously

assumed that the craftsman knows how to

produce the primary zuku and anzahhu

glasses and is competent to do so. There

was obviously a seasoned tradition of work-

shop expertise, but seldom would details

of the operations ever come to be written

down. Little is known of the artisans who

practiced this craft, although the produc-

tion of colored glass covered by the docu-

ment likely concerns the beads and baubles

that would eventually find a secure market

where equivalents in stone were inevitably

more costly. ilf

1. Oppenheim 1970, esp. pp. 59-65.

2. Often it is clear that the word literally means

"carnelian."
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Flask

Glass

Height 23.3 cm (oVs in.); max. diameter 8.2 cm

(3% in.)

Ashur, Sherd Grave

Middle Assyrian, 14th-13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA5699

This flask, with a piriform body, knob

base, and high neck, was manufac-

tured by the core-formed technique. The

walls of the flask were formed by the

application of a layer of hot viscous glass

over a core composed of a mixture of clay

and sand that was modeled into the pre-

cise shape desired.
1

While the glass was

still malleable, glass threads and drops of

blue, red-brown, and white were fused

onto the body of the flask and worked into

patterns such as the arcades, intersecting

loops, bold dots, and stripes preserved

here. Originally a bright yellow, the base

color of the flask is now a yellowish white.

Core-formed glass vessels were first

produced in Egypt and Mesopotamia.

Major advances in the technology of glass-

making were introduced in the middle of

the second millennium B.C., and the vitre-

ous materials recovered from Ashur repre-

sent one of the largest and best-preserved

corpora so far recovered.
2 The example

here is from part of a grave inventory.
3
In

the sixteenth century B.C., glass imports

and evidence of glassmaking began to

appear in the Aegean. Two core-formed

flasks of lentoid form—variously consid-

ered Cretan, Egyptian, or Syrian in

origin—contribute to the evidence of a

foreign stimulus to the Aegean glass-

making industry.
4 Jme

1. Wartke in Assyrian Origins 1995, no. 69.

2. Barag 1970, p. 141.

3. Haller 1954, p. 18.

4. Aruz 2008a, p. 171.
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Vessel with Lid

Glazed vitreous material

Height 5.3 cm (2% in.); diameter

10.7 cm (4 'A in.)

Ashur

Middle Assyrian, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

Vorderasiatisches Museum VA5930

Both the vessel and its flat lid are of a

white vitreous material to which a

secondary glaze has been applied.
1 The

yellow lid has a brown circle at the center,

and the fluting on the body of the vessel

alternates white, brown, and greenish yel-

low. The fluting and the alternating colors

give the effect of a flower, resembling in

this manner the so-called petal or blossom

bowls (see cat. nos. 276-78). Now faded, the

glaze was likely a much brighter color, and

areas have flaked off or weathered. Small

holes would have allowed the lid to be fas-

tened to the jar.

Glazed vitreous material is commonly

called faience in Near Eastern literature,

but this is a misnomer for a composite

material consisting of a sintered quartz

body and glaze (see pp. 419-20).
2 The
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richness of the finds at Ashur in northern

Mesopotamia suggest that the city was a

prominent center for the production of vit-

reous materials. Yet the striking similari-

ties between this vessel and others found

as far from Ashur as Enkomi on Cyprus

suggest an international commerce in ves-

sels of standard shapes and forms. jme

1. Wartke in Assyrian Origins 1995, no. 72.

2. Moorey 1994, p. 167.
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Petal Bowl

Faience

Height 6 cm (2% in.); diameter 12.2 cm (4% in/

Ugarit

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales AO17370

277

Petal Bowl

Faience

Diameter 14.4 cm (5 '/sin.)

Mari, Tomb 123

Late Bronze Age, 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A018929

Anumber of Late Bronze Age hemi-

spherical bowls are molded in the

shape of an open flower with petals ending

in triangular tips, raised in low relief

or incised on the body of the vessel. Each

petal has a different glaze—yellow, pale

blue, or green; the background is plain;

and the inside of the bowl is often a dif-

ferent color. Petal relief decoration was

applied on a number of pyxides with a

depressed globular body and a swivel lid

pegged into large horizontal lug handles

(see cat. no. 275); several examples come

from Mari.

277
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The distribution of the flower bowls

is similar to that of face vessels (see

cat. nos. 208b, 210, 211)—from Cyprus

(Enkomi) to Babylonia—with many

examples from Ugarit. The chemical com-

position, particularly of the black glaze,

colored with iron manganese oxides, is

compatible with an origin in Levantine

workshops. Pyxides from Mari are made

with cobalt oxides to produce a blue color,

using a technique observed mostly in

Babylonia.

The range of colors, the chemical com-

position, and the similarity of distribution

relate the flower bowls to the face vessels,

with which they are not infrequently asso-

ciated in the context of several rich tombs

at Ugarit. Their function is unclear. While

the pyxides may be cosmetic boxes, the

open shape and porous material of the

bowls would have made them inappropri-

ate for the conservation of precious liquids

or for drinking. It is possible that, like the

face vessels and the animal-headed gob-

lets, they were used in ritual libations. The

flower motif, like the ubiquitous rosette

on cylinder seals, jewelry, and painted

vases, may be related to beliefs associated

with fertility. AC

278a, b

Petaled Lids or Plaques

Faience

Max height 3 cm (l'/sin.); max. diameter

17.6 cm (7 in.)

Thera, Akrotiri

Late Cycladic I, ca. 1625-1525 B.C.

Archaeological.Museum of Thera, Greece

417, 418 (3763, 648l)

Both these faience rosettes were prob-

ably lids for luxury pyxides.
1

Although

found on the paved rectangular square

south of Xeste 3, a three-story mansion

on the seafront of Akrotiri on the island

of Thera, they probably came from the

building's interior, which had collapsed

after the earthquake that preceded the

massive Thera eruption. Xeste 3 was an

important public building. It contained

many precious objects and was embel-

lished with extensive wall paintings,

sophisticated compositions associated

with rites of passage in Theran society.

The motif of the colorful, multipetaled

rosette is a major theme in the geometric

imagery of the wall paintings on the third

floor of the building. The rosette is also

seen in Akrotiri on other wall paintings,

incised on a bronze talent (weight), and in

relief on an alabaster lid.

In the Near East, faience rosettes are

seen on furniture and jewelry. The pointed

petals of the rosette were possibly inspired

by the art of Mesopotamia and the Levant,

where petal bowls were found.

Faience technology is attested in Meso-

potamia beginning in the fifth millennium

B.C. and in Egypt in the fourth millennium

B.C. The first faience objects found on

Crete date to the mid-third millennium B.C.

The manufacture of faience was further
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developed in the mid-second millennium

B.C. at Knossos, the major palatial center

of Minoan culture, with evidence for a

local workshop.

Widespread in the minor arts of both

the Minoan and the Mycenaean civiliza-

tions, faience was used primarily for

decorative objects and jewelry and less

commonly for vessels. The Late Cycladic I

settlement of Akrotiri, on the island peri-

phery of the Minoan and early Mycenaean

worlds, has yielded a considerable number

of miniature faience artifacts in the Aegean

style—rosettes, shields, dolphins—and

beads, sherds from relief goblets, and fit-

tings for ostrich-egg rhyta. Copper from

Lavrion, richest on the Greek mainland,

was used to produce the glaze for these

objects.
2

av

1. Akrotiri excavation nos. 3763, 6481.

2. For further reference, see S. Marinatos 1976,

pp. 31-32, pi. 55b; K. Foster 1979, pp. 149-50,

pi. 52; Doumas 1992, p. 131, figs. 136, 137;

Doumas 1993, p. 234, pi. 146(3; Gifts ofthe

Nile 1998; Crete-Egypt 2000; Karetsou 2000;

Panagiotaki 2000a, pp. 154-57; Panagiotaki

2000b, pp. 93-96, 103, no. 103; Bichta 2003,

pp. 545-47, fig. 2; K. Foster and Laffineur

2003; Pantazis et al. 2003; and Vlachopoulos

and Birtacha 2003.

279

Vessel

Glass

Height 8.5 cm (3% in.); diameter 6.5 cm

(2% in.)

Enkomi, Tomb 66

Late Bronze Age, ca. 1340-1200 B.C.

The Trustees of the British Museum, London

1897.4-1.1052

This vessel, shaped like a pomegranate,

is made of clear brown glass with

opaque white, light blue, and orange trails

in two antithetical festoon patterns. It was

made by the core-formed technique, in

which the glass was wound around a shape

made of friable material that was later

scraped out of the interior.

Glass pomegranate vessels are common
in Egypt in the Late Bronze Age, and a

number have been found also on Cyprus,

particularly at Enkomi. The examples

from Cyprus have a shorter neck than the

contemporary Egyptian versions and have

six upward-pointing calyx tips. They are

actually closer in form to the real pome-

granate fruit than their Egyptian counter-

parts. Because most examples of this form

have been found on Cyprus, it seems likely

that they were made there. Core-formed

glass vessels were not produced in the

Aegean at this time.

The pomegranate shape was clearly

attractive to the glassmakers and could be

easily adapted to create a small flask. Pome-

granates, with their many seeds, were fre-

quently associated with fruitfulness and

fertility in the ancient world (see cat. no. 146).

The Enkomi tombs contained a rich

mixture of local and imported products.

They illustrate the wealth of the site and

the key position occupied by Cyprus in

cultural exchange during the Late Bronze

Age. Tomb 66 was the only stone-built

tomb on the site that was found intact.

The contents—more than 140 objects

—

were very rich and included goldwork,

bronze vessels and weapons, amber beads,

glass vessels, a silver vessel, and pottery of

Mycenaean, Cypriot, Levantine, and

Egyptian origin.
1

jlf

1. For further reference, see Murray, Smith, and

Walters 1900, pp. 23-24, fig. 63:1052, and

Harden 1981, p. 37, no. 14.
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The Aegean

Conical Rhyta

280

Approx. 40 cm (15% in.)

Marble

Crete, Zakros, Treasury of the Shrine

Late Minoan I, ca. 1625-1450 B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Heraklion, Greece

2747

281

Ceramic

Max. height 33.2 cm (13% in.); diameter

12.2 cm (4% in.)

Thera, Akrotiri, Complex A

Late Cycladic I, 1625-1525 B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece akr 1493

282

Ceramic

Height 37.5 cm (14% in.); diameter 11 cm

(4% in.)

Rhodes, Kameiros

Late Helladic IIIA:2, 14th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Grecques, Etruscques et Romaines

A 276

283

Faience

Height 17.5 cm (6
7
/s in.); diameter 7.5 cm

(3 in.)

Abydos

New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of

Thutmose III, ca. 1479-1425 B.C.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 00.702A-D

284

Ceramic

Height 36.5 cm (14% in.); diameter 14.3 cm

(5% in.)

Ugarit

Late Helladic IIIB, ca. 1300-1200 B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

6891 RS 24.521

280

The conical rhyton had a greater impact

on the cultures of Egypt, Cyprus, and

the Levant than did any other single

Aegean vessel. No other type was imitated

as frequently or as widely and in so broad

a range of materials. Invented on Crete

near the end of the Protopalatial period

(Middle Minoan IIB) or early in the Neo-

palatial (Middle Minoan III) period, about

1750 to 1600 B.C., this type of rhyton has a

wide opening at the mouth and tapers

evenly or in a convex curve to a narrow tip

perforated with a tiny opening that rarely

exceeds .05 centimeter in diameter.
1

Because its Minoan or Mycenaean name

is unknown, archaeologists have bor-

rowed the Greek word rhyton (from pea,

"to flow"), which identifies a Classical-era

vessel that also has openings at either end.

Neither a container nor a drinking cup,

the conical rhyton was rather a vessel

through which liquids passed from one

source to another, such as from a jug to a

cup. As with other Aegean vessels, such as
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animal-headed rhyta, the general shape

may derive from Anatolia, where convex-

conical cups of stone and clay have been

found at several Old Assyrian Trading

Colony sites.
2 The underlying explana-

tion for these intercultural borrowings

may be traced to contacts between Crete

and Anatolia, initiated by the Minoans

to obtain much-needed metals, such as

copper, tin, and silver, which were avail-

able in Anatolia, but rare or absent in

the Aegean.

By the developed Neopalatial era of

Late Minoan I, the conical or convex-

conical was the most popular shape of

rhyta in the Aegean. Ubiquitous on Crete

and the Cyclades, they were quickly

adopted into the Mycenaean world. Some

of the finest Neopalatial stone vases are

conical rhyta, including the so-called

Boxer Rhyton, featuring carved figural

reliefs of Minoan athletes,
3
and a group

of marble examples from the palace at

Zakros (cat. no. 280). Ceramic conical

rhyta are among the most beautifully

painted vases of their era (cat. no. 281).

During the Mycenaean period, ceramic

conical rhyta generally increased in size

and were often decorated with a wide zone

on the upper body and narrow linear

zones below (see cat. nos. 282, 284, 288).

Frequently, the upper zone included an

octopus, a motif that had its origins in Late

Minoan IB Marine Style vase painting but

was adopted into the Mycenaean ceramic

decorative repertoire (cat. no. 282). This
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motif remained popular on Crete into the

fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C.,

where it also appears on conical rhyta,

including one example exported to Ugarit.

Other Mycenaean ceramic conical rhyta

were painted in the so-called Pictorial Style,

including one from Rhodes (cat no. 288)

and one from Ugarit (cat. no. 284).

Without descriptions in the texts, it is

difficult to know how the conical rhyton

was used. A wall painting from Knossos

shows a conical rhyton carried by a male

youth in a procession (fig. 133). Large

groups of vessels composed predominantly

of conical rhyta have been discovered in

Minoan palaces and in one or two houses

in every Minoan town. The internal

arrangement of the rooms and their loca-

tions near roads or open spaces suggest

that conical rhyta were distributed to be

carried in processions that may have cul-

minated in public ceremonies, perhaps

involving libations and drinking.

The association of conical rhyta with

beverages, specifically those that were fer-

mented and flavored, may be surmised

from several sources, including two imita-

tions of Aegean rhyta fitted with strainers.

The first is an early Dynasty 18 convex-

conical rhyton from Tell el-Dab a in Egypt,

which has a clay strainer that fits precisely

on the mouth,
4
suggesting they were made

as a set. A variant of a conical rhyton from

Ugarit made in Cypriot Base Ring ware

had a strainer attached to the mouth.
5 The

discovery of rhyta with grinding tools in

several contexts on Crete and on Thera at

Akrotiri complements this evidence and

suggests that rhyta were used with bever-

ages whose flavor was enhanced with

freshly ground additives. Strainers would

have prevented unwanted particles from

clogging the tip of the rhyton while still

improving the taste of the beverage when

poured into the mouth.

No strainers have as yet been found

with rhyta in the Aegean. A Linear B

tablet from Pylos,
6
which may list the

ingredients for manufacturing perfume,

concludes with the word for "wool," and it

has been suggested that the wool was
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Figure 133. "Cupbearer" fresco. Knossos,

Palace. Late Minoan II. Archaeological

Museum, Heraklion

used as a filtering device. Using a scale

reproduction of a conical rhyton, the

present author placed a tuft of wool inside

and sprinkled ground herbs and spices

onto the wool. When wine or beer was

poured into the rhyton, the wool became

saturated with the beverage but also

trapped the aromatics, preventing them

from clogging the small secondary open-

ing at the tip. A clear stream of richly

aromatic and flavor-enhanced liquid, natu-

rally intensified by aeration, emerged.

The use of the conical rhyton as both an

aerating, flavor-enhancing filter and a

filler may explain its popularity in the

second-millennium B.C. southeastern

Mediterranean, where fermented bever-

ages were imbibed as part of daily life.

The impact of the conical rhyton on these

societies may be gauged from its importa-

tion, depictions in art, and local imitations

made in a range of materials that include

electrum, ivory, faience, and clay.

Beginning in early Dynasty 18, Egyptian

artists manufactured convex-conical rhyta

based on Late Minoan IA or Late Cycladic

I prototypes. Indeed, the running spiral

on a rhyton from Abydos (cat. no. 283), a

motif otherwise rare at this time in Egypt,

is probably in imitation of a typically

Minoan motif especially common on Late

Minoan IA conical rhyta (cat. no. 281).

Paintings on the walls of Dynasty 18

Theban tombs from the era of Thutmose

III depict rhyta being carried by the men

of Keftiu, which suggests that they were

presented to the pharaoh at these interna-

tional gatherings (fig. 134). According to

Egyptian color conventions, they were

probably made of gold or silver and embel-

lished with color inlays.

Current evidence indicates that conical

rhyta were first exported from the Aegean

to Cyprus and western Asia in the late

fourteenth century B.C., probably from the

Argolid on the Greek mainland and from

Crete. The largest number of imported

conical rhyta and local imitations in the

Levant come from Ugarit, where more

than forty were excavated in houses,

graves, and temple contexts (cat. nos. 284,

285). The discovery of clusters of conical

rhyta in Levantine contexts recalls the

Neopalatial and Final Palatial Cretan and

the Late Mycenaean mainland contexts

with clusters of conical rhyta, from which

they were distributed to be carried in pro-

cessions. It thus appears that their adop-

tion for use in Canaanite processions may

be attributed directly to influence from

the Aegean.

By the thirteenth century B.C., conical

rhyta were imitated in various media on

Cyprus and in the Levant. Few artifacts

better articulate the international spirit of

the second-millennium B.C. eastern

Mediterranean than a faience rhyton from

Kition, Cyprus (fig. 132). Its handle, now

missing its strap, perhaps formed an

S-curve, as is typical of Late Minoan I

A

conical rhyta (cat. no. 281). This type of

handle occurs also on the electrum rhyton

from Ugarit (cat. no. 285). It contrasts

with the loop handle seen on Mycenaean

conical rhyta. Also typical of Neopalatial

Aegean rhyta (e.g., cat. no. 281) is the com-

position of the Kition rhyton, which is

divided into narrow zones, the lowest dec-

orated with vertical rows of spirals. The

imagery on the upper two zones, however,

seems Levantine, especially the male fig-

ures on the second zone who wear tall

conical headdresses.

A group of Base Ring ware rhyta,

found thus far only at Ugarit, may also

have been made on Cyprus (cat. no. 287).

The piriform bodies appear to have been

based on Aegean prototypes known from

Figure 134.

Facsimile of wall

painting showing

men of Keftiu with

conical rhyton,

ingot, and gold

vessel. Thebes,

Tomb of Rekh-

mire (TT 100).

Dynasty 18, reign

of Thutmose III-

Amenhotep II.

The Metropolitan

Museum of Art,

New York, Rogers

Fund, 1931 31.6.42
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Mycenaean imports to Cyprus and the

Levant. Several feature a clay bull's head

attached to the shoulder opposite the handle.

The practice of adding zoomorphic attach-

ments to rhyta may have begun in the Late

Minoan IA and continued into the Myce-

naean era (see cat. no. 288).

Only a few conical rhyta from the

Aegean dating to the early twelfth cen-

tury B.C. have been found. As a result

of the collapse of palatial Mycenaean civi-

lization at the end of the thirteenth

century B.C. and the concomitant aban-

donment of international trade networks

established with the east, conical rhyta

also disappeared from the cultures of

Cyprus and the Levant. Perhaps the wines,

herbs, and spices that had been traded

from the Aegean and that required the

use of a conical rhyton were no longer

exported; hence the need for the vessel

died out. The unique qualities of the rhy-

ton, simultaneously enhancing and trans-

forming the liquid that flowed through

it, may account for its adoption into cultic

or ritual practices from the Aegean to

the Levant. rbk

1. For a thorough examination of the types,

mechanical functions, contexts, and uses of

Aegean rhyta, see Koehl 2006.

2. Ibid., pp. 44, 47.

3. Ibid., frontis., pp. 164-66, no. 651.

4. Ibid., p. 239, no. E6, p. 271, ill. 12.

5. Ibid., p. 244, no. C5.

6. Ibid., p. 271.
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RH YTON

Electrum

Height 34.6 cm (l3
s
/s in.); diameter 10.6 cm

(4% in.)

Ugarit, South Acropolis

Late Bronze Age context,

14th- 12th century B.C.

Late Helladic IIIB manufacture,

1300-1200 B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

3590 RS 25.407
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Dagger

Gold

Height 3 cm (lYa in.); length 27 cm (10% in.)

Ugarit, South Acropolis

Late Bronze Age, 14th- 12th century B.C.

National Museum, Damascus, Syria

3587 RS 25.410

This unique electrum conical rhyton

from Ugarit (see p. 45) was excavated

in 1962 along with a gold dagger. The

blade and handle of the dagger were cast

in a single piece, starting with a plate of

hammered triangular section. The handle

is decorated with scrolls that terminate

in two palmettes. Several daggers of this

type but in bronze, used both as utensils

for cutting meat and as weapons, were also

found at Ugarit. Both the electrum rhyton

and the gold dagger were part of a trea-

sure discovered in an overturned jug that

had been buried in a building in the mid-

dle of a residential district.
1 The plan

of the building and the presence of stone

benches are unusual for a dwelling in

Ugarit, suggesting that it may have served

a special purpose, possibly as a place of

assembly. The treasure also included six

electrum bowls, electrum and silver pins

and earrings, and miscellaneous cut or

folded pieces made of gold and electrum

(wire, rings, a plate, a rod). There was also

a Cypriot ceramic pitcher of the so-called

White Shaved type. While the jewelry and

precious-metal fragments suggest a gold-

smith's cache, the bowls and rhyton point

instead to objects used in ritual banquets.

Such banquets, attested in Ugaritic docu-

ments as marzihu, were held in buildings

specially constructed for the purpose. The

use of precious metals indicates the high

social rank of the participants, probably

members of the royal court. AC

1. For further reference, see SchaefFer 1966,

p. 131, figs. 8-11, and Courtois 1979,

pp. 1165-66 ("TJ"), 1268.
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Rhyton

Ceramic

Height 30.5 cm (12 in.); diameter 7.9 cm

(3 '/sin.)

Minet el-Beidha

Late Bronze Age context,

14th- 12th century B.C.

Late Cypriot II manufacture,

14th- 13th century B.C.

Musee du Louvre, Paris, Departement des

Antiquites Orientales A014913
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Rhyton

Ceramic

Height max. 40.5 cm (16 in.); diameter 11 cm

(4% in.)

Rhodes, Pylona Cemetery, Tomb 2

Late Helladic IIIA:2, 14th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum of Rhodes, Greece

17964

The rhyton is found both in settlements

and in funerary contexts on Crete,

mainland Greece, and in the Levant.
1

Its

presence in tombs is evidence for the prac-

tice of funeral rites.

The Pylona rhyton is the most common

shape of Mycenaean rhyta, with a thick,

rounded lip, conical body, and a loop handle

at the rim. The lower part of the vase is

missing. The scene depicted, the Master

of Animals standing between felines,

underscores the ritual character of the

vase. Details on the costume of the male

divinity—a loincloth and a headband or

diadem—as well as the felines' skin are

highlighted with white paint. The space

between the figures is filled with decora-

tive motifs, papyrus, chevrons, and stroke
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marks. The main register is framed by

groups of fine and broader bands.'
2

The theme of the Master of Animals,

the domination over animals—and, by

extension, over the natural world—by a

male divinity, is common in the east, espe-

cially on cylinder seals. The Pylona rhyton

is the only known example of the scene's

representation on pottery, and one of the

few depictions in Mycenaean art.

A bull's head, modeled in the round,

with one of the horns restored, is attached

to the rim opposite the handle. This fea-

ture is unique in the Aegean. Its closest

parallels are the Cypriot Base Ring II

conical rhyta from Ugarit (cat. no. 287),

which were found in a sanctuary.
3
Bull

protomes on ritual vessels, as well as

Minoan and Mycenaean bull-headed rhyta,

reflect the worship of a bull-god and the

performance of bull sacrifices throughout

the Aegean and the Near East.

Clay analysis has indicated that the

Pylona rhyton was imported from an

unidentified source, probably in the south-

eastern Aegean—the Dodecanese, west-

ern Anatolia, or eastern Crete. fz

1. Koehl 2006.

2. See Karantzali 2001, pp. 34-35, 175; see also

Karantzali 1998 and Karantzali in Sea Routes

2003, p. 286, no. 238.

3. Yon 1980, pp. 79-83; Yon 1986, pp. 275-78.
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BRIDGES TO BABYLON: HOMER,
ANATOLIA, AND THE LEVANT

SARAH P. MORRIS

Bronze Age rulers and merchants of the Near East,

their clients, and their armies circulated not only

material wealth but also cultural capital—poetry and

ritual. Their adventures survive in narratives of the

first millennium B.C., particularly in the epic poetry of Homer.

The earliest epic poems of Greece, Homer's Iliad and the

Odyssey, embrace much older traditions from the Near East,

beginning with Anatolia, its nearest neighbor. A Luwian poem

found at the Hittite capital at Hattusa (Bogazkdy) refers to

"steep Wilusa" (Homer's Ilion?), and a bilingual Hurrian-

Hittite poem offers poetic patterns and themes close to those

found in Homer.
1 A treaty between the Hittite king Muwat-

talli II (1295-1272 B.c.) and Alaksandu ofWilusa suggests an

ancestor for Alexandros (Paris) of Troy, and perhaps a motive

for an Anatolian (rather than Greek) destruction of the city.
2

The Ahhiyawa, who appear twenty-eight times in Hittite texts

with the same name Homer gave the Greeks (Achaeans) at

Troy, must have been early speakers of Greek who encoun-

tered the Hittites in western Anatolia. What light do the

objects in this exhibition shed on early military and diplomatic

relations between these peoples—and on how those relations

were transformed into literature?

Greek epic poetry is largely a story of war, and weapons

and images of warriors made war glamorous and its heroes

glorious. In Homer, a helmet plated with the tusks of boars

worn in battle (cat. nos. 289, 290 and fig. 135) signifies both a

hunting trophy—a souvenir of a young hero's early exploits

(
Odyssey 1 9.392—4-66)—and an heirloom handed down through

generations (Iliad 10.261-71). Such equipment also distin-

guishes Aegean warriors in Near Eastern art and narrative.

The warrior on a Hittite bowl (cat. no. 291), with his plumed

helmet, cuirass adorned with tangent circles that suggest spi-

rals, and an Aegean sword like those found at Bogazkoy

(cat. no. 292), Muskebi (cat. no. 245), and on the Uluburun ship

(cat, no. 238a), could be an early "Carian" mercenary, from

Miletos in western Anatolia, who fought with the Trojans

against the Greeks (Iliad 2.867), or an Ahhiyawa soldier cap-

tured in battle with his alien weapons. Memories and impres-

sions of the Achaeans and the Hatti (Hittites) fertilized the

great sagas of the first millennium b.c.

Figure 135. Ivory plaque with Mycenaean warrior. Delos, Artemision.

Late Bronze Age. Archaeological Museum, Delos B7069

The distances such Aegean soldiers and their outfits trav-

eled in the Bronze Age Mediterranean emerge in Odysseus's

"false" adventures related after his return to Ithaka, many of

which take place in Egypt (Odyssey 3.300-303, 14.240-97,

17.424-44). Additional clues are provided by an illustration in

a remarkable painted papyrus from Akhenaten's short-lived

capital (1349-1336 B.C.) at Amarna (fig. 136).
3 A battle scene

takes place at sea or near shore. The prows of ships frame non-

native warriors who prefigure those in monumental battle

reliefs of the Sea Peoples (Libyans, Asiatics, and other for-

eigners) who would attack Egypt toward the end of the Bronze

Age (see fig. 141), Some of the warriors fighting against them

wear oxhide tunics and helmets that resemble Aegean ones

made ofboars' tusks. When Odysseus tells Penelope of fighting

for and against Egyptian pharaohs, his Active adventures draw

on real experiences of Bronze Age warriors, ancestors of those

"men of bronze" who sold their fighting skills to the pharaohs

of Egypt (Herodotus Histories 2. 152).

Aegean art made hundreds of years before the Iliad and the

Odyssey were composed depicts stories ofwar and travel abroad

to places such as Anatolia. A panorama ofAegean adventures

is displayed on wall paintings in a house excavated at Akrotiri,

a town on the Cycladic island of Thera that was destroyed by

the eruption of the island's volcano in the late sixteenth cen-

tury B.c. (see pp. 124-25). The east wall of an upper room is

decorated with a lush river landscape reminiscent of the Nile

in Egypt or the Orontes in Syria (fig. 1 38). Such landscapes,

whether seen firsthand or imagined in travelers' tales, but

always evoked by the exchange of exotic objects, inspired

Homeric stories of sojourn in Egypt. This scene joins two

others: a seascape on the south wall, where warriors on ships

sail from a small city to a grander one (fig. 37), and a landing

scene with a sea battle on the north wall, where heroes in

Homeric gear march uphill to attack a walled city reminiscent of

Troy, the site of the greatest of all the Greek epics (fig. 137).

A different relationship between the Hittites and the Myce-

naeans is reflected in silver vessels from royal workshops in

Anatolia (cat. nos. 107-109). A vessel in the shape of a stag

(see fig. 54) reached a grave at Mycenae about the time Thera

was buried by volcanic ash. Nearly pure in its silver content



Figure 136. Painted papyrus fragments. Tell el-Amarna, House R 43.2. Amarna period. The Trustees of the British Museum, London ea 74100

(99 percent), its shape and material point to Anatolia and a type

ofzoomorphic vessel exchanged by elites, referred to as a bibru in

their correspondence. In letters written on clay tablets and found

at Amarna, a Hittite ruler received gold and silver bibru from the

pharaoh and recycled them as gifts to the king of Ahhiyawa,
4

from whom he received bronze objects.
5
If a bibru traveled from

a ruler of Hatti to his "brother," king of the Achaeans, it was put

to local use. For example, the zoomorphic vessel from Mycenae,

originally with a single opening in its back, at some point had

the holes that represented nostrils pierced and was reborn as

an Aegean ritual rhyton, for pouring rather than drinking.
6

Ivory work in Homer is imagined as a product of Anatolia

—

made by either Maionian or Carian artists (Iliad 4. 141—45)

—

and indeed the ship wrecked at Uluburun off the southern

coast of Anatolia (see pp. 289-305) carried a raw elephant

tusk and many hippopotamus teeth to Aegean workshops like

those that produced fine boxes for the Palace of Kadmos at

Thebes (cat. no. 83). The ivory-paneled box from Pella

(fig. 139)— possibly a Late Bronze Age Canaanite work in

Egyptian style—inspired distant designs such as the Lion

Gate at Mycenae (see fig. 88; see also cat. no. 174). Even more

powerful in Homeric poetry is lion imagery, especially in simi-

les where heroes are compared to lions (e.g., Iliad 20.164-73),
7

in part inspired by the presence of mountain lions in northern

Greece but more dramatically by the models of the royal lion

hunt, the lion emblem, and lion tamers of the Near East.

In Homer, the exchange of exotic and valuable objects plays

a role in cult and in royal relations, even in wartime. Achilles

uses a gold chalice [depas amphikypellon) for special libations

(Iliad 16.221-30; 23.196, 219) that brings to mind the gold

cup from the Uluburun ship (cat. no. 2 19).
8 Agamemnon

receives a magnificent cuirass, inlaid with tin and lapis lazuli

from Kinyras, king of Cyprus (Iliad 1 1.19-28), and carries a

scepter (Iliad 2. 100-108, 9.38) like one found at Kourion, also

on Cyprus. In the Iliad (6.1 50-2 llj two warriors, Diomedes

and Glaukos, one Greek and the other Anatolian (Lycian),

meet in battle, as on the bowl from Hattusa. Recognizing that

their families once regaled each other with gifts (including a

gold depas; Iliad 6.220), they too exchange offerings and

refrain from combat. Other treasures described in Homer

—

the Phoenician silver krater gifted to the island of Limnos,

ransomed for a Trojan hostage, and ultimately offered as a

prize for athletic prowess (Iliad 21 . 1 34-35, 23.740-49), or the

krater Menelaos and Helen receive as a gift in Phoenicia and

later present to their visitor Telemachus, son of Odysseus

(Odyssey 4.612-19, 15.103-4)—reflect earlier practices of

gift-giving.

The export of Aegean artistry is also reflected in painted

palaces of the Near East, including Tell el-Dab'a in the Nile

Delta (figs. 39, 40, 120) and Alalakh, Qatna (cat. no. 69a, b),

and Tel Kabri.
9
In style and subject, they suggest the work of

local artists trained in the Aegean style or artists who traveled
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from Greece to work for Near Eastern rulers. Many years

later, in palaces visited by Homeric heroes [Odyssey 7.8 1-132),

Greek poets were inspired to write elaborate descriptions of

other Near Eastern settings (Neo-Assyrian palaces), return-

ing in poetry a compliment to their Levantine ancestors.
10

Finally, in epics of the Late Bronze Age—Ugaritic poems such

as the epic of Baal, whose gods and heroes resurface in later

Greek and Semitic literature—the craftsman god Kothar-wa-

Hasis holds twin seats of power: "His throne is at Kaphtor

[Crete, or the Aegean], his seat at Memphis [Egypt]."
11

In

such tributes, poets expressed international connections that

bridged the Aegean, Egypt, and the Levant.

How did luxury objects travel from port to port and palace

to palace? The rich cargo of the Uluburun ship offers an

answer in the form of a wood tablet (cat. no. 234) found in a

large storage pithos, one of two double-leaved "pages" of lost

history from the ship. By coincidence, the ship sank off Lycia

in southwest Anatolia, home of the Trojan warrior Glaukos

and destination of Bellerophon, the Homeric hero who carried

from Corinth a "folding tablet with baleful signs"—orders for

his own death [Iliad 6.17'8-80).
12
This reference to writing, the

earliest in Greek literature, implies that the Mycenaean Linear

B script had been long forgotten by Homer's time, and that

the alphabet was not yet in wide use. Phoenician letters from

Figure 137. Wall painting

with warriors. Thera,

West House, Room 5. Late

Cycladic I. Museum of

Prehistoric Thera

Figure 138. Wall painting

with river landscape. Thera,

West House, Room 5. Late

Cycladic I. Museum of

Prehistoric Thera
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Figure 139. Wood box

(modern reconstruction)

with carved ivory inlays.

Pella. Late Bronze Age.

Jordan Archaeological

Museum, Amman 70402,

70415

the east, perhaps inscribed on tablets like this one, eventually

brought oral composition and performances of Greek poetry

into written form as the earliest Greek literature. Originally

coated with wax in which to incise letters or signs that could

be "erased" for reuse, this tablet once bore writing, but in what

script or language we are not certain. Ancient cargo, both

Aegean and Near Eastern, often carried commercial notations

from Cyprus,
13
and surely the island was in a pivotal position,

given that it straddled the routes of the eastern Mediterranean.

Like the poetry of Homer, this witness to writing, now silent,

may link Aegean, Cypriot, and Near Eastern traditions.

More articulate connections between east and west repose

in the hoard of lapis lazuli cylinder seals from the palace at

Thebes in Boiotia (cat. nos. 177-183), the largest concentration

of inscribed Near Eastern objects found in Bronze Age

Greece.
14
Perhaps a royal gift, they recall to some the myth of

Kadmos, the Phoenician who founded Thebes (Herodotus

Histories 5.58) and brought "letters" to Greece, just as the

Phoenicians introduced the alphabet to the western

Mediterranean. Finds such as these give Mount Helikon in

Boiotia, home of the Greek Muses, an "east face" that attracted

Greek poets to Near Eastern ideas.
15

Long after the great battles and voyages of the Bronze Age,

and their commemoration in art and text, echoes of these

adventures survived in Greek epic poetry. In the Homeric

world, relations between royalty are not just temporary or

convenient friendships but lasting alliances, inherited by later

generations. How long did memories of past exchanges sur-
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Figure 140. Stone relief with Amenhotep II shooting an arrow through an ingot. Dynasty 18. Luxor Museum j. 44

vive, and how did they inform Homeric epic poetry? Glaukos's

gift to Diomedes of a gold shield in exchange for a lesser

bronze one was appropriate in light of their individual ranks.

Homer's misinterpretation of this earlier custom leads him to

deride Glaukos for giving so much in return for so little (Iliad

6.234-36).
16 Thus did some Greek heroes suffer for their dis-

tance from Bronze Age realities.

Others, however, benefited, most notably Odysseus, who,

returning home disguised as a beggar, recounts tales of slav-

ery and combat in Egypt, Cyprus, and Phoenicia. In relat-

ing Odysseus's campaign to reclaim his throne and his wife,

the poet borrowed from Anatolian legends of kings. Like

Gurparanzah of Ailanuwa, who wins an archery contest at a

feast,
17
Odysseus achieves his great homecoming victory when

he bests Penelope's suitors in the contest of the bow, string-

ing it and shooting arrows "through twelve axes" (Odyssey

21.393-421). No ordinary man could have accomplished this

feat, only a hero and a king: the privilege ofperforming it once

belonged to Egyptian pharaohs alone. If the Greek poet ever

saw such an image (fig. 140), he did not recognize the pha-

raoh's actual target, copper ingots, common currency in the

Bronze Age and the chief cargo of the Uluburun ship

(cat. no. 185). To him they resembled the bronze double axes

familiar in his time.
18
Here Greek epic poetry evokes the art

and power of royalty in the distant Near East, and images

long lost to history take on a vibrant new life.

1. S. Morris 1997; Watkins 1986; West 1997; Bachvarova 2005.

2. Basedow 2007, pp. 55-56.

3. Schofield and Parkinson 1994.

4. Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkbi 2.11.

5. Listed in an inventory, Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkbi 18.181.

6. Koehl 1995.

7. Laffineur 2007, pp. 79-85.

8. Bloedow 2007, esp. pp. 91-92, 94.

9. See Feldman 2007, pp. 39-65.

10. Cook 2004; see also Feldman 2007.

11. S. Morris 1992, chap. 4, pp. 73-100.

12. Bellamy 1989.

13. Hirschfeld 1999.

14. Porada 1981-82.

15. West 1997.

1 6
.
See Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkbi 2.11, 18.181.

17. Laroche 1971, no. 362.

18. S. Morris 1992, p. 116; S. Morris 1997, pp. 621-22.
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Helmet

Boar's tusk

Height 29 cm (11% in.); diameter at rim 21 cm

(8/4 in.)

Mycenae, Chamber Tomb 518

Late Helladic II-IIIA, 15th- 14th century B.C.

National Archaeological Museum, Athens,

Greece 6568

This reconstruction of a helmet is fash-

ioned of sixty boar's tusks pierced at

the ends and attached to a modern conical

leather cap.
1 The larger tusks are set in four

horizontal rows around the helmet, curved

alternately to the right or left as indicated

by Homeric description and several sur-

viving pictorial representations.
2 The

rectangular pieces, falling into a gradu-

ated series, cover the cheekpieces. An

exceptional bow-shaped element with curls

or horns crowns the top as a kind of crest,

seen also in contemporary illustrations.
3

This type of helmet must have first

been in use on mainland Greece in the late

seventeenth century B.C. The earliest ex-

amples come from both settlements and

warrior tombs of the Middle Helladic III

period, such as Eutresis and Malthi, and

the first royal shaft graves at Mycenae,

Thebes, and Aigina-Kolonna.
4
Over the

following five centuries, the boar's tusk hel-

met became very popular. Because each

helmet required the tusks of thirty-three

boars, to possess one was considered the

ultimate insignium of prowess and high

social—even divine— status. A symbol of

power on early Mycenaean and contempo-

rary Minoan vases, the boar's tusk helmet

appears also on a fresco frieze at Thera

(cat. no. 290). It was carved on numerous

miniature ivory plaques depicting the heads

of Mycenaean warriors and included in

Linear B script as an ideogram and as the

word ko-ru (i<6pu<;).

Boar's tusk helmets are depicted on

several wall paintings. They are worn by

soldiers on a fresco from the Palace of

Nestor at Pylos, which likely represents a

Mycenaean army in combat.
5
They are also

worn by warriors in procession on the

Miniature Fresco at Thera (fig. 137),
6
on a

ceramic bowl fragment from Hattusa (cat.

no. 291,' and on a papyrus from Tell el-

Amarna in Egypt (fig. 136),
8
in all cases to

signify the figures' ethnicity. Finally, the

image of a helmeted female figure holding

a griffin on a fresco fragment from the

Cult Center at Mycenae has been inter-

preted as the depiction of Athena Potnia,

the Mycenaean goddess of war.
9

The legend of the Mycenaean helmeted

warriors long outlived the warriors them-

selves and the era in which they lived. Their

presence, however, is felt in the Homeric

epics in a surprisingly accurate description

of a helmet very similar to this one, lent

by Meriones to Odysseus.
10

CPA

1. Published in Wace 1932, p. 85, pi. 38, no. 65.

2. See, for example, the helmet depicted on

a fresco from Thera; Akrivaki 2003,

p. 528.

3. Akrivaki 2003.

4. Kilian-Dirlmeier 1997, pp. 35-50, esp.

pp. 40-45, where a list of sites with helmet

tusks is cited.

5. Lang 1969, pp. 43-49, pis. M, N.

6. Negbi 1978.

7. Niemeier 2003, pp. 104-5, fig. 4.

8. Schofield and Parkinson 1994.

9. Boulotis 1988, pp. 181, 182, no. 149, p. 189,

no. 163.

10. Wace 1932, p. 213; Homer Iliad 10.260-65.
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Wall Painting Fragment

Plaster, painted

Height 48 cm (l8
7/8 in.); width 38 cm (15 in.)

Thera, Akrotiri

Late Cycladic I, ca. 1625-1525 B.C.

Archaeological Museum of Thera, Greece

11548

This fragment shows one boar's tusk

helmet and the partial crest of another

helmet. It belonged originally to a frieze

that decorated the upper part of the wall

of a room in Xeste 4 at Akrotiri, on the

island of Thera. Dated to the final phase of

the city's history, the building is one of the

most important at the site. It was imposing

in its dimensions—probably four-storied

in the eastern wing. Its construction con-

sisted entirely of ashlar masonry, and the

grand staircase was decorated on either

side with an impressive wall painting of

men who appear to be climbing steps, sug-

gesting that it served a public function.

Although the fragment was found in

the debris of Room 2, at ground-floor

level, the absence of other fragments of

the same composition indicates that it fell

from an upper story. It is quite well pre-

served, and the impression of timber on

the top edge indicates that the frieze

touched a beam near the ceiling. The plas-

ter was applied in two layers. The first

layer, containing sand, ceramic grits, and

bits of straw, was spread directly on the

clay-coated wall surface, while the second

was very fine, its surface polished before

being painted.

The representation of the helmet is in-

cised and painted in the al secco fresco

technique. Unique in being nearly life-size,

it includes a crest and cheekpiece; struc-

tural details, such as the holes through

which the tusks were sewn to the lining,

are also depicted. The projection of the

helmet over painted horizontal bands creates

a trompe l'oeil effect and the impression

that it was hanging on the wall. Because it

is not isolated but part of a frieze, the image

recalls Homeric descriptions of shields

hanging in similar manner inside a war-

riors' hall. Indeed, the artist's intention

may well have been to reproduce such

a hall. As symbols of power, the helmets

may also allude to the function of the

building as a seat of authority.

This early depiction of a boar's tusk hel-

met far from the Greek mainland, where it

is believed to have originated—specifically

on an island that enjoyed close connec-

tions with Crete long before the Mycenaean

expansion into the Aegean—raises new
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questions about relations not only between

Thera and continental Greece just prior to

the volcanic eruption at Thera, but between

the Aegean peoples in general at the very

beginning of the Late Bronze Age. cd

291

Incised Bowl Fragment

Ceramic

Height 14.7 cm (5% in.); width 5.1 cm (2 in.)

Bogazkoy, Lower Town

Hittite Middle Kingdom, late 15th- 14th

century B.C.

Corum Museum, Corum, Turkey

1-329-75

The unusual image of an armed warrior

is finely incised on the interior of this

Hittite redware bowl from Bogazkoy.
1

It

has been interpreted as visual evidence for

the conflicts between Anatolia and the

Aegean, as possibly recounted in contem-

porary Hittite documents and glorified in

the Homeric epics.
2 The warrior is shown

in a dynamic stance, with his body thrust

forward, the calf of his extended back leg

perhaps preserved in a few curving lines,

and his right arm in a downward position

to thrust a sword into the (now missing)

body of his opponent. The feet of what

appears to be a defeated combatant are

visible horizontally below him.

The warrior's very distinctive armor

may identify him as a foreign fighter. Unlike

the more typical Near Eastern headgear

worn, for instance, by the imposing warrior

god on one of the city gates at Bogazkoy

(fig. 53), this one is detailed with horizontal

zones, suggestive of the Mycenaean boar's

tusk helmet (cat. no. 289). Such helmets,

which were worn by Homer's Achaeans,

are more realistically depicted on Aegean

objects—wall paintings, silverware,

weapons, ivories, and seals—showing

rows of curving teeth instead of zig-

zags.
3
Emerging from a crowning knob

or point on these images is an impressive

crest, textured in the more modeled ren-

derings with ridges that may suggest the

horns of a wild goat. Sometimes stream-

ers are also depicted. Both a crest and

streamers are carefully detailed on the

Bogazkoy bowl.
4

As for the curved bovine horn shown

emerging from the front of the warrior's

helmet, this is a traditional Near Eastern

feature that appears in the Aegean only at

the end of the Late Bronze Age—presum-

ably centuries after this image was made.

Mycenaean warriors first wear horned

helmets in the twelfth century B.C., when

the Sea Peoples are similarly depicted

on the walls of the Temple of Ramesses III

at Medinet Habu (fig. 141).
5

The warrior on the Hittite bowl appears

to wear an open garment ornamented with

zigzags on the fringed sleeves and tangent

triple concentric circles on the chest, per-

haps intended to suggest an Aegean spiral-

form pattern.
6
Such garb, however, is un-

paralleled in Aegean combat scenes, where

plain tunics are worn or, more commonly,

warriors are shown heroically nude to the

waist as they are in the Near East.
7 The

triangular sword with rounded pommel

may further allude to the west, where this

type of weapon appears in war and hunt

scenes.
8 Some Mycenaean-type bronze

swords (lacking their pommels) were in

fact discovered in Anatolia (cat. no. 245).

One possible spoil of war from Bogazkoy

(cat. no. 292) was later inscribed in Akkadian

with a dedication to the Storm God by the

late fifteenth-century B.C. Hittite ruler

Tudhaliya I/II.
9

The image on the bowl gives rise to

many questions. Although well executed,

it represents a secondary sketch, like

the much later Greek graffito on a foot

fragment of a statue from Persepolis.
10

Most intriguing is the fact that while the

iconography is somewhat unconventional

in Mycenaean terms—suggesting a for-

eigner's perspective
11—the dynamic style

is unusual in Hittite art.
12
Attenuated fig-

ures with dramatically extended legs can

be found on seals from the Greek main-

land, as well as on combat scenes in the

frescoes from Pylos, where defeated ene-

mies have similarly dangling limbs.
13 The

original composition remains a mystery,

but it is likely that there were a number

of warriors. Some scholars have suggested

that the image is a record of an actual

encounter, like that described in the

Indictment of Madduwatta.
14
This im-

portant Hittite text recounts the attack

by Attarisiyas, "a man of Ahhiya" (the

Achaean hero Atreus?), on Madduwatta,

perhaps a local western Anatolian ruler,

whose changing allegiances caused him

to be both rescued and confronted by

the Hittites.
15

JA

1. Bittel 1976d.

2. Giiterbock 1984, pp. 115-19; S. Morris

1989, p. 532.

3. Borchhardt 1972, pis. 2-4; Niemeier 1998a,

p. 42, fig. 13b. For a schematic Minoan zoned

helmet with zigzags, floating like a sea crea-

ture on a pithoid jar from Katsamba near

Knossos, see Borchhardt 1972, pi. 8:1;

Schofield and Parkinson (1994, pp. 164-65)

discuss variations in rendering the zoned

helmet.

4. For divine headgear with curving horned

crests on Anatolian seal impressions, one

from Crete, see Pini 1977-78, pi. 3, nos. 1-4;

Kiiltepe: T. Ozguc 1953, pi. lxii, fig. 692; for

streamers: Borchhardt 1972, pis. 7:7, 8:1; on

the silver siege rhyton from Mycenae, war-

riors with crests and streamers stand behind

tower shields: Hiller 1999, pi. LXiX:lb; see

also Lang 1969, pi. 124:29H64.

5. Borchhardt 1972, pp. 113-14; often in Near

Eastern depictions, both horns are shown. On

the Ugarit Baal stele (fig. 82, this volume),

they are depicted in profile.

6. For concentric circle decoration on an ivory

helmet from Knossos, see Borchhardt 1972,

pi. 8:3.

7. We must assume that elite Aegean warriors

were in fact well protected, based on the dis-

covery at Dendra in the Argolid of a full set

of bronze-plated body armor, along with a

boar's tusk helmet: ibid., pi. 6.

8. Hiller 1999, pi. LXlX:2-5.

9. Niemeier 1998a, p. 42; Cline (1996) suggests

that the sword may have not been imported

and discusses it in the context of the Assuwa

rebellion and the possible role of Mycenaean

combatants.

10. Roaf and Boardman 1980, pp. 204-6; the

style indicates a Greek hand.

11. See Niemeier 1998a, p. 42, for this view; see

also figure 136 in this volume for the Egyptian

rendering of possibly Mycenaean armor on a

painted papyrus from Tell el-Amarna.

12. Also unusual is the treatment of the eye, which

appears to be in profile; the two-horned hel-

met is also modified for profile view.

13. Hiller 1999, pi. LXIX:1, 2; J. Davis and Bennet

1999, pi. xiv:a-c: this means of depicting a

defeated enemy is visible centuries earlier on

the Thera Miniature Fresco; see fig. 137,

this volume.

14. Giiterbock 1984, pp. 115-19; S. Morris 1989,

pp. 532-33; Niemeier 1998a, pp. 41-43.

15. Giiterbock 1984, pp. 116-19; see also Cline

1996, pp. 140ff.
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Sword

Bronze

Length 79 cm (SlVs in.)

Bogazkoy

Hittite Middle Kingdom, ca. 1430-1390 B.C.

Corum Museum, Corum, Turkey

10-1-92

This bronze sword was discovered in

1991 at Hattusa, capital city of the

Hittites, by the operator of a bulldozer

doing repair work. It has a raised midrib

and several secondary side ribs on the

blade, square flanged shoulders, and four

rivet holes (two in the hilt and two in the

tang) for the attachment of a now-missing

handle. The blade tapers sharply from hilt

to point, and the rectangular tang is now

bent back.

On the blade is an Akkadian inscrip-

tion stating that the sword was among

those dedicated at Hattusa by Tudhaliya I /II

following his successful quelling of the

Assuwa rebellion in northwestern Anatolia

about 1430 B.C.:

As Tudhaliya the Great King shattered the

Assuwa- Country, he dedicated these swords to

the Storm-God, his Lord.
1

The sword has no parallels in Anatolia

or, indeed, anywhere in the eastern Mediter-

ranean. It was the subject of much discus-

sion in the years immediately following its

discovery. Current scholarship holds that

it may be a variant of a Mycenaean Type B

sword dating to the fifteenth century B.C.,

a type more frequently found on the Greek

mainland, but that it could also reflect

Mycenaean influence rather than Mycen-

aean manufacture.

The Assuwa rebellion was one of the

most important military events to occur in

northwestern Anatolia prior to the Trojan

War and one of the few events to which

the Mycenaeans may be linked by textual

evidence.
2
Conceivably, it was the histori-

cal basis for contemporary Hittite tales of

Mycenaean warriors or mercenaries in

Anatolia, which in turn generated stories

of pre—Trojan War Achaean forays on the

Anatolian mainland. ehc

1. Translation and transliteration after Unal,

Ertekin, and Ediz 1991, esp. p. 51; Unal

1993; Ertekin and Ediz 1993, esp. p. 721.

2. Hittite letter KUB XXVI 91.
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THE LEGACY OF IVORY-WORKING TRADITIONS
IN THE EARLY FIRST MILLENNIUM B.C.

MARIAN FELDMAN

Ivory, which played such a fundamental role in the inter-

national exchanges of the second millennium B.C., almost

entirely disappears with the collapse and decline of many of

the Bronze Age societies at the end of the era. The final centu-

ries of the Late Bronze Age (the 14th and 13th centuries B.C.)

had fostered an internationalism tied to highly centralized pal-

aces that in large part controlled both the human and the mate-

rial resources needed to procure and produce luxury objects.

These objects in turn served a critical function in defining the

elite classes. When this palace-centered international system

imploded (whether because of external forces or internal insta-

bilities or, more likely, a combination of the two), trade routes

were disrupted, the demand for luxury items fell, and ivory

working nearly ceased for several hundred years. Yet when ivo-

ries do reappear—and in significantly large quantities—from

the late tenth through the seventh century B.C., they exhibit

a remarkable continuity of tradition.
1

At the same time, this

later ivory-working tradition expanded upon and reworked the

earlier one in response to a dramatically different social, politi-

cal, and economic landscape.

Many second-millennium B.C. ivories share motifs that circu-

lated in the intensely international climate of the time. Popular

themes include hunting animals from a chariot; heroic combats

between humans and lions, sphinxes, and griffins; and lions,

bulls, wild goats, and composite creatures attacking one another

or posed around elaborate vegetation (cat. nos. 264-269).

Disentangling styles and places of manufacture for many of

these pieces has proved a daunting task, and indeed their resis-

tance to regional attribution may have been a prime aspect of

their value as internationally exchanged items of an elite

brotherhood.
2

The situation is more straightforward in the first millen-

nium B.C., with regionally identifiable ivories appearing from

Etruria (and even farther west) to Iran. The exceptionally large

number of these ivories has permitted sophisticated analyses

according to style and distribution. The two most widespread
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and abundant of the stylistic groups, associated with Phoenicia

and Syria, show the closest connections with their second-

millennium B.C. predecessors, carrying over many of the earlier

motifs. In one example, a chariot hunt on an eighth-century B.C.

Syrian ivory chair (fig. 142) displays very much the same theme

and composition seen on a Late Bronze Age game board from

Enkomi (cat. no. 265). Combats between lions, griffins, sphinxes,

and hunters, as well as hieratically arranged animals, provide

further echoes of popular Late Bronze Age motifs. Moreover,

ivory carving did not exist on its own, but was part of a larger

luxury craft tradition that included metalworking, which also

exhibits strong associations with the Late Bronze Age (fig. 14S).

Although Phoenician and Syrian ivories share many icono-

graphic themes, stylistically they can easily be distinguished

from one another.
3 An overall sense of balance—created by

stable compositions, ornate but refined decoration, and figures

with long, slender limbs—characterizes the Phoenician style,

along with a heavy use of Egyptianizing elements such as phar-

aonic attire and religious symbols. Syrian ivories exhibit fewer

Egyptianizing features and display a vigorous energy derived

from squatter proportions and dynamic poses that fill the space,

with figures often pressing against borders as if about to escape

(fig. 142). In both traditions, multicolored decoration such as

gold leaf and glass inlays often embellish the ivory, but

Phoenician ivories especially boast elaborate cutout cells simu-

lating, when filled, the metalworking technique of champleve

(fig. 144). As single objects or as part of larger furnishings, these

ivories must have presented a jewel-like image of grandeur and

luxury. Indeed, it is this very opulence, viewed with suspicion,

that underlies the biblical declamation, "[Woe to them] that lie

upon beds of ivory, and stretch themselves upon their couches"

(Amos 6:4). Just such a couch may be depicted in a seventh-

century B.C. carved relief of the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal

(ca. 668-627 B.C.), who reclines under a grape arbor, his queen

nearby in an equally elegant high-backed chair.
4

While there are strong ties of continuity in the ivory-carv-

ing tradition between the Bronze and Iron Ages, which spans

the so-called Dark Ages, in the first millennium B.C. these

luxury items participated in a dramatically changed world.
5

With the collapse of the Late Bronze Age, the unusually inte-

grated and interdependent international system of palaces,

which was largely rooted in prestige, fragmented into an array

of decentralized and entrepreneurial endeavors involving mer-

cantilism, colonization, and the territorial expansion of

Assyria.
6 Many Late Bronze luxury arts, including ivories,

projected a generalized concept of heroic kingship and were
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part of an exchange system that was cloaked in terms of diplo-

macy and gifting. In contrast, first-millennium B.C. ivories

appear to have circulated in more nakedly commercial and

imperialist endeavors.

There are enough differences between Late Bronze and

Iron Age ivories to indicate that more is going on than simply

the continuation of an earlier tradition. The new political and

economic situation of the first millennium B.C. is evident in

their greater quantities, which number in the hundreds, and

their wider geographic distribution from the western Mediter-

ranean to Iran, which greatly expands the geographic spread

of the Late Bronze Age luxury arts that were concentrated in

the eastern Mediterranean. Distribution studies of Phoenician

and Syrian ivories suggest not only that the two regions

operated within different spheres of influence, but that they

were highly competitive, guarding exclusive access to routes

and markets.

'

In addition, while Phoenician and Syrian ivories incorporate

many motifs from the Late Bronze Age, these are combined

with a richer thematic repertoire and a greater diversity of styles.

The increased heterogeneity points to a more decentralized

system of production than in the second millennium B.C., when

it appears that large institutions and especially the palace con-

trolled most ivory working.
8 The Phoenicians, in particular

—

though we can probably also infer the same for the Syrians—were

renowned in antiquity for their mercantile activities, and the

eclecticism of their crafts may be partly the result of finely

tuned attention to different market demands.
9
This accords

with literary evidence that Phoenicians marketed their products

to specific foreign clientele, taking differing preferences into

account in their selection of artistic forms.
10

In this light, it is

not surprising that ivories appear in a variety of locations

throughout the Mediterranean, including wealthy Etruscan

and Greek tombs.

Enormous numbers of Phoenician and Syrian ivories also

have been excavated in the capitals of the great Neo-Assyrian

kings of the ninth through the seventh century B.C. Here we

can trace a means of acquisition rather different from that of

commercial activity. Instead, it is most likely that these and

other luxury items were procured by the Assyrian kings as

either tribute given by subject states or booty taken in military

raids. Kalhu (Nimrud), the capital of Assyria during the ninth

century B.C., has revealed massive collections of ivories in the

northwest palace of Ashurnasirpal II (883-859 B.C.) and Fort

Shalmaneser, a military arsenal built by Ashurnasirpal's succes-

sor, Shalmaneser III (858-824 B.C.).
11

Similarly, annals record-

ing the military deeds of the Assyrian rulers include ivory

among the lists of tribute and booty. The looted ivories, however,

do not seem to have had much impact on Assyrian arts. Indeed,

contemporary Assyrian ivories replicate the themes and styles

found on the large-scale carved wall reliefs for which Assyria is

famous rather than the motifs on the collected foreign ivories.

These foreign items appear to have been valued for their qualities

as hoarded booty—physical evidence of conquest and imperial-

ism—rather than appreciated for their aesthetic value.
12

Despite the apparent eclecticism of the first-millennium B.C.

works, the artistic continuity of many motifs, themes, and com-

positional devices, such as heroic combats and antithetically
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arranged animals, nevertheless suggests that ties to the Late

Bronze Age remained. The echoes of a Bronze Age past may be

attributed to a nostalgia for a "heroic" Golden Age that pre-

dated the social, political, and economic transformations of the

Dark Ages. This might be compared with the roughly contem-

poraneous recording in written form of the epic poems of

Homer and Hesiod, which recount more glorious, but long

gone, days, when proper courtly code governed interactions.

Hesiod, in his telling of the five generations of humankind in

Works and Days (106-201), traces the steady decline of human

society from its first Golden Age. He laments the current gen-

eration, the men of iron, who lack the heroic qualities of pre-

ceding generations. While the sociopolitics of the early Iron

Age took increasingly "crass" forms, tied to mercantilism and

imperialism, cultural life and the production of luxury arts

point to strategies for the active creation and deployment of a

courtly and heroic Golden Age. The survival or revival of Late

Bronze Age forms in the early centuries of the first millennium

B.C. depended in large part on their prior level of prestige and

their association with this heroic past. The reliance on, or even

active creation of, a nostalgia for a past Golden Age may have

served to mask commercial and imperial interests that domi-

nated the Iron Age, as seems to be the case for many of the

literary works of the period. The reuse of Late Bronze Age

motifs on first-millennium B.C. luxury goods may have been

motivated by their references to a courtly royal past of the Late

Bronze Age, offsetting the new economic and political realities

of the time.

1. Barnett 1982, p. 43; Lagarce 1983.

2. Feldman 2006b.

3. While scholars accept the two broad categories of Phoenician and

Syrian ivories, there remains much discussion about subgroups within

each, as well as a probable third group, termed South Syrian or

Intermediate (Cecchini, Mazzoni, and Scigliuzzo n.d. [forthcoming];

Winter 1981; Herrmann 1992).

4. Art and Empire 1995, p. 122.

5. Similarities between ivory and woodworking techniques probably ac-

count for the mechanism by which an ivory-carving tradition was trans-

mitted from the end of the Bronze Age into the first centuries of the

first millennium B.C. The coexistence of unworked ivory and African

blackwood (ebony) discovered on the Late Bronze Age Uluburun ship

reinforces the close association between these two crafts (Pulak 1998,

p. 203).

6. Liverani 1990; Liverani 2003; S. Sherratt 2003.

7. Winter 1976.

8. Winter 2005, p. 32.

9. Hoffman 2005, p. 356 n. 42.

10. Markoe 2000, p. 143.

11. Ivories have also been found elsewhere at Nimrud (Oates and Oates 2001,

pp. 226-35), as well as at the later Assyrian capitals of Khorsabad and

Nineveh (Barnett 1982, pp. 44-47).

12. Herrmann n.d. (forthcoming).
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PROBLEMS OF CHRONOLOGY:
MESOPOTAMIA, ANATOLIA, AND
THE SYRO-LEVANTINE REGION

GLENN M. SCHWARTZ

Without an appreciation of where events stand in temporal

relation to one another, students of the human past

flounder in a sea of confusion. If, for example, we thought that

the American Revolution occurred after World War I, our

understanding of the past few centuries would be severely ham-

pered. In consequence, chronology provides an important foun-

dation for the investigation of past human behavior. When

studying the ancient world, scholars use two principal

approaches to assess the passage of time. One is relative chro-

nology, which aims to establish the order of events as they

occurred without any concern for the length of time involved.

The other, absolute chronology, assigns events in the past to

specific calendar years.

The relative chronology of the second millennium B.C. in

western Asia is generally straightforward. When it works best,

it is based on sequences of changing artifact styles anchored to

stratigraphic contexts. Archaeologists in the Levant and

Anatolia usually subdivide the millennium into the Middle

Bronze Age (early second millennium B.C.), Late Bronze Age

(mid- to late second millennium B.C.), and early Iron Age

(ca. 1200-1000 B.C.), with each phase characterized by diagnos-

tic pottery and other material culture types.
1

In Mesopotamia,

where written records are more profuse than in the Levant or

Anatolia, archaeologists employ historically defined periods

such as Isin-Larsa, Old Babylonian, and Kassite, whose names

refer to ruling dynasties discussed in ancient texts.
2 A problem

with this type of periodization is that ceramic, architectural, and

artistic styles do not necessarily change at the same time as rul-

ing dynasties or predominant metals do. Even so, archaeolo-

gists can usually identify artifact types peculiar to the

chronological subdivisions in general use, and the system works

reasonably well.

In the case of absolute chronology, we are relatively confi-

dent in addressing the last four centuries of the second millen-

nium B.C. This period is well dated because the record of a solar

eclipse in 763 B.C. is anchored to a list of Assyrian eponyms,

officials whose names were used to designate individual years.

The lists of eponyms and kings kept by the Assyrians and

Babylonians allow us to date events back from the first mil-

lennium B.C. to the fourteenth century B.C.
3
Mesopotamian

chronology in the fourteenth century B.C. can also be linked

to adjacent regions based on the diplomatic archives discov-

ered at Tell el-Amarna, the capital of the "heretic" pharaoh

Akhenaten, which reveal that Akhenaten was a contemporary

of Tushratta, king of Mitanni in Upper Mesopotamia, as well

as Suppiluliuma I, king of the Hittites in Anatolia, and the

Kassite king Burnaburiash II of Babylon.

By contrast, establishing an absolute chronology for the

period before the fourteenth century B.C. has been a frustrating

process marked by controversy and disagreement. Most prob-

lematic is the paucity of written records and archaeological evi-

dence for the epoch between the downfall of the First Dynasty

of Babylon and the appearance of the subsequent Kassite

dynasty. The absence of documentation for this so-called Dark

Age, whose length is uncertain, prevents us from connecting

the well-dated events of the fourteenth century to the chronol-

ogy of the earlier second millennium B.C. Although Hittite

records in Anatolia span this poorly understood era, they add

little to the chronological discussion because the Hittite scribes

failed to use a system of chronological reckoning such as

eponyms or year names. Complicating matters, Hittite kings

often adopted the names of their predecessors, and the scribes

neglected to distinguish one from the other.
4

Partly ameliorating the problem are texts from periods of

increased international contact which demonstrate that a ruler

in one area lived at the same time as a ruler in another area.

For example, we know that in the earlier part of the millen-

nium, Zimri-Lim, king of Mari on the Syrian Euphrates, was

a contemporary of Hammurabi of the First Dynasty of

Babylon, while a different Hammurabi ruled the powerful

Yamhad kingdom in northern Syria. In the middle of the

millennium, Mursili I, king of the Hittites, conquered both

Yamhad and the First Dynasty of Babylon.

The challenge is to relate these synchronisms and their asso-

ciated regional chronologies with absolute dates. To do this,

earlier generations of scholarship relied on observations of the

planet Venus recorded in a group of Mesopotamian omen tab-

lets called the Enuma Anu Enlil series, which dated to the reign

of Ammi-saduqa of the First Dynasty of Babylon. These obser-

vations were related to a celestial cycle that repeats every sixty-

four years, resulting in the proposal of three possible absolute

chronologies, each associated with a different turn of the cycle

("high," "middle," and "low").
5 The majority of scholars adopted

the Middle Chronology, dating Hammurabi of Babylon's reign

to 1792-1750 B.C. and the fall of his dynasty to 1595 B.C.; this

remains the chronological scheme in common use. Unfortunately,
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the credibility of the Venus text and its observations has been

seriously questioned in recent years.
6

Largely rejecting the use of the Venus tablets, a team of schol-

ars led by Hermann Gasche has recently made a formidable

attack on the Middle Chronology, advocating an "ultra-low"

system that would place the fall of the First Dynasty of Babylon

in 1499 B.C., roughly a century later than the date established

by the Middle Chronology.
7
This proposal, based on a consider-

ation of pottery, stratigraphy, texts, and astronomical data, would

eliminate the Dark Age traditionally assigned to the sixteenth

century B.C. and place the fall of Babylon just prior to the well-

dated Kassite rulers of the fourteenth century B.C. Its propo-

nents argue that the styles of pottery and other material

culture from the era before the fall of Babylon are too similar to

the styles of the fourteenth century B.C. to have been separated

by such a long period of time. According to Gasche and his col-

leagues, "The pace of the shape-evolution of the vessels we have

examined, especially the goblets, would be retarded tremendously

in comparison with what happened before and after."
8 While

this conclusion may well prove to be correct, it is by no means

clear that modern scholars are able to assess the likelihood of

different rates of material culture change in antiquity.
9 One

might note, for example, the extraordinary conservatism of

the texts from Terqa on the Middle Euphrates, in which tablets

from the early second millennium B.C. were so similar to those

from late in the millennium that scholars had first assumed

they were written within a few decades of each other.
10

If the Ultra-Low Chronology is correct and the Dark Age

century eliminated,
11

a century must be added to one of the

periods prior to the second millennium B.C. Champions of the

Ultra-Low Chronology have not yet indicated which earlier

period they would propose to lengthen.

Possible support for the Ultra-Low Chronology has been

offered from the results of the excavations at Hazor in the

southern Levant, a site mentioned in the Mari texts as an

important city and a trading partner of the Mari king. According

to its excavators, Hazor did not achieve an urban size and pros-

perity until the Middle Bronze IIB period, which must there-

fore correspond to the period of the Mari texts.
12 At Tell

el-Dab'a (Avaris) in northeastern Egypt, Levantine-style

Middle Bronze IIB pottery was found in contexts associated

with Dynasty 13 and assigned to the early seventeenth cen-

tury B.C. As a result, excavators date the Middle Bronze IIB

city of Hazor and, by extension, the Mari texts to the early

seventeenth century B.C.
13

This conclusion is based on the

assumption that Egyptian absolute chronology is relatively

secure compared with that of western Asia. An early seventeenth-

century B.C. date for the Mari archives diverges from the early-

to mid-eighteenth-century B.C. date assigned by the Middle

Chronology and conforms to the Ultra-Low Chronology. It

remains to be seen whether the various strands of this argu-

ment, including the archaeological interpretation of Hazor's

urban status, the ceramic parallels at Tell el-Dab'a, and the

absolute dating of the strata at Tell el-Dab'a, are upheld.

Manfred Bietak, the excavator of Tell el-Dab'a, has proposed

that, apart from the dating of Hazor, the Egyptian dating of

the Levantine materials from his site has wide repercussions

for second-millennium B.C. Levantine chronology. He has pro-

posed a lowering of the traditional dates for the Levantine

Middle Bronze Age, placing its beginning at about 1900 B.C. as

opposed to 2000 B.C. and the transition from Middle Bronze IIA

to Middle Bronze IIB at about 1700 B.C. rather than 1800 B.C.
14

While some archaeologists working in the southern Levant

have been amenable to this proposition, others, chief among

them William G. Dever, have vehemently opposed it, reject-

ing Bietak's interpretation of both the Egyptian and

Canaanite evidence.
15

Turning to the natural sciences, two absolute dating meth-

ods are particularly relevant, although neither is without its

problems. Dendrochronology dates samples of ancient wood by

counting annual growth rings, a satisfyingly precise method.

However, dendrochronology can inform only as to the year a

tree was cut down, while wood components found in excavated

buildings may have been used and reused for centuries after the

tree was felled. Peter Kuniholm and his colleagues have been

instrumental in providing a sequence of tree-ring dates for

Anatolia spanning a millennium and a half, from the late third

to the early first millennium B.C. Unfortunately, this sequence

is "floating," that is, not yet anchored to a deposit with a known

calendar-year date. A date range for this floating sequence has

been proposed through the use of high-precision carbon- 14

dates of wood samples from within the sequence.
16 The uncer-

tainties of these methods are illustrated by the fact that the date

range proposed in 1996 was in 2003 revised upward by twenty-

two years.

Carbon- 14 (radiocarbon) analysis allows for the dating of

organic material through estimation of the number of years

since the organism died, calculated through the assessment of

the amount of decay of carbon- 14 absorbed during the organ-

ism's lifetime. Contrary to the assumptions of the method's

originators, however, the levels of atmospheric carbon- 14 were

not consistent through time, and thus carbon- 14 dates must be

calibrated by comparison to tree-ring data of known age (note

how carbon- 14 and dendrochronology are used as checks on

one another). Adding a further note of uncertainty is the steady

modification and revision of calibration methods and results

over the past few decades.
1

' Once a carbon- 14 date is calibrated,

it will often have a standard deviation that allows a confident

assignment only within a century or two. Because the uncertain-

ties in absolute chronology during the second millennium B.C.

rarely involve much more than a century, the usefulness of the

carbon- 14 method has been limited. Radiocarbon dating, how-

ever, has grown increasingly precise in recent years, and the tech-

nique may provide much-needed assistance in the near future.

The most significant use of natural-science methods in

addressing the problems of second-millennium B.C. chronology

has involved a combination of dendrochronological and histori-

cal evidence. Excavations of the Sankaya palace at Acemhoyiik
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in central Anatolia revealed clay seal impressions associated

with the northern Mesopotamian king Shamshi-Adad I, pre-

sumably removed from deliveries of goods sent from his realm.

Dendrochronological analysis of wood beams from the palace

yielded a date of 1774 +4/-7 B.C., suggesting that Shamshi-

Adad died sometime after that date—unless the sealings had

been moved from an earlier building.
18
This result is important

because Shamshi-Adad is known to have died midway through

the reign of Hammurabi of Babylon. Dating Shamshi-Adad's

reign from the late nineteenth to the early eighteenth century B.C.

coincides with the traditional Middle Chronology dates.

Related data has recently been provided by analysis of the

so-called Mari Eponym Chronicle, which records a solar eclipse

observed in the year after Shamshi-Adad's birth. Bearing the

Acemhoyiik results in mind, Cecile Michel reviewed the years

during which total solar eclipses occurred and proposed a date

of 1834 B.C. for the birth of Shamshi-Adad.
19
Because Shamshi-

Adad is said to have died seventy-three years after the eclipse,

his death would be assigned to 1760 B.C., requiring a "modified"

Middle Chronology that lowers the dates used for him in this

volume by sixteen years. It must be noted, however, that the

authenticity of the recorded event could be doubted, given the

likely propagandistic intentions of the document from which it

originated. Even if the eclipse were historical, it is uncertain

where it was observed and whether it was total or partial.
20

At present, there is no conclusive evidence to favor any of the

competing approaches to absolute chronology for the early to

mid-second millennium B.C. Scientific methods and historical

sources all involve problems and uncertainties. Nevertheless,

continuing refinement of natural-science methods, new or

reanalyzed texts, bold reappraisals such as that of Gasche and

his colleagues, and international chronological projects such as

that organized by Bietak
21
bode well for future progress.
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PROBLEMS OF CHRONOLOGY:
EGYPT AND THE AEGEAN

ERIC H. CLINE

Relative dating is essentially settled for the second millen-

nium B.C. in both the Aegean and Egypt. For example,

we know the order in which the New Kingdom pharaohs

ruled: Amenhotep III ruled earlier than did Tutankhamun,

who in turn ruled earlier than did Ramesses II. We also know

that the Late Bronze Age followed the Middle Bronze Age in

both the Aegean and the ancient Near East. It is the absolute

dating that poses the problems in both the Aegean and Egypt

during the second millennium B.C. Attempting to determine the

years during which a pharaoh ruled, or when an event such as

the eruption of the Thera volcano in the Aegean took place, is

not easy when dealing with people and events that occurred

nearly four thousand years ago.

For example, until fairly recently, it was accepted by most

Aegean prehistorians that the eruption of the volcanic island of

Thera took place in approximately 1480 +/- B.C. (ca. 1525 B.C.

when modified) and that the resulting volcanic ash, tephra, and

other debris may have rained down upon the nearby island of

Crete, dramatically affecting the crops and perhaps even paving

the way for an invasion of Crete by Mycenaeans from the Greek

mainland.
1

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, however, Philip

Betancourt and Sturt Manning published a series of initially

independent articles suggesting that the eruption had taken

place nearly 150 years earlier, in about 1628 B.C.
2
Their evi-

dence, which eventually included radiocarbon dates from short-

lived plants on the island of Thera itself as well as data from ice

cores taken from as far away as Greenland, provoked a chrono-

logical debate that has to date lasted more than two decades and

shows no indication of being resolved. As a result, two sets of

chronologies for the Aegean area are currently in use: the so-

called Traditional Chronology, which begins the Late Helladic

and Late Minoan periods at about 1625 B.C. (in the modified

version used in this catalogue),
3
and the High Chronology,

which begins those periods at about 1700 b.c. (fig. 145).

There are similar problems in Egypt, where one finds High,

Middle, Low, and Ultra-Low Chronologies in use by various

archaeologists and Egyptologists.
4 While convention usually

dictates the use of the Middle Chronology as a compromise, some

scholars adhere vigorously to alternative schemes. As long as a

scholar makes clear which chronology is being used and provides

absolute dates (e.g., 1390-1352 B.C. for the reign ofAmenhotep

III), others can accordingly adjust their own dating schemes.

Aegean Period Modified Traditional Chronology High Chronology

LH I/LM IA ca. 1625-1525 B.C.

End of Hyksos period-beginning of Dynasty 18

Eruption of Thera, ca. 1525 B.C. (?)

ca. 1700-1610 b.c.

Late Dynasty 13-Hyksos period

Eruption of Thera, ca. 1628 b.c

LH IIA/LM IB ca. 1525-1450 b.c

Early Dynasty 18-late in reign of Thutmose III

ca. 1610-1500 b.c

Begins toward end of Hyksos period-

early Dynasty 18

LH IIB/LM II ca. 1450-1425 B.c

Late in reign of Thutmose Ill-early reign of

Amenhotep II

ca. 1500-1475 b.c

Early Dynasty 18-early reign of

Thutmose III

LH/LM IIIA:1 ca. 1425-1375 B.c

Reign of Amenhotep II-early years

of Amenhotep III

ca. 1475-1375 b.c

Begins during reign of Thutmose III-

reign of Amenhotep III

LH/LM IIIA:2

(early)

ca. 1375-1325 B.c

Begins during reign of Amenhotep Ill-reign

of Tutankhamun

ca. 1375-1325 B.c

Begins during reign of Amenhotep III-

reign of Tutankhamun

LH/LM IIIA:2

(late)-

LH/LM IIIB

ca. 1325-1200 B.c

Reign of Ay-reign of Merneptah

ca. 1325-1200 b.c

Reign of Ay-reign of Merneptah

LH/LM IIIC ca. 1200-1 125 b.c ca. 1200-1 125 b.c

Reign of Seti II-middle of Dynasty 20 Reign of Seti II-middle of Dynasty 20

Figure 145. Modified

Traditional versus

High Chronology in the

second millennium b.c.
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Mycenaean pottery, a relatively rare import found at approx-

imately thirty sites in Egypt—from Marsa Matruh on the

northwest coast to Sesebi in the far south, including Tell el-

Amarna, Rifeh, Gurob, Saqqara, Deir el Medina, and Qantir

—

has frequently been used to date stratigraphic levels at these

sites. This creates a cycle of uncertainty, however, because

Egyptian imports are frequently used to date stratigraphic lev-

els in the Bronze Age Aegean, in part because they are also rela-

tively rare imports and because they sometimes are inscribed

with a king's or a queen's cartouche. Examples of such imports

include two Egyptian Blue monkey figurines with the car-

touche ofAmenhotep II (1427-1400 B.C.), one found at Mycenae

and one at Tiryns; an alabaster vase inscribed with the car-

touche of Thutmose III (1479-1425 B.C.) at Katsamba on Crete;

various objects of Amenhotep III (1390-1352 B.C.) and queen

Tiye, including scarabs or seals at Knossos, Ayios Ilias, and Ayia

Triada, and faience plaques at Mycenae; and two faience car-

touches of Ramesses II (1279-1213 B.C.), found at Perati.
5

Despite the inherent problems, general chronological

correlations between the two areas can be made, in part

because tomb paintings and literary references in Egypt

during this time provide further evidence for contacts with

the Late Bronze Age Aegean. For example, depictions of

Aegean peoples, some specifically labeled as such, have been

found in a number of Egyptian tombs primarily spanning

the reigns of Thutmose III and Amenhotep III, including

those ofSenenmut, Rekhmire, Menkheperreseneb, Amenemhab,

Kenamun, and Anen.
6 These images frequently include dis-

tinctive Aegean objects brought as gifts, or perhaps tribute, to

the Egyptian pharaoh.

Of all the Egyptian paintings depicting Aegean peoples,

places, or goods, the most recently discovered, and perhaps the

most interesting, are those found by Manfred Bietak at Tell el-

Dab'a in the Nile Delta region of Egypt. Now identified as the

site of ancient Avaris, capital city of the Hyksos, who ruled

Lower Egypt from about 1640 to 1550 B.C., Tell el-Dab'a was

also rebuilt and reoccupied by the Egyptian rulers ofDynasty 1 8.

The fragmentary paintings that adorned the walls of one or

more palaces at the site were originally dated by Bietak and his

team to the Hyksos period, just prior to the New Kingdom, but

are now thought by the excavators to date to the fifteenth cen-

tury B.C., the time ofThutmose III and a period of known—and

relatively intense—contacts between Egypt and the Aegean.
7

The paintings have no identifying labels but depict unmistak-

ably Aegean-looking people, including some leaping over bulls

in front of a maze (fig. 39). It is startling to see such a fresco in

Egypt, for these scenes are more usually associated with bull-

leaping rituals on Minoan Crete.

In addition, references to Bronze Age Aegean peoples are far

more common in Egypt than in any Near Eastern country dur-

ing the second millennium B.C. For example, the term Kft(j)w,

vocalized as Keftiu, is most likely the Egyptian name for the

island of Crete and the Bronze Age Minoans. The term Iww

hryw-ib nw JV3d-wr, translated as "the Isles in the Midst of the

Great Green," is usually taken as a reference to the Cycladic

islands of the Aegean, perhaps including Crete. The term

Tj-n3-jj is read as Tanaja (possibly vocalized as a variation of

Danaoi) and is most likely a specific reference to the land of the

Mycenaeans, situated in the Late Bronze Age Peloponnese on

the Greek mainland. These three terms occur primarily during

Dynasties 18, 19, and 20, but earlier references to Keftiu and to

the Isles do occur. Later examples of all three terms can be

found as well, although they probably represent copies rather

than new occurences of these names.
8

Textual references to Egypt and the Egyptians have been

found in the Linear B texts of Bronze Age Aegean scribes.

These appear in the tablets found at Knossos: mi-sa-ra-jo trans-

lates as "Egyptian" and a
3
-ku-pi-ti-jo as "Memphite" or

"Egyptian." The former term apparently derives from the

Semitic word for Egypt, Misr, more commonly found in

Akkadian and Ugaritic documents. The latter term may also

derive from a Syro-Levantine reference to Egypt, for an Ugaritic

name for both Egypt and the city of Memphis was Hikupta,

which corresponds to the Hikuptah of the Amarna Letters and

to Hwt-k3-Pth in Egyptian. It is found in a Linear B tablet at

Knossos as the name of an individual who was in charge of a

flock of eighty sheep at the Cretan site of Su-ri-mo. It is perhaps

noteworthy that these two terms appear only at Knossos and

not in the Linear B tablets found at other sites in the Aegean

area.
9
Because debate continues and problems of chronology

persist, correlations between the Bronze Age Aegean and Egypt

during the second millennium B.C. will vary depending on

whether the Traditional or the High Chronology is used.

Debate over the absolute dating of both the Aegean region

and Egypt during the second millennium B.C. will undoubtedly

continue for the foreseeable future. Changes in absolute dates,

however, will probably be relatively minor, and we can rest

assured that, at the very least, we have a fairly good grasp of the

relative chronology of these two regions.

1. See Hankey and Warren 1974; Hankey 1987; Warren 1987; Warren and

Hankey 1989; and Warren 1990.

2. Betancourt 1987; Manning 1988; Betancourt 1990; Manning 1991; see

also Manning 1999; Friedrich et al. 2006; and Manning et al. 2006.

3. Koehl 2006, fig. 1, p. xxxiv.

4. See Helck 1987; Hornung 1987; Kitchen 1987; Kitchen 2000; Kitchen

2002; Wiener 2006a; Wiener 2006b; and, most recently, Hornung,

Krauss, and Warburton 2006 and Bietak and Czerny 2007, with rele-

vant bibliography.

5. For Bronze Age Aegean imports found in Egypt and Egyptian imports

found in the Bronze Age Aegean, see Cline 1994, with updates in Cline

1999 and Cline 2007.

6. See Vercoutter 1956; Wachsmann 1987; and Cline 1994.

7. Bietak 1996; Bietak 2004 (with previous bibliography).

8. See Vercoutter 1956; Wachsmann 1987; and Cline 1994.

9. See discussions in Cline 1994 and Cline 1999.
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prehistoric, motifs from, 78
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Anen, Tomb of, 454
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Hittite conflict with, 172
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Hittite embargo of, 172
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Assyrian hero, 363

Astarte (goddess), 49, 56, 61, 112, 254, 313, 347, 419
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Aten (god), 251, 359

Athena (goddess), 278

Athena Potnia (goddess), 440
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ivory pyxis with combat scene from, 411, 412

Minoan vase from, 136

Athirat, Lady, of the Sea (goddess), 8

Atreus, 8, 442

Attarisiyas, 442

Avaris, 109, 110, 252. See also Tell el-Dab'a, Piramesse

axes

ceremonial, 119-21, 120, 179-80, 179, 243-45, 244,

245

fenestrated, 55, 55, 101

Aydin, 176

Ayia Irini shrine, 410

Ayia Triada, 136, 454

Ayios Ilias, 384, 454

Ayios Stephanos, 325

Baal (god), 8, 238, 239, 243, 246, 248, 254, 311, 409

epic of, 437

Ugarit limestone stele of, 247

Baalat-Gebal (goddess), 49, 56

Baal Zephon (god), 110, 112

Bab edh-Dhra, 326

baboon, on Egyptian scarab, 361, 361

Babu-aha-iddina, 208

Babylon, 18-26, 29, 161, 201, 202

duck-shaped weight with cuneiform inscription from, 371,

371

Elamite sack of, 201

Hammurabi's rule in, 14, 15, 17

Hittite conquest of, 170

Kassite dynasty in, 20, 35, 108, 161, 200-202, 207, 388-89

literary works of, 202

Bactria-Margiana, 388

Badakhshan, 3, 68

Bahrain, 15, 200

Balat, 90

Balata, 396

Balikh River valley, 207, 208

Berbati, 274

basalt

Ebla stele, 36

porphyritic, converted Egyptian vessel, 231, 231

Qatna sarcophagus, 221

Qatna statues, 48, 217, 217, 218, 220, 220-21

Base Ring bowl, 321, 322, 322

Bate's Island, Marsa Matruh, 271, 325

beachrock, Uluburun ship weight anchor of, 306-7, 306

beads, 69, 69, 213, 213, 280-81, 280, 316-17, 317, 364

Canaanite jar with glass, 314-15, 315

disc-shaped, 325-26, 326

from Caucasus, 93, 93, 101-2

Ebla band with, 37-38, 38

Greek necklace with seals and, 402, 403

lentoid, on Uluburun ship, 314, 377, 377

Old Babylonian, 24-25, 24

ostrich eggshell, on Uluburun ship, 325-26, 326

relief, 375-76, 376, 384-85, 385

on Uluburun ship, 296, 297, 315-11,376, 377

bee ornament from Mallia, 702, 103, 114, 115

beer, 162., 264, 265

Beirut. See Beruta

Beit el-Wali, 293

Bellerophon, 437

Beni Hasan, 61, 62, 132

Benteshina, 174

Beqa' Valley, 4, 249

Beruta (Beirut), 49

Egyptian influence in, 34, 61

Kamares ware from, 59

Bes (god), 136, 137

bronze figure of, 150, 150

figure of, 149, 149

headrest with Bes imagery, 149-50, 150

on ivory wand, 147, 147

plaque, 148-49, 148

Beth-Pelet, 326, 367, 367n20

Beth-Shan, 321, 365, 367, 390

Beth-Shemesh, 40

Bitik, 133

bitumen, 248

inlaid rings, 326-27, 327

black cumin, on Uluburun ship, 295

black limestone, Kassite kudurru, 203-5, 204-5

blue, prestige and symbolism of, 68

boar, 245

board games, 151-54. See also games

boar's tusk helmet, 440, 440

in Thera wall painting, 441-42, 441

Bodrum peninsula, 381

Bogazkoy. See Hattusa

Boiotia, 384, 438

bone

Bes plaque, 148-49, 148

cosmetic tube, 338-39, 338

boundary stones, 202-5, 204-5

bowls, 66, 66, 67

Base Ring, 321, 322, 322
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fragment, 442, 443

with hunting scenes, 225, 239-41, 240-41, 404

petal bowls, 423-24, 423

Phoenician silver-gilt, 446

on Uluburun ship, 321-22, 322

White Slip II milk bowls, 296, 321, 322

See also vessels

boxes

Egyptian inlaid, 416-17, 416, 417

from Pella, 436, 438

boxwood, writing board, 367-68, 368

bridge-spouted jar, 59, 59, 60, 60

bronze

from Byblos

seated deity, 248-49, 249

sickle sword, 58, 58

Canaanite dagger, 366-67, 366

Cretan tripod, 393

Cretan workshops for, 270

Cypriot, 311, 311

openwork stand, 312-13, 312

dagger, 94, 116-17, 117

dagger of Kamose, 118, 118

figure of Bes, 150, 150

Hittite

axe head, 179-80, 179

head in profile, 185, 185

plaque with offering bearer, 188, 188

smiting deity, 175, 175

sword, 444, 444

kneeling worshipper, 20, 21, 21

Levantine plaque with animal combats, 404—5, 404

Levantine standing deity, 249-50, 249

Minoan bull leaping ring, 135-36, 135

Minoan bull leaping sculpture, 135, 135

Miiskebi dagger, 382-84, 383

Mycenaean inlaid dagger, 276, 276

nude female figure, 345-46, 345

ratio of copper to tin in, 292

striding male figures, 177-79, 178

sword and spearhead, on Uluburun ship, 374-75, 374

Tiryns smiting deity, 177, 177

from Ugarit

head of a deity, 238-39, 239, 407

seated deity, 48, 48, 246-47, 247

smiting deity, 246, 246

standing deity, 46-47, 46

winged goddess, 81, 81

zoomorphic weights, 369-71, 369

Bronze Age

general description of, 3-4, 7

legacy of, 8-10, 387, 39, 396, 399nl, 401, 404-14, 419-20, 435-39,

442, 445-58

Bucchero jugs, 321, 322, 322

Bulgaria, 372

bull-headed rhyton, 76, 77

bull leaping, 132, 132

on cylinder seals, 133, 133

in Minoan Crete, 135-36, 135

on Hittite Kingdom vessel, 133-34, 134

Taureador Frieze, 130-31, 131

bull-men, 90, 90

on cylinder seals, 75, 75, 396, 397

bulls

and acrobats, 135, 135

Byblos plaque with, 411-12, 411

on cylinder seals, 400

on Enkomi mirror handle, 413-14, 413

gods as, 243

on Greek Theban pyxis lid, 414-15, 414

on Hittite vessels, 79

on Levantine plaque, 404-5, 405

on Mycenaean openwork relief, 276-77, 277

Spata plaque with animal combat, 415, 415

on wall-painting fragment, 33, 33

bull-shaped weight, 369, 369

Burnaburiash II, 202, 203, 206, 281-82, 387, 450

Burundum, 99

Burushaddum, 16

Byblos, 5, 34, 42, 93, 169, 179, 306, 335-37, 358

Ahiram sarcophagus from, 49, 50, 411

description of, 49-50

Djehuti statuette from, 259

Egyptian influence in, 34, 39, 49, 56-58, 61, 108, 148

faience figures from, 136

ivory plaque with animal combat from, 411-12, 411

jewelry from, 25n5, 40, 101, 223

Kamares ware from, 59

bridge-spouted jar, 59, 60, 60

Montet jar from, 101

ostrich eggshell from, 324-25

pseudo-hieroglyphic script from, 49-50, 52, 58

pyxis lid with griffins and sphinxes from, 140-41, 141

Royal Necropolis of, 56

seated deity from, 248-49, 249

sphinx-shaped weight from, 370

Temple of the Obelisks at, 49, 52, 52, 54-56, 136, 137, 148, 248

writing board from, 368

calcite

amphora, 230-31, 230,

vessel, 44, 44

Canaan

amphorae, 274, 317-19, 318, 319, 379

dagger from, 366-67, 366

Dolphin Vase's clay from, 62

Hyksos period and, 109

international style bowl from, 240

pantheon of, 110, 112

seals from, 396

Canaanite jar with glass beads, 314-15, 315

Cape Gelidonya, 289, 298, 299, 307, 309, 315

Cappadocia, 406

Cappadocian symbol, 350

captives, 171, 260, 261, 267-68, 267, 268, 351

on Megiddo game board, 407

carbon-14 analysis, 451

Carchemish, 16, 29, 34, 82, 96, 162, 171, 178

carnelian

Aigina Treasure earrings, 105-6, 105

Egyptian diadem, 254-57, 257

Egyptian headdress, 254-56, 256

necklace beads from Caucasus, 93, 93

necklace with seals and beads, 402, 402-3

Qatna bottle, 224-25, 224

Qatna inlaid rosette, 223, 223

sources of, 163

Carthage, 45

Caucasus

goblets from, 91-92, 91-92

necklace beads from, 93, 93, 101-2

Cedar Forest, 193

cedars of Lebanon, 4, 5, 51, 61, 220, 302

central Anatolia. Anatolia

ceramics

antelope-shaped vessel, 78-79, 78

boot vessels, 76, 76

bridge-spouted jars, 59, 59, 60

Canaanite jars, 317-19, 318, 319, 379

conical rhyta, 426, 427, 427, 428

Cypriot pottery, 321-23, 322-23

Hittite spouted vessels, 79, 79, 190, 190, 191

lamp, for shipboard use, 320-21, 320

lion-headed vessel, 76-77, 77

Minoan rhyton, 272-73, 273

Mycenaean kylix, 379-80, 379, 380



Mycenaean stirrup jar, 379-80, 380

Nuzi ware vessels, 198, 198, 199, 199

pilgrim flask, 320-21, 320

relief vessel with bull leapers, 133-34, 134

relief vessel with sphinxes, 142—43, 142, 188

Ugarit vessel, 250, 250

See also clay; rhyta; terracotta

Chagar Bazar, 396

chalcedony, cylinder seals, 211-12, 212

chariots, 155, 163, 194

advent of, 155

Cypriot game box with chariot hunt, 393, 412-13, 412

gold attachment for, in Tutankhamun's tomb, 390, 392

Ugarit patera with chariot hunt, 242, 243

chest, in Tod Treasure, 66, 67

Chios, 325

chlorite

Minoan rhyton, 272-73, 272

vessel from Tell Iris hypogeum, 44, 44

Choga Zanbil, 243, 244

chronology, problems of, 450-54

giftlik, 80

Cilicia, 72, 170

clay

Amarna Letters, 159, 159, 196, 196, 203, 203

Canaanite jar with glass beads, 314-15, 315

contract impressed with cylinder seal of Eriba-Adad I, 210-11, 211

cuneiform tablet, 44, 44, 61

cuneiform tablet and case, 73-74, 74

cuneiform tablet cases, 75, 75

cuneiform tablet with manual for glass manufacture, 421, 421

decree of Tudhaliya IV, 174-75, 174

Dolphin Vase, 62-63, 63

edict of Suppiluliuma I, 173, 173

Gilgamesh tablet, 193, 193

horse training manual, 155, 158, 158

Old Babylonian plaques, 23

plaque with nude goddess, 22—23, 22

Ur deity, 23, 23

See also ceramics

clypeus, definition of, 361

cobras, 264, 264, 355

on Old Syrian cylinder seal, 395, 395

Concubines of the Dead, 419

condiments, on Uluburun ship, 295

conical rhyta, 64, 64, 426-30, 426-28, 430

copper, copper alloy

black inlay

with gold wire, 58

on Hittite stag vessel, 182

Byblos standing deities, 52, 53

chest, in Tod Treasure, 66, 67

in Cyprus, 311

Elamite ceremonial axe, 244—45, 245

from Lavrion, 425

New Kingdom axe, 119-21, 120

New Kingdom dagger, 119-22, 121

oxhide ingots, 202, 289, 291-92, 307-10, 308-9, 439, 439

shaman with upturned-toe shoes, 76

trade in, 13, 15-16, 59, 71, 162, 163, 270, 274

Ugarit ceremonial axe, 243-44, 244

Ugarit seated female, 47, 47

on Uluburun ship, 289-92, 307-10, 308-9, 439

vessels, on Uluburun ship, 296

coriander, on Uluburun ship, 295

cosmetic boxes, ivory, 407

cosmetic spoons, 333, 334, 338-39, 338, 391

costume

of Asiatic captive, 267, 267

of Asiatic soldier, 264-65, 265

of Asiatic soldier's wife, 265, 265

Mari robe, 30-31, 30

of Mycenaean warrior, 454, 455

of pharaoh, 264, 264, 418, 418

of Syro-Levantine goddess, 408, 409

of warrior on Hittite bowl, 442

See also diadems; headdresses; jewelry; nudity

Crete

converted Egyptian vessel from, 231, 231

Egyptian New Kingdom and, 109

foreign imports into, 396

ivory plaque with seated female from, 396, 410-11, 410

ivory stamp seals and amulets from, 406

Kamares ware from, 59, 199

as Kaphtor, 123

Mainland Popular Group seals found on, 378

New Palace phase, 394

Protopalatial era, 59, 89, 272, 426

vessel fragment with dolphins from, 64, 64

See also bull leaping; Knossos; Minoan culture

cult pedestal of the god Nuska, 209-10, 210

cuneiform tablets and cases, 44, 44, 61, 73-74, 74, 75, 75

with manual for glass manufacture, 419, 421, 421

cuneiform writing, 13, 16

Alalakh archives, 197, 198

Assyrian contract, 210-11, 211

contract impressed with cylinder seal of Eriba-Adad I, 210-11, 211

edict of Suppiluliuma 1, 172, 172

Gilgamesh tablet, 193, 193

Hattusa texts, 186

horse training manual, 158, 158

in Kultepe (Kanesh), 70

Qadesh treaty, 171

in Qatna, 220

Sumerian origin of, 192

tablet on tin trade, 3, 4

in Ugarit, 235, 237

See also Amarna Letters

cups, 254-58, 257, 258nl6

animal-headed, 76-77, 341-44, 342, 343

animal-shaped (bibru), 77

fist-shaped, 182-83, 182

silver stag, 181-82, 181

terracotta, 66

in Tod Treasure, 66, 67

See also vessels

Cycladic islands, 270, 273, 378, 427, 435, 454

Cyclops, 274

cylinder seals, 202, 211-12, 212, 217, 217, 362-65, 362, 363

Aegean, 286-87, 287, 438

Anatolian, 16, 75, 75

with animal combat, 391, 395, 395, 399-400, 399, 400

with bull leapers, 133, 133

with bull-men, 396-91, 397

Cappadocian, 92

with columns of animals and symbols, 228, 228

Cypriot, 284-86, 285, 438

Cypro-Aegean, 286, 286, 399-402, 399-401, 438

with deity and offering bearer, 396, 396

with demons and animals, 396-98, 397, 401-2, 401

Egyptian influence in, 35, 87

of Eriba-Adad I, 210-11, 211

with hero dominating lions, 400-401, 401, 415

Hittite, 284, 284, 438

from Iran, 365

with griffin from Kultepe, 138

Kassite style, 160, 201, 202, 281-82, 281, 364, 438, 388

with lotus chain, 229, 229

with Master of Animals, 398-99, 398, 415

Mitanni

Common Style, 229, 365, 365, 389-90, 399

Elaborate Style, 396, 396

of Saushtatar, 195, 195

with monkeys, 90

with nude female divinities, 81

Old Syrian hematite, 392, 393
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with pharaonic scene, 395, 395

with running spirals, 229, 229

Syrian style, 87

Syro-Cappadocian, 75

Syro-Mitanni, 283, 283, 4-38

on Uluburun ship, 362-65, 362-65

See also specific peoples and sites

Cypriot pottery, 321-23, 322-23

Base Ring ware, 428, 429

Bucchero, 321, 322, 322

White Slip II, 296, 321, 322

Cypro-Mycenaean ware, 271

Cyprus

bronze openwork stand from, 312-13, 312

copper from, 15, 162, 163, 172, 292, 312

cylinder seals from, 365, 388, 397-98, 397

faience from, 259, 259

Hittite conquest of, 172

ivory carving from, 412

Mainland Popular Group seals found on, 378

as nexus of art and trade, 311

pottery from, on Uluburun ship, 296, 299

rock crystal from, 41

as trade station, 45

Dadusha, 25-26

Dagan (god), 99

daggers, 54, 54, 94, 116-17, 117, 118, 118, 119-22, 121, 382-84, 383,

431, 431

Canaanite, 366-67, 366

Helladic inlaid bronze-and-gold, 122

inlaid, 182, 276, 2 76

Mycenaean, 276, 276

from Uluburun shipwreck, 301, 366-67, 366

from Tutankhamun's tomb, 390, 392

Dahshur, 61, 303

gold jewelry of Amenemhat II from, 102, 103

Dakhleh Oasis, 90

Damascus, 42

dancers, 337, 337

decree of Tudhaliya iy 174-75, 174

deer, on Hyksos diadem, 115, 116

Deir el-Bahri, 7, 119

Deir el-Medina

ostracon with dancer from, 337, 337

Tomb of Inherkhau at, 125

deities

female

at Knossos, 349

winged goddess, 81, 81

male, 346

smiting 175, 175, 177, 177, 246, 246

relief with,180, 180

seated, 48, 48, 246-49, 241-48, 248, 249

standing, 46-47, 46, 52, 53, 249-50, 249

See also figures; specific peoples and sites

Delos, 141, 177

ivory plaque with animal combat from, 394, 412, 414, 414

ivory plaque with warrior from, 434, 435

Dendra, 276, 315, 325, 385n21

dendrochronology, 451

Der, 16

Dhekelia, 365

diadems, 115-16, 115, 254-57, 257

at Olympia, with relief beads, 384-85

See also specific peoples and sites

Dilbat, 18, 24, 38, 40, 350

Dilmun, 68, 200, 313, 327

Diomedes, 436, 439

diorite

head of a ruler from Alalakh, 197-98, 197

duck-shaped weight with cuneiform inscription, 371, 371

stele of Hammurabi, 19

head of a ruler from Susa, 18

victory stele, 25-26, 25-26

zoomorphic weights, 369

diplomacy

Akkadian as language of, 162, 165

See also exchanges among the elite; letters between kings

dish with scene of the river Nile, 259, 259

diviners, 96

Diyala region, 13, 18, 68, 201

Djabbul, 48

Djehuti, patera with inscription of, 258-59, 258

Dogantepe, 178

dogs

on Aigina earrings, 105-6, 105

on carob wood and ivory cylindrical box, 416-17, 416

Egyptian, in hunt or battle, 417-18, 418

Egyptian mechanical, 417-18, 417

dolphins

on Cretan ceramic vessel, 64, 64

on Cretan vessel fragment, 64, 64

in Minoan Neopalatial art, 64

on Qatna wall painting, 126

Dolphin Vase, 62-63, 63

Dovlek, 175

Dra Abu el-Naga, 118, 119, 251

Drajna de Jos, 372

duck heads, 222-23, 222

duck-shaped container with female swimmer, 332, 333-34, 333, 333nl0,

337, 407

duck-shaped vessels, 195, 330-33, 350-5/, 334-35, 334, 335

duck-shaped weights, 369, 369, 370, 371, 371

Durhumit, 73

Dur-Katlimmu, 207

Dur-Kurigalzu, 200-202, 201

ziggurat, 162, 201

Dur-Untash-Napirisha, 244

Ea (god), 282

eagles

on cylinder seal, 400

double lion-headed, 228, 228n2

on spouted vessel, 79, 79

Eannatum, 244

earring or nose ring, 38, 38

earrings, 105-6, 105, 355

falcon, 356-57, 356

Ebla, 13, 16, 19, 34-41, 35, 72, 406

basalt stele from, 36

Egyptian cultural exchange with, 34-35, 44

Hittite conquest of, 35

jewelry from, 37-41, 58-47, 101

lapis jewelry manufacture at, 68

Tomb of the Lord of the Goats at, 35, 38-41

Tomb of the Princess at, 34, 37-38

ebony

Canaanite dagger, 366-61, 366

duck-shaped container with female swimmer, 332, 333-34,

555, 333nl0

game board, 155-56, 155

on Uluburun ship, 293-94

edict of Suppiluliuma 1, 173, 173

Egypt

Aegean and, 270-71

Anatolian ivories influenced by, 82, 86, 87, 89, 90, 90

areas of cultural influence, 192

beer strainer from, 59

board games in, 151

bull leaping in, 132, 132

carob wood and ivory cylindrical box from, 416-17, 416

cedar imports into, 51

Dolphin Vase from, 62-63, 63

duck-shaped container with female swimmer from, 333-34,

333

Eastern Desert in, 360, 361
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women's role in mythology in, 145

foreigners in, 62

funerary vessels in style of, 44, 44

glass from, 314

gold ring from, 41, 41

granulation technique in, 55

horses in, 155, 156

Hyksos dynasty, 108-12, 161, 251, 349

ivory inlay from, 37, 37

lotus symbolism in, 185

monkeys in, 90

mourning pose in, 125

New Kingdom, 108, 251-54

New Kingdom axe from, 119-21, 120

New Kingdom dagger from, 119-22, 121

nude votive goddesses from, 347

questions of chronology, 453-54

ritual and royal imagery from, 136-37

and Syro-Levantine trade, 34-35, 220, 221, 257-58

Tod Treasure from, 61

unification of, 226

wall paintings in style of, 128-29, 128

wars in Near East, 43, 61, 68, 161, 194, 251-53, 387

Battle of Qadesh, 252-55, 253, 266-67, 266

on relief fragment, 263, 263

See also specific pharaohs

Egyptian Blue, 419, 420, 453

figure of Bes, 149, 149

game board, 155-56, 155

Egyptian mace, 38-39, 39

Ekallatum, 19, 26, 97

Ekron, 407

El (god), 110, 243, 246-48

Elam, 14-16, 18, 68, 100, 162, 419

Babylon sacked by, 201, 202

ceremonial axe from, 244-45, 245

electrum

Elamite ceremonial axe, 244-45, 245

New Kingdom axe, 119-21, 120

New Kingdom dagger, 119-22, 121

ring fragment, 360, 360

rhyton from Ugarit, 430, 431

standing figure from Ugarit, 46, 46

elephants

hunting of, 209, 328, 406

ivory of, vs. that of hippopotamus, 82, 85, 294, 328-29, 328,

329, 330, 406

el-Kab, 56

el-Lahun, 315

Emar, 68, 72, 192, 252, 253

Enkidu. See Gilgamesh

Enkomi, 248, 259, 276, 310n26, 325, 332, 341, 375, 398

bronze male cult statue from, 346nl2

cast-bronze industry at, 311

female- and ram-headed vessels, 341-44, 343

glass vessel from, 425, 425

ivory game box with chariot hunt from, 393, 411, 412

ivory mirror handle with combat scenes from, 413-14, 413

Sanctuary of the Ingot God at, 311

Enlil (god), 19, 205, 209

Enuma Anu Enlil series, 450

Epic of Gilgamesh, 193, 193

Epidauros, 402

Episkopi, 312, 313

Erbil, 26. See also Arbeles; Urbilum

Ereshkigal (goddess), 22

Eriba-Adad I, 283, 363

cylinder seal of, 210-11, 211

Eridu, 19

Eshnunna, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 25-26, 34, 68

Eskiyapar, 80, 190

Etruria, 445

Euboia, 101

Euphrates River, 4, 5, 97

Eutresis, 440

exchanges among the elite, 7, 96-97, 163-68, 259, 387-94

in Homeric epics, 436

by Kassite kings of Babylon, 202

trade aspects of, 297-98

See also Amarna Letters; specific kings

eye inlays in Anatolian ivories, 85, 85

eyes

"evil," 213

prophylactic, 406

'Ezbet Helmy, 112

faience

in Anatolia, 85

beads, on Uluburun ship, 296, 314

in Byblos, 136

conical rhyton, 426, 428

cylinder seals, 365, 365, 388

Egyptian

cup, 254-58, 257

dish, 259, 259

glazed tiles, 267-68, 268-69

vessels, 258-59

female-headed vessels, 239, 341-44, 343, 346

general description of, 419-20

glazed vitreous material as misnomer for, 422

Kition rhyton, 416, 419

Levantine scarab, 360-61, 361

lids, 424-25, 424

petal bowls, 423-24, 423

ram-headed vessels, 340-44, 342, 343, 346

Failaka. SeeDilmun

falconry, 182

falcons

earring, 101, 356-57, 356

ivory lid with, 88-89, 88

on Byblos pendant, 57-58, 57

pectoral, 56-57, 57

pendant, 355-56, 356

with prey, 88-89, 88

Fara, 367, 367n20

Ferzant, 190

figures, 79-81, 80, 217, 217

of Bes, 148-50, 148, 149, 150

kneeling, 20, 21, 21, 89-90, 89

nude

on cylinder seals, 364

in faience figurines, 419

female, 22-23, 22, 79-81, 80, 157, 157, 332, 333-34, 333, 333nl0, 337,

345-46, 345, 347-49, 341-49

seated female, 47, 47

standing, 46, 46,

deities from Byblos,52, 53

of Iddi-ilum, 30-31, 30

striding male, 177-79, 178

See also deities; specific peoples and sites

fish

cylinder seals with, 217, 217

on Egyptian faience dish, 259, 259

on Egyptian patera, 258-59, 258

fist-shaped pin, 339, 339

flask, 422, 422

flax, 162

fly-shaped weight, 369, 369, 370

foodstuffs, on Uluburun ship, 295-96

foreigners, Egyptian depiction of

glazed tiles with Asiatic leaders, 267-68, 268-69

stele of Asiatic soldier, 264-65, 265

in Theban tombs, 260, 260-61

frescoes. See wall paintings

frit

absence of glaze in, 419
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cylinder seals, 217, 217, 229, 229

See also Egyptian blue

frog-shaped weights, 369, 369, 370, 371nl5

furniture

inlay, 37, 37

plaques, 83-84, 83-84, 107, 138, 138

supports, 83-84-, 83-84, 86, 86, 107

gabbro, Egyptian vessel of, 230-31, 230

games

boards and boxes for, 82, 152-53, 152, 407, 393, 412-13, 412

Game of Fifty-eight Holes, 151, 153-56, 153, 155

Game of Thirty Squares, 151, 152-53, 152

Game of Twenty Squares, 151, 152-53, 152, 412

garnet, Egyptian mechanical dog, 417-18, 477

Gashera, 4

Gaza, 253, 257, 396

gazelles

on Egyptian diadem, 254-57, 257

on Hyksos diadem, 115, 116

gedet weight, 370

geese, Master of Animals pendant, 104-5, 105

Gezer, 358, 367n20

Gibeon, 321

gifts. See exchanges among the elite

Gilgamesh, epic of, 4, 7, 51, 55, 95, 192

recorded on clay tablet, 193, 193

Gla, 325

glass

Ashur flask, 422, 422

Egyptian

cobalt blue, 293, 314

diadem, 254-57, 257

handle in shape of horse, 156, 156

headdress, 254-56, 256

Enkomi vessel, 425, 425

ingots, 313-14, 313

Kassite beakers, 363, 364

from Mycenae, 274, 375-76, 376, 384-85, 385

necklace with seals and beads, 402, 402-3

technology, 163, 195, 314, 419

core-formed technique, 425

cuneiform tablet with manual for glass manufacture, 421, 421

on Uluburun ship, 290, 293, 296, 313-15, 313, 315, 375-76, 376

Glaukos, 436, 437, 439

Glavan, 372

glazes, Levantine style of, 344

goat-man, on cylinder seal, 401, 401

goats

on cylinder seals, 365, 399

on Greek Theban plaque, 280, 280

on pyxis lid with Mistress of Animals, 388, 408-9, 408

goblets

ovoid, in Tod Treasure, 66

Trialeti-Vanadzor (Kirovakan), 91-92, 91-92

gold

from Aigina Treasure

earrings, 105-6, 105

pectoral, 106-7, 106

roundels, 107, 107

Assyrian beads, 213, 213

beaded band, 37-38, 38

bee from Mallia, 102, 103, 114, 115

from Byblos

falcon pectoral, 56-57, 57

fenestrated axe, 55, 55

sheath, 54, 54

sickle sword, 58, 58

standing deities, 52, 53

vulture, 56, 56

chalice, 353-55, 354

cylindrical handle cover, 39-40, 39

dagger from Tutankhamun's tomb, 390, 392

dagger of Kamose, 118, 118

earring or nose ring, 38, 38

Egyptian

cup, 254-58, 257

diadem, 254-57, 257

headdress, 254-56, 256

mace, 38-39, 39

Hittite lotus flower ornament, 172, 185, 185

Hittite stag vessel, 181-82, 181

Horus collar and vulture pectoral, 254-55, 255

Hyksos diadem, 115-16, 115

jewelry elements in, 40, 40

Kassite cylinder seal, 363-65, 363

kneeling worshipper, 20, 21, 21

Levantine scarab, 360-61, 361

Master of Animals pendant, 102-3, 104-5, 105

Minoan bull leaping ring, 135-36, 135

Mycenaean inlaid dagger, 276, 276

Mycenaean openwork relief, 276-77, 277

necklace beads from Caucasus, 93, 93

necklace with seals and beads, 402, 402.-3

Nefertiti scarabs, 358, 358

New Kingdom axe, 119-21, 120

New Kingdom dagger, 119-22, 121

Nubia as source of, 163

nude female figure, 345-46, 345

pendants

and beads, 24-25, 24

Byblos, 57-58, 57, 101, 223

chain with, 40-41, 41

falcon, 355-56, 356

with nude females, 347-49, 341-49

Qatna lotus, 227, 227

rayed stars, 350-53, 350-52

Tell el Dab'a, 113-14, 113

in Uluburun shipwreck, 351

plaque with animal combats, 405, 405

plaque with figures flanking Hathor standard, 226-27,

226

from Qatna

cylinder seals, 229, 229

duck heads, 222-23, 222

hand fragment, 223-24, 224

inlaid rosette, 223, 223

plaque with Horus, 226, 226

quiver plaque, 225-26, 225

scarab with robed figure, 227-28, 227

ring, in Ebla tomb, 41, 41

ring with griffins, 138-39, 138

roundel with griffins, 139-40, 140

scrap, 357

Tiryns ring, 137

in Tod Treasure, 65

from Ugarit

bowl with hunting scenes, 239-40, 240, 243, 404

ceremonial axe, 243-44, 244

dagger, 431, 431

head of a deity, 238-39, 239, 407

patera with chariot hunt, 242, 243

seated deity, 246-47, 247

smiting deity, 246, 246

standing figure, 46, 46

on Uluburun ship, 297

Golden Age, 448

granulation technique

on fenestrated axe, 55, 55, 101

in the Caucasus, 93, 101-2

on Crete, 102, 103

on Dilbat pendants, 24, 24

on Ebla pendants, 40, 40

in Egypt, 55

on falcon pendant, 355

Great Goddess (Cyprus), 313



Great Kings, system of, 161-62, 169

Greece

copper from, 425

griffins, 82, 87, 278

on Assyrian contract, 210-11, 211

on Byblos plaque, 411-12, 411

on cylinder seals, 401

Cypro-Aegean, 286-87, 286, 287, 398, 399

Syro-Mitanni, 283, 283

on Delos plaque, 414, 414

on Enkomi mirror handle, 413-14, 413

falcon-headed, 136

on furniture plaque, 138, 138

on Greek necklace with seal, 402

on Levantine plaque, 404-5, 405

on Mycenaean helmeted female, 440

on Mycenaean ring, 138-39, 138

on pendant, 114-15, 114

on plaque with animal combats, 405, 405

on pyxis lid with sphinxes, 140-41, 141

on roundel, 139-40, 140

on stamp seal with man, 139, 139

as symbols of Ahmose, 137

on Theban axe, 119, 120

on Ugarit bowl, 239

in wall paintings, 120, 131, 131

Gubla, 49. See also Byblos

Gudea, 51

Gula (goddess), 205

Gulkishar, 421

Gurob, 315

Gurparanzah, 439

gypsum, Qatna face plaque, 234, 234

Habuba Kabira, 151

Hacilar, 78

Haddad (god), 110

Haifa, 406

Halab, 18. See also Aleppo

Halabiya, 29

Halikarnassos peninsula, 381

Halys River, 170

Hama, 233

Hamam Tepe, 235

Hammurabi (of Babylon), 4, 98, 450-51

campaigns of, 14, 15, 18-19, 27

stele of, 17, 19-20, 19, 23, 170, 205

votive statue for protection of, 21, 21

Hammurabi (of Yamhad), 450

Hamrin, 213

hand fragment, 223-24, 224

handles

in the form of an acrobat, 336-38, 336, 337

in the shape of a horse, 156, 156

in Tod Treasure, 66

Hanigalbat, 194, 206, 207

Hannun-Dagan, 27

Haremhab, 112, 145, 252

Harnedjheriotef, 35, 39, 41

Hasanlu, 202, 364

Hasanoglan, 81

Hathor (goddess), 37, 49, 61, 145, 147, 222, 256, 419

plaques, 55-56, 55, 226-27, 226

Hathor curls, 82, 83, 83, 84, 90, 90, 137, 188, 188, 344, 347, 349, 351

Hatshepsut, 6, 7, 109, 131, 166, 251, 253, 257, 270, 293, 328

Hatti. See Hittite kingdom and empire

Hattusa (Bogazkoy), 40, 47, 71, 76, 79, 171, 178-80, 184, 188, 192, 223n6, 270,

271, 396, 440

bronze sword from, 444, 444

bull-shaped vessels from, 189, 189

description of, 186-87, 186

Gilgamesh tablet from, 193, 193

horse training manual from, 155, 158, 158

incised bowl fragment from, 442, 443

King's Gate relief at, 171

Lion Gate at, 186, 187

spouted vessels from, 191

Hattusili, 7, 35, 170, 186

Hattusili III, 172

Hauron (deity), 254

Haya-Sumu, 99

Hazazar, 4

Hazor, 59, 61, 100, 108, 344, 365, 451, 227, 321

headdresses, 254—55, 256

atef-crown, 249, 249

Babylonian, 362, 362

on cylinder seal, 285, 285

on deities, 12, 23, 23, 31-32, 31-32, 362, 362

Hittite, 175, 175, 188, 188

Thoth, 361, 361

from Ugarit, 47-48, 47, 48, 246, 246

Egyptian, 37, 37, 264, 264, 359, 359

at Tell Sakka, 128-29, 128

on female figures, 12, 22, 22, 23, 31-32, 3\-32, 345-46, 345, 347,

348n3

on Kassite cylinder seal, 363, 363

Qatna, 218, 220

soft, bulbous hat, 33, 33

heads

in profile, 185, 185

of a deity, 238-39, 239, 407

headrest with Bes imagery, 149-50, 150

Heh (god), 120, 120

Helen, 3, 436

helmets, 440, 440

boar's tusk, in Thera wall painting, 441-42, 441,

horned, 442

hematite

cylinder seals, 133, 133, 176-77, 176, 228, 228, 362-63, 362, 392, 395-402,

395-401

zoomorphic weights, 369

Hepat (goddess), 77

Hephaistos (god), 311

Herodotus, 435, 438

Hesiod, 3, 448

hieroglyphics

in Anatolia, 77

on Levantine scarab, 360-61, 361

Qadesh treaty in, 171-72

used in Byblos, 49, 50, 52, 48

Hi-pada, 207

hippopotamus

as Egyptian goddess Taweret, 136-37

ivory of, 329-30, 329

vs. that of elephants, 82, 85, 294,

Hit, 29

Hittite kingdom and empire, 14, 20, 43, 161, 163

animal vessels from, 78-79, 188

axe head from, 179-80, 179

boot vessels from, 76

crop failure and famine in, 172

cylinder seal from, 284, 284, 438

eagles as sacred to, 79

Egypt and, 170-72

glazed tile of captive leader, 267, 269

political relations, 252-54

Battle of Qadesh, 171, 252-53, 253, 266-67, 266

Suppiluliuma I's attack, 171

fist-shaped vessel from, 182-83, 182

general desciption of, 170-72

Gilgamesh tablet from, 193, 193

head in profile from, 185, 185

horse-training manual from, 155, 158, 158

ivory deity from, 188, 188

lotus flower ornament from, 172, 185, 185

Mycenae and, 271
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lotus flower ornament from, 172, 185, 185

Mycenae and, 271

plaque with offering bearer from, 188, 188

red-burnished pottery from, 77

relief vessel with bull leapers from, 133-34, 134

relief with deity on stag from, 180, 180

Shapinuwa as capital of, 184

silver bull-shaped vessel from, 183-84, 183

silver stag vessel from, 181-82, 181

smiting deity from, 175, 175

spouted vessel from, 190, 790

stag hunts in art of, 225-26

stamp-cylinder seal from, 176-77, 176

striding male from, 177-78, 178

terracotta fragment of bull rhyton from, 189, 189

Homer, epics of, 7, 8, 274, 275, 435-39, 448

lion imagery in, 436

See also: Iliad; Odyssey

horn, 339-40, 340, 346

horses

in ancient Near East, 155

Egyptian handle in shape of, 156, 156

on ostracon with nude goddess, 157, 157

in Rekhmire tomb wall painting, 260

trade route for, 201

training manual for, 155, 158, 158, 194

on Ugarit patera with hunt, 242, 243

wedding gift from Tushratta, 159

Horus (god), 37, 147, 361

Qatna plaque with, 226, 226

Horus collar and vulture pectoral, 254-55, 255

Hotepibra, 39

Hoyiicek, 76

Humbaba (monster), 193

Hurri (sacred bull), 79, 189

Hurrians

land of. See Mitanni

language of, 169

Hiiseyindede, 133

Hyksos dynasty (Egypt), 108-12, 161, 251, 349

dagger from, 94, 116-17, 117

gold diadem from, 115-16, 115

and imported horses, 156

Hyperborean Maidens, 414

Ialysos, Rhodes, 278, 382

Ibal-pi-El, 14

Ibbit-Lim, 34

ibexes, 245

on bowl with hunting scenes, 239

on Kassite cylinder seal, 281, 282, 282

on Levantine plaque, 404-5, 405

on Ugarit patera with chariot hunt, 242, 243

Ibni-Addu, 4, 100

"ice-house" at Mari, 16

Idadu II, 244

Idrimi, 198, 198

Igigallish, lord of, 35

Iliad, 35, 274, 368, 435, 436, 439

Ilion, 8

Imdugud bird, 89, 399

Immeya, 35, 38, 39, 41

Inandiktepe, 133, 189, 190

Inanna (deity), Temple of, 200, 201, 282

incense, terebinth resin for, 295

India

rock crystal from, 41

traditional board game in, 151

Vedas, 194

Indus Valley, 4

lapis lazuli in, 68

Ingot God, 177

Inherkhau, Tomb of, 125

Innara (goddess), 78

Inshushinak (god), 244

Ip-shemu-abi, 39, 49, 52, 56-58, 122

Iput, 116

Iran

cylinder seal from, 365

rock crystal from, 41

stamp seals from, 388

trade routes in, 43

See also Elam

iron

Cypriot technology, 313

from Cyprus, 311

Ugarit ceremonial axe, 243-44, 244

Iron Age, 446-48, 450

iron oxides, ivory staining from, 85, 85

Ishi-Dagan, 4

Ishkhara (goddess), 35

Ishkhi-Addu, 219

Ishme-Dagan I, 206

Ishputashu, 170

Ishtar (goddess), 22, 29, 30, 34, 81, 116, 205, 208, 209, 284, 313, 347,

350, 419

of Ebla, 40

star disc as symbol of, 350

Isin, 19, 34

Isis-Hathor (goddess), 49

Isles in the Midst of the Sea, 270

Isopata, 285

ivory

Abydos sphinx with prisoner, 143, 143

from Anatolia, 82-90, 83-90

Asiatic captive, 267, 267

Assyrian chair back, 445

Assyrian fist-shaped pin, 339, 339

Assyrian pyxis, 208, 208

Bes plaque, 148-49, 148

Canaanite dagger, 366-67, 366

cosmetic spoon, 338-39, 338

Cretan plaque with seated female, 410-11, 410

double-sided game box, 152-53, 152

duck-shaped container with female swimmer, 332, 333-34, 333,

333nlO

duck-shaped vessels, 330-33, 330-31, 334—35, 334, 335

Egyptian objects of

cosmetic spoon, 391, 391

cylindrical box, 416-17, 416

handle in shape of horse, 156, 156

mace, 38-39, 39

mechanical dog, 417-18, 417

openwork panel, 264, 264

wand, 147, 147

elephant tusk, on Uluburun ship, 328-29, 328, 406

Enkomi mirror handle with combat scenes, 413-14, 413

furniture inlay of, 37, 37

furniture plaque with griffin, 138, 138

game board, 155-56, 155

general discussion of, 406-7

gilding of, 82, 83, 86, 88

handles in the form of an acrobat, 336-38, 336, 337

hippopotamus vs. elephant, 82, 85, 294, 329, 330, 406

Hittite deity, 188, 188

horn, in Uluburun ship, 339-40, 340, 346

Kiiltepe female figure, 79-81, 80

legacy of working with, 445-48

Nimrud carved plaque, 447

Nubian, as tribute, 294

plaques

from Byblos, 55-56, 55, 411-12, 411

from Megiddo, 145

from Mycenae,409-10, 409

from Qatna, 234, 234

from Thebes, 280, 280



pommel from Byblos, 54, 54

pyxis lids

with animal combat, 414-15, 414

with griffins and sphinxes, 140-41, 141

with Mistress of Animals, 388, 408-9, 408

pyxis with sphinxes, 144, 144

trade in, 406, 447

Ugarit bed panels, 238

Ugarit head of a deity, 238-39, 239, 407

in Uluburun shipwreck, 294

writing board, 367-68, 368

Jable, 42

jade, duck-shaped vessel, 334-35, 335

jasper

Egyptian scarab, 361, 361

ring with Master of Animals, 277-78, 277

stamp seal with man and griffin, 139, 139

Jbeil, 49

Jebel al-Aqra, 45, 179

Jebel Aruda, 68

Jericho, 39, 51

Jerusalem, cedar in, 51

jewelry, 101-7

Egyptian plaque with sphinx, 144-45, 145

Greek Theban, 280-81, 280

Levantine styles of, 115

Qatna inlaid rosette, 223, 223

sites of caches of, 101

Syro-Canaanite, 347-48, 347

on Uluburun ship, 297

vitreous materials for, 420

See also beads; earrings; pendants; rings; specific stones

jewelry elements, 40, 40

Kadashman-Enlil I, 202

Kadmos, 438

Kahun, 132

Kalavassos-Ayios Dhimitrios, 310n26, 370, 376nl7

Kalhu, 447. See also Nimrud

Kaloriziki, 313

Kalymnos, 381

Kamares ware

compared to Nuzi ware, 199

in the Levant, 59

in Tod Treasure, 65

Kamid el-Loz, 152, 253, 332, 335-37, 351, 365, 407

Kamose, 109, 110

dagger of, 118, 118

Kanesh (see Kultepe)

Kaphtor, 437

Kara-hardash, 206

Karahoyuk, 81, 142, 176

Kara-indash, 201, 202, 282

Karashamb, vessel from, 91-92, 91

Karnak, 172, 251, 266

botanical relief at, 166

dancers in Red Chapel in, 337

Karpathos, 271

Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta, 207, 208

karum settlements, definition of, 391

Kashka people, 172

Kashtiliashu, 207

Kassites, 20, 35, 108, 161, 200-202, 207, 388-89

cuneiform tablet with manual for glass manufacture, 421, 421

cylinder seals, 160, 201, 202, 281-82, 281, 363-65, 363, 438,

388

Kastamonu, 225

Katsamba, 453

Kayseri, 70

Kazarma, 402, 403

Kea, Ayia Irini shrine, 410

Keftiu (Crete?), 260, 270, 385, 206, 253, 260, 387, 450, 454

Kenamun, Tomb of, 300, 301, 321, 335, 351, 353, 454

Kerma culture, 110, 119, 252

Khabur River valley, 194, 195, 206-8

Khafre, 86

Khashshu, 35

Khayan, 172

Khepri (god), 358

Khnemet, 102, 106

Khnumhotep II, 6, 61, 61, 62

Khufu, 303

Khu-Sobek, Stele of, 61

Khuzestan, 13

Kidin-Marduk, 282

Kikkuli, 155, 158

Kinyras, 312, 312, 436

Kiririsha (goddess), 244

Kirovakan culture, 92

Kish, 18, 327

Kition, 150, 306, 332, 341

faience rhyton from, 416, 419

Kizzuwatna, 162

kneeling figures, 20, 21, 2789-90, 89

Knidos, 299

Knossos, 17, 135, 285, 317, 410, 453, 454

destruction of, 382, 394

female deities at, 349

Kamares ware from, 59, 59, 65

lapis lazuli cylinder seal from, 388

ostrich eggshells from, 325

throne room at, 131, 139

wall paintings at, 123, 126, 131

with bull leaping, 132

with conical rhyton in procession, 428, 429

See also Crete

knucklebones (game), 301

Kolonna, 105n2

Kolophon, 376nl7, 382

Kommos, 307, 329

Konya, 71, 81, 142

Kos, 271, 381, 382, 384

Kothar-wa-Hasis (god), 8, 311, 437

Kourion, 313

kraters, 271, 274, 379, 456

Kubaba (goddess), 81

kudurru, 25

with divine symbols, 203-5, 204-5

Kuk-Simut, 244

Kultepe (Kanesh), 13-16, 34, 66, 70-71, 71, 98, 170, 190

animal-shaped libation vessels from, 76-79, 76- 78

cuneiform tablet and cases from, 73-75, 74, 75

female figure in ivory from, 79—81, 80

lion-headed vessel from, 76-77, 77

spouted vessels from, 79, 79, 191, 191

Kumidi, 253. See also Kamid el-Loz

Kunnaniya, 72

Kurigalzu I, 201, 202

Kurigalzu II, 201, 206

Kush, 109, 110, 118

Kutha, 18

Kydonia, 410

kylixes

Muskebi, 382

Mycenaean, 379-80, 379, 380, 381-82, 381

See also vessels; specific peoples and sites

Lachish, 222, 248, 314, 315, 321, 335, 345, 365

Ladjevar-Dara, 68

Lagash, 51

Lakonia, 276

Lama (goddess), 25

lamps

Canaanite, for shipboard use, 320-21, 320

Cypriot, on Uluburun ship, 321-22, 322
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not "genuine," 314

Hittite, from Thebes (Greece), 284, 284, 438

Kassite style, 281-82, 281, 438

Qatna inlaid rosette, 223, 223

Qatna lotus pendant, 227, 227

source of, 3, 163, 201

Syro-Mitanni, 283, 283, 438

beads from Thebes (Greece), 280-81, 280

in Tod Treasure, 65, 69, 388

beads and raw materials, 69, 69

stamp seal, 68

Larsa, 14, 18-20, 34

jewelry from, 25n5, 40, 101

kneeling worshipper from, 20, 21, 21

lapis jewelry manufacture in, 68

Larsa Treasure, 38

Latakia, 42, 45, 248, 399

Lavrion, 425

Lawrence of Arabia, 42-43

Layashum, 4

lead

winged goddess, 81, 81

zoomorphic weights, 369

Lebanon

cedars of, 4, 5, 51, 61, 220, 302

silver to Egypt from, 66

Lefkandi, Euboia, 101

leopards

on Levantine plaque, 404-5, 405

in Tell el-Dab'a wall paintings, 389

letters between kings

edict of Suppiluliuma, 173, 173

rules of etiquette for, 167

Levant, the, origin of word, 4

Levanto-Helladic ware, 271

libation arm, possible, 223-24, 224

Libya, 192, 254, 325, 328, 435

lightning fork, 24, 24, 25

Lilitu (Lilith; demoness), 22

limestone

Egyptian relief fragment in, 263, 263

Egyptian stele in, 264-65, 265

ostracon with pharaoh hunting, 418, 418

plaque with head of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, 359, 559

Qatna face plaque, 234, 234

Ugarit Baal stele of, 247

Ugarit seated deity, 248, 248

zoomorphic weights, 369

See also black limestone

Limnos, 436

Linear A texts, 270

Linear B texts, 270, 271, 274, 279, 281, 293-94, 319, 329, 437,

440, 454

lion-demon

on recarved cylinder seal, 362, 363

plaques, 86-87, 87

lion-headed vessels, 76-77, 77, 344

lion-man. See Bes

lions and lionesses

in Aegean and Near Eastern art, 276-77

on carob wood and ivory cylindrical box, 416-17, 416

on ceremonial axes, 245

on cylinder seals

Assyrian, 211-12, 212

Cypro-Aegean, 286-87, 286, 287, 398, 399, 400-401, 401

on Egyptian cosmetic spoon, 391, 391

on Enkomi mirror handle, 413-14, 413

on green stone scarab, 362, 362

in Homeric epics, 436

hunting symbolism and, 117

Kassite terracotta lioness, 201, 201

on Mycenaean openwork relief, 276-77, 277

on Mycenaean seal ring, 277-78, 277

on wood box from Pella, 436, 438

on plaques

with animal combat, 405, 405, 415, 415

from Byblos, 411-12, 411

from Delos, 414, 414

Levantine, 404—5, 405

with nude goddess, 22, 22

from Rhodes, 278-79, 278

on Theban pyxis lid, 414-15, 414

on Ugarit vessel, 250, 250

on Ugarit bowl, 239

zoomorphic weight, 369, 369

lion-shaped rhyton, 77-78, 78

Lisht North, 62

Ljulin, stone mace head from, 372, 372

lost-wax method, 52, 180, 222, 249, 345

lotus flowers, 41, 49, 104, 104, 113, 113, 347

on ornament, 172, 185, 185

on Qatna cylinder seal, 229, 229

on pendant, 227, 227

Lozovo II hoard, 372

Lu-Nanna, 21

Luwian poem, 435

Luxor, 65, 251, 266

Lycia, 274, 437

lyres, 407

Maat (goddess), 147, 360

Macedonia, 375

Madduwatta, Indictment of, 442

magical wand, 147, 147

Mainland Popular Group (Mycenaean seals), 378

Malatya, 172

Malgium, 19

Mallia, 89, 107, 307

gold bee pendant from, 102, 103, 114, 115

sphinx vessel from, 143, 143, 188

Malqata, 253

Malta, 326

Malthi, 440

Mamma, 14

mandrake, 116

manganese, stains on ivory from, 85

marble

Cretan conical rhyton, 426, 426

in Egyptian mace, 38-39, 39

Marduk (god), 19, 201, 203, 205, 282, 388, 421

Marduk-apla-iddina, 202, 205

Mari, 5, 27-33, 42, 51, 270

Babylon and, 29

early ivory from, 406

faience petal bowl from, 423-24, 423

Hammurabi's conquest of, 19

lapis jewelry manufacture in, 68

palace at

archives, 13-15, 29, 35n2, 95, 96, 98, 99, 451

description of, 27-29, 28, 29

goddess with flowing vase, 12, 31-32, 31-32

Iddi-ilum statue from,117, 30-31, 30

Investiture Scene, 17, 28, 29, 32

tablet on tin trade in, 3, 4

wall paintings at, 33, 33, 124

scribal tradition in, 44

solar eclipse record of, 452

trade at, 15, 16, 27, 59

Marlik, 365

marriage, diplomatic, 99, 163-64, 165-66, 200, 202, 203

dissolution decree of Tudhaliya IV, 174-75, 174

to pharaohs, 172, 194, 253, 257

of Tushratta's daughter, 184, 196, 387

Marsa Matruh, 271, 325

Martu (god), 21

Ma§at Hoyuk, 189



Martu (god), 21

Ma§at Hoyiik, 189

Master of Animals, 391, 396

on cylinder seals

Cypro-Aegean, 398-99, 398

god or hero as, 400-401, 401, 415, 432, 433

Mycenaean ring with, 277-78, 277

pendant, 102-3, 104-5, 104, 113-15

on Rhodes rhyton, 431-32, 433

Theban (Greece), 281, 282, 286-87, 287

Master of the Horse, 177

mechanical dog, 417-18, 417

Medinet Habu, 267

stone relief with battle, 442, 443

Megiddo, 40, 68, 141, 150, 193, 278, 316, 321, 327, 328, 351, 358,

358, 367n20, 390

duck-shaped vessels from, 332, 333nl3, 335

ivory game board from, 407

handles in the shape of acrobats from, 337

ivory plaques from, 145, 411, 412

nude ivory female figure from, 345

port city of, 299

writing board from, 368, 368nl3

Mehrgarh, 68

Melos, 130, 177, 325

Melqart (god), 177

Memphis, 112, 117, 157, 252, 437, 454

Annals of, 66

Menelaos, 436

Menidi, 278, 318

Menkheperreseneb, Tomb of, 260, 273, 454

Meranum, 96

merchants

of Assyria, 15-17, 34, 70-73

taxes paid by, 165

on Uluburun ship, 300-301

Mereret, pectoral of, 105, 106

Merneptah, 172, 252, 254

Meryetamun, 119, 256

Meskene (Emar), 332

Mesopotamia, cultures and groups in, 13-14, 192

Messenia, 276

metalwork, luxury, 390, 391-94, 393

Miletos (Millawanda), 123, 274, 435

Minet el-Beidha, 58, 278, 297, 306, 334, 344, 348, 353, 408,

431

Miniature Frieze, 124-26, 124-25

Minoan

destructions and, 270-71, 391

Genii and, 397-400, 397, 398

iconography of, 104, 104

Linear A texts of, 270

pottery, 271

Kamares ware, 270

in the Levant, 59

Uluburun shipwreck artifacts, 301

wall paintings, 123, 126, 387

at Tell el-Dab'a, 131, 131

mirror handle with combat scenes, 413-14, 413

Mishrifeh. See Qatna; Tell Mishrifeh

Mistress of Animals, 78, 104, 125, 131, 278, 347, 387

ivory pyxis lid with, 388, 408-9, 408

Mitanni, 43, 109, 161, 162, 173, 206, 253, 388

Assyrian defeat of, 206, 253

bone fist-shaped pin, 339

cylinder seals, 229, 283, 365, 365, 398-90

description of, 194-95

glass ingots, 313

Hittite destruction of, 171

horses and chariots, 155, 158

Nuzi ware, 198, 198

Mitra (god), 194

Mochlos, 396

Moldava, 372

monkeys, 90, 90, 125

on Aigina earrings, 105-6, 705

Montu (god), 66, 119, 122, 137, 388

Montu-Re (god), 264, 264

Morphou Bay, 270

Mount Amanus, 4, 51

Mthiati, 311

Muballitat-sherua, 206

Mukish, 197

Mundigak, 68

Murex opercula, on Uluburun ship, 295-96, 297

Mursili I, 20, 35, 170

Mursili II, 171, 184

musicians, 96, 312-13, 312, 407

Muskebi, tombs at, 381-85, 381, 383, 385

Mutnodjmet, 145

Muwatalli II, 435

in Battle of Qadesh, 171, 266-67

Muzunnum, 4

Mycenae, 252, 318, 329

beads from

glass, 315

relief, 293, 375-76, 376, 384-85, 385

boar's tusk helmet from, 440, 440, 441

culture of, supplanting Minoan culture, 381

description of, 274-75

expansion of power of, 271—72

footed stirrup jar from, 381-82, 381

Hittites and, 171, 435

inlaid dagger from, 276, 276

ivory plaque with seated female from, 409-10, 409

ivory plaque with warrior from, 434, 435

kylix from, 381-82, 381

lentoid seals from, 377-78, 377 379-80, 379, 380

Linear B texts from, 270, 271, 274, 279, 281, 293-94, 319, 329,

437, 440, 454

Lion Gate at, 274, 275, 278, 436

merchants of, 165, 271, 375

ostrich eggshells from, 325

palatial culture in, 271, 274, 279

possible military invasion of Crete by, 271

pottery from, 271, 274, 379-80, 379, 380, 381-82, 381

used for Egyptian chronology, 453

razors from, in Uluburun ship, 301

ring with griffin from, 138-39, 138

ring with Master of Animals, 277-78, 277

Shaft Graves at, 107, 121, 171, 172, 270, 273-75, 440

smiting deities at, 177

stag rhyton from, 171, 172

sword and spearhead from, on Uluburun ship, 374-75, 374

Taurus Mountain silver vessel from, 77

wall painting at, helmeted female with griffin, 440

Mykonos, 414

Nagar, 195

Napirisha (god), 244

Naram-Sin, 19, 51, 205, 244

Nashala, 42, 98

Nazi-Maruttash, 203, 205

Nebkhepeshre Apophis, 117

Nebuchadnezzar II, 201

necklaces

of beads, 93, 93, 101-2

of seals and beads, 402, 402.-3

See also jewelry

Neferhotep I, 61

Nefertiti, 252, 263, 265

Berlin head of, 359

plaque with head of, and Akhenaten, 359, 359

scarab of, 358, 358, 390

Nehemen, 117

Neirab, 61
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Nekhbet (goddess), 56, 120, 120, 360

Nergal (god), 205

Nesmonth, stele of, 62

Nestor, 440

Newe-Yam, 307

niello, 58

Nile River, disc with scene of, 259, 259

Nimmureya, 159

Nimrud, 213

carved ivory chair back from, 445

carved ivory plaque from, 447

massive collections of ivories from, 447

writing board from, 368n7

Nineveh, 13, 35, 207, 421

Ningirsu (god), 51

Ninurta (god), 205, 228

Nippur, 19, 201

Niqmaddu, 45

Niqmaddu II, 173

Niqmi-Lanasi, 100

Nofretari, 271

nose ring, 38, 38

Nubia, 110, 119, 143, 145, 161, 192, 251, 252, 260, 263, 328

ebony from, 293

gold from, 163

tribute to Egypt from, 164, 293, 294

nude figures

Bes plaque, 148-49, 148

of Byblos standing deities, 52, 53

on cylinder seals, 364

in faience figurines, 419

female, 22-23, 22, 79-81, 80, 157, 157, 332, 333-34, 333, 333nlO,

337, 345-46, 345, 347-49, 341-49

Syro-Levantine, 409

See also deities; figures

Nuska (god), cult pedestal of, 209-10, 210

Nut (goddess), 145

Nuzi, 213, 257, 258nl6, 390

glass ingots from, 313

wall painting at, 194

See also Yorgan Tepe

Nuzi ware vessels, 198, 198 199, 199

octopus, 399

Odysseus, 435, 439

Odyssey, 7, 435, 437, 439

Oedipus, 3

offering tables

from Rhodes, 129-30, 129-30

sites of, 130

oil, sources of, 162

Old Assyrian style

seals, 16, 74, 75, 75

victory stele, 25-26, 25-26

Old Assyrian Trading/Merchant Colonies, 70-73. See also Assyria,

merchants of

Old Babylonian period

cylinder seals, 284-86, 285, 362-64, 362, 438

deity, 23, 23

diorite head of ruler, 18

kneeling worshipper, 20, 21, 21

pendants and beads, 24-25, 24

plaque with nude goddess, 22-23, 22

Old Syrian style

chain with two pendants, 40-41, 41

cylinder seals, 133, 133, 228, 228, 283, 283, 392, 395, 395
cylindrical handle cover, 39-40, 39

earring or nose ring, 38, 38

at Ebla, 34, 36, 41, 41

Egyptian mace, 38-39, 39

furniture inlay, 37, 37

goddess with flowing vase, 12, 31-32, 31-32

jewelry elements, 40, 40

lions, 399

wall-painting fragment, 33, 33

oliphants, 407

Olympia, 384

Oman, copper from, 13, 15

openwork

panel with pharaoh smiting enemy, 264, 264

relief with lions attacking bull, 276-77, 277

stand, 211, 312-13, 312

Orontes River and Valley, 42, 198, 266

orpiment, on Uluburun ship, 294, 367

Ortakoy, 185. See also Shapinuwa

Osiris (god), 37, 247

ostraca, 418, 418

with dancer, 337, 337

with nude goddess on horseback, 157, 157

ostrich eggshells

and glass base, 294, 324-25, 324

beads of, on Uluburun ship, 325-26, 326

owls, on plaque with nude goddess, 22, 22

oxhide ingots, 202, 289, 291-92, 307-10, 308-9, 311

carried by man in Cypriot stand, 312, 312

Cypriot armed god as, 311, 311

in Syrian tribute to Egypt, 309, 309

Pachyammos, 64, 64

Painedjem 1, 119

Palaikastro, 64, 130, 285, 325

Palmyra, 42, 98

Pamir Mountains, 68

papyrus, 49, 126, 227, 264, 264

painted, of battle scene with Sea Peoples, 435, 436, 440

papyrus skiffs, 259, 259

Parattarna, 194, 198

patera

with inscription of General

Djehuti, 258-59, 258

with chariot hunt, 242, 243

pectorals

from Byblos, 56-57, 57

with Egyptian vulture, 254-55, 255

of Mereret, 105, 106

with sphinx head terminals, 103, 106-7, 106

Pella, 406

wood box from, 436, 438

Pelops, 271

pendants, 101, 105, 113-14, 113

and beads, 24-25, 24

bee from Mallia, 102, 103, 114, 115

chain with two, 40-41, 41

in Ebla jewelry elements, 40, 40

falcon, 355-56, 356

with griffins, 101, 105, 113-15, 114

of Ip-shemu-abi, 57-58, 57, 101, 223

Master of Animals, 102-3, 104-5, 105

with nude females, 101, 101, 347-49, 347, 348, 349

with nude goddess, 348-49, 348

in Old Testament, 351

Qatna lotus, 227, 227

in shape of woman's face, 420

with star motifs, 350-53, 350-51, 352

from Ugarit, 351

Penelope, 435, 439

Perati, 396, 454

Pergamon, 382

Persepolis, 442

Persian Empire, foreigners in culture of, 9

Persian Gulf, trade in, 15, 16

Perunefer, 112, 131

petal bowls, 423-24, 423

petaled lids of plaques, 424-25, 424

Petrie pendant, 114-15, 114

peyem standard weight, 370



Phoenicia

ivory-working tradition in, 445-47, 446

ivory workshops of, 335

maritime commerce and, 6

possible ivory plaque from, 411

silver-gilt bowl from, 397-400, 397, 398, 446

writing of, 49, 437-38

Phoenix mine, 310n26

Phylaki, 410

Phylakopi, Melos, 130, 177, 325

pilgrim flask, 320-21, 320, 379

piracy, 302

Piramesse, 112, 252. See also Avaris; Tell el-Dab'a

pitcher, Hittite, 190, 190

Pithana, 170

pithoi, on Uluburun ship, 296

Pizikarra, 35

plaques

with animal combat, 394, 404-5, 404, 405, 411-12, 411, 414-15, 414, 415

face, 234, 234

with figures flanking Hathor standard, 226-27, 226

with the god Horus, 226, 226

with heads of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, 359, 359

with heraldic lions, 278-79, 278

with nude goddess, 22-23, 22

with offering bearer, 188, 188

quiver, with hunting scene, 225—26, 225

with rampant goats, 280, 280, 399

with seated females, 409-11, 409, 410

with sphinx, 44-45, 145

See also specific peoples and sites

plaster, painted

Egyptian relief fragment on, 262-63, 262

wall painting fragments on, 33, 33, 441-42, 441

Pliny, 41, 294, 295

Pobit Kamuk, 372

Point Iria/Cape Iria, 307

Polemon, 354

Poliochni, 55

pomegranate-shaped vessel, 425, 425

pondweed shoots, 240

Pontic-Caspian steppe, horses in, 155

Potnia Theron (goddess), 414

pottery. See ceramics; clay

prisoners of war. See captives

Prosymna, 315, 375, 384, 410

Protective Deity of the Countryside (god), 181, 284

pseudo-hieroglyphic script, 49, 50, 52, 58

Ptah (god), 157., 311

Puabi, burial of, 69

Puimre, Tomb of, 351

wall painting from, 388

Punt, 6, 7, 260, 293, 328, 361

purple cloth, 297, 305n89, 344, 348, 353, 408, 431

Pushu-ken, 72

Pyli, 382

Pylos, 136, 139, 276, 278, 294, 440, 442

pyxides

Assyrian incised ivory, 208, 208

Cypriot cylindrical, 407

petal bowls, 423-24, 423

lids

with animal combat,414-15, 414

with griffins and sphinxes, 140-41, 141

with Mistress of Animals, 388, 408-9, 408

with sphinxes, 144,744, 436

Qabra, 25-26

Qadesh, Battle of, 171-72, 252-53, 253, 266-67, 266

Qadesh, Treaty of, text of, 171-72, 266

Qalat Faqra, 249

Qantir, 313

Qariatayn. iS^Nashala

Qarni-Lim, 100

Qatna, 14, 34, 48, 61, 96-97, 99, 123, 351

basalt male figures from, 218

cylinder seals from, 217, 217

description of, 233

Egyptian-style funerary vessels from, 44

elephant ivory and bone workshops at, 406

Hittite conquest of, 171

Kamares ware from, 59

lion-head ceramic from, 250, 250

Nuzi ware vessels from, 199, 199

roundel with griffins from, 139-40, 140

Royal Palace at, 17, 215, 219-21, 219, 232, 233, 436

basalt figure from, 217, 217

face plaque from, 234, 234

lotus pendant from, 227, 227

plan of, 219

wall paintings at, 123, 124, 126-27, 126-27, 220

Royal Tomb at, 48, 217, 217, 218, 220-21, 220-21

bottle from, 224-25, 224

cylinder seals from, 228, 228, 229, 229

Egyptian vessel and amphora from, 230-31, 230

gold duck heads from, 222-23, 222

gold hand fragment from, 223-24, 224

gold pendant with rayed star from, 352-53, 352

inlaid rosette from, 223, 223

plaque with figures flanking Hathor standard from, 226-27,

226

plaque with Horus from, 226, 226

quiver plaque from, 225-26, 225

scarab with robed figure from, 227-28, 227

Syrian excavations at, 214—16

table of phases at, 214

trade with, 34, 98

See also Tell Mishrifeh

quartz. See amethyst; rock crystal

Qudshu (goddess), 112, 254

Queen of the Night (goddess), 22-23, 22

Queen Tiye, as the goddess Taweret, 146-47, 146

Qusr Ibrim, 328

radiocarbon analysis, 451

Ra-Harakhty (god), 39

Ramesses II, 7, 112, 171-72, 252, 252, 266, 268, 271, 293, 411

Ramesses III, 252, 254, 267, 442, 454

Ramesses l\, 263

Ramesses XI, 50

ram-headed vessels, 340-44, 342, 343, 346

on Uluburun ship, 342

Ras Ibn Hani, 235, 311

Ras Shamra, 45

rayed stars, pendants of, 350-53, 550-52

Razgrad, 372

Re (god), 109

Rekhes Nafha, 326

Rekhmire, Tomb of, 9, 164, 260-61, 271, 293, 294, 295, 295, 309, 309,

317, 318, 319, 328, 328, 429, 454

relief fragments, 262-63, 262, 263

Reshef (god), 52, 54, 55, 78, 112, 177, 250, 254, 341

resin, terebinth, 274, 295

Retenu, 387

Rhodes, 45, 177, 271, 325, 341, 381, 382

ceramic rhyton, 431-32, 433

conical rhyton of, 426, 427, 428

relief beads of, 375, 384

wall paintings in, 129-30, 129-30

rhyta, 189, 189, 272-73, 272, 272-73, 273, 430, 431, 431-32, 432

Boxer, 136, 427

bull-headed, 76, 77, 189, 189

conical, 64, 64, 426-30, 426-28, 430

held in hand when full, 420

Kition faience, 416, 419

lion-shaped, 77-78, 78
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Mycenaean, 171, 172, 271-74, 272, 273

ostrich eggshell, 325

See also vessels; specific peoples and sites

Rib-Hadda, 169

Rim-Sin, 14, 18, 19

rings, 41, 41

with bull leaper, \35-36, 135

fragment, 360, 360

with griffins, 138-39, 138

inlaid, 326-27, 327

with Master of Animals, 277-78, 277

signet, 138-39, 138

See also jewelry

ritual and royal imagery, 136-37

rock crystal

beads, on Uluburun ship, 316-17, 317, 364

in chain with two pendants, 40-41, 41

Kassite cylinder seals of, 363-65, 363

rod-and-ring symbol, 22-23, 22

Romania, 372

rosettes,

faience, 424-25, 424

inlaid, 223, 223

roundels, 107, 107

with griffins, 139-40, 140

rayed stars, 350-53, 350-52

royal and ritual imagery, 136-37

Rubi' al-Khali, 42

Rutsi, 122

Sahab, 325

saltcellars, ivory, 407

Samsi-Addu. See Shamshi-Adad

Samsu-iluna, 20

sandstone, Egyptian relief fragment of, 262-63, 262

Saqqara, 89

dagger from, 94, 116-17, 117

Sarazm, 68

sard, plaque with sphinx, 144-45, 145

Sardinia, 311

Sargon, 34, 51, 98, 192

Sar-i Sang, 68

§arki§la, 179, 180

satellite image of eastern Mediterranean, 2, 10

Saushtatar, 195, 195, 206

scale-and-filigree motif, 39-40, 39

scarabs

of Akhenaten, 358, 358

of Amenhotep III in the Aegean, 389

on Byblos pendant, 57-58, 57

on gold ring, 41, 41

in the Levant, 62

of Nefertiti, 297, 358, 358, 390

with robed figure, 227-28, 227

on Uluburun ship, 360-62, 360-62

scepter-mace, 372-73, 373

seal-amulet, in Tod Treasure, 66, 66, 388

seal rings, Mycenaean, with Master of Animals, 277-78, 277

seals

of Ashur merchants, 74

cultural exchange and, 388-91

lentoid, Mycenaean, 377-78, 377

linear Old Assyrian style, 74, 75, 75

See also cylinder seals; stamp seals

Sea Peoples, 172, 235, 254, 279, 435

banded body armor of, 413, 414

horned helmet of, 442

Sebekhotep, Tomb of, 262, 263, 293

Senenmut, Tomb of, 260

Senet (board game), 151, 152

Senwosret I, 34, 61, 66, 143

Senwosret III, 303

Seqenenre, 119

Seth (god), 110, 112, 147, 226, 361

Seth-Baal (god), 252, 254

Seth I, 252

Seti 1, 112, 263

sexagesimal system, 371

Sha, 311

Shagarakti-Shuriash, 282

Shahdad, 68

Shahr-i Sokhta, 68, 151

Shakkanakku period, Iddi-ilum statue of, 30—31, 30

shakkanakku rulers, 27, 29

Shalmaneser 1, 172, 206-8

Shalmaneser III, 447

Shamash (sun god), 18, 19, 25, 205

rayed star as symbol of, 350, 352

Shamshi-Adad (Samsi-Addu), 14, 18, 25, 26, 34, 98, 462

Shapash (goddess), 347, 351

Shapinuwa, 172, 184, 185. See also Ortakoy

Sharruma (god), 77, 177

Sharuhen, 108, 109, 349

Shattiwaza, 195, 206

Shattuara II, 206

Shaushga (goddess), 188, 284, 347, 350

Shechem, 61, 367

shekel, 370

shell

figurines, 406

inlaid rings, 326-27, 327

Sheplarpak, 4

Sheri (sacred bull), 79, 189

Shimashki, 244

Shiptu, 99

shofar, 339, 340n2

Shu (god), 145

Shumaliya (god), 201

Shuqamuna (god), 201

Shutruk-Nahunte, 202, 205

Sidon, 59, 178, 335

ceramic vessel from, 63, 63

signet rings, 138-39, 138

silver

Anatolian, 163, 184

animal-shaped cups of, 77

bracelet, 357-58, 357

in Byblos Hathor plaque, 55-56, 55

in Byblos sheath, 54, 54

in Byblos sickle sword, 58, 58

in dagger of Kamose, 118, 118

in Egyptian mace, 38-39, 39

Egyptian patera, 258-59, 258

Elamite ceremonial axe, 244-45, 245

griffins pendant, 114-15, 114

Hittite bull-shaped vessel in, 183-84, 183

Hittite fist-shaped vessel, 182-83, 182

Hittite stag vessel, 181-82, 181

in kneeling worshipper, 20, 21, 21

Mycenaean inlaid dagger, 276, 276

Mycenaean stag rhyton, 171, 172

Phoenician bowl, 446

Qatna quiver plaque, 225-26, 225

ring with griffins, 138-39, 138

scrap, 357

in Tod Treasure, 65, 65, 66, 67

Trialeti-Vanadzor goblets, 91-92, 91-92

Ugarit figure, 46

Ugarit head of a deity, 238-39, 239, 407

on Uluburun ship, 297

Simyra, 253

Sin (god), 25, 29, 205, 350

Sin-Abushu, 4

Sinai Peninsula, 192

mining in, 62

Sin-muballit, 18



Sinuhe, 61, 62

Sippar, 16, 18, 72, 200

Siwapalarhupak, 18

Sobek (god), 37

solar eclipse, 452

"Song of Liberation" (epic poem), 35, 40

Song of Solomon, 212

Spata, 410

ivory plaque with animal combat from, 415, 415

spearhead, on Uluburun ship, 374-75, 374

sphinxes

Anatolian ivory, 82-85, 83-85

in Egyptian imagery, 136

Mallia vessel with, 143, 143, 188

in Near East, 61

Old Syrian cylinder seal with, 395, 395

pectoral with sphinx-head terminals, 106-7, 106

with prisoner, 143, 143

pyxis lid with griffins and, 140-41, 141

on Qatna cylinder seal, 228

relief vessel with, 142-43, 142, 188

Theban pyxis with, 144, 144

on Ugarit bowl, 239

as zoomorphic weights, 369, 369, 370

spices, on Uluburun ship, 295

spiral motif, 124, 126, 127, 229, 229, 239, 240

stags

on cylinder seals

Assyrian, 211-12, 212

Theban (Greece), 286, 286

on Hittite relief with deity, 180, 180

on Qatna quiver plaque, 225-26, 225

vessel, 181-82, 181

stamp seals, 176-77, 176

Aegean, 287

Aegean lentoid, 401

in Anatolia, 16, 391

bull-men, 90

with man and griffin, 139, 139

Persian, with lions attacking, 394n28

in Tod Treasure, 68, 388

See also cylinder seals

steatite

Iddi-ilum statue, 30-31, 30

Mycenaean lentoid seals, 377-78, 377

relief with deity on stag, 180, 180

scarabs, 361

vessel fragment with dolphins, 64, 64

zoomorphic weights, 369

stelae

with an Asiatic soldier, 264-65, 265

from Ebla, 36

fragments, 25-26, 25-26, 266-67, 266

of Hammurabi, 19

of Nesmonth, 62

from Ugarit, 247

of the Vultures, 244

See also specific peoples and sites

stirrup jars, Mycenaean, 271, 274, 379-82, 380, 381

stone

Alalakh statue of Idrimi, 198, 198

blue-gray, beaded band with, 37-38, 38

gray-green translucent, in chain with two pendants, 40-41, 41

green, scarab, 361-62, 362

scepter-mace, 372-73, 373

stele recounting Battle of Qadesh, 266-67, 266

white, goddess with flowing vase, 12, 31-32, 31-32

See also limestone

stool, military, 264-65, 265

straw, drinking, 264-65, 265

Subartu, 19

Suen-nada, 73

Sumer, 18, 19

Sumu-abum, 18

Sumu-lael, 18

Suppiluliuma I, 161, 171, 195, 206, 253, 260, 387, 450, 454

edict of, 172, 172

Su-ri-mo, 454

Susa, 13-15, 18, 34, 68, 137n2, 162, 203, 244

Achaemenid palace at, 201

shell figurine of, 406

swords, 444, 444

sickle, 58, 58, 122, 264

and spearhead, 374-75, 374

on Uluburun ship, 301, 302, 366, 372, 374-75, 374

See also daggers

Syria

board games in, 151

cultural exchange and, 45

elephants in, 209, 328, 406

glazed tile of captive leader from, 267, 268

ivory-working tradition in, 445, 446-47

lapis jewelry manufacture in, 68

rock crystal from, 41

tribute to Egypt from, 164, 309, 309

Syrian style

Byblos standing deities, 52, 53

seals, 16, 391

seated deity, 48, 48

Syro-Canaanite jewelry, 347-49, 347, 349, 351

Syro-Cappadocian seals, 75

Syro-Levantine trade, 34-35, 42-43, 43

Syro-Mitanni style

cylinder seal, 283, 283, 438

lions in, 399

Tab-balat, 4

Taide, 195, 206

talent, as unit of measure, 371

Tal-i Malyan, 162

Tammitte, 207

Tanagra, 136

Tanaja, 454

Tarura, 264-65, 265

Taureador Frieze, 130, 131

Taurus Mountains, 4, 14, 15, 29, 71, 77, 81, 270, 310

Taweret (goddess), 136-37, 397

on ivory wand, 147, 147

Queen Tiye as, 146-47, 146

Tefnut (goddess), 145

Tel Aphek, 367

Tel Arad, 325

Tel Dan, 321, 332, 367

Tel Kabri, 123, 124, 436

Tel Michal, 321

Tel Nami, 354

Telemachus, 436

Telipinu, 170

Tell Abu Hawam, 299, 305nl43, 315, 318, 321, 338, 341, 344,

354

bronze male deity with open gesture, 346

Tell al-Hamidiya, 195, 206, 365

Tell al-Rimah, 198

Tell Arqa, 66, 235

Tell Asmar, 18

Tell Barri, 206

Tell Beit Mirsim, 63

Tell Billa, 365

Tell Brak, 195, 198, 206, 222, 313, 406

Tell Chuera, 206, 213

Tell el-'Ajjul, 108, 349, 351, 355, 358

falcon earrings from, 356-51, 356

jewelry from, 25n5, 38, 40, 101

Tell el-Amarna, 318, 319, 351, 358

Akhenaten-Nefertiti plaque from, 359

cobalt blue glass from, 293, 313, 314
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Tell el-Amarna, 318, 319, 351, 358

Akhenaten-Nefertiti plaque from, 359

cobalt blue glass from, 293, 313, 314

founding of, 251

Gilgamesh epic at, 192

Nefertiti relief from, 263

painted papyrus of battle with Sea Peoples, 435, 436

pharaoh smiting enemy in panel from, 264, 264

See also Amarna Letters

Tell el-Dab'a, 39, 102, 109-12, 110nl8, 436

convex-conical rhyton from, 428

gold diadem from, 115-16, 115

gold pendant from, 113-14, 113

map of, ///

wall paintings at, 123, 124, 253, 387, 389, 454

Minoan artists, 131, 131

Taureador Frieze, 130

See also Avaris, Piramesse

Tell el-Yahudiya pottery, 62, 63

Tell es-Sa'diyeh, 152, 153n4

Tell Fakhariyah, 195, 206, 285

Tell Kazel, 235, 365

Tell Miqne, 407

Tell Mishrifeh, 42, 48, 214, 233. See also Qatna

Tell Mohammed 'Arab, 365

Tell Munbaqa, 99

Tell pjasile, 332

Tell Sabi Abyad, 207, 209

Tell Safinat-Nouh, 42

Tell Sakka, wall paintings at, 128-29, 128

Tell Sheikh Hamad, 207

Tell Sianu, 42, 44, 61

Tell Soukas, 235

Tell Sour-Sinkari, 42

Tell Yelki, 213

Tepe Hissar, 68

Tepe Sialk, 154n3

terebinth resin, 274, 295, 317-19

terracotta

Hittite fragment of bull rhyton, 189, 189

Kassite lioness, 201, 201

Teshshup (storm god), 77, 79, 170, 182-83, 189, 284, 351

textiles

ivory spindles for, 407

trade in, 15-17, 71-73, 162

on Uluburun ship, 296-97

Thebes (Egypt), 108, 112, 119, 125

double-sided game box from, 152-53, 152

game board from, 155-56, 155

Minoan art in, 131

ostracon with nude goddess on horseback from, 157, 157

pyxis with sphinxes from, 144, 144

Qadesh text at, 171-72, 266

and Syro-Levantine trade, 34

wall paintings at, 9, 163, 164, 273, 387, 393

with animal hunt, 388

with chariot, 155, 155

with conical rhyton, 429, 429

with foreign emissaries, 260, 260-61

with duck-shaped vessel, 335

storeroom with foreign goods, 295, 295

with Nubians bearing ivory, 294

with Syrians bearing gifts, 262, 263, 309, 309, 328, 328

with Syrian ships, 300, 301, 321

with Syrians with Canaanite jars, 317, 318

Thebes (Greece), 382

beads from, 280-81, 280

cylinder seals from

Aegean, 286-87, 287, 438

Cypriot, 284-86, 285, 438

Cypro-Aegean, 286, 286, 438

Hittite, 284, 284, 438

Kassite style, 160, 201, 202, 281-82, 281, 364, 438

Old Babylonian Cypriot, 284-86, 285, 438

Syro-Mitanni, 283, 283, 438

excavations at, 279

founder of, 438

plaque with rampant goats from, 280, 280

pyxis lid with animal combat from, 414-15, 414

Thera, Akrotiri, 136, 270, 273, 278

conical rhyton from, 426, 427

dating of eruption at, 453

wall paintings at, 8-9, 124-26, 124-25, 130, 276, 435

painted plaster with boar's tusk helmet, 441-42, 441

with river landscape, 436-37

with warriors, 437, 440

Thisbe, 384

Thoth (god), 361, 361

Thrace, stone mace head from, 372, 372

Thucydides, 354

Thutmose I, 108, 109, 251-53

Thutmose II, 253

Thutmose III, 68, 109, 112, 131, 161, 251, 253, 260, 270, 293, 295, 338,

387, 393, 453, 454

and elephant hunting, 209, 328, 406

Tomb of the Three Foreign Wives of, 254-58, 255-57

Thutmose IV, 253, 262, 264, 264, 351

Tiglath-Pileser I, 50, 208-9

Tigris River, 4, 97

Ti-la-zi, 284

tiles with Asiatic leaders, 267-68, 268- 69

tin

sources of, 309-10, 310n27

trade in, 15, 16, 59, 71-73, 163, 163, 270, 292

Mari document, 3, 4

on Uluburun ship, 289, 290, 292, 296, 307-9, 309

Tiryns, 130, 136, 139, 274, 274, 274, 283, 315, 382, 396, 453

gold ring, 137

as port of redistribution, 300

smiting deity, 177, 177

Titris Hoyuk, 81

Tiye, 22-23, 22, 144, 146-47, 146, 251, 256, 389, 453

Tjehenu, 328

toads, weights in form of, 370, 371nl5

Tod Treasure, 61, 65-66, 65-67, 388

Tokat, 189

tombs, kispu ritual in, 221, 224

Toumba tou Skourou, 270

trade and trade routes, 15-16, 42-43, 95, 98, 201

to Afghanistan, 3, 43, 68, 163, 201, 281, 310

Ashur's central role in, 70

and the Caucasus, 92

in Central Anatolia, 82

diplomacy and, 165-66

map of, 43

Mycenaean, 271-72, 274

seals as integral to, 388

tramping or cabotage, 297-98

Uluburun shipwreck and, 289-90, 297-99

way stations for, 42

Trialeti, 91-93, 101-2

necklace beads from, 93

vessel from, 92

Trialeti-Vanadzor (Kirovakan) culture, 92

Trianda, Rhodes, 129-30, 129-30

tripod, Cretan, 393

tripod table with acrobats, 129-30, 129-30, 336

Troad, 378

Troodos Mountains, 309

Troulli, 311

Troy 3, 35, 55, 81, 325, 382, 435

Tudhaliya I/I 1, 170, 442, 444

Tudhaliya III, 184

Tudhaliya IV, 76, 172, 188

decree of, 174-75, 174

Tadu-hepa, 184, 196, 387



Uluburun shipwreck site off coast of, 289, 290

See also Anatolia

turquoise

Egyptian diadem, 254—57, 257

Egyptian headdress, 254-56, 256

turtles, 126

Tushratta, 159, 195, 196, 282, 387, 391

Tutankhamun, 149, 159, 168, 171, 240, 252, 253, 346n4, 351, 405

alabaster balsam jar in tomb of, 417

ceremonial weapons in tomb of, 390, 392, 393

earring from tomb of, 356

gold scarab of, 358, 358

pyxis with recumbent lion in tomb of, 417, 417

Tuttul, 19

Tyre, 404, 405

Ugarit, 4, 5, 15, 29, 45-48, 58, 98, 100, 141, 173-75, 179, 192, 217,

228, 235, 252, 270, 285, 295, 311, 330, 332, 335, 358,

367, 396

archaeological levels at, 45

bowl with hunting scenes from, 239-40, 240—41

bronze figure of Bes from, 150, 150

ceramic vessel from, 250, 250

ceremonial axe from, 243-44, 244

conical rhyton from, 426, 428, 428, 429

cuneiform tablets from, 235

cylinder seals from, 395, 395, 399

description of, 235-38

duck-shaped vessel from, 334, 334

Egyptian influence on, 34, 37, 44, 61, 148

faience petal bowl from, 423-24, 423

glass ingots from, 313

ivory horn from, 340

Kamares ware in, 59

limestone stele of Baal from, 247

lion-headed cup from, 77

patera with chariot hunt from, 242, 243

pendants from, 351

port of. See Minet el-Beidha

royal fortress (palace) at, 235-38

carved ivory tusk, 407, 407

furniture, 407

head of a deity, 238-39, 239, 407

plan, 236

seated deities from, 246-49, 241-48

smiting deity from, 246, 246

sun-disc motif at, 351

writing board from, 368

Ulama, 16, 71

Ullaza, 61

Uluburun ship, 3, 25n5, 51, 165, 222, 289-310, 313-33, 336-41,

360-71, 382, 390-91

anchors, 290-91, 306-7, 306

Canaanite jars on, 314-15, 317-19, 318, 319, 379

Cypriot pottery on, 321-23, 322-23

dating of, 297

glass on, 290, 293, 296, 313-15, 313, 315, 375-76, 376

gold chalice on, 353-55, 354

hull, 302-3, 303

manufactured goods on, 296-97

nude female figure, 345-46, 345

pendants on

gold falcon, 355-56, 356

with nude female, 347-38, 347

with rayed stars, 350-52, 350-51

personnel, 300-302, 366, 370, 373, 375-76, 378

pilgrim flask and lamp on, 320-21, 320

plan of seabed at shipwreck, 290

reconstruction of, 291-93

relief beads on, 385

route of, 298, 299-300

scarabs on, 360-62, 360-62

scepter-mace on, 372-73, 373

silver bracelet on, 357-58, 357

writing board on, 367-68, 368

Umm el-Marra, 78

Untash-Napirisha, 244

Upper Mesopotamia, 18, 34

Ur, 14-16, 19, 201, 327

board games in, 151

fist-shaped pin from, 339

lapis jewelry manufacture in, 68, 69

Royal Cemetery of, 69

Third Dynasty of (Ur III), 43

collapse of, 13-14, 19

cylinder seals, 61, 364

as trading center, 15, 16

Urbilum, 26. See also Arbeles; Erbil

Urshu, 35

Uruk, 19, 20, 51, 193

Temple of Inanna, 200, 201

Useramun, Tomb of, 260

Valley of the Kings, 418

Vapheio, 139

Varuna (god), 194

Venus (planet), 348, 350

vessels, 12, 31-32, 31-32, 44, 44, 76, 76, 78-79, 78, 91-92, 91, 92,

224-25, 224, 230-31,230, 231, 250, 250, 272

bull-shaped, 183-84, 183

with bull leapers, 133-34, 134

chalices, 297, 353-55, 354, 379

with dolphins and waterbirds, 62-63, 63

duck-shaped, 195, 330-33, 550-5/, 334-35, 334, 335

Egyptian, 258-59

female-headed, 239, 341-44, 343, 346

fist-shaped, 182-83, 182

flask, 422, 422

fragment with dolphins, 64, 64

Hittite pitcher, 190, 190

horse-headed, 344

with lid, 422-23, 423

Mycenaean stirrup jars, 271, 274, 379-82, 380, 381

pomegranate-shaped, 425, 425

ram-headed, 340-44, 342, 343, 346

relief, 133-34, 134, 142-43, 142, 188

spouted, 59, 60, 60, 79, 79, 190-91, 190, 191

stag-shaped, 181-82, 181

White Shaved juglets, 296, 321

White Slip II milk bowls, 296, 321, 322

See also amphorae, cups, kylixes, rhyta

vitreous materials

Ashur vessel with lid, 422-23, 423

general description of, 419-20

vultures, 56, 56

Egyptian pectoral with, 254-55, 255

on Egyptian ring fragment, 360, 360

Wadi el-Hudi, 360

Wadi Gabbanet el-Qurud, 254

Wadjet (goddess), 120-21, 120

wall bracket, Cypriot, 321-23, 323

wall paintings

fragments, 33, 33, 441-42, 441, 126-27, 126-27 128-29, 128

helmeted female with griffin, 440

Investiture Scene, 17, 28, 29, 32

Miniature Frieze, 124-26, 124-25

from Nuzi, 194

See also specific sites

Warshama, 14

Washshukanni, 195, 206

Wavy Line style, bridge-spouted jar in, 59, 60, 60

Wawat, 108

weight anchor, 306-7, 306

weights

domed, 300, 370
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weights

domed, 300, 370

mass standard of, 370

sphendonoid, 300, 370

on Uluburun ship, 300

zoomorphic, 300, 369-71, 369

Wenamun, 50, 167, 346

White Shaved juglets, 296, 321

White Slip II milk bowls, 296, 321, 322

wig covering, Egyptian rosette, 254-56, 256

Wilbour Plaque, 359, 359

Wilusa, 435

wine, 162

Mycenaean, 271

trade in along the Euphrates, 16

wood

box from Pella, 436, 438

carob, Egyptian cylindrical box, 416-17, 416

dating by growth rings of, 451

double-sided game box, 152-53, 152

duck-shaped container with female swimmer, 332, 333-34, 333, 333nl0

headrest with Bes imagery, 149-50, 150

Queen Tiye as the goddess Taweret, 146-47, 146

trade in, 293-94

on Uluburun ship, 293-94, 296

See also boxwood

wool, 162

writing

board

cuneiform, 13, 16, 73-74, 74, 75, 75, 419, 421, 421

use of hieroglyphics at Byblos, 49, 50, 52, 58

Linear A texts, 270

Linear B texts, 270, 271, 274, 279, 281, 293-94, 319, 329, 437, 440, 454

Neo-Sumerian style of, 29

Old Assyrian Colony period glyptic, 34

on papyrus, 49

See also cuneiform writing

writing board, 367-68, 368

X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF), 85

Yahdun-Lim, 51, 95

Yamhad, 4, 14, 18, 34, 38, 42, 95, 450

Yarim-Lim (of Yamhad), 4, 14, 34, 95, 99

Yarim-Lim (of Alalakh), 48, 197-98, 197, 220-21

Yasmah-Addu, 95

Yatar-Addu, 4

Yazihkaya, 188, 191, 243

Yenikoy, 180

Yorgan Tepe, 194. See also Nuzi

Yura, 314

Zababa (god), 205

Zab River valley, 198

Zagros Mountains, 4, 20, 51, 161, 200

Zakar-Baal, 167

Zakros, 64, 231, 272-73, 278, 325, 329, 393, 427

Zalmaqum, 19

Zimri-Lim, 15-18, 28, 30, 98, 99, 285, 450

marriage of sister, 99

trip to Mediterranean of, 15, 29, 95, 99-100

map, 97
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